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PEEFACE.

;^X"~^ E heartily respect the good old customs of those who have

^^ gone before us ; and as one of them consisted in paying, at the

*/!«" as close of a periodical volume, a grateful tribute to the friends who had

supported it, we prefer not to turn from the good old ways. Therefore, we

^" tender to one and all of those who have in any way—whether as subscribers,

contributors, or otherwise-—supported "The Gardeners' Magazine of Botany,"

our cordial thanks for the encouraging support by means of which we have pro-

ceeded thus far in our course ; and this aid, while enabhng us to complete our

first volume, under cordial assurance of approbation, inspii'es also the fullest con-

fidence as to the future.

On commencing our labours we took occasion to state, that it was not on any

efforts or abilities of our o^vii that we depended for the position which this Magazine

should assume in the ranks of Horticultural Literature ; but rather on the hearty

promises of support we received from many of the best practical gardeners of this

country. We may now add, that the measure of success to wliich we have attained

is mainly attributable to the realization of these promises ; by that reahzation we

have been enabled to present periodically a large amount of information, at once

sound, practical, and interesting. ^
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PEEFACE.

To the friends and patrons, then, of " The Gardexees' Magazine of Botany,"

we present the humble tribute of our grateful thanks ; and in an especial manner

we would offer our acknowledgm^ents to those who have kindly permitted us to

make di-awings of their new or otherwise interesting plants for publication ; whilst

to all who take an interest in the advancement of the art of Gardening, we fi-eely

offer the hand of fellowship, and the oHve-branch of peace.

One word more. Those who wish to serve us cannot do so more effectually than

in making the Magazine known among their friends, impressing upon them, at the

same time, that it is not a book for the learned alone, but calculated to instruct

learners as well as adepts in the art and science of Horticulture.

London, June, 1850.
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HE cUscoiitinuanoe of Paxton's Magazine of Botany has made a

vacancy in Floricultm-al Literature, Avliicli it has been determined to fill

up by the publication of a somewhat similar v/ork

—

The Gakdener's

Magazine of Botany, whose origin is thus sufficiently explained Its

objects we shall now briefly enumerate.

The Gardeners' Magazine of Botany is intended to be a guide to the

Practical Gardener in the various operations of his art. It also professes to teach

Lady or Gentlemen Amateiu'S in the art of designing, laying out, selecting, and

planting gardens and pleasure-grounds—in the erection and heating of horticul-

tural buildings—and in the general management of gardens and plantations. Every

fact connected with the progress of science, illustrative or elucidatory of j)ractical gardening,

"will be duly registered as an aid to the cultivator. New popular flowers, fruits, and vegetables

will be recorded, described, and, where necessary, illustrated ; and new varieties of pojmlar

flowers will be critically noticed by competent judges. The Gardeners' Magazine of Botany

is thus designed to become a Miscellany of usefid and interesting information on every branch

of horticidtui-al science. "Science Avith Practice," is to be its motto.

The objects thus briefly sketched are comprehensive iu their character ; and in the attain-

ment of them the Conductors rely not so much upon themselves, as on the prompt assistance

and promises of support they have received fi-om many of the first cultivators of the day
;

and fi.-om other eminent wa'iters in those departments of science—Phytology, Chemistry,

Entomology, &;e.—which bear on Horticidture in its various branches. To this support must

be attributed whatever merit may be attained.

Among the many advantages conferred upon the sciences of Horticultui-e and Botany by

the late Mr. Loudon, it was not the least of his merits that he opened the pages of his Maga-

zine as a medium through which Obseevi;ks might record the resiilts of their investigations

in Natiu'al History, Gardening, and Botany. Since the discontinuance of his Magazine, no

A
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other Gardening Publication tas adopted the same com-se; and The Gardeners^ Magazine of
Botany will thus supply a positive desideratum in opening a portion of its pages to such

communications. Clergymen of oru- venerated Church, and Medical men ^yho possess profes-

sionally the advantage of an university training to habits of observation, as wcU as Gardeners,

and Garden Amateurs, are in^ated to co-operation.

One word more—If there be those who look iipon The Gardeners' Magazine of Botany as a

rival or ojiponent of any previously-existing, or sinndtaneously-announced gardening publica-

tion, we would assiu'c them that no such feelings are entertained by the Conductors, or by the

Publishers, who, oecupj'ing groimd which has been abandoned by others, and which may,

therefore, in all fau'ness, be maintained by themselves,—have determined on " Friendly

co-operation -^-ith all," in the one great object of aU—the advancement of the Science of

Gardening.

With these few remarks we proceed to present the reader with a few suggestions fi-om a

valued fi'iend and contributor, Mr. D. Beaton, of Shi'ubland Park, being extracts from a letter

in the form of an addi-ess to the conductors :

—

" I EEJOICE to learn that you have taken the helm of a successor to the good old cmizer, which, for

so many years, conveyed very pleasant and useful instructions, under the able and amiable guidance of

om' worthy fellow-labom-cr, Mr. Paxton. I [trust you will meet with ample cncom'agement from men
of your own practical standing, and that contributions to all the departments of the work -wiW

pour m upon you from week to week. A weeldy Magaziuc wiU be a great novelty at first

;

you must not, however, trust to the charms of novelty for success in the undertaking, hut rather

to the amount of sound practical information which you will he able to furnish to yom- readers.

If you leave affectation, bombast, and wi'angling to softer heads, and rely on the heai'ty co-

oiicration of respectable gardeners in yom' own circle, you cannot fail of success. Plain common sense,

conveyed in simple language, is what is now found to gain the ear of the great body of the people who
are seekmg after useful knowledge, as is abundantly exempUficd in the great success of the Cottage

Gardener—humble as its pretensions have been from the fii'st. In youi' higher flight you may well

calculate on the assistance of many good gardeners, who would, no doubt, tldnk it beneath thefr station

to sit down to write the simplest elements of then- art for the information of the million, as we now are

doing in the Cottage Gardener—for I too belong to the staff engaged on that useful work.
" In promising you what httle assistance I can afford from time to time, I may as well teU you

at the outset, that I shall often have to appear in yom- pages seeldng mformation for myself, from

one of yourselves. I allude more particularly to the fascinating tribe of Ferns, which is now becoming

more and more fashionable, and deservedly so, every year. I look upon it as a fortmiate cu'cum-

stancc, and as rndicatuig the utilitarian tendency of om' day, that the services of an author as

editor, who has aheady earned his lam'cls among the Ferns, has been obtamed by the proprietors

of this work as co-editor -with another who, we ah know, is a host in himself. And I congratidate

yom' readers in having thus a ready access to soimd information on all topics that relate to Ferns

particulai'ly, of which it is said by Humboldt, on the authority of Professor Kunze, of Leipsic

("Aspects of Nature," vol. ii., p. 188), that more than three thousand species ai'e afready known
or described. It is fui'ther stated by this illustrious pliilosopher, who is deeply versed in the geo-

graphical distribution of plants, that many more of them arc yet confidently expected to enrich our

collections. He says, in the work referred to, that we are still " completely unacquainted with the

larger portions of the interior of South America, (jNIato-Grosso, Paraguay, the eastern decUv-ity of the

Andes, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, and all the countries between the Orinocco, the Rio Negro, the Amazons,

and Pm-uz), of Africa, Madagascar, Borneo, and Central and Eastern Asia, with the mterior of Aus-

traha ;" and he remarks, that " the thought rises mvoluntarily in the mind, that we may not yet know
the tliii'd, or probably even the fifth part of the plants existmg on the earth." And yet he teUs us that

seventy-fom' thousand species of plants are preserved in the Royal Herbarium at Schonbrunn, ncai'

Berlin ;—nearly thi'ee times the number of flowering plants enumerated m Loudon's " Hortus Britannicus."

We may, therefore, reasonably conclude, that a large accession to om' present knowledge of Ferns must

acci'ue from the share they must occupy of these unexplored regions, although the nmnerical proportions

of the existing divisions of the vegetable kingdom are not yet well determined. But instead of thus

speculating on a futm'e supply of materials to enrich yom' pages, let me rather recommend to such of

yoiu' readers as may have a tm'U for curious experiments, to try the following, which I have proposed to
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investigate myself next sjjring. It is one step in a series of experiments which I undertook some years

since, with a view to determine, if possible, the true origin of the so-called pm'ple labmiium. Some of

these experiments, and the deductions I have di'awn fi'om them, I propose, with your leave, to lay

before youi- readers as my time and inchnation may dictate. In the meantime, I suggest the following

Phttological Experiment,

which any one haA-ing the convenience of a cucumber-bed, will be enabled to perform, and prove,

in a single season, or, at any rate, in the course of a second growth ; and the more hands we
have in the field, the sooner, or, at least, the more surely, can we determine the point sought to be

established, which is tliis—to ascertain if it be possible to cause the callosities formed by two cuttings

to amalgamate or mix together during theii' formation ; and, if so, whether an adventitious bud, formed

on the united mass, ^vill be enabled to partake of the properties of the two plants fi'om which the

cuttings were made. Without hazarding an oijinion as to the issue of such an experiment, I shall con-

clude by merely describing the most Uliicly way of arriving at a satisfactory conclusion. Make choice

of two distinct kinds of Gloxinia, and take a leaf of each, carrying the whole of the footstaUi: or petiole
;

graft the two footstalks together, by first cutting off a portion fi-om one side of each, say to the length

of a couple of inches, and, leaving the bottom parts quite thin, in the form of a half wedge, or the

bottom of an apple-shoot cut for whip or tongue grafting ; bind the mcarefuUy together, leaving a short

space at the bottom free to facilitate the emission of roots, but take especial cai-e that the bottom

points are held closely together. Now, as it is well known that such leaves will soon form tubers when
put in as cuttings, we may easily conceive it possible for two of them thus united to produce but one

bulb or tuber ; and if so, is it not very reasonable to beheve that a bud or buds issuing fi'om such a tuber

would inherit the properties of the two parent plants ft-om wliich the leaves were cut ? It may be neces-

sary to remark, for the guidance of the uninitiated, that the leaves for this pm-pose must not be cut too

close to the stem of the plant for fear of oarryingwith it the natm-al buds, so to speak. Wliether a tuber

formed by a leaf-cutting is fed more fi-om one side of the footstalk or not, has not been recorded, if

even ascertained ; therefore it may be as well to join a pair back to back, and another pair with the

fi'ont of the leaves facing each other. Although this difference in the position of the parts may appear

to some to bo a mere trifle, I have known a less important cause to derange a whole sot of experiments

for twelve months.

^em



COLOCASIA ODOBATA.

1

COLOCASIA ODORATA.
771HE fragrance of this species renders it a desu-able subject in all collections of stove plants. The diffused

il odour, as it pervades the entire atmosphere of a hot house in wliich the plan t is blooming-, resembles that

of Mig-nonette; but the more powerful and concentrated fi-agrance which is experienced on nearercontact

with the plant, is of the sweet aromatic natiu-e of that of some Orchids. The Colocasia odorata is not

a novel plant, but it is not common. It is one of the arborescent aroideous plants, which give such a

trojiical air to collections in wliich thej' occm\ Tlris species grows with a caudex of thi'ce to six feet

high, and from four to six inches in diameter, and is then crowned at the top with a head of large naiTOwly

cordate leaves, supported on long stout footstalks, and traversed by jirominent veins. The flowers grow

from the axils of the leaves towards the centre of the plant, and stand erect among the foKage. The

spathe is about a span long, conti'acted below the middle, and then expanding into a concave or boat-

shaped membrane, which, at first, stands erect, encii-cKng the spadix, but ultimately bends over it like

a hood. The spathe is green at fh-st, hut acquii-es a yellowish hue v,'hen at matm-ity. The spadix is

club-shaped, and shorter than the spathe.

The foliage of the Colocasia is the seat of a waxy secretion, which, though scanty in the

plants cultivated in our hot-houses, is j-et produced in considerable quantities, when the plant is

growing in its natural climate. The secretion is formed exclusively on the lower face of the leaf, and is

confined to the axils of its principal nerves, where the cellular tissue produces it, and from which

points, this waxy substance extends sometimes over nearly the whole mferior surface of the foliage.

In the cultivated plant it only exists in small scales, at the utmost not lai-ger than the hmnan nail.*

A curious property possessed by the plants of this family, is the evolution of heat at certain periods

of thefr inflorescence. This has been noticed by various observers, but apparently fir-st by Lamarck,

who, in 1777, made the discovery upon Arum italicum. The most exact experiments, however, are

those of M. Adolphe Brogniart, made in 1834, upon a plant of the Colocasia odorata, which de-

veloped fom- flo-^^ers in the space of a month.
" The first flower began to expand on the 4ttL of March, but it was not till the 6th that the escape

of pollen from its anthers commenced, and the increase of temperature on the spadix was percejjtible to

the touch. A very small thermometer, when applied to the flower, indicated a temperatm-c in the air

of 23 degrees eentrigrade, while the spadix, close to the fertUe stamens, was 26 degrees, and the club

formed by the abortive stamens was 30 degrees, the difference being 7 degrees. The heat of the flower

gradually diminished, and, in the evening, its temperature was the same as that of the stove. It is

remarkable, however, that, while all the other Aroideac that have been examined on this point, appear,

—

when the heat has once disappeared,—never to regain it, the plant imdcr consideration exlubited the

same increase of tempcratm-c at the same horn- (2 p.m.) of the following day, and for four days it

* Botanical Magazine, t. 3935.

"^^I^Md
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continued, though with graduallj' dim inishing intensity, to present a similai- phenomenon, when the
flower finally faded.

" Another blossom ha-s-ing appeared shortly after, I adopted many precautions which should enable
me to watch its progress. I procm-cd a very dehcate thermometer, applied it accui-ately to the most
sensible parts of the flower ; and protected the bulb by folds of flannel ft-om the influence of the cii'-

cumambient atmosphere, and by a pm-ple shade fi-om the rays of the sun. Another thermometer was
suspended in the stove, not far from the plant, to give the temperature of the stove. For six days a
sti-iking increase of heat took place in the flower, attaining its maximum about 4 p.m., and totally ceasinn-

during the night and early morning. The greatest difference between the temperature of the flower,

and the general atmosjjhere of the stove, was 11 degrees; and, as in the fii'st blossom examined, so

the centi-al portion of the club of abortive stamens, was the part wliich exliibited the heat most
powerfully ; next the base of that club, and then the stamens which were fei-tUe."*

The Colocasia odorata is a native of Pegu; is a fi-ee-growing plant mider cultivation, andrequii-cs

l^lenty of room both for its roots and leaves; the latter, indeed, it is which gives to the plant its ti'uly

noble aspect.

» N'ouv. Ann. dc Aluseiim, <VSi$t. Nat., vol. iii

ON THE CULTIVATION OF FANCY PELARGONIUJUS.

By Mn. HENEY ROSIER, Brookland's Nuksert, BLACKHii,i.Tn.

ICTIHE class of fancy Pelargoniums having now become almost universal favourites, a fewremarks on their

11 cultivation may not be out of place. It is but a few years since we had only Queen Victoria, raised

by Ml-. Sheppard, of Wmchester, with a continental variety or two, such as Jehu, Anais, Ibrahim

Pacha, &c. ; all of which are very pretty, and reflect great credit on oiu- continental brethi'en, who are

ever on the alert to produce novelties ; but these are now sui'passed by the indefatigable perseverance

and skill of om' English florists, who, within the last year' or two, have been most assiduous in

hybridising, and have produced many fii-st-rate and showy varieties. We are much indebted to Mr.

Ambrose, and also to Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, for many of the best which were most creditably shown

by those gentlemen last season. That these flowers will long continue to be favourites, I think there

cannot be any doubt, as, if properly managed, they will continue to flower throughout the whole year,

imparting, with their hxmdi-eds of gay, many-colom-ed blossoms, a charming and most Kvely appeai'ance

to the greenhouse thi'ough the dreary winter months.

There are several kinds which deserve especial notice for these properties, such as Jenny Lind

(Ambrose's), Anais, Faii-y Queen (Ambrose's), Alboni (Henderson's), Lady Rivers, &o. ; though, I

doubt not, the whole of the varieties in cidtivation would do so mider proper management. Quercifolia

superba, a bright scarlet-flowered, oak-leaved variety, deserves a place in every collection, however

select, bemg most desirable, either for the bouquet or flower-garden, for which it is admirably

adapted ; as, indeed, are mostl)f the other varieties, being of dwarf habit and most profuse bloomers.

It is my opinion, from the practice I have had in hybridising, that there is yet a wide field open for

the florist to work in, by crossing the Cape varieties with the fancy ones, as many of the Cape species

are rich in their colours, and varied in then- fohage.

There was a very singular hybrid exlubited last season at the Horticultui-al Society's Garden at

Chiswick, under the name of Ambrosiana, said to be a cross between Campylea laciniata and a fancy

variety, probably Anais, and to which was awai'ded a silver medal, as a new and distinct variety.

Let us, then, hope, that enterprising florists will take them in hand, and give us more novelties.

In conclusion, I would offer a few remarks on the gi'owth and winter flowering of these plants.

Should they be required for exhibition, it is necessary that strong plants should be selected to grow
through the following season. When once started for this pm-pose, great care should be taken in

potting from one sized pot to another, as soon as the pot is fuU of roots ; and to encoui-age fiee growth,

a rich soil is indispensable. I have found the foUowdng mixtui'e answer well :

—

Two baiTows of good tarfy loam ;—Epping I have found the best.

One barrow of leaf mould.

One ditto of weU-decomposed cow-dung, s\itli a good portion of silver sand.

Drain well with potsherds broken small, and charcoal in moderate-sized pieces. After a summer's fi'ce
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growtli, it is neoessaiy, about the beginning of July, to diminish, the quantity of water previously

necessary, so that the wood may be thoroughly hardened before cutting down. Some of the varieties

do not require any cutting down at all—as, I tuid, Anais, Ibrahim Pacha, and some others of the more

slender-growing kinds, do best by pvilling out the flower-buds in the autumn, leaving them to grow on.

By the end of July the plants will require to be shaken clean out of the soil, to h;^.ve the roots pruned

a little at the points, pre\'ious to repotting. When autumn flowering-plants ax-e requhed, I find that

cuttmgs, taken in the early summer months, when they strike fi-eely, make nice compact plants, and

flower tln-ough the autumn and early winter months. As the season advances, it is necessary to give

them a little warmth to make them expand their blossoms freely. In putting in the cuttings, I find it

requisite to fill the pots about half full of broken potshei-ds, as they are susceptible of damp, which

is very injurious to them. The compost I have foimd them to do best in for winter flowering, is

equal parts of good turfy loam, peat, well decomposed cow-dung, and leaf-mould, with a good portion

of silver sand,—always taking care to di-ain the pots properly.

Below will be found a few varieties enumerated, with an asterisk attached to the most beautifid :

—

Eini)rcss. Lady Rivers.

Fairy Queen (Ambrose). Madame Mielez.

Formosa (Ambrose). Madame Eosati (Gaines).

*Magniiica (Ambrose).

Mazeppa Superb.

Minei'va (Ambrose).

Modesta (Ambrose).

Alboni (Henderson).

Anais.

*Beauty (Ambrose).

Supreme.

Bouquet Tout Fait.

Defiance (Ambrose).

Duchesse d'Aumalc.

Garland (Ambrose).

*Hero of Surrey (Gaines).

Jenny Lind (Ambrose)

.

La Belle d'Afrique.

Ne plus ultra (Gaines).

*Pictinata (Ambrose).

Queen Superb (Ambrose).

*Eeiue des Fran(,'ais.

*Statiaski.

Village Maid.

Zebra.

WILD-FLOWERS—A Sketch Inteoductoet.

FLOWERS ! Wild-flowers—^whence come they ? What are they ? Whither, in pursuit of them,

do they invite us ? They arc the children of the sun. They are the stars of the earth. They are

redolent of beauty. Whence come they? Ask whence comes the light of heaven, which sends forth the

" rainbow issiung from its cloudy shi'mc," to stretch its ii'is over vale and mountaui, lake and stream,

illuminating, with its azure hues, all objects 'neath its bold triumphal arch ! Ask, whence comes the

majesty of the dim umbrageous forests, never yet explored by foot of man! or, whence the charm of

those " dim secluded vales," in which the forlorn nightingale pom's forth her solitary, self-taught

song

—

" Singing love to her lone mate.

In the ivy bower disconsolate
!"

Ask, whence come Wild-flowers! It was not decreed that man should "Uve, and move, and have

his being" upon a bare, a barren, and impenetrable rocky sm-face. A higher destiny awaited him.

The earth was appointed as a temple for the adoration of the Supreme Being ; the au- became soft, and

hahny, and translucent ; the firmament above revealed the clusterhig glory of an mfinitudc of stars

—

worlds mikuown, progressing through infinite space—which he gazed upon with eyes " made up of

wonder and of love ;" while beneath his footsteps a fragrant verdui-e of extended wild-flowers sprung

into existence. Stars above ! WUd-flowers beneath ! But what are they ? They are the most dehcate

links in the chain of causation—connecting media of sympathy. True it is that a prematm-e frost, a

cold and icy mountain-blast, may wither a faiiy group of them ; but still they ai'e sustained—still live

to reappear and bless our wondering sight.

The blossoms of our much-loved Wild-flowers, it is true, are oftentimes so delicate, so small, as to

escape om- ken. But are they less beautiful than those of larger growth ? Far from it ! But what is a

Wild-flower ? It is that simple and unheeded little plant which grows indigenous in its native soil.

The wind planteth its seed where it Ksteth ; and there, unseen by any human eye, it springs into

ephemeral existence, and fades too soon in the shadow of its own loveliness. Compare the wild with

the exotic flower :—the one
" In shoals and bands, a momce tram,

"Will meet the traveller in the lane
;"

but for the other—the exotic flower, we must enter the green-house, or the highly cultivated garden.

The specimens we there find may be cxqiusite, and fully do we admire them, and appreciate their

lovelmcss ; and much regard have we for the careful hand that trained them. But they do not

carry any impression home to the heart like the simple Wdd-flower that springs directly from the
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bosom of Natui'e, needing- no adventitious aid or cai-e to pi-otcct and perfect its development. Who
would compare the song of the Robin or the Linnet, the Blackbird or the Thrush, or any of oui- forest

birds, " warbling their native wood-notes wild," with the domesticated cage-birds from foreign climes ?

Not that we by any means undervalue them. No imprisonment can eradicate the principle which

Nature has implanted in the heart. Hence Wordsworth, in that charming poem addressed to liberty

—

which, we imagine, every true poet knows by heai't—asks :

—

" Who can cli\'inc what impulses of God
Ecach the caged Lark within his town abode,

From his poor inch or two of daisied sod .'

Oh, yield him back Ins privilege ! No sea

SwcUs Uke the bosom of a man set free !

—

A wilderness is rich with hberty !"

And it is this very mountain air of liberty which throws a charm over those Wild-flowers which have

been so frequently deified in the j)oet.'s song.

But wliithcr will the pm'suit of them lead us ? Truly, beyond the smoke and din of busy capitals,

and even the hum of distant villages. WUd flowers seem to love solitude and shade ; and oftentimes

tempt us into obscure and almost inaccessible spots. Nevertheless, they spring up everywhere. They
may be seen enamelling the green sward which sm-roimds the aristocratic mansion ; but they sliine not

less sweetly under the Uttle hedge-row which bounds the garden of the lowly husbandman. They may
be seen straggling witlun the clefts of sea-gu't rocks, and trembling by the side of roaring waterfalls

;

—but they bloom not less abundantly along the banks of " the mill-stream that melts along the lea."

They invite also more serious and melancholy associations. They may be observed ghstening through

the ivy-leaves, on the top of many a ruined tower ; and they spring uj) almost suddenly, and with

supernatural quickness, amid the blades of grass upon every newly-raised and vii-giu grave :

—

" Lay her in the eai-th,

And from her fah and impoUutod flesh

May violets spring !"

exclaims Laertes over the grave of poor Ophelia. Fm-thermorc be it observed, that the most simple

and humble of our Wild-flowers are protected by the same Omnipotent hand wliich " tempers the wind

to the shorn lamb." They are born, they hve, they fade away, and so fulfil their destiny :

—

" The reckless shower

That weighs too heavily upon the Lily's silver head,

Stm leaves a saving moistiu-e at its roots,"

and it revives. Its simple resuscitation is an affecting type of the immortality of man.

Again, what happy, serene, and blessed thoughts may not WUd-flowers suggest ? The un -

thinking, the unfeeling, the uneducated—humanity's dull clowns—may pass them heedlessly by, or

gaze unconsciously upon them, as they tramjile them in the dust :

—

" A Primrose by the river's brim,

A simple Prinu'ose was to him.

And it was nothing more ;"

but, to the spiritual eye, they reveal deeper meanings, which throw a peculiar colom'ing o'er the past,

the present, and the future. One of our most amiable and sensitive of modern poets, who familiarised

his youthful mind, and fervently sjanpatliised with the beauties of natm-e, and who died, unhappily,

before the star of his genius may be said to have risen in the ascendant—Keats—was a devoted lover of

Wild-flowers. In his life, recently published by Monckton Miles—a charming volume, which cannot be

read otherwise than with intense interest, by all true lovers of poetry—we are informed that the young
poet told his friend Severn, that " he thought the intensest plcasm-e ho had received in life, was in

watching the growth of flowers ;" and, another time, after lyuig awhile, still and peaceful, on his last

sick-bed, he said, "I feel the flowers growing over me ;'
' and " there they do grow," adds his

biographer, " even all the winter long, Violets and Daisies minghng with the herbage ; and, in the

words of Shelley, "making us in love with death, to tliink that one should be buried in so sweet a

place." But Wild-flowers suggest not only melancholy thoughts, albeit, there may in such " be fomid

a power to virtue friendly." They come forth as graceful hand-maidens of the Spring ; they deck with

wreaths of puiity the brow of innocence, and diadem the bride. Flowers ! WUd-flowers ! let us love and

cherish them ; not only for the sake of theu' own sweet fragrance and simxdo beauty, but because they

are suggestive of thoughts and feelings wluch lead us onwards and upwards, and wind associations
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round our hearts, whicli, from the cradle to the grave, endear us to one anothei', and to Natui-e herself,

and impress upon us the salemu conviction, that " all that we behold is full of blessings."

Reader, forgive these words—wild as oui' flowers. They merely tell you of om' love, and they flow

fi'om the heart. Anon wo will address you, not less ti-uthfiilly, but more practically.

^%^^K?*^ ^ -. -^"^ ~ --p^S^
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ON THE OXALIS BO^VEANA AS A BEDDING-PLANT.

By Mr. JOHiST COX, G.uidexer to — Wells, Esa., Eedle-vp, Kent.

KpHE cultm'C of plants, for the pm-pose of planting out in beds for decorating the flower-garden dm-iiig

I\ summer and the autumn, has, of late years, formed a prominent featm-e in the gardener's rou-

tine of operations ; and, as it may not be generally known that the Oxalis Boweana forms one of the

most desirable plants, of any that we possess, for a dwarf bed, I am induced to offer a few remarks on

its preparation for that pm-pose, being con^dnced that any one who may feel disposed to give it a ti'ial

will not be disappointed. The fohage itself is peculiarly beautiful ; and the dehcate pink blossoms,

mider judicious treatment, are produced in great profusion until desti'oyed by the fi'ost.

At any time dm'uig the latter end of the present month, or the fii'st week in the next, select the

finest tubers, and pot them singly into foui'-inch pots, in a mixtm'e of thi'ee parts sandy loam and leaf

mould, and one part peat, di-aining the pots well, and putting a httle moss over the di-auiage. The pots

should then be x^laccd in a fi-ame mth a moderate bottom-heat, and a temperatm-e rangmg about 60

degrees ; or, if there is not that convenience, they may be placed in the early ^onery, or any sti'ucture

where a regular temperatm-e not lower than the above is maintained. They will be a long time La

jn-oducing their fohage, and, until they do so, they must not be snpphed with more water than -^dll

suffice to keep the soil in a moderately moist state, but little removed ii-om dryness. As the season

advances, and the pots become filled with fibres, they will requu-e more. "MTien the foliage appears,

let them be placed near the glass to prevent di-awLng ; and, as the growth proceeds, ti'eat them, occa-

sionally, with a httle clear diluted manm-e water.

Ha-s-ing got the plants well up, heat is no longer necessary ; and the next consideration is, to inm-e

them, gradually, to bear the open aii', which may be done by removing them, first, to a shelf in the green-

house near the glass, and, eventually, to a cold frame or pit, giving abundance of air, and a free exposm-e

in favourable weather.

The last week in May, or fh-st in June, is the time to plant them in the bed, which should have been

previously prepared for the pm-pose, by di-ainuig, if not previously well-di-ained, and by receiving a

compost of the above-described soil. It should be situated in a sheltered place, but exposed to the sun.

The plants should be planted quuicunx fashion, at a distance not exceeding a foot apart. The soil,

after planting, mU requii-e to be stu-red occasionally ; and seasonable appUcations of clear hquid

manm-e ^vill produce abundant luxm-iant foliage, and large flowers. 1 do not doubt but that, upon

trial, it -will be considered a desirable acquisition.

gi^rT^^^
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PASSIFLORA BELOTTII.

I^^at. Order, 'Passifi.oiia.ce2e. Passion "Worts. [Lindleifs Vcg. Kiiigcl.jm.)

Gkneric Cuahacter.—Calj-x five-sepalled, tube very short,

tliroat ornamented with a multiple filamentous coronet. Petals

five or -wanting. Stamens five {or four). Ovarium stallicd.

Berrij usually pulp5', rarely membranous.

Passiflora Brlottii,— Belotti's Passion-flower.—A garden

hybrid, apparently raised between P. edittis and P. quodrantfii-

laris, or P. Buonajjartca.

BESCRIPTION.—A very robust-gro-wiug climbing sknib. Stems round tendrilled. Leaves

large, alternate, glabrou.?, deeply three-lobed, tbe lobes actmiinate, or ovato-acuminate,

entire. Flowers large and showy ; sepals flesb-coloured, tinged with green
;
petals delicate

light rose colour ; raj's of the coronet blue with indistinct piu-ple transverse bars.

HiSTOKT, &c.^This fine hybrid Passion-flower was received, about three years ago, from

the Jardin des Plantes at Paris, by Messrs. Knight and Perry, Exotic Nm-sery, Chelsea. We
have no exact information of its origin, but it is obviously a hybrid production, and most

probably originated fi-om one or other of the species mentioned above. It is a very handsome

plant, deserving of general cultivation ; a vigorous grower, blooming freely during the summer

months. It has some resemblance to P. quadrangularis in its habit of flowering, and in some

respects in its foliage, which has the pecidiarity of being sometimes simple, imdivided, and

sometimes deeply lobed. The foliage is indeed very variable in character—sometimes with-

out division—sometimes deeply di^aded into three acuminate lobes—and occasionally sporting

into intermediate forras, one or other of the lobes being more or less suppressed.

CuLTUKE.—It is said to grow freely in a warm greenhouse, but probably a cool stove or

intermediate house would be a more suitable ^iermanent situation for it. Like the other

vigorous gro•^^^ng kinds, it requires ample scope for its roots, in a rough, open, rich, loamy com-

post, to encourage strong gTowth preparatory to its blossoming, which takes place when the

growth becomes somewhat arrested fr-om the roots having partially exhausted the feeding

properties of the soil. It is propagated readily by cuttings, planted in sandy soil, and kept

close, with a slight bottom heat.

The generic name, Passiflora, has been applied to this family of plants, on account of the

appendages of the flowers ha^'ing some supposed resemblance to the symbols of the passion of

our Saviour.

MAURANDYA BARCLAYANA, Vae. Rosea.

Nat. Order, Scrophulariace-e, 5 Antiruhine-i^. Lin^vbi^uis. {Lindlei/'s CEconom. Bot.)

Generic Character.—Calyx five-parted. Corolla personate,

tube obscurely teti-agonal ; saccate at the base ; venti'icose

downwards ; upper lip erect, lower spreading', lobes roundish

or ovate
;

palate closing- the throat, or filled by two plicee.

Stamens four fertile, didynamous, with a rudiment of a fifth

;

filaments villous at the base and dilated. Ocarii/m ovoid ; style

subulate; stigma obtuse emarginate. Capsule ovate globose,

oblique at the base, compressed membranous, dehiseijig by ten

teeth at the apex.

Mattrandta Barclayana, Lindley.—Barclay's Maurandj'a.

—Leaves cordate-acuminate, young ones somewhat hastate

;

segments calycine linear lanceolate, very acute, clothed with

glandular hairs.

M. Barclayana var. rosea : flowers bright rose coloured.

BESCRIPTION.—A very elegant clfmbmg perennial herb ; stems slender, and, as well as

the leaves, glabrons, branched, climbing by means of the petioles of the leaves, which act as

tendrils. Leaves, alternate cordate-acuminate, bright green ; lower and middle leaves, ob-

scurely flve-lobed, the lobes acuminate. Flowers two inches long, the tube pale red ; limb,

of a bright rose colour, paler in the throat, the lobes ovate roundish emarginate.

HisTOHY, &c.—A very showy variety of the piirple Maurandya Barclayana, which is readily

distinguished from the other species by the glandular hairy calyx. It is a seedling variation,

which has been known in gardens for some few years past, but has not been so generally culti-

vated as its merits deserve. It is sometimes called Maurandya lucida, but is nowbetter known
by the name we have adopted.

B
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CuiiTUKE.—The Maurandyas are among tlie most beautiful of the fi-ee-growing climbing

jjlants, suitable either for the greenhouse, or for cultivating in the open garden dui'ing sum-

mer as chmbiug annuals. The seed sovm early in the spring, and niu-sed in frames, aud then

planted out after danger from frost is past, become beautiful objects during the latter part of the

summer months ; or, if raised the previous autvunn, and wintered in a greenhouse, they may
be jjlanted out almost in blossom in the following June. They usually mature abundance of

seed.

The genus Maurandj'a was dedicated in honour of Dr. Maui-andy, who was Professor of

Botany at Carthagena.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF IXORA GRANDIFLORA.

By Mr. "W. TAYLOR, Gaudexer to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham.

MAYING for some time cultivated this beautiful stove shi'ub with success, I am induced to bring it

before your readers, with a hope that its cultivation may receive more attention.

It appeal's to have been introduced to this coimtry from the East Indies about 1814, but its value

as a first-class stove-plant, for all jrai-poses of decoration, has not been Itiiown until of late years, when
pubUc comijetition at the various horticultm-al exhibitions, discovered it to be one of the brightest gems

of the stove ; its beautiful glossy foliage contrasting admirably with the large heads of bright, scarlet

flowers, which, by good management, may be produced from May until October.

In order to make my remarks understood by all whom it is intended to instruct, I wiU commence

with the young plant fi-om the nursery. In the first place, it is indispensably necessary that the

plants should be chosen from a clean stock, as upon this will depend, in a great measm-e, the success

of the cultivator ; for, as the Ixora is a favom'ite with the mealy-bug and scale, it is necessary to keep

watch iipon the young plants, as the scale, or bug, once estabhshed, it mil be almost impossible to era-

dicate them when the plants become large.

The month of March will be a good season to commence. To insm-e a free and healthy growth,

the roots must be examined, and, if they reach the side of the pot, the plant sboidd be shifted into

another two sizes larger, as they are very free rooting plants when kept in a healthy condition. The

soil I use is a hght turfy peat, well broken up, and mixed with sand, a quantity of broken potsherds

and lumps of charcoal, and the pots must be well di-amed to iasm'e a healthy cfrculation of ah aud water.

If there is a pit, worked with dung hnings, or a frame and dung bed at work, with a bottom heat of

75 degrees, I phmge the j)ot, one-third of its depth, in tan, cinder ashes, or saw-dust, at a distance of not

more than six niches from the glass ; for, by keeping the plants near the light, a more robust and

healthy development is induced, the wood also will bo short-jointed and the leaves stiff and broad

—

conditions essential to the proper formation of a specimen of superior quality. If the weather is fiue

and sunny, the syringe may be used fr-eely, but ah should be admitted early, to dry the plants

gradually, before the scorching sun reaches them, otlier\^'ise they will be liable to scald, which injures

the plant, and also makes it imsightlj'. "V^Tien the temperatm-e rises above 75 degrees, air must be given

fr-eely, and this will remove the necessity of much shading, as the ah hardens the textm'c of the leaves
;

and prevents them from scorching. If shading is once apjjlied, it must not be discontinued without

great caution, as a sudden bm'st of sunshine may do hreparable injury.

If the plant has only a single stem, it must be cut back, to induce the bottom eyes to break freely
;

but if there are two or thi-ec shoots, it is better to let them grow a considerable length without stop-

ping, as that causes a more healthy development of roots. When the shoots are about a foot in length,

and appear moderately ripe, and firm, they should be tied out, close to the sm-face of the soil in the

pots, and the points of the shoots pinched out, to induce them to break from the collar of the plant, and

likewise from the more vertical buds. If they reqmre a second shift, this will be best done, when the

eyes have started, which will cause a "vigorous growth. I do not shift after the end of August, as the

pot should be well filled with roots before the dark days of -svuiter set in, although the plants, if healthy,

will not enthely cease growing throughout the winter. The supply of moistm-e, at this season, par-

ticularly the atmospheric, must be gradually diminished, in order to bring the plants as near as possible

to a state of rest ; but a slight bottom heat, say about 60 degrees, with an atmospheric heat fi'om 45

to 60 degrees, must be mamtaiued. If the jilants can be placed in a house or pit, heated by hot water

or a fiue, they will be more under control and less hkely to be injured by damp. It is j)articularly
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necessary that -water be judiciously supplied, not dribbled out every day ; but when they are really in

want of water, they should have sufficient to saturate the ball of earth in every part.

If the first season's growth has been skilfirlly managed, the first week in February wiU be a good

time to examuie the plants, to see if they are all right and fi-ee fi-om insects ; for, if any appear, this

will be a good time to clean them, as the wood and foliage being iii-m, it is less susceptible of injm-y than

at any other season. Each plant should be taken separately, and laid upon a clean mat, supported by

two bricks, and well sp'inged with water heated to 60 degrees, turning the plant round so as to get

at the underside of every leaf ; and this ^vl\l rid them of scale and every other pest. The plant should

then be regulated, shortening the shoots to two or thi-ee joints, and tying them out at regular

distances, to admit as much light and an- as possible amongst the branches. Observe the same rules for

general treatment as in the first season.

When the specimen is large enough for the pm-pose it is intended to serve, the stopping must be dis-

continued, and the plant exposed to all the Light and sun possible. K it shows bloom before September

,

and the flowers are not requu-ed before the month of May, must be pinched out about the middle of

September, which will induce the plant to break from the lower buds, and in most cases show bloom

on short-jointed wood. By admitting air night and day, the flowers will grow slowly through the

winter ; but, to jirevent them ii'om being injm-ed by damp, it is indispensable to keep a rather diy

atmosphere. As the spring advances, heat, and moisture, must be increased, and on sunny days a slight

syringing with tepid water once a-day, will greatly benefit the plants. AVhen the flowers begin to

expand, water with the syi'iuge must be cUspensed with, but give plenty of au', as with a diy atmos-

phere, the season of blooming maybe considerably prolonged, and the IxorawiU form a beautiful object

for all pm'poses of decoration, either for the conservatory or drawing-room.

It will be seen by the foregoing remarks, that there are fom- things especially to be observed in the

successful cultivation of Ixoras, Jirsi, clean healthy plants ; second, free, light, sandy peat soil, with

abundance of drainage ; third, gentle bottom heat at all seasons
;
fourth, as much UgM and air as pos-

sible at all seasons.

ON DESTROYING THE GOOSEBERRY CATERPILLAR.

By Me,. H. C. OGLE, Gardener to the Eakl op Ajsergayennt, Ekidqe Castle, Tunekidge "Wells.

M MONG the many annoyances to which a gardener is liable, that of insects injm-ious to fruit-

iCi trees and vegetation generally, is certainly not the least. The great number of commimications

which have been pubhshed during the last twenty-five years relative to then' destruction, might lead

some persons to suppose that they had but to adopt the means recommended by the various writers for

their extu-pation to ensm-e success. That many persons have been disappointed hi then- expectations, I

have no doubt. In some instances, I believe, this arises from mismanagement, or inattention in apply-

ing the remedy as recommended; but I also know, that in many others it arises from the total ineffi-

ciency of the means devised. Gardeners, hlie others of then- fellow-men, too frequently jump to

conclusions—they do not sufficiently examine " cause and efiect" in their experiments and practice

—

they send forth to the world premature conjectures ; and although they may afterwards find out their

error, few have the coui'age or disposition to correct it through the channel in which it could be of

service, and to guard others from falling into the error wluch they have promulgated.

The preceding observations, I considered, might not be out of place in wi-iting on the Gooseberry

CateriJLllar. There are several species which attack this fi-uit-shi-ub ; but I have found none so trouble-

some as the caterpillar of a species of saw-fly {Nematis rihesii). Now, there are a great number of

popular remedies for the destruction of this caterpillar ; but, after ha'S'ing tried, or seen tried, most, or

all of these, I confess I have little faith in either of them. It is a generally recognised prmciple, that

prevention is better than cm-e ; and in this case, I am sui-e, it is particularly applicable. My plan of

carrying out this principle may not be new to many; but, after ten years' experience, I am quite satis-

fied it is efiectual. My mode of proceeduig is this :—In the autumn or whiter, at the time of digging

between the bushes, I have fresh slacked lime sown over the whole of the ground with a liberal hand,

more particidaiiy roiuid the stems, and about the roots of the bushes. The groimd is then forked over.

About the middle or latter end of March, I have some more fresh slacked Hme sown about the roots

and stems ; the ground is then raked. In about a fortnight or thi-ee weeks, this limmg is repeated
;

and I then feel perfectly safe from the attack of caterpillars. The remedy is a very simple one—very

easily applied ; and, I have no doubt, others yn]l find it quite as effectual as I have done.

Mim^^^
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A FEW FACTS CONNECTED WITH ORCHIDEOUS PLANTS.

By Mk. E. EEEINGTON, Gardenek to Sir P. Egertos, B.vrt., Oulton Park, Cheshire.

tT
may seem somewhat presumptuous in me to handle this subject, not being one of the great " grow-

ers"—as those are termed who early embarked in the pm-suit, at an enormous outlay, and who,

consequently, bid all other competitors defiance. Nevertheless, as knowledge is of an accumulative cha-

racter, and as other minds are set at work, through the medium of hints or suggestions carryuig a

spark of novelty about them, I will jJroceed to comment on a few of the great principles which seems

to govern theii' cultm-e.

AtmosjAeric Moisture.—I feel persuaded that many structm-es appropriated to the cultm'e of this

lovely and eccentric tribe, are still deficient m their provisions for this essential element. I hope,

however, that no one will supj)ose, I wish to see an Orcliid-house in a suifocating condition, thi-ough

what is termed steam ! Quite the reverse ; I merely want, so to charge the air with moisture,

especially during their greatest rapidity of growth, as that, whilst as much moisture is permanently

present in the atmosphere, as the plants can absorb, steaming would be entirely superfluous, and di'ip

by all means avoided. As for the tossing of water two or thi-ee times a-day, on a few hot pipes,—that I

consider a most pitiable eoui-se, if not an evil one. The fear of di-iji, it would appear, hmders many a

one from using, at certain periods, a proper amount of atmospheric moistm-e : this ought not to be, and

argues, in my opinion, defective ventilation ; or, it may be, the use of too much fii-e-heat, at times when
it would be much safer to descend several degrees in temperature.

Ventilation.—I encourage a shght amoimt of this, night and day; never shutting up entirely close

drrring the dormant season, unless in cases of sheer necessity; and I can only say, that since I fearlessly

adopted this com-se, a most marked improvement has taken place in the plants in general, both eastern

and western species. I find it necessary, however, to keep a good deal of moistm-e about the parts

beneath the stages ; for it must be remembered that the dissipation is very considerable, when constant

ventilation is had recourse to. The roof of our house is almost continually studded, here and there,

with dew-di-oj)s ; these seldom fall on the plants, or, at least, if they do fall, I can only say that I have

not lost a bud, a leaf, or a shoot in consequence, up to this period. Fresh ah is, of com'se, constantly

entering ; and this, passing over a pipe in a simk panel, the bottom of which is generally covered with

water, conveys the warmed ah moistened throughout the house.

Light.—Of all the elements, however, necessary to the proper developement of the parts of Or-

chideous plants, none is of more importance than light. This may seem strange to young beginners, who
will wonder, after this, why so much fuss is made about shading. Now, in this, as well as in propagation

by cuttmgs, it becomes the student in Horticultui'e to make a nice disiiiiction. The dii-ect action of sun-

light is one thing, its indh-ect or refi-acted action another ; at least, as to its effects on the perspu-atory

organs of the plant. Nevertheless I am persuaded, that when these tribes are in good health, mishaken
by capricious relapses in cultiu-e, they will endm-e, and cujoj' much more sunlight than has hitherto been
accorded them, especially when theu' early growth is nearly completed, or, say, towards August and
September.

Independent, however, of the direct action of the solar rays, I do not think there is one, fi-om any
clime, but ^Till benefit by all the light om' climate affords ; and herein I think the present practice

of suspending baskets, &c. over orchids growing in pots, is not quite the thing to promote the highest
point of cultm-e. To be sure they are grown so, and grown well too : but tliis, I submit, is not the

answer that will long satisfy a public eager for progress. Pines were grown well by a variety of modes,
twenty years ago ; did the public, however, rest satisfied with this fact ? No ; the question wiU con-

stantly recm- in this, as in other things, can these things be still better done ? Is there any room for

further progress ? Any person looking, for instance, at Mr. Pucker's splendid collection, so admhably
managed by Mr. Mylam, might, at first sight, imagine that the very summit of perfection had been
attained. It will not, however, be found so, in the vegetable kingdom, to which it would appear om'

gracious Creator has set no bounds in this respect ; or, if there be any bounds, I am at a loss to con-

ceive in wliich of our vegetable productions it has become manifest ?

Admittmg, nevertheless, that the light, intercepted by baskets, or blocks, is indeed injurious to those

in pots beneath, the question arises, what is to be done with the basket and block tribes ? In my
opinion, then, it would be good pohcy, in the case of two houses being considered requisite, to have ^

one all stages or shelves for the pots, boxes, &c. &c. ; and the other devoid of shelves, and fitted up to ^
suspend the blocks and baskets from. I am perfectly aware it will be said that this arrangement would &
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not be consistent with the habits of the plants, or to the climate they come from—those from the

Eastern hemisphere, as is well known, requiring generally both more heat and more moistm'e. Now,
this will, and may be said with truth; and, at first sight, the objection appears insuperable. But for

my own part, I should not fear of being able so to construct a house, as that both heat and moistm-e

should be much greater at one end than the other ; and that all intermediate climes should be fairly

represented between, as far as the wants of the Orchids requu-ed it.

Now, in the block or basket house, provision might be made for a much greater amount of atmo-

spheric moisture than in the pot-house ; and, indeed, thei-e would be no absolute necessity for ha-soiig

the house exclusively arranged for blocks and baskets; several modifications of the ordinary lean-to

or span roof might be taken into consideration, which would in a proper degree combine, in joart, shelf

culture for special matters.

Before I conclude, I may, perhaps, be permitted to offer a few remarks of a miscellaneous chai-acter.

Many of the Orchids are known to be " gross feeders," as gardeners term some plants. Now, as

procru'ing fibrous peat, or moor soil, is, to many persons, very expensive, it may be well to know, that

some of them will grow and thrive in ordinary tm-f, fi-om a sandy upland pasture—what is called,

indeed, " light sandy loam." I obtained some last year at this time, from the park, which has lain

at rest for a centui-y or more. After cutting it in squai'es of about an inch cube, it was highly dried

—

almost singed—on the top of a boiler. Some of the stronger Lj^castes, and a few other things, were

potted in this soil, with which occasionally a lump of peat was mixed. In re-potting lafely, I foimd

most of them adhering, with abundance of fibres, to the loamy tm-f—indeed, they seemed to have

taken to it in preference to the peat.

VISITS TO KEMARKABLE GARDENS.

PEESTON" HALL, the Residence of E. L. BETTS, Esq.

fHIS fine estate, for many years the property of the Preston family, is situated near Aylesford, and
about thi'ee miles fi'om the town of Maidstone. It has lately passed by pm'chase into the hands of the

gentleman whose name heads this article—one of the most fortunate of our great railway sjjeculators

—

a man of almost boundless wealth, refined taste, and most enlightened and liberal views. Preston Hall

is one of those ancient places which coimtry people, more especially of the working classes, look upon
with almost superstitious awe, the ncighbom'hood being celebrated, more especially the sillage of Ayles-

ford, for its stories of the days of chivalry.

" Old legends of the monkish page,

Traditions of the saint and sage,

Tales that have the rime of age,

And chi'onicles of old."

Some years back, in making some alterations in the park, within a short distance of the present

mansion, the foundation of an old house was found in a state of complete preservation, and in a brick

oven several loaves of bread were discovered, quite perfect to appearance, but which soon crumbled

into powder when exposed to the air. Coins have been found in various parts of the estate, and we
were informed there are many old inhabitants of the neighbourhood who would willingly incm- the

expense of pulling the present mansion down (which must shortty give way to a new one in coni'se of

erection), if they might only be allowed the treasm-e which they suppose will be found concealed about

the building. However great the treasui'e thus secreted may be, we apprehend that the present pro-

prietor is taking more effectual means to discover the value of the property than in hmiting after

traditionary lore, and we suspect, some of his " diggings" will be found as permanently impregnated

with gold's worth, as some of the celebrated washing-places of the Sacramento itself. The river Med-
way passes thi-ongh the estate, upon the banks of which two wharfs have been erected, one for the

landing of all necessary materials for the erection of the new mansion, offices, cottages, &c., and
other, communicating by a branch railway with a pottery recently established upon one of the finest

veins of clay in the country, and at an expense of several thousand pounds. In another part of the

estate, stone is being quarried for the pm'pose of building the new mansion, and other necessary erec-

tions, such as park walls, &c., and from the same som-ce lime is being made, by converting the waste

stone into that useful article. AVe mention these things in passing to show what capital, properly

du'ected, is capable of effecting, giving employment to hundreds of men, where dozens were not
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employed before ; and we believe we are within the mark in stating that these resoin'ces are Ulvely to clear

the fee-simple of the estate within the next fifteen years. At the time of our visit, 487 men and boys

were employed upon the estate, the wages ranging fi-om ten shillings to ten pounds per week.

To proceed, however, with the subjects as connected more immediately with the object of this work.

The park is spacious ; the surface is beautifully broken by imdulations, and containing some very hand-

some specimens of trees, such as elms, oaks, thorns, &c., several of which, especially the elms, being

remarkably fine. Upon a suitable knoU, commanding a fine view of the chain of Kentish hills, the

mansion is now in com-se of erection, siuTouudcd by Terrace Gardens, fi-om the designs, and under the

superintendence of Mr. Nesfield. That the arrangement of this garden will be highly effective, no one

who has seen Mr. Nesfield's works can, for a moment, doubt ; but it is to be hoped, that in selecting

plants for this terrace, he will ventm-e to depart fi-om the custom of by-gone times, and use some of the

many new and beautiful shrubs now so numerous and appropriate, where plants of formal habit are

requii-ed ; for, however necessary it may formerly have been to use only such plants as yew, box,

holly, and the like, clipped, pruned, and tortured too frequently into very unsightly forms, there can be

no such excuse now, when the researches of Botanical Collectors, and the enterj^rise of private in-

di^-iduals, have placed within the reach of every one, plants, equally suitable, and far more effective,

which, when properly planted, will requii'e no priming beyond the occasional use of the finger and

thumb to curtail exuberant growth, and to make them assume at once suitable, but at the same time

natm-al and elegant forms. In the front of the house in the park, a lake of some fifteen or twenty

acres is to be formed, and for the purpose of siipplying it, as weU as the house, garden, &c., an engine

is to be erected, to draw the water fi-om a spring some two or thi-ee miles distant, passijig in its com-se

under the bed of the Medway, delivering it first at the house, and passing thence to the fountains
f

from the fountains to the kitchen garden, and forcing-houses ; from the latter to the farm-yard, and

thence to the lake.

Writing of the farm-yard, reminds us of a barn built A. D. 1100, the timber used being Spanish

chesnut, which is in as fine a state of preservation as could possibly be desired ; and looking as little

likely to be affected by the next, as it has been by the last 750 year's. In some pai'ts where the

sap wood has been left, dry rot is making inroads; but, so far as we could ascertain, the heart

wood was as soimd as could possibly be desired. Tliis is a good lesson for planters ; and it is to be

hoped, that upon suitable soils, they will not fail to avail themselves of it.

Running parallel with the park wall, and some two hundred yards from the south and enti-ance

front of the house, is the Maidstone and London Road, and abutting upon this road, and in a straight

line with the front door, the principal entrance gates and lodges are to be erected. This, we ventm'e

to assert, is a great mistake, not only as converting the mansion into a mere road-side house, and

exposing to every person the narrowness of the park in that dii-ection, but also by detracting ft'om the

magnitude of the estate, by showmg a public thorouglrfare within a few yards of the house. Had the

old entrance from IMaidstone been retained, letting the approach road wind gently through the park,

showing in its com-se some nice bits of landscape scenery, and some splendid specimens of trees

—

enriching, at the same time, the sides of the plantations by the introduction of good evergreens, and

single specimen trees of Cedi-us Deodara, and Libani, Ai-aucaria imbricata, Taxodium sempervirens, Cryp-

tomeria japonica, and other of the finer kinds of Finns, Quercus, Crataegus, &c. ; and had the new
enti-ance from London been made near the south-west corner of the park, taking- also a gentle sweep to the

house, plantmg this also in the same manner, sometliing imposing, something rich, and different from the

common run of entrances, might have been produced ; but as it is, the narrowness of the land is shown
at the fh-st view, and a mansion and terrace of high architectui-al and artistic finish, instead of standing, as

it were, in the centi-e of an extensive demesne, embosomed in rich and appropriate scenery, is converted

by this one false step into a mere subm-ban villa, which only wants the accompaniment of a passing

omnibus to fancy it on Clapham Common, or within the sound of Bow bells. If, for the sake of appro-

priate finish to the south front, a straight line was necessai-y in that direction, why, then, a broad

grass walk, with a double row of Cedrus Deodara on each side, woiild have been more appropriate,

while a group of figm-es, an obelisk, or a temple, at the end of the avenue or view, would have given

at once an artistic and harmonious finish to the scene.

A new Idtchen garden, and a range of ten forcing- houses, -with appropriate pine, melon, cucumber,

and other pits are ah-eady formed, which, together -svith the pleasure-grounds, must form the subject of

another paper. In conclusion, we must not omit to remark that the practical direction of the gai-den

is \mder the care of Mr. T. Frost, a brother, we beheve, of Mr. Frost, Lady GrenviUe's gardener at

Dropmore.



CALEDONIAN HOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY—REVIEW.

I

CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Winter Anmial Meeting was lield on December

6tli, in the Experimental Gardens, Invcrluith, ^vllcn tlie

oflicc-bearers for 1850 were elected, and varions prizes

were awarded, as follows:—For Dessert Pears, exclusive

of Marie Louise, prizes were awarded to Mr. J. Morri-

son, gardener to Robert Ainslio, Esq., of Elvingston, for

Chaiunontelle, Gausell's Bergamot, and Crassamie ; and

to Mr. Baxter, gardener to Sir J. Gibson Craig, Bart.,

Eiocarton, for Benrre Eance, Easter Bevm-e, and "Winter

Nelis. Fine Marie Louise Pears were exhibited by Mr.

Monison. For Table Apples, prizes were voted to Mr.

A. Calder, gardener to Lady Harris, Soacliif, for Seaclifif

Apple, Gravenstein, Borsdorft'er, Eibston Pippin, King

of Pii)i>ins, and Old I^^onpai-eil ; and to Mr. Morrison for

Scarlet Nonpareil, Gellini, Paradise Pippin, Eibston

Pippin, MeMlle Pippin, and Cepbalonia. Mr. M'Intosh,

of Dalliieith, sent a fine collection of fruit, including two

Pine Apples, and fifty varieties of Apples proved and

named at Dalkeith. Mr. Baxter, of Riccarton, sent four

fine bunches of retarded Grapes, one of wliich, named

Abercairney Seedling, was pai-tieidarly pointed out as a

good Winter Grape. German Greens, of Alder's fine

dwarf -s'aiiety, were sent by Mr. MitcbeD, gardener to

Lady Keith, Ravelston; the Scotch Flag Leek, large

and well blanched, by Mr. Blair, gardener to J. C. Ben-

ton, Esq. ; and Celery—Seymom-'s matchless red and su-

perb white, from Mr. Sinclair, gardener, TiUechewau Cas-

tle, Dumbarton—and Sutton's superb white, and Cole's

dwarf red, from Mr. Henderson, gardener to C. K. Sieve-

wi-ight, Esq., Cargilfield. Wyatt's variety of Eed Beet

from Mr. King, gardener to A. Campbell, Esq., of Dud-

dingston Lodge, was selected for reward. For Onions,

prizes were given to Mr. Morrison for Deptford, James'

Keeping, and Blood red ; and to Mr. Allan, gardener,

Seaparck, Forres, for Eeading, James' Keeping, and

Strasburg. Mr. Blair, ofMordingtonHouse, exhibited six

varieties ofseedling Potatoes raised fi-om American seeds,

which were ordered to be tried in the Society's garden.

Chrysanthemums were the principal flowers exhibited.

The prizes for single clusters of twelve varieties were

awarded to Mr. Yormg, gardener to Mrs. H. N. Fergu-

son, of Arcberfield, who had Minerva, Due de Nemours,

General Morceau, Salter's Annie, Queen of YeUows,

Princess Maria, Clustered Yellow, Queen Victoria,

Comte de Eantzau, Bicolor, Queen, and Marquis ; and

to Mr. Mitchell, for Temple of Solomon, Princess Marie,

Antoinette, Celestial, Queen, Salter's Annie, and others.

For the most dwarf and finest-flowered plants, the prize

was awarded to Mr. A. Sleigh, gardener to the Lord

Advocate, Lam-iston Castle, the lands being Bicolor,

Queen, Mii-abile, and Da^dd. Mr. Addison, of Gosford,

sent thi-ee fine seedling Chinese Prinn'oses, for one of

which, a cross between the rose and white varieties, a

certificate of merit was granted. Messrs. P. Lawson
and Son ofl'ered a prize of Tsvo Guineas for the best

collection of dried specimens ofHardy Perennial Herba-

ceous Plants, which was awarded to Mr. J. Jefii-ey,

joiu'neymau, at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Ediubm-gh,

whose eoLLection contained 1,692 species and varieties.

The Silver Medal of the Society was given, as second

prize, to Mr. A. Jaffirey, jom-neyman. Experimental

Gardens, whose collection consisted of 2,045 species and

varieties, and also contained several sheets of carefully

executed dissections of the parts of the flower. Both

collections were arranged according to the Natm-al Sys-

tem. The Silver Medal, oifered by the Society for the

best collection of British plants, including FUices, was
awarded to Mr. G. M'Hattie, journeyman. Royal Botanic

Garden, whose Hortus Siccus included 570 species, cor-

rectly named and arranged according to the Natm'al

System. A second prize, with certificate of merit, was
voted to Mr. J. Pender, joiu'neyman, Barnton, for a col-

lection containing 363 species, arranged according to the

.system of Linnojus. An additional award, with certifi-

cate of merit, was granted to Mr, W. Syme, jom-neyman,

BlairhiU, Stu'ling, who produced a coUeotion, consisting

of 102 species, con-eetly named. These various collec-

tions of dried plants had been carefidly examined by the

Professor of Botany and two other distingiushed bo-

tanists, who reported that they were so extensive, and

the nomenclature so accmate, as to do credit to the com-

petitors, not merely as higldy intelligent practical gar-

deners, but as advanced students in botany.

REVIEW.

Gardening for Children. Edited by the Eev. C. A.

Johns, B.A., F.L.S. Second Edition. London

:

C. Cox, King WiUiam Street, Strand.

The idea of this little book is excellent ; and it is

well executed. A series of instructions on all the lead-

ing operations of gardening are strung together in a

narrative which just serves to carry on the attention

from one fact to another ; and in this way the little

gardeners ai'e taught, in plain and simple language,

how to manage the plots which "Papa" has given them

to cultiv.ate. Although it is professedly a mere skim-

ming of the sm-face of the subject,—diving too deeply

for the comprehension of the ehUd being stucUously

avoided,—yet there are, in some parts, important facts

and lessons of which children of a larger growth some-

times need to be reminded ; such are a set of gar-

dening maxims that appropriately close the little vo-

lume, which is, moreover, prettdy got up—small square

pages, about five inches by four, numbering up to 182,

well printed, interspersed with many pious reflections,

and illustrated by upwards of sixty neat wood-engrav-

ings of garden tools, choice flowers, weeds, and such

lite.

"Little Willy's" fu-st gardening scheme is so quaint,

that we cannot refrain ti'om qiioting it, as an illustra-

tion of the reverend author's style :
—" One evening, in

October, a little boy was sitting, with his father and

mother, busily occupied in picking caraway seeds out of

some biscuits which had been given him for his even-

ing's meal. Presently he looked up, \vith an air of

great satisfaction, and said, ' Look, mamma, what a lot

of seeds I have got !

'
' Well, Wdly, and what are you

going to do with them ?
'

' Oh, papa has given me a

little garden for my own, and when the right time

comes, I shall sow them in the groimd ; and then they

A\dll grow up into plants, and I shall be able to pick

from them as many caraway biscuits as ever I like

!



NEW AND BARE PLANTS.

IxoRA. LAxiFLOBA, Smith. Lax-flowered Isora.

—

Nat. Ord., Cinchonacea;, § Cinclionece.—Syn,, I. bra-

chyloba, Dc Candolle.—An ornamental stove slii'ub,

growing tlu-ee to foitr feet high. The leaves are oppo-

site, oblong, lance-shaped, acuminate, attenuated at the

base into a very short petiole, with ovate-acuminate

appressed stipules ; the largest leaves a foot or more in

length. The flowers grow in large, terminal, trichoto-

mous panicles, white, delicately tinged with pint, very

fragi'aut ; the calyx is deep red ; the corolla consists of

a very slender tube, an inch and a half long, with a

spreading Umb cut to the base into fom' spreading obo-

vate segments.—From Sierra Leone ; introduced by Mr.

Whitfield in 18-18. Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co.,

of Exeter. *

SirraiNGiA PUNCTATA, Sdieidweiki: Dotted-flowered

Sinningia.—Nat. Ord., Gesneraceaj, \ Gesnerea;.—

A

handsome, tuberous-rooted, stove perennial, with a suf-

fruticose branching stem of si.x or eight inches high.

The leaves are oblong-ovate, staUced, crenulate. The

flowers are numerous, each plant bearing from twenty

to thirty, axiUaiy, solitary, glandular-pubescent, pale

externally, spotted on the inner surface with very fine

pm-jjle dots.—From Brazil ; introduced to Belgium, in

1849, by M. Libon. Flowers in summer and autumn.

M, de Jonghe, of Brussels.

Franciscea eximia, Schciclwcikr. Excellent Fran-

ciscea.—Nat. Ord., ScrophulariaccEB, § Salpiglossidese.

—A beautiful stove shrub, evergreen, growing to the

'• Hot. Mag., t. 4482.

height of three to five feet, with erect, downy branches.

The leaves are oblong-lanceolate, acuminate. The
flowers grow in loose, two, thi-ee, or four-flowered

cymes ; they are three inches in diameter, deep blue-

pm'ple, becoming white after expansion. From Brazil

;

inti-oduced to Belgium, in 1847, by M. Libon. Flowers

in the sin-ing. M. de Jonghe, of Brussels.

Dipl.adenijV illusteis, Martins. Illustrious Dipla-

denia.—Nat. Ord., Apocyuacete, § "Wrighteas.—Syn.,

Echites Ulustris, Arrabida ; E. insignis, of JBcIgiim gar-

dens.—A showy, tuberous-rooted perennial, with annual

stems, from a foot and a half to two feet high. The

leaves are opposite, obovate-rotuudate, pubescent. The

flowers grow, thr-ee or four, at the extremity of the

stems, and are rose-coloni'ed, with a pui'ple thi'oat. From
Brazil ; introduced to Belgium in 1848. Flowers in

summer. M. de Jonghe, of Brussels.

TAJ3ERNiE5!0NTANA LONGIFLOEA, Bentlianl. Long-

flowered Tabernosmontana.—Nat. Ord., Apocynacea3,

§ PlumiereEE.—A fine stove sbi'ub, of erect branching

habit. The leaves are large, opposite, eUiptical. The
flowers grow on axillary peduncles, or two placed to-

gether at the ends of the branches, bearing about thr'ee

flowers in a cyme ; the corolla is white or pale cream-

colour, large, and having a delicioiis aromatic fragrance

lUie that of cloves ; its tube is fom' inches long, twisted,

and swollen below the middle, terminating in a limb of

~s4

;

five waved, or reflexed tongue-shaped lobes. From Sierra

Leone ; introduced by Mr. Whitfield in 1848. Messrs.

Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of Exeter. J

X B^t. Muff., t. 4-184.
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ANEMONE JAPONICA VAR. HYBRIDA.

ANEMONE JAPONICA, vae. hybkida.

Nat. Ordei'j K-ANiraCULACEiE, \ ANEMONEiE.

1

Generic Chakacter.—Involucre, oftliree variously-cut leaves,

distant fi-om the flower. Calyx of five or mauy petal-like

c oloured sepals, imbricate in iEstivation. Pefff/s wanting. Sta-

mens indefinite, all fertile, or the outer sterile, glaud-lil^e.

Ovaries many, free, unilocular. Ovule solitary, pendulou-s.

Achcnla many, unarmed, or tipped with the bearded plumose

styles. Seed inverted.

A. JMONICA.—Zkcc. 4- Sic&o7rf.—Japanese Anemone.—Cau-

lescent ; radical and cauUne leaves ternately cut, segments

cordate tluee-lobed and irregularly doubly serrate ; involucral

leaves stalked, wedge-shaped at the base and resembling the

rest ; upper leaves sessile
;
peduncles elongated, or naked, one-

flowered, or forked-branehed and again furnished with in-

volucres ; sepals more than twenty, sUky on the outside, oblong

obtuse iilaited, the outer ones greenish at the back so as

to resemble a distinct calyx. Aehenia unarmed, densely

villous.

A, japonica, var. Jii/brida,—Radical leaves palmate five-lobed,

somewhat heart-shaped at the base : lobes twice serrate ; sepals

broader, somewhat concave ; flowers paler.

BESCKIPTION.—A very fine, hardy, autumn-blooming, perennial herb. Stems slightly

clothed with short hairs, growing about two feet high, dividing near the middle into

branches, the central one bearing a single flower, the lateral, each terminated by a small

cluster. Radical leaves on long stallts, palmate, five-lobed, and twice serrated ; those of

the stem, three-lobed, smaller, with .short broad stalks. Flowers numerous, large, nearly thi-ee

inches in diameter, composed of numerous obovate, concave sepals, a delicate pink, or pale

rose-colour, broader, and more regular in form than those of the Japanese Anemone.

HisiOKT, &;c.—A hybrid variety of the Japanese Anemone, raised between that species

and the white Indian A. vitifolia, a species having a somewhat similar habit of growth, but

with smaller, cup-shaped blossoms of considerable beauty, and five-seven-lobed, rormdish,

heart-shaped radical leaves. The resiilt of the cross has been to infuse some of the form and

proportions of the Indian into the larger Japanese species, at the expense of its colour. The

hybrid is, nevertheless, a very showy and highly desirable plant, with delicate pink, or pale

rose-coloured flowers. Like the species, it is an autumn bloomer, and exceedingly well

adapted for autumn-beds in the flower-garden. It was raised in the garden of the Horticul-

tm-al Society at Chiswick.

CuLiUEE.—A hardy perennial, growing freely in the open border, in rich loamy soil, if

kept moist at the root at all seasons. It may also be very appropriately grown in pots, for

the decoration of the greenhouse or conservatory, during the autumn, before the Chrysanthe-

mums come into flower. For pot-cultm-e the plants should be divided annually in spring, before

they commence growing ; the wire-like roots being cut into portions of an inch in length,

planted a quarter of an inch deep in pans or pots fiUed with a light, rich compost ofsandy loam peat

and cow-dung, and placed in a moist frame, with gentle heat. By the beginning of May they

will be large enough to be re-potted singly into three-inch pots, in the same kind of soil ; they

should be retiu-ned to the fi-ame until established, when they may be removed to a cold frame,

and thence to a shady situation out of doors. About the end of Jime, select the strongest plants,

and put about haK-a-dozen into a twelve-inch pot of rich soil
;
place them in a shaded situation,

giving them plenty of water. By the middle of August, remove them to the greenhouse or

conservatory, to blossom.

For the flower-garden, the old plants should be divided about the end of March, planted

out in May into rich loamy soil, and well supplied with water during summer. Beyond this,

they require only to be divided and re-planted once in two or three years, without which

removal they are apt to become weakly in their gi'ow1;h.

The name of the genus Anemone, or wind-flower, is derived from the Greek anemos,

wind ; and the plants are said to have been so named from an old opinion that they never

blossomed, except when the wind blew : they do mostly blow in windy seasons, and many are

found to grow natiu-aUy in exposed and elevated situations.

fi^r?5^:



VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY.

Itrgrtntil]; ^c^ljifsinlng!|.

By ARTHUE HENFEEY, Esq., F.L.S., Lecturer on Botany at St. George's Hospital.

Introductory.

^CTY object in the series of papers I propose to offer to the readers of this Magazine, is, to give a simple

SUiv and plain continuous \iew of the principles of Vegetable Physiology, so far as they have been

clearly ascertained at the present time, and to explain and illustrate these by allusions to familiar and

practical instances, so that general readers, and gardeners in particular, may draw, fi'om an attentive

consideration of the facts and laws laid before them, a groundwork for practical observation and

experiment.

I do not intend to vrrite what is very often written under the name of " Popular Science," but rather

aim at fm-nisliing common sense views, as foimdedupon facts which are open to the investigation of all.

On no subject has more misconception arisen than on this " Popular Science," by which many understand

vague generahties di-essed up in an amusing form, and seasoned with anecdotes, which, interesting in

themselves, often have no important bearing on the subject in hand. It may be well to sketch out,

briefly, what I consider to be the relative jiosition of science, properly so-called, to the business of life,

or to particular arts, such as gardening or agricultm'e.

The first men of science were persons who inquired more narrowly than their fellows into the pro-

ceedings which they saw going on around them, and into the meaning of the operations which they them-

selves performed. They began to describe these, and to search for causes. Their next followers had the

advantage of their written experience to guide and assist in new observations ; so that, after a time,

certain general principles began to be perceived, and what are called laws were discovered. The modern

student of science has, in like manner, the recorded experience of those who preceded him to examine

and master, before he can place liimself in a position to advance his subject ; and, in addition to the

ascertained facts and laws, he always will find, in the present condition of science, a mass of imperfect

knowledge, consisting of half-examined phenomena, speculative theories, and the like, which cannot,

for the time, be tui-ned to practical account. Thus, the professed scientific inquirer is to be looked upon

as the pioneer of knowledge, engaged in clearing a way thi'ough unexplored regions, making efforts

—

often, very often, fruitless—to attain to new points, fi'om whence he may sm'vey new regions of know-

ledge ; and, in these incm-sions into the realm of the milmown, making acquaintance with many tilings

which cannot, lilie the relations of a traveller, be told as a simple tale ; but must, from their novelty,

the partial view he has had of them, and their apparently complicated connection with each other,

remain a vague and unsatisfactory subject of inquiry to the general public, until a more complete

knowledge allows of the formation of clear charts, accui-ate measm-ements, and plain descriptions, by

means of which, high roads and safe routes might be opened across the tract, and the whole be re-

claimed within the territory of established knowledge.

For this is precisely the land of process that takes place. The theories of science of one generation

become the accepted facts of common sense in the next ; and, as the public mind becomes familiar with

the new objects and the new laws, the new words by wMch they are denominated are gradually

brought into common language. Let no one, therefore, quarrel with scientific men, that they do not

explain all they know in popular language—popular language has no words to express, without long

and tedious cii-cmnlocution, much that is familiar to the advanced student of a scientific subject; and

it would be as absm-d to deny to him the convenience of fixed brief terms (scientific short-hand, in

fact) to express his thoughts to lus fellow-worker, as to deny to the mechanic a proper technical name

for his tools. Scientific men—that is, the truly scientific—invent words to facilitate, not to obstruct, the

progi'ess of science. There may be, and, indeed, is occasionally, an abuse of this privilege ;
but it is an

indispensable one.

In essays like the present, whichaimatbruiging new stores ofknowledge into the domain of the common

sense of the general public, the main object to be kept in view is to confine oneself to so much of the subject

as is susceptible of being cleai-ly and simply explained, leaving on one side those uncertain points, which,

until they have been worked out much farther by scientific investigation, cannot be applied to practi-

cal purposes ; and this I would rather call diffusing useful knoivlech/c, than teaching popular science,

which is commonly supposed to be capable of conveying useful instruction, without any pains on the

(^ part of the receiver. Nothing that is worth having is to be obtained for nothing; but much may be ^
done in facilitating the acquirement of knowledge, as in the attainment of all other things, by the
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adoption of good methods, and by remembering the golden rule, not to try for too much. All I ask of

the reader is, to read cai'efully and attentively, and to consider well the connexion of the diii'erent

parts of the subject, as successively placed before him, since the various phenomena of life, iu vege-

tables as in animals, are so closely connected with the laws of the dead world, as well as with each

other, that no sound knowledge of vegetable physiology can be acquired without taking account at

once of the physical and chemical principles which are continually active in modifying vegetation,

and of the phj'siological principles wliich give to it its peculiar character in creation.

I shall fh-st point out, as briefly as possible, the chief of these laws of the dead or inorganic world

that must be mastered before we can comprehend the phenomena of life and growth ; and, in so doing,

I shall endeavour to find illusti'ations in facts or operations, that every one may verify by observation

in the cu-cumstances of daily life ; by this means, to impress them with a reality and distinctness,

which mere statements would not possess. From these we vnl\ pass to an account of the constraction

of plants—the nature and condition of the parts of which they are composed and built up
;
going only

so deep into the subject as is necessary for general practical purposes, passing over the delicate minu-

tiae, and also over such portions of the subject as are still subjects of discussion, as foreign to our

purpose. The chief modifications of form depending on this internal construction, will be the next

pointed out ; and then we shall have anived at a condition in which the general nature of the pro-

cesses exhibited in the life of plants, such as their growth, reproduction, &c., may be comprehended in

then- full meaning. This portion wUl, of course, involve what is called the nutrition of plants ; and

we shall, therefore, also have to examine their relation to the atmosphere, the soil, and similar external

agencies.

The phenomena of a special character, such as the colour, odour, &c., will be considered in theii'

tui'U, and the body of knowledge thus accumulated, besides the dii'ect practical use to which it may
be applied, will also, it is hoped, faciUtate the comprehension of the great pm-poses of the vegetable

world, its place in the economy of natm'e ; and, lilvc all true knowledge, lead to a better, because a more

enUghtened, aclaiowledgment of the goodness and power of its beneficent Creator.

At the same time, however, I would wish to add, that, although I have insisted strongly on

the necessity of dii-ecting attention chiefly to deflnite laws and facts, I do not wish it to be imagined

that I intend to give a diy, pm-ely logical, accomit of the subject. I shall seize every opportunity to

enhven the papers with such illustrations from general subjects as will help to explain my meaning

more clearly, and,—wliile keeping distinctly in view one main tlu'ead of argiunent through the whole

series,
—

-svill turn aside, as occasion may arise, to point out, episodically, interesting or amusing facts,

wherever opportunity ofiers of so doing. And, indeed, it is impossible to cast oiu- eyes anywhere into

the economy of nature,—whether in the grand manifestations of power uttered in the phenomena of

geology, or even in those of meteorology, as going on ai'omid us now, or in the marvellously delicate

operations which we can only discern by means of our microscopes,—without finding an inexhaustible

source of interesting reflection ; every new fact we meet with, seems to open out a new prospect beyond

it of things undreamt of before ; every new law we determine, exhibits to us more clearly that variety

in unity, that inter-dejjendance of all existing things, which has been and ever wUl be the great theme

of admii-ation to the highest minds. This it is which gives a dignity to the sincere study of the,

apparently, most trifling objects in natm'c ; no one can ascertain any single fact, nor record any carefully

made observations, even on the most minute or obsciu'e of Nature's works, without doing some service

to the progress of human knowledge ; for since the world is one great whole, of which every particle

has its appointed place and ofiice, its individual existence, and its influence on aU the other parts,—by
which it is itself in like manner influenced,

—

all must be clearly made out before an exact knowledge

can be acquii'ed of entire characters of any one part. Knowledge has now attained to such a vast extent,

that one mind can scarcely hope to travel over all its provinces, and make personal acquaintance with its

individual features ; but, as laiowledge extends, it also becomes simplified by generalization ; it is not,

therefore, so hard a task to acquire a tolerable knowledge of the essential principles of each department,

while the desu-e for facts and particulars may be gratified in the study of one particular subject. I

hope to be able to unite, a general outline of vegetable physiology such as it is desu'able that all

educated persons should possess who lead a coimtry Kfe, with just so much special illustration as may
give a dii'ect practical character to the pictm-e of facts, suSicieutly interesting to indicate how great a

fund of entertaining and useful information may be obtained by a personal investigation into the more

abstruse questions of the science.
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ON THE CULTURE OF ERIOSTEMONS.

ON THE CULTURE OF ERIOSTEMONS.
By Me. GEORGE FREEMAN, Botanic Garden, Chelsea,

Eeiostemon, Smit?i.—Fuon Erion, Wool, amd Stemon, Stamen : peom the Wooi.i,t Stameks.

Ifat, Ordej; RxiTAciciE.

THE Eriostemwis are greenhouse evergreen shrubs, generally of compact habit, and much sought
after by exliibitors of plants. They, as well as most other of the races with which gardeners

have to deal, possess their peculiarities, which must be attended to, in order to insure success in then-
cultivation. Some of them, particularly E. buxifoliimi, scabrum, and intermedium, are better grown
as pyi-amids, than as dense dwarf bushes. To have them of this shape, it is necessary to begin with
young healthy plants having a leading shoot. It is immaterial whether the plants be grafted or not;
but the nm-serymen generally graft them, as they thus obtain more readily a supply of plants.

If the ijlants are obtained in the sjiring, set to work with
them immediately. Those that want repotting, should have a

liberal shift at once into the following compost, which will also

serve to grow them in afterwards :—Thi'ce parts good tm-fy

peat earth, to one part silver sand, using a liberal quantity of

charcoal, both for drainage, and also mixed with the soil. The
pots should be well drained with potsherds ; and a Httle of the

roughest peat, or some moss, shoidd be placed over the drainage

to keep it fi-ee and open. Tliis is a great point in the growth
of potted plants. After they are potted, they should be watered
freely, and then placed into an intermediate house, if lai'ge good
plants are wanted in the shortest space of time. If not, and
slower growth is preferred, which is perhaps preferable, the

ordinary greenhouse wUl do very well for them, if the part of

the house where they are placed is kept rather close, until

they are estabKshed in their new pots, when they will soon

begin to grow vigorously. It is then necessary to keep the

middle stem, or leading shoot, protected by means of a small

stake, which, for that purpose, should be a Kttle longer than

the shoot. If one side of the plant is inclined to grow more

than the other, keep that side cut back a little, until the other

side has made equal growth, and that pai-t of the plant which

is thus behind should be tm'ned towards the Kghtest part of the

house, in order to encoui-age it as much as possible. If they

go on favourably, they may be syringed every fine morning,

and a little aii' given. Bear in mind, however, that they must

be shielded from cutting winds, which check them, and turn

When they are growing freely, they sometimes show a disposition

to callous up the stem ; if any sign of this should apjieai-, discontinue the syiinging, and give more au-

until the wood gets a little hai'dened, wluch will be a kind of rest for them. After a time they may
be examined, and repotted if they are pretty well rooted. This will give them as much pot-room as

they will reqiure in one season.

After this second shift, they would do best in a frame that could be kept close mitil they had got

rooted into the fresh soil, and then raised by degrees, to admit plenty of air round the bottom of the

plants ; for it is necessary that the second growth should be slower and more stocky ; and, to this end,

watering over head shoidd, to a groat extent, be discontinued, that the wood may become fii'm and

well ripened, so as to withstand the winter. The plants will at this latter season continue rooting with-

out any growth of wood, and will be pretty well pot-bound by the following spring, when they should

be treated in the same way as before ; and this treatment must be continued year after year, until

they are good specimen plants, wluch will be in the tliird or fourth season.

The stronger growing kinds may be managed in the same way, except that they requii-e more pot

room, and should from time to time be stopped back to produce bushy growth.

The following are the best half dozen of the introduced species :

—

£. scahnim. A dwarf evergreen shi-ub, with linear acute leaves, covered with minute asperities,

and numerous axillary whitish flowers, deeply tinged with pink. New Holland. Introduced since 1840.

eeiostemon intermedium:.

then- foliage of a brownish colom-.
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THE PRINCIPLES ON WHICH PLANTS AEE PROPAGATED BY CUTTINGS.

JS. iuxifolium. A dwarf evergreen, shiiib, mth small smooth broadly elliptic leaves, and white

flowers, tinged with pale rose. New Holland. Introduced 1822.

E. intermedium. A moderate sized evergreen shi-ub, with large oblong obovate leaves, rather

glaucous, and having glandular dots, and large white flowers, somewhat tinged with pink. New
Holland. Introduced smce 1840.

E. myo^ioro'ides. A moderate sized evergreen shnib, with smooth lanceolate leaves, having glan-

dular dots, and large flowers, white tinged with pink. New Holland. Introduced 1824.

E. vaspidatuin. A strong-growing evergreen shrub, with large oblong lance-shaped glaucous leaves,

ending in a hooked point, and pale pinkish or rose coloured flowers. New Holland. Introduced 1823.

E. salicifolium. A strong growing evergreen shi'ub, ha'^'ing large linear lanceolate smooth leaves

and pinkish flowers. New Holland. Introduced 1824.

They all bloom dui'ing the spring and early summer months, from April to July or August ; and

the flowers are, in all the species, more or less deeply tinged with pink or rose colom-, when developed

in a low temperatm-e, and exposed to free air and light. They also generally open with more of the

pinky tinge, than they retain as they approach the period of thefr decay.

THE PRINCIPLES ON WHICH PLANTS ARE PROPAGATED BY CUTTINGS,

By Mr. WILLIAM KEAJSTE, Auihok of " The Beauties op Subret," &c.

fHE propagation of plants by cuttings is an operation of fr-equent use, and of considerable importance

in all horticultui'al establishments. The many thousand plants that are annually propagated to em-

bellish Flower-gardens and Pleasure grounds, and the taste displayed in the an-angement of colom-s,

demand the greatest skill, vigilance, and forethought, to prepare, to arrange, and to provide for the

display, that the pioneers of modern improvements, and of refined taste, have introduced into Flower-

garden and Pleasure-groimd scenery.

The conditions necessary for the propagation of plants by cuttings are, a certain portion of organized

matter, the assistance of leaves, a degree of heat and moisture accordant with the nature of the plant,

and fi-ee drainage at the roots.

"When the aqueous or ascending sap reaches the leaves, the water is discharged thi-ough the

minute invisible pores, called stomata, and by the decomposition of carbonic acid gas, which separates

ts carbon, and sets the oxygen fr-ee, a vital action is

performed, by which the sap is elaborated or changed

into the organic matter, called the " true "or descending

sap. It is then that all parts of the plant are supplied

with a store of organized matter, which renders the

parts fit to be employed as cuttings. "V\Tien removed

fi'om the parent, that store, under proper management,

wiU enable them to put forth roots and new leaves, and

to develope all the parts requii-ed for the gi'owth of the

plant. K the shoots are in a rapid state of growth, full

of rising sap, their tissues lax and not matui-ed, failures

may be expected to attend all attempts to propagate

them by cuttings.

The next part of the subject is to inquire in what manner the leaves retained on the cuttings assist

the protrusion of roots, and the development of other leaves.

As the removal of the cutting fi'om the parent branch will make no change in the nature of the

sap, which is always more or less in cumulation in the whole system of the plant, and as it is the office

of the cambium, or proper juice, to descend in the cutting to the joint at which it was cut; when its

downward com-se is impeded, it accumiilates there until a callous is formed, and roots are protruded

;

the organized matter of the cutting is diminished to supply the development of roots, and the leaves

are required to secrete more, to replace that which was expended in the formation of roots. It is when
there is sufficient organized matter in the cutting to supply the roots without exhausting its own vital

energies, that the external assistance derived fr'om the leaves may not be needed.

Heat and moisture are very usefrd agents in the propagation of cuttings. It is mmecessary to

specify the various degrees of temperature that vaiious plants requii'e : but let the temperature or

B,

A. Stonmta of the Iris, a ff, Green cells bounding the

orifice, h b. Cells of the parenchyma, c. Air-chamber.

The same from above, a a, Cells of the stoma between

the long cells of the cuticle, c. Opening between
them.

Stoma of apple-leaf, ff, Cells of ditto, h h, Cells of

the cuticle, c. Opening of stoma.
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heat to be applied to the cuttings, correspond with that in which the parent plant had grown ; this

is the plainest rule by which the temperatui'e suited tx> the cuttings may be comprehended. If the

cuttings are inserted in a temperatm'e by which an unusual degree of excitement is produced in their

organs, the stimulus given to the system by the heat will cause it to expend its organized matter iu

the production of leaves and the elongation of the stem. By the appHcation of the temperatm-e

natural to the constitution of the cutting, the organized matter would descend to form roots ; but by

the unnatui'al excitement of an increased temperature, it would be forced to ascend to expand the

buds into leaves, and thus to become expended in the atmosphere above ; at the same time, in conse-

quence of the absence of roots, no supply could be produced from below to support the increased

demands of the leaves and stem. The result of this is speedy death.

With a proper degree of heat, moisture is a very useful assistant for the growth of cuttings. It is

by the moistm-e that sm-rounds them that their vital action is maintained, and this action aided by the

stimulus of light produces organic matter—that nutritious material, which serves for the development

of the whole plant.

It is when the cuttings have produced aU the organs of a plant, that an increase of bottom heat may
be advantageously given. The stimulus being applied at the proper time, in conjunction with the other

conditions—light and moistui'e—the cuttings progress rapidly to the development of a perfect jjlant.

The last condition, and one of great importance, is to have the soil in which the cuttings are inserted

weU drained. In that state the atmospheric agents and aqueous vapom* have free access to pass and

re-pass the absorbent or root end of the cutting, and are ready to supply it with food when needed.

Water stagnating at the root end of the cutting, and atmospheric influences excluded by stiff and

impervious soils, will produce that black gangrene—the death of cuttings.

DOMESTIC GARDENING.—No. I.

By Mr. J. SPENCEE, C.M.H.S., Gardener to the MARauis of Lansdowne.

I HAVE lately built me a grape-house, what kind of Vines ought I to plant in it ? said an amatem-

friend to me one day. What kind of house do you advise me to build for Vine-growing ? \vi-ites a

second. A third is anxious to try Ms hand at Pine-growing, if he had only a few plain hints how to

grow them ; while the number of parties building plant-houses, pits for Melons, Cucumbers, and various

other things, as their taste leads them to prefer, is wonderful. Such being the case, I think I cannot

better fulfil the object of this publication, than by commencing a series of papers calculated to meet the

requii-ements of so important a class, who have, at present, no guide to follow, sufficiently plain for

them to understand.

My first object wUl be to show such persons the cheapest and most eligible forms of houses in

which Fruit and Flowers may be grown ; the mode of constructing them, and their after-management

;

while the formation and management of Fruit and Vegetable Gardens will afterwards be fully explained.

It is my wish to render each part of my subject sufficiently plain and explicit to be understood by all,

however limited their present knowledge of gardening may be, and such as will enable them to manage
then- favourite hobby, without encountering those many failm-es, which have so often thro-mi a damp on

theii- labours, and been the cause of theii' giving up in despau' one of the most rational of recreations.

Let me add—I hope the information these papers may contain will be the occasion of fresh recruits

joining the ranks of cultivators, and the means of disseminating a love for gardening among all who
can indulge in the pleasure, aye, and profit, too, it affords.

It will at once be obvious, that these remarks are addi'essed to the consideration of those who manage
their own gardens ; but in these times of retrenchment and economy, I question whether there is not

much to be learned in respect of the more economical erection of glass-houses by gardeners themselves, and

whether it will not be found that houses capable of growing eveiy description of Fruits and Flowers in

the greatest perfection, may now be erected for one-thu'd the sum they usually cost.*

In commencing with detailed methods of erecting glass-houses suited to the wants of domestic

gardeners, my great object will be simplicity of construction, entailing a consequent economy in the

after-management. Subsequent papers will contain plain and ample instructions for managing the

many and various productions which help to supply the wants, and afford a means of recreation and

amusement to the domestic gardener.

^ of coui'se these remarks do not apply to houses erected for architectural effect.
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

I REVIEW.

Garden Almanaclcs for 1850:—"The Gardener's Al-

manack," by G. W. Jolinson (Stationers' Company).
" Glenny's Garden Almanack," (Cox, King "William

Street, Sti-and). "The Agricultural and Horticul-

tm-al Almanack and Diary," by M. M. Milbum, and

a Practical Gardener (Groombridge).

The first of these annuals is the best-looking book, and

contains a goodly proportion of useful reference matter

in the various depai-tments of gai-dening ; but it bears

evidence of hurried or careless preparation, in certain

uncorrected particulars, the materials for correcting

which must be within reach of its editor.—The second

contains a variety of sound, usefiil, practical informa-

ation, conveyed in the peculiar and well-known style of

the author, and is perhaps rather less querulous than

usual ; and so far is improved. The list of florists'

flowers is the important featui-e.—The last-named is the

cheapest, and is this year improved in appcai'ance,

though in this respect there is stUl room for improve-

ment. One half is devoted to agricultural information,

the remainder to horticidtui'al matters. The peculiar

featm-e of this almanack is the descriptive list of new
plants inti-oduced or made known dm'ing the year,

which in itself is worth more than the cost of the book.

They may aU be consulted with advantage as remem-

brancers, and should bo found on the table of all gar-

deners and garden amatem's.

EXTRACTS AND MEMORANDA.
Victoria rcgia.—The blossoming of the Victoria regia,

which has taken place at Chatsworth, is one of the great

features of the year 1849, as far as horticultm-e is con-

cerned. This plant, made knoisTi some few years since

by Sir R. Schombm-gk, and of which seeds have been

inti-oduced, on some few occasions, within the last two

or thi'ee years, was raised in some quantity at Kew, in

the spring of 1849; and one of the plants obtaiaed by Mr.

Paxton, has produced flowers and ripe fruit. Its pro-

gress was remarkably rapid. It had germinated by

March 23rd ; was ti'ansferred to Chatsworth on August

3rd ; was planted in its tank on August 10th ; showed

its fii-st flower-bud on November 1st ; expanded its first

flower on November 8th; and had ripened seeds by

December 10th. Mr. Paxton's mode of culture has

been thus explained :

*—In a hothouse, a tank was con-

structed three feet deep and twelve feet square, warmed
by hot water. This tanlc was afterwards enlarged to

about nineteen feet square, by the addition of a shallow

ledge nine inches deep and thi'ee and a-half feet wide,

heated by a triple row of small lead pipes. In the

centre of the t.ank was placed a large hillock of soil

—

burnt loam and peat. Mr. Paxton attaches great im-

portance to the hmning of the soU, by which means

weeds and insects were desti'oyed, as well as all such

matters, as would have been ready to enter into fer-

mentation or rapid decomposition, when in contact with

water heated to eighty-five degrees. The water was
thus kept perfectly ti-auslucent ; and in order to keep

it in motion, there was added at one corner a wheel,

• Gardeners' Chronicle, 1849, p. 739,

over which water was caused to drop continually with

force enough to keep the wheel constantly revolving

—

the water thus continually flowing in, and the sui'plus

flowing out by means of a small pipe near the bottom.

The water was kept heated to about eighty-five degrees.

The flower itself, when it fii'st opens, resembles the

white water-lily, of a dazzling white, with its fine

leathery petals forming a goblet of the most elegant

proportions ; but as the day advances it gradually ex-

pands, till it becomes nearly flat. Towards evening a

faint blush becomes visible in the centre ; the petals fall

back more and more ; and at last, about six o'clock, a

sudden change occiu's. In a few minutes, the petals,

becoming more recurved, airange themselves in the

form of a snow-white hemisphere, whose edge reposes

on the water, and the centre rises majestically at the

summit, producing a diadem of rosy points. Shortly

after, the expansion of the central parts proceeding,

these points fall back ; the stamens unfold in an inte-

rior coronet, the stigmas are laid bare, a grateful per-

fume rises into the air, and the great object of the

flower, the fertilization of the seeds, is accomplished.

Then fold inwards the petals, the flower closes, the fair-

est of vegetable textures becomes wrinkled, decay be-

gins, and the flower staUi withdraws itself beneath the

water, as if to veil the progress of corruption.

Ifew Banlcsias. *—I lately foimd the beautiftil blood-

red Banksia ; it is allied to B. verticillata, having ten to

fomleen leaves in a whorl, and is the most beautiful

species of this coimtry [Australia]. It well deserves

the name of Jloribunda, for when one set of flowers is

fully blo'wn, the cone above is prepai'ed to bloom in

two or three weeks, and a third in succession, stiU

higher on the branch, is considerably advanced. I hope

to send abundance of seeds of this noble Banlcsia, and

also of another very fine species, the B. Broionii of

Baxter, which is verticUlate, though not so described by

Mr. Brown ; its leaves are beautifiilly pinnate, like those

of B. decurrens. One species found, diu-ing my last

excursion, had very large flowers, varying in colom-

fi-om p.Tle pink to rose, and setaceous glaucous leaves.

The natives tell me of a Banlcsia with blood-red flowers,

which grows in the interior, and, compared with which,

B. ffrandis is but a pigmy. I shall do my best to dis-

cover it.

—

J. Srummond.

New Conifers, f—It was on the Kio de los Animos, in

Southern California, that Mr. Fendler found his magnifi-

cent Binus (Abies) concolor, a species as yet iinkn o-iyn

in Em'ope ; along with his P. irachi/ptera, which seems

to be the same as P. Benthamiana. And on the high

mountains near the city of Santa Fe, the same ti'aveller

found his Pinus JlexiUs, of which the name only has

reached us.

Obituary.—December 28th.—Mr. William Loddiges,

of Hackney, the last of the old fh-m of Conrad Loddiges

and Sons. Mr. Loddiges has been well known as one

of the most persevering cultivators of his day, and a

most amiable and kind-hearted gentleman. He was in

his seventy-thii-d year. The business now rests in the

hands of Mr. Conrad Loddiges, a nephew of the de^

ceased.

* Kooh, Journ. Bot., i., 375. + Botanical Magazine,
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NEW AKD RARE PLANTS.

Macleahia cordata, Lemaire. Heart-shaped-leaved

Macleania.—Nat. Ord., Vacciniacere.—Syn., Gaultheria

cordata, of Belgian gardens.—A fine greenhouse ever-

green shrub, growing three to four feet high, ivith up-

right smooth branches. The leaves are opposite, oblong-

lanceolate, entire, about three inches long. The flowers

grow in a seeund maimer towards the extremities of

the branches, thi-ee or four fi-om the asil of each leaf;

the corolla consists of an angular tube an inch long,

bright red, with a yellow limb of five small, ovate,

spreading segments, greenish before expansion.—From

Chili : elevated regions in a calcareous stony soil ; in-

troduced to Belgium in 1843. Flowers in summer.

Helianthemttm scopakium, NuttaU. Broom Sun

Eose.—Nat. Ord., Cistaceje.—A small prostrate hardy

shrub, suitable only for rock-work, and thriving iu the

full glai-e of the sun. The branches are smooth and

wiry, and the leaves linear alternate, without stipules.

The flowers are small, bright yellow, in twos and

threes at the end of the branches ; the petals, five in

number, are oblong, blimt, wavy, twice as long as the

calyx. Eeadily increased by seeds, and growing in

sandy loam and peat.—From California : mountains of

Santa Cruz ; iutroduced in 1848. Flowers towards the

end of summer. Horticultural Society.

DossiNiA MAKMORATA, 3JJ»Ten. Marbled Dossinia.

— Nat. Ord., Orchidaceas, § Neotteas-Physuridefe.

—

Syn., Chcii-ostylis marmorata, Lhidley.—A stove peren-

lual herb, with creeping stems, terminating in tufts of

deep reddish olive-green leaves, having a velvety sur-

face, and traversed by golden veins, which, however, to

some extent, disappear when the leaves become old.

The flowers are smaE white, with a reddish calyx on a

long, purple, downy raceme. "Worth cultivating in the

orchid-house, on account of the dai-k, beantifuUy-va-

riegated leaves. From Java and Borneo ; introduced in

1847. Flowers in summer. Mr. Low, of Clapton.*

BLANDFORDiji FLAJDiEA, Zimlleij. Flame-flowcred

Blandfordia.—Nat. Ord., LUiaceae, \ Hemerocalleae.

—

A showy, greenhouse, herbaceous perennial, growing

three or four feet high. The leaves are pale green,

linear-lanceolate, irom six to nine inches long. The

flowers grow in a pendulous manner, on a slender scape,

which grows from ten inches to four feet high ; the peri-

anth—of six segments, the outer ovate-obtuse, the inner

broader—is orange-red, tipped with yellow, the interior

a bright orange-yellow.—From Austi-alia, on the banks

of the Hunter river; iutroduced in 1848. Flowers in

October. Messrs. Low and Son, of Clapton.f

Bekbekis aueahtoacexsis, Lemaire. Airrahuacan

Berberry.—Nat. Ord., Berberaceos, \ Berberide*.—

A

half-hardy, sub-evergreen shrub, with straight erect

branches, bearing leaves of two kinds—the lower ones

cordate, with a long petiole ; the upper ones obovate,

elliptical, tapering to the base, coriaceous, wavy, with

a few marginal spiny teeth near the end, and very

glaucous on the under surface. The flowers are a very

deep yellow, di'ooping, and grow in compact racemes.

From New Grenada : near the vfllage of Aurahuaco-

Taquina, in the Sierra Nevada, 9000 feet above the sea,

near the snow-line ; inti'oduced to Belgium in 1847.

Flowers in summer.

• Ann. de Soc. Soij. Bot. de Gand, t. 193.

t Faxt. Mag. Hot., n. s., p. 353.
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PELAEGONIUJl EXIMIUM.

PELAEGONIUM EXIMIUM.

yat. Order, GeRjI>.-I-ic-eje.—Ce-vxe's-bills. [LiiulL Teg. Ebujclom).

Gexeiuc Ch.^K-1cter.— Cf'^yJ-, five-partite, tlie posteriov sesr-

mcnts produced into a siiur or slender nectariferous tube, ad-

nate to the pedicel ; Corolla of five petals, rarely by suppression

four or sometimes two, alternating with the segments of the

calyx, rlawctl, more or less irreuular. Staiiuvis ten, raona-

dclphous, imequal, those opposite the petals shorter or partly

sterile. ^ Oraries five, adherent to the b,Tse of the colunmar

f;:3'nophorc, one-celled, two-ovulate. Sli/les filifomi, rather

longer than the gj-nophore, distinct at the base, adlierent to the

gynophore, and eomiate above its summit, free at theii* apices.

Capsules five, beaked ^-ith the styles, ivhich separate elastically

from the gynophore, and become spirally twisted, suspended bj'

these to the summit of the gjmophore, or .it length deciduous,

one-celled, one-seeded by abortion, deliiscing by the venti-al

suture.

PKL.A.RGONn:ar Eximtitm.—Flower of the Day Pelargonium.

A garden hybrid, the genealog)' of which is too obscure to allow

of any satisfactory statement.

ffJiESCRIPTION.—A very showy, half-shmbby perennial, of a chvarf compact habit ; stems

<»^stout, succulent, and, like the petioles and flower-stalks, clothed with a soft down. Leaves

lari^e, somewhat peltate, cordate-orbiculate, about seven-lobed, the lobes creuate ; of a fine

green colour, with a broad silvery border. Flower-stalks numerous, elongated, bearing large

crowded and somewhat globular heads of flowers. Flowers lai'ge, of a bright cherry-red

colour ; the petals wedge-shaped, sometimes slightly excavated at the obtuse summit, veined

in the lower half

HisTOET, Sec.—This very handsome plant was raised by Mr. Ivinghom, Gardener to the

Earl of Eahnorey, and was produced by crossing Lee's variegated Pelargonimn with some of the

best green varieties of the section. Mr. Ivinghorn believes it to be a cross with Globe Com-

pactum, and states that it may be cultivated as easily as that variety. It does not exhibit any

tendency to throw out green shoots. The name of the genus. Pelargonium or Stork's-bUl, is

derived from ^^elari/os, a stork, the immature fruit bearing some resemblance to the head and

beak of a stork.—^A. H.

Cttliuke.—The whole of the Scarlet Pelargoniums are invaluable for flower-garden decora-

tion. For tlus pm'pose, then- cultivation is very simple. Cuttings are struck in good time during

smnmer, which get well established in separate pots of thi'ee inches, or five inches diameter,

according as the varietj^ may be a weak or a strong grower ; they are topped to jsroduce a dwai'f

branchy habit of growth ; kept growing gently aL. the summer ; weU ripened in autumn by

limiting theii- supply of water, and by exposing them as much as possible to bright light ; win-

tered in a light greenhouse secm-e fi-om frost, but with a low temperature, and with good means

of ventilation ; shifted about ]\Iarch, and a little excited by being kept somewhat closer, and

then gradually hardened ofi", and finally planted out into the beds or borders as early in May
or June as the season will admit, but not nntU the chances of fr-osty nights are gone by.

This plan secures dwarf, compact plants, suitable for small beds, or for planting towards the

mai'gins of larger ones, as they may be kept dwarf, by once or twice topjjiug them in sjoring.

Large jilants are to be had b}' taking up in autumn, before they are damaged by fi'osts, those

plants which have during summer, occupied the garden
;
putting them into pots as small as

w^ll hold their roots with a little soil, placing them in a close fr-ame until estabhshed ; and

wintering them in auy dry cool j)art of the greenhouse which shall seciu'e them against frost.

They will lose most of their leaves, but this is of no consequence as their bare branches will

become furnished with new .shoots and leaves in due time in spring. Such jjlants, like the

others, must be protected by fi-ames, imtil they can be safely planted out. Any good garden

soil, not too rich, but loamy, will suit the Scarlet Pelargoniums, but the winter comjjost should

be a sandy loam ^-ith a little leaf mould.

The stronger growing varieties of this race of Pelargoniums including the variety repre-

sented in our plate, make splendid conservatory plants when grown to some considerable size.

For this purpose, yoimg healthy plants should be selected in July, those ha-^-ing fom- or five

young shoots from near the base being preferred ; let them get rather drj% and then cut back

the young shoots to within a couple of eyes of the old wood : set them in an exposed place,

and give very little water until they have fafrly put forth young shoots ; then tm'u them

shake away the soil from the roots, ti'im the latter, and repot the plants ; set them in a frame

D
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and water tliem but seldom, until tliey begin to grow. When tbey are established and inured

to bear exposm'e in the shade, set them in a sunny exposed place. Rub off all the eyes that

break forth except the two strongest and best placed on each shoot, and these should be as

equal in strength as possible. When the plants get well rooted, shift them into pots two or

three sizes larger than those they are in ; thus, if they are in five-inch pots, shift them into

nine-inch ones. Keep them in the open ah- as long as they are safe fi-om fi'osts ; winter them
in a greenhouse, placing them in a very light place, and giving water very seldom, so that the

soil is often rather dry. 'When they begin to grow freely in spring, keep the house a little

warmer than usual ; they must also have much more frequent waterings, but not so as to

sodden the soil. Clear weak manure water shoidd be given at eveiy second watering. By
this time the branches should be set out at equal distances, by means of small stakes, or

strings tied to a band round the pot just below the rim ; if this is done while they are young

they will set in the position in which they have been fixed, and staking, in the after stages of

growth, may be very much avoided. As soon as the trasses of flowers can be discovered, pick

out the tips of the shoots above them, which will thi-ow all the strength into the flower heads

;

in the same way, and for the same reason, laterals shoidd be removed as soon as they can be

detected. Plants so treated, flower in May and early in Jime. By the middle of July, they

may be dried off, cut down, repotted, and started again as before for the next season. Plants

cut down early in September, and ti'eated in the same way, will flower to succeed the early

ones. They should be kept as dormant as possible in winter, and should be shifted early in

April, and allowed to grow on to bloom. A third set may be had by stopping back some of

the Sei3tember-cut plants in April, and deferring their shift imtil they have broken again.

The soil for blooming should consist of three parts good loam, two parts decayed cow-dung,

two parts leaf mould, and one part of coarse sand, and grittj' Hme rubbish mixed. In the

earlier stages the cow-dmig may be omitted.

The smaller growing dwarf sorts may be pruned and potted in the same way, but more

shoots should be left, which may be stopped once or twice to produce a bushy growth, after

which, the plants must be allowed to grow away for flowering, and require no more topping.

They aU enjoy, and indeed require, full exposure to light. Cuttings may be readily rooted any

time dui'ing summer, if planted in sandy compost placed in a shady border, either with, or

without a hand-glass.—M.

^a®
i

ON THE CULTURE OF THE VERBENA FOR EXHIBITION,

By Mr. BAENES, Dane Croft Nurseries, Stowmarket.

Verbena. Lin. from the Celtic Ferfopn.—Nai. O/'rfer, Verbenace^.

fHE Verbena has, within the last few yeai's, become, and most deservedly so, an especial favourite,

whether we ^'iew it as an ornament to the flower-garden, or to the exhibition ; and, although

they may be said to flom-ish and bloom in almost any soil or situation, a Kttle more care and attention

is necessai-y to insure them in anything approaching to perfection, and for this care they well repay

the cultivator. It is fii'st absolutely necessary that the plants intended to produce good trusses for exhibi-

tion, should be perfectly healthy; that is to say, they should be short-jointed, stout, and with a dark green

fohage. In order to obtain plants of this description, I select my cuttings m Mai'ch, or April, these are

struck in gentle heat, potted off into thi'ee-ineh pots, when rooted, and gradually inured to the chmate

of a cold pit. At this time they receive their final shift into seven-inch pots, which should be kept as

neai' to the glass as convenient, and frequently well watered overhead. '\^Tien the plants have been

repotted a week or two, they should have the leaduig shoot pinched out, which causes them to push

freely. From plants thus treated I select three or four of the best shoots, depending on the

habit of the plants, as some will cany fom' better than others will carry tlu'ee ; these, whether three

ior
four, should be left equi-distant. The heads of bloom soon appear on these new shoots ; but if no

exhibition is at hand, the crowns may be again pinched out, the shoots thinned, as before, only per-

mitthig the three or four shoots to perfect themselves, and never allovsing more than these to bloom on
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one plant at a time. By this plan, I have always the same numher of shoots in fi-ee growth, and the

. plants very little taller at the end of tlu'ee months than they were in the fii'st mouth.

Apolla.

Beauty of Stow,

Chauvicrii.

Conite de Paris.

Defiance.

Duchesse de Gazes.

Eclipse.

General Brea.

Henriette.

John Salter.

Madame La(,'on.

Minerva.

Mount iEtna.

Mountain of Snow.

Princess Alice.

Psyche.

SELECT VEIIBENAS.

Queen of the French.

Queen of Sunnner.

Saint Mai'gai'ot's.

Tricolor.

Comtesse de Mubiaon.

Aiiadne.

General Lamoriciere.

Gracieuse.

Heloise.

Madame Eevenclion.

Baucis.

Bicolor Grandiflora.

General Vandecour.

La Coquette.

There are a few varieties better adapted by their natural habit for having- the pips thinned out, and

this is best done with a paii' of sharp-pointed scissors, the thinning operation being- performed a few

days prior to the day of exhibition, so that the remaining pips may have time to fill up well. These

plants will, by the end of July or August, have exhausted the soil, or nearly so, and will no longer

fiu-nish good trusses ; to remedy tliis, I strOie a fi-esh stock in June, for the September exhibitions,

treating them in every respect as before.

The Verbena should be carefully watched when under glass : the green fly is a great enemy to it)

as also is mildew ; in either case prevention is better than cm-e, and an early application of the following'

taken in time, will often be the means of sa^dng the plants, when perhaps delays may prove dangerous.

The most simple method of destropng the aphis on the plants in pits, or frames, is to place a few

hot cinders at the bottom of a seven-inch pot, place tobacco enough on the cinders for the size of the

pit, setting the pot at the fi-ont part of the pit ; shut it up close and cover it with wet mats. The

plants must have been in a very bad state indeed, if this does not relieve them.

For mildew the following is a remedy :—On its first approach, make a weak solution of tm-pentine,

with which water them over-head, through a fine rose watering-pot ; this should always be done in

the evening, and will generally prove effectual.

The soil I prefer is, equal parts of peat, loam, leaf-mould, and ehai-coal ; and of guano a small

portion—the guano well pounded, the others as rough as possible.

By following- the above plan, and selecting plants from the List above, the Verbena may be

exhibited in such a manner as cannot fail to make it a general favourite at the summer and autumn

exhibitions.

COVERING IN ITS GENERAL APPLICATION TO GLAZED AND OTHER
HORTICULTURAL STRUCTURES.

By Mr. GEORGE SMITH, Brookl-Utos Nursery, Blackheath.

M MORE appropriate season than the present cannot well be chosen for the consideration of this

iV2\ important subject, the more especially as gardeners and amateui-s, frequently at the eleventh horn',

have to apply materials of various descriptions, some of wluch are not adapted to the pm-pose, and in

some cases turn out totally ineffective. It is, therefore, desii-able to be prepared to determine which

are the proper materials for the purpose, and what is the most effective method of applying them.

Dr. WeUs, in his vei-y admii-able essaj's on the formation of dew and hoai'-frost, found that a

cambric handkerchief, suspended a tew inches above a thermometer placed upon a grass-plot, kept it,

on a stiU night, several degrees higher than another thermometer which was fvdly exposed ; and we
all know very well that the intervention of a cloud on a frosty night -svill prevent one place from being

affected by fr-ost, while another garden, not a very great distance off, but not so protected, mil suffer

severely. And why is this ? Because the handkerchief and the cloud alilie prevented the radiation of

heat into space, and therefore, being coirhned about the plants, prevented their being injm-ed. Finding,

then, that so slight a fabric as a thin handkerchief, or a fibny cloud, makes so great a difference in the

open air, what an important advantage it would be to use a proper covering for oui- forcing-houses in

severe weather. As to the best material to use for the protection of oiu- houses, and frames, there is great

diversity of opinion. Mats have been used for a great number of years, and are still very much
esteemed by some cultivators, though, for my o-wn part, I have always been opposed to their use.

They are extremely expensive, and after a few months' use are by no means effective. Theii- beinj

non-conductors of heat certainly recommend them, but they are by no means dm-able, neither are they

effective in severe frosts, miless used in larger quantities than most gai'deners can command. The late
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Mr. London considered that four thicknesses of woollen netting wonld make an excellent coveiing,

pro-s-iding that the first net was kept an inch fi-om the glass, and the next an inch apart £i-om the first,,

with the meshes crossed, and so on. This, no doubt, woiild answer the purpose iu calm weather, but

wind-fi'osts would unquestionably peneti'ate thi'ough many such fabrics. There is another and a

graver objection to them : they would be exti-emely difficult to apply, though the material is the veiy

best for the non-conducting of heat, and, consequently, the most useful for protective pmijoses—that

which is best calculated to coniiDe and prevent the escajie of heat from hothouses having always been

found the most effective against the ingress of fcost. The suggestion thro^^Ti out by this gi-eat and

scientific man for keeping the covering in non-contact with the glass is excellent ; au- is a veiy bad con-

ductor of heat, therefore a confined sti-atum, being kept between the glass and the covering, answers the

double purpose of preventing the heat from escaping by conduction, and reflects it back into the pit or

structure. For this reason I have used, for some years, sti'ong waterproof canvas, which, when
properly applied—that is, supported an inch or so above the glass—wUl, for ordiuaiy purposes, answer

every expectation. K, in severe weather, extra coveiing be found necessary, any hght material, such as

straw or fern fi'onds, may be used. One gi'cat advantage of these covers, esiiecially in windy weather,

is, that they are perfectly secure ; for, being fastened over at the sides, no wind -n-iU remove them, and

we can retire to rest, feeling assm-ed that our pits and houses will not be stript of thcii- covering before

the foUomng morning. Another advantage of tliis coveiing is, that on cold rainy nights the rain does

not pass thi'ough them, canying away the heat as it runs down the glass,—a faidt •nith most covers.

This sort of covering has the disadvantage of expense in the fii-st outset, but being, with proper manage-

ment, very dm-able, it -will be found much cheaper, on an average of seven or ten years, than mats.

The immense advantage of coveiing the roofs of houses devoted to the forcing of grapes, peaches,

encumbers, or flowers, vdU, I feel confident, be readily admitted by those who have had to contend with

severe frosts and strong winds, in winter and the early spring months, even if they have had a heating

appai-atus of the best possible constmctioii. "With a pully or Uto, a roller, and a piece of strong cord,

there is no great difficulty in using canvas for this pm-pose. Wooden shutters, made of thin deal

boards, at a trifling cost, and hung upon moveable hinges along the fi-ont sashes, would secure the

whole smiace of glass, which must othenvise be exposed to evei-y blast that blows. These wooden
shutters, in my opinion, make by far the most dm-able, effective, and the cheapest coveiing for pits and

frames of every description. They possess other advantages over canvas. Any quantity of litter or

other material may be sti-ewn over them, in necessary cases, without pressing them in contact with the

glass, which, if done, would give facility to the escape of heat or the ingress of frost, and place the

glass in danger of being broken. I used, some years ago, woven straw mats ; they ai'e effectual, but

expensive, and hj no means durable.
Since writing the above, I have seen some of the waterproofed cloth manufactured by Mr. S.

Yexlcy, of Morton, SuiTcy. One sample is as pliable as a glove, perfectly waterproof, and veiy sti-ong,

and may be worked in any lengths of from ten to one hundi-ed feet.

PROFESSIOXAL .IXD MORAL TRAINING.—Xo. I.

HINTS ADDEESSED TO YOUNG GAEDENEES.

By Mr. "W. P. KEA^E, Author of "The BEArriEs or ScratET."

''n7ITH Gardeners as vrith all other men, cii-cumstances will materially influence what is useful and

JJ what is useless knowledge ; but, nevertheless, there are subjects, elementaiy and practical, that

are generally, I may say universally, necessary to be learned and midei-stood by all Gardeners who
ai-e desirous of advancing in their profession ; and these I will attempt to describe to my young readers.

In this, my first communication, the desire of being useful prompts me to direct you, m the best

manner I am able, how you are to proceed in acquiring useful knowledge, that is, the knowledge most

necessaiy for your advancement in the gai-dening profession. If your school education has been

neglected, you must fii'st make amends for that neglect. But I will presume that this has not been

the case. Now that you have ai-rived at an age when it is your duty as well as youi- desire and interest

to seek employment and improvement in a distant pait of the eountiy, I would sti'ongly ui-gc you to keep

yom- eyes and ears open, in order to see and to heai- eveiything useful for yowr advancement in life. You
have been fortunate, by the kindness of friends, to obtain employment in a place where the operations

of Gardening are canied on m every depai-tment. You had opportunities, when at , of seeing the

general routine of gardening work—that is, something of eveiything. Koto is yom- time to profit by
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what you there saw, and what you will now see daily performed. The diiference of climate, the varieties

of soil—natm-al and artificial—and the many systems of growing the same thing, will suggest instructive

obser^'ations to an attentive and inquii-ing mind.

Without attention to what you sec and do, no advancement can be expected. I advise you, from

many years' experience of its advantages, to be particular in keeping- a memorandum-book, beginning

now with the new year, ha\'ing the months and days of the whole year marked off upon it for tlie

purpose of noting down every evcnhig- the work performed in the garden dm-ing the day, with yom-

own remarks on the same, and any other observations that your reading, conversation, or reflection

may suggest. I am so convinced of the utility of the practice, that I assure you, without it all your

recollections \viU be doubtful, unsatisfactory, and most probably useless. It will, however, be waste of

time and of paper for me to point out the utiUty of such a practice, unless yoxu' own interest and good

sense influence you to act upon it. Be assured that I have no object in view but your own interest

and advancement ; therefore do not neglect it.

The life of a gardener should be devoted to observations on the broad and extended field of Nature,

in which the various productions of the vegetable world arc constantly before his eyes. In the course

of these hints I shall more particxdarly describe them; but for the present it is best to direct your

attention to the daily operations performed in the garden, and to induce you to note down the progress

that vegetation is maldng there, and in its neighbourhood. My meaning is, that when you have taken

memoranda of the days on which vegetation begins to bud forth from the jjlants, fiiiit trees, and

vegetables, either forced or growing in the open air, you should extend your walks to the shrubberies,

pleasm'e-grounds, and woods, to observe the progress tliat vegetation is making there. It is a great

object to know the order of succession of flowers and foliage, this knowledge being necessary to

keep the flower-garden gay, the pleasure-grounds interesting, and the woodlands ornamental. Unless

wc take observations of these things, we can never be able to arrange om' materials in such order

that then- various seasons of expanding their foliage and flowers, would contribute to diversify' the

scene, and produce a regidar succession of pleasing objects. With that knowledge, a gardener can so

dispose his plants, shrubs, and trees, that beauty and variety would be produced by the early flowers

and tender foliage of sjiring, by the moi'e numerous blossoms and mature foliage of summer, by the

varjdng colours, tints, and shades of autumn, and by the evergreen foliage even in the dull days of

winter. Without making observations, and taking notes of these things as they apxJear, all will be

chance-work and confusion. Pray, give yourself that little trouble, and you svill find the use, benefit,

and advantage of it at a future day.

Ivfuitras, nnit BlktlliiiitDiiQ lintirrs.

REVIEW.

Aspects of Nature in different Zands and different Cli-

mates, ivith Scientific Elucidations. By A. Von Hum-
boldt. Translated by Mrs. Sabine. London, Long-

man and Murray. 2 vols.

A-^iONO the books for the stay-at-home traveller who,

sitting by Ms own fire-side, wishes to explore with

another's eyes the wondrous works of Nature displayed

on this globe of oiu's, there have been few which have

such claims as the work before us. Not only does it

give us vi^dd pictm-es, painted as Humboldt alone can

paint, of the grander features of natm-al scenery, but we
arc taken into all the side-passages, all the pcneti-alia,

which science has revealed, and insti-ucted in the mean-

ing, the laws by which the phenomena are regulated,

and the general principles that are to be deduced from

the varied obsei-vations.

The author tcUs us in the Preface that the present

work is

" A carefully prepared and executed attempt to enhance the

enjoyment of Nature by animated description, and at the same
time, to increase, in proportion to the state of knowledge at the

time, tlie reader's insight mto tlio harmonious and concurrent

action of the different po-wers and forces of Nature."

jind he adds

:

" In my eightieth year, I am still enabled to enjoy the satis-

faction of completing a third edition of my work, remoulding

it entii-ely afresh, to meet the requirements of tlie present

time."

A comparison of the present voltmics -with the pre-

ceding- German edition of the work enables us to bear

testimony to the care mth which this remoulding has

been performed. It is a pleasant thing to contemplate

the satisfaction with which an ardent votary of science,

like Hiunboldt, must have apphed himself, still in the

full enjoyment of all those brilliant faculties which

placed him in the front rank of scientific observers more

than half a centm-y ago, to the re^dsion of an earlier

work, written with the express pm-pose of opening his

groat stores of information before the wider audience of

the general public, and spreading a taste for his favom--

ite studies beyond the circle of professed savans.

The essays, or picturesque description, which form

the main feature of the work, are very interesting, and

calculated to produce a clear impression of the peculi-
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arities of the various regions of nature, or classes of

phenomena, of which they treat ; but the English reader

"W'ill, in some cases, perhaps, find traces of the peculiai"

character which distinguishes what is considered the
'* classic" style of German composition, and which often

appears rather inflated to us. This is no fault of the

translator, who has executed her pai-t admirably, since it

does not He in mere idiomatic phrases, but in the gene-

ral style; and it requires, therefore, that we should

remember that the author "wi'ote the work for a German

Xmblic, and consequently adopted the peculiarities of

his national Hteratiu-e.

The notes and Annotations are, to us, the most pleasing

portion of the work, not only as being free from the pecu-

liarities of style just alluded to, but as containing such a

mass of information on such a variety of subjects. Each

of them is a little sketch of a particular subject, giving

all the information we at present possess on it ; so that

we may take up the volumes at any spare moment, and

find a short account of some interesting question, serv-

ing at once either as a means of acquiring a certain

amount of definite knowledge, or, by the references to

authorities, as a guide in the prosecution of fiu'ther

study.

"With these remarks we will pass to some of the sub-

jects which promise to be most attractive to ovir readers

;

and of these we shall scarcely find one of greater inte-

rest than the note on "the cultivation of farinaceous

" The original habitat of the farinaceous grasses is "WTapped

in the same obscurity as that of the domestic animals which

have accompanied man since his earliest migrations. The
German word for corn, " getreide," has been ingeniously

derived, by Jacob Grimm, from the old Gei*man gitragida, getre-

gede. 'It is, as it were, the tame fruit (fruges, frumontum)

which has come into the hands of man ; as we speak of tame
animals in opposition to wild ones.'

—

{Jacob Crrimm, Gcsck dcr

dcuischcn Sprache, 1848, i., G2). It is certainly a very sticking

phenomenon, to find on one side of our planet nations to whom
flour or meal, from small-eared grasses [Hordeacefe and Ave-

nacew), and the use of milk were completely unkno>\Ti, while

the nations of almost all parts of the other hemisphere cultivate

the ccrealia, and rear milk-yielding animals. The cultivation of

different kinds of grasses may be said to afford a characteristic

distinction between the two parts of the world. In the New
Continent, from 52 dcg. north to -16 dcg. south latitude, we see

only one species cultivated, viz., maize. In the Old Continent,

on the other hand, we find everywhere, from the earliest times

of history, the fruits of Ceres, wheat, barley, spelt or red wheat,

and oats. That wheat grew wild in the Leontine fields, as well

as in several other places in Sicily, was a belief entertained by

ancient nations, and is mentioned by Diodorus SiciUus (Lib. v.,

pp. 199 & 232. Wessell). Ceres was found in the Alpine

meadows of Enna, and Diodorus fables that " the inhabitants of

the Atlantis were unacquainted ^ith the fruits of Ceres, because

they had sei)arated from the rest of mankind before those fruits

had been shown to mortals." Sprengel has collected several

interesting passages, which led him to think it probable that

the greater part of our European kinds of giaia were originally

wild in the northern parts of Persia and India, namely, summer
wheat in the country of the Musicanes, a prorince in Northern

India [Strabo, xv., 1017) ; barley ("antiquissimumfiiimentum,"

as Pliny calls it, and wMch is also the only cereal with which

the Guanches of the Canaries were acquainted), according to

Moses of Chorene {Geogr, Annen. cd Jfliiston, 1736, p. 360), on

the Araxes or Kur in Georgia, and, according to Marco Polo, in

Balascham in Northern India {Ramusio,\o\ ii, 10); and spelt

or red wheat near Hamadan. But these passages, as has been

shown by my keen-sighted friend and teacher Link, in an in-

w^-

structive critical memoir {Abhatid de Berlin ATcad., 1816, p. 123),

still leave much imcertainty. I also only regarded the existence

of originally wild kinds of grain in Asia as extremely doubtful,

and viewed such as might have been seen there as having

become wild [JSssai sur la Geogr. des PlanteSj 1805, p. 28).

Reinhold Forster, who, before his voyage with Captain Cook,

made, by order of the Empress Catherine, an expedition into

Southern Russia for pm-poses of natural history, reported that

the two-stalked simimer barley (Hordeum distichon), grew wUd
near the jimction of the Samara and the Volga. At the end of

the month of September, 1829, Ehrenberg and myself on our

journey from Orenburg and Uralsk to Suratow and the Caspian,

also herborised on the banks of the Samara. "We were indeed

struck with the quantity of wheat and rye plants growing in

what might be called a wild state in the uncultivated gi'ound
;

but the plants did not appear to us to differ from the ordinary

cultivated ones. Ehi-enberg received from M. Carelin a kind of

rye, (Secale fragile), gathered on the Kirgis steppe, and which

MarschaU ^"on Biebierstein regarded for a time as the original or

mother plant of om- cultivated rye (Secale cereale). Although

Olivier and Michaux speak of spelt (Tritieum spclta) as glowing

wild at Hamadan in Persia, Achille Richard does not consider

that Michaux's hei'bariiim bears out this statement. Greater

confidence is due to the most recent accounts obtained by the

unwearied zeal of a highly-informed tra-s-eller. Professor Carl

Koch. He found much rj-e (Secale cereale, var. h, pectinata),

in the Pontic Moimtains, at elevations of upwards of five or six

thousand feet, in places where within the memory of the inhabi-

tants no grain of the kind had ever been cultivated. Koch re-

marks, that the circumsttmce is 'the more important, because

with us this gi-ain never propagates itself spontaneously.' In

the Schii-wan parts of the Caucasus, Koch collected a kind of

barley, which he calls 'Hordeimi spontaneum,' and considers it

to be the origuially wild * Hordeum zeocriton' of Linnaeus
(
Carl

Koch Beitrage zitr Flora des Orients. Part i., pp. 139 & 142,),"

We may add to this, that Prof. A. DecandoUe has, in

a late number of the Bihliotheque Universelle of Geneva,

expressed himself in favour of Prof. C. Koch's views,

and considers that he has fully made out his case.

The author adds, that wheat was first cultivated in

New Spain by a negro slave of the great Cortes. He
had found thi-ee grains of it amongst the rice which had

been brought from Spain for the pro\asion of the army.

The fii'st wheat sown at Quito was by a Franciscan

monk, Fray Jodoco Risi, a native of Ghent. Himiboldt

saw, in the Franciscan Convent at Quito, the earthen

vessel which had contained the wheat, preserved as a

relic,

" The first sowing had been made in front of the convent, on

what is now the Plazuela de San Francisco, after cutting down
the forest which then extended from the foot of the volcano of

Pichincha to the spot in question. The monks, whom I often

visited during my stay at Quito, begged me to explain to them

the inscription on the earthen vessel, wliich they thought must

contain some mystic reference to the wheat. I read the motto,

which was in the old German dialect, and was—" ^^^loso di'inks

from me, let him not forget his God." I, too, felt with the

monks, that this old German driiiking vessel was a ti'uly vene-

rable relic. AVould that there had been preserved everywhere

in the New Continent the names, not of those who made the

earth desolate by bloody conquests, but of those who first in-

trusted to it these its fnuts so early associated with the civili-

zation of mankind in the Old Continent."

In the second volume we meet with a brief notice of

a scarcely loss important plant :

—

"My old friend, Colonel Acosta, in his instructive work on-

titled Compendio de la Hist, de la Niieva Granada, p. 1S5,

endeavours to prove, by means of the Chihcha language, that

' potatoes (Solannm tuberosum) bear at Usm^ the native non-

Peruvian name of Yomi ; and were foimd by Quesada ah'eady

cidtivated in the province of Yelcz as early as 1537, a period

when their inti'oduction from Chili, Peru, and Quito, would
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seem improbable, and therefore tliat the plant may be regarded

as a native of New Granada. I would remark, liowever, tliat

the Peruvian invasion and complete possession of Quito toolv

place before l.")25, the year of the death of the Inca Huayna
Capac. The southern provinces of Quito even fell under the

dominion of Tupac Inca Yupanqui at the conclusion of the fif-

teentli century' [Pfescott, Conquest of Pent, vol. i., p. 332). In

tile unfortunately still very obscure history of the first intro-

duction of the potato into Europe, the merit of its introduction

is still very generally attributed to Sir Jolin Hawkins, who is

supposed to have received it from Santa Fi5 in .15G3 or 156."). It

appears more certain that Su- Walter Raleigh planted the first

pot<itoes on Ills Irish estate near Y'ough.il, from whence they

were taken to Lancashire. Before the conqxiista, the plantain

{Musa), which, since the arrival of the Spaniards, has been cul-

tivated in all the warm parts of New Grenada, was only found,

as Col. Acosta believes, at Choco."

For the present we must defer the eontinuation of

our pleasant task. We shall, however, hereafter, enter

into some of the questions touched on ia the essay on

the "Physiognomy of Plants."

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Jan. 1.5.—Owing to the severity of the weather, hut

few subjects were submitted for exhibition. The only

plants shoAvn, were a Chorozema and an Orchid ; the

former, fi-oni Messrs. E. G. Henderson, of Wellington

Road, St. John's Wood ; the latter—a small species of

Odontoglossum—from Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston.

Messrs. Henderson's Chorozema is a distinct and neat-

looking species, of slender habit, with leaves something

lilie those of C. ilicifolia, and clear yellow blossoms ; it

was called C. flava, and when well grown, will prove

an acquisition.

Of fruit, three remarkably fine baskets of West" s St.

Peter's grape, with two splendidly preserved bunches

of tibe Muscal of Alexandria, were sent by Mr. Davis,

of Oak HUl, East Barnet, for which a certificate of

merit was awarded. We have rarely seen grapes in

January in a finer state of preservation. From Messrs.

Paul and Son, of Cheshtmt, were a coUeetion of fifty

varieties of apples, some of them in fine condition

;

among which, Fearns Pippin, Couil; pendu Plat, Wel-
lington. Bess Pool, and Small's Admirable, a vei-y

handsome apple, were the most remarkable. The same

gentleman also contiibuted a collection of ten kinds of

pears, several of them -ndth old faces, bearing new
names. We should notice the fruit more ia detail, if

the means of speaking positively in the matter was

afforded us ; but we wish to guard ourselves agaiast

recommending fruit from external appearances only.

Of misceUaneoiis articles, two kinds of label, for

naming plants, were exhibited. One of these—a novelty

—was made of Gutta percha, with a kind of " metalized"

surface, the names being in relief. Two forms of this

label were produced,—one an oblong tablet, intended to

be used with a stalk to thrust into the soil ; the other

crescent-shaped for suspension. In the samples pro-

duced the names were not sufiieiently distinct ; but in

this respect, they may admit of improvement. They
were invented by Mr. Little, of LarkhaU, near Bath,

and wore conimimicated by Mrs. Loudon.

The other Icind was a zinc label with prepared doth

writing on, this being covered by a slip of glass

;

were sent by Mr. Morrell of Fleet Sti'eet, London.

NOTICES.
PrimavalVegetation. *—The olive-leaf which the dove

brought to Noah established at least three important

facts, and indicated a few more. It showed most con-

clusively that there was di-y land, that there were olive

trees, and that the climate of the smToimding regions

whatever change it might have undergone, was stUl

favoittable to the development of vegetable life ; And,

farther, it might be very safely inferred from it that, if

olive ti'ees had survived, other trees and jilants must

have smwived also ; and that the dark muddy promi-

nences roimd which the ebbing currents were fast

sweeping to lower levels, would soon present, as in anti-

diluviau times, theii' coverings of cheerful gTcen. The

olive leaf spoke not of merely a partial, but of a general

vegetation. Now the coniferous lignite of the lower old

red sandstone we find charged, like the olive leaf, with

a various and singularly interesting evidence. It is

something to know that, in the times of the Coccosteus

and Asterolcpis, there existed dry land, and that that

land wore, as at after periods, its soft, gay mantle of

green. It is something also to know, that the verdant

tint was not owing to a profuse development of the mere

immatmities of the vegetable kingdom—crisp, slow-

growing lichens, or watery spare-propagated firagi that

shoot up to their full size in a night—nor even to an

abimdance of the more highly organized families of the

liver-worts, and the mosses. These may have abounded

then, as now ; though we have not a shadow of evidence

that they did. But while we have no proof whatever

of their existence, we have conclusive proof that there

existed orders and families of a rank far above them.

On the dry land of the lower old red sandstone, on

which, according to the theory of Adolphe Brongniai't,

nothing higher than a lichen or a moss eotild have been

expected, the ship-carpenter might have hopefully taken

axe in baud, to explore the woods for some such stately

pine as the one described by Milton :

—

Hewn on Norwegian hills, to be the mast
Of some gi'eat admiral."

Different Berries in the same Bunch of Grapes.—In the

autumn of 1846, I found, near- Mersberg, bunches of

grapes bearing, at the same time, on one side, white

Burgundy, and on the other red Eiilander, or even red

Eiilander and black Biu-gundy ; the berries, therefore,

were dilferent in colour, size, and flavour. The cause

of this phenomenon was, that the three kinds of gTape

in question were planted side by side in continuous rows,

so that the poUen might easily be carried from the

flowers of one to the stigmas of the others. Among
other circimistances which warrant this explanation is

the fact, that sometimes half, sometimes a third, or

even a quarter, of the berries of a bunch belonged to

the diflisrent sorts, and that these occiured on that side

of it next the plant of that kind.

—

31. Jack, in TJw Flora.

[The same thing we haveseenat StradsettPark, Norfolk,

A seedling vine raised there produces both black and

white gTapes on the same bun ; but they are worthless.

It is, therefore, very doubtful whether the ti'ansmission

of poleu had anything to do with the change of colour.]

* Miller's Foot-i>Hnts of the Creator.
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NEW PLANTS. w
NEW AjST) EAEE plants.

ITetkosidekos tomentosa, Ekliard. Do^my-leaved

Metrosideros, {Bot. Mag., t. 4488).—Xat. Ord., Myr-

tacex, § Leptospemiea;.—A showy, large-growing, ever-

green greenhouse shrul), with copious, compact, but

sprcadingramifications. The leaves are opposite, leathery,

elliptical obtuse, ovato-lanceolate, or lanceolate-acute,

dark green and smooth above, whitish and downy
beneath. The flowers the conspicuous pail of which

consist of the bright red filaments of the stamens—grow

in corymbs at the end of the branches.—From Kew
Zealand : the rocky sea-coast and shores of the Bay of

Islands ; introduced by Mr. AUan Cunningham, before

1839. Flowers in summer. Royal Garden, Kew.

Phakbitis LrMBAT.Y. Lindleij. "^Vhite-edgcd Phar-

bitis, (Jonni. Sort. Soc, v. 33).—STat. Ord., Convol-

vulaccae, ^^ Convolvulea?.

—

X very handsome stove-

climber, with the appearance of the Convolvulus major.

The stems are clothed with rctrorse hairs. The leaves

are cordate entire three-lobed, and hairy. The flowers

are solitary fi-om the asils of the leaves on veiy short

stalks ; the sepals very long, linear-acute, excessively

hairy ; the corolla intense violet, edged with pure white.

The flowers are veiy beautiful. From Java ; introduced

in 1849. Flowers in summer and autumn. Messrs.

Eollisson, of Tooting.

CixBOA GLOBOSA, Lindletj. Globose Calboa. {Journ,

Sort. Soc, v., 83).—Xat. Ord., Convolvulacete, §Con-

volvulese. Syn., Quamoclitglobosa,5«;^/^<7»^ ; Morenoa

globosa, Zline and Lcxarza.—A strong-growing, half-

woody, smooth-stemmed, climber, requiring much room

to spread, and to be kept in a cool, dry stove in winter,

and in a cool greenhouse in summer. The leaves' are

thin, variable in form, cordate-acuminate, sagittate or

hastate, with the lobes narrow, and the lower ones

deeply angular. The flowers gi-ow on axillary umbels

on a long pedimcle ; the sepals have a subulate process

at the back ; the corolla is deep rich red ; the tube

cui-ved cyUndiical ; the limb campanulatc.—From
Hexieo :_ eastern decKvity of Orizaba ; introduced in

1846. Flowers from August to October. Horticultiu-al

Society.

Pextstemox coRDiFOLTrs, Bciitham. Heart-leaved

Pentstemon. (Journ. Sort. Soc, v. 88.)—^Nat. Ord.,

Scropbulariaccse, § Antin'hinideoe.—A pretty half-shrub-

by hardy plant of spreading habit, having downy stems.

The leaves are small, green, shining, cordate serrate.

The flowers grow in large leafy one-sided panicles at the

end of the shoots ; the calyx is covered with glandular

hairs ; the corolla nearly an inch and a half long, the

... /4^...

tube almost cyUndiical, the upper lip straight, the

lowerlip three parted ; colour, a "richdidlrcd." Suitable

for rock banks or against a wall.—From CaHfomia

:

mountains of Santa Cruz ; introduced in 1848. Flowers

from June to October. Horticultural Society.

SpATHOGLorns ArKEA, Lindlcy. Golden Spathoglot-

tis, (Journ. Sort. Soc, r. 34)..—Xat. Ord., Orchidacca;,

§ Ei)idendrea;-Blctida3.—A handsome, terrestrial, stove

orchid, with broadly, lance-shaped leaves, and a scape

two feet high, bearing at the end about half-a-dozen

large golden yellow flowei-s, with a few dull, sanguineous

spots on the Hp.—From Malacca : rocks on Mount
Ophir; inti'oduced in 1848, by Mr. T. Lobb. Flowers

in autumn. Messrs Teitch and Son, of Exeter.
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CALCEOLARIA FLEXUOSA.

A'at. Order, Scrophtjlabiaceje. Sui. Order, ASTlEliHimDEyt: ? CalceoLvUiiej:.

Genekio Chaeacter.—Calceolaria, Linn. Cahjx sub-adhe-

rent for a very short space, to the base of the ovary, four-partite,

the lobes valvate in estivation. Corolla sub-perigjmous, with

scarcely any tube, the limb concave, twc-lobed, lobes entire,

concave, or slipper-shaped, the upper smaller, in [estivation

closely covering at the margins the lower, which is usually

inflated. Stamens two, lateral, inserted near the base of the

corolla, a third posterior stamen very rarely added, no rudiments

of those suppressed. Anthers two-locular or dimidiate. Sit/le

simple, with a minute stigmatic sm-face at the tmthickeaed

apex. Ocari/ seated on a slender disk, adnate to the calyx.

Capsule ovate-conical, bursting septicidally, the two-fld valves

with inflected margins separating from the placentiferous colmnn.

Seeds several, very often mmierous, striated. (Benth. in D. C.

Frod. X. 204.)

C. FLEXUOSA, Sua ard Pavon. — Flexuose SUppenvort.

Shrubby, villous, branches flexuose, cordate-ovate, acute, cre-

nato-serrate, rough above, mealy and veined beneath, panicle

eor>Tnbose ; calj-x villous, with rather acute teeth, corolla of

one colour, the upper lip shorter than the calj-x, the inferior

broadly-obovate patent, with the base contiacted for some dis-

tance, open in the middle.

Stnoxt^iit.—Ruiz and Pavon. Fl. Peruv. et Cliil, i. 17, t. 26

f. a.—CoU. Lobb. No. 343.

BESCKIPTION.—Slu-ubby, lierbaceous, from two to three feet Mgh, erect, witli flexuose,

tUIous branches. Leaves cordate-ovate, sometimes acute, or rather acummate, coarsely

orenate-serrate, rough above, whitish, mealy, and veined beneath, shortly stalked. Calyx of

four broadly ovate, vOlous, spreading, rather acute teeth ; coroUa calceolate-bilabiate, largt,

yellow, the upper lip shorter than the calyx, the lower contracted below, broadly obovate,

inflated, patent, open about the middle. Stamens two, very short, inserted near the base of the

corolla, filaments very short, anther two-celled, the two cells in contact above, and diverging

widely from each other and from the filament below, opening by marginal slits, deflexed after

bm-stino- ; ovary conical, on a slender disk, adherent at the base to the calyx ; style Hnear,

simple, somewhat axcuate ; stigma an oblique sm-face ; capsule ?

History, &c.—The accompanying figui-e is from a plant raised by Messrs. Veitch & Son, of

Exeter, fi-om seed sent home by their collector, Mr. W. Lobb, in 1847. It was gathered in the

moimtains near Andaylis, Peru, at an elevation of 8,000 feet. It has not yet been exhibited, and

was supposed to be new ; but a dried specimen, sent to Sir W. J. Hooker, was determined by

him to be the C.flexuosa of Ruiz and Pavon. The flgm-e in the Fl. Peruv. et Chil. gives a very

unsatisfactory view of the flower; but the leaves and habit appear to me to represent the present

species. It may be remarked, that, in De Candolle's Prodromus, the sepals are said to be rather

obtuse, as they are in om- figm-e from a garden specimen ; but in the dried specimens, trans-

mitted with the seeds from Peru, they are acute, as represented by Ruiz and Pavon.—A. H.

Culture.—The subject of our illustration must be a very ornamental plant for the summer

flower-garden, as it produces its showy blossoms in clusters of immense magnitude. It wiU

probably be a flne plant for large beds, if it possesses the quality of many others of this genus

—contiiuial blooming. The Calceolarias like a rich light loam, and plenty of support from

weak maniu-e water diu-ing dry weather. They are propagated by cuttings of the non-

flowering shoots ; and these should be planted very late in the season—not before the end of

September—in a close frame, in which they will root very freely ; whilst, if planted eaxHer, it

is often difficidt to get them to root kindly. The plants must be wintered in a greenhouse, on

a light shelf, or in a well ventilated pit, secure against frost. They are particularly liable to

suffer injuiy fi-om attacks of green fly dm-ing winter and spring, unless kept carefuUy clear of

such intruders.

It is probable that, for flower-garden purposes, this species, being a strong grower, may

require some pecuKai- modification of soil to bring out its characteristic featm-e of dense masses

of flowers, and, at the same time, check exuberance of vegetative growth. A hint may be

taken fi-om its being foimd, as it is said, growing among the debris of rocks, to give it a very

porous soil, among which such absorbent materials as broken bricks and sandstone are fi-eely

intermixed. Such materials, while they naturally check rank gro^vth, are yet favom-able to

the application of liquid manui-e, if, fi-om the exigencies of the season, the plants should be

foimd to require such support.

The name Calceolaria is derived fi-om calceolus, a slipper, in allusion to the form of the

corollas : hence the plants ai-e called slipper -worts.—M.

t
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VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY.

figttnlilE ^^luiBinlngtf,

By ARTHUR HENFEEY, Esq., F.L.S., Lectuker on Botany at St. Geokge's Hospital.

PHYSICS OP VEGETATION.

fN accordance -with, the plan stated in the preceding paper, I shall iii'st dii-ect attention to the

principal physical phenomena, which "we shall always have to bear in mind when inquii-ing into

questions of vegetable physiology.

These will be examined most satisfactorily if we take them in the order of the relative position of

the different forces acting in nature. The first and simplest of these is the force of gravity, which,

passing over its influence in asti'onomical questions, is exhibited upon the earth in the effect of what
we call weight. All the particles of the matter composing the earth, and the various bodies upon its

siu'face, are always subject to an attraction toward the centre of the earth; and, as the particles are all

equally attracted, bodies will be more forcibly drawn toward the centre, in proportion to the number of

pai'ticles of wliich they are composed. Thus a pound weight made of brass will be attracted more

strongly to the centre than an ounce weight of the same metal, because the fu-st is composed of a

greater number of particles ; being thus more strongly attracted, we say, in common language, it has

more weight, or is heavier. But there is another point to be noticed of more importance to us in our

present study, viz., the difference of weight arising fi-om difference of density. A bottle filled with

sand is heavier than when it is filled mth water ; and the explanation of this is, that the sand is a

denser substance than water, which means, that the particles in the sand being closer together than

those of the water, there are a greater number of them contained in the same space. This difference

of density produces what is called the specific gravity, or specific loeiyhi, of substances, which is the

weight of equal bulks of bodies of different densities, in proportion to a fixed standard, such as that of

the weight of a fixed bulk of water. Solids are more dense than Uquids, hquids than gases or au-.

The practical conclusions to be drawn fi'om these statements are chiefly of importance in examining

the mode of distribution of the nutrient fluids in plants, since we thus understand why any cause which

increases the density of a fluid ^vill give it a tendency to descend in the structures.

The general phenomena resulting fi-om the action of gravity are famihar to every one, and require

but a few remarks. It may be worth while, however, to mention one or two points which strikingly

illustrate the peculiar relation of vegetables to the physical force of gravity. Vegetables, as complete

bodies, can only resist the force of gravity by mechanical means, and have (or in only a very few

exceptional cases) no power of opposing a voluntary force to it, as animals do in their movements

by means of their muscles. The rigidity, toughness, or mechanical strength of theii- structures, is the

power wliich enables most plants to sustain weight, and we see this strikingly exhibited in trees, which

are built up -nith the most beautiful mechanical perfection of arrangement. The pyramidal form of

the trunk, with its spreading roots, in the Dicotyledonous tree, the pyramidal collection of roots succes-

sively developed Hke so many slanting props or stays around the

base of the tall slender Palm, are examples which at once present

themselves to us. On the other hand, when the rigidity is wanting,

the weight of the upper part of the plant either causes it to He pro-

strate, or requii-es that it should be attached to some extraneous sup-

port. In aquatic plants, which are generally of very dehcate stmcture,

the mechanical adaptations are not less striking. Plants, so soft and

weak that they faU into a confused entangled mass when lifted into

the air, are buoyed up in water, as a much denser fluid than air

;

partly, from the fact that the specific yrarity of then- structui-es is

of very little more specific gravity than the water, and so they do not

readily sink in it, and partly by the contrivance of swimming blad-

ders, as it were, consisting of hoUow spaces fUled with air, which,

tending to rise like bubbles in the water, float up the structm-es which

inclose them. We find examples of the fu'st in all the more dehcate

filamentous or membranous Algoe, and, of the latter, perhaps the most

sti-iking instances are furnished by the Bladderwrack {Fuciis vesicido-

siis) occm-ring in all oui' seacoasts, and by the Utricuhria, or Bladder-

wort, the leaves of which are fm'nished with a number of little hoUow receptacles containing aii\ Air

chambers, consisting of regular or u-regular closed cavities are also found almost universally on the

and leaves of floating aquatic plants, sometimes exhibiting great regularity in then- arrangement.

If

EL/UJDERWHACK {FtlCUS VESICnLOSt'S).
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These facts show us that it is priacipally by means of mechanical strength, or contrivances for

lessening the specific gravity of the entire structm-e, that plants resist the atti-action ch-awing them
toward the siu'faee of the earth ; but when we come to consider the condition of the fluids, the juices

of vegetables, we meet with certain other forces acting in opposition to the mere weight, and perform-

ing a very important part in the distribution of the saps through the various parts of the plant. The

two most remarkable of these are capillary attraction and endosmose.

Capillary .attraction.—Everyone must have remarked, that when a piece of sugar or of sponge

is laid upon a wet sm-faoe, the liquid rises up and wets these substances throughout ; and we fmd the same

thing to occm- in aU porous bodies, when placed in contact with a hquid capable of wetting them. The
phenomenon is most distinctly exhibited by dipping the end of a fme glass tube into water, when we see

the liquid rise to a level inside the tube, higher than that of the sm-face in the vessel holding the water.

Very thin tubes, like those used in such expeiiments, are termed capillary, or haii'-like, from capilla, a

hair ; and hence this power which they possess of drawing up, as it were, the liquid within them, is

called capUlary attraction. Examples of this attraction are fui'nished by a great mmiber of objects in

daily use : thus, in a lamp, the oil or spu-it is di-awn up in the wick by the atU'actioa exerted in the little

interspaces between the fibres of the cotton, which act as capillary tubes ; the interspaces of the porous

sugar- and sponge, before alluded to, act in the same manner ; and porous earthy substances, such_ as

coarse unglazed pottery, or pmnice stone, afford other examples. Vegetable structures, wliieh are so

very porous and spongy, may naturally be expected to exhibit capillary attraction in a striking man-
ner, and it does undoubtedly play a considerable part in the tx-ansmission of fluids through them. Its

action in such structures may be well demonstrated by dii^puig one end of a piece of cane into tiu-pen-

tine, and, shortly after, applying a Hght to the other end, the tm-pentine wiU rise in the capillary tubes

which run thi-ough the cane, and take fire and bm-u at the top. We learn another fact, too, from this

experiment, namely, that the rise of fluids in the interior of plants may be the result of a physical

force, and not immediately of the vital power of the plant. Capillary attraction is most influential in

the higher plants—in those which have stems built up of delicate woody tabes ; and there is no doubt

that it is a most active agent in effecting the rise of the sap in ti-ees. It is not necessary for us here

to enter into the philosophical theories by which this attraction is accounted for. They involve some
rather abstract considerations, which would be out of place here, and it is sufficient for the subject we
have in hand to know that it is an universal phenomenon.

Endosmose.—The other force which has been spoken of is, probably, dependent fnndamentallj' upon
somewhat analogous causes ; but here again I shall confine myself to a statement of the general and
weU-ascertained facts. The capillaiy attraction we found to be exerted by bodies capable of bein(/

wetted by the liquid ; for, where this is not the case, as -with a glass tube when dipped into quicksilver,

no attraction, but actually a repulsion and depression of the level is produced. This capability of

being icetted is evidently dependant on a peculiar attraction, similar to that which causes certain

hquids to mix intimately with each other, like spirit and water ; while others, such as water and oil,

repel each other, and remain separate.

When we place a thin plate of any porous substance between two Kquids which wiU readily mix
with each other, but of which one will loet the porous substance through more readily than the other,

we find that the former passes thi-ough more quicldy than the latter. For example, a piece of bladder

is readily wetted through by water, but not so by sph'it ; if we tie a bladder over the end of a piece

of tube, or the glass chimney of a lamp, pour spuit into this so as to fill it up to a certain mai-k,

and then imm erse the lower end in water, the water wiU penetrate the bladder, which it readily wets,

and then meeting with the spiiit, mixing vrith tliis, will cause the level inside the tube to rise till the

mixtm-e of the spirit and water flows over the top. The same experiment may be made in substituting

syrup, or a solution of gum, for the spu-it, with the same effect ; but in proportion as the fluid in the

interior is capable of wetting the bladder, there will be an opposite cm-rent fi-om within, outwards.

Thus, when there is a solution of gum in the interior, and water outside, the water, which readily wets
the bladder, passes in freely and mixes readily with the gum, the gum passes out but slowly, and thus

the level of the inside fluid rises. The inward cm-rent is called endosmose ; the outward, exosmose ;

and the force or rapidity of the current of endosmose is generally proportionate to the difference of

density m the two fluids : thus, in the case of a solution of gum, the thicker it is, the greater will be
the force of the cm-rent of water into the cavity containing it. Endosmose is undoubtedly the chief

agent in the motion of the nuti-ient fluids of plants. The fluids within the roots are more dense than

the water in the moist earth sun-ounding them ; and the action of evaporation from the upper parts of

plants is continually at work, dm-ing active Tegetation, to thicken the fluids -ndthin the tissues ; and
thus a cm-rent of endosmose is maintained from cell to cell in those parts whore no open passages exist
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ON THE CULTURE OF INDIAN AZALEAS.

to produce capillary attoaction. It is sufficient, at pi-esent, to indicate distinctly the existence of this

peculiar force : a more detailed account of the mode of action in particular cases will be better under-

stood, after we have studied the internal constmction of the parts in which it operates.

ON THE CULTUEE OF INDIAN AZALEAS.
By Mr. "W. P. LEICH, Gaedener to S. Eucker, Esq., Junior.

Nat. Order, Eeicaceje.

(R much has already been written on the cultivation of Azaleas, that it may be supposed little remains

1^ to be said on the subject. I am con"\inced, however, that there is plenty of room for improvement

in the culture of these deUghtfid plants ; and there is no more beautiful object for decorating the con-

servatory, in the spring months, than the Azalea, which, -with good management, may be made to

flower fi-om January to the end of July.

The follo^ving mode of culture will, I trust, be acceptable to all who are about to commence the cul-

ture of the Azalea :—First, procm'e young plants, of the best varieties, which have been rooting fi'eely,

in sisty or forty-eight size pots. "When they require shifting, pot them out in a compost prepared as

follows, namely, of peat loam, and leaf moidd. I take the proportion of three barrow-loads of peat to

one of loam, and half a barrow-full of leaf mould, with about a peck of silver sand ; let the whole be

well knocked to pieces and run tlu'ough a sieve with an inch and a-half mesh, and it is then ready

for use. I should here mention, that I use the soil fresh fi-om the common, digging it about two or

tliree inches deep, and pulling out the grass and weeds.

In shifting fi-om one pot to another, always keep the coUar of the plant half an inch or thereabouts

above the surrounding soil, that no water may lodge there, using plenty of drainage, especially for

large plants, as this is the most important thing to be attended to. For those pots known as number

eights or sixes, I use fi-om two to three inches of di-ainage, being always careful to have them quite clean.

I never reduce the old ball of earth otherwise than by rubbing off some of the surface soil, and dis-

engaging the outer fibres a Kttle ; neither do I shake out all the crocks or di-ainage from the bottom

of the plant, wliich could only be done by destroying the roots. After placing the di-ainage in the

fi-esh pot, I place a layer of the coarse fibry soil that remains fi-om the sifting of the compost over the

crocks,—fill the pot to the requii-ed height, and placing- the ball of the plant as near- the centre of the

pot as possible, fill the pot with the compost,—pressing it with the hand as I proceed. Alter fiUing to

-within two inches of the top, for large plants, and an inch for small ones, I give the plant sufficient

water, in a tepid state, to settle the soil. I then place them in a house or pit -with a gentle warmth,

say fi-om fifty to sixty degrees of heat, syringing them well both morning and evening, gi-^ang plenty

of air, if the weather is favourable, early in the morning, and shutting up early in the afternoon. In

this pit they may remain until the beginning or middle of August, when they should be hardened off

gradually, so as to get the wood thoroughly ripened before winter. In this state they may be safely

kept in a much lower temperature until February, when they should be looked over, shifting- those

which reqiui-e it, and regulating the shoots, where requisite, by stopping the stronger ones, and train-

ing them into the required form. I introduce them again into heat, and pm-sue the same course of

treatment in the second year. In the thii-d or fom-th season they -will have made, if properly attended

to, strong bushy plants, and -will not require shifting so firequently. I have at the present time plants

of the most choice varieties, four to five feet by two and a-half, covered with flower buds, that were

only five or six inches high fom- years ago. The folio-wing, I find, -wiU bear almost any amount of

heat, and bloom well. There are some others that -will not bear the least excitement in the way of

forcing, but which start into a new growth, and hide the flower. Such I find to be the case with

Peri-yana, Exquisita, Beauty of Reigate, &c.

The following varieties are found suitable for forcing :

—

*Indica Lateritia. *Indica Mm-rayana. Indica Vivicans.

* „ Gladstanesii. * „ Coronata (Smith). „ Lateritia formosa(Ivery).

* „ Variegata. „ Carminata (Pawley). „ ApoUo.

„ Rosea punctata (Knight). *
„ Phoenicea alba (Smith). „ "V^Tiite (Fielder).

,, Minerva. ,, Optima. „ Speciosissima.

„ Proestantissima. „ Fidgens (Smith). Sinensis.

* „ Broughtomi (Knight). „ Duke of Devonshii-e (Pince).

The plants marked thus (*), succeed best when grafted fi-om six inches to a foot high ; the others,

beinn- more robust growers, do weU on their own roots.

i^
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olppahis spinosa.

It is used iu describing the wisdom of Solomon,

SACRED BOTANY.—TUE HYSSOP.

mtis. Sktm];!

—

(KIjb ItfMnp.

Few of tlie plants mentioned in the sacred text have given rise to more conjectm'es, in modern attempts

at then- identification, than the Hyssop. About a score of different plants have been set down by
different writers on this subject, all of which are set

aside by the more recent researches of Dr. Roj'le,

who appears to have sho^vii satisfactorily that the

Hyssop, or esobh (esob or esof), is the Capparis spi-

nosa, or the Caper plant, represented in our woodcut.

The supposed Hyssops of the Bible, just alluded to,

include several labiate plants, as the modern Hyssop,

the Rosemarj', some flints and Marjorams, the La-

vender, common Thyme, &c. ; a species of Phytolacca

;

some composite plants, as the Southernwood, and an

allied species ; ferns, as the Maidenhair, and the

Wall-rue ; and the common Hair-moss, or Polj'-

trichum.

The allusions to the Hyssop are widely dispersed

through the sacred writing-s. The name occurs seve-

ral times in connection with the ceremonial institu-

tions of the Israehtes, at the time of their Egyjjtian

bondage and subsequent wanderings in the wilderness,

(Exod. xii. 22 ; Levit. xiv. 4 ; Numb. xix. 6). King-

David also mentions it in his penitential psalm :

—

" Pm-ge me with Hyssop, and I shall be clean ; wash

me, and I shall be whiter than snow" (Psalm, li. 7.)

who " spake of trees, from the Cedar tree that is in Lebanon, even unto the Hyssoji that springeth out

of the wall" (1 Kings, iv. 33). And it again occm's in connection with the crucifixion of our Savioiu'

:

" They filled a sponge vpith vinegar, and put it upon Hyssop" (John, xix. 29). An allusion to the

Hyssop, in connection with ceremonial institutions, is quoted by St. Paul (Heb. ix. 19).

We shall, as far as om' space will admit, follow Dr. Royle in his summary of the facts involved in

the allusions of these texts, and then notice how far the Caper plant corresponds with the facts thus

elicited.

At the institution of the Passover, Closes directed the elders of Israel to take a bunch of Hyssop,

dip it in the blood of the paschal lamb, and strike the lintel and two side-posts of the doors of their

houses with the blood (Exod. xii. 22). Therefore, the plant must have been indigenous in Lower

Egj'pt, and sufficiently large and leafy for the act of sprinkling which is enjoined. In the ceremonial

institutions which were appointed during the jom-neyiugs of the people between Egypt and Palestine,

fi-equent mention is made of Hyssop in connection with acts of sprinlvHng and pm-ification. Therefore,

it must have been procm'able on the outskirts of Palestine. David's allusion seems to apply to a deter-

gent quality inherent iu the plant ; though this is sometimes explained symbolically, as referring to

the ceremonial sprinkling with a bunch of Hyssop dipped m the " water of separation." But it is

suggested, in reference to this ceremonial application of Hyssop, that it may have been selected

originally from the fact of its being known to possess cleansing properties. The only certain fact, in

coimectiou with this subject, to be gathered fi-om the description of Solomon's acquii-ements in natural

history, is, that the Hyssop does sometimes grow fr'om a wall or rocky sm-face ; it is not necessarily the

smallest of plants, as a contrast with the Cedai-, as some have inferred. The use assigned to the

Hyssop at the crucifixion shows it to be a native of Judea and of the immediate environs of Jerusalem.

It seems also to have been used as a stick to which the sponge was fixed. These conditions are more
fully met by the Cappaxis spinosa than by any other of the plants that have been suggested as the

sacred Hyssop, as we must now briefly indicate.

1. As to its geoc/rajihy.—The Caper plant is found in Lower Egypt, and Forskal mentions it as

gro'wing wild " out of a wall" in the neighboui'hood of Alexandi-ia. It is also found generally on the

islands and coasts of the Mediterranean. Dr. Falconer mentions, that the rocks at Aden are covered

with the common, or a closely-related species of Caper plant. Dr. Clarke met vith the Caper plant at

Cyprus and in the Holy Land (Jaffa). Bove, enteruig Palestine fi-om Egypt, fomid it at Gaza, and
also in the desert of Sinai and among the ruins near Jerusalem. Belon and Rauwolf also found it in
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the Ticinity of the latter city. Thus, as gromng on walls and rocky cliffs and precipices, and at least

as indigenous to Egypt and Palestine, if not to the -svliole of the intennediate district in the which the

Israelites wandered, the Caper plant meets all the requirements of the sacred texts.

2. As to its propeiiies and habit.—The Caper plant possesses, or, at least, has always heen held to

possess, detergent properties. PKny especially mentions its application as a medicament in the treat-

ment of a skin disorder aUied to leprosy, which, it is not a little remarkable, is the disease for the

ceremonies of purification fi-om which the sacred esof was directed to he employed by the Israelites.

It was, probably, in allusion to its real or asserted influence upon diseases of this nature, that its cere-

monial use was ordained.

The habit of the plant is to produce long trailing stems of sufficient length and substance to be used

as a " reed," or stick, for the elevation of the sponge, as described in the events of the cnicifixion.

Such a stick the old Caper plants, growing in the congenial climate of Palestine, would be able to

supply; and its prickly nature would, moreover, the better fit it for the purpose of having the sponge

affixed. It is fiu-ther suggested, that as different parts of the Caper plant were anciently preserved in

vinegar, this may account for the presence of the vessel of vinegar in which the sponge was dipped :

—

" Now there was set a vessel full of vinegar, and they filled a sponge with vinegar, and put it upon
hyssop," or, as some read, " fixed it upon a hyssop stalk ;" for the Caper plant not only grew wild

then, as now, on the rocks and walls of Jerusalem, bat its flower-buds seem, fi-om the eai'Uest times,

to have been much valued, and employed as a condiment. This same use—that of its unexpanded buds

steeped in vinegar—^is that by which the Caper plant is best known in our own times.

The Caper plant is supposed to be figuratively alluded to in the passage—" the Ahnond tree shall

flourish, and desire shall fail ?" (Eccles. xii., 5)—^words explained to be written of the closing periods of

man's life. On this, Dr. Royle remai'ks, " The Caper plant, like most of its tiibe, is conspicuous for its

long flower-stalks, which are erect when the plant is in flower and the fiiiit young, but which bend and

hang down as the fi'uit ripens. As the flowering of the Almond has been supposed to refer to the whiten-

ing of the hail', so the drooping of the ripe Iruit of a plant, which is conspicuous on the old walls of

buildings, and of tombs, may be supposed to typify the hanging down the head, before ' man goeth to

his long home,' " and " the mourners go about the sti'eets."—^I.

If

ON THE PROPAGATION OF CONIFERS.
By M. COHRTrN, or Bordeaux.

BURING the last few years, Coniferae have become somewhat popular among gardeners and ama-

teui's, and it will, doubtless, be interesting to give a short description of the mode of propagating

some of the more ornamental kinds, especially those which are often grown in pots or tubs, as orna-

mental objects for the conservatory or the ten'ace garden.

The modes of propagation here described, are those practised by an experienced gardener who has

been for a long time exclusively occupied in the culture of this beautiful tribe of plants. It is well

known among practical men, especially by propagators, that Coniferas are not readily reai-ed fi-om cut-

tings, and that other means, such as the different processes of grafting, axe much more successfully

employed. It is not the less true that different species of Coniferse requii-e to be grafted by different

methods. Many species cannot be propagated by cuttings at all, owing, no doubt, to their resinous

nature. Those who cultivate Coniferse, and desire to propagate them extensively, should keep at hand

a number of the stocks best suited to the different species. The following sorts are recommended for

this purpose ;—Araucaria imbricata ; the different species of Pinus ; Thuja orientalis, and occidentalis
;

Jimiperus vii-giniana : Podocai-pus elongatus ; Taxus ; Cupressus ; Taxodium distichum ; and Dacrydium

spicatum, or Podocai'pus spicatus.

"What is called side-grafting, is the mode most successfully adopted with many kinds that are

required to be quickly grown into strong and vigorous plants. The best time for performing the ope-

ration, is in the months of March and August. The stocks used ought not to be stronger than a com-

mon quill. "Worsted or woollen thi-ead is found to be the best tying material that can be used. As

soon as the plants are grafted, they must be placed near the glass of a propagating house, in an

inclined position, so as to impede the oii'ciilation of the sap to the top of the stock, and to facilitate the

adhesion of the graft. The management must be the same as that given to grafted plants in general ;

but care should be taken not to allow them to become too moist. They must also be fi'equently cleaned,

and the stock must not be cut down before the graft has grown somewhat sti-ong and vigorous.

The best time for taking cuttings is towards the latter part of the summer, and it is necessary to

(^^^3^^-
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select them from tlie young shoots that have gro'wn the same year : they should be ciit close to the old

wood. The cuttings should be planted in pots of silver sand, and kept in a warm greenhouse or pro-

pagating house, and covered with a bell glass or a hand Hght. Those persons who have not the con-

venience of a house in which to place cuttings, may avail themselves of the mode of propagating called

layering. For this purpose, when the young shoots have become sufficiently strong, it will be neces-

sary to erect an artificial stage around the plant which it is desired to propagate. On this stage, pots

of suitable soil must be fastened, by being tied to the boards, and in the position best adapted for the

operation. The branches must then be gently bent over the i)ot, and properly secured in their place
;

the yomig shoots inserted in the soil of the pot, and secm-ed with a small peg. Tlus is the most suc-

cessful mode of propagating such kinds as Pinus longifolius, P. palustris, and P. Hartwegii, which

have a spongy bark.

Grafting upon roots has been found very successful with the difi'erent species of Thuja and Juni-

perus. This mode is performed as follows :—In February or March, the small roots of Juniperus vir-

giniana, and Thuja orientalis or occidentalis, are talven off : they must not be stronger than the scion

or shoot, which should be selected from last year's wood, near the summit of the plant. When the

grafts are made, the roots must be potted in small pots and placed on a shelf in the greenhouse,

being kept close, and shaded until established.

As regards the most suitable stocks for Coniferas, it may be observed that they are most success-

fully raised from seed. It is not advisable to take young plants fr-om a collection for this pm--

pose; because they do not accommodate themselves to pot cidture so well as plants obtained from

seeds. Good healthy seeds of the species named at the begimung of this article, should be procm-ed

for the purpose of raising plants to be kept as stocks. Such plants will be found most suitable for

those engaged in the propagation of Coniferse. The seeds should be sown in February, in wooden

boxes of convenient size, and thi-ee or four inches in depth. The soil most siutable for sowing them

in is sandy peat, mixed vsath a foui-th part of loam. The boxes should be well drained, and, after

the seeds are sown, placed in a temperate greenhouse. As soon as the seedlings appear, the boxes

must be removed near the glass, in order to give the plants plenty of Kght. Before the first leaves

appear, the young plants should be taken out and potted in two-inch pots, using a sandy peat soil, but

no loam. This treatment is preferable to allowing the young plants to grow large in the box, and then

shifting them into pots ; as, when they are taken out of the box very young, with only one or two
roots, they are less liable to be injm-ed, and they soon adapt themselves to their new situation. When
the seedlings have been potted, they should be removed to a cool frame, and placed on a bed of ashes

or gravel, but quite near the glass. They will require to be shaded during bright sunny weather, and

care must be taken never to allow them to become either too dry or too wet. The frame may be kept

rather close till the end of May, or the beginning of June, according to the state of the weather, when
the lights may be taken off. As soon as very rainy and fi-osty weather sets in, the lights must be put

on again, to remain on all the winter. Very little shelter will be necessary except dming severe fi-osts.

Air must be admitted to the plants on all favourable occasions. In spring, they will require to

be shifted into fom--inch pots, and if properly attended to, they wiU be ready to graft npon by the

autumn.

Seeds of Taxus, Thuja, and Juniperus wginiana, may be sown in the open ground, and pricked

into pots three or fom- months before they are wanted to work on. They may be removed to a shelf in

a temperate moist stove, to remain for some time, the better to establish them in the pots.

SIlkBlliinMiis JIntra.

Trapa biconiis, or Linrj.—Leaving the [city of Kea-

hiug-foo] behiad ua, and sailing westerly, we entered on
a broad sheet of water of considerable extent, which pro-

bably is part of, or at least joias, the celebrated Tai-ho

Lake. This part of the lake is very shallow, and a

great part of it is quite covered with the Trapa Ucornis,

a plant called ling by the Chinese. It produces a fruit

of a very peculiar shape, resembling the head and horns

of a buUock more than anything else, and is highly es-

teemed as a vegetable by the Chinese in aU pai-ts of the

empire. I have seen three very distinct species or

varieties of this plant, one of which has fruit of a beau-

tiful red colour. 'Women and boys were sailing about

on all parts of the lake in tubs of the same size and

form as our common washing tub, gathering the fruit of

the Imff. I do not know of any contrivance, rude as it

appeared, that woidd have answered the pm-pose better

than these tubs ; for they held the fruit as it was ga-

thered as well as the gatherers, and, at the same time,

were easily propelled thi'ongh the masses of the ling

without doing the shghtest injmy to the plants. Never-

theless, the sight of a munber of people swimming about

on the lalce, each in his washing tub, had, in my eyes,

something very amusing and ludicrous about it.

—

-K. F., in Athencaum.

m.
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

EcHisoCAOTUs KHODOPHTHAxirus, Hoolcef.—Eed-
eyed Echinocactiis {Bot. Mag., t. 4486).—Nat. Ord.,

Cactacefe § Cacteae.—A greenhouse succulent plant of

sub-columnar form, six inches (or more) high, longi-

tudinally diTided into eight or nine deep fmTo\rs, -nith

obtuse ridges, formed by transTerse lines into lobes or

tubercles, each tubercle bearing a cluster of about nine

sti-ong, sti-aight, spreading spines, about an inch in

\misi^^^^Zh^^

length, the centi-al one longest, and standing forward.

The flowers—ii-om the top of the plant—are large,

handsome, the petals Hnear-spathulate, rose-coloured, a

dark red stain at the base forming a radiating cii-cle

aroimd the staminal column.—From Mexico : San Luis

Potosi; introduced about 1847, by F. Staines,, Esq.

Flo-wers in summer. Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Bebseris nepaxexsis, Sprent/el. Nepal ash-leaved

Berberry, (Toui-ii. Sort. Soe., t. 18).—Nat. Ord., Ber-

beracea;, § Berberidera.—Syn., B. pinnata, Hoxhurgh

;

Mahonia nepalcnsis, Bs Candclle.—A fine evergreen

shrub, apparently hardy; but this has scarcely been

tested. The leaves ai-e pinnated, a foot or more long,

with five or six pairs of sessile ovate-oblong, obliquely

cordate leaflets, the largest thi-ee inches long, and all

coarsely spiny-toothed. The flowers are large, and
grow in erect simple racemes, sometimes as much as

sis; inches long. Unprotected, young plants have borne

14 deg. of &ost without suffering in appearance.—From
Northern India : mountains ; introduced in 1847, by the

Hon. East India Company. Horticultural Society.

Odontoglossttji eubescens, Lindley. Blushing Odon-
toglossum. (Joum. Sort. Soc, v., 35).—Nat. Ord., Or-
chidaceas, § Vandeaj-Brassida;.—A fine stove epiphyte,

with oblong, compressed pseudo-bulbs, bearing a single

leaf, and racemes of fi-om two to six flowers, the sepals

of which are hnear-lanceolate, richly spotted with ciim-

son, the petals oblong, wavy, having similar spots near
their base, and the lip spotless, crisped, and cordate, but
not ciliated. It is remarkable from the flowers bein"

suffused with a tender blush colour.—From Nicaragua

;

introduced by G. TJ. Skinner, Esq., in 1848. Flowers
in autumn. J. Batemau, Esq.

OxALis ELEGAKS, SumboMt, Bonpland, and Kunth.
Elegant AYood-soixel, (Sot. Mag., t. 4490.)—Nat. Ord.,

Oxahdaceae.—A very showy, half-hardy, tuberous-rooted

perennial, with trifoUolate leaves, the leaflets of which
are deltoid, or sub-rhomboid, and glabrous. There ai-e

two varieties, in one of which the imderside of the

leaves is of a purple tint, in the other green ; the latter

has the flowers somewhat smaller, but brighter coloured

than those of the other variety. The flower scapes gi-ow

w

nine inches or a foot high, bcai-ing an umbel of from six

to ten flowers, of five broad, oval clawed spreading

petals, rose purple, with a very dark piirple eye ; in the

smaller variety the blossoms are upwai-ds of an inch

across. These are likely to become valuable plants for

the flower garden.—Both varieties are from Columbia :

Aades of Loxa, at an elevation of nearly 7000 feet ; in-

troduced, in 1848, by Mr. W. Lobb. Flowei-s through-

out summer and autumn. Messrs. Yeitch and Son, of

Exeter.
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PHILODENDRON SIMSII.

-p-fl ^

PHILODENDEON SIMSII.

Nat. Order, Arace^:, \ Caladieje,

Generic Ch^uiacter.—Philodendron, SchoU.—Spathe con-

volute at the base, straight, closed after flowei-ing. Spadix con-

tiniiosly androgynous ; ntdhnentanj reproductive organs below

the stamens ; no sterile appendix. J.;ii//ers two-celled, distinct,

2-7 placed back to back in areolce ; the cells hidden within the

connective, open at the apex. Ovaries many, crowded, free,

5-15 celled. Ocules several, ascending from the central angle of

the cells, orthotropous ; style very short or wanting; stigma

capitate, truncate, or with imperfect radiating lobes. Berries

distinct, many-seeded. {Undl. Gen. Plant.)

P. SiMsii.— Kunth.— Caulescent ; rooting ; leaves shining

cordate-sagittate, acute
;
petioles roundish, slightly flattened on

the upper side ; spadix slightly contracted below the midiUe, then

tapering gi-adually to a point ; spathe C3'liudrically hood-shaped

above, constricted in the middle, inflated below, a little longer

than the spadis.

Synonymy.—Philodendron Simsii, Kimih . Envmeratio Plant.

iii. 4S.—Caladium grandifoliura, Siws, in Pot. Mag. t. 26-13 {not

ofjacquin). C. Simsii, Hooker^ in Pot. Mag. p. 3345.

BESCRIPTION.—A fine stove perenniaL Rhizome elongated into a stem, rooting. Leaves

cordate-sagittate, very large, the blade two feet long, shining
; petiole roundish, more and

more flattened on the upper side upwards, elongated (thirty inches), closely marked with fine,

deep-green, interrupted streaks
;
petiolar sheath very short. Spadix about eight inches long,

cj'lindrically hood-shaped, convolute at the base, contracted in the middle, and attenuated

above into a fine point, white, and marked about two inches below the contracted portion

with an oblique crimson band, shaded off above and below. Spadix nearly as long as the

spathe, thickened below, slightly contracted below the middle, and taping gradually up to the

rather acute point ; the first inch fi-om the base occuj^ied by the numerous distinct ovaries,

the remainder presenting a smooth sm-faco, with reticular lines indicating the boundaries of

groups of sterile and fertile stamens. Ptudimentary staminal groups below the fertile.
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Stamens consisting of distinct sessile, two-celled anthers, arranged 2-7 in a polygonal group,

back to back, in close contact, the ceUs of the anthers concealed within the connective, open-

ing at the apex. Ovai'ies niunerous, crowded, but free, conical, many-celled ; styles almost

none ; stigmas capitate, flattened on the summit, and with slightly marked radiating lobes.

Ovules numerous, orthotropous, ascending from the internal angle of the cells. Berries ?

HiSTOKY.—This plant is a native of Demerara, and is not new to our gardens. It was

figured by Sims in the Botanical Magazine, under the name of Caladiiim grandifolium ; Sir

W. J. Hooker subsequently showed, in the same work, that it was not the Arimi grandifolium

of Jacquin, and named it C. Simsii. It belongs to the genus riiilodendron of Schott, under

which name it is inchided in Kunth's " Enimieratio." Its large, glossy, deep-green leaves, and

broad crimson band in the white spathe, give it a striking appearance.—A. H.

CuLTTJEE.—The Philodendron figured in our plate is a fi-ee growing stove plant. It should

be potted in rough, porous compost ; and, from its large size, requires a large pot, which must

be well drained. The old stems push out roots, which hang about the pot without" striking

into the soil, and, no doubt, contribute, like the aerial roots of orchids, to the support of the

plant. It is increased by separating the shoots which, from time to time, branch out fi'om the

old stem. The species is more curious than ornamental.

ON SOME POINTS OF EXCELLENCE IN FLOEISTS' FLOWERS.

By Mr. GEORGE GLENNY, F.H.S.

M S there is nothing more essential to the improvement of flowers than a knowledge of what would

iGl constitute perfection, it may be acceptable if we give a slight sketch of the principal features

deshable in some of the more popular of our ornamental plants and florists' flowers, that those who
raise from seed may be aware of the points most esteemed, when they select for future cultivation

;

and, besides this, offer a few remarks on the general principles which have been observed in deciding

upon the proper forms, because the same pi inciples would govern in the estimate of flowers not yet

treated of.

Plants are distinguished from weeds, not by any law of vegetation, because they are aU wild, or

rather indigenous, somewhere, but they are appreciated for certain properties which are deficient in

those treated as weeds. It is not colom-, for some of our worst weeds are splendid—witness the soai'let

Poppy, the bright yellow Charlock, the Buttercup, and many others ; but it is a combination of good

qualities, or some one good quality, in pai'ticular. The claims which seem, more or less, to predomi-

nate are :

—

Perfume.—Deshable in everything, whether gay or otherwise ; witness the Violet, Mignonette,

Pink, Stock, Carnation, Wall-flower, Sweet Pea, HeHotrope, &c., in flowers ; and the Rose, Thorn,

Sweet Brier, Honeysuckle, Magnolia, Clematis, &c., among shrubs.

Continuous blooming, even without perfume, as in the Scarlet Geranium, Verbena, China Pose,

Dahlia, Convolvulus, Heliotrope, Calceolaria, &c.

Elegance of habit in the plant, as in the Fuchsia, and in most evergreens, especially the HoUy, Box,

Lam'el, and nearly aU the Coniferse.

Sjilendour of thejloicer, as in the Camellia, Pelargonium, Erica, Azalea, Rhododendron, Ranunculus,

Anemone, &c.

All these points are deshable, and although some subjects may possess only one of these in an

eminent degree, there are others which possess more than one, though perhaps not so decidedly as some

others may possess the individual properties. Looking on the opposite side of the question, the wUd
plants that have not been adopted have peculiar faults that account for their rejection as garden

flowers. They are :

—

Flowers with very thin, petals, that perish or fall almost as soon as they are open, however brilliant,

as the Field Poppy or the Sun Rose.

Plants with a very small portion offlower to a large proportion of foliage, such as Balm, Bryony,

Fig-wort, Touch-me-not, the Mallows, and many others.

Plants which root and occupy the ground, to the exclusion of everything near them, such as the

Bind-weed and field Convolvulus.

.i
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1
ON SOME POINTS OF EXCELLENCE IN FLOEISTS' FLOWERS.

I

Plants too insignificant to he noticed at all as objects of ornament, having no flowers "worth, look-

ing at—the Nettles and Docks, for instance.

But there are other wild-flowers that have been improved, or rather there have been valuable gar-

den flowers raised from them. The wild Pansy, for example, is a most insignificant weed, but has

given rise to one of the most esteemed races of florists' flowers ; and many others have been cultivated

with great care and success. Still, we are not vrithout garden flowers that are also wild, but in which

little or no progress has been made towards improvement. The Digitalis or Fox-glove may be seen wild

and domesticated at the same time, and without much difference in its qualities. It must be con-

fessed, too, that hundreds of flowers have been introduced, only to be discarded as soon as they have

been cultivated, because they do not possess the qualities that we value in garden flowers ; they have

either had too httle bloom for the quantity of foliage, or the flower has been too short-lived, or narrow-

petalled, iU-formed, or in some way or other not attractive. Plants, and especially annuals, should

have a large proportion of flower ; the foliage shoidd not intrude, or rather obtrude ; they should be

compact, elegant in form, and continue a long time in flower, or they lose by comparison with the best

of those we ah-eady possess.

As i-egards individual properties and qualities, perhaps no flower has caused more discussion than

the Tulip. The form alone has occupied the attention of many who have endeavoured to upset those

rules which we laid down in 1832, but which stand to this day as the only standard, in despite of all

that has been written to the contrary, from that time to the present day. Some object to cm' rules

because they are against natui-e, and argue, on the point of the edges being level, that if the tops of the

petals be square, the marking' cannot be natui'al. To which we reply, that our model forms are sug-

gested by a knowledge of what would be the most perfect form for any flower to please the popular

taste, and to become a lasting favom-ite ; and whether they are Jiatm-al or otherwise, is a matter of

little moment. Those who look at both sides of the question would know, that the top of a cup-

formed flower might be level, and yet the ends of the petals which form it may be ch'cular, in the

same way that a flower with radiating petals can be perfectly circular, though their ends may not be

enth-ely obtuse. The Ciaeraria has become nearly a perfect circle, by means of the petals overlapping

each other. The Pansy has become so nearly round, by the same means, that it is the language of

inexperience which dictates the form of individual petals ; the form of the whole flower is the fii'st con-

sideration, the petals are secondary, although they must be thick and firm. The writers on the form

of the Tulip have not dealt fauly by the matter ; and, with long-di-awn arguments about the impro-

priety of particular forms, they have endeavom'ed to show, that because it is difficult to attain our

standard, we must be wrong ; but this does not alter the case. We say that a certain form would be

perfection. It is not a question with us whether the form can be attained. The only question to settle

is, whether it would or would not be the most beautifid, if it could be attained ; and this being admit-

ted by common consent, those varieties which approach nearest to the standard must be the best flowers-

We know that the Tulip cannot very easily be bred to a plain flat edge along the top of the ];)etals, but

we know, at the same time, that those which are nearest to a level edge are the best in that respect.

The Pansy and Cineraria are nearly round ; the Verbena is rapidly widening its petals, and becom-

ing more cu'cular ; and every flower we have touched upon has made an approach that augm-s stiU.

more favourably of idtimate results. The Hollyhock is comparatively a new introduction among florists'

flowers ; no flower has made a more rapid progress in the right line ; the worst of aU its faults has

disappeared from some of the new varieties ; thick petals have assumed the place of the thin flimsy ones

that always rendered the flower valueless, or nearly so, and, instead of the Poppy-like blooms, which were
destroyed by a day's sun, we have bold and lasting flowers, full, double, and all but symmetrical. Those

varieties that have these qualities, have been admired by hundi'eds, perhaps thousands, who do not know
why they admii-e them ; but we can tell them, it is because they approach to the standard of perfection.

Let us look to the new varieties of roses : if we quote Mr. Rivers as an authority, we can show,

that of a hundred imported varieties, not more than a dozen, or thereabouts, are worthy of being sent

out ; and why ?—Because those which approach the standard, are selected by the public, while those

which do not, are universally rejected. The roses that would have been sent out with impunity a few
years ago, are rejected by the dealers themselves, when they try them before seUing. It is the improve-

ment of the taste of the multitude that does the service. The information that is spread abroad and
spreading, as to the real quahties that raise the value of a flower, closes the market against bad ones

;

and, in proportion as the old ones are beaten and thi'own by, so does the value of good varieties become
enhanced.

The respective opinions of the northern and southern pink growers have almost become amalgamated

;

there is, indeed, a point raised by some few, which is only worth noticing because it has been raised

litfE,



ON THE PROPAGATION OF CONIFERS.

and not because of any impression it has made. It lias been contended that the lacing of a Pink ought

to be on the edge of the petal, because a Piccotee is so. We assert, that the perfection of lacing in the

pink is to have a white edging outside of it. There is no comparison in the brilliance of the one and

the other ; there is nothing in common between the Piccotee and Pink to require or suggest that the

lacing of the one should be like the edging of the other. The Pink is the more perfect according to the

equality and smoothness of the lacing or band, whereas the Piccotee is perfect with a complete feather

inwards, and the depth or shallowness of the feathering forms no part of the value, if it be perfect all

round; but it must be fi'ee from any break, for a bit of white on the edge of a Piccotee—that is, a speck

not covered with the coloui' of the feathering—is a distinct and special blemish. Let any indifferent

person place a pink with a white edging all round on the outside of an even band or lacing, by the side

of one of which the colour reaches the edge, and the ftrst glance will decide what we say.

There is another point very obstinately contended for by some, who go to the letter of the law, as

they caU it, instead of acting on the spii-it of it. In Dahlias, a cupped petal will beat a reflexed one,

but a reflexed petal only tells a point against a flower. The variety which brings this argument to

mind is the Princess Radzivill, which we contend, though having reflexed petals, is the best of all the

flowers of its class. It has all the points but one ; it is a perfect two-tliii'ds of a ball, round in the

outHnc, symmetrical in the disposition of the petals, perfect in the eye, and quite double, but the petals

reflex. We have no other Dahlia so perfect, in all but the reflexing petals ; and merely one fault, or

rather the absence of one beauty—the cupped petals—cannot make it even a questionable flower. In

short, if there were flowers of all the colours we have as perfect as the Princess EadzivUl, no stand

coald be placed in competition with them, and have the slightest hope of success.

ON THE PEOPAGATION OF CONIFEE^.
By M. COUETIN, op Bordeaux.

The following are the principal kinds of Coniferse requiring particular modes of propagation :

—

Abies. See Pimis.

Araucaria. The propagation of this genus varies considerably as regards the ease with which cut-

tings are struck. The species which strikes most readily is A. Cunninghamii. To obtain young

plants of this, select the cuttings in February or March from half-ripe side shoots about three inches

long ; the terminal shoots of side branches may also be used. Let them lie till they ai'e somewhat

dry, and having carefully cleaned the cut end, pot them in six-inch pots of clean moist sand, and keep

them covered with a hand light in a greenhouse. When they have grown a few inches, bend the

plants gently down towards the sm-face of the soil, and secm'e them in this position by small pegs

;

this will induce them to break out at the base ; when the shoots which have thus pushed out have

grown to a few inches, and have become somewhat strong, it will be necessary to cut off the branch

which was bent down, wliich may be used again as a cutting. This mode of treatment is applicable

to all ConiferEe. A. Cunninghamii may also be propagated by roots ; and if there be any old shabby

plant, it is as well to sacrifice it for the sake of obtaining a stock of nice young healthy plants. Cut

the roots in pieces of fom* or five inches in length, and choose those that are the thickness of a com-

mon quill
;
pot them in j)ots filled with sandy peat, keeping the cut level with the sm-face of the soil

;

treat them afterwards lUve cuttings of ordinary plants, but do not cover them with anything. As
seeds of Araucarias are easily obtained, only the better or more choice sorts should be grafted on

seedlings about a year old, which will produce good strong plants in the shortest time, at least sooner

than fi-om cuttings, especially if they are grafted as near the roots of the stock as possible. The

best mode of grafting Araucarias is side-grafting ; bat the graft must be placed near the roots, and

the operation performed in July or August. It is advisable to select only fine young terminal shoots.

In nm'series, one good old strong plant should be kept for the piu'pose of producing cuttings. This

may be attained by cutting down the heads of such plants as arc less serviceable for any other purpose.

This wiU induce them to send out numerous young shoots near the cut, and on the stem.

CalUtris (Fresnclia.) This is propagated by cuttings in August, but not very readily, as they do not

strike freely. C. quadiivalvis may be grafted on stocks of the common Thujas, in the ordinary way,

in the months of August and September.

Cedrus. See Firms.

Cephalotaxus. This very closely resembles the Taxus in habit, and may be readily worked on it.

The large-leaved species are best propagated by cuttings.

Cryptomeria japonica. This may be propagated pretty fi'eely, by cuttings, in August and Septem-
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ber ; but, it is mucli better to work it on Taxodium distichiun : this must be done as soon as the yoxuig

slioots begin to ripen, which mil be about July. The young plants wiE thus have time to grow before

the "winter sets in.

Cmmiiiffhamia sinensis, (BeKs jaculifolia), is propagated, very freely, by cuttiags planted in pots

of Hght sandy soU, in spring and autmnn.

Cupressus. These are best raised fi-om seeds, as seedlings are fomid to make the finest plants. C.

sempervirens, in particular, is not so successfully propagated by any other mode ; cuttings grow very

slowly. August and September are the most suitable months for grafting the better sorts on seedlings

of C. sempervii-ens.

Dacrydium. These are propagated, most readily, by cuttings taken in August and September. D.

Franklinii, (Huon Pine), grows veiy fi-eely, by cuttings. D. BidwilUi is most successfully propagated,

by being grafted in August, on Podocarpus spicatus.

Dammara. All the species of this genus are somewhat difficult to propagate by cuttings ; they are

therefore, best grafted on Araucaria imbricata or A. braziliensis. It sometimes happens that a tenacious

substance gathers on the incision made on the stock ; and, it may be well to observe here, that such

substance is not detrimental to the development of the graft, and it may therefore be allowed to remain.

Exocai-pus. This is readily propagated fi-om cuttings taken in August and September.

Juniperus. These are readily propagated from cuttings taken in August and September. The rai'er

kinds may also be successfiilly grafted on J. vii-giniana, at the same season.

Larix. See Finns.

Lihocedrus, is very near to Thuja, and may be similarly managed.

Picea. See Pinns.

Pinus. This is a very rich tribe, and includes the follo'i^'ing section :—Pinus, Picea, Abies, Larix,

and Cedi'us. Propagation, by cuttings, is very difficult, and they are much more readily raised by

grafting on those to which they are allied. They are also fi'eely propagated by seed. Abies, Picea,

and Ccdi'us, however, can be propagated by cuttings more readily than by any other means. The best

time for taking cuttings, and perfoi-ming the operation of grafting, is m February and March, or Sep-

tember and October. The stock and graft should be of equal size, as they then join much better, and

sooner than when unequal. Only such pines as are quite hardy should be selected for grafting-

on, and the strongest stocks should always be used. Pinus Strobiis, and P. sylvestris, grow very well

in the open ground ; but P. Mughus is the best adapted for exposui'e in places where the climate is

cold. Cedrus grows freely fi'om cuttings, and is also readily grafted on the hardy species of Pinus, Larix

sibii'ica, L. americana, and others, can only be propagated well and readily, when grafted on L. eui'opea,

and its varieties. Picea and Abies may be readily worked on stocks of each other, but the best stocks

to graft upon, are Abies excelsa, and P. pectinata,

Podocarpus. This is readily propagated by cuttings made any time between September and April.

Cuttings of P. spicatus (Mai), should not be taken before October as the yoimg shoots are scarcely ripe

before that time ; those of P. elatus should be fenced separately, in small pots, and the young plants

should be well established before being shifted. New sorts, which are not so easily struck, may be

grafted on P. elongatus.

Pliyllocladus. This is readily raised fi'om cuttings, taken in August and September, or in February

and March. The shoots of last Summer's growth only should be selected ; cuttings from branches two
years old may reqmre to stand more than a year before they strike.

Torreya taxifolia. This is a very fine species, and is readily propagated from cuttings, between

September and March.

Taxodium distichum, (Cupressus distichum.) The best mode of propagating these is by seeds;

and those obtained from the countries of which it is a native, are to be preferred. The plants obtained

from seeds make the best of all stocks to work the following kinds on :—Taxodium pendula, T. Muciferum,

T, distichum, T. semp)ervirens, and Cryptomeria japonica. These may all be grafted in July. If there

is no opportmiity of obtauiing seeds, it wUl be advisable to select cuttings of the yomig shoots of an old

plant of T. distichum, which has been cut down as afready du-ected under Araucaria.

Taxus. All the species and varieties of this genus may be propagated freely by cuttings made in

autumn and spring ; they may also be grafted on Taxus baccata, at any season, excepting when it is

making its growth. The best time for the operation is August.

Thuja. All the species of this genus may be readily propagated by cuttings, with the exception

of T. pendula, the habit of which does not so well admit of this mode of propagation. It is most readily

worked on Thuja orieutalis or occidentahs.

Widdringtonia. ' This is easily propagated by cuttings taken from August till November.
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THE CONSTRUCTION AND HEATING OF GARDEN WALLS.
By Mr. P. WALKER, Gardener to H. Skkxne, Esq.

^?0 horticultural erection is so generally met witli as garden walls, and nothing so frequently shows

the want of proper care. Walls may be built either of brick or stone, as is most convenient in

the locality. Bricks are generally preferred, but their superiority in radiating heat is not so great as

to be worth incurring extra expense, for stones make a wall fit for all purposes required, if care be

taken by the masons to make proper joints, and they are

not permitted to fill up mth large seams of mortar,

which fall out the first winter, leaving crevices capacious

enough to shelter an army of insects, sufficient to eat all

the fruit. The objects of a garden wall are specifically

twofold: first, protection from radiation during the ab-

sence of the sun, by which excessive cold is avoided. Dr.

Wells's experiment on dew illustrates this. A thermo-

meter, protected by a handkerchief held horizontally, was

found, by repeated experiments, to be from 4 to 6 degrees

higher than one openly exposed on a grass plot. This

is the conservative power of the garden wall, and it is

one of great importance ; for the greatest radiation takes

place dm-ing calm, clear nights, and may be so much in

excess as to produce fi'ost ten months in the year in oiu-

climate. The second object of the garden wall is accele-

rating vegetation, by increasing the temperature of the

atmosphere in which the tree grows. When the waU is

heated by the rays of the sun, it, in common with all

heated bodies, radiates its caloric in ratio to the square

of its distance : thus, if at one foot fi'om the wall we have

a power of 1 degree, at one inch we have a power of 144

degrees. The reflection of all the imabsorbed rays of the

sun, impinging on the surface of the wall, increases the

temperatm'e of the atmosphere considerably. This power

I will term forcing. That it may be as efiicient as cii'-

cumstances wUl admit of, the coping must only project

two inches over the top of the wall, that it may not

prevent the rays of the sun falling on the trees, but at

the same time be sufficient to protect them fi'om rectilinear

radiation by night.

The conservative power is often aided by canvas, nets,

straw, or spruce fii' branches. Of these, canvas spread by

night, and removed by day, is the best, for increasing the

forcing power, which is imperatively necessary for Peaches

and Nectarines, in cold, cloudy seasons, when they make

late growth, are badly ripened, that is, they are un-

productive next year, which often ends in the total des-

truction of the tree by canker. If the wall is fined, and

fii-e heat is introduced by smoke, these flues ai'e unfortu-.

nately found in practice too difficult to clean, and con-

sequently di'aw badly when damp or foul, from theii' great

length and necessarily tortuous course. Hot water pipes

have been used with better efiect; but the expense in

procuring and fixing them, has prevented theii' use in a

general way.

The method of heating that I recommend, with hot

air, is one which may be effected at no more expense than fiues ; and—however doubtful may be the

propriety of introducing aii-, deterioted by passing over a highly heated surface, for the sujiply of

animal and vegetable organization, in tliis case,—it can be productive of no evil, being merely

introduced into the interior of the wall. In height, the wall should not be under eight feet, from

SECTION OF A HOT AIR STOVE-CHAIMBER, AND
FLUES FOR HEATING A GARDEN WALL,

w, Furnace.

6, First iron plate on wMch tlie fire acts.

c, Second iron plate.

d, Brick arch.

e, Air liolcs, opening into the hot air chamber.

/, Hot air chamber.

//, Flue, communicating between hot ail" chamber and

flues h, Ii, &c.

7i, Flues in the interior of the "wall.

?', Door to slide open when it is desirable to accelerate

the circulation of the air.

/.', Soot door and damper.

I, Door for removing dust from the bottom of the hot

ail" chamber.

Tlie heating apparatus, being placed below the gi'ound

level of the wall to be heated, is, as much as is prac-

ticable, situated at the lowest point of the ground level

of the wall. The furnace is bricked, (w, m.) that a

supply of the coal may be coked, thereby reducing the

consumption of fuel, and lessening the attendance re-

quisite. The air in contact with the plates h, c, being

expanded by heat, will flow into the chamber/, coming

into contact with colder air there, it will acquire a rota-

tory motion, retaining a tendency to ascend in ratio to

its rarefaction, and, in consonance with which tendency,

it will flow along the flues /;, as indicated b}' the arrows.

When the heated air- is found to circidate sluggisldy, in

consequence of its peculiar electric condition, sliding

open the door /, will accelerate its circulation.

I
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the ground level to the coping ; but ten feet will be found the most useful height for general piu--

poses. "V^Tiere the area of the garden is flat, the appearance is much improved by raising the

wall, on the north side, a foot or two higher, canyiug the rise round the north-east and north-west

angles, and finishing with a cavatto or tm-ret, in character with the arehitectm-e of the place. Not

that I would recommend too much architectural display, to which fitness and propriety are fre-

quently sacrificed by architects and builders ; but the style of architectm-e adopted in the mansion,

ought to pervade its appendages, or a bizarre and mean appearance wiU be the result. Thus, on the

simplest plan, the garden doors should be supported by a couple of pilasters or pillars engaged. But

where Gothic architecture is adopted, a buttress may be made to support each angle, adding both to

the beauty and utility of the wall.

A coping is essential to the preservation of the waU fi-om the effects of weather, at the same time,

it much improves its appearance. One of the most simple and efficient that I have seen, is used

by Mr. Walker, Preskilly Gardens, Pembrokeshire, this is made of slate flags, a couple of inches

thick, bevelled off to thi-ee-quarters of an inch at the edges, and projecting two inches on each side.

These projections, as before stated, greatly enhance the conservative power of the wall. Training

is generally effected by naUing with shreds, but is attended with this evU,—the wall, after a few years,

becomes so fuU of holes, that destructive insects, such as earwigs, and wood-lice, find ample shelter

therein. It has, therefore, been attempted to remedy the evil by fitting wii-es along the face of the wall,

on which the trees are ti-ained. Unfortunately, in tliis case, a space intervenes betwist the trees and

the wall, where the heated air escapes at the small angle of divergence, in consequence of the greater

lightness, caused by the rarefication of the air, while the constant flowing in of the denser and colder

ail- to supply the place of that escaped, produces a current which completely destroys the forcing

power of the wall. I therefore come to the conclusion, that the only eligible mode of training trees, on

an open wall, is by nails and shreds. For the piu'pose of destroying the larva3 of insects, I miv quick-

lime, as for whitewash, adding an equal quantity of soot, so as to make a thick wash. With this I wash
over the walls and trees every winter, at the time when I unnail and train them. This, with attention

to pointing the walls with good cement, when they require it, will keep them in good order.

ON THE ADVANTAGES OF PROTECTING THE STEMS OF APRICOTS.

By Mk. henry BAILEY, C.M.H.S., Gakdesee, to G. Hakcodrt, Esa., Nuneham.

THE Apricot is a fi-uit which is generally held in high estimation, and 'it is certainly well worth a

little extra trouble and attention to secure a crop. But under the best management, how often do

we see the finest trees dying away—fii'st a branch, next a whole side, and so on—tUl scarcely a

vestige of the tree is left. Philosophers and Gardeners have been equally at a loss to account for tins

seemingly sudden paralysis, which generally occm's on fine wai-m, sunny days in Spring and early

Summer. The Moorpark variety is more particularly subject to this affection, and this is the more

grievous as it is om' most excellent variety.

I believe that the mischief is occasioned by frost. Apricots upon south waUs are soon excited by a

few sunny days in spring, when the sap-vessels become filled with watery sap. If in this state a

severe frost occui's, the sap-vessels are bm-st by the freezing fluid, and consequently the whole economy

of the plant is deranged. Some parts of the tree are injiu-ed more than others—such limbs, having

consumed the sap which was inherent in them, can draw no fui'ther supply—and on the fii-st day

when the solar infiuence is sufficient to cause excessive perspiration, they languish and die. The evidence

of this injmy is not always manifest in the first year of its occurrence ; but, in a ratio proportionate to

its amount, may extend to two or even more years.

To obviate this mischief, some kind of protection seems necessary. I use nets made of sedge, with

about four-inch meshes, taking care to envelope the bases of the main branches with the same material.

My experience with this material has now extended over three year's, and my trees are much less

injm-ed than formerly.

I also find these nets a better protection for the blossoms than woollen netting or canvas, as they

admit more air. I believe that all covei-ings which ai'e fixed, do harm by preventing the circulation

of air when the sun is powerful.

But whatever covering is adopted, it seems to me to be inadequate, imless imited with a flued wall.

(I speak now of preserving the blossom in such severe Spruig fi'osts as that of April, 1849.) A greater

amount of heat must be radiated fi'om the wall than is supphed by natui'al agencies, and its escape

into space must be prevented by a thick covering, if we would keep out ten or twelve degrees of frost.
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3^1iHrrilnnMiiB JSntiris.

Samphire, or Sampire—(A corruption of Saint Pierre,

to whom this phant was dedicated, perhaps from its

grcwing so much upon rocks)—forms a yearly article of

esijortation from this island, (Isle of Wight), for pick-

ling. The plant is collected at great personal risk, by

people called cliffsmen, who used to pay an annual

tribute (now remitted) to the lord of the manor of Fresh-

water, for the pri-\Tlege of taking both this and the eggs

of sea-fowl, that breed in vast numbers in the stupendous

challc cliffs, which rise, like impreg-nahle ramparts, to 600

feet, at the extreme south-west corner of the Isle ofWight.

The eggs (of various species of gull) find a ready mar-

ket in the metropolis, at 2s. 6d. a dozen, and are

considered a delicacy, though I am unable to ascertain

to what class of persons the consumers belong. The

samphire is consigned by the cliffsmen, packed in casks,

with salt water, to certain wholesale houses in London, by

whom they are paid 4s. per bushel, cleaned and sorted.

For smaller quantities, as when required for private con-

sumption, the charge for collecting is one shilling a

gallon. The samphii'e is considered in perfection when

just about to flower, or towards the end of May, and

the gathering lasts for several weeks, as the plants come

successively into blossom. The herb minced is served up

with melted butter, instead of caper sauce, in this is-

land.

—

Dr. Bromeficld, in Phytohgist.

Cltinese Rice-paper, or Bok-shimg.—The substance

commonly called Eice-paper by the Chinese, is made

from the pith of a plant or tree, which grows piinci-

pally in the swampy grounds in the province of Sam-

swi, in the northern part of the island of Formosa,

where it is said to form large forests. The bark and

rind are, previous to exportation, stripped from the

pith, which is then called Bolc-slmng. The iron knife

used for cutting this pith weighs about two and a-half

pormds, and is of the roughest and coarsest workman-
ship. In cutting, the knife is kept quite steady, the

cyUndiical pith being moved round and round against

the edge of the knife, which is just inserted into the

substance, and thus a leaf or sheet is formed resembling

the most delicate paper, but rather thick in substance.

When brought quickly from the workman's hands, the

paper is in a damp state. It may have been rendered

so in order to facilitate the smoothing and pressing. It

is said that there is a neat method of joining this paper

when broken, and that it is chiefly made from the

smaller pieces of the BoJc-shung, and that the larger

pieces are used in medicine ia the same way as Epsom
salts. It is vain to conjecture, from the pith alone, to

what plant or tree this exquisitely beautiful substance

belongs. The vidgar opinion stiU generally prevails,

that because it bears the name of rice-paper, it is ma-
nufactured from rice ; but the slightest inspection with

a microscope exhibits the exquisitely delicate medullary

portion of a dicotyledonous stem. Again, from an afS-

nity with the well-known Shola of the East Indies, (of

which floats and buoys for fishermen, and the veiy light

hats of Sincapore are made,) many have supposed, and

even Chinese fsraveUers have declared, that Rice-paper

is made from this, the iEschynomene paludosa ; but a

comparison of the two will clearly show the difference.

Both are light and spongy, but the Shola is far less deli-

cate than the Boh-shwng. A Chinese drawing of what

is said to be the Rice-paper plant is in possession of Dr.

Lindley, but neither flower nor fruit is represented.

Some have conjectured this t be a malvaceous plant,

others araliaceous. We have seen in the branches of

the common fig (Ficus carica) a copious medulla, very

much resembling, in its textiu'e and pure whiteness, that

of the Bolc-shiing.—Hooker's Journal of Botany, ii., 27.

WA
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FLOWER GARDEN.—IN-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Covservatory.—Aided by such cultivators asthose who
have undertaken the Plant department of this Calendar,

the decoration of the Conservatory will become an easy

matter. At the present time it should be gay with Camel-
lias, Heaths, Epacriscs, Indian Azaleas, Primulas, Scarlet

Geraniums, Euphorbias, Poinsettias, Justicias, Aphe-
landras, Epiphyllum trimcatum, violaceum and Ruckerii,

Amaryllis; Bletias, Dendrobiums, &c., from the Orchid-

house ; and Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, and other American plants, and some
few fairy Roses from the forcing-house ; and, though
last, not least, Mig-nonette, Neapolitan and tree Violets

fi'om the fi-ames. These, intermixed with the regular

occupants of the house, will give it a gay and interest-

ing appearance, even dming a protracted reign of the

Ice King, who appears loath to relinquish the fiiin hold

he has taken of us. The temperatm-e of this house, for

the sake of comfort, as well as for the preservation of

the tender flowers, must range from 45 to 55 degrees,

rising a few degrees by sun-heat ; but on very cold

nights it is better that it should fall below 40 deg., than

that a higher temperature should be maintained by fii'e-

heat only. Sprinlde all vacant parts of the house daily,

to generate a moist, healthy atmosphere ; and Camel-
lias, the buds of which are swelling, will be benefited

by a light syringing twice or thrice a week with tepid

water. Keep a shaip eye upon insects ; clean plants.
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prune, and ti-ain creepers on rafters and trellises ; and

where the plants in borders require it, remove the old,

and replenish with new soU.

Mower Forcwg-honse. — As fast as the blooming

plants are removed to the conservatory, introduce fi-esh

ones from the reserve-pits, such as Indian and American

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Lilacs, Roses, &o,, placing

them at the cool end of the house, and removing them
forward as space can be had. Introduce also, for suc-

cession, Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tidips, and other bulbs

;

water them freely when they begin to gi-ow, and take

care more especially of the bulbs that they never know
the want of water. Maintain a temperatm-e of from

55 to 65 degrees, rising 10 or 15 degrees with sun-

heat; but, on very cold nights, a temperature of SO

degrees will be sufficient. Syringe morning and even-

ing with tepid water, and keep a sharp look out for,

and destroy, insects of every kind.

Reserve-pit.—All plants intended for early forcing

should be under cover somewhere, and must be pro-

,

tected from frost as much as possible. American plants,

Roses, &c., may he placed under the greenhouse stage,

or even an open shed will be preferable to full exposure.

If part of the pit can he spared, fill it with leaves, tan,

or hot dung, and introduce Moss, and some of the finer

kinds of Bom-bon, Tea, and Hybrid China Roses ; also

a few plants of Smith's forcing and Anna Boleyn Pink.

A few pots of LUy of the Valley may also be started

very gradually ; and Cyclamens will also bear a little

forcing. The temperature of this pit should not exceed

40 to 45 degrees, by artificial means ; but it may rise

to 55 or 60 degrees, in bright simshine. Syringe daily

in the morning. Keep a sharp look out for insects.

A.

Orchid Souse.—The most important point to attend

to in this bouse, at this season, is, to avoid all excite-

ment ; and, to this end, keep the atmosphere by day

from 60 to 65 degrees, and by night from 50 to 55 de-

grees. Where there is a second house, it mightrange from

7 to 10 degrees lower, providing the plants have been

properly selected, are chiefly of the Mexican species,

and are in a dormant state. For the purpose of retard-

ing the blooming of some of the finer kinds of Dendro-

hiums, and many other fine OrchideiE, such a house is

indispensable ; and, if their growth is thoroughly ma-
tm-ed, no fear need be entertained of their sustaining any
inim-y. What can be more desii'able than to retard, or,

where there are a number of plants, prolong the season

of blooming of such magnificent things as the Dendro-

biums ? Let such plants enjoy as strong light as

possible, but no sudden or bright sunshine. Give

neither water nor steam ; avoid cold draughts of air

;

and keep the plants in as torpid a state as possible.

Plants which are making growth, must he placed in good

quarters where they can be duly attended to. Water
such only as are growing, but give no moistm-o overhead

at present, neither raise moisture from any heated sur-

face. Endeavour to keep the atmosphere fresh, agreeable,

and healthy, by spi'inlding the floor, wall, tables, &c.,

once or twice a day. Concentrate the floral beauty of

the house, by arranging the blooming plants in groups,

where they can be readily examined and enjoyed. Wash
the plants carefully mth a sponge, and, if' necessary

(before they expand), the flowers also. Should insects

obtrude themselves, wage a war of extermination against

them at every point, and never rest until the enemy is

completely routed, and the field is clear to yourself.

Plant Stove.— Let the temperature of this house

range from 50 to 60 degi'ees, by fire-heat, rising a

few degrees with air when the sun shines. Give air

with care daily, if possible, but avoid cold currents near

growing plants. Avoid imdue excitement for the pre-

sent, but keep a healthy growing atmosphere, as, towards fe

the end of the month, most plants wiU begin to move a
little. Plants of Stephanotis, Allamanda, Dipladenia,

Rondeletia, Clerodendi'on, Manettia, and others of simi-

lar habit may be pruned and repotted, removing a part

of the old soil from the roots, and replacing it with a
compost of good turfy loam and peat, mixed with a little

leaf-mould, broken charcoal, and some silver sand.

Start a few Gloxineas, Gcsneras, and Achimenes, es-

pecially such as may show signs of early growth, using
the same compost, and some thoroughly decomposed
horse-dung. Water spai'ingly rmtil the plants begin to

grow freely. Avail yom-self of every leisure moment to

destroy insects and clean the plants.

Routine.—Prepare pots, crocks, charcoal, soil, sand,

&c., preparatory to the busy season, which is at hand
;

and, for the Orchids, plenty of tm-fy peat and loam, leaf-

mould, sphagmmi moss, potsherds broken small, and
lumps of charcoal of various sizes. These should al-

ways he ready ; as should also blocks and baskets of

various sizes, made from the most durable kinds of
wood, such as the various kinds of Cratasgus, Quercus,
Robinia, Ilex, Taxus, Gleditschia, and Cedrus, all of

which the plants like, and which should be ready at all

times, so that the plants, when they reqiure it, can be
shifted without delay. Next month we shall have
something to say about potting Orchid, &c,

J. G.

GREENHOUSE HARD-WOODED PLANTS.
At the beginning of this month, no time should be
lost in forwarding the diSerent operations as much as

possible, for in a short time there ^vill be so much to do
that we shall hardly know what to set about first. Peat
being the soil chiefly used for gi'eenbouse plants, should
he prepared for use in large quantities ; also some of the
best loam. Attend regularly to watering, and, if pos-

sible, use the water of the same temperature as the
house. Air should be admitted fi-eely when the weather
is mild, but he careful to exclude cold drying winds. A
night temperatiu-e of about 40 degrees—not more—in

frosty weather, is quite sufficient, and always damp the
floors and shelves after fires.

Croxoea saligna, if stopped in, and shifted into some
good peat and sand, and put into the stove or forcing-

house, will commence blooming about June, when, if

placed in the greenhouse, it will continue to flower
finely all the autumn.

Boronias of all sorts will make fine plants with the

same treatment, only move them into the greenhouse
about the end of April, and stop them occasionally dur-
ing the season of gTOwth.

Solhja linearis^ (the best variety,) should be shifted

in this month. Allow the shoots to grow as they will

till April, when you can train them into any form you
Ijlease.

Kalosantlics.—The difiFerent varieties should now be
shifted, using a light rich soil ; let it be rather rough
for large plants. Those not wanted to flower this season

may be stopped in, and wUl make excellent specimens
for another year.

Astclma eximia generally requires a shift at this

season ; it should be potted in peat and sand, and placed

in a dry part of the house, in order to preserve the

foliage from damp.

Amicus, of the best sorts, will grow rapidly if shifted

liberally, and placed in a warm and moist part of the

stove or forcing-house. These plants delight in good
strong fibrous peat, with a little loam and plenty of

sand. Tender-rooted varieties, such as Lateritia, Ex-

quisita, and a few others, do best gxafted, using Phoe-

G
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for a stock ; but all the strong-growing varieties

are best on their own roots. It is, however, too early

to shift them yet, unless you have plenty of heat at

command.

Camellias advancing into bloom will be benefitted by
syringing about twice a-week, particularly in frosty

weather, when it is necessary to employ fires.

Routine.—Towards the end ofthe month is a good time

to make a selection of young hard-wooded plants, such

as Chorozemas, Pimeleas, Dillwynias, &c., and to give

them a good large shift. If they do well, they will be

ready for shifting again about June, and wtU make
beautiful flowering plants for next year. Be quite siffe

that the roots of the plants are moist at the time of pot-

ting. Keep a sharp look-out for insects and mildew.

Some plants, such as Leschenaultias, Sollyas, Pimeleas,

&c., are very subject to green fly. During winter, re-

move them from the house into some box or close

shed, and fumigate them, but be careful not to do it

too strong. The house should now be gay with the

diff'erent varieties of Epacris, Correas, Acacias, Daphne
indica, fcc. Be sm-e to avoid crowding them together.

Lose no opportunity for tying and cleaning the

plants under your care. You may often see a plant

that looks dirty : take it out of the house some true

morning, and give it a good syringing. Minute atten-

tion is very essential to the well-being of plants gene-

rally ; in fact, good plants cannot he gi-own without it.

J. F.

Seathery.—ks, during the late severe weather, fires

have been obliged to be used, it will he necessary to

look the plants carefully over, and see that none of

them are snflering for the want of water. It will fre-

quently be found, after using fires, that the bottom of

^e pots are quite dry, though the surface-soil is com-
paratively wet ; and to ascertain th i s it will be necessary,

in some cases, to turn the plant out of the pot, to ex-

amine the state of the ball. If it should be found dry,

place the plant immediately three or four inches deep in

water, and let it stand for tM'elve or twenty-foui' hours,

until you are quite sure it is thoroughly saturated, then

set it to di-ain. To ascertain whether a plant in a large

pot is dry, give the pot a sharp knock upon the side,

with the knuckles, and if it rings qmte clear, be sure

it is dry and requires a thorough watering ; but, if it

has a dull heavy sound, no water is required, but, on
the contrary, it may be necessary to place it in a dry,

airy situation, to disperse some of the supei-fluous mois-

ture. Avoid fire-heat as much as possible, and, if it

should he found necessary to use it, never allow

the house to exceed a temperatm-e of 40 degrees.

Give air plentifully at aU times, but guard against

cold, north-east winds; for even Heaths, hardy as

they are, do not approve of them. Some of the

plants will now be showing bloom, and, where they are

required for exhibition piUT^oses, it may, probably, be
necessary to retard some kinds, and to promote the

growth of others, so as to have them out in time. Pick
off the flowers of such kinds as E. mutatiles ; and young
plants intended for gro"\vth, and not for blooming, should

also have the flower-buds removed directly they are

perceptible. AYinter blooming kinds, such as E. hie-

maUs, Linnaeoides superba, and the like, which have
done flowering, should have the faded flowers removed,
and also be thoroughly cleaned; and as soon as they
show symptoms of growth, cut them closely in. Avail
yourself of every leisure moment to clean and tie the

specimen plants, using small green-painted sticks ; but
remember, sticks are only a necessary nuisance, and,

therefore, the fewer you use, the more likely you will

be to produce something like a perfect plant. Keep a

sharp look out for mildew, especially among the downy
kinds, as E. Massonii, Ferrugeinea, and others of similar

habit, and desfa'oy it by sulphur directly it appears.

Abstain from syringing at present ; but when the winds
are very drying, or you are obhged to use fire-heat,

damp the paths, and among the pots on the stage, twice

or tlirice a week.

Heath Pit.—Toung plants in pits will require to he
carefully protected from frost, and guard particularly

against any accumulation of damp ; ventilate freely at

eveiy favourable opportunity, and, indeed, remove the

sashes entirely daily, when it is not freezing ; water
cautiously, and keep a close watch upon, and desti'oy

mildew.

Jio'itine.—As March will be a busy month for shift-

ing the specimen plants, and most of the young stock,

take care to provide lots of pots of various sizes, with
plenty of broken potsherds, and charcoal in large and
small pieces. Prepare soil also, and lay in a good stock

of sand. J. F. C.

GEEEiraOUSE SOFT-WOODED PLAA^S.
Fehrgoniiims.—As the season is advancing, this class

of plants wiU require considerable attention. 'Where
large plants are required every care must be paid them,
remove all decaying leaves, to admit a free circulation of

air. AVheu the plants ai-e well rooted, re-pot them forth-

with into pots, well drained, one size larger, using a rich

compost of good turfy loam, cow-dung, and leaf-

mould, with a Utile well decomposed night-soil and
silver sand. Keep the plants rather close, for a short

time, hut ventilate freely afterwards, of course avoiding
cold draughts at all times. Plants which do not reqmre
shifting must be thoroughly cleaned, thinning out the
small leaves and branches, and have the surface of the

pots stirred, and top-dressed. Pay timely attention

to tying and thinning, and guard against insects.

Water cautiously for the present, hut never allow the
plants to flag. Temperature, 45 to 50 degi-ees, mth a
little increase by sun heat and free ventilation.

Fancy Felargotiiums. This class of Pelargoniums is

not quite so hardy as the former ; therefore, it is neces-
sary that more caution be used in potting them, always
taking care that the collar of each plant is above the

surface of the soil, as they are very susceptible of

damp, and frequently shank off if this is not attended

to ; di-ain the pots plentifully with charcoal and pot-

sherds. Thin the shoots, and tie out to admit the air

freely, and water sparingly for the present. Tempera-
ture, 50 degrees, with a little increase by sun. heat and
free ventilation.

Cape Felargoniums.—A few of these should now be
started, to mix in the greenhouse with the other kinds,

such as ardens, flexuosum, fulgidum, quinquavulne-
rum, Blandfordianum, triste, a night-scented variety,

&c. Pot these in equal parts turfy loam and peat, with
a small portion of cow-dung and silver sand, and drain

the pots thoroughly. Temperature, the same as for the

fancy class.

Calceolarias.—These, if well-rooted, should now be
shifted into larger pots ; remove aU decaying and super-

fluous leaves, peg the shoots down that they may root

up the stem, which will greatly sb'engthen the plants

;

give free ventilation every favourable opportunity, and
guard carefully by timely fumigation against insects.

Temperature, 45 to 50 degrees.

Cinerarias.—Pick off all decaying leaves, and give
afr freely, as they are very subject to mildew, and fumi-
gate occasionally to prevent green fly. Remove a few
of the more forward to a warm house, as they will be
found useful for bouquets and other ornamental pur-

poses. When large plants are required, a few may
be shifted into good rich compost. Temperaturi
to 50 degrees.
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Fuchsias.—Cut the old plants down, and start them
in a gentle heat. "WTien they have hrokeu, thin to

three or four shoots to each plant, and pot them into a

rich compost. Plunge them afterwards in a gentle

bottom heat, and shade them when the sun is veiy
warm. If large plants are requii-ed, pick off all the

first flowers, when they will grow more -vigorously.

When weU-rooted, water freely. Give free ventilation

on all favom-ahle occasions. The secret of growing fine

Fuschias is to begin in time, and never allow the plants

to receive a check until they are of the size req^uired.

Temperature, 50 to 55 degrees.

Routine.—Prepare dxmg and make up a hot-hed, and,

when properly sweetened, put in cuttings of such plants

as it is desirable to have in abundance, that they may
be ready in time; as Petimias, Calceolarias, Salvias,

Verbenas, Heliotropes, &e., all of which make fine

ornamenlal plants. H. E.

FLOWER-GAEDEN.—OUT-DOOR DEPART-
IMENT.

Since the system of arranging flowers in masses was
introduced into our flower-gardens, there is altogether

a new method adopted of keeping and propagating
plants for decorative purposes ; and this is so very simple
and natural, that it only requires a little close attention

to the habits of the plants, dmlng the time they are

growing in the beds or borders, to be able to propagate
them successfiilly, both in the autumn and spring months,
and also preserve them—in very large numbers, too—in

a comparatively small space, and at no great expense
either.

Such being the case, we hope to enlist on our side

even some of the very least ioformed of our readers in
flower-gardening, believing, as we do, that however
little they may gather fi-om us, if that little but enables
them to acquire some experience of their own, their

pleasure in flower-gardening wiU be increased, and they
will also be ia a better condition to profit by the in-

structions of others.

The principle of massing plants in flower-gardens,

so as to make one colour set off another by eonti-ast,

gives a digTdty and expressiveness to the scene, when
worked out with sufficiently large masses, which the
small artist's dotted and promiscuous method never can
produce.

In alteiing the outline of any beds, never forget

that the circle, or some modification of it, is the
most expressive of aU figm-es, and more consonant with
the massing of flowers than any other, and by far

the most beautiful of Hues to follow, as well as the
one of all others which most enlarges the ap-
pearance of a place. Every bare piece of grass and
in-eg-ular edging should be made good without delay.

"Walks should never look mean, stiff, nor too much con-
fined by shrubbery ; but if intended to be straight, let

them be so ; on the eonti'ary, if curving here and there
throughout their length, these curves should vary in
size, and appear as expressions of some features in the
groimds, just as the advancing and receding lines in

front of a shrubbery tell of something on the lawn.
Proceed with the pruning and thinning out of hardy

Eoses ; but leave the tender sorts until the dead shoots
can be distinguished fi-om the living : if the latter have
been covered up, open two holes in the protecting mate-
rial on fine days, one on the north side near the ground
level, and another on the south side at the top, to carry
off damp, and keep down the temperatui'e, tiU. they can
be quite exposed.

Roch Plants.—See to a good stock of the following
sorts for a spring show :—^Aubrietia pm-pm-ea, Alyssum
saxsatile, Arabis prsecox, Cheiranthus ochroleucus, Pole-
monium mexicanium, Phlox verna, Vesicaiia utriculata.

Propaijation by Cuttings.—Verbenas, Lobelias, Pe
tunias, and Fuschias, may be rooted in a hot-bed, if

kept near the glass. Dahlias should also be put in heat,

if a great stock of cuttings is required, J. C.

Rose Garden.—Dm'ing open weather, towards the

middle of the month, commence pruning the hardy
kinds, such as the varieties of Provence, Moss, Gal-

lica. Damask, Hybrid China, and others that flower

in Jrme and JiUy oidy, leaving the pei-petuals till

March and April. The Banksian Eoses must not be

cut at all at this time of the year, but have all the

shoots nailed or tied in, and left till they have
done blooming. The Austrian Briers, with flexible

branches, such as Harrisonii, should have the veiy

weakest shoots thinned out, and the others left full

length, or have only the extreme points taken off. The
other varieties, with stiff rigid shoots, like the Copper
and Persian yeUow, must only be thinned out, and the

shoots that are retained left their full length. Climbing
Eoses on poles, and against buildings, may also be un-
done and thinned out, and, if the poles aa-e the least

decayed, they should be replaced with new ones, or

what is better, living Larch Fu-s, about the height re-

quired, may be taken up with the roots uninjured, thin

the side branches to within thi-ee or fom- inches of the

stem, leaving the top, with about six side branches, to

grow in height. These, if planted against the Eoses,

vrill make excellent supports, and never want replacing

;

and any imsightly shoots they make iu summer may be
trimmed out. Clean all the stems of standai-ds, and,

where any strong shoots have been cut off, cover the

cut with a thin eoatiag of grafting wax, which will pre-

vent insects laying then' eggs in the pith. Get all

hardy kinds planted as soon as possible, taking care the

ground is rich, and in good working order. Standards,

as soon as planted, should be tied to a neat stake, to

prevent their being moved by the wind ; after planting,

the surface of the ground should be stirred up with a

light spud or fork, and left rough till May. Beds in-

tended to be planted in May, with plants that have been
kept in pots during winter, should be frequently turned

up, especially during dry frosty weather. Get a good
quantity of soil dry, ready for potting for next season's

forcing. Use of good sti'ong loam one bushel, rotten hot-

bed dimg one peck, and half-a-gallon of pigeons' dung,

or, if the latter cannot be proem'ed, deer, or sheep's

dung may be substituted, using double the quantity.

Forcing Fit. — Continue to inti-oduce plants that

have been previously prepared into the forcing-house,

or pit, the temperature ofwhich should notexceed 45 de-

grees by night, and 55 degrees by day, tiU they are weU
started. Give plenty of ail' at all favourable opportunities,

examine them closely every day, and destroy insects as

soon as they make their appearance. A little dry Peru-
vian guano sprinkled on the sui'face of the soil, so that

its vii'tue may be conveyed to the roots in watering,

vdll be of great benefit to them. H. M'M.

Arboretum.—It is impoi-tant that whatever planting

in this department remains to be done, should be vigom--

ously proceeded with in open weather. Should it be

unfavom-able for that pm-pose, the time may be fully

employed in trenching up large spaces of groimd, where
the planting is intended to be general, or otherwise dig-

ging out large holes for single specimens, to which may
be carted or wheeled the necessary compost, so that not

a day may be lost when the weather is suitable for

lifting and planting. Trees which require to be secured

from the effects of high winds, and which are too large

to be made sufficiently so by tying to a small neat stake,

should be secured as the planting proceeds. It being de-

sirable to avoid the appearance of large, unsightly stakes, I

would recommend a plan by which I have succeeded in
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amply securing trees from ten to fifteen and eighteen

feet in height. It is a modification of the •n-eU-known

plan of using three posts, -vrith rails nailed to them over

the halls. I select for each tree three stakes, the length

and size of which is regulated hy the diameter of the

hole in which the tree is planted, and the strength re-

quired by the size of the tree. As an average niLe,

stakes of two inches in diameter will do ; one end must he

pointed ; and, after the tree is placed in its position, and
the soil firmly pressed round the ball of earth to a level

with the top of the roots, I place a stake across the

ball, not more than eighteen inches from the trunk, and
drive the pointed end firmly into the side of the hole

;

the other end is then bent down, and secured with a

strong, hooked stake, two feet long ; the other stakes

are then disposed triaugularly in the same way. In
many cases, two states parallel to each other wiU be

sufiicient. Elm -wood is the best for both stakes and
hooks.

Shruhlenj.—^The preparation of ground for plant-

ing will fin up the intervals of bad weather, but every

opportxmity of planting must be employed, as this

work ought to be brought to a close as soon as possible.

In planting, keep aU the tall-growiag sorts in the middle

or back groimd, and biing the choicer and dwarfer-

growing kinds near the edges, in order to preserve a

dwarf and compact habit of growth, and also to induce a

more abimdant inflorescence. It is of great advantage

occasionally to take up the plants round the borders of

large masses of shrubs, then to trench the ground, and

replant ; this, combined with judicious priming, has a

very beneficial efi'ect. Beds and borders of American
plants may be dressed with a good covering of decayed

leaves, which should be raked level, but not forked in.

The operations of thinning, and pruning, and digging

up the borders of shrubberies, must be proceeded with.

By no means allow the evergreens to get the lead, or it

win. entail considerable trouble, and extra work, in after

years. J. C.

FlorisW Flowers.—Until a favourable change in tie

weather shall take place, many operations requiring

to be performed must of necessity stand over
;
particu-

larly where the plants to be operated on are in cold

frames, or sealed up by frost and snow in beds.

A.\iricid<t^.—These will now require a careful exami-

nation, as all decayed leaves must be removed, and
where any premature pips should appear, they should

be nipped out ; but not too soon, as sometimes more
harm is done by the operation than by their growth.

The soil should be loosened for an inch or two, and the

plants top-dressed with well-deeomposed cow-manure,
leaf-mould,]sand, and charcoal ; after which give a slight

sprinkling, and as much air as the state of the weather
will permit.

Carnaiions and Ticotees.—Soil for repotting these

should now be ready, and layers that have been win-
tered in small pots should be placed at once into

the pots in which they are intended to bloom. The
pots plunged in coal ashes up to their rims. A slight

protection only is necessary.

Dahlias.—^Where a great quantity of any are re-

quired, the roots should now be started ; but where
only a few are needed, it may be deferred for a time.

Be careful in starting the roots not to give them too

much or too moist a heat, as, coming from cool diy

winter quarter's, the great change often proves injurious.

Those not required to be placed at work, should be
carefully looked over, and all decayed portions cut

away, taking care that the labels with which they are

marked are secure.

Fhlo'xes.—The perennial varieties of this interesting

class of flowers are now so numerous and bearrtifal

j^:

as to deserve more care than they usually enjoy. The

plants that were struck last season and kept in pots,

should now be brought into a gentle heat, where they

will soon make cuttings, which should be taken off

and struck. Seeds that have been carefully saved may
now be sown, and, when up, treated as cuttings.

Tinl-s.—When the weather -sriU permit, see that the

plants are all secure, as no doubt the continued frost

may have loosened them. They should have the soil

pressed firmly to them; but, by no means, tiU the

action of the weather should have fitted the soil to the

purpose, as it is very injurious to their future growth

to have wet soil pressed about the roots. Seedlings,

raised and wintered in pans, may now be planted.

Fansies.
—"Where these are growing in beds planted

in the autumn, they wiU require the same care and

attention as is necessary for Pinks ; those wintered in

small pots in cold frames may now be planted in the

beds in which they are to bloom ; or, if to bloom in

pots, they should "be placed into the pots intended for

thefr blooming, plunged in coal ashes up to their rims,

gentiy sprinkled, and subjected to all the air possible.

Seedlings may now be planted, and any seed remaining

in hand sown.

Saminculitses.—Carefully look over the stock of these,

and as soon as the beds are in a fit state, lose no time

in planting; but waiting a day, or even a week, is

nothing in comparison with placing the roots in soil in

an unfit state. Decomposed cow-manure forms the

best stimulant for promoting the growth of these deU-

eate and beautiful flowers.

Tulips.—'S^em the beds of these have been unpro-

tected during the ^vinter, it would be better now that

they should be hooped over, and protected when neces-

sary ; as the bloom, which Ues concealed, is often in-

jiu-ed by the various changes of cold, hail, and sleet,

often accompanied by frost and sunshine. The soil

should be loosened with care, so as not to injure the

bulbs. T. B.

FRUIT GAEDEN.—IN-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Pinery.—Of the two systems on which Bines are

now principally grown, it may be observed that, by the

"Meudon" or open-bed system, larger fruit may be

obtained late in the season, and at less expense ;
but it

remains to be proved whether plants can be excited suf-

ficiently early to ripen their fruit in May and June, a

period when it is of most value. When the fruitersare

planted on the open-bed system, and fruit is required

by July, proceed gradually to increase the day tem-

perature to 75 and 85 degrees during sunshine. The

thermometer may fall to 65 degrees dming the night.

Admit air dany, if possible. While the plants are

showing and flowering, keep the atmosphere dry, and

in motion if practicable ; the bed in which they grow

wiQ, in all probahUity, be moist enough for the present.

Fruiting plants in pots wiQ require the same general

treatment. Should, however, the bottom heat decline,

contrive to renew it without mo-^-ing the plants, which

should be avoided bv aO. means. From this time, a bot-

tom heat of between 80 and 90 degrees will be best.

Water if at aU dry . Plants intended for autumn fniiting

must be kept growing steadily ; and carefully avoid all

sudden fransitions of treatment, which would most likely

cause them to show fruit prematurely . Fruit now swell-

ing win require a genial, moist heat, ranging between

60 and 80 degrees. A regular, but not large, admis-

sion of air and water, when requisite. When colouring,

keep them drier, and allow more air. Succession Flants,

of all descriptions, wUl, for the present, require a

rate amount of heat, avoiding damp if in dung pit
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guarding against sudden changes. Supply air as libe-

rally as circumstances will allow.

Vinery.—A most critical time has passed over for

vines that have heen forced early. Continued hazy
weather, and absence of sunshine, will tell on the early

crop, unless you have abundance of heating power, light

houses, and dry warm borders at command. Vines, now
blooming, require much care and attention. A diy

night temperature of sixty-five degrees for Hamburgs,
and seventy for Muscats and Sweetwaters, will be re-

quii'ed to mate them set well. Increase the above ten

or twelve degrees dming the day, with a ventilation

adjusted to prevent cold draughts in any part of the

house, and modified, so as to act gently, though percep-

tibly, thi-oughout the night. Tie down shoots, and stop

laterals, and thin directly the hemes are formed. Prune
straggling and ill-formed bunches, to mate them com-
pact and handsome. Whatever way the external border

is heated, care will be required to keep it in a uniform

state ; if the surface of the border can be kept between
65 and 75 degrees, the best results wUl be obtained.

Borders inside the house will require water occasion-

ally. "Where vineries are now being started, presuming

the vines are pruned and dressed, commence with a

genial moist atmosphere of 45 degrees artificial heat,

and slowly increase it 10 or 12 degrees in the coui-se of

a month, always allowing a rise of 10 or 15 degrees

by day.—(See directions above, respecting borders).

Disbud the shoots when brealdng, and ti-ain care-

fully. Proceed to prune and dress all late vineries,

and make every preparation for starting successional

houses, according to the demand for grapes. J. S.

Figs.—The first crop of Figs is produced from the

points of the shoots of the last year. To insure a good
crop, the tirst object is to have plenty of yoimg wood in

the trees, whether grown as bushes or ti-ained in the

fan-marmer. But in doing so, too much young wood
must not be retained, that being as bad as having too

little. Previous to forcing being commenced, the bor-

ders should be weU watered. By well watered, I mean
every particle of soil should be wetted. It is a very
general complaint that the yoimg Figs of the first crop

are exceedingly apt to turn yellow, and drop ofl'. By
taking oif the point of every shoot, when the trees are

pruned, I get more Figs than it is necessary to ripen ; I

am therefore necessitated to thin the iruit. When the

terminal bud is left to expand and grow, the greater

number of fruit always turn yellow, and fall off, which
may be explained in this manner :—The terminal bud,

in its development, robs the young shoot of all its organ-

ized matter, and the consequence is, the embryo fruit

die ofi" for want of their proper food ; and, when the ter-

minal bud is removed, the young Figs have all the or-

ganized matter in the shoot for their noui'ishment. A
temperatm'e, varying from 55 to 65 degi-ees, and during
sunny weather ranging higher, wiU suit the Fig till the

leaf is developed, when it will require a much higher

temperature. A moist atmosphere must at all times be
kept up.

Feaches.—To succeed well in forcing Peaches, we
must know and well consider all the cu'ciunstances that

sun-ound it in its native clime. From these we learn,

that light is, in all stages of its cultiu-e, a most essen-

tial agent, and that, when forced, it must be flowered

under a comparatively low degree of temperature. Be-
gin with a temperature of 40 degrees, then raise it to 45,

afterwards to 55, which must not be exceeded till the fruit

is set. Then raise to 60, which may be considered the

standing point until the stoning is over. Then raise to

65 and 70. This, be it understood, is the amount of arti-

ficial heat aimed at under ordinary circumstances. The
weather wiU often cause wide departru-es from this. If

the weather be bright, mild, and sunny, when forcing is

commenced, little artificial heat wUl be requfred ; and,

if it be severe and frosty, the standard laid down above

wUl be a safe guide. Excepting the time of flowering,

a moist atmosphere should be maintained. Air should

be given as early in the day as the weather wiU permit.

Trees in flower wUl require aU the air possible, and a

steady temperatm'e of about 50 degrees at night. Trees

just commenced wiU be benefited by being syringed

three or four times daily. If the bordei-s were well

watered, when forcing commenced, they will reqiure

but little until the leaf is fully expanded, when they

will require to be supplied liberally, if the ti-ees are

large and healthy.

Strawberries.—Success in Strawberry forcing wiU, in

a great degree, depend on the condition the plants are

now in, and the treatment they have received during

the previous autumn. If the plants have well filled

the pots with roots, and these are now in a healthy

active state, and if the crowns are well formed, then

success is, under ordinary tieatment, certain. But if,

on the other hand, the plants are badly rooted, and the

crowns badly formed, they wiU then be, under the most
favourable cfrcumstances, more tiouble than profit. To
keep up a regular succession, a fresh supply of plants

must be introduced into heat every fortnight. An essen-

tial point to obtain good fr-uit is, to get a healthy and

vigorous development of foliage. To secirre this end,

the plants shordd have all the light possible at this

season, abundance of air, and a moist atmosphere, ex-

cept when in flower. Shelves at the backs of peach-

houses, vineries, &c., and suspended from the rafters,

answer admirably well for Stiawbenies. The tempera-

ture should at first be low, and be raised gradually.

Plants in flower should have all the air possible,—
otherwise they will go blind,—and a dry atmosphere,

with a temperatm-e at night about 50 degrees. The
small flowers should be pinched oS, and when a sufli-

cient number of the best are set, the remainder should

be removed. The moment green fly appears on the

plants, they must be fumigated. M. S.

Cueumber House.—The temperature in this house

should be regularly kept up to 70 degrees by night, and 75

degrees by day, permitting an increase of from 10 to 15 de-

grees by sun-heat. Sufficient artificial heat shoidd always

be used to admit of air being given freely every day ; but

particularly avoid draughts. Maintain a moist growing
atmosphere by sprinkling the pipes and floor of the

house three or foiu' times a-day, where tanks are not

used for this pm-pose. Syringe the plants eveiy sunny
day. Should the red spider make its appearance, this

operation must be more rigorously caiTied into execu-

tion until this pest is totally annihilated. If mildew
attacks the plants, syringe and sulphur the affected

parts immediately it is perceived, and continue its appli-

cation until the pest is entii'ely got under. Stop the

shoots at every second joint as the fruit appears.

Barren shoots are better removed entu'ely, in order to

avoid a confusion of vine. Impregnate every fruit

that is intended to grow to perfection, and introduce

them into glass tubes. Should these not be at hand,

support them in a horizontal position, and timi the

curved point of the fruit upwards ; theu' weight will

straighten them. Plants that have become exhausted

from bearing or otherwise may be cut back and re-

started, or entirely removed, and be replaced by yoimg
ones. Examine the soil, and as soon as roots are seen pro-

truding from the surface, mulch them with an inch or

two of rich loam, and rotten dimg. Be careful not to

saturate the bed with water, but give sufficient to keep

it moderately moist, and, if the plants have been long

established, weak liquid manure may be alternately

used with soft water, using it always at the same tem-
perature as the house. Let the bottom heat exceed the

top by 10 or 15 degrees.
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Dung-beds.—^Where the dung-bed has not heen pre-

Tiously made, the manure should he immediately
thrown together, and turned twice a-week until it has
parted with its rankness. Proceed then to construct a

hed three feet high, and sis inches wider on all sides

than the frame, beating it firmly with the dung-fork.

Place on the fi^mie, and press it closely down. Make a

lining of two feet in thickness, and within six inches of

the top of the bos. Insert a thermometer a foot below
the surface of the dxmg, and examine it every morning
until it stands between 70 and 90 degrees. The top

heat should not exceed 65 degrees. Sow the seeds in

light, rich, sifted sofl. Keep the pots near the glass,

and tilt the lights a litfle at the back of the frame, in

order to strengtherfthe plants, as well as to permit any
rank steam that may be present to pass oif freely. As
soon as the seed leaves of the plants are fully developed,

pot them off singly into 48 size pots, into a compost of

leaf mould and Kght loam, in as rough a state as possible.

"Water them with a flne-rosed watering-pot, and re-

place them in the dung-frame.

Melons.—Sow the early scarlet fleshed kinds in a
strong loamy soil, and give them in other respects the

same treatment as specified above for cucumber plants.

Towards the latter end of the month sow green-fieshed,

and Persian kinds for succession. W. T.

FROT G-IEDEN.—OUT-DOOR DEPAET-
MEXT.

The planting of fruit-trees, where it has yet to he done,

should be proceeded with at the earliest favourable oppor-

timity. The Autumn is unquestionably the best time for

planting, for we hold it as a rule, that when the soil is

retentive of moisture to a degree injurious to Autumn
planting, it is not in a fit state for fruit-trees, and
therefore proper means should be used to make it so

by draining, and adding to the depth of soil when neces-

sary. In planting, care should be taken to keep the

roots near the surface, particularly if it is a cold, re-

tentive subsoil : the roots should be carefully spread,

and some finely broken soil laid over them, so that

every root is in contact with it ; there is then no neces-

sity for treading the soil about them. It is an old and
bad, but even now a common practice, to lift a tree up
and down after covering the roots with soU, thereby not
only displacing and breaking many of the small fibrous

roots, but also causing shoulders in some of the larger

ones, and from which ultimately spring np numerous
suckers. There is another common practice which
appears to be wrong in principle : it is that of digging
a hole just large enough for the roots of the tree, and
filling it up with highly enriched soil, or even, in some
cases, with rotten dung ; in this the tree is planted,

and it gives them what is commonly termed "a start,"

but it appears to be a most unnatural one. In the first

place, they gain a plethoric luxuriance, which is by
no means to be coveted in finiit-trees ; and in the nest
place, the severe check they receive when the roots get

beyond the influence of the highly emiched soil, not
unfrequently produces disease, which they ever after feel

the effects of. A portion of leaf mould, mised with
the natiu-al soil, may be advantageously nsed for plant-

ing the trees in.

Apples and Pears,—Pruning should be proceeded
with, unless during frosty weather, when it is highly
improper to do so, be they yovmg or old trees. Those
covered with moss or lichen, will be greatly benefited

by having the stems and larger branches scraped, and
afterwards dressed with lime and soot, mixed with
soap suds to the consistency of thick paint, which may
be laid on with a painter's brush : this will destroy
the moss and lichen. To destroy it on the smaller

branches, throw over the trees dry wood ashes, or a

mixture of dry lime and soot, while they are wet with
rain or dew.

Apricots.—Prune and nail as the weather will per-

mit, and if a covering is used to protect the blossom,

it should be made available by the middle or latter end
of the month, according to the aspect of the trees. Can-
vas curtains, which can be removed at pleasure, are un-
doubtedly the best protective material.

Fig.—^Wheu the trees have been protected by tying
the branches in straw, or by other means, the protec-

tion should, be removed by the middle or latter end of

the month. Little winter pruning is necessary, if

proper attention has been paid to summer pruning.

(rrape Vines should have been pruned in October,

but where this has been neglected, they should be

pruned forthwith.

Feach and Xectarine.—Prune the latter end of the

month, and dress the trees by hand, with the following

wash, before they are nailed :— Scotch snuS^ fresh

slacked lime, and sulphur vivimi, of each one pound;
mix well together, with urine and soap suds, to the con-

sistency of paint, at the same time adding sufficient

soot to make it dry, of a dark colour ; lay the mixture

on the trees with a small brush : or the walls and trees

may be washed with the garden engine, nsing hot

water, to which is to be added sulphur and soot.

Plum and Clierry.—Prune and nail : clear out with
a knife all gum and canker wounds, and afterwards

plaster the part with cow-dung and clay.

Currants and Gooseberries.—If not yet pruned, let

it be done immediately. The pruning of the Groose-

ben-y is sometimes left until very late in the season,

in consequence of the bullfinch being so destructive to

the buds, but the gun is a remedy for that. "Whien the

ground between the trees is dug, attend to what has

heen recommended at page 11.

Raspberry.—Fill up, prune, and tie : it is an im-
provement in the old plan of tying to single stakes, to

tie to an espalier rail. H. C. 0.

KITCHEN GARDEN, AND VEGETABLE
FORCXXG.

The operations to be performed, in this department,

must be influenced by circumstances; for, while the

ground is frozen, no decided course can be taken. All

business connected with the wheelbarrow should be for-

warded as fast as possible, and reserve heaps of manure
placedon spots where it can he made available for dress-

ing those quarters that are soon to become vacant.

Now is a good time to prepare Pea-sticks, and
other sticks requisite for Kitchen Garden purposes.

Fork the ground between Cabbage plants, rows of

Spinach, Lettuces, and other crops, as soon as they

commence growing. Dig up and trench all empty
spaces as tiey occur ; roU walks

;
plant and repair

box edgings, and prosecute alterations -without delay,

for the Spring is rapidly approaching, and will bring

with it its own work. Sow Peas and early Long-
pod Beans, in a sheltered situation; of the former,

Isherwood' s Eailway,'Wamer' s Emperor, and Fairbeard' s

Early Surprise, are among the best. Of the early va-

rieties, the fii-st of these, however, (though veiy eai-ly,)

is a light cropper. "Where not already done, it would be

worth while to sow a lot of Peas, in forty-eight size pots,

and forward them in vineries or frames. Beans, too,

may be thrown in shallow hoses, and forwarded in the

same manner, until they are fit for transplanting into

rows. By this treatment they will be ready for use before

those sown in the open ground. Transplant Potatoes

into their frames, and forward ash-leaved Kidneys in

boxes for planting out in borders. Cauliflower plants

will doubtiess be scarce ; a sowing made now in pans or
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re^??i^S

1 toxes, and placed in sufficient heat to germinate quickly,

would soon be ready for pricking off, thi-ee or four' eacli,

into tliirty-two size pots, to grow on till tlieyhave reached

the size required ; they then could be hardened off in

cold frames mthout much trouble, after which, plant

out and protect with glasses, or iuTerted pots, if neces-

sary. These would come in almost as soon as the Au-
tunm-sown plants. Sow Cabbage, and Lettuce, for

succession in pans ; early Horn Carrots, and Wood's
Early Frame Kadish, on a gentle hotbed ; and Mustard

and Cress once a-week in boxes, and placed in heat to

insiu'e a supply. Place fresh lots of Asparagus in

frames, or pits, where there is a little heat, as soon as

the previous lot pushes fi'ecly; an occasional soaking

of weak salted water, at about SO degTees, would be of

great benefit. Give ail' freely in open weather. Intro-

duce fresh batches of Ehubarb to the Mirshi-oom House
;

cover the crowns of plants out of doors, with pots, and

surroimd them with as much leaves and litter as will

generate a heat of from 50 to 60 degrees. Cover

Sea Kale, in the same mamrer, for a succession. Tic

up and blanch Endive. Protect Broccoli, Lettuces, Ce-

lery, Endive, and young Cauliflowers, dming severe

frost, and expose them thoroughly every fixie day.

J . 0.

NATURALISTS' CALENDAR.
Beautipul is the order of nature as exemplified in the

diiferent seasons, and dear to om' human sympathies ai-e

the varied aspects in which these are presented to us.

The rich fi-agTance of the " leafy" months of May and

Jime are relieved by the birrning heat of the dog-

days ; and these, in their turn, are agi'ceably supei-seded

by the autumnal tints of September and "brown Octo-

ber." Nor is the presence of ice-bovmd Winter alto-

gether imwelcomc to the lover of natm'o. Only yester-

day the trees fr'om om' windows, from which a sudden

thaw had swept every trace of their snowy garments,

presented nothing for the eye to rest on save naked

ti'unks and leafless branches ; but tliis morning a scene

altogether new is before us—a light, fleecy snow has

fallen diu'iug the night, and every branch is loaded with
its foliage of glittering snow ; the slender branches of the

Bu'ch, and trees of a similar habit, are rendered more
pendrilous by the snow caught upon them in its descent

;

and even the sturdy boughs of the Oak and the Elm
have acquired a more drooping appearance from the

added weight; and the whole landscape seems as if

pencilled in a frost-work of glittering silver. In some
places, where the rays of the sun catch them, they gUttcr

and sparkle like prisms of glass ; and we find ourselves

unconsciously proclaiming this to be a winter of the
" olden time ;" for such a pictm-e has not presented

itself to our eyes for many years.

For " every shrub, and every blade of grass,

And evei-y pointed tborn seems wi-ought in glass
;

In pearls and rubies rich the hawthorns show,
"While through the iee the holly berries glow."

But such a scene, however charming it may be to the

lover of nature, wrapped in his waiin whiter clothing, is

by no means so attractive to the feathered tribes. As the

cold increases they gather together in flocks, and, ren-

dered bold by hunger, some ofthem approach the villages

and farm-houses, while others shelter themselves among
the long grass and stubble. Professor MacgiUivray has,

in his Histoiy of British Land Bfrds, adopted a mode
of grouping the different genera, which it wUl be con-

venient to adopt for the piu-poses of this calendar. The
first of these groups which we shall have to deal with
is his order V.

Cantatores (Songsters).—Under this order he classes

the Turdiiue, or Thrushes. Of these the Blackbird, Ttir-

dus Menila, and the Song Thrush, Tardus Musicm, begin

to sing their song of love during this month. Perched

on some branch of a tree, the Blackbii-d may be heard

pom-ing forth his delicious song about the middle of

the month, increasing in its ardour as the season ad-

vances, and pauing time approaches. The gentle musi-

cal song of the Thrush may also be heard towards the

end of this month—probably two of them echoing each

other mth their sweet love notes.

Alaitdinis, the Larks, another family of the Canta-

tores, begin thefr song this month. Even in January,

a bright day caUs forth its sweet and lingering notes,

as, floating fliitteringly high in air, it sings its song of

praise and adoration. About this time also maybe occa-

sionally heard the short., eleai-, modulated song of the

Hedge-chanter (Accentor modtdaris). The Eedbreast

(Erithacus rubecula) may be seen in paii's this month,

and the yoimg have sometimes been found in the nests

as early as the end of March. The song of this feathered

favourite is rich, mellow, and clearly modulated ; he
sings perched on a bush or tree, even in dull, rainy

weather.

Passerina.—Following the grouping adopted, we
find embraced under it a number of families, whose
average size is that of the House-sparrow, including

the ChjVpfixch, (Fringilla Calebs,) the Gkeenpikch,
( Coccothranstes chloris,) and the Tellow Bunting,
CEmbei'cza Miliaria,) whose song may be heard in fa-

vom'cd spots, diuiag this month.

WILD FLOAVERS OF FEBRUARY.
In this month, when the earth has scarcely put off its

icy covering, the field botanist can scarcely expect a

very fidl harvest, unless indeed he busies himself with

some of the crj^jtogamous tribes. StiU, a few plants

are now in flower, and some exclusively in this and the

previous and succeeding months. The Mezereon
{Daphne Mezereum), a reputed native of this country,

is now in blossom, the leaves appearing later ; but it

will not be very frequently met with, except in old-

fashioned gardens. Its congener, the Sjiurge Laurel

{Daphne Zaureola), also flowers at tlus time, and is

much more common ; these two plants are interesting as

being the only British representatives of an order which
has a remarkable pecidiarity of the bark—the liber is

lamellatcd, and the layers may be separated in sheets.

The "West Indian lace-bark trees are of this order

{Thi/meleaeea). The bark of the Mezereon contains an
acrid juice, which has been employed for medicinal

piu-poses. The Stinking Hellebore {Helleborus fatidus')

and the Snowdrop {Galanihus nivalis) are passing oft",

and will soon be succeeded by the Primrose {Primida vul-

garis') and the spring Crocus {Crocus vermis), the latter

coufiiied to a few localities as a wild plant. That
cmious plant, the Butcher' s-broom {Paiscus aculeatus),

with its shai-p leaf-Ute branches, now puts forth its

inconspicuous flowers, seated on the middle of what
seems to be a leaf, but is in reality a flattened branch,

as is shown by the presence of the bract below the

flower. The field Speedwell {Veronica agrestis) also

occurs, dotted about among the ftu-rows on arable land.

The little crimson-tij)ped female blossoms of the Hazel
{Corylus ^j'eSffiH«), may now be met with on the bare

branches; they usually expand a little later than the

male catkins. In mild winters they may often be

found even at Christmas; but this wiU hardly have
been the case this year. Of other early-flowering trees

now in blossom may be mentioned the Alder {Alnus

glutinosa), and the Tew {Taxus baccatd). A. H.

ENTOMOLOGY.
Several of the following insects make their appearance

only on bright warm days, having been produced in the

preceding autumn, when the increasing warmth revives

them fr'om their wintry sleep ; but others ai-e deve-

m "e^i?^S|;j
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loped in tlie perfect state from the pupa at this period.

This is especially the case "with the diiferent species of

Moths given in the following list. Many of the Beetles

and Apterous Insects mentioned helow may he foxind

almost throughout the year.

CoLEOPTER-V. Caraiiis morbillosus.—Under hark, and
at the roots of damp trees.

Tachijptts properans.—In gardens and grassy tanks.

Ci/cJirus rostratus.—Under stones, and moss, at roots

of trees.

I\otiopMliis aquaticus.— Pathways, and hanks of

ponds.

Anchomemis prasinus.—In small communities under
stones.

Sarpalus aneiis, and other species, under stones and
clods of earth.

Dromiiis quadrimaculatm.—Under hark of trees.

JSlatcr segetis.—In pastures and hedge-rows, under
stones.

Ftimisfur—In houses.

Anobiiim Ussellatum.—In rotten willows.

Colymbetes bipustulatus.—In ponds and ditches.

I)yiicus marginalis. \

„ , . > in ponds under weeds.
HydroK^ piceus, i ^

Sydrophilus carahoides. ]

Staphylinus morio.—Under stones.

Stemts cicindeloidcs. ) /-. - , , ,

r,_, E • j^ .1 } On moist banks.
Stenus biguttatus. j

Opiliis mollis.—In dry rotten wiUows.
FhospJiuga atrata.—Under hark of trees.

Silplta opaca.—At the roots of trees.

Opatrum sabuhsum.—In sandy places.

JSehps striutm,— -Under bark.

Rhcigium vulgare.—In old stumps of trees.

Timarcha ie/iebricosa.—In grassy places, on com-
mons.

CJirysomela sanguinolenta.—In grassy places.

Coccinella 7-punctata.—Under hark.

Hemipter.4..—Nepa cinerea. \

Notonecta furcata.
J
In ponds and ditches.

Notonecta, glaiica. )

Lepidoptera. Gonepteryx Bhamni.—Inopen places

in woods and gardens.

Vanessa tirticie.—In gardens,

Eriogaster lanestris (the small Eggar Moth).—In
bushy places.

Xanthia oroceago (the orange upper wing Moth) .

—

Among dry leaves.

Clieimatobia rupicapraria (the early Moth).—In
hedges.

Kijbeniia leucophearia (the Spring Usher).—On
tnmks of trees.

Ajilocera ccesiata (the February Carpet).—Skirts of

wood.
Biston Jiispidarius (the small brindle Moth).—On

trunks of Oaks and Sallows.

Oporinia nubilea (the clouded brown Tinea).—On
Oaks.

Sasystoma salicis (the rosy Day Moth).—In hedges.

DiPTEKA. Cukxpipicns (the Gnat).—In houses and
gardens.

Trichocera hiemalis (the Winter Midge).—In gar-

dens in small troops.

Scatopliaga merdaria—On cow dung.

Apterous Insects.

Glomcrispmtulata.
| u^der stones.

Armadillo vidgaris. )

Thilosda muscormn.—tinder moss.

Julus terrestris.—Sandy places in woods.
Julus sabulosus. \

Tolydesmiis comnlanatiis. f tt j i.

r: 1 ! n 1 • > Under stones.
beophilus subterraiieus, and various 1

other species of Millepedes J

f^:J5^-

Dui'ing the progress of the Magazine, it is intended
to give, from time to time, coloured illustrations of the
maimer in which many of these insects exert their de-
sti'uctive powers on vegetation. J. 0. W.

FISH POKDS.

Fish Ponds of late years have been much neglected.
Near to the ruins of every old abbey may be found some
remains of the iish-pond, filled up for gardening pm*-
poses, evincing that the flavour of a delicious Carp or
Bream was not forbidden to their ancient inhabitants.

Whatever the old monks knew, however, on the
subject of breeding and feeding fish, they have handed
down no vestiges of their knowledge to (iieir descen-
dants ; it has perished with them ; and, beyond a few
leading facts, we have little to guide us but om- own
obseiwation and experience. There is a mystery about
these dwellers in the water which to me is very fasci-

nating, and I have always loved to watch them bask-
ing in the hot sun, darting swiftly upon their prey, or

seeking thefr secure abodes and sheltered caves at the
slightest intimation of danger. I have fed them, too,

and learned, to some extent, what they like best, and also

on what they thrive best, as well as what they absolutely
reject. I have found that in certainwaters, and on certain

soils, they Avill breed rapidly, but not increase in size
;

while, in others, the reverse has been the case ; I cannot
but acknowledge, however, that there is as yet compara-
tively little or nothing certainly known, in spite of all

that Tarrell, and the minor lights, such as Salter, Hof-
land, and many others have written.

Such directions, however, I can give, as will enable
you, if wealthy, to turn yom' ornamental lakes and
pools to the best account, by providing food for the

poor, delicacies for your table, and sport for yom-self

and your friends ; and, if your means be moderate, and
your ground small, to secure to youi'self at the least

expense, a never-failing source of amusement, at the

same time contributing materially to the house-keeping
expenses, and, if you are near a town, giving you the
satisfaction of making a pleasure actually profitable.

Many people may try to convince you this is impossible,

but, in my opinion, it may be done much oftener than
you may suppose. Whatever directions you give, how-
ever, see yourself to their execution ; and let your first

principle in this, as in all other cases of domestic
management, he cleanliness. Eomember that fish can
no more thrive in foul and impure water, than you could

in a close or tainted atmosphere. Let dead leaves and
rotten branches be raked off the surface of the pond,

and let the shrubs that grow upon the side be kept care-

fully cHpt and trimmed ; they vnll otherwise hang down
in the water, collecting around them a heap of float-

ing matter, which wfll, besides the untidy appearance it

wUl make, soon affect the purity of the water, and the

health of your fish. I do not object to a few frees : their

overhanging branches form a shelter from the heat of

the sun, and are a great comfort to the fish in hot

weather ; while beneath their roots are the private re-

freats of the largest fish, where they are safe fi'om the

net of the poacher, and the tempting lure of the angler

also, unless he be more than usually cunning. The best

way to secure fresh and wholesome water, at all times,

is to have a running stream through your pond ; but
this cannot always he effected, although it should

always be attempted. Swans wUl keep down weeds,

and save you a gi'eat deal of labour ; but they desfroy

the spawn, and thus do a much more serious injury

than the weeds themselves, which, if not allowed

too rank a growth, are decidedly beneficial ; as they are

the resort of numerous insects, the natural food of the

fish, and for the total want of which no artificial feed-

ing can perfectly compensate. B.
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SALPIGLOSSIS SINUATA, VAR. FLAVA.

SALPIGLOSSIS SINUATA, yak. flava.

Nat. Order, Scrophvlajuacke, 5 SiLPiGLOssiDEiE.

—

(Atropaceje, Miers.)

Generic Character.—Salpiglossis, R. and P.— Calyx tubu-

lar, ten-nerved, five-toothed, teeth almost equal, attenuated,

rather obtuse. Corolla funnel-shaped, with tube cylindraceous

at the bottom, campanulate above, compressed ; limb five-lobed,

oblique, almost two-lipped, lobes deeply emarginate, the upper

larger, more erect ; testivation reciprocative. Stamens ilve, in-

cluded, four didynamous, the fifth shorter, sterile ;
jilaments

subulate, arising from the constricted portion of the tube ; an-

thers ovate, two-lobed, cordate at the base, sub-versatile, lobes

adnate, bursting by marginal slits
;
pollen, compound, composed

of four granules arranged tetrahedrally. Ovary conical, seated

on a fleshy, almost two-lobed disc, two-celled; placentwi cen-

tral, adnate to the dissepiment on both sides, many ovuled.

Style exserted, compressed, thickened, and sub-incurved at the

apes. Stigma rather large, transversely dilated, semi-lunar,

two-lipped, eraarginate. Capsule oblong, covered by the persis-

tent calyx, two-celled, bursting septicidally with two valves

;

valves of a parchment-like consistence, bifid, at length separat-

ing from the central placenta. Seeds many, minute, sub-angu-

late, hilum lateral ; testa striate-nigose. Embryo spirally curved

within the fleshy albumen, round, radicle arcuate, directed to-

ward the basal angle, four times as long as the cotyledons.

(Miers, in. Ann. Nat. Hist. 2nd ser. v. 30.)

S. SINUATA, Ruiz and Pavmi.— Scalloped Salpiglossis.—Viscous-

pubescent in all parts, inferior leaves lax, lanceolate, acutely

pinnatifid-incised, superior shortly stalked inciso-dentate, teeth

acute, floral sessile, linear, entire, bract-like ; corolla marked
with purplish Imes, tube j'ellomsh, limb straw-coloured. (Miers,

in Ami. Nat. Hist., 2nd ser., v., 31.)

Synontmy.— S. sinuata, R. and P. Si/st. Veg., 163; Prod,

tab. 19. S. glutinosa, Miers, Trav. ii. 531. S. straininea. Hook,

Exot., Fl. t. 329. S. picta, Smet, Br. Fl. Gard. tab. 258; Hoolc.

Bot. Mag. t. 3365.

Var.fiava.—Corolla yellow, the tube darker, and purplish

at the base externally, veins very pale, chiefly marked on the

mid-veins and commissures externally.

BESCRIPTION.—Having only the drawing before me, no satisfactory detailed description

can be given.

HisTOBY, &c.—The drawing is from a plant raised by Messrs. Veitcb & Son, of Exeter, from

seeds sent bome in 1842, by Mr. W. Lobb, wbo collected tbem in CbiU, near Valparaiso, not far

from Valdivia. It is an annual witb us. I bave referred it to the <S'. simtata, since the only

distinction I can find is in the colom, and this is admitted to be exceedingly variable. It is

very close to the variety named formerly S. straminea.—A. H.

Many botanists regard all the diiferent forms of Salpiglossis, long cultivated in gardens, as

mere variations of one species ; and, it is certainly true, that the seedlings are not very constant

as to individual peculiarities ; differing in this res]3ect from Messrs. Veitch's variety, which ap-

pears more constant. Mr. Miers, however, who has paid much attention to these plants, and

has had the advantage of studying them in their native localities, does not agree in the oijinion

that all the forms are of one species. He wi'ites, " I found in ChOi, plants, which I always con-

sidered to be two very distinct species, viz., S. sinuata, fzaj S. glutinosa,J and my S. purpurea;

but, I have little doubt, that S. picta, Ba.rclayan.a, fulva, intermedia, &c., are all hybrid produc-

tions from these two species. I always met mth S. sinuata growing near the coast, its corolla

being constantly of a yellowish white, with brovsmish stripes ; on the contrary, I invariably found

S. purpurea at a much greater elevation, near the foot of the main Cordillera, or within its

gorges, its flowers being always of a dark lilac, with deep piu'ple lines, and never of the yellow-

ish hue so conspicuous in S. sinuata." Of this latter, Mr. Miers says, " its leaves are of more

delicate textiu-e, always longer, narrower, and more deeply incised into acute segments," than

those of S. purpurea, of which latter Dr. Graham's S. atropurpurea is placed as a variety.

The generic name Salpiglossis is derived fi'om the Greek salpinx, a tube, and glossa, a

tongue ; in reference to the tongue-shaped style in the tube of the corolla.

CuLTUEE.—This species requfres a similar mode of culture to that bestowed on half-hardy

annuals in general. Messrs. Veitch & Son state that their practice is to raise the plants in a

frame, or on a hot-bed, and transplant them into the borders in May. Grown as a pot-plant for the

decoration of the conservatory or the greenhouse, the varieties of Salpiglossis are very worthy

of notice. For this purpose the seed should be sown, as before directed, in March, and for

succession and Autumu blooming in May. ^Vben large enough, plant the seedlings tlu-ee in a

four-inch pot, in rich, bght, porous soil ; stop the plants to make them branch when they are

strong, and three or four inches in height, and shift them into larger pots as it become neces-

sary, using weak liquid maniu'e when- the plants are thoroiighly established. In this way, by

judicious stopping, plants two or three feet in diameter, and as much in height, producing

hundreds of flowers at a time, and that for weeks in succession, may be produced, and that,

too, with comparatively little trouble.—M.
H= =5^
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ON THE AGE OF TREES.

N speaking of the age of trees, -we insensibly use the term age, in the same manner as we do when
speaking of animals. We talk of old trees, old animals, and old houses, as if the same processes had

gone on in one as in the other. Yet, when we come to examine the natm-e of the changes which have

taken place during the age of the one and the other, how different they are. Not more does the pro-

cess of change in the old house differ from the tree and animal, than does the same process in these two.

The animal has but one life, and this life is dependent on the harmony of the whole organization

;

whilst, if we examine a tree, we shall find it has (so to speak), many lives, Each bud is capable of an

independent existence ; nay more, many parts of the tissues of plants are capable of producing buds, and

each cell has its separate and independent existence. It is here, then, that we see how different must

be the cii'cumstauces under which age is attained in a tree, from those wliich produce it in an animal.

Plants are called annual, biennial, or perennial, as they endure for one, two, or more years. The

difference depends on this, that the tissues of some plants are miable to resist the meteorological influ-

ences to which they are exposed so well as others. The reason of this difference in the tissues is not

well made out. It is, however, well known, that a plant in tliis country may be an annual, on the

Continent, a biennal, and, in the Trollies, a slu'ub, or tree. This is the case with the castor-oil

plant, (^JRicimis communis.)

In perennial plants, the tissues which resist ehmatal change cari-y on a kind of low vitality,

as seen in the trimks of ti'ees, in this country, in the winter. At more favoui'able periods, these

tissues begin to grow in certain directions ; buds, and leaves, and new tissaes are formed, and depo-

sited, in vai'ious parts of the plant, more especially covering the old, and growth or increase is

the consequence. Even in plants not producing leaves, this process goes on, and, year after yeai', new
tissues ai-e added to the old. This is especially evident in sea-weeds, which thus exist thi-ough very

long periods of time. Thus, Professor Schleiden says, " On the great fucus bank of Corvo and Flores,

we might yet find, floating about, plants of Sarffassiim, which had been cut in strips by the

bark of Columbus ; and, in the northern drift, we might expect to discover Lichens, that had been

(n



transported, \vitli the soil in -wliicli they

grew, from Scandinavia." Nor is this con-

jectui'e at all unreasonable, from "what we
know of the nature of the processes of growth

in these plants ; but we have no means, in

cryptogamic plants, of accui'ately ascertain-

ing the length of tune they have been m
growing. Nor is this possible in endogen-

ous plants, or even in all exogens ; but, in

the latter, the stem presents, very generally',

a series of zones, and each zone has been

found to corresi^oncl with one period of ve-

getation. This period mostly represents a

year, hence, by counting the number of zones

in the trmik of an exogenous tree, we may
form an estimate of the years it has existed.

It is in this way that the age of many very

old ti'ees have been arrived at. The fol-

lowmg list of old trees has been published

by Moquin-Tandon, in his Teratohyie J^ec/c-

tale, and is reproduced in the English trans-

lation of Schleideu's Principles of Scientific

Botany. There are loiown.

Years.

1

1 'iiiiil

f

1;

:fil titllii

Sections of a Stkm as it appears in May and Jtjjte op the Fifth
Year. The wMte spaces show the swelling- cambium.

^^^^^

Sj^ctions of a Stem at the E^D of the Fjfih Tear. The en"\e-

lopes and layers of liber are too thin to be shown by the pencil.

Palms of 200 300

Cercis 300

Cherodeudron . 327

Uhnus (Elm) . 355

Cupressus (Cyj^ress) 388

Hedera (Ivy) 448

Acer (Maple) . 616

Lai-ix (Larch) . 263 576

Years.

360, 626 ,800,

Years.

860, 1000Quercus(Oak) 600,

1600

Olea (Ohve) 700, 1000, 2000

Taxus(Ye-iv) 1214,1466,2588,2880

Schubertia (Taxodium) 3000, 4000

Leguminosae . . 2052, 4104

Adansonia (Baobab) . 6000

Dracaena (Dragon Tree) . 6000

Castanea (Chestnut)

Citrus (Lemon, Orange,

&c.) . . 400, 509, 640

Platanus (Plane) . . 720

Cedrus (Cedai-) . 200, 800

Juglans (Wahmt) . . 900

Tiha (Lune) 364,530,800,825,1076

Abies (Spruce) . . 1200

We might add considerably to this list, but it already supplies a sufficient number of illustrations

of oui' general remarks.

The means, by which the age of these trees has been ascertained, are two—first, fr'om historical data,

and second, fi-om counting the zones. Thus, the colossal Dragon-tree of Oratava is known to have

existed, in almost its present condition, in 1402 ; and, comparing it with the younger trees in its neigli-

bom-hood, its vast age is inferred. The Yew trees at Fountahi's Abbey, in Yorkshire, are known to

have sheltered the monks whilst the abbey was building. The abbey is now in ruins, but the trees re-

tain theii' vigour ; the lowest age that can be assigned them is twelve centuries ; they are probably

much more. But where trees have been cut down, the method of counting the zones has been had

recourse to. There is no difficulty in this, where the tree is sound ; but, in many instances, the older

trees ai'e, the more Ulcely they are to be decayed in thefr centre. The plan then adopted is, to take a

square inch, count the zones in it, multiply this number by the number of mches from the bark to the

pith, which will then give the whole number of zones, and the age of the tree. This was the plan

adopted by Adanson in calculating the age of the Baobabs of Africa, and which has also been employed

in calculating the age of other gigantic trees. The numbers, however, thus obtained, can only be

looked upon as approximations to the truth, seeing that the zones of wood vary very much in thickness,

not only one with the other, but in parts of the same ring.

Size is no indication of the age of a tree, as various species grow at very different rates, and the

same species, under different ch-cumstauces. The following table shows the different rates at which

some common trees grow.

First Year.
Ft. In.

Second Year.
Ft. In.

Tliird Tear.
Ft. In.

Oak, circiuuference, IO5

Larch „ 1 0|

lU
1

3"
1 Oi

1 i

Lombardy

)

Poplar j

Ebn „ 2 n 2 9 2 11 Lime

First Year. Second Year. Third Year
Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In.

, 8
cu'Ciim., 1 2 2 H

„ 1 8* 1 lOJ 2

Some trees attain an enormous size by their rapid growth. Species of Eucalyptus have

measured that reached a height of 250 feet, and measm'ed 70 feet round their trank.



The death of trees does not appear to ai-ise from any natural period being assigned to the existence

of their living tissues, or reproductive powers. When the tissues of a tree are very old they lose their

vitality, especially in the centre of the ti'unks of the trees ; and, on being exposed to the atmosphere, or

moistm-e, they readily decay. The process of new growth is sometimes more rapid than tliis decay, and

thus trees exist with enormous cavities ih their interior. The time, however, comes, sooner or later,

when a separation takes place between the roots and branches, and then the tree ceases to exist, al-

though the tissue that has been conveyed away from it, in the form of slips and grafts, may still con-

tinue to flourish. Thus, the old stump of the Ribstone Pippin Apple is but struggling for life in Ribstone

Pai'k, while the slips from its branches adorn a thousand orchards, and supply the thousands upon

thousands of bushels of Ribstone Pippin Apples that are annually consumed.

6cci cdccZe1 d c d cd c i

HOMZOXr.iL OR TRANSV^RSK, A^Ii PIlUrE.XDlCULyXJl
SECTION, OF THE STEM OF AN EXOGEN OF THEKE YE^VRS'
GROWTH, In the centi-e of ench is seen the pith,
a, composed of cellular tissue; sm-rounding: it is the
medullai-y sheath, b ; and exterior to it are three rings
of wood, each consisting: of c, c, dotted dncts, and dy d,

woody fibre. The last-formed is in contact with the
bark, e, e, inwliieh the layers are Indistinct.

—

Carpetitei-^

s

Vegetable Physiology.

Horizontal and vERTicAt, s ction of the s em
OF AN Endogen, showing the bundles of ducii,
woody fibre, and spiral vessels, irresyularly disposed
through the whole stem, a, n, portions of cellular

tissue ; 6, b, spiral vessels ; c, c, dotted dnets ; d, rf,

woody fibre. The cellular portion of the sldn, which
in ]£xogcns is separated by the first introduction ofwood
into pith and bark, here remains permanently inter-
mingled -nith it.

[The accompanying- engra\Tngs, representing Sections of Exogen and Endogen, will explain them-

selves. The number of zones in trees will probably give a tolerable approximation to the years of

gi'owth in temperate climates ; but even here, two may be formed in one year, if any great check of

the growth suddenly occurs during the Simimer. In tropical climates the indication is far more doubt-

ful ; Adanson's computation, made in this way, carried the age of the Baobabs to from 5,000 to 6,000

years. It has been stated that montlily rings are formed in the tropics of South America {Hopkins'

Researches in Magnetism). Some plants, such as the Cacti and Cycadeoe, reqviire more than one year

for the formation of a zone of wood.—A,H.]

THE CULTIVATION OF PRIZE PELARGONIUMS.
By Mr. JOHN PAEKEE, Gakdener to .T. H. Oughton, Esa., Elm Grove, Roehampton.

fHE cultivation of prize Pelargoniums ha-^dng been a favourite hobby of mine for some years, and
my labom's having been crowned with some little success, a few remarks on my mode of procedure

may not be wholly without interest to some of the readers of the Gardeners' Mayazine of Botany.

I do not know that my system of culture differs very materially ft'om that practised by others, but

as it has always been attended with unfailing success, I am wilhng to hope that those who may
follow my directions may not be less successful. The Pelargonium, or, as it is more generally termed,

the Geranimn, is a favourite plant with most people, being admu-ably adapted for decorative piu'poses,

in the conservatory and drawing-room as well as at public exhibitions, while by providing a regulai'

succession of plants, and preparing them properly, a supply of flowers may be obtained, and that wth
comparatively little trouble, thi-oughout the year. My object, however, in tliis article, is to detaU my
system of management for exhibition ; the subject of their growth, for general decorative piu-poses,

more especially in the winter season, may probably form another paper.

To begin, however, at the beginning. The cuttings should be taken oif when the wood has been

tolerably ripened by exposure to full light and air, and being prepared, should be struck under the
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THE CUI.TIVATIOM OF PRIZE PELAEGONinMS.

i

[The above is a ropresentatiou of the Pelargomum presented by Mr. Oughton, through the Royal Botanic Society, to tlic Queen.]

protection of a frame or hand glasses in the open ground, and in light rich sandy soil, g'i\'ing- Httlc

water for the first week or two, except a slight sprinkling on warm evenings, hut exposing the plants

to the dew throughout the night. AATien the cuttings are well rooted, which will he seen by their mak-

ing robust growth, and short stiff foKage, they must be potted singly into pots suitable to their size

and the state of theii- roots, using a compost of well enriched turfy loam, and thoroughly decomposed

two-year-old cow dung, in equal proportions, with one-tMrd peat, all sifted through a coarse sieve, and

liberally intermixed with silver sand. In potting, take care to use plenty of di'ainage, covering it with

rough pieces of turfy loam, as nothing is more injurious to the Pelargonium than stagnant watei-

about the roots. "Wlien the plants are potted, place them in a cold frame, and keep them close in the

day-time, until they are well rooted ; but withdraw the sashes, and expose them on dewy nights. As
soon as they are properly established, remove the sash altogether ; and when they become inm-ed to

fidl air, remove them from the frame, and place them thinly upon boards, until the time arrives for

housing them for the ^vinter.

The time for placing Pelargoniums in their vsdntor quarters, depends entirely upon ch-cumstances. So

long as the autumn is fine and mild, they are best out ; but, at the same time, great care must be taken

to have them secui-ely housed before they become wet, or what gardeners sometimes term water-logged.

Too much water at the root dm-ing dull weather, and a cold stagnant atmosphere, is, in mj' opinion,

the principal cause of the sjMt—a disease to which Pelargoniiuns are subject, and from which, when
once attacked, it is difficult to recover them. Plants of Pelargoniums wliich once become stunted or

unhealthy, may be considered as useless for the leading piu'poses of cultivation, and should never be

used. A young, vigorous specimen, grown steadily from the cutting-pot, is the secret of a fine and

permanent specunens. The plants being thoroughly estabUshed will require to be re-potted in Novem-
ber, using pots suitable to the size of the plants, and the same compost as before directed, with the

exception of the peat-earth. If properly managed, the plants will require a second shift in February,

and then each shoot should be stopped at the fourth joint, to induce them to produce lateral shoots

;

when these are sufficiently long, tie each out in a horizontal position, so as to lay a proper fomida-



tion for the plant. When the lateral shoots are of sufficient length, they should be stopped a second

time; and thus treated, they -will form splendid foundations for large specimens in the following

season, where such things are required^ for exhibition. Another way to prepare for lai'ge specimens is

to take strong plants in April or May, and pot them into eleven-inch pots in rich compost, and place

them, when the weather is sufficiently mild, in an open situation in the garden, keeping them clear

of flowers throughout the season.

Plants that are intended to flower in May should not be stopped after they are cut down in July,

as, if they are, they cannot be depended upon to jJroduce theii' flowers in time, miless artificial means

are used, which is alwaj-s injurious to this class of plants. Specimens that are intended to flower in

June, should be stopped the early part of January ; and those which are requhed for July, in February.

The successful cultivation of the Pelargonium depends much upon the winter treatment. Avoid, by
all means, too much moistm-e and fire-heat and let the wood get firm before flowering, as upon this,

combined with a pot well filled with vigorous, healthy roots, a fine head of bloom entirely depends.

My general time for cutting the specimens down is from the first week in July to the middle of

August, keeping them rather dry for some time previously, and always taking care to expose the plants

to the full sun, to ripen their wood for a fortnight or three weeks before doing so. The plants, so soon

as they have made young shoots one inch long, are divested entirely of the old soil, the roots cut in a

little, re-potted, using the compost before directed, and protected in a frame until they are thoroughly re-

established, when they are exposed to full light and air mitil they are removed to their winter quarters.

For blooming in May and Jime, I commence re-potting in November ; and for July, in February—taking

care to give plenty of di-ainage, and using at this potting well enriched turfy loam, with one-third

thoroughly decomposed two-year-old cow dung, and plenty of silver sand. Dvu'ing the Winter the plants

should not be watered, unless they require it, as may be readily told by giving the pot a sharp tap with the

knuckles, when, ifthesoilisdry,it will ring quite clear; but, ifwet, it wUl have a dull, hea^-y sound. When
the plants begin to show flower-buds, liquid manm-e may be occasionally used. It is prepared by

placing in a large tub of soft water half a barrow load each of cow, sheep, and horse dung, and one

peck of Kme, mixing all intimately together, and draining the clear liquid ofl' by means of a tap placed

a short distance from the top of the tub. To this liquid I add two-thirds of clean water, and I repeat

the watering at intervals, five or six times, according to the state of the plants, when the flowers begin

to expand. If the plants are required by a certain time, the assistance of a little fire heat may be ne-

cessary ; lighting the fire early in the afternoon, so that the pipes or flue may become warm before

closing for the night, when the fire may be allowed to go out. Dm-ing the blooming season, great care

must be taken to supply the plants plentifully with water, otherwise the foliage ^vill soon become

discolom'ed, and the bloom small and deformed.

Should the Aphis, or green fly, make its appearance, fumigation with tobacco is the best remedy

—

taking care that the plants are day at the time of using it. In the management of the house—and

Pelargoniums should alv/aj^s have one to themselves—too much air cannot be given,—of com-se, avoid-

ing strong currents of cold wind ; and for the purpose of admitting a free current among the foliage,

the smaller and useless leaves and foliage should be occasionally thmned out dm-ing the winter

months. ^Tien the plants are in bloom, a thin screen of canvas must be thrown over the house ; and

care must be taken to exclude bees as much as possible, as these industrious little insects, in extracting

the honey, fertilize the flowers, and the purposes of nature (viz. the production of seed) being fulfilled,

the flowers immediately di-op.

Subjoined is a list of some of the most esteemed lands, selected for their bright and distinct colom's,

large trusses abundantly produced, and free and good habit :—
A PEW SELECT PELAKGONIUMS.

Alderman (Black).

Alouzo (Foster).

Ai-iel (Foster).

Aimada, improved (Foster).

Belle ofthe Village (Hoyle).

Blanche (Beck).

Centurion (Beck).

ChristabeU (Hoyle).

Constance (Foster).

Crusader (Hoyle).

Gipsy Bride (Foster).

Governor (Beck).

Gulielma (Beck).

Lalla Eookh (Foster).

Lord Gough (Hoyle).

Lord Stanley (Hoj'le).

LoveHuess (Beck).

Meleager (Gaines).

Moimt Etna (Hoyle).

Negress (Cock).

Norah (Foster).

Orion (Foster).

Paragon (Foster).

Peaid (Driny).

Pet (Beck).

President (Hoyle).

Pretender (Thurtell).

Prince of Oraiige (Hoyle).

Princess (Beck).

Prometheus (Hoyle).

EoUa (Hoyle).

Eosaliad (Beck).

Salamander (Gaines).

Satisfaction (Hoyle).

Sparkler (Hoyle).

Star (Beck).

Superlative (Hoyle).

Vanguai'd (Beck).

Victory (Foster).

Virgin Queen (Arnold).

[This "we reg:ard as a very valuable communication, being the experience of a cultivator whose undeviating: success entitles him
to be considered one of the very best growers of Pelargroniums in the country.

—

Cond.]
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TIIE ROOT-P EUNING OF WALL-FKUIT TEEES. 6;

THE ROOT-PRUNING OF WALL -FRUIT TREES.

Ijy Mk. GEORGE SMITJI, Brooklahds' Nursery, Blackiieath.

WFHILE much has been written in various gardening periodicals, about root-pruning pyramidal

iili pear-trees, its undoubted advantages, when api^lied to trained fruit-trees generally, have passed

comparatively unnoticed. That there are not many gardeners who have tested the advantage of root-

pruning wall-fruit trees, I would by no means assert ; but I am stronglj' of opinion that, notwith-

standing the sanguine exliortations of Rivers, Fleming, Errington, and other writers, the subject

has not met with the general consideration of gardeners ; for nothing is more common to be met with

in the generality of gardens, than weU-trained, healthy, and vigorous wall-trees, with scarcely a fruit-

bud to be found upon them—exeeptmg, of com-se, Peaches and Nectarines. And what other result can

be expected ? While every vestige of a shoot is lopped off twice or thrice dining Summer, the roots

are allowed full scope to extend themselves in a rich border, absorbing a profusion of crude sap, which

gluts the branches, and bursts forth in the shape of excessively vigorous, and consequently, barren

shoots. This mode of treatment, however, is continued year after year, mitil a mass of imsightly

spm-s are produced, when the trees are either cut back and regrafted, or they are grubbed up, to

give place to a new set ; and these, in a year or two after regrafting or planting, exhibit the

same symptoms of excessive vigour and barrenness.

Very different is the case of the fruit-trees that are found growing in their natm'al forms in the

market gardens skii-ting the suburbs of the metropolis, which afford a strildng contrast to those trees

which have had all the skill and care of the scientific pruner and trainer. "While the former are

literally studded with a mass of blossom-buds, the latter exhibit an aspect, the result of which proves

far more pleasing to the eye than it does afterwards to the palate. In the former case, a balance is kept

up between the branches and the roots ; the roots have just sufficient power to absorb nutriment for

the branches and leaves to elaborate for the formation of fruit-buds ; while, in the latter case, every

encom'agement is given to them ; they extend themselves in every direction, year after year, while the

branches are limited to a given space. The trees, consequently, are kept in an unbalanced condition,

and barrenness is the result. I am particularly desirous of drawing the attention of practical gar-

deners to the indispensable necessity for root-pruning all sorts of hardy fruit-trees which they find in a

state of barrenness, for the pui'pose of bringing them into a fruitful condition, as I am convinced there

are many enthusiastic cultivators of choice hardy fruits, who expend considerable smns in proom-ing a

valuable collection of the best kinds, and in preparing soil of the best possible descrij)tion ; who, Ulve-

wise, employ much time, and all thcii- ingenuity, in training them in the most symmetrical forms, some

upon the pyramidal principle, others upon walls, and as espalHers ; who gaze, delighted, upon their-

luxuriant foliage, and vigorous branches, vainly hoping for a lucrative retiu'n for time and capital

expended, but who are, nevertheless, adopting a system of treatment which is the dii'ect cause of

failure.

Now, if, instead of rigorously pruning the branches of yoimg fruit-trees, they were allowed to attain

the size desii'ed, stopping, of com-se, their leaders, in order to produce the necessary quantity of side

branches, and then were lifted entirely out of the ground and root-pruned, as theii' condition may seem

to dictate, a profusion of blossoms would be produced with as much certainty as in dealing with a com-

mon Geranium. I am by no means an advocate for annual root-pruning fruit-trees, without regard

to their condition ; but, wherever barrenness, associated with healthy and vigorous branches, occur

lifting and root-pruning may be safely resorted to, even with the largest trees, provided attention be

given to mulching, and keeping the soil moist about their roots during the following summer.

The best plan, perhaps, would be, to make a point of lifting, or otherwise root-pruning a portion

of the stock aunuallj', as in severe cases of operation the trees may be tkrown out of fruit-bearing for a

season. As to the mode of operation, I may remark, that the cii-cumstances of the ease to be dealt with,

will be the best criterion for the inexperienced operator, and to those who are not acquainted with the

precise rate of growth that fruit-trees should be kept at, so as to establish a permanent condition of

fi'uitfulness, the following remarks may be of service. Whenever a Peach or Nectarine tree makes more

than from a foot to eighteen inches of wood throughout the tree in one season, it is too vigorous,

and requii'es to be checked by root-pruning. Apples, Pears, Plums, and Apricots, when spur-pruned,

ought never to be allowed to make more than from three to six inches of wood annually. By properl3r

protecting the blossoms in spring, and duly thinning the fruit, trees may thus be kept in a siutable

state of growth, and will continue to produce abundant crops of fruit luitil they become worn out,

when they may be removed to give place to young ones.



NEW PLANTS.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
Pentahhaphia cubensis, Secaisnc.—Cuban Pen-

tarhaphia {Journ. Sort. Soc, v. 8S)..—Nat. Orel., Ges-

neraeeie, § Gesnereas.—A neat and pretty dwarf, shrubby

plant, of compact habit, with obovate, dark-coloured

evergreen leaves, orenated near the point. The flowers

grow in the axUs of the leaves, and are attached by

1
.spine, and sometimes having spiny marginal teeth.

I The flowers are borne in erect panicled racemes, on a

;
long peduncle quite clear of leaves ; they are unusually

small. From Peru : mountains near Loxa ; intro-

duced about 1846, by Mr. T. Lobb. Flowers not yet

produced in England. Messrs. Veitch and Son, of

Exeter.

Drymonia omstata, Miquel. Crested Drymonia.

—

Nat. Ord., Gesneraeese, § Episciefe.—Syn., D. sarmentu-

losa, Lemaire.—A pretty herbaceous stove perennial,

with round fleshy rooting epiphytal stems, bearing large

opposite oval lanceolate aciuninate leaves, irregularly

toothed, and attached by longish petioles. The flowers

are axiUaiy, on thickish peduncles ; the calyx is large

five-parted, with fringed segments ; the coroUa, consist-

ing of a depressed campanulate tube, produced behind

into an obtuse spin: ; the limb di-idded into five irregu-

larly toothed lobes, dingy white, with faint purplish

dotted lines down the centre, the upper portion of the

tlu-oat bearing yellow glandular hairs.—From Dutch

Guinea ; introduced to Belgiiun in ] 845. Flowers in

summer and autumn.

Ophelia corymbosa, Grisebach. Corymbose Ophelia

{Bot. Mag. t. 4489). Nat. Ord,, Gentianaceue § Genti-

aneae.—Syn. Swertia corymbosa, Wight.—A greenhouse

or half-hardy annual, growing a foot high, with foui--

angled stems, corymbosely branched in the upper pai-t.

slender stalks an inch long ; corolla about an inch long,

tubular, curved, and of a rich scarlet; calyx of five,

straight, narrow lobes, "not unlike five brown needles."

It requires a cool stove, and remains a considerable

time in bloom.— From Cuba; introduced in 1848.

Flowers in summer. Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apple

Place, Edgeware Eoad.

Beebeeis japonica, Spremjel. Japanese Berberry,

(Journ. Sort. Sac, v. 20).—Nat. Ord., Berberacese,

§ Berberidese.—Syn., Mahonia japonica, De Candolle;

Berberis BeaUii, Fortune.—A noble evergreen shrub,

the most gigantic of the berberries. The leaves are

pinnate, nearly fifteen inches long, and of leathery

textm'e, with four pairs of leaflets, and the terminal

ones, which are five inches long, deeply cordate, with

coarse spiny teeth on each side ; the lateral leaflets

slightly cordate, upwards of thi-ee inches long, with

sti'ong spiny teeth on each side, and a stiff tiiangular

point.—-From China, 150 miles north of Shanghae;

introduced in 1849 by Mr. Fortune. Flowers not yet

produced in England. Messrs. Standish and Noble, of

Bagshot.

Berberis loxensis, Bentham. Loxa Berberry

(Journ. Sort. Soc, v. 7).—Nat. Ord., Berberacea; §

Berberideaj.—An evergreen shrub, the hardiness of

which is uncertain. Its branches are fui'nished with

small palmated spines, and very beautiful blunt obovate

leaves, of a bright green coloui', always tipped with a

The leaves are opposite, obovate-spathulate. The

flowers in terminal corymbs, pale purple, with a white

eye ; the corolla rotate, deeply cut into four spreading

obovate veined segments.—From the NeUgherry Moun-

tains ; introduced in 1848, by Dr. Schmidt. Flowers

in summer. Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

P
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KHODOSTOMA GARDENIOIDES.

RHODOSTOMA GAEDENIOIDES.

I^'at. Orde)\ ClSCHONACEylS \ GARDENIDiE,

Geneuic Chauacter.—Rhodostoma, Sclieidivelkr. — Calyx

with a somewhat cylindrical tube, two-bracteolate, adnate, the

limb superior, persistent, five-toothed, teeth equal, acute, and

recirrved. Corolla superior, fimnel-shaped, the tube long,

cylindrical, glabrous mthin, the limb fiTe-lobed, mth lanceo-

late, slightly plaited, reflexcd, mucronate lobes. Stamens live,

inserted at the top of the tube of the corolla
; filaments very

short ; anthers linear, included, fixed hy the middle, sagittate

at the base ; ovary inferior, two-ceUed, covered by a fleshy disk

;

ovules solitary ; style simple ; stigmas two, linear. Fruit ?

(p;ndl., Oen. PI. Supp., iii. 74).

K. QARDENioiDES, ScJietdtceilcr.—Gardenia-like Uhodostoma.

— Stem striate, shining; leaves opposite ohovate-lanceolate.

slightly acuminate above, attenuated into the short petiole,

dark-green above, with the ribs prominent, pale beneath, shin-

ing ; stipules minute, triangular, acute, and approximated in

pairs over the base of the petiole ; flowers in terminal and axil-

lary leafy cymes } bracts and bracteoles small, ovate-lanceolate

;

calyx tubular, "with a small five-tootbed limb ; corolla with a

very long tube, expanding very gradually upward, much
longer than the caljT: ; the limb short, five-toothed, reflexed

;

stamens almost simple, anthers long, just included ; ovary sur-

mounted by a fleshy disk ; style filiform ; stigmas two, linear.

Stnontjit.—R. gardenioides, Scheidweiler, in Otto and Die-

trich, Allgem. Oartenzeitwng. x. 286.

BESCRIPTION.—Shrub. Stems erect, glabrous, ratber shiny, finely ribbed, branching.

Leaves opposite, obovate-lanceolate, acuminate, attenuated into the short petiole ; upper

side dark green, rather shiiiiag, veins prominent, under side paler, glabrous ; stipules minute,

acutely triangular, approaching in paii's over the petioles, persisting after the leaf has fallen.

Cymes chiefly terminal, branches of cyme rather fleshy ; bracts and bracteoles ovate-lanceolate,

pale green, rather fleshy. Calyx superior, urceolate-tubular, five-toothed ; coroUa much longer,

white, tubidar, funnel-shaped, the tube five times as long as the reflexed limb ; limb five-

toothed, teeth mucronate, valvate in festivation. Stamens arising near the summ it of the tube,

just included, filaments very short ; anthers linear, attached about the middle, and prolonged

downwards into a sagittate base. Ovary inferior, crowned by a fleshy disk, two-celled ; style

long, filiform ; stigmas two, linear ; ovules soHtaiy.

History. &c.—The origin of this shrub appears to be unknown ; it has, however, been

gTOwn in this country since 1845. It flowers both in the Winter months, and also throughout

the Summer, but is not very showy, as the corollas soon drop ofi".—A. H.

The sjjecies appears to have reached this country from some of the continental gardens.

Its fii'st public apjDcarance here, as far as we are aware, was at an exhibition of the Horticul-

tural Society of London, in May 1846, when a plant in bloom was shown in the class of new
plants, by Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter. It is now rather freqiient in collections, but is

not held in very high estimation among cultivators.

Culture.—A stove shrub, never attaining a very ornamental character, partly in conse-

quence of its excessively floriferous habit, by which the formation of a vigorous head of branches

is prevented ; and partly from the marcescent character of the flowers themselves. Om- plate

represents it at its best. The plants shoidd be gTown in a compost of three parts peat earth to

one of good mellow loam, made rather sandy ; and they must not be over-potted. When small,

the developement of flowers shotdd be entirely prevented, in order that a good growth of

branches may be secured.

The Rhodostoma is propagated very fi-eely by cuttings in sand plunged in gentle bottom-

heat. It will be found a usefrd flower for bouquets. If large specimens are wanted, the yoiuig

plants must not be permitted to produce any flowers until they have attained considerable size.

Planted in a warm conservatory border, or encomaged in the stove by a slight bottom-heat,

this plant wiU be found usefrd for cutting, as the delicious scent of the flowers makes up, in

some measiQ-e, for their very ephemeral character.

Though by no means a showy plant, in consequence of the defective characteristics which

have been mentioned, it is worth growing for winter bouquets ; for which its very free

flowering habit, and its much-branched mode of growth,—admitting of many sprigs being cut

fr-om a moderate-sized plant,—render it very suitable.—M.



RAMBLES AMONG WILD-FLOWEES.

RAMBLES AMONG WILD-FLOWERS.
" Gather the rose-buds while ye may,

Old Time is still a-flying
;

And the same flower that smiles to-day,

To-morroAV may ho dying."

KHHUS simg Herrick, one of the most charming of our lyi-ic poets ; and -^vith him we say, " gather

iV the flowers while we may," lest we resemble the blind man in Goethe's Werter, who, wandering

about in the depth of Winter, complained that he could flaid no blossoms. Truly there is an appointed

season for the bu'th, and death, and regeneration of aU that lives,'—aye, even of the most ephemeral.

The earth is redolent of vitality ; and scarcely have the winter snows melted into the soil, when
" Each flower and herb on earth's dark breast.

Awakes from the di-eam of its wintry rest
!

"

And now the lover of Natm'e may go forth on his rambles, and almost listen, as poor Keats imagined,

to the young buds leaping into life, not forgetting —for a vein of philosophy will mingle with the

reflections of all sound natm-alists—that this universal regeneration is but a type of human destiny.

Well, too, may he exclaim, with a healthful, joyous feeling of exultation,

—

" How beautiful is all this visible world

!

How glorious in its action and itself!"

And IS IT NOT beautiful ? Accompany us, kind reader, where you will, along the pathway of the open

meadow, down among the shadows of the copse, through which the village stream winds, murmm-ing

and half hid, and we shall find a silent beauty impressed on all that we behold. Nay, even in these

early days of the young year, some Wild-flowers are found to tempt om- walk
;
yet, for the most

part, the commencement of February has so few charms for the botanist, that he has little inclination

to leave bis warm abode, and, with Fletcher, be rather says :

—

" Give me
Leave to enjoy myself. That place that does

Contain my books—the best companions—is

To me a glorious com't, where lonely I

Converse with the old sages and philosophers."

But still, if he will venture out, he finds much that will repay liim. On the chalky soils of England,

and in woods and thickets that are well sheltered, he will find our indigenous Hellebore ; and if he be

a classic, he will remember that the ancients often made use of it, not only to cm-e disorders of the mind,

but to give strength and vigour to the imagination. Valerius Maximus tells us that Carneades, the

philosopher, when he was engaged in a dispute with Chrysippus, always prepared himself with a dose

of it, and " that the success of it was such, as made all who were desirous of solid j^raise follow the

example." If he be wise, however, he \vill take none of it. As the " Clmstmas Rose," the Hellebore

is more dear to us :

Triumphant over Winter's power

It cheers om' hopeful sight,

'Midst chilKng snows, with blossoms fair

Of pure and spotless white.

About the end of February, we may expect to find the Marsh Marigold
(
Caltlia palustris) orna-

menting, with its fine yellow blossom, the open marshes, and the sides of muddy streams. It is not

abundantly in bloom, however, until somewhat late in the Spring ; and in the low grounds of Lapland

and Sweden, where largo tracts of land are coloured with its flowers, it is seldom in perfection

before May. Its blossoms, if boiled in alum-water, are said to give a good dye to paper. As food

for cattle it is rarely taken, unless when other herbage is not obtainable, since it partalies of the acrid

properties of its allies, the Ranunculus family.

Growing under the low brushwood amid decaying remains of last year's foKage, the devout admirer

of Flora, now and then, may find the modest Chickweed {Stellaria media) sending forth a trifling

tribute to the garland which may be made at this early season of the year ; to which also the Groundsel

(Senecio vulgaris) and the Colt's-foot (Tussilar/o farfara) lend their feeble and unassuming aid. The

Dandelion, too, [Leontodon Taraxacum,) with bolder aspect, gives all the assistance in its power to

make the road-sides and waste lands, so lately snow-clad, look cheerful, reminding us of coming

Summer. These last two plants are of much higher importance than any one would imagine, fi'om

then' lowly growth and weed-like appearance. The first fm-nishes a useful remedy for coughs ; while

jfl]\| the second, in the physician's hands, is often very beneficially employed.

^m^^=— ^^-^^^
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RAMBLES AMONG WILD-FLOWERS.

But let us wend our way to the heath land ; and there, perhaps, we may meet with some plants

of the small dwarf or winter Furze. It is common enough ; but when it is found at this season of

the year, we may rely on our search being rewarded; its orange blossoms seem to defy equally

the bleak winds and nipping frosts of the autumnal and winter months, and rarely going out

of bloom before the end of January. The unpractised eye might easily confound tliis species

{Ulex nanus) with the common Furze or Gorse {Ulex eiiro2ie?iis), which is in blossom from Spring

to the end of Summer ; and hence poets, who are not also botanists, have regarded the plants as

identical, and smig them as " the never-bloomless Fm-ze."

And then the Violet—the shade-aflfectiug Violet—which poets sing, and all men love ; if Favonius

invites, we shall find it with its deep-blue eyes,

So sweetly smiling from its lowly bed,

Like a young heart in full confidingness,

"Whose every hope is tinged with gold,

And heavenly azure seems to mould

Into the hue of constancy.

Nay, we may soon gather Wild-flowers enough to fill om' vaseulum, and more than will suiSce to fill

oui- thoughts. The Mezereon " breathes mild its early sweets." The dead Nettles (Lamhim) are found

beneath the southern hedges. The Snowdi'op ( Qalanthus nivalis), with its wand-like stem, is in bloom.

Several Ranunculi are now in flower. The Hazel (Corylus Avellana) unfolds its male blossoms. The

flowers of the Holly (Ilex Aqnifolium) begin to open. The leaves of the Honeysuckle (Lunicera Peri-

clymenum),
" which loves to crawl

Up' the low crag and ruin'd waU."

are quite out. The Periwinldes ( Vinca) smile upon us from their lowly bed. The Daisy (Bellis pe-

rennisj, the " wee crimson tippit flower," the " poet's darling," greets us everywhere. The Willow
(Salix) " shows its downy powdered flowers." The Elder Tree (Samhiicns nigra) has, in some warm
hedge-rows, put forth its flower-buds ; and if the season be early, we may also find the Alder (Almis

f/hitinosa) and the Aspen (Populus tremula). By the way, the Highlanders entertain a superstitious

notion that oru- Saviom-'s cross was made of this tree, and, for that reason, they suppose its leaves can

never rest.

These are, however, but a tithe of the Wild-flowers the piercing eye of the devout botanist may
find towards the end of February, and in the beginning of March ; and the list will be materially

affected, according to the season. But still these are enough to be suggestive of much sweet thought

and to call forth feelings of tenderness, which " often He too deep for tears." We need not appeal to

the floral language of the East ; for does not every village maid attach a meaning to each flower she

gives or takes ? When the unhappy Ophelia, thinldng herself forsaken, becomes insane, Shakespeare,

with that exquisite and consummate delicacy of feeling with wluch he has delineated the minutest fea-

ture of every chai'acter he has di-awn,—even in a state of aberration,—i-epresents her poor distracted

thoughts, dwelling upon melancholy associations connected with flowers. Yes! who can dwell upon Pan-

sies or Violets without remembering the outpourings of poor Ophelia's bewildered mind, lighting up,

with gleams of wild and ti-ansitory fancies, the ruins of her broken heart ? And, we may faiily ask,

was it not intended, and is it not, perhaps, the final cause of objects being so perfectly formed,—so

invested mth loveliness, and so agreeable to our sight,—that they should be suggestive of associations

which elevate the mind and refine the feelings ?

But it is not merely the fi-agrance and the beauty of Wild-flowers which endear them to us, as

we observe them in oui- walk, peeping out fi'om imderneath the shadow of the Hawthorn hedge. They
have their uses and appliances to relieve the wants and sufferings of humanity. To these we may, if

acceptable to our readers, at some future time allude, for they possess the power to cm-e, and from them
may be extracted potions to calm or excite the troubled and distracted spii-it. And, availing himself

of this fact, Coleridge, in his wild and beautiful tale of Ch.ristahel, makes the " lovely lady" administer to

the mysterious damsel she met by moonKght in the forest,—after she had prayed beneath the old Oak tree,

and conducted her to her father's hall,—the Wild-flower wine which restores her prostrate frame

—

" weary Lady Geraldiuo,

I pray you drink this cordial wine

!

It is a wine ofvirtuous powers
;

Mv mother made it of "W^ld-flowers."
"

T. ^

J
But we must stop. Reader, it is the associations, whether philosophic or poetic, we carry with fi>

us, wliich throw a charm around these solitary rambles, in the course of which every well constituted (Jmj

^^ ^ l&rt



A PLEA FOR PYRAMIDAL PELARGONIUMS.

and enliglited mind derives pleasure, from outward contemplation and inward reflection ; and learns,

in the midst of its admiration,

" To look on Natm'e with a humble heart,

Self-questioned where it does not imderstand.

And with a superstitious eye of love."

A PLEA FOR PYRAMIDAL PELARGONIUMS.
By Mr. GEORGE M'EWEN, Gardener to the Duke or Kokfolk.

PRESUMING that we shall have gained an important point, if we can satisfy our readers that the

form of training which we recommend is worthy of imitation, we deem it expedient, before entering

upon the practieabihty of the subject, to show that variety of form is desu-able ; not that we wish, or

expect, to see the present dwarf form abandoned. No : but only that another form, viz., the pyi'a-

midal should be introduced. We are prepared to show that it is not less natural, practicable, nor

is it less appropriate, than the dwarf, squat form;

and that it will much increase the beauty and interest

of a collection of these plants as a whole, and would add

largely to the number of admii-crs and growers of the

Pelargonimn, if this form of growth were to be gene-

rally introduced.

Because of the delight which variety of form pro-

duces, pyramidal training is desu-able. Who is not

fond ofvariety ? Let us go and look upon yon forest

—

scan the fields—glance at the wild-ilowers and plants

by the highways and byways—take a grand sm-vey

of the vegetable creation ;—or, if you choose, let us

confine our range, and take the same species or vari-

eties, and have them each shorn of theu' now vai'ied

forms, and then say if they have not lost more than

half then- beauty and interest by the change. Now,
all we plead for is, that we should not pay exclusive

attention to one—the dwai'f—form; but thatwe should

grow the tall form also.

Anotlier inducement we would urge in favour of

the p3'ramidal training, is novelty. To tell gardeners

that anything new gives increase of interest, and oft-

times pleasurable excitement, is to repeat what they must have constantly observed. Indeed, much of the

success of gardening may be traced to, if it does not altogether, depend upon thus giving an agreeable

excitement.

Another and yet more important inducement, we would m'go, is their utility, or adaptation to

almost any situation. Yes; you can place them with effect, whether in or out of bloom, on the

centre, or side stages, where the sun, light, and air, may play freely upon them ; or you can lodge them on

circular hoops of iron or brackets, in a hall or stau'case, as represented in the woodcut. How much,

too, would they enliven the tameness of the Pelargonium house as it is ; or, where they are still more at

home—yet greater favom'ites—in those large conservatories, where you can walk past, and around

them, and feel as if in a garden. Again ; decorative objects are perchance wanted for special occasions

—

none will be found so suitable as the pjTamids for centre-pins in the group of flower-stands, or baskets

;

whilst as pillars in the entrance-hall, or by the corridor, or as beautiful plants for the table, they are

equally appropriate.

Again ; tliey will " fit in" to any style of gardening, whether geometrical or gardenesque ; in rows

by the straight walk—singly on the smooth lawn and in the di'cssed border at intervals, or as a centre

plant in the mass of coloiu' ;

—

hj tm-ns relieving, surprising, and always greatly pleasing. And who
can doubt, that, in the time coming,—when a yet higher standard, and a piu'er taste, is exemphfied in

the arrangements of om- exliibitions,—oui' pyi'amidal-formed plants will be there, and so managed as to

bear a thorough inspection—when no stakes nor glaring artificial props need be theii's—while the

admitted dull miiformity of the collections in the Geranium tents will have passed away, to be no

fc longer tolerated.

J^ If we have done justice to om- subject, we have succeeded in showing that om- pyramidal Pelargo-
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d niums are, or may be, objects of gTcat beauty and interest, as well as great novelty and utility, and li

will largely compensate for the labour bestowed on tliem ; wc now x^roceed, therefore, to treat on the

not least important part

—

ihe pructicahilUij—of the subject.

Wm

STAIRCASE AND HALL, WITH GERAKIUMS IN VASES AND ON BRACKETS.

Methinks I hear some one argae that the strength of the plant will be sure to go to its top, leaving

the bottom and body of the plant naked. Another says that it will be so long before a Geranium is

grown to the height and gh-th you require (say six feet by tlu-ee—not more). And another won't think

of it, because they occupy so much room. To the first objection it is replied, that the tendencies

spoken of can be successfully comiteracted, on the same principle that we train om- wall-trees where-

soever we will. To the second, we submit that one season is not long ; and, when once the plant is

trained, it lasts for years. And to the third objection we reply, that the stage-room required is not

more than that occupied at present, the extra height requisite being now unoccupied. It may, how-

ever, be well to remark here, that it is necessary to have in " the mind's eye" the model at which to

aim in prodacing. We suggest that the height of the plant should be twice its diameter ; that is, if

the breadth of the plant at the base (which shall be just at the rim of the pot) is three feet, the

height may be six feet, or thereabout. We must also remark, that in ordinary circumstances this

height shoidd not be exceeded; for this reason, amongst others which could be adduced:—in tliis class

of plants the flowers are so placed as to display themselves better when looked upon, than when
looked up to ; and, for a similar reason, there should be no swell on the body of the plant. With
such plants as the Rose, Fuchsia, Scarlet Geranium, Heliotrope, &c., there need be no limit to the

height, if due proportions are maintamed. In a futvu-e paper we may give a few suggestions on the

Jitness and adaptabihty of these subjects for pyi'amidal training.

[We append to the above very suggestive remarks some notes on the same subject, showing the

effect of pyramidal plants as ornaments to the hall and staircase ; with the accompanying practically
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illustrative sketches, whicli are fm-uislied by Mr. H. Noel Humphi-eys :
—" Wlien last in Paris," wi-ites

Mr. Humplu-eys, " I was much struck with a beautiful effect produced by plants placed outside the

rich ii'on balustrade of a principal staircase, at the hotel of the Count Auguste de B . In
that instance, the pots containing the plants were lodged in cu-cular loops of iron, connected by a strong

bar fixed fii'mly to the exterior of the staircase, at and between each loop. By this inexpensive means

I I

the odom, the freshness, and the floral beauty of the

plants accompanied the visitor to the very door of the

principal saloon, without encumbering the staii-case, or

encroaching in any way on the space devoted to free

ingress and egress, which is seldom, in modern build-

ings, sufficiently spacious to bear cui'tailment. Geraniums

grown in the pyramidal form would be pecuhaily suited

to place in such a situation, as their height would bring

them above the balustrade, and leave theu- best flowering-

portion to the unimpeded view of the visitor, while a

plant grown in a lower form would not possess this ad-

vantage. But instead of the non loops, which can only

be regarded as a cheap temporary contrivance, I would

suggest a more decorative, and at the same time more
permanent mode of placing flowering plants outside the

balustrade of a stau-case, and, at the same time, one

which might be made subservient to other pm-poses. I pro-

pose maldng the principal moulding beneath the exterior

of the balustrade jut out
i'KDESTAi.. at certain distances, and

by describing three-fourths of a projecting circle, form a series of brac-

kets, upon which ornamental vases containing plants might be placed.

Thus, on other occasions, when a profusion of light might be more de-

su'able than flowers, bronze candelabra, each smmounted by a single

light, with a ground glass globe, might be substituted for the vases

containing flowers, or they might alternate with them, which would

produce a very rich and pleasing effect. In the accompanying sketch I

have shown the Geraniums placed upon the cii'calar brackets as de-

scribed, and, in the hall beneath, I have arranged a row of vases,

exactly beneath the Geraniums, which I suppose to contain finely-

formed Hydi-angeas, grown with a single stem Kke the Geraniums, but

with bushy round tops, in the orange-h'ee form, to contrast with the

pyramidal figm'e of the plants above. Between each Hydrangea I

would place a climbing-plant, neatly ti-ained to a tall rod ; they might

be IMam-andya Barclayana, Thunbergias, or Loasa lateritia ; but they

should be all the same, and very trimly trained, as this si/mme(rical

repetition is necessaiy wherever irregular fomis have to be grouped

with architectiu-e."

In a futiu'e paper the management of pyramidal Pelargoniums will be explained ; and accompanied

by Illustrations of their application to Garden Terraces, with some practical suggestions by Mr.

Humphreys.]
,

ItUDItlD.

A Fackct of Seeds saved hj an Old Gardener. London :

Chapman & Hall, 1850
; pp. 48.

This is a strange title for a verj', odd book, wiitten in

a quaint style, and pm-porting to be a history of the

\'icissitudes of the son of a di-unken parent, whose

chequered progress as a gardener is depicted from the

time of his leaving his father's house, and travelling in

a road waggon to his first situation, where he had to

sleep in a stoke hole, compared with which his master's

" sporting dogs' kennel was a beauty ;" to the time of

his coming to see one of the great Horticultm'al Fetes

at Chiswick, and, by his unsophisticated manners and

coimtryfied appearance, stealing a march upon the

benevolence of the learned secretary of the Horticul-

tural Society. In the nan-ative of his successes and

misfortunes, Grcgoiy, in his homely way, deals out

some advice by which both masters and men may
profit; indeed, in his i)reliminary address ho says, "I've

tossed the caps down, let every master and man wear

the one that fits him." In the progress of the work

cuffs are dealt out with an unsjjaring hand to masters

and men ; servants of all denominations ; tradesmen

;

t
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" Chureli of England ministei-s," and methodists
;
gov-

ernesses, and ladies' maids ; coachmen and grooms. In

fact those -who have escaped a " rough rub" or a "hai-d

hit" may attribute it o-sadently more to forgetfulness on

the pai-t of the author, than to any desire or intention

to allow them to go unscathed. Gregory in his way

is quite a Sir Oracle, and the only wonder is, that a

man so shrewd from infancy should have met with so

many rebuffs in his progress through Ufe. To look at

him, however, phr-enologically : though shi'ewd, he was

evidently a man of small intellect, and smaller profes-

sional attainments who trusted more to his cunning

than to his corn-age or ability to get him through

difficulties, who had Uttle or no self-respect properly so

called, and who, having to serve, would have cringed

to anything to curry favorrr from his superiors.

Now, although cu-cumstances placed this man in a

gardener's situation, it is quite certain that he was not

worthy of the name of a gardener ; but was in reality

one of those handy men—and fai' be it from our inten-

teution to disparage them—who, when docile, make excel-

lent gai-dening machines, but who have no more a right

to be called gardeners than our friend ofW Cottage,

Isleworth, has to place the origin of the "Packet of

Seeds" upon the shouldei's of James Gregory.

We are aware that this work has been highly

spoken of by some of om- contemporaries ; and, though

we admit that it contains a deal of advice by which

gardeners, both old and j'oung, as well as then- em-

ployers, and many more, may profit
;

yet, looking to its

tendency and influence upon gai'deners and gardening,

we believe it to he injurious, and calculated to degrade

gardeners in the eyes of theii' employers and the world.

That the author should write of gardeners within the

sphere of his own ohsen^ation and experience, which

had been principally confined to that class of handy

men who make themselves generally useful, is not to

be wondered at ; but if he would place them upon an

equality with such men as Paxton, Fleming, M'Intosh,

Barron at Elvaston, Spencer, and many more equally

respectable and talented, though less foi-timate men, we

must enter our protest at once against such an assump-

tion. We have no wish to raise gardeners to a false

position, or to become the advocate of egotists and

pretenders, but at the same time we must protest

against men of education, moral worth, and pro-

fessional ability being associated with the hero of

this tale, according to whom, gardeners must have

no opinion of their own, but must be the willing

tools of whoever may think fit to employ them. The

old gardener, in the com'se of his serritude, is elevated

from the plain name of " James" or " Gregory," to

" Mr. Gregory," which immediately tm-ns his brain, and

like other ignorant men, he begins to give himself aii'S,

" or take on," as he terms it. " If the sqiui-e gave me
any orders, I did not take 'em as I ought to have done.

If he had a plan, I had a plan ; if he wanted anything

done, I was just going to doit, OH^y something or other
;"

and then I was often saying, at such times— "I'm sm-e

I'm always at work ; I do the best I can," and the like,

the upshot of which is, he is discharged, takes a house in

the village, becomes a job-gai-dener, at 2s. per day

;

and, ultimately, through sickness in his family, is

very much distressed. At this juncture, through

the intervention of the governess, he is restored to

his old situation, his successor and predecessor, " a

very respectable young man, and come fi-om a good

place," having been dismissed, because he had the

misfortime to mai'ry " a fine-looking young woman,

who had been brought up to the dressmaking ; whose

mother, like a foolish woman, instead of teaching her

how to clean a house, cook, and so on, and getting her

into a respectable family, had said her daughter should

never be a slave, and gave her too much her own way,'

and who, consequently, neglected to clean the gai-den

room, and gave offence to the master and mistress.

Well, shortly after the old gardener is reinstated, the

master salutes him with

—

" Is that j'ou, Gregory?"

"Yes, sir," said I, " and very much obliged to you I am for

all favours."

"You wUl have nothinij to thauk me for," said he, " if you do

what I wish ; and if I teU you to cut off half the trees' heads

in the orchard, I'll have it done, though I'll hear all you've

got to say against it, and I'll uot blame you if I do wrong. If

you gardeners don't take care you'U sicken half the masters in

the coimtry, and they'll employ labourers instead, for I'd rather

plough my place up than have a man in my service that thinks

himself too great to do what he's told, and when he 's told. If I

want my land cropped to my fancy, do you think my bailiff is to

do as he pleases ? No ; he 's too much good sense for that ; but half

of you gardeners must'nt be interfered with ; and that makes
gentlemen care so Uttle about changing a gardener."

Here is a correct likeness, we are sony to say, of a

class of gentlemen, some of whomknow a little of garden-

ing, as other gentlemen magistrates know a little of law

;

but so little, that they would act -ndsely to let a good

gardener pursue his own course, just the same as the

magistrate permits his decisions to be guided by the ad-

vice of his law-clerk. We are speaking now of gardeners

properly so-called, and not of handy men, or garden la-

bourers. We do not dispute a gentleman's right to do as

he likes with his own ; and, at the same time, it is but

right that he should hear his gardener's reasons for ob-

jecting to his plans, and then, in case of failm'e, exonerate

bim from blame. We once remember hearing a noble-

man's gardener say, that if "his Grace" told him to

turn a dozen donkeys into the pleasirre-groimds he

should do so
;
previously pointing out the injury they

would do, to clear himself from blame ; and so every

gardener ought to do, viz., state the reasons for his op-

position to his master's plans fully ; and then, if his

master persists, do the best to give the plans fail- play.

In dismissing the "Packet of Seeds" from our table, we
are sorry our Isleworth friend did not aim at higher

game, and have eudeavom-ed to elevate rather than to

disparage the character of his brother exhibitors ; for,

in speaking of the "Jack Braggs" of the breakfast-

room at Chiswick, he is aware that the majority are

mere helpers and hangers on, and that those who make
the most noise have frequently the least to talk about.

As far as we know, and we have had as much experience

in these matters as the author, gardeners are well con-

ducted, civil, and courteous, indeed, much more so than

we have seen their superiors in station under similar

cii'cumstances. Therefore, the allusion was uncalled for,

and, to say the least, in very bad taste.—A.
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NEW PLANTS.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

Berberis undulata, Lindhy. Wa"vy Berberry

(Journ. Hart. Soe., v. 7).—Nat. Ord., Berberaeoce § Ber-

berideae.—An evergreen rigid shrnb, from four to six

feet high, said to be quite hardy. The branches have

long thi'ee- or five-parted spines ; and thick, undulated,

oblong-lanceolate leaves, growing in fascicles, and

fm-nishcd -vvith a few distant spiny teeth. The flowers

grow in small, roundish, neilrly sessile racemes, scarcely

so long as the leaves.—From Peru ; near the -snllage of

Andagles, at an elevation of 12,000 feet. Introduced

in 1846, by Mr. T. Lobb. Flowers not yet produced in

England. Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter.

TROPiEOLUM Smithii, De Candolle. Smith's Indian

Cress., {Bot. Mag., t. 4385).—Nat. Ord., Tropaiolaeea;,

§ Tropa3olea3.—Syn., T. peregi'inum, Linnteus.—A very

pretty climbing annual, with the habit of T. adimcimi.

Ml '^1
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to which it forms an aJraii-able contrast. It has twin-

ing succulent stems, bearing smooth, dark green, five-

lobed peltate leaves. The flowers grow singly from

the axUs of the leaves, attached by long, slender, twisted

petioles ; the calyx is dull red ; the cuneate fringed

petals, orange, veined with red — Prom Columbia :

moimtains of 9000 feet elevation ; introduced in 1847,

by Mr. W. Lobb. Flowers in summer. Messrs. Veitch

and Son, of Exeter.

Clerodendron BETHUHEiVNTjM, Zowc. Capt. Bethuno's

Clerodendron, (Bot. Mag., t. 4485).—Nat. Ord., Ver-

benacea;.—A magnificent stove shi'ub, smooth, growing

five feet or more in height ; the stems obtusely fom--

angled. The leaves are very large, cordate aciuninu-

late, and of soft texture. The flowers grow in large

lax terminal panicles, the peduncles, pedicels, bracts,

W^ -

calyx, corolla, and long stamens, all of the deepest

crimson ; the calyx large inflated ; the corolla with a

slender tube, and an oblique limb of three spreading

oblong lobes, the larger upper lobe having a large

white spot at its base, the lateral ones with a smaller

dense spot of purple.—From Borneo : banks of the

Sarawak Eiver ; introduced in 1847. newel's in

summer and autumn. Mr. Low, of Clapton.

Epidendrl'm oknatum, iemaire. Ornate Epiden-

di-iun.—Nat. Ord., Orchidacea? 5 Epidendreaj-LieliadeE.

—A pretty stove epiphyte, without pseudo-bulbs, but

having numerous erect stems, a foot high. The leaves

are distichous, lanceolate, or linear-oblong acuminate,

tinged with violet, especially the veins. The flowers

grow in drooping nearly simple racemes from the

summit of the stems ; the corolla fleshy, warty on the

outside, the sepals and petals reflexed, green, the lip

white, marked with a beautifully striate bright red

spot. From St. Thomas ; introduced to Belgium about

1848. Flowers .' M. A^an Houtte, of Ghent.

EcHiTES PELTATA, VeUoza. Peltate-lcavcd Echites.

—Nat. Ord., Apocynaceoe § Wrightese.—A beautiful per-

ennial stove-twiner of vigorous habit, with a thickish

fleshy stem, covered with velvety down. The leaves

are large, opposite, broadly ovate-acuminate, peltate,

and cuspidate at the base. The flowers gi'ow six or

eight together, in compact coi-ymbose umbels ; the

corolla funnel-shaped, furrowed, two to three inches

long, abruptly contracted below the middle, where it

swells gTadually into the limb of four irregiUarly-

reflexed, ovate-acuminate lobes ; the flowers ai'e rich

yellow on the inner surface, paler on the outside. From
Brazil ; introduced to Belgium in 1844. Flowers in

summer.

Desdrobium paxpebeje, Lindley. Eye-lashed Den-

drobium. (Joiirn. Hort. Soe. v., 33),—Nat, Ord,, OrcM-

daceaj, § Malaxefe-Dendi'obidaD.—A handsome stove

epiphyte, "with erect, club-shaped, teti'agonal stems,

bearing at top acutely oblong, lance-shaped, leathery

leaves. The flowers grow in loose, lateral racemes, and

are white, with a deep yeUow stain at the base of the

lip ; the sepals are spreading, oblong-acute ; the petals

obtuse and denticulate ; the lip ovate, obtuse, cucullate,

covered with soft down, and fringed, near the base, with

long hairs lilce eye-lashes.—From Moulmein ; intro-

duced about 1848. Flowers in autiunn. Messrs. Veitch

and Son, of Exeter.

Vaeoradia pltj5ieaginoii)E,s, Boissier. Leadwort-

like Valoradia. {Bot. Mag., t. 4487).—Nat. Ord., Plum-

baginacete.—Syn., Ceratostigmaplumbaginoides, Bunge;

Plumbago Larpentaj, Lindhy.—A half-hardy, perennial

herbaceous plant, growing from a foot to a foot and a

half high, with nmnerous flexuose branches, forming a

dense mass. The leaves are alternate, obovate, ciliated.

The flowers grow in axillary or terminal heads ; the

bracts scariose, tinged with red; the coroUahypocrateri-

form, with a slender tube, and a reg-ular spreading limb

of five heart-shaped, bright blue lobes, paler at the back,

and of flimsy textm'e.—From China : Pekin and Shang-

hae ; introduced by Su- G. Larpent in 1847. Flowers

in autumn. Messrs. Knight and Perry, of Chelsea.

I
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1. Qiorozema flava, 2. Qiorozema triaugulare,
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CHOEOZEJIA FLAVA.—C. TRIANGULARIS.

CHOEOZEMA FLAVA.
Nat. OrdeTt Legtiminos^ \ Papilionacile.

Generic Ch^vracter.—Chorozema, Lahill.—Calyx half five-

toothed, two-lipped, upper lip bifid, lowex' three-parted. Co.

rolla with the inflated keel shorter than the wings. Style short,

hooked. Stigma oblique, obtuse. Legume inflated, one-celled,

many-seeded, sessile, or sub-sessile. [DecandoUe, Prodroimts.)

Chorozema flava. — Yellow-flowered Chorozema.—Leaves

elongate-ovate, the margins sinuately toothed, the teeth and

apex armed with slender spines, shiny above, reticulate beneath
;

bracteoles about the middle of the pedicels ; standard of the

corolla deep yellow, wings and keel lemon-coloured.

17))ESCRIPTI0N.—A low evergreen shi-ub of a loose graceful habit. Stems slender, and witb

•^ the pedicels and calyces sparingly covered with short hairs. Leaves from one to two

inches long, elongate-ovate, shining above, opaque beneath, with the reticulated veins very

distinct, the margins excavated by small shallow round sinuses, with acute spinous teeth

between them, bearing some resemblance to the holly leaf. Flowers in terminal and axillary

open leafy racemes
;
pedicels arising in the axils of bracts, and with a pau- of minute bracts

halfway up. Calj'x five-toothed and two-lipped. Corolla with the standard large, trans-

versely expanded and emarginate, deep yeUow with green veins at the base ; wings lemon-

yellow, longer than the keel ; keel inflated, enclosing the stamens and short-hooked style.

Legume ?

HiSTOET.—This elegant little plant is, like its congeners, a native of New South Wales
;

its history is unknown, excepting that it was introduced by Baron Hugel, we believe, to Kew.
Our figure is from a plant in the greenhouse of Messrs. Henderson of the Wellington Nm-sery,

St. John's Wood, who inform us that it is a very freely blooming plant, flowering all through

the summer. Its delicate habit and shiny leaves give it a very graceful character, and although

the flowers are less showy than those of some other species, the freedom with which it produces

them renders it a desirable greenhouse plant.

The name of the genus is derived from choros, a dance, and zema, drink ; Labillardiere

having named it in celebration of the discovery of a fi-esh water spring, while travelling on the

west coast of New Holland.—A. H.

CHOROZEMA TRIANGULARIS.
Chorozema triangularis, Lindley.—Xi'iangular Chorozema. i longer than the teeth ; bracteoles at the summit of the pedicels.

—Leaves sub-hastate, pinnatifid, spinous; the point entire,
|

—Lindl,^ Bot. JUg.X.l^l^) Paxtmi'sMag. Bot.nm.'ii.H.

¥^ESCRIPTION.—A low, slender, evergreen shrub, with sub-hastate, pinnatifid, spinous-

^ pointed leaves. The racemes axillary and terminal, leafy ; bracteoles at the summit of the

pedicels. The standard of the corolla scarlet, with a yellow patch at the base ; wings pui-ple.

Its habit is closer than that of most of the gemis.—A. H.

History.—Introduced into this country in 1830, from New Holland, where it was disco-

vered by Baxter. Otu- drawing was made fi-om a plant in the Brookland's Nui'sery.

CrLiTTRE.—Among the additions lately made to our collections of hard-wooded plants, Cho-

rozema flava is one of the most distinct and beautiful. It promises to be of free gi-owth, and

flowering throughout the season, will be found usefrd for conservatory decoration. Being,

however, of loose habit, it wlU requii'e considerable stopping and pinching back to induce it to

form a bushy and compact specimen ; and imtU the plant attains considerable size, it will be

advisable to remove the flower sjsikes directly they are produced. Chorozemas delight in rich

turfy peat, -with a little fibrous loam and leaf mould, liberally intermixed with gritty sand, and

potsherds broken small. If the plants ar-e strong and well rooted, give them a liberal shift,

breaking the soU rather fine, and depending more for mechanical action upon the composition

and mixture of the soils, than upon large pieces of turf and peat ; for though these may act

advantageously for a time, the sand is soon washed away, and the composition becomes sour and

imhealthy. After the plants are potted, place them in a close pit or a warm part of the green-

house, water cautiously at the root untU they get into free growth, but sprinkle them Hghtly

over head once or twice a day in bright clear weather. When the plants are thoroughly

established they may be watered with clear weak Hquid manure twice a-week. Chorozemas

Q are very subject to the attack of a species of Acarus or red spider, peculiar to them, and which '\

Xi it has been found veiy difficult to remove. The best plan is to place a plant upon its side in XI
Ad\ K ffl
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the open air, and tten syringe it powerfully -witli clean water for five or ten minutes, taldng care

that everj- leaf is thoroughly washed on both sides. This washing should be repeated twice

a-week, and if they are much infested it may also be advisable to cover the plants with flowers

of sulphur, aUomng it to remain two or three days, and then washing it oiF clean.

Chorozema triangularis is a delicate plant, and requires very cai-eful management. In potting

it, no loam must be used as for the stronger growing kinds, and the peat must be of the best

quality, yeiy nicely comminuted and intermixed with sand, potsherds, and chai'coal broken

small. Do not shift too largely until the plants are thoroughly established and strong, and

then you must act with considerable caution. A warm part of the green-house, or interme-

diate house, will be the best situation for this species, and even in the stove we have grown

it with considerable success.—^A.

THE CULTURE OF LILIUM LANCIFOLIUjM.

By Mr. GEORGE FREEMA:N', Botanic Garden, Chelsea.

Nat. Order, LiLL,vcE.ai:.

ITTIHE present is a suitable time to commence preparations for growing the varieties of Lihum lanci-

ii folium as ornamental pot plants, either for exhibition, or for decorating the conservatory. This

class of LiUmns is decidedly the best for pot cultm'e, not only on accomit of their beauty and fragrance,

but also from then habit of flowering late in the summer. They are, moreover, easily managed, and

are, therefore, very suitable plants for amatem- cultivators. Good, strong, healthy bulbs, which have

now become cheap, should be purchased at once, and may be potted into the following compost :—three

parts peat earth chopped very coarsely, and one part of good loam ; a good quantity of sand should be

intermixed ; the clean, gritty sand which buUdevs use ^viIl do, but white sand is better.

To produce a good display, two or thi'ee bulbs may be planted together in a pot ; six or eight stems

form a good plant, and may be produced by planting two or three of the double crown bulbs which are

often to be selected fi-om among strong roots, and are more suitable for pot culture than a number of

single-eyed bulbs. Number six pots (13 inches diameter) wiU do vei-y well for two or three such bulbs,

which will fui-nish five, sis, or more stems. The plants do best on the one-shift system ; the bulbs

shoidd, consequently, be planted at once in the pots they are to flower in, taking care that they are

well drained. On the two or three inches of broken potsherds, place some of the roughest of the

sod, to keep the finer fi-om mixing with, and choking up the drainage ; fill up the pots to within thi-ee

inches of the top, and then place the bulb or bulbs on the sm'face of the soil, covering about one inch

of soil over them. Do not water them after potting, but place them in a cold frame or pit ; or beneath the

greenhouse stage, if care is taken that they do not get wet fi'om the di'ippings of the plants above them.

When they commence growing, if under the greenhouse stage, remove them into a fi'ame or pit

;

and, wherever they are placed, let them, under favom'able cu'cumstances, have plenty of an-, so as to

keep them stocky. Give them a good watering in this stage of then growth, and then let them

remain without water for some considerable time ; they do not yet reqmre frequent waterings. Keep
a watchful eye on them as they advance, that they do not get infested with the green fly, to which

they are hable ; and if any of these troublesome insects appear, take the plants out of the fi'ame or

pit, and give them, singly, a good syiinging with tobacco-water, holding the syringe over the central

bud, that the tobacco-water may penetrate among the bases of the young leaves, where they are apt

to sufier most fi-om the attacks of the aphides. About two hours afterwards, they must be syringed

again svith clean water, to wash the stain of the tobacco off them. By the latter end of March, or

early in April, if the season is a favourable one, they will begin to grow vigorously ; they wiU then

require a greater quantity of water, and may be watered overhead, or syringed every genial or mild

morning. They must now also have an abimdant supply of fi-esh ah. If they are in a fe-ame, it will

be a good plan to raise it fi'om the ground, by putting a brick imdcr each corner, by which they will

get plenty of bottom ah ; but the frame must be let down again, if the weather should tm'u out frosty,

or cutting north-east winds should prevail, as is sometimes the case. About the latter end of May
they will requu'c tm'fing up ; that is, a square box of fibrous peat should be built up above the pot

rim, and pegged together so as to enclose the base of the stems ; this must be filled up with the same

kind of compost as that in which they were potted, only made finer and more sandy ; they -nill root

uito tliis sod, which wiU assist them very much. The plants must be tied up to the foi-m reqmi-ed,

and put into the greenhouse, if the fi'ame is not deep enough to hold them ; they should be raised up
near to the glass that they may not di'aw, which they are very apt to do when grooving fi'cely. Con-
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tinue the syringing; every morning when cireunistances are favourable, as they ai-e particularly fond of

a shower bath. After they become pot-boimd, which will be the case some time in June, water regu-

lai'ly with soot-water, which gives them a very healtliy dark-green colour ; this soot-water is made by

jjutting three pecks of soot to eighteen gallons of water, which will be quite strong enough ; stir it

well up together, and after it has settled sldm off the top, and it is then fit for use. Continue water-

ing with this soot-water irntU they show signs of flowering. "V^Hien the flower-buds appeal' they may
either be kept back or hastened—the latter by placing them into the stove, for they do not di-aw up

after they have reached this stage of their development, and wUl bear a very liigh temperatm'e if

freely watered and sjTinged. Where there is, say, a dozen plants, it is advisable to push on some

of them in the stove ; and to keep the others iu a cool, shady place, so as to make a succession.

After they have done flowering, tm'n them out of doors and expose them fully to the smi, that they

may ripen well. In ease of hea^'y rains, the pots should be tm'ned on to their sides so as to keep the

bulbs somewhat dry, and, to the same end, diminish the watering gradually, untd they become quite dry.

Then cut off the stems, and store the pots away in some dry place out of doors, until the nest season.

In the following Febniary, they may be turned out of the pots, the finest bulbs selected for pot

cultivation, and the rest planted out in a prepared reserve bed of soil in the garden. The sod of this

bed should be about eighteen inches deep, and rather sandy. Some of these bulbs, after a yeai''s

growth, will be strong enough to transplant for flowering mto a bed in the flower garden, when they

will prove, for late flowering, one of the most attractive of groups. The soil of the bed should be

prepai'ed for them after proper drainage is secured. A similar compost to that recommended for pot

culture may be used, and plenty of rough material should be mixed thi'ough the mass. The bulbs

should be taken up every season, for the purpose of remo'sung the offsets ; when they may be planted

again, and the stock put into the nursery beds untU they become flowering bulbs. By following these

rules, a sufiBcient quantity of flowering bulbs may be obtained in three years, to have a bed of each

sort. The best time for planting is the end of February or early in March ; but it must be before the

bulbs show signs of growth. In arranging a mixed bed, the strongest bulbs of the varieties spe-

ciosnm and punctatum should occupy the centre ; then the strongest of the variety album ; next the

second size speciosum and punctatum, and then the smaller bulbs of album, which is the dwarfest

grower.

HARDY CONIFERS.
By Mr. W. P. KEANE, Al'thok of " The Beauties op Surrey," &c.

KftllERE is nothing more pleasing to a benevolent mind than to observe, amid all the bustle and

H competition of tliis age of excitement, the daily increasing taste for the beautiful Coniferoe, diffusing

itself over the length and breadth of the land. In no other manner, to my apprehension, is the

disinterestedness and the noble-mindedness of man so finely developed, as in planting for posterity.

How barren and di-eary is a country without trees. "WTiat scene so beautiful as the landscape adorned

with the tall, stately, and conical forms of some trees, the gracefully drooping branches of others, and

the ever-changing and beautiful features that each revolving season gives to all. When we now admire

the landscape scenery of the country, adorned as it is principally by the natives of the sod—fine

fellows, too, the brave old Oak, Elm, Beech, and many others—we cannot help picturing to our minds

how great the change wiU be, and how enriched the embellishment pi'odueed over the whole face of

the countiy, when the fine and noble race of Coniferas, having arrived at the perfect state of matm-ity,

shall contribute an oriental grandeur to the scene. Posterity cannot be too grateful to the many
gentlemen—phUanthi'opists in the true sense of the word, who have planted, or are preparing to

plant, the hardy denizens of other climes, to give splendour' and beauty to the pleasure-grounds and

parks, to the hills and valleys of theii- own estates.

The accounts given by travellers of the rich luxm-iance of the large and handsome trees of foi-eign and

distant climes are interesting and instructive. They are also useful, as it has been generally in conse-

quence of such accounts that collectors have been appointed to different parts of the world to send home
seeds or plants of all that would be useful or ornamental in this country. It is pleasant to picture to one's

self the marked change that the whole face of the comitiy shall undergo, when the noble and magestic

Araucaria imbricata, the graceful Deodar Cedar, the beautiful Abies Douglasii and Pinus insignis,

P. montioola, and many other majestic Coniferte of varied and vivid greens, shall be luxiuiating with

us in all the natural beauty of then- native dress.

Nearly aU the Coniferas are valuable for timber, or for ornament, and generally for both. The

Thujas, Cypresses, and Jimipers, are particularly interesting in their habits of growth, and are suitable
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either for exposed situations or on very rocky poor soils about the home grounds. When we hear of

some of the Couiferse being introduced from tropical cUmates, we are disposed to doubt that they wiU
ever become useful in this country, but we must consider that, although there are many parts, even
within the tropics, exposed to a bright sky and intense heat, there are other parts exposed to

frosts and snows. In such climates, the

range of vegetation natm-aUy adapted

for each locality progresses as the range

of temperature extends fi-om the sultry

valleys to the snow-capped mountains.

With the uncertainty that always exists

about the proper management of plants

introduced from countries but slightly

explored, it is satisfactory to know that

many Coniferas have been tested by the

most severe winter on record in this

country, (1837-38), and have proved

hardy.

As it is probable that many persons

who have been nursing their Conifera;

thi'ough this severe winter will be dis-

posed to plant them out at the first ap-

proach of fine weather, I am induced to

caution them against so doing, and to give

them a few hin ts that may be useful when
the time arrives for carrying them into

practice. At present, the best thing to

be done is to select the situations in

which they are to be planted, and to

turn lip the soil into mounds eighteen

inches or two feet high, the better to ameliorate and pulverize it by exposure to frost and other atmospheric

influences. The situation to be selected should be rather exposed, where a good growth could be

made sufiiciently early to become matured before the nipping frosts of autumn appear. No practice

that we can adopt wiU change the nature of a plant, but we may be able to influence its susceptibility

so far, by good management, as to enable it to withstand the many atmospheric changes to which it

may be exposed. The soil being well pulverized and raised into finely sloping mounds, about the

middle of May, when all danger of frost is over, is the best time for turning the plants out of their

pots into the open ground ; where they are to remain to adorn the park sceneiy or pleasure-ground

views. The object in planting them upon mounds is to produce a thorough drainage for the roots and

a more agreeable appearance in the landscape. The soil being mulched or covered with the mowings
from the pleasure-grounds, or vrith leaves or any other litter easUy procm'ed in summer, will prevent

evaporation, and the moisture in the soil will be retained for the healthy vegetation of the roots.

Dm-ing the summer, when the days are long, the sunlight powerful, and the temperature high,

vegetation is excited to produce luxui'iant growth. As the days become shorter, the sunHght less

powerful, and the temperature lower, a change is produced in the system of the plant, and it gradually

subsides into a comparatively dormant state—the leaves being dependant upon the influence of heat

and light for their excitability, for the proper elaboration of the sap, and for then- healthy perspira-

tion ; and when these influences are on the decline, the plant is approaching the state of rest natural to

vegetables in aU parts of the world. It then attains to a state of rest in which it is able to with-

stand the severity of winter. Although roots are never entii'ely inactive, nevertheless then- action

will in a great measure depend upon the active vitality of the leaves. It is principally by the action

of the leaves that the roots are excited to imbibe nom-ishment from the soU ; but when the power

of the leaves to perspire aqueous matter, and to absorb the nutritious gases supplied by the atmo-

sphere, ceases, the roots gradually, and in less quantities, imbibe food from the soil to supply the

waste produced in the system dm-ing the summer and autumn growth of the plant, and to collect a

store of organizable matter to supply the demand of the leaves and branches the following spring.

When the roots are smTOunded with a superabundance of water in badly drained soUs, they imbibe it

in immoderate quantities, the vessels of the plant become gorged, the tissues lax, and the whole system

disorganized ; then they are most susceptible of injury from frosts. It is for such reasons advisable to

JX'NIPERTJS EXCELSA.
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SACRED BOTANY.—THE TAMARISK—MANNA.

plant Coniferse in open or exposed situations, where their growth would be gradually arrested by the

coldness and other atmospheric influences of such situations. The truth of the principle is proved by
the fact, that in severe winters the more exposed the plants have been grown, the less they have

suffered ; and, on the contrary, the more they have been sheltered, without being protected artificially,

the more severely they have been injui'ed. The following is a list of hardy and handsome Conifera3,

selected either for diversity of foliage or habit of gi'owth :-

Mexican.

Pinus Ayacuhiiite.

Pinus apulcensis.

Pinus Devoniana.

Pinus Hartwegii.

Pinus Llaveana.

Pinus Montezumce.

Pinus macrophyUa.

Pinus patula.

Pinus Eusselliana.

Pinus Teocote.

Picea reHgiosa.

Jiuiipenis flaccida.

Juniperus tetragona.

iV. W. American.

Pinus maerocarpa.

Pinus insignis.

Pinus Lambertiana.

Pinus monticola.

Pinus Coulterii.

Pinus Sabiniana.

Pinus Sinclauiana.

Abies Menziesti.

Abies Douglasii

Picea amabUis.

Picea grandis.

Picea nobihs.

Indian.

Pinus exeelsa.

Pinus Gerardiana.

Cedrus Deodara.

Abies Brunoniana.

Abies Morinda.

Abies Smithiana.

Abies "Webbiana.

Thuja orientaUs.

Ciyptomeria japonica.

Juniperus chinensis.

Utiropean.

Pinus halepensis.

Pinus brutia.

Picea eophalonica.

Picea Pinsapo.

Juniperus exeelsa.

Juuipenis occidentalis.

Inrrri JJntnmf.—Clu! ^umiitislv—JfinnKii.

THE name of the Tamarisk tree does not occm" in our Bibles ; nevertheless, the Hebrew word eshel,

which is met with in two or three passages, is supposed to refer to this tree, which bears, in the

Arabic, the name of asul or atiil. The Hebrew eslicl, in our version, is sometimes translated f/rove,

sometimes tree. "Abraham planted a grove in Beer-sheba" (Gen. xxi. 33). " Saul abode in Gibeah,

under a tree in Raniah" (1 Sam. xxii. 6). "They took their bones, and bm'ied them under a tree at

Jabesh" (1 Sam. xxxi. 13).

The Arabic and Hebrew names above quoted

are sufficiently correspondent to admit of being

referred to the same plant; the more so, as the

asul ofters no violence to the texts in which eshel

occurs. There is abundant evidence of the existence

of Tamarisk trees in Ai'abia, in Egypt, and in Pale-

stine, where they grow to the size of large trees.

One species, Tamarix orientalis, bears, in the

Arabic, the names of atl and asul; and its charac-

teristics render it by no means unlikely to have been

planted in Beer-sheba by Abraham ; for it is one of

the few trees which grow, and even flom-ish and

attain a lai'ge size in the arid desert ; thus afibrdiug

the advantage of shade in a hot country. Beyond
this there is nothing in the texts where the eshel is

mentioned which serves for the exact identification

of the plant intended. Our engraving represents the

species above referred to, T. orientalis ; though there

are two or three others very Hke it in theii- character,

which are found in the same regions. This species

is valued in consequence of the excellence of its wood
for making charcoal ; and also for the astringent gall

with which its branches are loaded, which, according

to Rosenmuller, are full of a beautiful bright red sap

before they become dried up. He also states that

the Egyptians use its wood for fuel ; and that bowls

and drinking-vessels are made of it.

The Tamarix is further interesting as being one

of the plants which have been supposed to have

yielded the manna of the Israelites, as it does cer-

tainly yield a substance which, at the present day, is

called mann by the Ajrabs. It is an exudation, which, in the month of June, di-ops from the thorns

TA3IAEIX ORIENTALIS.
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of the Tamarisk ; and, if eaten in quantity, is said to be purgative. The Arabs eat it with bread, as they

do honey, wliich it resembles in sweetness, having an agreeable aromatic flavour. It has been supposed

to result fi'om the punetui'e of an insect of the coccus family. But this mann by no means answers to all

the statements respecting the manna—which we understand to have been altogether a miraculous

production : it was certainly so as to its continued supply, if not also as regards the substance itself.

It is described as white, lOve hoar-frost
f
as round, and of the size of coriander seed ; as falling with

the dew every morning—a double quantity falling every sixth day ; as becoming corrupt and breeding

worms, if kept till the second day, except on the Sabbath ; as being kneeded into dough, and baked

into cakes ; as tasting like wafers made with honey ; and as suddenly ceasing its supply on the morrow
after the people " did eat of the old corn of the land,"—" neither had the children of Israel manna any

more" (Josh. v. 12). Many of these particulars do not apply to the 7?iann ; and, on the whole, it may
be doubted whether the gummy exudation of the Tamarisk, or of any other tree,—for several have

been suggested,—had anything to do with the daily food of the Israelites duiing the years of their

wanderings.—M.

Eraim.
Aspects ofNature in different Lands and different Climates,

loith Scientific Elucidations. By A. Von Humboldt,

Translated by Mrs. Sabiue. London, Longman and

Miuray. 2 vols.

(second notice.)

In the Essay on the "Physiognomy of Plants," the

author commences with a very graphic sketch of the

disti'ibution of organic life over the globe. Not only

have the declivities of the highest mountains their ap-

pointed inhabitants, but the ocean, even the atmosphere,

are filled with hving things, cither perfect creatui'es,

or the germs of others, borne about by cun-ents to find a

new home far from then- native spots. Some animals

venture even to take up their abode in ice. The vege-

table kingdom presents remarkable difi'erences according

to the physical position in which its members are placed,

and still more strictly marked than in the animal king-

dom is the peculiarity of the vegetable world in each

particular zone. At all events, the peculiarities of ve-

getation are much more remarkable than those of the

animal kingdom, so far as relates to the general impres-

sion produced ; animals are small in proportion, are

endowed with motion, and frequently withdi'aw them-

selves from the eye of man ; whUe plants, fixed objects,

by then- size and the vast spaces they cover by their

accumulated numbers, form the most striking feature of

the landscape in all but the most ban-en regions.

The eye is gladdened in a temperate and well-wa-

tered disti-iet, by the cheerful carpet of turf, unknown

in hotter climates, where the grasses grow in ranker

development, in isolated tufts, or even, as the bamboo,

become arborescent, while the delicate, tender herbs are

exchanged for half-woody shi'ubs or taller herbs, in

either case for plants incapable of being reduced to the

soft uniform growth of our pastures. Under a hotter

sun the scene changes in a way dependent chiefly upon

the position of a region in regard to the cm-rents of au-

and \'icinity of moimtains, since, on the one hand, the

bm-ning heat may draw forth that prodigious luxuriance

of vegetation which is met with in the well-watered

regions of South America, on the east side of the Andes

;

while, should the wateryvapour be absent from the winds

blowing over the region, as in some places on the west

side of the Andes, and over the central tracts of Northern

Africa, vegetation perishes from the parching drought.

Passing from the general -views, the author aelectg

certain remarkable types, as representing the forms

giving the most striking features to the scenery of dif-

ferent parts of the globe, and concludes -with some re-

flections on the pleasure to be derived by the contem-

plation of their grouping, and the great field that lies

open to landscape painters, in the study of the vegetable

forms of warmer regions in their native countries. This

last consideration is one that deserves great attention
;

there is nothing that the lover of plants feels the want

of so much as good representations of the vegetation of

other lands. Scarcely anything of the kind exists at

present, artists generally represent the trees under a

few conventional forms, seldom noting them with any

accuracy in nature, and usually fill up the details of

their finished dramngs by the aid of imperfect memory,

or, still worse—imagination. Flowers and single plants

we can see in our conservatories and stoves, but the un-

traveUed botanist is at a loss when he tries to pictm-e to

himself the glorious vegetation of tropical climates

;

language may go far, but good dra"wings are the great

desideratum in this depai-tment of physical geography.

Passing to the " Annotations and Additions," we
meet -with a very interesting note upon the probable

numbers of existing plants. This is of considerable

length, and we shall select only portions of it, giving

the general results of the calculations at which the

author arrives.

" If, then, -we would attempt to solve the question spoken of in

the early pai-t of this dissertation, hy giving in an approximate

manner the numerical limit (le nombre limite of French mathe-

maticians), -which the whole phanerogamce, now existing on the

surface of the earth, cannot he supposed to fall short of, we may
perhaps find our safest guide in a comparison of the numerical

ratios (which, as wehave seen, maybe assumed to exist between

the different families of plants), -with the number of species con-

tained in herbariums, and cultivated in our gi-eat botanic gar-

dens. I have said that in 1820 the number of species contained

in the herbariums of the Jardin des Plantes at Paris was ah-eady

estimated at 56,000. I do not permit myself to conjecture the

amount which the herbariums of England may contain ; but

the great Paris herbarium, which was formed with much per-

sonal sacrifice by Benjamin Delessei-t, and given by him for free

and general use, was stated at his death to contain 86,000 species

;

a number almost equal to that which, as late as 1835, was con-

jecturiiUy assigned by Lindley as that of all the species existing

on the whole earth. (Lindley, Introduction to Botany, 2d edit.,

p. 504). Few herbariums have been reckoned with care, after a

complete and strict separation and withdrawal of all mere

.^
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I varieties. Not a few plants contained in smaller collections,

are still wanting in the greater herbariums Tvhich are supposed

to be general or complete. Dr. Klotzseh estimates the present

entire number of phoenogamous plants in the gi'eat Royal Her-

barium at Schoneberg, near Berlin, of ^Thich he is the curator,

at 74,000 species.

Loudon's useful work, Hortus Britannicus, gives an approxi-

mate "View of all the species which are, or at no remote time

have been, cultivated in Bi'itish gardens : the edition of 1832

en^lmerates, including indigenous plants, exactly 2G,660 phseno-

gamous species. "We must not confound with this large number
of plants which have grown or been cxiltivated at any time and

in any part of the whole British Islands, the number of living

plants which can be shown at any single moment of time in any

single botanic garden. In this last-named respect the Botanic

Garden of Berlin has long been regarded as one of the richest in

Europe. The fame of its extraordinai-y riches rested formerly

only on uncertain and approximate estimations, and, as my
fellow-labourer and friend of many years' standing, Professor

Kunth, has justly remarked (in manuscript notices communi-
cated to the Gartenbau-Yercin in December, 1846), 'no real

enumeration or computation could be made until a systematic

catalogue, based on a rigorous examination of species, had been

prepared. Such an enumeration has given rather above 14,060

species ; if vre deduct fi'om this number 37o cultivated Ferns, -we

have remaining 13,685 phEenogamous species ; among ^hich -we

find 1,600 Compositse, 1,150 Legxmiinosae, 423 Labiatee, 370

TJmbelliferae, 460 Orehidere, 60 Palms, and GOO Grasses and
Cyperacece. If vre compare with these numbers those of the

species already described in recent works,—Compositse (Decan-

dolle and Walpers) about 10,000 ; Leguminosae, 8,070; Labiatfe,

(Bentham), 2,190; Umbellifer^, 1,620 ; Grasses, 3,544; and
Cyperacete (Kunth. Enumeratio Plantarum), 2,000;—we shall

perceive that the Berlin Botanic Garden cultivates, of the very

large families, Compositie, Leguminosa?, and Grasses, only l-7th,

l-8th, and l-9th ;—and of the small families, Labiatae and
Umbelliferee, about l-5th or l-4th, of described species. If,

then, "we estimate the number of all the different phaenogamous

plants, cultivated at one time in all the botanic gardens of

Europe at 20,000, "we find that the cultivated species appear to be

about the eighth part of those -which are already either described

or preserved in berbarixuns, and that these must nearly amount
to 160,000. This estimate need not be thought excessive, since

of many of the larger families, (for example, Guttiferse, Malpi-

ghiacece, Melastomeas, Slyrtaceoe, and KubiacesE), hardly a

hundredth part are found in oiu" garden.' If -we take the number
given by Loudon, in his Hortus Britannicus, (26,660 species,) as

a basis, we shall find—according to the justly drawn succession

of inferences of Professor Kunth, in the manuscript notices

from which I have borrowed the above—the estimate of 160,000

species rise to 213,000 ; and even this is still very moderate, for

Heynhold's Nomenclator botanicus Hortensis (1846) even rates

the phaenogamous species then cultivated at 35,600 ; whereas I

have employed Loudon's number for 1832, %'iz., 26,660. On the

whole, it would appear fi'om "what has been said,—and the con-

clusion is at first sight a sufficiently striking one—^that at present

there are almost more known species of phasnogamous plants

(with which we are acquainted by gardens, descriptions, or

herbariums), than there are known insects."

" If these considerations have led us to the proportion borne
by the species of plants cultivated in gardens to the entire

amount of those which are already either described or preserved

in herbariums, we have still to consider the proportion borne by
the latter to what we conjecture to be the whole number of

forms existing upon the earth at the present time, /. e. to test

the assimied minimum of such fonns by the relative numbers
of species in the different families, therefore, by uncertain
multipliers. Such a test, however, gives for the lowest limit or

minimum number results so low as to lead us to perceive that

even in the gi'eat families,—our knowledge of which has been
of late most sti'ikingly enriched by the descriptions of botanists,

—we are still acquainted with only a small part of existing

plants. The Eepertorium of Walpers completes DecandoUe's
Prodromus of 1825 up to 1846 ; we find in it, in the family of

Leguminosae, 8,068 species. AVe may assume the ratio, or rela-

tive numerical proportion of this family to all phEenogamous
plants, to be l-21th—as we find it 1-lOth within the tropics, l-16th

in the middle temperate, and l-33rd in the cold northern zone.

The described Leguminosae would thus lead us to assume only

169,400 existing phcenogamous species on the whole surface of

the earth, whereas, as we have shown, the Compositfe indicate

more than 160,000 already known species. The discordance is

instructive, and may be further elucidated and illustrated by

the foUo^wing analogous considerations.

The major part of the Compositee, of which LinniEus knew
only 785 species, and which has now £;rowri to 12,000, appear to

belong to the Old Continent ; at least Decandolle described only

3,590 American, whilst the European, Asiatic, and African

species amounted to 5,093. This apparent richness in Composittn

is, however, illusive, and considerable only in appearance ; the

ratio or quotient of the family, l-15th between the tropics, l-7th

in the temperate zone ; and l-13th in the cold zone, shows that

even more species of Compositse than Leguminosa must hitherto

have escaped the reseai-ches of travellers ; for a midtipUcation

by 12 would give us only the improbably low number of 144,000

phaenogamous species. The families of Grasses and CyperacetB

give still lower results, because comparatively still fewer of their

species have been described and collected. We have only to

cast our eyes on the map of South Amei'ica, remembering the

Avide extent of territory occupied by gi-assy plains, not only in

Venezuela and on the banks of the Apure and the Meta, but also

to the south of the forest-covered regions of the Amazons, in

Chaco, Eastern Tucuman, and the Pampas of Buenos Ayi'es and
Patagonia, bearing in mind that of all these extensive regions

the greater part have never been explored by botanists, and the

remainder only imperfectly and incompletely so. Northern and
Central Asia offer an almost equal extent of Steppes, but in

which, however, dicotyledonous herbaceous plants are more
largely mingled with the GramineEe. If we had sufficient

grounds for believing that we are now acquainted with half the

phtenogamous plants on the globe, and if we took the number
of known species only of one or other of the before-mentioned

numbers of 160,000 or 213,000, we should still have to take the

number of grasses (the general proportion of which appears to

be I-12th), in the first case at least at 26,000, and in the second

case at 35,000 different species, which would give respectively in

the two cases only either l-8th or 1-lOth part aslinown.

"The assumption that we already know half the existing

species of phEenogamous plants is farther opposed by the follow-

ing considerations. Several thousand species of MonocotyFedons

and Dicotyledons, and among them tall trees,—I refer here to

my o'wn Expedition,—have been discovered in regions, consider-

able portions of which had been previously examined by dis-

tinguished botanists. The portions of the great continents

which have never even been ti'odden by botanical obsen'ers,

considerably exceed in area those which have been traversed by
such travellers, even iu a supei-ficial manner. The greatest

variety of phaenogamous vegetation, /. e., the greatest number of

species on a given area, is found between the tropics, and in

the sub-tropical zones. This last-mentioned consideration

renders it so much the more important to remember how almost

entii-ely unacquainted we are, on the New Continent, north of

the equator, with the Floras of Oaxaea, Yucatan, Guatimala,

Nicaragua, the Isthmus of Panama, Choco, Antioquia, and the

Provincia de los Pastos; and south of the equator, with the

Floras of the vast forest region between the Ucayale, the Hio de

la Madera, and the Tocantin (three great tributaries of the

Amazons), and with those of Paraguay and the Provincia de los

Missiones. In Africa, except in respect to the coasts, we know
notliing of the vegetation from 15 deg. north, to 20 deg, south

latitude ; in Asia we ai'e unacquainted "^ith the Floras of the

south and south-east of Arabia, where the highlands rise to

about 6,400 English feet above the level of the sea,—of the

coimti'ies between the Thian-schan, the Kuenltin, and the Hi-

malaya, all the west part of China, and the gi-eater part of the

countries beyond the Ganges. Still more unkno^-n to the

botanist are the interior of Borneo, New Guinea, and part of

Australia. Farther to the south the number of species under-

goes a wonderful diminution, as Joseph Hooker has well and

ably shown from his own observation in his Antartic Flora.

The three islands of which New Zealand consists extend from

34A deg. to 47:}: deg. S. latitude, and as they contain, moreover,

snowy mountains of above 8,850 English feet elevation, they

must include considerable diversity of climate. The Northern I
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Island has been examined witli tolerable completeness from the

Toyaije of Banks and Solander to Lesson, and the Brothers Cun-
ningham and Colenso ; and yet in more than seventy years we
have only become acquainted with less than 700 phcenogamous
species. (Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand, 1843, vol. i.,

p. 419.) The paucity of vegetable corresponds to the paucity of

animal species. Joseph Hooker, in his Flora Antartica, p. 73-75,

remarks that ' the botany of the densely-wooded regions of the

Southern Islands of the New Zealand gi'oup, and of Fuegia, is

much more meagre, not only than that of similarly clothed

regions of Europe, but of islands many degrees nearer to the

Northern Pole than these are to the Southern one. Iceland, for

instance, which is from 8 to 10 degrees farther from the equator

than the Auckland and the Campbell Islands, contains certainly

five times as many flowering plants. In the Antartic Flora,

under the influence of a cool and moist, but singularly equable

climate, great imiformity, arising from paucity of species, is

associated with great luxuriance of vegetation. This sti-iking

uniformity prevails both at diiferent levels, (the species found

on the plains appearing also on the slopes of the mountains,)

and over vast extents of country, from the south of Chili to

Patagonia, and even to Tierra del Fuego, or from lat. 45 to 56

deg. Compare, on the other hand, in the northern temperate

region, the Flora of the south of France, in the latitude of the

Chonos Archipelago on the coast of Chili, with the Flora of

Argyleshire in Scotland in the latitude of Cape Horn, and bow
great a difference of species is foimd ; wliile in the Southern

Hemisphere the same types of vegetation pass through many
degrees of latitude. Lastly, on Walden Island, in lat. 80^ deg.

N., or not ten degi-ees from the North Pole of the earth, ten

species of flowering plants have been collected, while in the

southernmost islet of the South Sbetlands, though only in lat.

63 deg. S.. only a solitary gi'ass was found.' These considera-

tions on the distribution of plants confirm the belief that the

great mass of still unobserved, uncollected, and undescribed

flowering plants must he sought for in tropical coimtries, and in

the latitudes from 12 to 15 deg. distant from the tropics."

Among tlie other extensive notes to this essay, all

very full of information on interesting points, we may
especiallypoint to those on the "fertilisation of flowers,"

the " colossal size and great age of trees," and the spe-

cial notes devoted to each of the typical forms of vege-

tation, especially those of the Palms and the Conifera?.

Finally, there is a supplementary note on the physiog-

nomical classification of plants, from which we make

our final exh'act, con"\anced that our readers will desire

to see more of the book.

"As, therefore, a ' physiognomic classification,' or a division

into groups from external aspect or * faeies,' does not admit of

being applied to the whole vegetable kingdom, so also, in such a

classification, the gi'ounds on which the division is made are

quite different from those on which our systems of natural

families and of plants (including the whole of the vegetable

kingdom) have been so happily established. Physiognomic

classification grounds her divisions and the choice of her types

on whatever possesses ' mass,'—such as shape, position, and ar-

rangement of leaves, their size, and the character and surfaces

(shining or dull) of the parenchyma,—therefore, on all that are

called more especially the ' organs of vegetation,' i. c. those on

which the preservation,—the nourishment and development,

—

of the individual depend ; while systematic botany, on the other

hand, grounds the arrangement of natural families on the con-

sideration of the organs of propagation,—those on which the

continuation or preservation of the species depends. (Kunth,

Lehrbuch der Botanik, 1847, Th. i. S. 511 ; Schleiden, diePflanze

und ihr Leben, 1848, S. 100.) It was already taught in the

school of Aristotle (Probl. 20, 7), that the production of seed is

the ultimate object of the existence and life of the plant. Since

Caspar Fried. Wolf (Thcoria Gonerationis, $ 5-9), and since our

great (German) poet, the process of development in the organs

of fructification has become the morphological foundation of all

Bystematic botany.

" That study, and the study of the physiognomy of plants, I

here repeat, proceed from two different points of view : the first

from agreement in the inflorescence or in the delicate organs of

reproduction; the second from the form of the parts which
constitute the axes {i. e. the stems and branches), and the shape
of the leaves, dependent principally on the distribution of the

vascular fascicles. As, then, the axes and appendicular organs
predominate by their volume and mass, they determine and
strengthen the impression wliich we receive ; they indi\-idualise

the physiognomic character of the vegetable form and that of

the landscape, or of the region in which any of the more
stronglj'-marked and distinguished types severally occur. The
law is here given by agreement and aifinity in the marks taken
from the vegetative, i. e. the nutritive organs. In all European
colonies, the inhabitants have taken occasion, from resemblances
of physiognomy (of 'habitus,' 'faeies,') to bestow the names of

European forms upon tropical plants or trees bearing very dif-

ferent flowers and fruits from those from which the names were
originally taken. Everywhere, in both hemispheres, northern

settlers have thought they found alders, poplars, apple and
olive trees. They have been misled in most cases by the form
of the leaves and the direction of the branches. The illusion

has been favoured by the cherished remembrance of the trees

and plants of home, and thus European names have been handed
down from generation to generation ; and in the slave colonies

there have been added to them denominations derived from
negro languages.

" The contrast so often presented between a striking agree-

ment of physiognomy and the greatest diversity in the inflor-

escence and fructification, — between the external aspect as

determined by the appendicular or leaf-system, and the repro-

ductive organs on which the groups of the natural systems of

botany are founded,— is a remarkable and surprising pheno-
menon. We should have been inclined beforehand to imagine

that the shape of what are exclusively termed the vegetative

organs, for example, the leaves, would have been less indepen-

dent of the structm*e of the organs of reproduction; but in

reality such a dependence only shows itself in a small number of

families,—in Ferns, Grasses, and Cyperaceas, Palms, Coniferas,

UmbelliferEG, and Aroidete. In Leguminoste the agreement in

physiognomic character is scarcely to be recognised until we
divide them into the several gi'oups (Papilionacece, Ccesalpiniete,

and MimoscEe). I may name, of types which, when compared
with each other, show considerable accordance in physiognomy
with great difference in the structure of the flowers and fruit,

Palms and Cycadece, the latter being more nearly allied to

Conifera? ; Cuscuta, one of the Convolvulacae, and the leafless

Cassytha, a parasitical Laurinece ; Equisetum, (belonging to the

gi-eat division of Ci'yptogamia,) and Ephedra, closely allied to

ConifersB. On the other hand, our common gooseberries and
currants (Ribcs) are so closely allied by their inflorescence to

the Cactus, i. e. to the family of Opuntiaceae, that it is only quite

recently that they have been separated from it ! One and the

same family (that of Asphodelece) comprises the gigantic Dra-

caena Draco, the common asparagus, and the Aletris with its

coloured flowers. Not only do simple and compoxmd leaves

often belong to the same family, but they even occur in the

same genus. We found in the high plains of Peru and New
Granada, among twelve new species of Weinmannia, five with

'foliis simplicibus,' and the rest with pinnate leaves. The
genus Ai'alia shows still greater independence in the form

of the leaves : ' foha simplicia, Integra, vel lobata, digitata et

pinnata.' (Compare Kunth, Synopsis Plantarum quas in iti-

nere collegerunt, Al. de Hmnboldt et Aim. Bonpland, T. iii.

p. 87 andSGO).
" Pinnated leaves appear to me to belong chiefly to families

which are in the highest grade of organic development, namely,

the Polj'pctalte ; and among these, in the Perigynic class, to the

Leguminosse, Bosaceie, TerebinthaceiE, and Juglandece ; and in

the Hypogynic, to the AurantiaceoB, CedrelaccEe, and Sapin-

daceai. The beautiful doubly-pinnated leaves which form one

of the principal ornaments of the torrid zone, are most frequent

among the Legurainosas, in Mimosea;, also in some CcesalpinieiE,

Coulterias, and Gleditschias ; never, as Kunth remarks, in Pa-

pUionacea?. ' Folia pinnata' and * folia composita' are never

found in Gentianese, Rubiacete, and Myi'tacece. In the morpho-

logical development presented by the abundance and variety of

form in the appendicular organs of Dicotyledones, we can at

present discern only a small number of general laws.'
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ERICA ELEGANTISSIMA.

N'at Orcfer, Ericaceae, 5 Erice.'e.

Generic CiiAnAOTER.—Erica, Linn.— Calyx four-toothed, or
foui'-parted. Curulla hypogynous, various— globose, urceolate,

tubular, campanulate or salver-shaped, limb four-toothed. Sta-

mens 8, inserted beneath an hji^ogynous disk, included or ex-

serted
;
filaments free ; anthers terminal or lateral, distinct or

cohering at the base, unarmed, a^\^led or crested, cells bursting

at the apex by a lateral foramen. Oeari/ four-celled, cells many-
seeded; style filiform; stigma capitate, cup-shaped, or peltate.

Capsule four-celled, bursting loculicidally into four valves, the

valves bearing the septa on their middle ; septa opposite, alter-

nate, or sometimes adnate to the angles of the central, four-

sided or four-^vinged placentiferous column . Seeds numerous,
oval, reticulated.

—

{Undlicher,)

Sub-genus.—Stellanthe.—Tube of the corolla globose, ovate

or elongated, inflated .at the b.ase, or more rarely equal ; throat

contracted ; limb fiat, spreading like a star. Anthers lateral,

included in the tube, tmarmed, awned or crested.

—

{Decandulle,

Prodromus.)

Erica elegantissima.—{.BTf/Snt?.)—Leaves somevchat four-

ranked, linear, obtuse, ciliated, and with a short thickened

point ; squarrosely recurved ; sepals linear-lanceolate, attenu-

ated from the middle, obtuse, ciliated, somewhat cartilaginous
;

tube of the corolla iirceolate-cylindrieal, 9-10 lines long, pur-

plish-crmison, minutely \'iscous-pubescent ; teeth white, short,

entire, spreading.

Synonyjit.—Enca eleyaniissima of gardens.

yf^ESCRIPTION.—A dwarf shrub of close habit ; the stems well covered with squai-rosely

^ spreading, rather pale green, linear, obtuse leaves. It produces its flowers in clusters of

fours up the lateral shoots, and the flowers are large and showy. The inflated base of the tube

is contracted gradually ujiwards, and is of a deep jjiu'plish crimson ; the white, triangular teeth,

spread horizontally from the throat. The leaves and sepals are ciliated, with rather distant

glandular hairs.

HisTOEY.—Our di-awing is from a plant in the greenhouse of Messrs. Henderson, Wellington

Road, St. John's Wood. It is said to be a hybrid, between Erica hiemalis and E. HartneUi,

(crinita, Locldic/es Bot. Cab. 1432), the latter of which is supposed to be a hybrid, belonging to

the Ampullaceous group of the section Emyloma (Don). As a winter-bloomer it is a valuable

variety ; and it promises to bloom freely. The flowers were paler than usual in the specimen

from which om- figiu-e was obtained, on account of the plant having been kept close, still the

contrast between the colom-s of the limb and tube was very pleasing.—A. H.

The generic name Erica, altered by Pliny from the ereilce of Theophrastus, is derived

from the Greek ereiko, to break in pieces, on account, as some say, of the brittleness of

their branches, or, according to others, from the supposed virtues of some of the species in

brealdng the stone in the bladder.

CiriTTJB.E.—This very pretty addition to our stock of winter blooming Heaths must be

placed among the hard-wooded section, and, we fear, like some of its companions, will be foimd

of rather slow growth. The jjlant from which our drawing was made was rather stunted in

apj)earance, but, we hope, when yoimg plants come to be gro^^^l freely from the cuttiug-jjot,

they will improve. Having originated, in part, from E. hiemahs, a remarkably free-growing plant,

we should hope that it may, in some meas\u.-e, take after that species, and grow very freely
;

at anj' rate, it is a very distinct and desirable varietj', and, we have no doubt, will receive, as

it merits, carefrd management. Heaths deHght in turfy peat soil, liberal!}' intermixed with

white sand and potsherds, or pieces of charcoal broken small. If the plants are healthy, and

well I'ooted, give them a liberal shift, that is, fi'om a three-inch to a six-inch pot, taking especial

care to drain the pot properly ; but, if the plants are badly rooted, a smaller shift wdl suffice,

until you get them into free growth. Water careftdly, mth soft water, especially after the

plants are fi'esh jjotted ; but, at the same time, recollect that more Heaths are destroyed by the

want of water than by recei's'ing too much.

Heaths are propagated by cuttings formed of the tender tips of the young shoots, about an

inch in length ; these are carefully prepared to avoid bruising any part of the stem, and are in-

serted in cutting pots prepared with a sm-face of firmly-pressed, pure, aud moistened white sand

;

after watering, to settle the sand close about them, and allowing the moistm-e to subside, they

are covered with bell-glasses, the edges of which are pressed a Httle into the sui-face of the sand,

so as to completely exclude the air. They are then placed in a propagating house, or in a spent

hot-bed. The glasses should be wiped inside, if much dampness accumidates. When they

J
begin to root, which n'ill appear from the starting of the shoots, they must have a little air daily, v^

to harden them pre^dotisly to removing the beU-glasses entirely.—A. &
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ON THE MANAGEMENT OF ICE IN STACKS AND ICE-HOUSES.

By Mb,, H, BAILET, C,M,H.S,, Gaudenee, to G. Hakcouet, Esa., Nunehaji Park.

Kl S we make advances towards refined civilization, so do oiu' luxuries become necessary to existence
;

JEx and there is, perhaps, no more striking proof of this, than the demand for ice in the summer
months, since tliis commodity has been placed within reach by the facility of transit, which has

brought the solid crystal blocks of Wenham Lake into oui- shop-windows at midsummer—thus maldng
it common to all. In large establishments in this country the demand for ice is much on the increase,

and, where an ordinary ice-house was formerly deemed sufficient, two are now filled, and these are

aided by large stacks for early use. It has thus become an important part of the gardener's business

to secui'e for his employer an ample quantity, and it is hoped that the following observations con-

nected with the general management of ice for domestic purposes, may not be without interest to the

readers of the Oarchners' Magazine of Botany.

In the first place, the sonrce from whence the ice is to be obtained should be, if possible, a broad

expanse of water, kept perfectly clear from weeds, and fi-om the falling leaves of trees, for nothing is

more unsightly than dirty ice ; the water, therefore, fi-om which ice is to be procured for family use,

should neither be margined nor overhung by trees, wliich exercise a powerful influence in preventing

the sm-face from freezing, by arresting the i-adiation of heat. This may be seen any frosty morning :

for the exposed portion of a pond wUl be covered with ice, whilst that which is sheltered by branches

will not be so. Having a moderate thickness of clear ice, we will suppose it carted to the ice-house,

where it should be minutely broken up, on a clean and sohd floor ; it cannot be too finely broken.

and should be most closely packed and well

lammed down in the ice-house. A large

house will preserve a larger quantity (in pro-

portion) than a small one, and it is of great

miportance that the situation be a thoroughly

dry one ; we find it best also to avoid the old

plan of using straw up the sides, because when this mate-

rial gets damp, it assists, like the wet blanket of the

hydi-opathists, in wastmg the body, and hastening the

departure of the patient. There is an American plan,

which has been successfully practised in tliis country,

at Lord Lilford's, in Northamptonshii'e, and at Lord

Jersey's, in Oxfordshire—on the principle of getting rid

of humidity ; it consists in having a small apertm-e in

the door of the house, to open and shut at pleasure, with

a corresponding one in the opposite wall. These doors

are opened every night, and closed again early in the

morning ; thus admitting a cui-rcnt of diy, cool air, and

carrying off the condensed moisture, which would hourly

be exerting its wasting influence on the ice. The accompanying sketch shows the plan.

Much waste of ice is occasioned by the incautious and frequent opening of the house. This is to

be avoided by the use of ice preservers, wliich are now much in request, and which keep the ice

for several days without waste. The house should always be opened in the cool of the morning. It

FLAN OF ICE WKUL.

References same as in Section.
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will thus be seen that the main points to attain success are, to get clear ice, to pound it almost to

powder, and to secure escape for accumulated moisture.

A word in regard to the situation of the ice-house may not be out of place here. It should be

screened from the powerful rays of the sun by lofty trees, but may be open to the north, rather

than overhung by their branches, which prevents the radiation of the heat which the roof acciuuu-

lates in hot, dry weather, and generates a dampness, which is detrimental, however occasioned.

Ice-stacks are made in various forms, and of different dimensions, and, for the sake of economy in

carriage, generallj' near the water, upon a sloping bank. I know a gentleman who does not break his

ice for stacldng, but fills up the interstices with snow and water ; but this is a " penny wise and

pound foolish" practice, as it is impossible to get it into so compact and solid a mass, or to make
all the angles unite, so as to exclude the aii-. At Berkeley Castle, the seat of Lord Fitzhardinge, there

is no ice-house, but the family depend for a large consumption entirely ujJon an immense stack of 200

loads, wliich is annually stored when there is sufficient fi-ost to enable them to do so. This stack has

gone on for many years, and has never been known to fail. The situation is on a bank opened to the

north, but screened by trees from the south. A platform of large rough flag-stones forms the founda-

tion upon wliich the ice is broken and piled, in the form of a parallelogram, its section being a

triangle, with its base shorter than its sides. When finished, it is covered with about eighteen inches

of thatch, winch is again svu-rounded by large hm'dles thickly thatched. This is opened without

scruple as the ice is wanted, and Mr. M'Intosh, the gardener there, says he would not advise any one

to build an ice-house ; but it is a work of great cost to get together so unlimited a quantity of ice.

From all I have been able to collect upon the subject of making ice-stacks, I think, in general, that

they may be regarded rather as useful auxiliaries, than as substitutes for a good ice-house ; I say useful

auxiliaries, inasmuch as they enable you to postpone the opening of the house till the autumnal months.

At Easter and Whitsuntide, when most families resort for a short time to their country seats, d&me ice

is wanted, and if the main stock is opened, its wasting is much accelerated.

There shoidd always be a provision for carrying off the water which is collected on the roof of

an ice-house, as it should never be allowed to fall on the ground or to satm-ate the side-walls ; the

best situation for it is on the side of a steep and dry bank.

Much expense in the construction of ice-houses might be avoided by a little consideration ; the

common practice is to build them in the shape of an inverted cone, this form allowing the ice, as it

wastes, to sink into a compact mass. They may, however, be formed square, and of a much less expen-

sive material than bricks. A simple watthng of wood, just to prevent the ice from touching the earth,

with a thickly-thatched roof, where the other conditions which have been mentioned are fulfilled, are all

that is necessary. Thus, with a few simple and comparatively cheap and rustic materials, and a little

knowledge of the laws which govern the diffusion of heat by absorption and radiation, the owner of a

villa residence may be enabled to enjoy, in common with the owner of the princely palace, a store of

ice, and there can be little doubt but that such will soon be the case.

If the hints here thrown out should be instrumental in promoting this object, the writer wiU feel

that his attention has been directed to a useful end.

[The above communication contains some excellent advice, which may be acted upon with profit

by most people. The ice-house under the charge of the writer is covered with rockwork and plants,

and, being in an unsheltered situation, the ice did not keep well. It was, therefore, fovmd necessary

to take very great pains in filling the house, pounding the ice very small, and converting every

layer of two or three inches in thickness into a solid mass, by the use of boiling water, which filled

up the interstices between the small pieces of ice. Under this management the supply was extended

nearly two months longer than in previous years. The house being domed over, " a man hole"

was left in the centi-e of the dome, for the purpose of filling it more completely than was possible

thi'ough the side door ; and, to save the trouble of removing the straw from the entrance to the well

every time ice was wanted, we resolved to take the supply through the " man hole," by letting a boy

down, and drawing the supply up with a bucket. This was found a great improvement, inasmuch as

no litter was made, and a supply could be taken without filling the house with warm air, because

the air in the well being colder, and of com-se heavier, than the external aii' on a warm summer day,

no change could possibly take place. We used also to ventilate the house occasionally, by removing

the cover of the " man hole" dm-ing the night. This arrangement we fomid to answer a good purpose,

and we think it quite worthy the attention of those about to erect an ice-house, for which purpose no

better directions can be furnished than those supphed by Mr. Bailey.—A.]
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GARDES TERlLiCE, SHU\TTSG THE ARaANGE3iE>'T OF PYIlAlIiDAL PELABGOSIEMS.

THE ^iLlXAGEMENT AND TRAINmG OF PYRMIIDAL PELAEGOXIICMS.
By Mr. GEORGE M'EWES', Gaiidesee to the Dcke of Xokfolk; -wrrH some Inteoductort Remakks

A^D Illustratioxs by iLE. H. X. HUilPHEETS.

N those parts of the Contiiieiit, wliere the nature of the climate admits of the cultivation of the

Orange tree with much more facility than in England, those noble plants, in their massive

square tubs, form the grandest and most appropriate decoration to terrace walks that can be conceived.

The effect thus produced can only be witnessed in this country for a short month or two in our royal

gardens at Hampton Com-t, and in a few celebrated private gardens where expense or inconvenience

are no objects. The immense accommodation requii'ed in the form of orangeries, necessaiy to furnish

terraces with Orange trees in this country, renders their general cultm'e for such a pm-pose impossible

;

but other plants, if cultivated expressly for the pm-poses of teiTace decoration, might advantageously

supply their place. At more than one establishment with which I am acquainted, I have seen Fuchsias

trained to six and eight feet in height, especially for placing out on a ten-ace during the summer, and if

they were trained to the same fonn as the Pelargoniums, and made to alternate with them, the effect

would be very good. I succeeded myself in ti'aining some of these plants to a height of about five

feet, and then suffered them to form a bushy head, similai- to standard Roses or Pomegranates. This

forms a pleasing variety, and would contrast weU with pyramidal Pelargoniums—for artists find that

effects produced by striking contrasts are somethnes more valuable than those obtained by imifoi-mity.

The annexed sketch exhibits a teiTaee on which Pyramidal Pelargoniums are placed in a manner

to produce a very agreeable effect, the acuminating lines of the Pelargoniums conti-asting well with the

predominant horizontal lines of the terrace, but the full advantage of the arrangement can only be

shown by the aid of colom-. Sufficient indication is given, however, to enable any person to judge of

the general effect which might be produced by Pelargoniums trained in this manner and in a similar

position. The species that has been tried for this pmijose is not one of the most robust; and I imagine

that for out-door purposes the common horse-shoe Pelargonium would form a larger, and perhaps

more effective object, particularly if it were to alternate with the new pink variety, or that with

variegated foliage, figured at page 25. [With these remarks of Mr. Humphi-eys on the artistic effects

of Pvramidal Pelargoniums, we proceed to Mr. M'Ewen's practical instnictions on the subject.]

The end of January, or beginning of Februaiy, is a good time to begin to form Pyramidal

Pelargoniums. Both old and young plants are available ; but, as an expeditious mode has many

^^
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advantages, we recommend to select from the old plants the most healthy and high-coloured, and, as

the unhandsome can be best spai-ed, choose from those "vvith whose symmetry you are not pleased. Pre-

serve the best centre shoot as the leader ; and from it cut away all its rivals, or side shoots ; this act wiU
increase lateral shoots, which it must be an object to encom-age. Tie up the main shoot to a good strong

stake, which may be left longer than is requisite at the time, as a vigorous growth may be anticipated.

The chief attention must now be dii-ccted to divert the growth from the top to the under lateral

shoots. Stopping the main shoot would tend to it, but this would, for a time, thwart a not less

important point—the getting up of the plant. However, by a constant pinching of the upper shoots

or rival leaders, by taking off occasionally there a large leaf, and by preserving every leaf, and bending

downward, and regulating the shoots at the base and body of the plant, and also by tm'ning and ex-

posing fully to the light the vacant parts, an approach to the form you aim at will be daily augmenting.

You mxist lay aside, for the present, the standing rule, " that when you stop one shoot, you must stop all."

Stop and bend to the place wanting, wherever the strong shoots appear, always excepting the centre.

But it will be found that the leader will be occasionally running to flower ; in this case stop it, and

draw in the next wood shoot. We may here mention that, previous to bending the side shoots much,

it is indispensable to have, near the heel of each lateral, what we shall call a guard-tie, that when the

shoot is. bent,—and it can be done by degrees to a great distance,—the stress of the bend may come

upon the tie, and thus prevent the laterals breaking off. We may assume that, about the middle of

March, there is a great growth upon the plant, and that the pot is fuU of roots ; and as the making of

wood is of primary importance, (for it will take another season to make this a show plant,) it must

have a large shift, the drainage perfect, and the soil rich. The size of the pot must be regulated by the

vigour and size of the plant ; but ashiftfi-om an 11-inch, or rather an 8-rnch, to a No. 6 or 13-inch pot, is

quite comj^atible with success ; this size, too, \n\\ support well, and give good proportion to a plant fi'om

5 to 6 feet in height. The soil compose nearly thus :—Tm-fyloam di-awn asimdcr by the hand, and well

decomposed dung, equal parts ; one-fom-th peat ; and silver sand sufficient to colom- the whole. Little

water will be requii-ed until the plant takes with the new soil, and of course this is hastened by giving it

a shady, close, and moist atmosphere for a day or two. We said that one stake is sufficient, and we say so

still ; but, in a Kttle while, a few temporary stakes for the tender shoots may be of service, before pro-

vision is made for their permanent support. By the middle of May, the plants should have made an

apparent fulness of shoots, and will present an outline of the pyramid. But this fulness is only

apparent, for when each of these shoots is extended nine inches or more, large vacant spaces will pre-

sent themselves ; therefore a general stopping of the whole plant must shortly take place. If other

things are equal, the best time to do tliis is when the shoots at the base extend nearly to the rim of

the pot after being thus finally stopped. The reason for this will appear, when the final tying in of

the plant in June takes place, of which we now speak. SuiTound the under side of the rim of the

pot with a strong wire, with or without eyes. To this fasten, at intervals of six or seven inches,

smaller wii'es to run vertically, and fastened near the top of the stake. To these upright wfres may
be fastened, if necessary, a few pieces of wire or twine running horizontally ; upon this the flowering

shoots are tied, and the work is done. We close by submitting a few general dii-ections, which will,

no doubt, be useful to a large class of those amateur readers who may be beginning to " grow Gera-

niums." We will suppose the growing season to begin in February.

Februan/ and March.—Temperature at night fe'om 40 to 45 degrees ; by day, 10 degrees more. In
dull, cold weather, light a little fire ; increase the moisture as the season advances, and keep the atmo-
sphere of the house pm-e by aii'ing daily. Guard against cutting winds. Fiunigate, for two or thi-ee

nights successively, at the fii-st appeai'ance of green fly. In the evenings, towards Api'il, a Kttle

guano or liquid manure may be cast about the house. Water the plants only with soft water. Avoid
steaming at all periods.

April and May.—Night temperature, fi'om 45 to 50 degrees. By day, 10 to 20 degrees more. Satu-
rate the atmosphere with moisture. Shut up -with sun-heat, but give aii- daily, and at night also

when the an- is calm and warm. This will prevent the plants drawing. And this also do : keep the

plants standing free of each other, and tm-n them often ; see that the sun does not strike on the pot.

Jime and Jnly.—Night temperatm-e, fi-om 50 to 55 degrees. By day, 60 to 80 degrees. We have
entered the matm-ing and flowering period. Give increased air, and less moistm'e. AYhen the trusses of

flowers appear, then apply weak, clear liquid manure at every alternate watering. The display of flowers

will be onlymoderate compared with what shoidd be next year. To prolong the blooming season, shading
and coolness are indispensable ; and not less so is gauze or lace, over the openings of the house, to pre-

vent insects, as bees, touching a flower. Pick off the bloom so soon as it fades. Seed-beai-ing exhausts
plants, and so does prolonged flowering ; avoid both, for the first year particularly.

^^^^ ^^^^
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August mid September.—^NigM temperature, from 55 to 60 degrees. By day 20 degrees more. Remove
the plants to pits, or a sheltered situation. Withhold water, and give the plants the full glare of day.

If they are out of doors, lay the j)ots on their sides. AVhen the wood is brown and fh-m, and growth

stopped, cut the jjlant well in, giving due attention to keeping the pjTamidal shape ; and if the shoots

at the base are cut to about seven inches, or flush with the pot, it will be right. This is the resthig

period. But we would greatly recommend to steal a march at this period, and try to have the plants

fuUy matured, and cut back in August. By the end of September, the young shoots will be appearing.

Lift the pot, syringe, and give them the benefit of night dews, without watering the ball. Shift the

plants, and induce to grow fi-eely.

October and November.—Temperatm'e decrease with the season—from 55 to 40 degi'ees at night.

H the plants are not shifted, do it early, by shaking away the old soil, slightly pruning the roots, and

using say an 11-inch pot. The soil must be lighter than before, less rich, perfect di-ainage, also

some bits of charcoal mixed with the soil. A catei'piUar infests the plants at this period—keep watch-

ing and hand-ijicking it. Take every advantage of sunny days, and dewy nights ; but frost must be ^'igi-

lantly guarded against from the middle of October. A luxuriant growth is not, at this period, desir-

able, but a healthy, short-jointed, and vigorous break or push, which must be kept in check until the

end of January. Do not excite the plants now in any way.

December and January.—Night temperatm-e from about 35 to 40 degrees. Day fr-om 5 to 10 degi'ees

more. Avoid using much water. In severe weather the house or pits should be covered at night

by mats or shutters. Tliis wiU economise the fuel, and save the energies of the plants. About

the beginning of the year the plants may be finally shifted, the house whitewashed, and the tempera-

tm-e sUghtly increased, advancing afterwai'ds with the season. By fair management you may expect

a fine display in time for the June shows of 1851.

iirgrtnlilr ^^IjtjsinlDgii.

By AUTHUH HENFEEY, F.L.S., LECTUjtEE, on Botany at St. Geokge's Hospital.

INFLUENCE OF HEAT AND LIGHT.
IWIHE remaining physical forces which we have to consider are those of heat, Ught, and, above all,

21 chemical affinity. I do not include electricity here ; since, althoagh it must be supposed to exer-

cise a veiy important agency over vegetables, as well as other material bodies, we are at present

wholly without satisfactory data as to the occm-renee of electrical jihenomena in plants. The various

cmde specidations which have occasionally been presented in reference to this subject, appeal', in

most cases, to have originated in a very imperfect knowledge both of the ascertained laws of electi'i-

oity, and of the structm-e of plants themselves. It is certain that in those few experiments where

I portions of plants (in wluch the vital cu-culation can be watched, as in the Chara,') have been examined,

I

while within the influence of artificial electrical and magnetic arrangements, no interference has been

observed ; while the destruction of trees by hghtning would seem to prove that they are bad con-

j

ductors, ofiering some obstacle to the passage of the electric fluid, which then, instead of ti-aversing

j

them freely, as it would a metallic conductor, rends them asunder. Since we know chy wood to be a

bad conductor, we must suppose the fluids of living plants to be the cause of any conductuig power

they may possess, and how the general electricity of the atmosphere may affect the operations goiug

on in these fluids, we are as yet altogether ignorant.

The effects of heat are too well known to requii'e that we should dwell upon them to any extent

here ; I wiU merely remark that, in endeavom-ing to imitate the variations of climate by means of

artificial heat in cultivation, we must always bear in mind that light also takes a very important sliai-e

in producing the difierences in the vegetation of different zones. I may allude also to some recent

obsei'vations on the causes of the distribution of plants, which bear reference to practical points. It has

been shown, vdth a great degi-ee of plausibility, that plants have pecuUar constitutions, if we may so

express it, in regard to heat ; that is to say, that each species of plant seems to require a certain

amount of heat within its season of active vegetation. Thus, an annual plant, which runs fi-om

the state of seed to its own seed-bearing period and death, in six months, in one climate, may pass

through the same com-se of existence in shorter spaces of time, in proportion as the climate in which

it gi-ows is hotter. Moreover, plants adapted to different regions appear to have specific fixed points,

below which they are, practically speaking, at rest; and thus, although they may require only a certain

whole amount of heat for each season, may require to he always at a high temperature, and thus spread

then- gi-owth over a shorter space of time. For example, if a plant wfll begin to vegetate with us at

our March temperatm-e, and last till October, the same plant may grow and pass through all its stages

^^^^
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tJ ill a much shorter space of time in a climate which has a hotter summer ; but, on the other hand,

manj' plants which only occupy a short space of time in theu- growth in a climate where the summer

is hotter, cannot be made to spread theii' season of growth over a longer period in om' cooler climate,

because they wiU not flom-ish below a certain temperature, and that begins too late and ends too soon

in our climate. Thus, the Vine and the Indian Corn flourish on the Continent, in places which have a

far more severe winter than we have ; but the cause of tins is, that the siimmer is very much hotter

at the time these jiarticular plants require much heat.

Practically, these facts are of much importance in regard to the successful treatment of perennial

exotics ; since these may be injui'ed by being allowed to vegetate weakly during the period in which,

in theii' native climate, the severe cold would have arrested their growth, and be thus weakened, so as

to interfere with their successful forming into flower at their proper season. It is of great importance,

therefore, to studj' the pecuHarities of the native climates of the plants we cultivate, since it is only

by an intelligent imitation of these, that we can hope for certain and safe rules for the management of

the plants, during their various periods of growth.

The effects of light upon vegetation are perhaps the most important of all the physical phenomena

we have to study in plants ; but wide as is the field for observation here, we have as yet advanced

but a little Way into the subject. The now well-known Daguerreotype process gives us a means of

conveying an idea of the manner in ^'ihieh light may aflect bodies ; a still more simple one is its

blackening action upon any organic substance, such as paper, which has been touched with nitrate of

silver (lunar caustic). In these we see the effect of impalpable, intangible force, producing a chemical

change, made known to us by a change of colour. By just such a change of colour does it announce

to us its action in plants ; in proportion to the force with which light exerts chemical action upon

plants, do we see their green coloui- become deeper ; while, if we withliold this influence, as in the

blanching of various kitchen-herbs, we find that the green is not produced.

To go into a detailed account of the present state of oui- knowledge in this department of the

subject, might involve us in questions which are beyond the purpose of the present sketches, since

recent discoveries have shown that it is not perfect white light simply acting upon the contents of

the tissues that we have to study, but that we must inquii-e into the especial efiects of the different

component rays which the prism reveals to us, if we would thoroughly understand the mode of

natm-e's operations here. The ray of common light is a compound of the various coloui'ed rays which

are displayed in the prismatic spectrum, in the rainbow, and these act upon plants, not only jointly,

but individually ; thus the yellow part of the light exerts a different action fi'om the blue, &o.

Without going fui'ther into this part of the question, I wUl merely caution horticidtm-ists that

deductions from the facts as yet before us are scarcely advisable, except for experiment ; and although

certain coloured lights may favom- the development of plants dui-ing particular periods, yet as a general

rule, and in houses intended to keep plants dm'iiig their whole periods of growth, it is clear that the

perfect white light, which natm-e gives them in all climates, must be the best, and that when this

may be too strong, shading must be used which wiU lessen the whole light, and not take away
merely certain rays, as will be done by any coloured glass. Blue light has been said to favour germi-

nation, yellow Ught, flowering, and if this be proved, a blue house might be a useful place for raising-

seedlings, a yellow one for flowering- plants ; but the worst of such expedients is, that a portion of light

is absolutely lost in passing thi'ough these eoloui-ed media, and in any case they are rmnatm-al, and
therefore to be regarded with suspicion.

With regard to the direct universal action of light upon plants, it is I'equisite to know something

of the internal structure of plants to understand the processes clearly, and I shall therefore have to

refer to it again hereafter. For the present, it will suifice to say that, by a peculiar power residing

in it, light produces a chemical change in the fluids contained within the cells of plants, and, since

this is attended with a separation of certain materials which are given off in the form of gas, as

carbonic acid is given off by animals in their breathing, it has generally been called the respiration of

plants. Some authors question this mode of -^dewing the process, and regard it as a digestive opera-

tion ; it seems, however, so far as we know at present, to be a true respu-atory process, and one

similar in character, but directly opposite in its effects to that of animals. Animals, by means of

respiration get rid of superfluous carbon, but the process is here combined with a most important
function, the maintenance of the animal heat, which is effected by the carbon being oxidised or burnt
by the oxygen of the air, in a manner which, however sm-prising it may seem to those who learn it for

the first time, exactly resembles the more active burning of charcoal, or other carbonaceous matter,

<K where the greater heat is accompanied vs-ith flame. In vegetables it is oxygen that is given off (which
jRj is consumed by being combined with the cai-bon in animals), while the carbon remains fixed in the
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tissues of the plant. Therefore plants are continnally separating what animals combine, and thus the

balance is kept up in the atmosphere.

A veiy important distinction exists, however, in the fact that the presumed respiration of plants

is onlv active under the influence of hg-ht ; the light effects the separation of the oxygen within

the plant, and then this passes off, with the persph-ation, through the breathing pores. In animals,

where it is necessary that the respu-ation shoiild he always going on, to keep up the heat, it is made
to depend, not »pon a periodical influence like that of the sun's hght, hut upon the affinity between

carbon and the oxygen of the air brought into contact with it in respiration.

I have been forced to enter in some degree into chemical questions here, as they are essentially

concerned with all that Hght effects in plants ; this anticipation was unavoidable, and if the preceding

remarks are not fully comprehended, they wiU be made more clear by the explanations that I shall

have to give of the phenomena of the chemical affinity in plants.

LOcn >'ESS, FROM THE BLACK ROCE.

THE BOTANICAL FEATURES OF THE SIDES OF LOCH NESS.

By GEOEGE AN'DEESOX, Esq., I.v^-ER^-ES3.

" The Oak, the Ash, and the bonny Ivy tree,

Ah, they flourish best in the north covmtrie."

—

Old Soxg.

eF botany it has been justly said, that " the spleen is seldom felt where Flora reigns ;" and although

I cannot expect to add any inducements to its study, yet I vrill crave the indulgence of my readers

while I offer a few observations, made several years ago, giving some faint idea of a district as richly

decked ^•ith Nature's bounties as any in the British Isles.

"We have been accustomed to think of the Highlands as the land of storms, of darkness, and of

desolation ; and when we have beheld the huge mountains rising in our way and crossing our path,

as if forbidding approach to the retu-ed habitations within their bosoms, we can scarcely beheve that

the rich descriptions of vegetable life, on the rocky bounds of Loch Kati'ine, so powerfully given by

the bard of oui- times, can extend to the north of that celebrated inlet. Neither wUl our prepossessions,
I
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i if taken fi-om Dr. Johnson, be at all calculated to remove

that dread of vegetable death, which the first sight of the

cold Celtic hills is apt to impress on the traveller who jour-

neys from the South. It is not to be denied that

the character of our Caledonian mountains is, in ••

general, that of bleakness and sterility, and it i:.

rather to be wondered at, how, with this pre- /

vaUing barrenness, spots should be found, and

sunny braes and winding valleys should

present themselves, clothed with the most , / -,'.

enlivening and luxurious vegetation. As c' ;

men, I believe we can easily understand

why, to the lonely shepherd,

"Dear must his cot be to which his soul

conforms.

And dear ^e hill thatlifts him to the storms ;"

but as natui-alists, admitting the increased

warmth of the sun's rays in deep seques-

tered glens, and fine-lying hillocks, it is

stiU not so easy to account for the vast

multiplicity of forms, and the beauty and

closeness of the " bonny, wee, crimson-

tipped flowers" that everywhere bedeck

then' surface.

Though torn by wintry rains, and
stunted by early snows, I believe ever\'

one who has wandered among them, and
contemplated the sweet-scented flowcis of

the AVild Thyme and the wa^mg Hcathei

in its bloom, or followed, with the enthu-

siasm that I have done, the haunts of the

dun deer and the roe, ^\lll be tempted to

apply to them, with but a small change

of words, the expressions of the eabtein

poet,

—

' Our rocks

The Acacia waves

Lonely and sweet.

For bloomin]

g^
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" Our sands are tare, but down their slope

The silver-footed antelope

As gracefully and gaily springs,

As o'er the marble courts of kings."

But I believe the variety and beauty of our Alpine and lea plants are well known and generally

acknowledged. I am not aware, however, if the number and copiousness of the forest-trees and

brushwood plants, to be met with on an extensive sm-vey of the Highlands, have been properly ascer-

tained and noticed, or whether it is generally known that many of those larger trees, which ai'e

thought almost peculiar to more southern counties, have been fi-equently found of tolerable size in

many parts of the districts I allude to.

To point out these, and then- relative magnitudes, will form one of the objects of this paper, as showing

the richness of the foliage and the number of conspicuous plants which enter into the composition of

the variegated and highly interesting landscape on the banks of Loch Ness.

But, first, I must ofler a general and short description of the face of the country. It is one of

the very peculiar features of this part of the island that, similar to the extensive vaUey which cuts

across our southern division, from the Firth of Forth to that of the Clyde, there is in the North an

equally extensive one, less elevated, but more abundant in water, which connects, by its lakes and

by the Caledonian Canal, the Atlantic Ocean with the German Sea, and which is well known under

the name of the Great Glen of Scotland. Two-and-twenty miles of tliis natiu'al opening is occupied

by the deep waters of Loch Ness, and if the mountams which suiTound its margin are not so pic-

turesque, towering, and rugged, as those of the west coast, they are still more varied in inclination

and outline, more protected from the rage of the Atlantic storms, more exposed to the sun, and there-

fore more favourable to vegetation.

Thi-ee or four lateral valleys, all of them differing in botanical characters, according as they are wide

or narrow, and traversed by a smooth-flowing stream or a foaming torrent, open themselves to the

lake, and discharge their moisture into its collected waters. One of these, called the Glen of Urqu-

hart, is exceedingly beautiful, and much admii-ed from the cUmbing woods of birch and fir which

adorn its sides, screening it from the mntry blast, and from the broad fields of highly cultivated

land which occupy its lower accli\'ities. It expands, at its junction with the lake, into a wide bay,

one of whose promontories rises gently in romided terraces of green coppice and corn land,—where

formerly stood one of the early wooden churches of the seventh centmy, built, according to the

Breverium Aberdonense, of hewn oak, and dedicated to St. Moabrutha. The other promontory is

crowned with the venerable walls of the Castle of Urquhart, once the seat of the proud Cumyns, Earls

of Badenoch, and the last castle which stood out against the usm-ping arms of Edward the Fii'st.

In case I should forget afterwards, I maj' remark, in passing, that here, " where ruin greenly dwells,"

are found some elegant specimens of the beautiful plant Geranium lucidum.

The hiUs, stretching on both sides from the Vale of Urquhart, are well clothed with wood, among
which the Fii-, the Weeping Bii-ch, and the hoary Hawthorn, are conspicuous ; but the most interesting

featm-e of them, is the height to which cultivation has been carried, and the cm-iously-disposed patches

and terraces, raised one above another, wherever the slope of the hill, and the absence of stagnant

water and brushwood, have allowed and encoiu-aged the exertions of industi-y. Perhaps the more regular

farmer might be disposed to smile at these feeble attempts to copy his skill ; but to the lover of pictur-

esque hamlet scenery, as well as to the botanist, they will ever be beautiful and interesting.

The south side of the lake, is equally diversified and romantic ; indeed, it forms the avenue to the

celebrated Fall of Foyers, of which so many excellent descriptions have been written. At the lower

extremity of the lake we find a fiat alluvial plain, stretching away towards the town of Inverness and

Fort-George. On this plain are situated the regular farms of the district, and fi'om it is seen one of the

finest approaches to the lake, as well as the best positions for viewing the grand chains of mountains

in the back-ground. The low waving knolls scattered over this plain, with the smooth-flowing sand-

stone hills which bound its sides, are covered with planted Fii-s and hard-woods, very different in

appearance from those we find rooted in their parent rocks a little way on. On coming to the place

vv*here the road is first made to observe the mndings of the lake. Highland scenery immediately

assumes its wild superiority,—cultivation recedes at every step,—the bare rocks advance to the edge

of the road,—the Alpine ton-ent is heard dashing over their surface,—the wind begins to whistle

through the tender branches of the birch,—and the lake, dashing its waves at our feet, all powerfully

convince us that we are now fah-ly in the land of the " mountain and flood."

The road, cut in many places, especially on the north side, out of the solid rocks, winds along their

jutting foreheads, overhung with the drooping boughs of the Birch, or shaded by the spreading arms
fe
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and trunks of the -wild Ash, the Oak, and the Hawthorn. The deohvities of the hills ahove us

covered with thick woods of the same trees, intermingled with the Hazel ; the ahrupt crags wave with

the stately foliage of the pm-ple Fox-glove : the intervening spaces of green sward are filled with twining

hranches of the white and red Dog Rose, in contrast with the yellow Honeysuckle. Here, then, the

botanist should begin his researches ; and now I shall proceed to detail his probable success.

To facihtate the recollection and comprehension of the various plants which occupy the margins

of the lake, I shall separate them into fom- divisions, which have corresponding natui-al positions, and

are characteristic of the actual appearances of the coimtry ; fii'st, I shall detail those which compose

and grow under the natural woods and copses ; secondly, those which appear in the open heaths and

pastui'es ; thh'dly, the Orchidese, which are common to both these divisions ; and lastly, those which

grow along the margin of the lake and its adjoining low grounds.

That these di\'isions fi-equently become confused and pass into one another there can be no doubt

;

but the distribution, though somewhat arbitrary, I have found to be extremely useful, and within

certain general limits, I have httle hesitation in saying that it will be found correct. But there is a

subject—the disti-ibution of our Highland, and especially our Alpine plants—which I must decUue

entering upon at present, as I intend, if possible, to rccm- to it hereafter. The rocks of the district, I

may premise, are Gneiss and Granite, -with Old Red Sandstone, hardened and altered by the igneous

masses below.

I.

—

Pl.«jts geowi>'g in the Wooded Stations adjoining Loch Ness.

I'iiius sylvestrk. Scotch Fir.—A great deal of this

wood has been planted in the ueighbomhood of Inver-
ness. It is generally allowed a growth of twenty to

forty years, and then cut down for props for the
English coal-mines. The native timber is used in cai-

penter work, and is nearly equal to the Baltic or Ameri-
can. The forests and plantations are rather dark and
sombre, and too uniform in colour, but this is changing
now, as the Highland lairds ai-e beginning to mix in
with the Fir, Larch and hard woods. Formerly it was
imagined that no other tree but the Scotch Fh would
grow on our bills.

Taxus batcata. Common Tew-ti-ee.—Near some
old fanu-steadings I noticed several decaying stumps of
this ti'ee, and one very large one at Knockj' is unques-
tionably indigenous, and is known to have famished
bows to the ancient Highlanders.

Betula alha. Common Birch.—This elegant tree, inter-
mixed with large specimens of its own beautiful variety,
the 'Weeping Bhch, composes almost all the extensive
woods on the sides of Loch Ness. Its height varies from
four to twenty feet. It is employed in all kinds of do-
mestic purposes ; its bark sells high for tanning, and in
spring, its sap is collected for making a very agreeable
kind of wine. In this district the dwarf or Alpine
species—Betula nana—is rare, though more to the
north, as in Eoss-shire, it is most abimdant.

Almts gluUnosa. Common Alder.—Common in low
and wet places ; it is much used iu the manufacture of
cask staves.

Pijrus Ancuparia. Moimtain Ash or Eoau Tree.

—

Both in flower and in fruit this plant with its pahn-Uke
leaves is triily elegant. It occurs in considerable quan-
tities, and its size is well iUusti-ated by those hanging
over the Fall of Foyers.

Cratngm Ox>jaeantlm. Hawthorn.—A spreading
but rather dwai-flsh tree ; its tTvisted trunk, however,
often attains a great thickness.

Fraxinm excejsioi: Common Ash.—Most abun-
dant, and undoubtedly native. It gi-ows generally in
the crevices of steep rocks, extending its knotty roots
and branches in curious and fantastic fonns.

Populus tremula. Aspen or Quaking Ash.—One of
our most interesting and beautiful trees. In shaded
places, and on the banks of rivers it attains a great
height ; but its thickness is small and uniform, "When
compared with the sturdy Oak and Fir, its proportions
seem to resemble those of the deUcate Ionic column.

Quercus Sobur. Oak.—On the bilVs it is neither

large nor abundant, but in the lower slopes it occasion-

ally rises boldly against the storm, either in detached

ti'ees, or in close thickets. Enormous stems are found

in the mosses, and under gravel beds. I have seen one

trunk twenty-fom' feet in chcumference.

Ilex AquifoUum. Holly.—A low, prickly, rounded

bush, with generally one single stem shooting up from

the centre. It is veiy abundant at the lower end of

the Loch, and in many other parts of the Highlands.

Ulmits campestrh and montana. Elm.—Sh "W. J.

Hooker seems to have some doubts about this genus.

Both of the species here put down, I am confident occur

native on the banks of this lake.

Corylus Avellana. Hazel Nut.—Extremely abim-

dant, and the nuts of this district are much esteemed.

Friinus Cerasm. Wild Cheny.
PrumisFadus. Bird CheiTy.—Both ofthese species are

very abundant on the banks of Loch Ness. The latter, in

particular, which is a most lovely plant, is by no means
rare in the Highlands, and it attains as large a size as

the common cherry.

Fniitus spinusa. Blackthorn or Sloe.—A hard,

dwarfish, and very prickly shrub.

Jimiperns communis. Juniper.—Common, though
not so large as I have seen it in other districts, as on the

banks of the Spey, where I have seen it ten feet high.

Salix. "Willows.—Several species.

Zoiiicera Pmichjmenum. Honeysuckle or "Woodbine.

Mcdcra Sdix. Common Ivy.

Yiburnmn Opnlus. Guelder Rose.—This beautiful

shrub occurs not uncommonly on the banks of the Ness,

and other neighbouring streams. It grows generally

close by the Bird Cherry and Hazel.

Rosa canina. Dog Rose.—Both varieties, the white

and red, here attain the height of seven to ten feet. It

stands either in sti-aight, detached bushes, or extends its

long thorny branches among those of the Ivy and
Woodbine.

Eosa spinosissima. The Biumet, or true Scotch Rose.

—An elegant and hardy httle plant, its tempting beauty

generally waving in long horizontal festoons, on the

most inaccessible rocks. Nothing can be more deUght-

ful than the coast ride from Inverness, through Ross

to Sutherlandshu-e, in the month of June ; almost all

the banks on the road-side being hteraUy covered with

the white flowers of this dwai-fish rose.

Rosa tomentosa and vUlosa.—Not very common.
Ribes nibrum, and R. Grossidaria. The Cmxant and

Gooseberry.—I cannot determine whether the seeds of

s
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these -were native, or brought here by birds. Both of

them certainly do occur in this quarter.

Siibiis Chamamoriis. Cloudberry.—Not uncommon
on the higher hills. To sportsmen a delicious fruit.

Mubm idoius. Haspberry.—Every one knows this,

and the following species, to be very prominent in the

list of Highland delicacies.

Rubus frutieosiis. Common Bramble.

Siiiiis suborcctus. Eed-fi'iuted Bramble.
Tormentitta officinalis, and reptmts. Both common.
Fotmtilla anserina. Silver Weed.
Geum urhanum and rivalc. Avens.
Fragaria vesca. Wood StrawbeiTy.
Fragaria sterilis. BaiTcn Strawberry.

Alclicinilla ridgaris. Lady's ilantle.

SteUaria Hohstea. Greater Stitchwort.

Asporula odorata. Woodnrff.—In some places ex-

tremely common.
Prunella vulgaris. Self-heal.

Frimula indgaris. The only species of Prunrose we
seem to have here.

Zysimaekia nemo7'um. Yellow Pimpernel.

Mercurialis percnnis. Dog's Mercury.—Bank and
common.

Paris quadrifolia. Herb Paris.—This delicate, and
rather rare species, occurs in several patches, especially

in the islands of the River Ness. It is, for the most
part, mixed with, and growing under, the Dog's Mer-
cury.

Stachys syhatica. Hedge Woundwort.
Bimiumjlexuosum. Earth Nut.

Scilla nutans, or Syacinthiis non-scriptus. Harebell.

Circaa lutetiana. \ Enchanter's Night-shade.—Both
Cireaa alpina. ] beautiful ; not very uncommon.
Melampynmi sylvaticiim. Cow Wheat.
Fumaria officinalis. Fumitory.
Fumaria claviculata. Climbing Fumitory.—One of

the most delicate, though not the rarest of our creepers.

Vicia sylvatica. AVood Vetch.—Notvery rare, growing
in fine pendant clusters, at the foot of trees or on rocks.

Viola canina, bitea, and tricolor, Violets—All common.
Famtncidus acris, btdbosiis, auriconnts, and Fhmmula,
Trollius europaus,—Globe-flower, or Lucken-gowan.

In a few wet copses, extremely abimdant.

Anemone nemorosa. Wood Anemone.—Very common.
Eumex acetosa andAcetosella, Sorrel.—^Very common.

Oxyria reniformis, formerly Sumex digyniis.—This

is the plant so conducive to the health of mariners after

a long voyage. It is sub-alpine, found among rocks,

and not imcommon with ns.

Sanioula europcea. Wood Sanicle.

AgrimoniaFupatoria, Agiimony.—^\'^ale of Urquhart.

Geranium Robertianum, Herb Robert.

Geranium molle. Dove's-foot Crane's-bill.

Geranium sylvaticiim. Wood Crane's-bill.—^When-
ever this plant does occur it is generally in great quan-

tities, as at the Fall of Foyers.

Oeranimn sanguineum. Bloody Crane's-bill.—Rather

rare.

Geranium lucidum. Shining Crane's-bill.—Onshaded
crevices in the rocks, but not common.

Parnassia palustris. Grass of Parnassus.—Common.
Saxifraga granulata. White Saxifrage.—Of a large

size, and not unfrequent on the mossy banks and wet
rocks of the Highlands.

Saxifragaaizoides, Yellow Saxifrage.—Verycommon.
Saxifraga hypnoidcs. Hypuoid Saxifi'age.—On the

banks at the Falls of Foyers.

Anthyllis Vulneraria, Lady's Finger.

Allium ursimmi. Broad-leaved GarKc.—Abundant
below the larger FaU of Foyers.

Alchcmilla alpina. Alpine Lady's Mantle.—Also

abundant below the larger Fall of Foyers.

Rhodiola rosea. Rose Root.—Nourished abundantly

by the spray of the fall.

Serratula tinctoria. Saw-wort.—Abundant at the

Falls.

Serratula alpina.

Fellis perennis. Common Daisy.—Everywhere.

Digitalis purpurea. Foxglove. — Both red and

white occur in this quarter. Of herbaceous plants this

is one of the largest and stateliest, and its flowering

seems to me to indicate that summer has attained its

greatest height and strength.

Juncui sylraticus and pilosus, Woodi'ush.

Graminece,—Many of the common genera and species.

Linnaia borealis,—I cannot close this section with a

plant more proper, or more peculiar to it, than the Lin-

nsea. It occm-s beneath the shade, and creeping along

the roots, of the planted Fir-woods about Inverness, in

the same situation in Morayshire, and in the Brahan

Woods, Ross-shire.

II.

—

Plants found in Heaths and open Pastures.

Calluna mtlgaris. Common Ling or Heather.
Frica cinerea. Fine Leaved Heath.
Erica Tetralix. Cross Leaved or Large-globe Heath.

—These three are well known to give the chief character

to our Highland hOls and moors, and whatever that

character may be at other seasons, in the beginning of

autumn it is certainly a glowing and lively one. All

the country seems then to wave with sheets of pui-ple.

Fmpetrum nigrum-. Black Crowberry.—A very con-

stant attendant of Heather, and one of the earliest that

comes out in spring.

Myrica Gale, Scotch Myrtle.—Used for many sin-

gular purposes, as decoctions, and for chiving away
fleas, &c., which are said not to be capable of enduring
its pungent smell.

Vaccinium Myrtillus, Bleaherry.

Vaccinium Vitis Idcea, Red WhortlebeiTy.

Vacciniwn Oxyeocciis is not the ti-ue Cranberry of the

Highlands, but Vaccinium Vitis Idaja.

Vaccinium iiliginosum. Great Bilbeny.
Arbutus Uva-ursi, Bearherrics.—The Bleaberries

and these last three species are the boast and the greatest

ornaments of our Alpine heaths. Nothing can be more
beautiful than the delicacy of their tints of colour, the

exquisite gi'ace either of their prostrate or drooping
flowering bells in the opening of the year, or the rich-

ness of some of their round mellow fruits when autumn
draws nigh.

Pyrola minor. Less Winter Green.

Pyrola media. Intermediate Winter Green.—When
these do occur, I have in general noticed a good many
specimens in the same neighboirrhood, though it is sel-

dom that they are all in flower together. I have no doubt

that neither this nor the P, rotundifolia are so un-

common as is imagined. As a general locality in this

district, I may give the heaths about the House of

Foyers, and the swamps about Kingsmills, Inverness,

for P, rotundifolia,

Pyrola seeunda. Serrated Winter Green.—Pretty

often met with on the face of steep rocks, and what is

singular, I have never foimd it in the position usually

ascribed to it, viz., rmder the shade of Birch trees.

Ulex europceus. Whins or Furze.—In the months of

April and May the lower hills of this county, and of the

Highlands in general, are literally yellow with the sweet

scented blossoms of this and the following species

;

few, I dare say, who have once beheld them with this

coat on, can readily forget them. This is the time when
our romantic and sequestered scenes are least visited,

but I have no doubt that it is when the Birch is just

breaking the bud, and the Whins are in their bloom,

that these scenes ai-e in their best and pm-est beauty. i
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Spartiiim scoparium. Broom.
Gcmsta anf/Uca. Petty Whin.—An elegant and not

uncommon yello^r little He.ith plant.

Lycopodiiim clavatiim. Deer's Grass.—A serpentine

and creeping plant. The badge of the clan M'Kenzie.

Lotus corniadatus. Bird's-foot Clover.— It is on
this that the lover of the flowery lea will oftenest and
most delightedly dwell, and in the Highlands he will

find abimdauce of it. It is said to give the sweetest

milk of aU oiu' natural pastiu'e or meadow plants, and
for many reasons it would be desii'able to coUeot and
diffuse its seeds.

Trifolium repeyis and pratense. "White and Eed
Clover.—Both common, and it is hy the flowers and
green foliage of the former that the eye is often at-

tracted to the grave of some hero who has fallen on his

native heath. It is well known that where a body has

been placed, the heather wUl not encroach on its mould
for many a day,—witness the green graves on the Field

of Culloden.

Mcdieago liipidina. Black Medick.—A lovely but

common slender plant.

Thymiis serpyllum. Wild Thyme.—Very abundant.

Orobus ttd>erosus. Heath Pea.—Not unfrequent.

Trientalis europma. Chickweed Winter Green.

—

The interest attached to this most beautiful miniature of

a shrub is well known. I have only to observe on it

that many of the woods and open heaths in the vicinity

of Inverness are qxiite bedecked with it.

Gnaplt(ditun dioiciim. \ Cudweeds.—Both com-
Gnaphaltum sylvaticiim. ] mon.
L^pilobium palusfre. Willow Herb.
Ejrilobitmi angtmtifolium. In two or three places.

Ajiiya reptans. Common Bugle.

Euphrmia officinalis. Eye Bright.

Odontites rulira. Eed Bartsia.

Mhinanthus Crista galli. Rattle.

Pedicidaris paliistris. Lousewort.
Finguicida vulgaris. Butterwort.—Very common

and characteristic.

Finguicula Imita^iica is not imcommon towards the

coast.

Finguicida alpina. Not yet found here, though it

occurs in Boss-shire.

Polygala vulgaris. Milkwort.—We have all the

four varieties, and they are among the earliest and most
beautiful of spring flowers.

Polygonum viuiparum. Alpine Bistort.—A beautiful,

and, I find, highly valued species, and one by no means
rare.

Galium palustre. Lady's Bed Straw.

Eriophorum vaginatum and gracilc. Cotton Grasses.

—Extremely abrmdant, and chai'acteristic of wet marshy
heaths.

III.

—

Okchide.e occureinr in Woods and Pastures, but more frequently in the latter.

Orchis Morio. Meadow Orchis.

Orchis mascula. Early Spotted Orchis.

Orchis pyrnmidalis. Pyramidal Orchis.

Orchis latifiilia. Marsh Orchis.

Orchis macidata: Spotted Palmate Orchis.

Gymnadcnia conopsea {0. conopsea). Fragrant Orchis.

Habenaria viridis. Green Habenaria.

IV.

—

Plants found on the Margin of Loch Ness, and of the Rivers running into it.

Habenaria albida. White Habenaria.

Habenaria bifolia (0. bifolia). Butterfly Habenaria.

Zistcra cordata. Heart-leaved Twayblade.— As a

general locality, I may say that most of these occur

within two miles of the Falls of Foyers, and from thence

towards Boleskine and the " Black Rock."

Of these I shall only notice a very few characteristic

ones, leaving out the Cyperacese, JrmceiB, and Graminece,

the species of each of which too much resemble one an-

other to constitute an individual detached appeai'ance

in the group.

Sanunculus Flammula. Spearwort.

R. aguatilis. Water Crowfoot.

if. hederacem. Ivy-leaved Crowfoot.

Silene maritima. Bladder Campion.

Caltha palustris. Marsh Marigold.

Angelica sylvestris. Water Angelica.

Iris Pscud-Acorus. TeUow Iris.

Lobelia Dortmanna. Water Lobelia. — Not very

common on this, but extremely abundant on the lakes

of the west coast.

Plan1<igo maritima. Sea Plantain.

Aquilcgia rulgaris. Columbine.—This stately plant,

which I have nowhere else met with in the Highlands,

occurs in great quantities, and is imdoubtedly native

on the stony beach at the mouth of the River Foyers.

Flowers both purple and white.

Campanula latifolia. Giant Bell-flower. Doubtful

if native on Loch Ness, but unqestionably so on Teanassie

Bum, which flows iato the river Beauly.

I have now completed this general arrangement of the vegetable productions of the neighbour-

hood of Loch Ness. I have shown, I hope, the principal species which figure most in the general

landscape, and added such of the minuter kinds as are considered rare in this quarter, or which

had some pecxdiar beauty to recommend them. It will have been observed that I have taken no

notice of our tme Alpine plants, and this will be explained by remarking, that scai-cely any of them

occnr ill the immediate vicinity of the lake, or on the lower ridges, to which I restricted my exami-

nation. The depth of water in Loch Ness, which on an average is ninety fathoms, if not rather more,

has no doubt a considerable influence in produciug the remarkable amenity of the climate, esjjecially

along the corn and woodland region on the banks ; but even far up in the lateral valleys, which branch

off from the Great Glen, and especially in Glen Urquhart, the same softness of the air is observable.

The cottages and inn there are favom-ite places of retreat to invalids, and in some of the large gardens

(such as General Cameron's, at Polmaily) not only do all the ordinary culinary vegetables and fruit

trees thrive, but peaches and apricots also ripen on the open wall, and the finest annuals and florists'

flowers attain perfection. Hydrangeas, with the common scaiiet Geraniums, and the more hardy

Fuchsias, such as F. coecinea and F. Riccartoni, stand out the winter in the open border without any
And before some of the cottages I have seen Fuchsias and Chinese Roses in full bloom even
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THE CULTURE OF HERBACEOUS PHLOXES.

By Mk. BAENES, Dane Croft Nukseries, Stowmarket.

fHE perennial Phlox is fast approaching perfection in form, and the mimerous varieties make it a

veiy valuable addition to our summer gardens ; and, although a plant of easy cultivation, it is

much enhanced in beauty by a little care and attention to its management. March is the time that

cuttings shotdd be propagated to form good plants for flowering dm'ing the summer. "When rooted,

they should be potted, and kept gently growing till they are slk inches high, at which time they

requii'e to be repotted and the top pinched out ; in a short time they will form new shoots, four of the

best of which should be selected and tied out, in order to form them into good plants. In May the

plants will have attained sufficient size to receive theh final shift, or to be planted in the beds iu which

they are intended to bloom. If the former, the pots should be at least 11 inches in diameter; and

the compost should be two parts good loam, one part peat, and one leaf mould, with a little addition

of charcoal and sand. If grown in beds, a good rich soil should be chosen, which, if not natm'ally

rich, may be made so by adding a sufficiency of good rotten manure. The distance the plants require

to bloom well is 2 feet by 18 inches apart. Phloxes are much benefited by occasional water-

ings with guano. I find the whites, and some of the more delicate colours, improved by a slight

shade, as the whole panicle is, by that means, brought into full beauty at one time.

The only means of obtaining new varieties of the Phlox is by raising seedlings, and the present

is the most suitable time to common c?. The best method is to nearly fill the pots or pans in which the

seed is to be sown with rough leaf mould, scatter the seeds, cover lightly, and place the same in a

gentle heat. The plants, when up, may be treated in the manner directed for the cuttmgs, only

when planted in beds, they need have but half the space recommended for the blooming plants.

The annual Phlox—of which we now possess nearly every shade, from pui'e white to deep ciimson

—is one of the most beautiful summer plants grown. The plants should be raised in the manner

directed above ; and as soon as they have made fom- leaves they should be potted off singly into small

pots, placed in a gentle heat for a few days to re-establish them, and afterwards be subjected to all

the air possible, as the plants must be stout and strong to give good flowers, and to remain long in

blossom ; but if, on the contrary, the seedlings are weak and spindKng, they will never form good

plants, or produce a fine bloom.

We are indebted to Messrs. Henderson for a valuable addition to this class of flowers

—

B. Deprissa ; it is one nearly allied to the annuals, but has the desii-able property of longer dm-ation,

is perfect in form, and merits a place in every collection. It is also easy of cultm'e, and, I have no

doubt, will become a general favourite.

The following selection of distinct perennial Phloxes wiU he found first-rate :

—

Alba compacta. IpHginie. Nitens. Eeiue des Phlox.

Alexandrina. Madame Frobel. Prsestaus. Triomphe de Louvain.

Eximia striata. Madame Jacotot. Eodigazii. Venusta.

E.xquisite. Madame Eigot. Eosetta. Alba Magmflora (new).

General Lamoriciere. Madame Jolly.

JilistillraiEnus JSntire.

NURSERY CALLS.

Knight and Perry, Chelsea.— Jan. S.^We
here saw a large stock of the Pei-petual Carnation, of

which several varieties were blooming freely, even at

this dull season, of the year, and, aa we were informed,

with scarcely any artificial excitement. Of these Per-

petual Carnations, which appear to be varieties of the

tree Carnation, there are various colours,—mostly, we
believe, self-colom-s, at least all that we saw were whole

coloured flowers. Though the blossoms of these are

not to be compared, for size and fullness, with the Car-

nations of siunmer, or with the richly-varied markings

of the florists' Carnation, yet, during the winter season,

they are invaluable to gardeners, who have to furnish

a supply of cut flowers ; and their fragrance is equal to

that of any other Carnation.—M.

Messrs. JS. G. Bmderson, St. John's Wood.—Jan. 22.

—Besides the Chorozema flava, figured at p. 73, and

the new winter-flowered heath, figm'ed at p. 81, we
noted a vai-iety of novelties, not yet in flower, of

which we shall report fm-ther on some futui'e occa-

sion. Among them were some continental varieties

of EpiphyUiun ti'uncatum, including sahnoneum, the

flowers of which are of a salmon-red, and spectahUis,

which has crimson flowers tinged with violet ; Centra-

denia floribimda, a species much more ornamental than

C. rosea ; Tropseolum Deckerianum, of which, according

to the German figures, the flowers are scarlet, blue, and
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green ; Eogiera Eoezlii, a cinchonaoeous skrul), allied

to Ixora ; one of the digitate-leaved Begonias, named

luxurians, having mnch the appearance of B. digitata,

and said to he very aho^vy ; two species of Erionema

—

melastomaceons plants, with ornamental variegated fo-

liage : one—E, marmorea—variegated with silver mark-

ings ; the other—E. Enea—with golden variegations ; a

new Anguria, named Warczewiczii ; Franciscea grandi-

flora, with the habit of hydrangoeformis ; Puya longi-

flora ; P. reemwata ; TUlandsia carnea ; Maranta rosea-

lineata, and a species from Cayenne ; Phi'ynium zebri-

num ; Charianthus coccineus, and many others.—M.

Messrs. J. and A. Henderson, Jl?ine-Apple Slaoc.—
Jan. 22.—Among the more remarkable subjects here

noted, were some well-bloomed small plants of Erica

Sindiyana—a very free-growing, winter-hloomiag heath,

something in the way of hiemalis, but distinct and much
finer. "We also saw a very neat-flowered Begonia, a

hybrid between manicata and hydi'ocotylifolia, of less

delicate testui-e than the former, and with larger and

deeper-coloured flowers, hut of the same habit of growth

;

it is a very good addition to this favourite race, though

by no means to be compared with Messrs. Henderson's

B. cinnahai'ina, which is perhaps the finest of the genus.

An Acacia—olivaifolia—was also blooming ; it is a deep

yeUow-flowered species, and a good conservatory plant.

The fine Warrea Lindeniana was just coming into bloom.

In one of the stoves wore some good plants of Tupa

thapsoidea, which had been for some time in flower

;

and in the same house, the beautiful orange- coloui'cd

-iEschynanthus speciosus, which has the great merit of

flowering fi-eely while in a dwarf state. Some of these

we shall have to notice more in detail hereafter. In a

greenhouse, in company of various Boronias, Erioste-

mons, and other hard-wooded plants, was a stiu'dy plant

of the Pleroma elegans, which had grown to a very large

size, and promises to be a magnificent object in the

blooming season.—M.

NOTICES.

Hares-foot Fern.—In the Gardenm's' Chronicle of last

year, there is a description, in some notes on Ciutra, of

a magnificent group of three immense Cork trees, the

whole of the larger branches of which are covered with

the Hares-foot Fern, the bright green of the leaves and

the light brown stems of the roots, well contrasting with

the dark nigged bark, and the deep green masses of foli-

age ; and round this group, a large Vine was climbing,

wreathing the whole group mth its yellow and red

foliage. The ^vl•iter seems to have considered this mass

of vegetation the most beautiful group he had ever seen.

It appears, from the second volume of the Life of

Southey, just published, that, fifty years ago, he was

equally struck with the beauty of this very group, and

he gives the very same description of it, except, that he

saw it in the spring, when the Vine leaves were bright

green, and the old fronds of the Fern of the preceding

year, were yellow. My reason, however, for calling at-

tention to this, is principally to notice, that the Haresfoot

Fern usually grown in a pot, will, if tied to a block or

post, iu a greenhouse or orchid-house, grow much better

than in earth, and the light brown root-stocks soon cling

round the posts or blocks.—/. Woolleij, Cheshunt.

Adventitious Shoots of Cardamine latifolia.—The
circumstance of adventitious shoots and buds being

foi-med on plants, after they have sustained any serious

injmy, is familiar to most persons engaged in botanical

or horticultiu'al pm-suits. Some species, indeed, bear

such shoots every year without having been wounded.

But there is a class of adventitious buds, examples ofwhicli

are not so numerous : these are such as are found grow-

ing spontaneously on leaves, and presenting nothing to

which the cause can be traced. M. Naudin has ob-

served on a leaf of Drosera intermedia, two indi'sdduals

of the same species reduced to the proportions of the

smallest miniatm-e ; M. H. de Cassini has observed si-

milar productions at the base of the leaflets of Cardamine

pratensis ; and I am enabled to add another still more

remarkable. I was one day gathering plants at the foot

of Carrigou, one of the Pyi'enees, when a leaf of Car-

damine latifolia was found, whose upper surface presented

eight individuals of diflferent sizes, and of the same kind

as the parent. They were u-regularly distributed over

the leaf, fi-om the base to the apex, but each of them
sprang from a vein. On looking with a glass, I ob-

served the smallest to be like a kind of obtuse cylinder,

about a quarter of an inch in height. In the others,

the cylinder was somewhat thicker, and green. But
this leaf had also at the axil of the petiole an elongated

bud, which, at the outside, presented a second leaf

rolled up ; the exterior leaf was seen first ; by and by,

a circle of small whitish excrescences were developed

below on the tubercle at the base ; they were elongated

in rootlets, which, at fii-st upright, became extended

over the parent plant, and were about an inch long.

These radicles were covered with a few hau-s, and were

of a Avhitish colour, while the leaf preserved the colour

of the parent plant. It is not to be thought that the

tubercle in question was a special organ. It was simply

a base of the stem where roots escaped, as occurs in the

true rhizoma, and trailing or imderground stems. I

placed the leaf of C. latifolia, which I have described, in

some wet soU. By and by it perished, but at the end of

a month, one ofthe little plants or shoots sprang up, al-

though I had neglected it. These facts lead us to the

following conclusions ;— 1. Leaves and branches diflir

generally, without doubt, in thefr form and position ; hut

it is not impossible that, without any wound, the one as

well as the other is capable of producing individuals si-

milar to the parent plant ; and in this the two sorts of

organs seem to be confounded, a confusion which, with

some Lentibularious plants, extends to all the characters.

2. As these small plants issue from the nerves of the

leaf, it woidd appear that the productive force resides

in them more than in the surrounding tissue. 3. The

rootlets of these small plants were white, and yet they

were exposed to the sun and air like the leaves, confirm-

ing a circumstance that has been long known—viz., that

the white coloirr of the roots in general is not owing to

their situation, but to their internal organization. 4.

M. de Cassini observed shoots produced spontaneously

from organs ofanon-essential character, and thatwithout

any injury. On my plant, which was another and dif-
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ferent species, I found a like phenomenon. It Tvonld

therefore appear that plants of this genus have an orga-

nization which predisposes them to spontaneous produc-

tion hy the leaves. "We have here a fresh proof that

horticultural operations have often preceded the physio-

logical theories concerning plants. We know, indeed,

that oranges and other plants have long been produced

simply hy stiiking leaves ; and. In all operations of this

kind, the presence or absence of the neiTes or fibre has

been studied. The necessity is still confirmed by the

above facts. It also explains the fact of the sap's as-

cending by the veins, and that without this sap, no

development of the shoot could take place.

—

M. de St.

Silaire, and Prof. Morren, in Ghent Annales.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Fee. 19_—The meeting was supplied with a variety

of interesting subjects. The most remarkable was a

plant of Dendrobium speciosum, shown by Mr. Duncan,

gai-dener to the Eev. C. F. Chawner of Bletchinley, and

to which, on accoimt of its excellence, a large sUver

medal was awarded. This plant formed a dense mass,

more than a yard in diameter, and bore upwards of

three dozen of its splendid drooping racemes of whitish

flowers. It had been grown in an intermediate house
;

and was kept nearly dry, in a cold frame, all the sran-

mer—its season of rest. Mr. Dobson, gardener to Mr.

Beck, of Isleworth, sent a collection of very neatly

grown orchids, to which a Knightiau medal was

awarded : the collection contained a plant of the pretty

CoelogjTie cristata, and specimens of Oncidium imguicu-

latum. Messrs. Yeitch, of Exeter, exhibited the Den-

drobium heterocarpum, imported from Moulmein ; it

was said to be only a pale variety of D. aureum ; the

flowers are cream-coloured, with a tawny, pencilled lip,

and are most deUciously scented. Messrs. Henderson,

of St. John's Wood, sent Pimelea Verschaffeltiana, a

promising-looking species, with narrowly elliptic glau-

cous leaves and white flowers ; and some other plants.

The new Califomian Ceanothus dentatus was sent by

Mr. Ingram from the Eoyal Garden at Frogmore ; the

flowers are bright blue, forming little stalked balls, and

promise to render it an ornamental species ; the habit of

this and some aUied Mnds, is remarkably neat. Mr.

Turner, of Slough, sent the Primula altaioa, a gay

spring flower, resembling a large common primrose,

mth pale rosy-purple flowers. A variety of interesting

plants were sent from the garden of the Society.

Of florists' flowers a group of six very nice Cine-

rarias, for which a certificate was awarded, was sent by

Ml-. Dobson, gardener to Mr. Beck, of Isleworth. They

consisted of Cerito, the finest yet raised for form and

compact habit; Nymph, a very pretty white; Adele

ViUiers, tipped with rosy purple ; Maid of Artois, a

blue, starry flower, of no merit ; Gem, badly bloomed

;

and Bessy, a bronze prurple flower, rather remarkable.

Cinerarias, Beauty of St. John's Wood, one of the best,

and Cerito, were also sent fi-om the garden of the So-

ciety. An Indian Azalea, called Howardii, was sent

by Mr. Frost, of Dropmore; but it is too much Hie

Triumphans to bo of much importance.

Of fruit the supply was rather limited ; but a re-

markably fine bunch, weighing 41b. 13oz., of the Black

Barbarossa Grape, splendidly preserved, but badly co-

loured, was sent by Mr. John Bevington, gardener to

M. Phillips, Esq., Stratford-on-Avon, and received a

Banksian medal. This Grape is of very tolerable

quality, being very sugary; and keeping better than

Wesf s St. Peters, is desirable on that account. Mr.

Dunsford, market gardener, of Chingford Green, Essex,

sent some small bunches of well-coloured Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, from A'ines in pots ; and, from an un-

known contributor, " J. B.," were two bunches of

Black Grape resembling Wilmot's Hamburgh, badly

coloured, which, it ;^was stated, had been ripe since

June last. From Her Majesty's^ garden at Frogmore,

Mr. Ingram sent a bundle of one hundred Asparagus,

weighing 131bs., remai-kable for its lai-ge size and

superior quality. This Asparagus was grown upon per-

manent beds, heated by hot-water pipes, from which

grass of the same quality has been produced for some

year's past. Mr. Kestell, of Dropmore, sent two sets of

glazed zinc and cast-fron labels for hoiticultural pm'-

poses. The name is printed upon the back part of the

glass, and this is placed in a sunk panel on the face of the

tally, resting upon an elastic substance, painted of any

desirable colour, and pressed so close as to expel and

exclude the air, thereby preventing corrosion, the prin-

cipal faiilt of the glazed labels at present in use.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

Berberis Jamtesoni, Veltch. Jamieson's Berberry.

(Joiini. Sort. Soc, v., S.)—Nat. Ord., Bcrberacece, §

Berberideoe.—Syn., B. glauca, Bcnth.—A beautiful ever-

green shrub, scarcely hardy. The leaves are oblong,

nearly three inches long, with a spiny point, and a few

spiny marginal teeth, deep shining green, and growing

in clusters. The flowers grow in close, somewhat erect,

panicled racemes.—From Peni and New Grenada ; in-

troduced, in 1845, by Dr. Jamieson. Flowers not yet

produced in England. Messi-s. Yeitch and Son, of Exe-

ter ; and Mr. Glendiiming, of Chiswick.

Berbekis TmcTORiA, Lesclienmilt. Dyer's Berberry.

{Journ. Sort. Soc, v., 13.) —Nat. Ord., Berberacea;, §

Berberideue.—A sub-evergreen slender shrub, having

thin, dull-green leaves, glaucous beneath, oblong, blunt

with a spiny point, but scarcely spiny-toothed ; the

branches bear slender, three-parted spines. The flowers

grow in erect, loose racemes, scarcely longer than the

leaves.—From the NeilgheiTy Mountains ; introduced,

before 1848, by the Hon. East India Company. Flowers

not yet produced in England.

Berberis Ltciuji, Soi/k. Opfhalmic Berberry.

{Journ. Sort. Soc, v., 14.)—Berberaceae, § Berberidea;.

—A sub-evergreen shrub, with erect branches, bearing

long threc-pai'ted spines. The leaves are oblong-lan-

ceolate, spiny-pointed, with lateral spiny teeth, or

sometimes toothless. The flowers grow in long, erect,

somewhat panicled racemes, much longer than the

leaves ; they are yellow.—From the Himalayas : eleva-

tion, 3000 to 7000 feet; introduced in ?— . Flowers in

summer. Horticultirral Society. I
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HYACINTHUS OEIENTALIS, VAR. ANNA MARIA.

HYACINTHUS ORIENTALIS, Vak. Anna Makia.

I{at, Order, Liliaceje, 5 SciLLZiE. (Asphodeleje, Kunth.)

Generic Character. — Hyacintlms. Calyx coroUaceous,

campanxilate, iurtated at the base, open at the throat; limb

six-parted, re^lar, deciduous ; lobes tongue-shaped or oblonj?,

one-nerved, sub-equal, patent-recurved, longer than the tube.

Stamens, six-equal, included
; filaments adherent to the tube of

the calyx, free at the summit ; anthers two-celled, introrse,

lineai'-oblong, obtuse, fixed at the back above the two-lobed

base, level Tvith the throat. Ovari/ free, sessile, sub-globose,

three-celled. Ovules eight in a cell, in two lines, horizontal,

sessUe, anatropous. Stt/le short, three-grooved, erect. Stigma

throe-sided, obtuse, simple. Capsule fleshy-spongy (membranous

Undllcher), globosely three-lobed, three-celled, loculicidally

three-valved. Seeds 2-5 in a cell, obUquely sub-globose, reti-

cularly pitted, black, opaque, much thickened at the base.

—

{Kunth JUnumeratio.)

Hyacinthtjs ORIENT.VLIS, Lmjiwifs. Corolla funnel-shaped,

half six-toothed, inflated at the base ; bracts very short.

{SchuHesfil.)

Hijaclntkus orientalis : var. Anna Maria.—A double-flow-

ered Dutch florists' variety, of first-rate excellence.—A. H.

BESCRIPTION.—A handsome form of this Protean species, which is too well linowii to

require that a detailed sj'stematic description should be added here. The spike is more

than six inches long, and closely crowded, so that the flowers form a compact mass ; these are

white with a sHght lacing of crimson on the inner petals, and are large and beautifully regular,

in the fine specimen from which cm' figure is taken. The great tendency to metamorphosis of

the parts of the flower, gives rise to the production of the double varieties of this species even

in a state of natm'e, and in the present examjjle we have a most perfect instance of completeness

and regularity of this change of all the floral organs into petaloid bodies. These double

varieties are the more perfect in proportion as more of the reproductive organs are changed

into petals, which condition, when complete, precludes the possibilitj^ of seed-bearing, while, as

is well known, when seeds do occiu% there is no certainty of the reproduction of the j)articular

form. Thus it is indisjDensably necessary to take measm:es to secui-e a healthy state of the

bulb after the flowering period, when a variety is desired to be perpetuated. The variations of

colour- are all accidental in this species, and are met with in the wild plant.—A. H.

History, &c.—The Hyacinth is a native of the Levant, whence it was introduced into

Holland, and so imjjroved by the Dutch Florists that they are said to have reared more than

two thousand varieties of every imaginable shade of colour, single as well as double. It was

cultivated in England as early as 1596, and it has been so great a favourite for many years

as to have become a most important article of commerce. It may be truly said that there is no

limit to the varieties, for even now that the taste of the public is so improved as to render in-

ferior sorts of little or no value, there are himdreds of distinct recognised named kinds which

are considered deserving a place in aU curious collections. The colour least perfectly developed

is yellow, the nearest approach to which being scarcely deeper than a sulphur colour.

Anna Maria, the variety represented in oui- plate, was raised in Holland, and may now be

purchased in this country of every dealer in Dutch bulbs at a moderate price. It is a great

favoiu'ite among florists, on account of the beauty of the plant, and the closeness of its truss of

flowers, which although individually narrow-petalled and starry, as too many of them are, yet

have these blemishes concealed by the reflexing of the points of the segments of the corolla.

It has been chosen to represent one of the greatest excellences in a Hyacinth—namely, the

size, compactness, and pyramidal outline of the truss of flowers.—G. G.

THE CULTURE AND PROPERTIES OF THE HYACINTH.
By Mr. GEORGE GLENNT, F.H.S.¥E need hardly say that the great supply of this very beautiful bulb is from Holland, and that, in

a general way, they do not bloom so well the second year after importation as they do the first.

This, however, has led to a conclusion, that they will not do so well in this country as in the great Dutch
nursei'ies, or that there is something more favom-able in the soil and shmate of Holland than there is

in that of this country—a conclusion perfectly erroneous. The Hyacinth, treated properly, in

England, -will grow as finely, and bloom as strongly, after seven years' cultivation, as it will in the

place it came from ; but nobody will take the pains. They require nm-sing until they are at maturity,

when they will equal the Dutch roots ; and, after lia\dng flowered in perfection, they will degenerate,

and split into ofisets, in the same way that imported roots do the second year. Seedlings raised in this

country have bloomed as finely as any Dutch roots could have flowered ; and, although there was no-
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nothing among them that the growers in this country considered good enough for a new name, ahundant
proof was fui'uished that there is nothing in Holland that cannot be imitated nearly enough to grow
any or all the bulbs fully equal to then- best.

The gi-eat body of the soil in which Hyacinths are grown in Holland, is light and sandy, and, tm-

cultivated, it is remarkably poor ; but, for the growth of Hyacinths, an enormous quantity of cow-dung
is requii-ed, which, when well decomposed and mixed, forms, or rather changes, the natural soil into

good compost. In all the attempts that have been successful, in this country, the soil has been formed

so as to secui'e lightness, that is to say, porosity and richness. "We have seen a large collection iu one-

thii'd light fiiable loam, one-thii'd clean-washed sea-sand, and one-third decomposed cow-dmig, and

nothing could exceed the noble growth and bloom. This bed was aftenvards used thi-ee seasons, to

bring forward the offsets that were taken fi-om the old roots, many of which, on taking up, had split into

several, while others retained much of their original form, size, and general appeai-ance. In the re-

planting of the offsets, wliich took place the beginning of the next October, a fresh dressing, about two
inches iu thickness, of decayed cow-dung, was forked into the top six inches of soil, and the offsetswere

planted, as the old bulbs had been, that is, thi'ee inches below the sm-face. AVhen these threw up their

little spikes of flowers, perhaps not half-a-dozen pips, all but one bud was picked off. Li due time, when
the leaves had died down, they were aU taken up, put in a dry shady place, for a few days, and then

cleared of the roots and tops. These had increased in size considerably, and, at the second taking up,

some were as large as the old flowering bulbs, and the next season, both in water and earth, produced

full-sLjed ti-usses or spikes of flower. This, and observations on some other experiments by different

persons, led to the following system of culture.

Hyacinths imported and grown in Pots.—Choose pots made on purpose, not larger than six inches

across, and nearly twelve inches deep, if you can get them ; if not, take thirty-two-sized pots, called six-

inch pots, as the least that can be tolerated ; mix half sand, and half cow-dung rotted into mould, and

fill the pots within foiu- inches of the sm-face
;
place the bidb in the centre, and press it an inch into the

soil, then fill up to the top, which will cover the top of the bidb thi-ee inches ; set the pots out of doors,

or anysvhere out of the way, till it is requii'ed to push them on. If you want a succession of bloom, and

to begin early, put a few in the stove in November, a few in December, a few in January, February,

and March. Being out of doors, they are well kept back ; and, being covered thi-ee inches, they require

no burying in the ground, or in tan, or any other medium ; they must be watered occasionally, because

the soil being very porous, will dry much sooner than ordinary loam and dimg. The stj'le of gx'owth,

and the size of the flowers and trusses of plants cultivated after this maimer, will very much escell

those cultivated in the ordinary way.

Hyacinths in Glasses.—Always use rain or river water
;
put them in the glasses about October, if

possible ; let them be in the dark until they shoot forth their fibres, and especially preserve them from

frost, because, if the water be once fi-ozen, it is almost sm-e to burst the glass. Change the water every

six weeks ; and fill uj) to the bottom of the root, or nearly so, any time there is a vacancy, between the

periods of change. When they begin to grow, keep them in the strongest possible Hght, for it will

prevent their drying up, and give them air if you can, as it tends to give them both sti-ength and

colour-.

Hyacinths in Sand and Moss.—Hyacinths will grow and bloom in moss alone, if it be kept con-

stantly wetted ; but it is far better to half-fill any vessel you may use, such as a bowl or deep dish, or

any shallow fancy vase, with silver sand wetted
;
place the bulb upon that, and fill the rest with good

green moss. The quantity of water required, is just sufficient to keep the sand full of it, but with none

laying at the top. Once, in thi-ee or fonr watermgs, you may give liquid manm-e, made of a quarter of

a peck of cow-dung rotted to mould, to ten gallons of water, weU stii-red up, and allowed to settle, the

clear liquid being alone used. The effect of this is to strengthen the growth ; but without any such

stimulant, the plants wiU come shoi-t, sti-ong, and well coloured, if kept fully exposed to the hght, and

well supplied with air.

Hyacinths in Beds in the Open Ground.—Choose a well-drained spot, and dig out the soil two feet

deep, and fom- feet wide. At the bottom of this, put six inches of well .decomposed cow-dung. Then

mix a compost, of one-half sea-sand, well pm-ified of its salt,

and one-half cow-dung rotted into mould. If the sea-sand

cannot be had, any other coarse but clean sand must be

substituted. Fill up the bed with the compost, and let it

settle a few days, then level it, without otherwise distiu-b- w le DB T DB le w «:j

ing it, planting the bulbs six inches aijar-t all over the bed. LB w LR DB LE w LB ^
There will be seven in width, and the most efficient way
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I ' of disposing of the colours is indicated in tlie annexed arrangement. We need hardly say, that DB ->

and DR mean dark blue and red ; LB and LR, light blue and red ; W, white ; Y, yellow. The sorts,

as well as the colours, may be varied, but always contrive so that every row may be planted in dupli-

cate, the same on one side as on the other, of the middle flower.

The best season for planting is October, and the operation should take place in dry open weather,

between the iirst and the middle of the month. Put fully three inches of compost above the crowns of the

bulbs, and leave them to their fate. They are by no means tender, but when they begin to open and

show their trusses, which in some kinds is almost as soon as they come through the ground, it would

be well to cover in frosty weather with loose litter, such as peas haulm or long straw, as the buds wUl

be damaged by sudden fi-osts or thaws. The period of floweruig is lengthened by covering from the

sun ; but the roots are thereby weakened. When the bloom has faded, they are no longer interesting,

and should be thrown ojjen to all weathers. As soon as the leaves turn yellow and die down half-way,

the bulbs may be lifted, and laid in by the heels for a fortnight, when they may be taken up, the leaves

screwed off, the roots removed, and the bulbs put into a cool shady place for two or three weeks, after

which they may be cleared of all loose skin and fibre, and the offsets, .and aU split roots, sorted away
from the best bulbs.

Those bulbs which are handsome and full sized may be treated the same as imported varieties.

The ofi'sets and split roots may be treated in the same way as beds of full-grown bulbs for show,

except that they may be closer, and the whole of each sort may be planted together, without reference to

uniformity or order. When the offsets send up their small trusses of bloom, pick off all the buds but

one or two at the top ; when these die down, let them be treated as the roots of the show-bed. At

the taking-up time, there will be found, each season, a number of full-grown handsome bulbs, to be

placed among the best ; and no one can possibly tell the Dutch grown from the English grown, when
properly managed and in good trim. In this way, the offsets will, in due time, increase to the full

size ; and, every year, the bed in which they are nm'sed, wiU afford some. These beds once made,

will only require trenching once a-yeai', and the top six or eight inches dressed with a good layer of

cow-dung ; that wliich was placed at the bottom is only turned over and left there, and the roots

find then- way down the whole depth every season. In Holland, the only di'essing necessary is cow-

dung, or, if this cannot be had, horse-dung, but it is well rotted ; and a fresh dressing of this every

year is necessary even in the most favourable soils and situations.

Properties of the Hyacinth.—The leading points of a perfect Hyacinth have been described, but

small hopes can be entertained of ever attaining them. The new system of laying down rules for the

guidance of judges, appears to have been unpopular until well understood. The prmciple was, to state

what would make a thing perfect, even though there was no chance of reaching it, that the compara-

tive merits of all varieties might be judged by the degree in which they approached the imaginary

perfection.

The double Hyacinth, to be perfect, must have the pips, or individual flowers, round in the outline,

half-round upon the face, and the petals, or di\'isions of the flower, should lie uniformly and symmetrical.

The truss of bloom, or spike, should be pyi'amidal ; the foot-stalks of the lower blooms being longer

than those of the upper ones, gradually becoming shorter as they rise.

The flowers should be close enough to conceal the stalk, and yet not crowded so as to distm'b the

round form of the individual blooms.

The single varieties should have the corolla reflexed enough to form a handsome face ; and, in all

other respects, must be as perfect as the double ones. The petals or segments of the coroUa, should

be wide enough to touch, and form a romid outline to the entire flower.

Those who have noticed a few of the particular kinds, will observe, that Groot Voorst, Anna Maria,

Lamrens Korster, and some others, really possess a good many of the points of excellence ; but the

pyramidal form of the truss, though finely carried out, is chiefly produced by the crowding of the petals

and pips.

There is but little symmetry in the blooms of the sorts that are good upon the whole ; though there

are some very nobly-formed pips in kinds which are too open in the truss to form a good whole. We
may, by-and-bye, in a descriptive list of fifty, show the nearest approaches to what we reqmi-e ; or, at

least, point out those particular excellences which are to be found among the extensive list of varieties

at present cultivated.



THE CTjLTITATION OF CLERODENDEOXS.

THE CULTIVATION OF CLERODENDRONS.

K/OT less remai-kable for brilliant coloured flo'svers, than, Tvlien -n-eU cultivated, for rich tropical

a.\ character and appearance, the genus Clerodendron certainly stands pre-eminent as " the Glory Tree"

of oui' plant stoves and exhibition tables.

Being natives of ti'opical India, delighting in

the moist atmosphere of tropical forests, and

being subject in their native habitats to a

season of rest, and another of active growth,

they require treatment peculiar and system-

atic in this countiy, where possibly they ai-e

yearly seen in finer perfection than in theii'

native wilds. Agreeable" to their native

habits, Clerodendrons must be allowed to go

to rest when they cease floweiing in the

autumn, and care must be taken to get the

wood as thoroughly matured as possible, by
exposing it to full sun and gradual heat,

cautiously withholding

water until the leaves

are quite ripe and fall

off. After this the

plants may be placed

in a by-corner of the

stove, but do not trust

them in the greenhouse, or

they will probably perish.

About this time, the

iirst week in !March, the

fii'st batch should be start-

ed, say two of each kind,

by shaking them clean out

of the soil, reducing the

roots, cutting them down
to the lowest bud upon the

young wood, and puttmg
them into pots as small as they can be
convenientiy got into. The best soil to use

for them is, well-enriched turfy loam two
parts, turfy peat one part, and leaf mould
one part, liberally intermixed with potsherds,

chai'coal, and gritty sand. After potting,

plunge the pots in a dung-fi-ame, with a bottom heat of seventy-five or eighty degrees ; water cau-

tiously until the plants begin to start, but sprinkle daily, so as to induce them to break as robustly

as possible. Should a number of shoots be produced, and one or two of them seem to take the lead, to

the debiment of the others, it will be advisable to remove the sti-ongest and weaker ones so as to give

those of equal strength a good chance to grow. This tieatment is more especially necessary with C.

Kffimpferi, upon which it is always desirable to get several shoots. As the plants progress in growth,

maintain a temperature of fi-om 65 to 75 degrees, and ventilate fi-eely everj- day, and thi-ough the night

also, if possible, so as to promote a robust and sturdy habit. It will be necessary to keep the plants

grovring in the dung-ii-ame as long as possible, and indeed, if a deep fi'ame or dimg pit, or a pit heated

conjointly by hot water and dimg heat, can be spared for their growth until the plants show bloom,

no fear need be entertained but that they will be produced io a very superior manner.

As the plants progress in growth, they wiU requii-e to be removed into larger pots, using the same

compost, but substituting good rotten dung for the leaf moidd after the fii'st potting. Shift liberally,

thoroughly good specimen cannot be grown in less than a 13 or 15-inch pot, and a plant so grown

well repay the attention devoted to it. C. paniculatum is fi-equentiy seen with a panicle of a= g^

r
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cockscomb form, wliicli increases the size of the flower-head very materially. To induce this habit of

growth, it is necessary to give the plant a slight check, by depriving it of bottom heat until it shows

flower, and afterwards growing it very vigorously until the cockscomb character is fully developed.

By this treatment, we have had the panicle of C. paniculatum upwards of three feet long ; and though

less brilliant in colom- than some of its congeners, it is, when so grown, a noble-looking plant. Our

wood-cut represents C. fallax, sometimes called affine and squamatum ; but C. fallax superbum is

a much finer thing, producing, instead of one, several lateral panicles ; from the base of each leaf,

indeed, we have had this variety with seventeen panicles of its brilliant scarlet flowers upon one plant

at the same time. This variety is very scarce ; but those who go to the trouble of hunting it out, wUl

not regret theu- outlay in procm-ing it.

C. splendens, a climbing species, is a beautiful thing, cither as a pot plant or as a stove climber,

where, planted at a corner of the tan or tan-bed, it will grow and produce flowers in great abundance.

As a pot plant, it reqmi-es to be well pruned in after blooming, but it must not be so closely primed as

some of the kinds, neither is it advisable to reduce the roots quite so much. Give the plant a season

of rest ; but after it is started, keep it vigorously growing with a brisk bottom heat. This species and

C. macrophyUmn bloom natmally late in the autumn and partly thi-ough the winter ; and, indeed, by

starting some plants about the end of May, most of the kinds may be had in bloom until Christmas,

and at that season no flower can be more desirable for making bouquets. Clerodendi'ons delight in

rich soil, and also, in the growing season, ia rich manure water. This should be prepared by placing

one bushel of fi'esh cow-dung, and the same quantity of sheep's dung, in a hogshead of soft water,

taking care to mix them thoroughly, and adding one peck of soot, one peck of guano, and three or

foui- large lumps of hme. This composition must be frequently stm-ed for a week before using, and

then it vrUl be necessary to use it diluted with an equal portion of clean water. Sprinkle the fi-ame or

pit with the manure water occasionally, and if it is perfectly clear and sweet, a little from a fine rose

or syringe wdll be beneficial over the foKage of the plants.

Clerodendrons ai-e propagated by cuttings, both of the old and young wood ; C. splendens by graft-

ing and budding upon the roots of the stronger-growing species, and several kinds by seed which is

plentifully produced. In making cuttings of the old wood, it is sometimes customary, if the wood is

very strong, to split each cutting longitudinally, retaining a growing bud or point upon each, and thus

two plants are procured in the place of one. Put the cuttings in vei-y sandy loam, and plunge the

pots in a brisk bottom dung-heat of eighty degrees. Cuttings of the young wood must be inserted in

silver sand ; and it will also be necessary to cover them with a bell or hand glass, and to keep them m
a moist growing temi^erature. When they are rooted, pot them off singly, and treat them as before

directed. In raising plants fi-om seed, sow in the usual manner early in March, and pot off singly

when large enough. A strong bottom heat is necessary to induce the seed to germinate. Seedhngs

make excellent plants, and many of them may be bloomed in small pots, which makes them very

handy for common decorative pm-poses.

This tribe of plants is very subject to the attacks of insects, especially of the red spider, thirp, and

mealy bug. It is, therefore, necessary to keep a sharp look-out, and by copious syringing and

a moist atmosphere, to keep the enemy at bay. The following are the most desu-able kinds :

—

Clerodendron splendens, fallax, fallax superbum, paniculatum, Ksempferi, squamatum, infortunatum,

maerophyUum, fragrans flore pleno, Bethimianum. A.

IJltsKllttttraus Jhiim.

Australian Plants.
—

"While I Hved in England, I used

often to remark, that AustraHan Plants seldom looked

well after the second or third year ; and since I have

resided among them, the reason has occurred to me,

which is, that they ought to be cut down close to the

ground when they begin to get ragged ; and that the

prundng-knife, and a mistm-e of wood ashes in the soil,

would probably prove an effectual substitute for the

triennal bmnings to which they are subjected at home,

of our shrubs never bloom in perfection till the

after the growth is burnt over. Among these is

Nuytsiafloribunda, which looks like a blackened leaf-

leas trmik after a good bush-fii'e, but is covered the nest

year with one mass of orange flowers.

—

J. Drummond,

in Hook, Journ. Bot. [This ia a hint by which culti-

vators of hard-wooded plants may profit. Some of the

finest plants seen at the great metropoUtan exhibitions

are the result of cutting down. Such things as Podolo-

biums, Daviesias, and many more of the free-growing

New Holland plants, grow admirably after being thus

cut down. The advantages of using charcoal in plant

cultivation, is also explained by the triennial burnings.]

Oseille des noises, a new Sorrel.—In 1S36, M. Moritzi

discovered, in one of the mountains of Switzerland, and
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at the limit of the eternal snows, a new sorrel, which he

called Mumex nivalis. When taken to his garden, it

grew Adgorously, without suffering from the change of

locality ; and assumed a lank form, so much so, that

fi-om the length of a few inches, which it only attained

in its native habitat, it reached two or three feet in

height ; it lost nothing in flavour, which is agreeably

acid, was almost devoid of leaves on the stem, but

made up for this by the tufts of radical leaves becom-

ing more compact, and of a livelier green than is usual

with the common sorrel, being found also to be earlier

than the latter, and seeming to vegetate even under

the snow. It is also more delicate, and more sightly,

from its fresh colom- ; but, as its roots penetrate little

into the groimd, it is liable to suffer fi-om di'ought;

it is, therefore, very necessary to water frequently, or

place it in a situation which is natm-ally humid. From

the peculiarities of this sorrel, it seems essentially hi-

bernal; that is, may be grown in winter. In this

respect, it is worthy of the particular attention of the

horticulturist ; for, however severe the winter may be,

sown in the autumn, it yields a iine green vegetable

dm-ing all that season ; while, should any intense and

continued frost checkits growth, the cultivatormay atleast

hope to find in it a culinary resource at the commencement

of the spring, when other herbs scarcely begin to shoot.

It fm-nishes a tender and agreeable dish. It is, beyond

a doubt, that it may be successfully crossed with the

common sorrel ; the result of which, in all likelihood,

would be the obtaining of varieties partaking of the

qualities of both sorts, more tender and earlier than the

common, and less sensible of heat than the Oseille des

neiges.—Ghent Annalcs.

Neio Syrian Apricot : the Suedia Green-gage.—This

variety was produced seven years ago fi'om the stone of

the sweet-kerneUed Apricot of Ispahan, called ^^ Shulcer

Fara" (a bit of sugar). It bore one fi-uit in 1845 ; 30,

in 1846 ; and, in 1847, 140 ripe fi-uit. It is the latest

but one of the thirteen varieties of the Apricots with a

sweet kernel iu Suedia. It is a fi-ee-gTowing healthy

tree, and a great bearer. Of upwards of 300 grafts

and buds " worked" from it, only two or three failed.

This year (1847) four of its medium-size fruit weighed

4| oz. (Troy), and five of the largest 8| oz. Four

of the medium-size stones weighed only 2 drachms.

They were cracked easily with the teeth. Its diminu-

tive stone is its peculiar distinction ; it is not a cling-

stone. It is rather conque-shaped. The colour yel-

lo-wish-white one third, and dingy purplish-light-red

the other two. It resembles the Eh-uge Nectarine,

not merely in colour, but somewhat in form, and in its

absolute absence of all do-wn. It resembles likewise the

Nectarine in the peculiar consistence of the skin. The

skin cannot be peeled, but it must be well masticated

while its sugary, soft, juicy pulp is in the mouth, in

order to correct the excessive sweetness of the latter,

because the only particles which contain acidity reside

in the skin, for which reason it is often eaten preferably

ten days before perfect maturity. It has great affinity

to the plum by reason of its smooth skin, its small stone,

of a sweetness that not merely rivals but surpasses that

of the Green-gage, and more than all, of its almost abso-

lute want of the Apricot perfume. All other sorts of

sweet-kernelled Apricots have more or less a bitterish

sour after-taste, as if the remnant of a bit of sugar-

candy still lingered in yom- mouth. Two anomalies re-

lating to the Suedia Green-gage Apricot are remarkable.

The first may not properly be called an anomaly, if it

should have been obsei-ved by scientiBc gardeners in the

gei-mination of other seeds ; but the second is assm-edly

an anomaly :—1st, The kernel, although sweeter than

the sweetest Almond before being sown, becomes very

bitter as soon as it begins to germinate. 2nd, The fi-uit,

when its kernel is stiQ soft and watery, and not bigger

than a large Marrowfat pea, is intensely bitter. Other

sweet-kei-nelled Apricots that are lusus natta'ce, and not a

species like this, possess not the same peculiarity. As

the extraordinary sweetness with which this fi-uit is en-

dowed begins to be developed ten days before attaining

to perfect maturity, it bears being transported to a con-

siderable distance. Captain WeUs averred, that when,

a few years ago, he was stationed in a northern pro-vince

of India, he had it annually sent to him, " packed in

cotton," from the incredible distance of a month's jom--

ney by cai-avan ! But the most interesting fact remains

to be stated. It reproduces itseK from seed, having a

sweet kernel and aU the other admii-able qualities, as

certainly as does any vegetable in the kitchen garden. *

—

J. Barker, Esq., of Suedia, Aleppo, in Journ. Sort. Soe.,

1847.

* This Apricot, we believe, is in the possession of Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter.

li MiiiiP^S' MM MmWAEW tMMMMn P®i iieCH.

FLOWER-GAKDEN.—IN-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Conservatory.—Now that the weather is a little

milder, and the sun begins to assist in gai-den opera-

tions, something lUce growth may be anticipated. Con-
tinue to ventilate as fi-eely as the weather wUl admit of,

always guarding against cold cutting winds and lume-
cessary draughts. The house -will now be gay with

the plants before-mentioned, with the addition of some
more Orchids, as Oncidiums, &c., and a few Oranges

and Lilies of the Valley, which have been forwarded in

the forcing-house. Of Orange-trees we know nothing

so really beautiful and interesting as the dwal-f-gTo^riug

variety called the Otaheitan. We have plants at the

present time not more than six inches in height—com-
pact little bushes bearing ripe and green fi-uit, and

flowers in abundance, yielding a perfume than which

^S^^^^ff
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is:

nothing can l)e more delicious. "We can confidently

and most earnestly recommend tMs plant as quite a

gem in its way, and sm-e to give satisfaction. Pay
timely attention to climbers of all kinds ; if not abeady
done, let them he pruned and regulated without more
delay. Maintain a temperatm-e of 45 degrees by night,

rising ten or fifteen degrees in the day-time. Syi'inge

twice or thrice a-week on bright clear mornings, and
keep a healthy growing atmosphere by sprinlding every

vacant part of the house morning and evening-

Camellias which have bloomed heavily, will he bene-

fited by a copious watering of weak manure water, and
Acacias will be grateful for a similar favour. At
page 84 some remarks ^dll be found upon the manage-
ment of Pyramidal Pelargoniums, illusti-atcd very

tastefully by designs from the pencil of H. N. Hum-
phi'eys, Esq. "We would paiticulai'ly direct atten-

tion to RoUison's Unique, as a kind admirably

adapted for this style of management. The following

kinds have also been recommended as likely to answer
the same pm-pose— Forget-me-Not, Magog, Ai'mada

Superb, Miss Holford, Gigantea, Priory Queen, Orion,

IvigTess, Milo, Centurion, Gulielma, and Eosamond

;

and as forcing kinds. Admiral Kapler and Sm'pass

Admiral Napiei', Washington, Alba multiiiora, and
Speculimi Mundi.

Orangery.—Although the plants belonging to the

genus Citrus are much admii-ed in this country for the

delicate scent of their flowers, and the noble appearance

of the plants, it is a matter of regret that they are not

more cultivated for their fruit, which, under proper

management, may be grown to great perfection, as to

flavour, and in size quite as large as those imported
from more favoiu'ed regions. Thirty years ago, at the

writer's native place, two houses were devoted to the

cultivation of the Citrus family, from which the pro-

prietor was as regulai-ly supplied with fruit, both for

dessert and confectionary pm-poses, as vrith grapes or

pines from the other houses. The back waU of each

house was planted with Lemons, Limes, Citi-ons, and
Shaddocks, trained as systematically and unifoi-mly as

the most fastidious could desire, clothing the wall with
noble foliage, and presentiag at all seasons, but more
especially in the autumn, specimens of first-class culti-

vation, which the best gardeners of the present day would
be proud of. The centre of the house was filled with
standard trees, laden with hundi'eds of golden fruit;

and along the front border, trees were trained horizon-

tally upon a low trellis, so that the house was clothed

from side to side. All these plants were planted out in

rich hor lei's warmed, to some extent, byflues traversing

their sides ; and every care was taken of them through-
out the year. The plants were not turned out in the

summer season, to be alternately scorched and starved

upon a terrace ; neither were they buried in a sort of

mausoleum through the winter; but every care was
taken of them at all seasons ; and most nobly did they

repay the kindness. It is now many years since the auc-

tioneers' hammer consigned the "favomites of our child-

hood's happy years" to the hands of the ruthless spoiler

;

but still, we cannot forget our English Orange-groves,

where the fruit was none the worse for being stolen

;

and we recur to them here, with the hope that some of

our noble patrons of horticulture will step in and rescue

them from that oblivion to which, in this coimtry, out-

door summer cultivation is fast hurrying them. Dming
the year we shall have many chances of recuiTing to

their cultivation ; in the meantime, see that the plants

are quite healthy and clean. Remove the sm-face soil

down to the roots, and replace it with very rich com-
post, consisting of tm-fy loam, rotten dung, and leaf

mould, to which a little thoroughly decomposed pigeons'

dung may be added. Ee-pot or re-tiib any plants

that require it ; and give each a good soaking of water.

Floiocr Forcing House. — Continue to introduce

fresh supplies of bulbs of various kinds, and American

plants, with Lilacs, Roses, &c., and remove those show-

ing colour to the,Conservatory. Forsythia viridissima

n-ill be found an excellent forcing plant, as will also

"Weigela rosea, and Mi-. Haitweg's Cajifomian species of

Ceanothus. Provide a succession of Indian Azaleas

;

some of the flner kinds may now be started, by intro-

ducing a fewplants every week. Pelargoniums in this

house will soon be in bloom. Give them plenty of air

daUy, and some manure water. Keep the temperature

to 60 degrees by night, increasing from 10 to 20 degi-oes

with sun heat. Syringe daily to generate a moist

atmosphere, and guard against insects.

Reserve Fits.—As fast as the plants are introduced

to the forcing-house, fill their places with Roses and
other things to keep up a regular succession. Procure

and pot Roses for next year's forcing, as dii-ected in the

Rose Garden, and pot also Sweet Briers, Honeysuckles,

LQacs, &c., for the same purpose. A good succession

of Pinks and Carnations may also be forwarded in this

pit, and the finer vaiieties of Sweet "WiUiam will also

be found excellent for forcing. Pot Tuberoses for the

autumn.
Routine.—Towai'ds the end of the month it may be

necessai-y to shade the plants a little, and for that

pm-pose it will be advisable to get the blinds fixed pre-

paratory to their being wanted. It will not, however,

he necessary to shade unless the day is very bright.

A,

Orchid Souse.—Let there be an uniform tempera-
tu'e kept up in this house, and no unnecessaiy excite-

ment fi-om over-heating must be permitted. TSTien the

sun shines out cleai", give a little air, but avoid draughts.

Keep all growing plants properly moist at the roots, but
avoid at present indiscriminate wateiing. Keep the

atmosphere moist by frequent sprinkling, as before

dfrected ; let nothing be neglected, but treat eveiy plant

as if intended for a specimen. Look well at every
specimen previous to its opening its blooms, and see

whether it could be improved by the aid of a little

arrangement of the shoots or pseudo-bulbs. This, to-

gether with the use of nice green moss, placed upon the

sm-face of the pot, very materially enhances the beauty
of most Orchids. As regards shifting these plants, I

would here observe, although they do not want repotting

eveiy year, I scarcely remember seeing a plant that had
been properly shifted but showed instant signs of im-
proved health and vigour. Upon this evidence, I say
shift them as often as they seem to require it, should
that even be annually. This applies equally to plants

on blocks and in baskets. The proper time to do this

is just as they are commencing their new gi-owth.

Great care must be taken not to injure their roots, and
they must be made firm upon the soil, moss, or blocks.

It is most essential that the blocks, moss, baskets, and
soil, be at the same temperatm-e as the house in which
the plants axe growing, in order that they receive as

little check as possible.

Store.—Now that the weather begins to assist, the

temperatm-e of this house may be increased to sixty

degrees minimum and seventy degrees maximum by
fire-heat, increasing ten or fifteen degrees on clear,

bright days, by sun-heat. Ventilate freely at every
favourable opportunity ; but, as before dfrected, guard
against draughts, especially near recently potted speci-

mens. In watei-ing, be guided by the weather, but avoid
both drought and satirration. As the plants increase in

growth, water may—indeed must—be increased also

;

but, as the temperance advocates say, observe the happy
medium enough, but avoid saturation. Plants, how-
ever, when in free gi-owth, that is, when hard at work,
do not object to sb-ong drink, and therefore a tub of
liquid manure must always be ready for use. Let
moderation be your rule, and avoid using it by all means,
except in a very -weak state. Maintain a moist grow-

?
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ing atmosphere, by spinging the plants daily mth
tepid water. Spriidde the paths, walls, and pipes, twic^

or thrice a-day, and sprinkle occasionally among th6

pots with mamire water, so as to impregnate the atmo-

sphere with a Uttle ammonia. If the mealy-hug and

other insects have not either been exteiminated or ma-
terially subdued, lose not a moment in attacking them,

or, depend upon it, yon wiU not have any difficulty in

finding a job after the plants get into free growth. Ee-
collect prevention is better than cure.

Some of the plants started last month -nTll be gTow-

ing vigorously ; sprinkle them daily, and, as far as con-

venient, assist them with a little bottom heat. Dipla-

denia splendens is a jjlant worthy of its specific desig-

nation, and two or three nice plants, potted now into a

large pot in free, open soil, will make a splendid speci-

men for summer and autimm blooming. It requires

plenty of heat. Some of the fi'ee-growing Cleroden-

drons will probably require shifting ; Gloxinias and Achi-

menes, &c., started in the old soil, must be potted im-
mediately into fi'esh compost. This is a good time to

start some stocky plants of the various species of Ixora,

giving them, if well rooted, a liberal shift, using strong

turfy peat and plenty of sand and potsherds. The fol-

lowing are the best kinds :—I. grandiflora, javanica,

crocata, Grifflthsii, and alba, a neat little plant, deserv-

ing of every attention. Start a pot or two of Gloriosa

superba, by shaking the tubers clean out of the old

soil, and potting them into a rich light compost of peat,

leaf mould, and loam, with sand and potsherds to make
it quite porous. This plant requires considerable bot-

tom heat, and, when growing freely, plenty of manure
water. Some of the winter-blooming Justicias, &c., will

now be getting shabby, and, consequently, may be re-

moved to make room for more important things. Take
what cuttings are reqiured, and place the old plants in

any by-comer to rest for a few weeks. This moU make
room, and, consequently, a fresh batch of Achimenes,

&c., may be started.

Soutine.—Keep plenty of soils, pots, crocks, &c.,

always in readiness for use, and take care that great

cleanliness is obseiwed in every quarter. Guard spe-

cially against insects of all kinds. J. G.

GREENHOUSE HAED-WOODED PLANTS.

Greenhouse plants generally are now fairly on the

move. Great care must be taken to attend regularly to

their wants in every respect. If there be one season

for a general potting, it is certainly the month of March.

To make more room in the house for the better sorts of

plants, tm'n some of the second-rate kinds into a cold

pit, or some place where they can be readily protected

from frost. Make a thorough re-an-angemcnt in the

house, moving the plants from one end to the other,

washing the shelves, stages, pots, &o.

Newly potted plants must be watered with care.

They should be allowed to stand for a week or ten days

after potting, before they are watered at all, when it

should be done effectually. The pots of plants standing

next to the front lights, should be shaded in strong sun-

shine, to prevent the sides of the pots becoming hot,

and the roots being dried up. In fine, bright weather,

the syringe may be used with advantage two or thi-ee

times a-week ; but you may easily do too much with it,

for it will not do unless the weather is fine. Good spe-

cimens of hard-wooded plants are much wanted to

bloom in July and August. EoeUia cUiata, Burtonia

violacea, Eelhania speciosa, and a few others, should be

shifted and encouraged ; they are excellent plants if

well grown to flower during summer ; the different

sorts of Statice are also good plants for the same pur-

pose. The former should be potted in peat and sand,

but the Statices do best in equal pai-ts of peat, loam, and

leaf mould. Epacrises, of the Impressa varieties, should
be well cut back after flowering, and placed in a rather
close but light situation, until they begin to break, when
they must have plenty of air, and a good shift, prepara-
tory to turning them out of doors. In potting them, use
strong tm-fy peat mixed with plenty of sand. Erioste-
mons, of all sorts, are first-rate plants, and should be in
every collection ; they grow best in strong peat and
sand, and if placed along with the Boronias in the
wai'mest part of the house, will soon make rapid pro-
gress. Pimeleas and other free-flowering plants, if

wanted to make large specimens, shordd have the bloom
buds picked off as they appear, to induce them to make
more gi'owth.

Camellias.—Now is the time to inarch any worth-
less varieties with good sorts. Hants that are much
" pot bound" may be shifted before they commence
grooving, but generally they do best potted after the
groMfth is about half ripened. Use the syringe freely

towards the end of the month, and be sure to avoid cold
cm-rents of au\

Azaleas.—Those plants potted and placed in heat last

month, -nTll require stopping and ti'aining. Keep a
shai-p look-out for thiips, and should these pests appeal',

the plants must be sti-ongly fumigated with tobacco,
and well washed with the syringe atterwai-ds. J. F.

Scatliery

.

—Presuming that soU, pots, &c., have been
prepared as dii-ected last month, no time must be lost

in getting the specimen plants shifted with as little de-
lay as possible. Those who have availed themselves of

the West Kent pot, and have large plants to re-pot,

will be able to appreciate its excellence ; and those who
have not used it, may regret that they were not wise in

time. In shifting lai'ge plants, take care that the ball

is in an uniform state of moisture, that is, neither wet
nor dry ; and guard also against the compost being dry
at the time of using it. If the plants, more especially

the free growing, are vigorous and well rooted, do not
spare pot-room ; but guard carefully against over-shift-

ing the delicate kinds. Take care to di-ain the pots

thoroughly with potsherds and charcoal broken small

;

but recollect Heaths are not air plants, and that it is

possible to over-drain them. We have a strong objec-

tion to using Moss over the drainage, as, if it gets dry,

it is a difficult matter to moisten it ; and hence esta-

blished plants frequently receive very considerable in-

jury. In potting, take care to press the soil fii-m ; but
it is not necessary to follow the example of our fore-

fathers, and consolidate the soil as much as if we were
fixing a gate-post. After shifting, the plants must be
watered ; and the house should be kept rather close for

a week or two, until the roots take with the new soU.

Ventilate cautiously, avoiding di'aughts, especially of

dry an-, until the plants are re-established ; damp the

house daily, and a syi'inge of clean water di'a-\vn over

the plants on a fine clear morning will not do them any
injury. Those who are just commencing the cultivation

of Heaths AviU find the following a nice lot of free-

growing kinds to tiy theii" hands upon. When they

have succeeded in understanding these, a second lot

win be recommended to their notice :

—

Hiem alls.

Gracilis,

Gracilis autumnalis.
LiimtEOides superba.
Sindryana.
Rubra-caljTt.
Transparens nova.
CavendisMaua.
Ventricosa alba.

Ventricosa coccinea minor.
Ventiicosa globosa.
Ventricosa grandiflora.

Humeana.
Sebana.
Regerminans.

Bergiana.
Hybrida.
Persoluta alba.

Perspicua nanna.
Thompsonia.
Intermedia.
GcUda.
Campanulata.
Frsegnans coccinea,
Viridiiiora.

Juliana.
Trcssula.
Eweriana.
Vestita alba.

Vestita rosea. ^
The preceding collection, a nice plant of each of

^^^^g
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1 which may he pm'chased for less than SL, will give a

blooming plant or two eveiy day in the year, and are

just the kinds which a young gardener or amateur
shoiild take to experiment upon. Proceed with the

potting of young stock ; and many of the soft-wooded
kinds may now be propagated. Guai-d cautiously against

mildew.
Some of the eai-ly blooming kinds will now, if the

weather prove favourable, be progressing ; and, where
it is wished to preserve them for the 3Iai/ exhibitions,

cai'e nrast be taken to retard them in time. Place them
in a well-ventilated, cold pit, or behind a north wall on
sunny days. Plants, especially large ones, that have
not been shifted, will require to be watered copiously

if they are di-y ; indeed, examine each plant cai-cfully,

and get them thoroughly soaked before the drying March
winds tax their resources. J. F. C.

GREENHOUSE SOFT-WOODED PLANTS.
Pelargoniums.—This class of plants "will now require

considerable attention. Remove all decaying and super-

fluous leaves. Thin out all the small shoots, and tie

out to admit the air freely. Pinch the hearts out of

some for late flowering. When they have broken, shift

them into larger pots, which will add greatly to the

strength of the plants and size of the flowers. Pay
great attention to watering, for on this success greatly

depends. Ventilate freely every favoiirable opportu-

nity, of course avoiding cold draughts at all times.

Syringe occasionally on fine sunny mornings, and guard
by timely fumigation against insects. Stir the surface

of the soil occasionally, to admit the air freely. Keep
the plants as close to the glass as possible, to prevent

their drawing. Temperatiu-e iifty degrees, with a little

increase by sun-heat and free ventilation.

Fancij Pehrgonitcms.—This class of Pelargoniums
not being so hardy as the former, great care must be
taken in wateiing them, as they arc liable to shank oS.

Take out all the small shoots and superfluous leaves.

Tie the shoots out thin, which will strengthen them,
and cause them to break freely. Stop some for late

blooming, and put in cuttings for autumn flowering.

This class of plants wiU be foimd most desii-able for

decorative piu^joses, as they flower nearly all the year
round. Temperature fifty degrees, with a little increase

by sun-heat and free ventilation.

Cape Pelargoniums.—Start a few in a warm green-

house, to mix with the other kiads, as theii- colours wfll

be found most beautiful for contrast when blended with
the others. When started, give them plenty of air.

Water cautiously for the present.

Scarlet Pelargonimns.—These should now be potted

in a good rich compost, and started in a gentle heat.

The following six will be found the most useftil for

decorative purposes :—Tom Thumb, Queen of Summer
(Henderson's), Gem (Ayres'), Cerise Unique (Gaines'),

Magnum Bonum (Ambrose's), Flower of the Day
(Lee's).

Cinerarias.—Look carefully to these, and pick ofi^ all

decaying leaves. Ventilate freely to prevent mildew,
and pay timely attention to fiunigating, as they are very
subject to the green fly. Sow seeds of these for autumn
and winter flowering, on a slight hot-bed, in a sandy
compost ; cover lightly with silver sand. When up,
remove them to a close, cold frame to harden, prepa-
ratory to pricking off, which must be done as soon as

they are large enough to handle. Strike cuttings of
the most showy kinds for the same purposes.

Calceolarias.—Those which requu'e it shoidd now be
shifted forthwith. Thin out the leaves, and peg down
the shoots, which will greatly strengthen the plants.

Water cautiously, and give air freely. Sow seeds in a
light, sandy compost. Cover lightly with silver sand.
Place the pots in a close, cold frame, or house. When

up, water cai-efuUy, as they are very susceptible of

damp. Prick oif, as soon as large enough, into a light,

rich compost.

Routine.—Continue to make hot-beds, as recom-

mended last month, and sow, for decorative purposes,

the following annuals :—Balsams, Gomphrena globosa,

Cockscombs, Egg plant, Brachyeome, iberidifoUa, Por-

tulaca varieties, CUntonia pulchella. Phlox Drum-
montUi, Thunbergias, Ehodanthe Manglesii, Primula

sinensis, Schizanthus pinnatus, &c. Put in cuttings of

such plants as it is desii-ahle to have in abundance for

the summer and autumn months. H. E.

PLOWER GARDEN.—OUT-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

When we plant a number of plants of one sort in a

flower-bed, suflicient to cover the whole of it, we, to a

certain extent, conform to what is found around us in the

wide field of nature, where the various spots of the

earth's surface are made bright and beautifiil, from the

masses of wild flowers that adorn them. But we must
stop here ; for, the similarity between natm-e's gai'den,

wild and wide, and that of our massed flower-gardens

of the present day, does not extend much farther. In

the garden planted by Katm-e's hand, no intelligible out-

line of the individual masses is discernible, which go to

make up the grouping in a picturesque scene, for all the

trees and plants ai'c so shaded ofi', or blended with one

another, the small and great meeting together, and in-

termingling with each other, that it is difficult to tell

where the one begins and the other ends. But it is not

so in a geometrically massed flower-garden, where the

colours of the one bed are contrasted complementary to

that of the other, and where the circumference of the

bed is observed, along with the colour of the mass ; for

then the eye reposes on the bed with satisfaction, and,

as it were, terminates there, imtil the character of the

plants has been distinctly seen. If we plant a bed with

diBFcrent kinds of plants, without much regard to the

arrangement of their colours, or height of the plants,

the eye, instead of finding any point of rest among them,

will be continually ti'ying to get beyond the limits of the

bed, in consequence of the indefinite impressions it has

already received ; but, finding no outlet, falls back upon its

first impressions, which are only of a confused and multi-

tudinous nat\u:e. Besides, the mean and bare appearance

observable between plants so distributed in a bed, is

not only inconsistent with natiu'al expression, but

grievously wanting in everjiJiing Hke good taste.

All alterations in the gi-oimds should cease about this

time, if a finished and regular appeai'anee is desii'cd early

in the season. Tying up of creepers and twining

plants, and new stakes put to plants that require them,

is also desu'able to be done. Divide herbaceous plants

in borders ; and, if the line next the walk or grass

curves occasionally in its length, show that you have
had that rounded line in your mind's eye, by placing

some large and striking plant near it, and then work up
the smaller and less conspicuous plants to support it,

conb-asting the plants, of course, and imitating nature's

formative principle, as seen in the clothing of the more
naked things of earth.

Propagation.—Many of the Verbenas, Lobelias, and
such soft-wooded things, put in as cuttings, as directed last

month, will be rooted, and should be potted off, andplaced
in a fi'ame where the temperatiu'e is about 55 degrees,

imtil they get properly established in their pots, when
hardening of should be attended to. Cuttings may
even be taken of these with advantage to the plants

;

also, pot off your plants which have stood all winter in

store pots ; these we depend chiefly upon for ovu early

show of flowers. Pelargoniums may be rooted in a hot-

bed, inserted in silver sand, and also Salvias, Heliotro-

piums, Cupheas, Ageratums, Pentstemons, and many m
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other things of a Uke nature. Matu'andyas, Lophos-
pennums, Calampelises, SoDyas, and Tropasolums may
also be rooted as the others, with the addition of a bell-

glass over them. TigTidias, Bouvardias, and the large

sorts of Lobelias should be forced on, to get the roots of

the two latter divided in time.

Annuals.—Brachycome, Schizanthus, Schizopeta-

lon, Scyphanthuse, Coboeas, Loasas, and Tropajolums,

should be got forward in a hot-bed, where the heat

is not powerful. CoUinsia, Nemophila, SiLene, Go-
detia, and numerous hardy annuals may be sown out

of doors at once.

The following plants have been proved, and can bo

highly recommended for the flower-garden ;

—

Verbena Anna, flesh-colour, green eye.

Verbena Apollo, dark violet purple.

Verbena Chauvieii, crimson and scarlet.

Verbena Duchesse d'Aumale, pale blue.

Verbena Emperor of China, velvety crimson.

Verbena General Brea, dark crimson.

Verbena Iphigenie, pale lilac, rosy centre.

Verbena John Salter, scarlet orange, fine flower.

Verbena Louis Napoleon Buonapaite, crimson.

Verbena Gabrielle de Vandeava, carmine and rose.

Verbena Magnificent, salmon-red.

Verbena Morphee, blue, with a white centre.

Verbena Kubens, red carmine.

Petunia Alba Magna, large white.

Petunia Semiduplex, rich crimson.

Petunia Julia, rose, and striped with crimson.

Petunia Elegantissima, dai-k rose pencilled.

Tropasolum Smithii, orange yellow.

Fuchsia Elegantissima, crimson and purple.

Fuchsia Gem of the West, white and violet.

Calceolaria Shankleyana, light brown.
Pentstemon azureus, bluish purple.

Scutellaria macrantha, bluish purple.

Gaillardia splendidissima, yellow and brown.

Lobelia grandiflora, marine blue, and white centre.

ffinothera prostrata, golden yellow. J. C.

Sose Garden.—Proceed with planting all hardy kinds

as quickly as possible, and should there be no appcai'-

auce of severe weather, the worked half-hardy kinds

that have been taken up and protected during winter,

may be planted out by the second week at the latest, as

a few degrees of fi-ost will do them no harm. The
spring beds, intended to be planted with Tea scented,

and other half-hardy varieties, on their own roots, should

have the soU frequently turned over; or, if the beds are

now filled with bulbs, &c., that are to be taken up,

some fresh soil should be prepared for the roses, by fre-

quently turning it. If the hardy roses are not pruned,

they should be done as early in the month as possible.

"WTiere strong shoots are cut over, the covering of the

surface with grafting-was prevents a veiy destruc-

tive insect from laying its eggs in the pith, and, by ex-

cluding the air, causes the wound to heal over much
sooner ; for weak-growing roses this cannot be too

highly recommended. Towards the end of this month,

should the weather be open and sunny, a beetle will be

very likely to be eating the buds; and, should the

weather continue sunny, it will feed on the bark after

it has eaten the eyes. As it feeds chiefly at night, during

dry weather, it is difficult to catch it while feeding ; for,

upon the least unusual noise, it drops, as though dead,

to the groimd. By carefully moving the soil aroimd the

stem of the trees that are attacked, it may be found just

\mder the surface, or, by laying some dry lumps of mould
round the stem, with some pieces of tile on the top, the

insects are sure to burrow among them. Plants that

were budded last season, should now have their wild

shoots cut back, leaving two eyes clear above where
the buds were inserted. Cut off all wild buds about the

stem, except the two above the bud, close enough to pre-

vent others forming at the sides of those cut off; and

examine the top of every stock to see if the pith has a
little hole bored in it ; if it has, the top must be cut off,

and a grub will be found a few inches from the top ; or
the top of the stock may be covered with was.

As the pruning is finished, take advantage of a dry
day to stir up the ground between the plants ; a broad
tined digging-spud or fork is the best implement for this

purpose. Leave the surface rough, and let the frost and
sun pulverize it. Take off the shoots of any sorts that

are wanted for grafting, and lay them imder a north
hedge, out of doors, to keep them as dormant as possible,

for it may be the middle or end of Aprilbefore the stocks

are ready. Grafting in-doors may be clone at any time.

Proceed with potting as early in the month as the
weather wiU permit, for next season's forcing, and get

them plunged as soon as they are done, as it injures

them very much if they stand about exposed to the
weather. Li plunging, if no better provision is made
for them, the plants would be benefited by being set on a

half brick, or a flower-pot turned upside down ; as soon
as they are plunged, some sticks should be bent over

them, so as to cover them from heavy rains and unkind
weather. The best varieties for very early forcing, are

the Common and Prolific Moss, Lee's Crimson Perpetual,

Common Cabbage, and Crested Provence, for flowering
in March, the above sorts, with Spong's, and Unique
Provence, any of the Hybrid Perpetuals, such as Bobin
Hood, Louis Buonaparte, and Comtesse DuchateU ; in

fact, any of this class that have firm petals, bright

colours, and the most double flowers.

Forcing House.—Continue to introduce fresh plants

into the forcing house or pit, taking care to begin with
a low temperature and plenty of air, at all favourable

opportunities, and they must be set in a part of the

house where they get the full beneflt of the sun when
it shines. H. !M'M.

Arloretum.—It is presumed that the planting of

deciduous ti'ces in this department has been brought to

a close; it only remains, therefore, to observe, that

those operations, the object of which is an appearance

of neatness, should be prosecuted. In planting the trees,

and previous to laying down the turf, care must be

taken to allow for the sinking of the soil ; indeed, it is

better for the trees to be planted shallow enough to

allow of sufficient soil being placed around the stems of

single specimens, so as to leave a pei-manent gentie

swell, which looks infinitely better than seeing them
rising up, as it were, out of a hole, and is far better for

the weU-doing of the trees. As in many, or, indeed,

most cases, the planting of groups, or single specimens,

of Coniferoiis plants, wOl be appropriately introduced

into this department ; and as these kinds of plants are

generally turned out of pots, when the season is a littie

more advanced is a good time to plant them ; and the

present is as good a time as any to prepare the places

for their reception ; I do not hesitate to say, that

in the well or ill performance of this operation will

depend the futui-e welfare of the trees. However fa-

vom'able the soil may be for the growth of Conifers, it

is necessary that it be well broken up to a good depth

by trenching ; and, whether for groups or single speci-

mens, the spaces broken up shoidd be large. For a

single plant, however small at the time of planting, I

recommend a space of not less than eight feet diameter.

Draining, where necessary, is veiy important ; and, if

the sub-soil is bad, a portion of it should be removed,

and fresh compost brought ; and every hole should have
a couple or three cart-loads of compost more than is

necessary to fill it to a level, so that the tree, when
planted, may stand on a gentle eminence. These trees

flourish best in a deep, rich loam ; but it is desii-able to

mis some decayed leaves with that part of the compost
immediately in contact with the roots. AVhen the time

serves for planting, shake the whole of the soil from

the roots, and gently disengage the fibres from each
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other ; then, having made a level place with a rake,

place the plant on the soil, and see that the roots ai'e

laid out radiating eveiy "way from the centre stem

;

cover them with a little line soil, and then water through

a fine rose to settle the soil about the roots. Afterwai'ds

add more soil, so that the roots may be equally covered
about three inches deep. Consolidate the soil Ijy gentle

Ijressure with the foot, and fasten the stem to a neat

stalie. Where turf is not to be laid, it wiU be neces-

sary to mvilch aroimd the ti'ees, to prevent evaporation :

this wiU be found a far more rational plan of proceed-

ing than the too common one of maldng a hole a foot

deep, and phmgiug the ball of roots in just as it eomes
from the pot ; and the difiercnce of growth between
the two treatments is very striking.

Shrubberies,—In this depai'tment there is little at

present to remark upon. Neatness is now the prevail-

ing object ; and the operations consequent thereon, such

as forking up and raking the borders, sweeping and
rolling the grass, edging the waJks, turning the gravel,

giving a slight additional coat before rolling, ynH be
the principal things to be attended to. It is also a good
time to plant box edgings. J. C. E.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Thebr is no month in the year in which the cultivator

of Florists' flowers has to be more constantly at his post

than in March. Everything, at one time, seems to call

for additional attention. The weather, too, so change-
able—simshine, snow-stoims, frosts, and cutting winds,

all of which requii-e an untiring care—which, were it

not for Flora's productions, would be an irksome task.

As it is, difficulty after difficulty is surmounted, and
eveiy care is amply repaid.

Aurieidtts.—These must now be encouraged at all

favourable oppoi'tnnities. The frame in which they are

growing, should be placed on bricks so as to allow a
gentle current of air throughout, and,when favourable

opportunities occm-, the lights may be taken off, but in

storms guard against drip, from broken squares or other

accidents ; nothing being more injmious to the bloom.
Carnations and Picotees.—See, by a careful exami-

nation, you possess all the varieties you wish to bloom,
and where a doubt exists, as by weakness of the plants

or otherwise, lose no time in making up the deficiency.

Those bought in, to be repotted, as recommended las

month.
Dahlias.—Eoots of these, that were placed in heat

last month, as recommended, will now be pushing.
When the shoots are three or four inches long, they
should be taken off, and stnrek in a gentle heat of

either hot water tanks or hot beds. Shading must be
attended to. Seed may be sown this month, either in

pans, and placed in a hot-bed, or in a bed made for the

purpose, as cii'cimistances may permit. A few days
\Till bring them up, when they will requii-e air by de-
grees.

Sollijhoclcs.—Where these ai'e intended to be grown
for exhibition, they may now be planted about five feet

apart, in a deep rich soil. As the plants from new
and scarce kinds are from cuttings, they are not as

strong in constitution as seedlings. A slight protection

after planting, ia cold storms and fi'osty nights, ^viIl he
found of gi-eat service. Seeds may be sown which iviU

flower dm-ing the autumn.
Finks.—Examine these, and see what failures ai'e

occasioned by the winter, which should at once be filled

up from the plants kept in pots ; the beds loosened, and
top-dressed with good, old, rotten manui-e.

Fansics.—Where these are growing under glass, they
will requii'o abundance of au' and fi-equent waterings,

and will be much benefited by gentle showers, if accom-
panied with wai-mth. Those in beds should be examined,
cleaned, and secui-ed from \viud, which is as injm-ious

as frost. Stir the soil well. Top-dress and protect

by placing fir boughs, or any other material that wiU
break the wind, without subjecting them to darkness.

Polijanthuses.—Those, in the open borders, will come
into bloom during the month ; and, where seedlings are

grown, a slight protection is of service in bringing them
out. For this purpose many ways will answer ; but
a veiy simple one, where small hand lights are at com-
mand, is to place them on pots, which will admit air,

and give shelter. Seed should be sown and placed in

gentle heat.

Sanunciduses.—Those stUl left unplanted may now
be got in without loss of time, as recommended in last

month's Calendar.

Tulips.—Attend to the directions given last month.
T. B.

FRUIT-GARDEN—IN-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Finery.—The principal crop may be expected to

bloom dxu'ing the present month. To have handsome,
regular fruit, every bloom ought to open perfectly ; con-
sequently an atmosphere rather drier than usual should
be maintained ; this wiU involve a little extra fii-ing

and additional aeration. Look at our last month's
dii'cctions for temperatm'es, and take advantage of sunny
weather to water such as require it, whether in open
beds or in pots.

Succession Fit.—When it is intended to grow a stock

for planting, on the Mendon plan, in September next,

beds made of dung and leaves should be prepared to-

wards the end of the month. Place a stout, deep fi'ame

on the bed, sufiiciently deep to hold ten inches of soil

and the plants. As the plants advance in growth, raise

the glass so as to keep them near it through the sum-
mer. Last year's suckers, planted fifteen or eighteen

inches apart in these fi-ames, will become fine plants by
autumn, while the expense and trouble of management
are trifling. The yoimg stuff, intended for pot cultm-e,

should be repotted any favourable opportunity, and the
bottom heat renewed. Use tm'fy loam and a little rot-

ten manure. Where the plants are in the free soil, a
portion of peat may be added to the loam.

Vinery.— As the first crop will now have been
thinned, they will merely requii'e the usual routine of

stopping, watering, &c. Keep the temperature very
steady whilst the stoning is going on. The night heat

may remain within a degree or two of sixty-five, with
the atmosphere healthy and pure, and only moderately
moist, by no means so damp as many are in the habit

of keeping it. We beg here to enter our protest against

treating Vines as our good friend, Mr. Goode, would his

Orchids in the gi-owing season. Allow them to thiow off

thefr extra water in then- own way—by perspiration, a

thing impossible in an atmosphere loaded to satm'ation.

Succession Ffouses will require great attention. Dis-

budding, training, and stopping, must be performed as

the Vines advance. Oiu' last month's dii-ections wiU be

a sufticient gTiide as regards temperature. Vines now
swelling their buds may be syringed frequently, but
never after they have broken. By whatever mode the

outside borders ai-e warmed, care must be taken to pre-

serve a gentle heat for some time yet.

Where fresh late grapes are requii-ed after Christ-

mas, remove the sashes from the Vines, and shade them
fi-om the sun tUl May. By this plan, the St. Peter's

and Muscats will not ripen tUl November, and will then
keep fresh and plump tiU March, if required. J. S.

Figs.—The most essential agents for the fi'ee growth
and development of the fruit of Figs are, unquestion-

ably, full exposure of the foliage to solar influence, free

access of afr, humidity of cUmate, and an artificial

temperature, somewhat lower than that which
roimds the trees when in a similar stage of growtl

the open air. The excitability of vegetation under
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artificial temperature, is universally greater than when
exposed to its natiu"al climate, in consequence of the

partial absence of light. And we find it the more
especially so with plants deriving considerable nourish-

ment from their foliage. The Fig tree is decidedly a

subject of this description, for we find it producing
abimdant crops of fruit upon the poorest soils. In
forcing the Fig, it is, therefore, highly essential to pay
attention, in due time, to the thinning and regulating

of the branches, giving heat with Ught, free ventilation,

and maintaining a humid atmosphere. Plants in pots

or tubs must never be allowed to become thoroughly
diy, nor must they be excessively watered. While the

fruit are swelling they Avill be benefited by a little

liquid manure ; it must, however, be weak. Take espe-

cial care by thoroughly syringing every day that the
red spider does not attack the plants.

Teaches.—As soon as the fruit are fah'ly set, an ad-
vance in the temperatui'e must take place, but not too

suddenly. It is safer to increase the heat two or three

degrees a-week until the thermometer stands at 60 de-

grees, than to rise at once to that heat, for the fniit are

extremely liable to fall off under abrupt atmospheric
changes. Search carefully for green fly, and if

any are perceived, fumigate at once, but not too

strongly, or the foliage will suffer, and repeat the pro-

cess until the fly is destroyed. Red spider frequently

attack the trees in this stage. If such be the ease,

syringe eveiy morning and evening. But if the trees

are clean, once a-day wiU be sufficient, as there is no
necessity to keep the trees perpetually saturated. Par-

tially disbud as soon as the shoots are an inch or t^vo

long. But be careful to leave plenty of foliage, or the

economy of the trees will be disarranged ; and, on the

other hand, a confusion of branches wiU produce the
same result. Thin the fruit as they get about the size

of Peas, and again as they advance in growth ; but
leave a superabundance until after they are stoned.

Examine the borders, and see that they do not suffer

drought, and attend well to the ventilation of the

house.

Strawberries.—Plants in bloom must have an abim-
dance of Ught and air, or they wiU not set their fi-uit.

If they are in the Peach-house or Vinery, keep them
as near the front or top sashes as possible ; and as they

set their fi'uit, they may be removed to another part of

the house, to swell theu' fi-uit and to give place to suc-

cessional plants just coming into flower. The humid
state of the atmosphere of these houses wiU not be suit-

able tothem while in blossom. It would be better, there-

fore, to set them in a pit exclusively appropriated to the

pmrpose, and remove them to the forcing-houses. The
temperature, while they are in flower, must not exceed
50 to .55 degrees. But as soon as the fruit are set, a

gradual rise to from 60 to 70 degrees wiU be beneficial

to them. If fine fruit are desii'ablc, they must be
thinned as soon as set, and liberally supplied with
liquid manui'e evei-y alternate watering. Placing them
in pans will encourage them greatly. Syringe them
fi-equently, except when in flower, and fumigate as soon

as green fly infests them. Continue to introduce a
successional batch of plants every fortnight, M. S.

Cucimiber Hou^e.—The plants will now be making
vigorous growth, if previous directions have been at-

tended to. Strict attention must be paid to regulating

the shoots, so that every leaf has its portion of light.

Where the young plants have not yet reached the top

of the trellis, they must be carefully tied to prevent

their being displaced, by applying the syringe, which
win now be necessaiy on every favourable opportunity,

as the best means of keeping in check the various insects

that delight to prey upon the cucumber plant. The
plants that are now bearing frait must have strict atten-

tion, to pick off every fruit and blossom that is not

required, which gives strength and vigour to those left

w^
—

to swell. It is desirable to impregnate those that are
left, when the bloom is fully expanded, about eleven or
twelve o'clock in the day, and be careful not to sprinkle

any water on the blossom so impregnated ; and if the
blossom closes in twelve hours after the pollen is ap-
plied, it is a sign that all is going on right. Stop at

the first joint every lateral that is requii-ed, but pinch
out every lateral that is not requii-ed as soon as it

appears, and keep the plants thin of foliage, as they
will then continue longer in a healthy, fi-uitful condi-

tion. When it is necessary to remove any old, large

piece of wood, it is well to smear the wound over -with

fresh slacked lime. Keep the day temperature ten
degrees higher than the night, and, if possible, keep tha

roots ten degrees higher than the night temperature.

Air must be admitted on all favourable opportunities,

but cutting winds must be avoided.

Bimg Bed.—When the plants that are not yet
planted out are ready, and the dung sweet by frequent

turning, beds must be prepared. Where there is' a
scanty supply of dung, it is an excellent system to make
the beds hoUow by building dung-walls back and front

to the width of the frame, and placing a hm-dle, or any
refuse wood, over the opening, placing a thin layer of
dung over the top before putting the frame on. This
will save one-third dung, and the bed will be sooner fit

to receive the plants, as there is not any danger of

burning the roots. The holes at the end must be stopped

with hot dimg or long litter. If there is no dung to

spare to make a lining at once all round the fi-ame, a
good thatching of straw -will be a good substitute to

ward off wet and cold. Linings to old beds must be
frequently topped up with fresh dung. If any wood-
lice appear, apply hot water to them. Earth up the

plants as they require it, never allowing a root to re-

main exposed for a single hour. When they are not
intended to be ti-ained upon trellis-work, stop at every
joint, and peg the shoots down as they progress.

Melons.—The soU for Melons I like a little firmer

than that for Cucumbers, as they are more impatient of

water. AVhere the early scai-let varieties are gTO-wn to

produce fruit in the month of May, it "will now be a

good time to make sowings of the choicest and more
esteemed varieties for a succession in June. The Danes-
biuy Park, and Seymour's Golden Perfection, are said to

be fii-st-rate kinds. Prepare plenty of dung for succes-

sional beds. W. T.

FRUIT GARDEN.—OUT-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Wall Trees.—The protection ofWall Trees -will now
engage the attention of those who are satisfied of its

beneficial effects. After the last severe spring, which
proved so extensively destructive to the blossom, and,

in some situations, even to the trees themselves, few
will be prepared to deny the advantage of an efficient

protection. Next to glass, a temporary wood coping
with moveable canvas curtains attached, decidedly

affords the most effective and least objectionable pro-

tection. All screens which cannot be removed at

pleasui-e are bad, if not altogether useless. The trees

are shaded when light and rain would be of great

service to them ; and they cannot be looked over and
washed, which is most requisite at an early period of
their g-ro"wth. Those who have em-tains "will do well to

put them up immediately, and during very wai-m sunny
days di-aw them before the trees for an hour or two
in the middle of the day ; this will in some measure
retard the blossom, and consequently strengthen it.

Dm-ing diill warm days, the ti-ees must have all the
light and air it is possible to give them. In keen fi'osty

weather, day as well as night, keep them covered. Se-
cure the curtains so that the wind does not get behind
them. Several admirable articles have recently ap-
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pearcd on the subject of protecting Wall Trees, and
which deserve attention.

Femh and Nectarine.—Continue to prune, naU, and
wash the trees, as recommended last month. AVhen
they are finished, make the coverings available.

Apricot.—The plan of protecting the stems recom-
mended by Mr. BaUey, at p. 47, deserves particular

attention. Some years since I adopted and recom-
mended the same plan for the protection of ornamental
trees and shrubs that were somewhat tender, and I

believed it to have been of great service then.

Fig.—This fruit tree requires but little pruning;

occasionally an old branch may be cut out, but the

young ones should remain then' full length, and those

not more than a foot or eighteen inches long it is not

necessary to nail in ; by this treatment a greater abun-

dance of fruit is secured than when they are fastened

close to the wall.

Apple and Fear.—It is scarcely worth the attention

of gentlemen's gardeners to graft young stocks of fruit

trees ; but it frequently happens that a lai-ge thriving

ti-ee is of a worthless variety ; when such is the case,

head the tree dowri, and regraft with any required or

approved variety. It is of importance to have the grafts

taken from the trees before the buds begin to swell.

Filberts.—Immediately the catkins, or male blossom,

begin to shed their pollen, commence priming. The
shaking of the branches "\^dll greatly assist in the ferti-

lization of the female blossom, by distributing the

pollen. The mode of prvming the filbert does not

appear to be generally imderstood ; and a calendarial

ai'ticle does not admit of any lengthened observations on
the subject. I shall, therefore, for the present, briefly

recommend them to be pruned in the same manner as

currant trees, keeping the centres quite thin of branches.

Straieberry.— Runners that were planted in a

nursery-bed last autumn must now be removed to

where they are to remain for frmting. A highly en-

riched soil is roqiured for the plant ; and, if fruit of a

very large size are wanted, proceed in the following

manner. Open a trench, as if for celery, half fill it

with rotten dung, dig it in, and then refill the trench

with the soil taken out, and plant immediately. Weed
the old beds before the plants begin to grow, and if

they have been growing in the same spot for several

years, sow some guano over them in showery weather.

My practice is to keep each plant or stool separate for

tsvo or three years, and then to allow them to cover the

ground. They then produce a large quantity of fruit,

which does very well for preserving. Sow seed of the

Alpine in pans, for a supply of autumn fruit.

H. C. 0.

KITCHEN GARDEN AND VEGETABLE
FORCING.

There are such a multitude of things to be done in

this department at this season of the year, even after

the most favourable "winters, that when so severe a one
as we have just escaped occui's, spring operations be-

come excessively pressing. Therefore, every exertion

must be made to forward and complete mth almost
electric speed all work that has been unavoidably de-

layed. But endeavour as far as possible to keep all

routine business in the foregTOund, especially sowing,
planting, and protecting, for on dUigeutly attending to

these three things, much of the success in kitchen

gardening depends.

Sow Asparagus thinly in drills in a light rich soU,

and at the end of the month make new beds. Select

sti'ong one-yeai'-old plants, aud plant two rows in a four-

foot bed, the rows a foot from each side of the bed, and
the plants a foot apart in the rows. To obtain fine

heads a rich soil of from three to four feet in depth is

indispensable. Dig in with a three-pronged fork the
manure laid on in the autumn, carefully avoiding injury

to the crowns of the plants. As soon as they begin to

grow, give a good watering with salt and water, about

the strength of sea water. Plant Ash-leaved Kidney
Potatoes about the middle of the month, upon a warm
dry border fully exposed to the sun. On tenaceous

soils defer planting tiU the latter end of the month
;

and I would strongly recommend the adoption of an
old but excellent plan of planting in beds foui- feet and
a half wide, with two feet alleys. Two rows are planted

on the surface of the soil in each bed, and they are

covered with soil from the alleys. The alleys are

manured, dug, and planted with Cauliflower French
Beans, or in fact any crop that will come off early

enough for the planting of Celery. Plant Crown Arti-

chokes in rows a yard and a half asunder, and a yard
distant in the rows in good rich soil. Jerusalem Arti-

chokes requfre a lighter soil than the former; they
may be planted in rows a yard asunder, aud fifteen

inches, plant from plant, in any spare piece of ground.

Plant .successional crops ofthe following Peas :—Bishop's

New Long-podded Dwarf, Fairbeard's Suiijrise, Cham-
pion ofEngland, Bm-bridge's Eclipse, Hair's Dwarf Green
Mammoth, Knight's Marrow, Bedman's Imperial, dueen
of Dwarfs, British CJueen, Thurston's Eeliance, Knight's

Dwarf Green Marrow. Protect those that are uj/with diy
ashes from frost, and strain worsted over the rows
where the sparrows are troublesome. Plant Dwai'f

Fan or Bog, and New Eoyal Cluster Beans. Sow
Early Scarlet Horn CaiTot, on a south border,

slightly di'cssed with well-decayed manure. Sow
general crops of Parsnips in rather strong soil. Sow
the latter end of the month Dwarf Green Curled

and New Hearting Borecole ; also Atldns's Matchless,

Wheeler's Imperial, Paragon, Preston's Victoria Cab-
bages, and Bed Dutch for pickling. Early Cauliflower,

Asiatic and Walcheren. Transplant Cabbage and
Cauliflower plants, fill up vacancies in the autumn
planted crops, and hoe or fork up the surface of the soil

between the rows. Sow a bed of Brussells Sprouts,

and a few pans of Brocoli on a slight heat. Hammond's
Cape, Pirrple Cape, Green Cape, and AVhite Cape, are

the best for this batch. Sow Snow's Compact Cos,

Matchless Cos, Alphange Cos, WeUingtou Cos, and
White Cos Lettuces. Stir the surface of the soil

between earlier crops, and plant those that have with-
stood the winter a foot apart. Sow, the first week in

the mouth, the general crop of Onions ; select, if possi-

ble, the Celery ground for this purpose, and give a

moderate dressing of thoroughly decomposed manure.
Tread the soil fixrnly prior to sowing the seed ; and sow
in di'Uls an inch and a half deep, and nine inches apart.

Brown and White Spanish, Deptford, Globe, James
Keeping, and Tripoli, are good soits ; and the Silver-

skinned for pickling, which must be sown on poor
ground. Prick out Celery Plants so\vn last mouth, as

soon as they are ready, in a frame of light rich earth

;

keep them close until they ai'c rooted, then expose

them fuUy in fine weather. Sow another pan or two
the first of this month, and prepare a fi'ame in an ex-

posed situation, for the general crop at the end of the

month. A bed of leaves in which the heat is declining

wUl he the most suitable for them. When the plants are

up they win grow fast enough without artificial excite-

ment, and much stronger. Cole's Superb Dwarf Pcd,
Ayres' Superb White, aud Lion's Paw, are the best in

ciiltivation. In sheltered situations a few French Beans
may be put in late in the month, and here they must he
well protected. Sow Early Scarlet Horn CaiTOt, on a
south border, twice in the month. Raise Capsicums in

a slight heat, and prick them singly into 60-size pots,

in light rich soil, and they will be strong plants to turn

out at the foot of a south wall in May. Tomatoes aud
Basil reqirire the same treatment. Sow Chervil, Savory,

Sweet Maijoram, Sorrel, and a variety of other herbs,

in drUls on a dry border, and make new plantations of

mw^' =^^^
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Thyme, Sage, Mint, and all perennial herbs. Clean,

dress, and nianiu-e the old beds, and keep them as mnch
together as possible, as order in the Kitchen Garden
is the chief attraction it affords, as an object of inspec-

tion. Sow successional crops of Eadishes and small

Salads once a-week. Sow an abundance of Parsley,

Ayre's Giant Curled, in drills a foot apart ; thin the

plants to the same distance in the rows with the hoe,

lea^Tng those that are the most em-led. Sow Spinach
between the rows of Peas, and thin to niae inches

as soon as the plants get large enough to use—the round-
seeded is the best for spring use. A few Early Dutch
and Stone Turnips may be sown ; if they do not run
they will be useful. Sow Leeks in a spare bed for

ti'ansplanting. Make new plantations of Rhubarb, so

as to keep up a good stock for forcing, as well as for

summer use. "Well protect Mushroom beds that are in

bearing, and make new ones, which if made in a
sheltered spot will produce through the summer and
autumn. As a general rule, crops of every description

should be got in a fortnight or thi'ee weeks earlier on
light di-y soils than on heavy wet ones. Eegard must
be also paid to the exposure of the situation to fi'osts

and keen winds. Manm-es should be got upon the
ground and dug in as quickly as possible. Such a system
of rotation should he devised as will admit of plants of

opposite habit ofgTowth following each other. Rhubarb,
Sea-kale, and Aspai-agus, should occupy a separate com-
partment ; and annual crops coming off the grormd at

the same time may he grown contiguous, in order that

large plots of ground may become vacant at the same
time. By this arrangement such operations as trench-
ing, manuring, &c., are more expeditiously managed, and
the appearance is improved. Turn the walks when
necessary, ti'im the box-edgings, and make all neat for

the season. J. C. S.

"WILD FLOWERS OF MAECH.
In this month, if the weather be fine, a number of om'
earlier " weeds" begin to show themselves. Wet shady
places are spotted with the golden stars of the Pile-wort
{liaiiiiiiculiis Ficaria) ; the Marsh Marigold {Calt/ictpahis-

tris) also, a near relation, is not unfrequently in flower
towards the end of this month. The Daffodil {Narciss2is

pseiidd-Karcissus) is now in its full glory, looking like

a neglected garden plant strayed out into the woods and
thickets, which, probably, is the real state of the case

in many instances. The Wall-flower {C/ieiranfhm
Clwiri) belongs also to the March list ; and, though like

the Daffodil, regai-ded as a very common flower, in spite

of a rather imatti'active appearance, asserts a good claim
to notice in its powerful fragrance, and is a curious
illusti-ation of comparative independence of external

conditions, maintaining its hai'dy existence in spots ex-
posed to the most violent vicissitudes of heat and cold,

drought and moistirre. The Sweet Violet ( Viola odoratd),

favom-ite of high and low, begins to bloom at this time
;

and the Hairy Violet ( Viola hiiia) a little later. The
Coltsfoot {Tussilago Farfara) marks with its bright
flowers and large dead-looking leaves the abode of bar-
renness, and in badly cultivated clayey districts the
scenes of over-cropping. The Butter-bm- {Petasitcs

vulgaris') appears by ditches and rivers on richer soils.

Among other noticeable plants may be mentioned the
Poplars, Elms, and the Misteltoe ( V'isciim album), which
the botanist must now look to for the infloresence.

A. H.

ANIMAL KINGDOM.
Ornithology.—A marked change may now be ob-
served among the feathered tribes. If the weather is

at all mild, the solitary call note of many is now turned
into a song of joy at the prospect of returning spring

;

the cleai' and powerful voice of the Missel Thi-ush

{Turdus viscivonis) maybe heai-d at the break of day-
he is an early riser; the Song Thrush {Turdiis mii-

sicus) and Blackbii'd {Tardus merula), that were occa-

sion;illy heard dm-ing February, are now in full song,

pom'ing forth theii' deUeious notes, long after most
of their feathery companions have sought repose

;

but, though so late in reth'ing] to rest, there is

one still later, the Eohin {Frithacus ruiecula^ ; he may
be heard long after night has wrapt her sable mantle
over all, chanting those sweet and peculiar notes that

are so entirely his own—for I think it impossible to mis-
take the song of the Robin for that of any other bird.

In the smaU plantations and hedge-rows the little tribe

of Tits {Farus) may be seen, all activity and Ufe ; and,

though not gifted with very musical voices, theu- call-

notes are peculiar and interesting. Often, in the same
locality, a low, weak note will fall upon the car ; it

might be mistaien for the squeaking of a mouse ; but
it proceeds from that little fauy thing, the Golden Crested

Wren {Megidus auricapillus), the smallest of oirr birds.

They are generally seen in pairs, and their habits are

easily observed, for they appeal' devoid of fear, pursuing
their search after food within a few feet of the spec-

tator. What a contrast between their weak note, and
that of the Wren {Troglodytes europieus), who, moimted
on some old stump, or from the centre of a bush, rattles

forth his clear and heai-ty notes, with so much vigour,

as almost to raise a doubt if such a volume of sound
can proceed from so small a creature. It is dm-ing this

month that gardens and orchards in the neighbourhood
of woods often suffer severely amongst theu- early fi-uit

ti-ees from the ravages of the Bullfinch {Fi/rrhula mil-

ffaris) ; and though I love to hear his soft and rather

melancholly whistle, and admire his fine form and chaste

colouring, the truth must he told, he is a sad fellow

amongst the fruit tr-ees, stripping whole branches of

every bud, the early Cherry trees receiving his mai-ked

attention.

In meadow and pasture lands, large flocks of Field-

fares {Tardus pilaris) may be seen; and also small

droves of Redwings {Tardus ilicaiis), numbering six or

seven ; there is a marked difference, however, in their

habits, the Fieldfares invariably keeping in the centre

of the field, while the Red^vings rarely leave the hedges
many yards. Mild and open weather is of great im-
portance to these birds at this time, enabling them to

regain their wonted sti-ength, which is often greatly

reduced by severe weather and a scarcity of food, and
which it is of importance that they should renew, pre-

paratory to theii- migration.

The Larks {Alauda arvcnsis), which through the

\vinter have been congregated in flocks, are now dis-

persed over the fields, cheering the husbandman at his

toil mth their unrivalled song ; the Tit Lark {Antlias

prataisis) may also be heai-d repeating his simple notes.

Among the Finch tribe {Fringillidta!), the Chaifinch

{Fringilla, ccelehs) is the first to welcome returning

spring -with his few notes. It can hardly be called a

song, although pleasing, fi-om the sprightly manner in

which it is deKvered, and is more Ukely to attract atten-

tion now, than when our woods become peopled -with

more gifted vocalists. Indeed, all oiu- resident birds

appear affected by the change, even the chirp of the

pert old Span-ow {Parser domesticus) sounds more mu-
sical. H. W.

Ichthyology.—Towards the end of this month, the

White Bait {Ciupea ahsa of Donovan, Clapea alba of

TarreU) may be caught in the Thames. This celebrated

and delicious little fish was, until Mr. Tan-ell proved the

contrai-y, supposed to be the young ofthe Shad—a strange

error, since it differs materially from all other British

species of Ciupea, both in character and in habit. They
remain in the river from the middle or end of March
until September. It is generally supposed that the

^
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WMte Bait is peculiar to the Thames, and the peciiliar

property of the London citizens. This, however, is not

the ease. Dr. Pamell found them, in 1837, in great

quantities in the Firth of Forth, especially in the neigh-

hourhood of Queensferry.

The Venbace (Goregonus Wittughhii) was long sup-

posed to be peculiar to one of the Scotch lakes ; but

the progress of science has given to it, like its congener

the AVhite Bait, a more extended geographical dista-i-

bution. However, it has nowhere been found in Scot-

land, except in the beautiful castle lake of Lochmaben,
near D^^mfrics. Besides Lochmaben, it is found, ac-

cording to Linnseus, in Germany and Silesia ; it is

known in the Lake of Geneva, in some lakes in "Wales,

and in Bassenthwaite Lake in Cumberland. It was
probably introduced into Lochmaben from the Con-

tinent, popular report says by Queen Mary ; but more
likely it owes its habitat to the luxurious monks,

who once inhabited the neighbourhood. The Vendaee
is a far more delicate fish than the "White Bait ; and
like it, cannot be transported from one water to an-

other. It is a most delicious morsel, and a club of Dum-
frieshire gentlemen meet every spiing at Lochmaben to

feast upon it. It would be well worth the trouble and
expense, to any one having a lake or large pond, to

attempt its inti-oduction, of coiu'se by transporting its

spawn, which is cast about the beginning of November,
when the fish congi-egate in large shoals, frequently

rising to the surface of the water, as the Common
Herring does. They are very productive. TheVendaee,
according to Dr. Knox, feed upon microscopic ento-

mostraca, or small Shell-fish, generally about 7-l2ths of

a line in length. Hence its extreme locaKty is under-

stood, since, where the food upon which it feeds is not,

the Vendaee cannot be. Dr, Knox says that the food

of the Vendaee " consists excliimrchf of entomostraca

;

this, however, we are very much inclined to doubt, since

we have examined many specimens, the contents of whose
stomachs were certainly uniformly aUke, viz., Mono-
culi, belonging to the genus Cyclops ; specimens of the

genus Daphnia were not uncommon ; hut we have also

foimd wings of dipterous insects, and very small coleop-

terous insects entire.

Should any of our' friends wish to locate the Vendaee
in their lakes and ponds, we will readily put them in

the way of making the attempt, and assist them to dis-

cover—presuming Dr. Knox's ideas to be correct—if the

waters, in which it is proposed to natm-alize them,

abound with the necessary microscopic insects.

Shkimps and Loesteks.—At the approach of Spring,

our readers resident on the coast may have an oppor-

timity of observing the circumstances under which
exuviation in the long-tailed, stalk-eyed crustaceans

takes place, and the methods by which it is accom-
plished. Eeaumur is om' only authority upon the

subject, and his observations Avere made on the

Biver Cray fish (Potamohins Jluviatilis) ; while Milne-

Edwards has derived all his knowledge of this interest-

ing process from the reports of others. So, then, here

is scope for original observation ; and, in these fertile

days of discovery, it is no little matter to be able to

point out a field unoccupied and unexplored. The
Herring (Clupea harenyiis) comes in this month,
or rather towards the end of February. "We wish
our space allowed us to say a few words upon the

natirral history of this fish, which, found in the highest

northern latitudes, and as low as the south coasts of

France, is a grateful and substantial meal to the poor

and needy, and finds a place upon the elaborate tables

of the rich—alike acceptable in the palace and in the

pauper's cabin.

Now also Tkouts {Salmo fario of Linnaeus) begin

to rise in the stream, and the Saxmon {Salmo salar) to

ascend the rivers. The Smelt, too, ( Osmerus eperlamis,

)

a British fish, almost confined to the east and west

coasts, prepare to spawn in the fresh waters before re-

turning to the sea. Garfish (Belone vulgaris) leave

the deep water and approach the shore. Roach (Leii-

cisons rutilus), and Dace fi. vulgaris) float near the

surface, and afford much sport to the lover of the angle.

Both species are gregarious, and swim in shoals.

But we must leave this subject, and tui-n to the land

;

here we find many animals waking from theirwinter sleep.

Of the Cheiropteka, or ISats, seven species are found in

Britain. Formerly these animals were supposed to migrate,

hut the opinion is now altogether exploded, and no doubts
remain of their hybemating. Early inautumn theybetake
themselves, in large companies, to retii-ed places, caves,

and caverns, the hollows of ti'ees, the roofs of houses
and of churches, where they crowd together, suspended
by their hinder claws, head downwards, cUnging not
only to the walls of their retreat but to each other, till

the voice of spring bids them forth to play their part in

the great scheme of creation.

'The Hedgehog (Erinacms europatts), whose hyber-
nation is perhaps the most perfect of any British /era,

now unrolls itself, and leaves its soft nest of moss and
leaves, at the triuik of some hoUow ti'ee, some exposed
root, or excavated rock, to seek its insect food

—

some "Worm, Slug, or Snail, or even a Frog, Toad,
or Mouse.

Moles {Tapa europma^.—It is in this month that

we perceive the recent little hillocks of earth which
the Mole throws up in constnicting its under-ground
galleries. It is the fashion to consider these animals
as injurious to the crop, as their proceedings are dis-

figuring to the field or lawn they inhabit. "We do not

think, in this case, the popular opinion is the correct

one ; but that we shall not now stop to consider. "We have
not space, neither can we find time, to say more than a

few words about its habits, which seem to have attracted

but little attention, excepting by its professed destroyers

;

and it is to a Mole catcher. Monsieur Hem'ie le Court,

and his work, Be la talpe, de ses mmurs, cle ses habitudes,

ct des moyens de la detniirc, edited and published in

Palis, by Cadet-de-Vaux, we are indebted for most of

om- knowledge upon a very interesting subject.

The Mole pair's in March, and during thatmonthbrings
into operation the most remarkable of its habits. Dormant
during the winter in its habitation of the preceding year,

the Mole arises with the sun of spring, and prepares for

the great pm'pose of its being. The cycle of its yearly
habits run thi-ough the course of bun-owing, pairing,

breeding; and again the Mole imm erses itself in its

winter dwelling. "Beautiful example of a mechanical
series of actions, excited by stimuli, which are imper-

ceptible to any eye but that of Him who ordained all

things ; but which, depending not upon the volition of

the animal, requires no education, and is as perfectly

perfonned in the first year of pairing, as at any after

period of its life."

The Dormouse (Myoxus avellanarius) now comes
forth, not, however, in the fat state in which it retii'ed

to its winter quarters, but lean and spare. The Har-
vest Mouse (Mus messorius) commences to buUd its

beautiful little nest—a roundish ball suspended on the

stalks of plants, some four or five inches above the

ground. 'There is stiU some uncertainty as to the hyber-
nation of this pleasing little thing—the smallest of our
British mammals—some asserting it becomes torpid only

when it passes the winter under ground, and not so

when it takes some corn-rick as its winter domicile.

Among the Reptiles, the Lizaed {Laccrta agilis)

awakes from its torpidity this month ; its eggs may be
found at the bottom of some southern wall. 'The Blind-
worm {Anguis fragilis), with its greyish body, and two
dark-brown stripes along its back, aroused to animation,

now meets us in our path. The Snake (Natrix torqiMtd)

is found in marshy places ; and the Viper ( Vipera com-

mtmis) uncoUa itself from its winter sleep. The Efts
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{Triton) begin to play ia the ponds and marshes ; and
Frogs (Sana) and Toads {Biifo) begin to spawn.

Thus have we enumerated the Uritish hybema-
ting manuniferous animals. They are few in number

;

but when we consider that our islands boast of but tifty-

two species of mammals, and that these, including the

Cetacea and the two seals (the former being entirely,

and the latter chiefly, marine), leaving but thirty-four

species for the land, we cannot say the proportions are

small or irrelative. The lords of the creation have so

overspread this favoured land, that its original animals

have greatly decreased ia number, while many have

been altogether extirpated. J. S. B.

Entomology.—As in the two preceding months many
species of insects are now to be found, which have passed

through the winter ia the perfect state, having been pro-

duced in the preceding summer or autumn. Such espe-

ciaUy is the case with several species of butterflies, as

the Brimstone {Goiwpteri/x Ehamni), the TortoisesheU

{Vanessa Urticaf), and the larger Toi-toisesheU (F.
Polyehloros). These, and several others, come out

from their winter quarters on fine days, and nothing
is more enlivening than to see them, especially the

first named species, hovering, in some warm nook of

the garden, over patches of primioses ; which, from
the similarity of coloiu' between the Butterfly and
flower, seem to have been transformed iato winged
insects, and endowed with activity. Bearing in

mind, also, the ancient myth which typified the soul

by a Buttei-fly, we cannot behold these beautiful ia-

sects, thus reviving from their death-like sleep, with-
out the best and holiest sympathies of our nature being
awakened. Now, also, the Bees are called abroad by
the genial iacreasiag warmth ; and now great atten-

tion must be paid to weak stocks, which ought to

be liberally suppUed with food at the top of their

hives. Now, also, several destructive species of in-

sects must be sought for and destroyed, or in a few
weeks then- numerous progeny will become a means
of just punishment to the slovenly gardener. Such
are the CUck Beetles, the larvoe of which are known
under the name of Wire Worms ; such, also, is the

Earwig, which is now often dug up from under the sur-

face of the groimd ; and such are the troublesome pests,

the Weevils, called Otiorliynclius sulcatits and picipes^

which gnaw ofi^ the young shoots of difierent wall fruit-

trees, as well as the roots of various succulent plants.

In oiur entomological lists, we must, of course, confine

ourselves to the species which are either obnoxious to

the gardener, or of common occurrence.

By our list, it wiU be seen that many of the species

now found are dung-feeders, penetratiag the droppings

of horses and cows iu every direction, as well as the

earth beneath them, and thus performing an important
part in the economy of nature ; by conducting the ferti-

lizing fluids contained in these deposits into the bosom
of the earth, to be thus fertilized at this, the fittest season

of the year.

CoLEOPTERA. Cicindcla campestris.—In sandy places,

foot-paths, heaths, &c.

Carabus violac^tts.—At roots of trees, and under
stones.

Carabus nemoralis,—In gardens.

Maphrus 'i-iparius.—Moist banks.

Helobia brevicoUis.—Under stones, and clods of earth.

A-ncJioyneyms prasintis,—Under stones, and in moss
at foot of hedges.

Spliodrt(s terricola.—Under stones, and in cellars and
outhouses.

C'alatlms melanocephalus.—Moist banks, and roots of

trees.

Abax striola.—Under stones.

Omaseus nigrita.—Ditto.

Srachimis crepitans.—Ditto.
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&yrinu stiatator,—Swimming on the surface ofwater.

Mydroporus] depressus and many other species.—In
ponds, ditches, and running water.

Laceophilus mimitus.—In ditto.

JSlater segetis.—In banks, and under stones.

Mater nitidulus.—In sand-pits.

Staphylimis erythropterw.—Under stones, and in

dung.
Staphylimis pubescens.—In ditto.

Oxytdus carinatus, and many other species of Oxyte-

liis, Taehintis, and Akochara.—In dung, or flying over

it in the warm simshiae.

Tachyporus analis, and other species.—Under stones,

and in moss.

Meyatoma undatmn.—Under bark of birch-trees.

ISyrrhus pihila.—In pathways, and at roots of trees.

Sister cadaverinus^ and other species of JSisteridte.—
In dung and sandy places.

Sphtvridiiwi searab(Boides.—In dung.

Cercyon quisquilium, and numerous other species.

—

In ditto.

Geotrnpes stercorarius.—Flying about at dusk, and
in drmg.

Aphodius Fossor, Jimctarius, and other species.—In
ditto.

Tenelria molitor and obscuriis.-—Larva in meal and
biscuits.

Selops riolacms.—Under bark of trees.

Meloe proscarabceus.—In grassy places.

Otiorliynclius sulcatus.—In crevices and at foot of

walls.

Calandra granaria.—In malt-houses.

Scolytus destructor.—Under bark of elms.

Coccinella bipunctata, and numerous species.— In
hedges and banks.

Orthoptera. Aclieta campestris (the Field Cricket)

.

—In birrrows, in stony places.

Acluta domestiea (the House Cricket).—In houses,

coming forth at night.

Bleitta orientalis.—In kitchens and bake-houses.

Forficula ai/ricularia.—In gardeus.

Hejuptera. Kaucoris cimicoides.—In ponds.

Eanatra linearis.—In ditto.

Corixa striata, and other species.—In ditto.

Gerris lacustris.—On surface of water.

Lepldoptera. Vanessa Fohjehloros (the large Tor-

toise-shell Butterfly).—Near elms, in lanes, &c.

Vanessa Atalanta (the Eed, Admiral, or Alderman
Butterfly).—In woods and lanes.

Vanessa XJrtiece (the Tortoise-sheU Buttei-fly).—In

over ditto.

Lycmna FHaas.—In lanes and heaths.

Glwa rubricosa (the Eed Chestnut Moth).—Flyiag

nettles.

Orthosia mimosa (the Blossom Underwing Moth).

—

Weedy banks.

Breplia Farthenias (the Orange Underwing.)—Blos-

soms of willows.

i?)-Cjt7/MjYo</(« (the light Orange Underwing).—Ditto.

Fi-ston prodromarius (the Dark Beauty).—Tnmks of

trees in woods.

Flagalia pilosaria (the Pale Brindle).—Ditto.

JZj/fe)-?(!««i:!c<(Tria (the Dotted Border).—On palings.

Hybernia Msculnria (the March Moth).—On ditto.

Eupitliecia rufifasciata (the Eed-barred Pug).—On
trunks of poplars.

Fiurnca Fagi (the March Dagger).—On trunks of

trees.

Tortrix fimbriana (the Brown-bordered Tortrix).

—

On oaks,

Simacthis lutosa (the Early Nettle-tap).—On nettles.

HvirENOPiERA. Anthophora rettisa.—In gardens and

simny banks.

Osmia cornitta.—In sandy places.

Osmia bicornis.—In ditto. I. 0. "W.
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GEISSOMKEIA J.ONGIFLOEA.

GEISSOMERIA LONGIFLORA.

Nat, Order^ Acanthace^ \ BjUtxERiD.-E.

Generic Character.—Geissoraeria, Lindley. Calyx five-

parted, the usually herbaceous lohes imbricated, the posterior

one broader. Corolla tubidar, gi'adually dilated upwai'ds, lobes

of the mostlj' bilabiate limb short, erect, the upper two broader

than the middle and inferior, the lateral rather narrower, the

lower intermediate one often bearded on the disc. Stamens tour^

inserted near the base of the tiihe of the corolla, sub-didjTi.omous,

equ.alling, rarely surpassing, the corolla
;
filaments hairy at the

base ; anthers unilocular, acute at the apex and base, affixed by

theii" keeled herbaceous backs, bearded, and connected by soft

hairs at the apex. Ovary xmguicidate, two-celled, cells ,two-

ovulate ; Stigma e-^cavated. Fruit oval, scarcely conti'acted at

the base, fom'-seeded. {Nees ab Esenbeck, ;rt D. C. Prod. xi. 286.)

G. LONGIFLORA, Lindley.—Long-flowered Geissomeria. Stem
erect, slightly pubescent upwards, marked with fine internipted

stria; ; leaves lanceolate, rather attenuated at the .apex, and decur-

rent at the base into a .short petiole ; uppermost sessile, wav^*, glab-

rous above,excepting on the mid-nerve, slightly hairyon the under
sm'facc, especially on the veins ; spikes axillai-y and terminal

;

bracts ovatc-ciliate, the middle and upper shorter than the calyx,

the lowest sometimes longer than the calj-x.

Stnonyjit.—G. longiflora, Lindl. Bot. Reg. t. 1045 ; B. C.

Frod. xi. 288.—Stenandrum speciosum, N. ab Fsenbeek in Mart,
h. n. 456.—Yar. jQ. Stei^hanophysum attenuatiun, Mai-t, lu bras.

jVo. 179.

^. acuta. N. ab. Usetib. Points of the leaves acute.

l^ESCRIPTION.—A stove skrub, witli an erect, round stem, downy on the upjDer part.

^ Leaves opposite, lanceolate, wavy, tapering to a point, and into the short petiole, which is

wanting in the ujjpcr leaves
;
glabrous in the upper face, excepting the hairy midrib, the lower

face with a few scattered hairs m.ore abundant on the veins, margins obscurely ciliated. Spikes

axillary and teiininal, leafy at the base, foiu'-ranlced, and closely imbricated. Bracts ovate, pu-

bescent on the back, ciliated, the lower, elongated, veined, equalling, sometimes surpassing the

caljrx, the upper shorter than the calyx. Bracteoles ovate, acute, shorter than the calyx. Ca-

Ij-x of five imbricated unequal sepals ; sepals linear, lanceolate, smooth, cihated, the posterior

twice as broad as the rest, concave. Corolla scarlet, tubular, velvetj-, with a ciu-ved, somewhat

inflated tube, wddening upward, the tube smooth internally; limb erect, foiu--toothed, the upjier

lobe roimded, transverse, ovate, emargiaate, the rest entire, the lateral lai-ger than the lower,

which is bearded. Stamens fom-, nearly equal, as long as the tube, itiserted near its base ; fila-

ments filiform, dilated at the base, hairy in the inside, densely stUous at the base ; anthers

linear, two-celled, cohering by their acute haiiy summits. Pollen-grains very large, cylindrical,

rounded at each end, smooth, three times as long as broad. Ovarium ovate, conical, some-

what stallicd, cells two-seeded ; style filiform ; stigma fimnel-shaped, mth a hairy line on each

side.

HiSTOEY, &c.—A handsome, shrubby Braziban plant ; first raised in this country by T. C.

Palmer, Esq., in 1826; and figured and described by Dr. Lindley, in the Botanical Register

for 1827. It appears very vai'iable in respect to the length of the spikes, the degree of acumi-

nation of the leaves, and in the pubescence,—A. H.

The generic name is derived from geisson, a tile, and meris, a part; in allusion to the man-

ner in which the lobes of the calyx overlay each other.

CuiTUEE.—Geissomeria longiflora may be classed among neglected plants, from which

position we hope the accompanjdng plate may assist in rescuing it ; for it is of a showj' char-

acter, and is, moreover, valuable for its property of flowering during the winter. It is a fi'ee-

growing, soft-wooded, stove-shi-ub : propagating freely by means of cuttings, planted in the usual

way, and placed in a mild hot-bed, or within the influence of a gentle bottom-heat. To flower

it well, it should have a rich and very porous soU, such as, equal parts of loam, peat, and dimg,

all used in a rough lumpy state, with sand intermixed : and large-sized pots must be emploj'ed.

The plants have a tendencj' to grow up taU and thru ; and do not very readily produce a nimi-

ber of shoots, even if stopped back ; on which accoimt, flowering sjjecimens shovdd be made up

of three or foiu- plants set together in a pot. Strong, healthy, young plants raised the preceding

summer, and well-ostabHshed in small pots, shoidd be selected early in March, or sooner, and

potted three or foiu- together, into an eight-inch pot. When they begin to stai't into gro^vth,

top all the shoots, which should not have grown more than six or eight inches high. After they

have again formed new shoots, shift the plants into twelve-inch pots ; and keep them growing

on all the summer, in the ordinary stove temperature. They will flower in December and

January ; and, what is a gi-eat recommendation, they stand for a long time m flower.—M.

^^^^^
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ON THE THEOUT OF DEDOTJBLEMENT OR DEDUPLICATION.

ON THE THEORY OF DEDOUBLEMENT, OK DEDUPLICATION*
OTIHE term dedouhlement originated, we believe, with two Montpellier botanists, of well-deserved

H reputation, wbo have paid much attention to theoretical morphology—Professor Duval, and his

pupil, Professor Moquin Tandon ; and was fii-st apphed to the case of floral envelopes which appear to

have a tendency to separate into two layers, an inner one and an outer one, and thus to unline, as it

were ; which may be given as the literal meaning of the word dedoiihler. But it has been gradually

extended to all cases where any number of floral organs occupy the place normally taken by a single

one. Tliis phenomenon, which has only recently been generally comprehended, is of great importance

in explaining the morphology of the flower ; but wc think that the mode in wliich it takes place, is far

from being satisfactorily explained by the statement that it is always by dedupHcation.

In a normal regular flower, it is muversally admitted that each sepal, petal, stamen, and cai-pel, is an

axile appendage of the same morphological natm'e as the stem-leaf, and to which we, therefore, mor-

phologically extend the term leaf. Therefore, in investigating the various anomalous developments

which we observe in any one set of axile appendages, we must carefully compare them with analogous

anomalies of the leaf in every one of its forms, fi-om the stem-leaf to the carpel.

Ordinary stem-leaves show a very strong development of the vascular system, in the shape of

petiole, ribs, and veins, and, in many instances, a great readiness to produce from it convex or scutelli-

form glands, t

These occur most frequently at the top of the petiole, or near the base of the Umb, one or more on

each side, or on the sm-face of the petiole or principal veins near the base of the limb. They are also

found occasionally at the end of the midi'ib or lateral veins, or will break out irregularly at any part

of the petiole, ribs, or veins. The general sm'face of the leaf will only produce haii-s, aculei, or other

appendages of the cellular tissue, except in cases of disease or monstrosity, where an extraordinary

flow of sap will induce the formation of foliaceous ajipendages or regular buds on the margin or any
part of the surface. But as these cases are as frequently further departm'cs fi-om what may be termed

the normal state, as approaches to it, great care should always be taken in adducing them in support

of morphological theories.

As we approach the flower a gradual change takes place in the leaf, and, more especially in its

size ; but still we have even an increased preponderance of the vascular system and its glands, in some

cases the bracts being reduced to a mere stalk, with one or two large glands. But when we come to

the floral envelope, a sudden change takes place, not only in their position on the axis, but in their

textm-e ; the vascular system, especially in theii- jietals, is reduced to extreme tenuity, and the cellular

tissue is proportionately more developed. Glands, in then' ordinary form, become rare, or are

variously deformed, assuming, frequently, very ii-regular shapes, and a petaloid consistence. In the

leaves forming the andrwcium, a partial retm-n to the system of stem-leaves takes place, inasmuch as

the filament is entii-ely reduced to the vascular system, its glands are converted into anthers, and the

cellular parenchyma is only occasionally represented in an expanded connecti\Tim or shght mem-
braneous expansion of the filament. The carpellary leaves have, again, a more or less developed

cellular parenchyma, as well as a strong vascular system, the glands becoming sometimes prominent

glanduliform stigmata, or sometimes papillose stigmatic surfaces of extreme tenuity.

Such being the close morphological analogy between the stamen and the stem-leaf, we would next

observe that multiplication takes place in the latter almost universally in one place (either horizontal

or, from various causes, more or less vertical), by the ramification or the separation from the base, of its

libs, each branch being more or less connected with the remainder of the leaf, or assuming the form

of a distinct leaflet. Wherever a tuft of leaves occupies on the stem the place of an ordinary leaf, it is

not by ramification of the leaf, but by the partial development of the axillary bud, of which the axis

is not elongated.

Proceeding now, upon these grounds, to compare the modifications of the stamens to those of the

stem-leaves, taking the ordinary stamen to represent the petiole (the filament), with a gland on each

side of its apex (the two cells of the anther), we see these glands sometimes runted into one (the one-

celled anther by confluence), or reduced to one by abortion (the dimidiate anther), or sometimes really

single and terminal, or increased to fom- or more in pans, or two or more superposed or irregularly

arranged, as in the stem-leaf glands so in the staminal anthers. J A split stamen, bearing one cell of

* From llQ6ker''s Journal of Botany, December, 18-19.

t We advert to the true glands, which always appear to be in close connexion "with the vaseulai" sj^stem— not to those vesicles of

essential oil scattered through the cellular tissue, which are also designated by the name of glands.

t The cori'espondenec of the anthers to the glands of leaves would receive still further confirmation, if it be true that in

Coelobogyne fertilization is effected by a viscid fluid exuded from the glands of the bractea?.

w
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ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE UNDERGROUND ONION IN DEVONSHIRE.

the antliei' on each branch, may be compared to a bilobed leaf; the double stamen of Cruciferse, each

bearing a two-celled anther, to a bifoliolate sessile leaf ; the treble stamina of Fumariaceas to ternately

digitate leaves ; and aU other cases of what is termed collateral dedupHcation may thus be referred to

the ordinary ramifications of leaves, without the necessity of the creation of a new term to explain

them. The so-caUed transverse dedupHcation is evidently a very different process, and, if really such

as it is supposed to be, alone deserves the name of dedupUcation ; but, being totally at a loss to find

anything analogous inthe ordinai-y stem-leaves, we have endeavom-ed to explain it by other more normal

processes.

There is no doubt that in the case of many polyandi-ous flowers, such as Hj'pericum, several Tiliaceae,

and probably a considerable number of Mimoseaj and Swai'tziene, a number of stamens occupy the

place of one; and that, in Malvaceae, the stamens and petals together occupy that of the jDctals only;

but might not this be better explained, by the heath-like development of a fascicle of leaves in the

axilte of the petals in Malvaceas, and in those of the stammal leaves in other cases, the subtending

leaves being represented by the sterile stamens in Luliea, and by the large outer stamens in Mollia

and Swartzea.

A greater difliculty may ocom- in the case of Rhamnece and ByttneriaceEe, where Dr Gray is un-

doubtedly right in considering the stamens as belonging to the coroUine verticil ; but, in this case, it

appears to us quite as conformable to the ordinary eoui'se to consider the stamen as an axillary produc-

tion, as to resort to a theory which has no analogy in stem leaves.

With regard to the inner appendages of the petals of Ranuuculacea?, Caryophylleoe, Sapindaceae, and

so many Gamopetalas, upon which the theory of dedupHcation has been chiefly based, it apjjcars to us

that they are, in most cases, if not always, deformed glands ; their gradual passage into anthers in some

flowers, theu' position on the principal veins of the petals, and, in some cases, their real glandular

nature, tending to confii'm the supposition.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE UNDERGROUND ONION, IN DEVONSHIRE.

MVERY one who has been in Devonshire, within the last quarter of a century, vrill doubtless have

experienced some surprise, not unmingled with gratification, at seeing the Potato Onion so gene-

rally and so well cultivated there.

This Onion is pretty extensively grown in Scotland also, and the Devonians, Klce their northern

coadjutors, e^ddently take a greater shai'e of interest in its management than is usually accorded it

throughout England ; so that, judging from the comparative unfrequenoy of its occurrence in gardens,

the undoubted utiHty and proHficacy of the underground Onion would seem to be at a discount, or

rather, not so extensively recognised as it deserves to be.

To those amateui'S who may happen to be altogether unacquainted with this Onion, we will fii'st

premise, that the crop is never obtained like Onion crops in general—from seed, but is produced by

the formation and multiplication of offsets or young bulbs upon the parent root, planted for the obtain-

ment of a crop.

If it be a mistake to suppose that alliaceous vegetables can be grown on too deep, or, comparatively

speaking, too rich a soU, this observation is especially applicable to the Potato Onion, for which a good

deep soil of sub-tenacious, rather than of too friable a character, richly incorporated with weU. decom-

posed hot-bed manure is indispensable ; and, although a soil not natm'ally Hght be the best, a thorough

deep trencliing and pulverization by fi-ost will be found lughly conducive to good culture.

In Devonshh-e, there is a great extent of rich, mellow, sandy land, partially intermingled with

marl, resting on a dry sub-soil of rocky sand, and on this staple, when richly artificially manru-ed, the

Potato Onion thi-ives amazingly well ; and, moreover, as evincing that too ieep a soil could not well

be selected for it, I may mention that an instance of Onion roots descending perpendicularly to the

depth of six feet, or more, once came under my observation in that county, when a section of the

grooird whereon the crop grew was laid open, or cut down, because the crop was, for the purpose of

examination, grown on the " ridge and fm-row" principle.

The crop was the flinest I ever saw, from which it may be inferred, that although the under-ground

Onion may succeed tolerably well, on comparatively shallow ground, a good depth of soil, resting on a

substratum, either naturally dry or rendered so artificially by deep draining, will be fomid the basis

J
of its successful cultivation. "^

If the produce is wanted early a portion of south-wall border, if it can be spai-ed for such a crop, is >

II
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to be recommended, as, by this means, the crop would undoubtedly precede in maturity, by eight or

ten weeks, any other sort of Onion in cultivation—an appai'ently trifling circumstance, but, in reality,

a matter of no slight importance, when it is considered how great desiderata are " early vegetables" for

supplying families who have left their country-seats for the metropolis at an early peaiod of the vege-

table season.
'

If the ground has been well prepared by a substantial di-essing of rotten dung, by deeply digging

or trenching, and, subsequently, by repeatedly forking over, to expose the under-soil to the pulverizing

effects of fi'ost and air, it -n-ill be in a fit state for planting at any time, when the weather is open, fi-om

October to March.

There is a saying proverbial in Devonshire respecting the planting season of underground Onions—

•

" Plant on the shortest day, and take up on the longest ;" but, in reality, if the plantation be made in

October, the produce may be secm-ed much cai-Her. Good crops may certainly be obtained, though the

planting be deferred until Februaiy, or early in March ; but, as before aUaded to, the maturing of the

produce as eai'ly as possible being in most cases a desideratum, it wiU be requisite to plant correspond-

ingly early ; and, the best season for doing so, I have observed to be October or November, especially

as the hardihood of this Onion renders it capable of withstanding severe winters without protection

;

all that is necessary to be attended to, as regards autumn planting, being to reinsert the bulbs, by

pressing them down after the loosening of the ground by the action of frost ; or, at most, should the

^^'inter prove extremely severe, a slight mulching of leaf-mould, or rotten dimg will amply protect the

newlj'-planted bulbs.

Previous to planting, the ground should be rendered tolerably even by levelling down with the

Potato-fork ; and, if a quantity of wood-ashes, charcoal dust, soot, &c., be at command, to be bestrewed

on the sm'face, and then lightly forked in, so much the better, as the bulbs will sooner be induced to

emit roots, and estabhsh themselves in consequence.

The ground having been made pretty smooth, Hues, or very shallow drills, one foot asunder, should

be di-awn in the longest direction, for the insertion of the bulbs, ha\'ing first selected the medium-sized,

and not the largest of the latter ; as I have observed the former to tura out the most prolific, and to

in-oduce the finest Onions. Even very small ones attain a good size, and sometimes produce offsets

also, which should be planted a foot apart, inserting them in the grormd with the hand, just deep

enough to leave the apex of each bulb exposed, and finishing the operation of planting, by running the

Dutch hoe over the ground to erase footmarks, and lighten it up where trodden down.

As before observed, no mulching will be requisite unless the winter prove unusually severe ; and no

fiu'ther attention be required until spring, beyond the reinsertion of the bulbs fh-mly into the ground, in

case the frost should loosen the soil around them ; but, as spring advances, and while the Onions are

growing \'igorously, an important operation, as inducing the production of a quantity of offsets, must

he performed, namely—embrace an opportunity of the soil being in a di'y state to describe a small

circle round each bulb, and clear away the soil from them with the hand, so as to fully expose the

bulbs, and leave them growing in the centre of a small hollow cavity.

As the occmTence of heavy rains, and frequent hoeing and scarifying the plantation, to keep down
weeds, and preserve the ground in a state permeable to aii- and water, will probably disturb the

soU, so as to partially cover up the roots again, this operation of hollowing out the groimd around them

must be repeated as often as it is deemed requisite.

In the Devonshire cultivation of the Potato Onion, the general practice is to earth them up like

potatoes, but experience has satisfied me that not only are the clusters of bulbs equally proKfie, but the

Onions are individually much finer in size arid quality, by adopting the contrary system of exposure ;

and, moreover, it is obvious, that in a diy season, liquid manure may be occasionally administered to

them in these hollows most advantageously.

In keeping the bulbs clear of soO, therefore, in frequently hoeing and loosening the ground among
them to destroy intruding weeds in embryo, &c., and, finally, in watering them twice or thrice a-week,

both in dry and showery weather, with diluted manure water, if remarkably fine Onions ai-e desu-ed,

will chiefly consist their management in the growing season.

One good result attending the appUance of manm-e in the liquid form to crops of alliaceous vege-

tables, is that of then- being induced to vegetate with great luxmiance, and consequently to become

much milder in flavour when emjiloyed for culinary purposes.

When the crop approaches maturity, the bulb-clusters should be separated, and spread tlainly over

the ground for a few dry days in June, when they may be assorted, tied in bunches, and suspended

in a dry any shed or loft, where, being beyond the influence of frost and damp, they will keep

well imtil the fbUo-iving March, provided care has been taken to completely harden them off by re-

fe
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peated turning; and exposure of their entire sm-face to the sun, on dry ground, or a hot gravel walk,

previous to harvesting them.

Finally, so far from the Potato Onion being, as many consider, strong-flavom'ed and worthless to

cultivate in preference to some other Idnds, I have no hesitation in asserting that a luxuriant system

of cultm'e will render it a milder esculent oven than the true Spanish ; whilst, on the other hand, its

perfect hardiness, great productiveness, and natm'al tendency to ripen (when planted in autumn)

more than two months earlier than any other sort, should induce it to be universally esteemed by

gardeners as a most valuable acquisition.—T.

DRAINAGE OF PLANTS GROWN IN POTS.*

fHE general laws which regulate the vegetable economy are applicable alike to plants grown in the

open gromid, and to those cultivated in pots : the vegetative principle is never changed or altered,

cither in plants subjected to artificial treatment, or in those which may be said to occupy a more natu-

ral i^osition. In accordance with this theory there is a trite saying, that plants, when grown m pots,

should be ti'eated in all essential particulars like those grown m the open ground, or, in other words,

that the gardener should do in a pot what the farmer practises in a field ; and since the system of

drainage (called egouttement in French) effects astonishing results in agrioultui-e, it is not unreasonable

to expect similar advantages fi-om its application to the pui'poses of horticultiu-e. But the operation of

di-aining a pot reqmres to be performed with a perfect understanding as to the mode in which it is

likely to have a beneficial efiect. When only a piece of a broken potsherd, or any other substance, is

placed over the hole at the bottom of the pot which is being drained, the percolation and escape of

sui^erabundaut moistui-e will, in all likelihood, be prevented by the pressm-e of the soil around itj the

water will lodge at the bottom of the pot, and the roots of the plant vyill suffer, owing to the free

cu'culation of aii' being impeded. It is, therefore, reasonable to infer that, besides the pxincipal crock

that covers the hole, other, or additional, materials are necessary. In the fii'st place, the crock should be

placed so that it does not '^ejiat over the hole; for, when lying positively flat, it is very apt to stop

up the passage of the water. When the crook has been properly placed, it should be covered with a

quantity of small pieces of brick, broken pots, angular stones of any kind, or similar materials ; above

this suiierstructm-e, which may range fi'om an inch to two inches in depth, shoidd be placed a layer of

the same kind of materials, broken considerably smaller, so that the soU, when placed in the pot, may
not choke up the uiterstices of the under layer, or even fill them too much in being pressed or shaken

down. It is now well known that pieces of bricks, from theii- porous textm'e, act in the manner of a

sponge for the azote, which is so essential to the nomishment of plants. Such substances become, in

fact, by then- physical action and chemical properties, an actual manui-e for plants. By means of

them the soil in the pot is aerated, and the water passing rapidly off, the plant must, of consequence,

be under the best condition to secvu-e its health.

It may be readily conceived that if, in this mider layer of drainage materials, there was placed a

physical body constituted so as to operate in a three-fold manner : to retain one of the elements of the

air, the most useful to vegetation ; to allow the air to penetrate the mass of soil ; and to facihtate the

proper passage of the water from the roots ;—and which, at the same time, by gradual decomjjosition,

incessantly transmitted from below fresh nomishment to the roots—a substance possessing these

advantages would certainly be the most suitable to be used in the cultivation of jilants in pots. Where
great progress has been made in the cultivation of the soU, we see that not only is the ground traversed

TOth drains and properly aerated, but it is also manured with substances which, by their gradual

decomposition, minister to the daily requirements of the plants grown. Are similar results not

attainable with plants cultivated in pots? We cannot hazard a negative reply to such a question.

Some cultivators have adopted the system of draining the pots by means of broken or crushed bones,

which having the same absorbing quahties as the pieces of brick, even in a higher degree, are stiU

more susceptible of gradual decomposition, especially after they have been treated with sidphurio acid

weakened by water. The bones thus throw ofl' or disengage a portion of ammoniacal gas, and fm-nish

a quantity of sulphate and calcareous phosphate, all of which are essential to the nourishment of

plants. Even for plants which admit only of being grown in peat, the beneficial effects of broken
bones as drainage have been fully proved to be considerable and decided.

* Translated from the Annales de la Socicte HoyaJe Sotatiiqvc, ^-c, de Gand.
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ON THE CULTIVATION OF EEICAS.

By Me. JOSEPH FAIEBAIRN, Nukseries, Clapham.

fN treating of a genus •with five or .six hundred identified species, and as many, or more, seedling

varieties, as a matter of course the remarks, however brief, still necessary to be advanced, would

be more conveniently published from time to time ; therefore, I propose, as opportunities may allow, to

give occasional papers upon the various heads of this subject.

I shall content myself, in this communication, with treating what may be termed the elementary

parts of cultivation, included under the heads of Selection of Soil, Choice of Plants, and Shifting or

Potting the same, as it is my wish, in the general instructions I ventm-e to ofier, and which are the

result of careful observations, arising from a rather extensive experience, to be as definite as possible,

confining myself to a plain, and I hope clear and expKeit, demonstration of facts.

First, as to selection of jjroper soil,—without which every eifort, however well dii'ected, and perse-

veringly followed up, will prove an abortion. The best criterion with which I am acquainted is to

obtain the soil fi-om a locality where the wild Heath grows luxm-iantly, taking care that it is not dug

too deep ; the turf certainly not to exceed fom' inches, less rather than more, as, if deeper than that, it

is more than probable that the good and nutritious upper soil will become deteriorated by an admix-

tm'c of inert and mischievous subsoil. The summer months are the right season to procure and store

up a heaj), which may safely be used after having had a summer and winter's seasoning.

The next matter of importance is the selection of healthy, dwarf-growing, robust plants, taldng

care to avoid anything like meagre, leggy, stxmted plants, which may live for yeai-s (if life it may be

called), but would only make a specimen calculated to disgust rather than dehght the cidtivator.

As regards the operation of preparmg the soil for potting or shifting, the soil should be cut down

from the heap, so as to disarrange it as little as possible, breaking the lumps well with the back of the

spade, and afterwards rubbing the soil through the hands, which is far better than sifting, leaving

much more of the fibrous decomposing vegetable matter in it ; add to this one-fifth of good pure white

sand, and well incorporate the two materials together.

Lastly, the operation of potting or shifting. Although not an advocate for what is called the " one

shift system," still, to convert a plant into a handsome, well-grown specimen, in a moderately short

space of time, recom'se must be had to a liberal shift ; and, to avoid anything that may appear indefinite,

I would instance what I mean by a liberal shift. I wovild say, that a young plant in a sixty or four-

inch sized pot may prudently be shifted into a twenty-four or nine-inch pot, taking care that plenty of

potsherds are used for drainage ; and in ease of larger sized plants—of which I will treat in some

futm'e paper—pieces of sandstone and pebbles may be used. Care should be taken that the soil is

well fixed by pressing with the fingers, in the fresh pot, all round the ball of the plant, so as to make
it quite firm and close. After being set away in a cool fi-ame or pit, let them be well watered ; all this is

much faciUtated by placmg a convex potsherd over it, and watering with a spout,] leaving the water

to difiuse itself equally over the whole soU, which is a means of avoiding what fi-equently occurs from

watei-ing with a rose,—namely, the sui-face only becoming moistened, while the ball remains imper-

viously diy.

3IIi5i;rllnnraii3 PMm.
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Fish panels.—In our Calendar, at p. 56, we said a few-

words on fish ponds, and now another say. In prepar-

ing a pond for loeahzing fishes, we should take care to

deposit wooden boxes or troughs in which the spawn is

to be deposited, and that done, wc should withdraw,

with a net, every fish from the water ; and that because,

if we do not desti'oy the parent fish, their voracious ap-

petites win soon considerably reduce the number of

their offspring. A very simple way to stock a pond, is,

to procm-e and put into it, from other waters, the stones

and plants upon which spa^vn has been deposited ; and,

in this way, fish may be brought out in a warm room.

Salt-water fish can of com-se only be preserved in ponds

communicating with the sea. We are acquainted with

mw^^

two in Britaiu—one at Logan, in Galloway, which con-

sists of an artificial basin of salt water, thii-ty feet deep,

and a himdred and sixty in chcumfcrence. It has been

very successful; and here the gourmand, ia the

stormiest weather, when no boat dare venture to sea,

finds his appetite suppUed ; and here, too, the natni-alist

finds food for his no less insatiate desires, by the oppor-

tunities it affords for observing and studying the habits

and pecifiai-ities of the denizens of the briny deep.

The second is at Guernsey—also artificial—and con-

cerning which much exaggeration has found its way
into joiuTials, in ijapcrs on the natm-alization of sea

fish. The said pond had its formation from the follow-

ing cu'cum stances :—Some forty years since, the northern
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cxh-emity of the island Tras always insulated at Hgh
water, a naiTow, sandy stiip of valley, running N. W.
and S. E. about two niiles, which sepai'ated it from the

east of the island, being always flooded by the sea.

When Sir John Doyle was governor, he eonceived the

possibility of reclaiming the valley from the sea, by
embankments at either extremity, which were soon

eifected, at a cost of about i.7,000—the reclaimed land

being afterwards sold at a great profit. Close behind

the north-western embankment, however, a salt-water

pond of about an acre remained, and which was affected

by the ebbing and flowing of the tide. In the progress

of erecting buildings, sand was taken from its banks,

and the pond increased to about thi-ee acres, in which

state it came, with some adjoining land, into the pos-

session of Mr. J. P. Arnold. The pond is in parts, six

and seven feet deep ; it communicates, by sluices, with

the sea, and the fishennen having been requested to throw

into it such live iish as were too small for the market, it

now contains an abundant supply of all the species formd

upon the coast. Grey Mullet and Eels seem the most

abundant ; but there are plenty of Bream, Plaice, Brill,

Soles, Skate, Turbot, Basse, and Smelts.—J. S. B.

Hyhenmiion.— -The periodic character of the pheno-

mena of the natural world has afforded a most ample and

interesting iield for the speculation of the philosopher and

the researches of the natm'alist. Though both may have

been baffled in their efforts to explain the causes of

things, they have, nevertheless, established the know-

ledge of a series of most exciting and interesting facts.

Generally, it has been more easy to interpret and ex-

plain those phenomena considered as belonging pecu-

liarly to the inorganic kingdom, or that of dead matter

;

while those presented to us in the complex action and

diversified functions of the living forms of matter,

whether of the animal kingdom or of the more simple

types of the vegetable creation, have invariably led to

much difference of opinion as being necessarily veiled

in much ambiguity of conception, and imperfect descrip-

tion.

Of the periodic manifestations of natiwe considered

both as affecting organic and inorganic bodies, those

which arise from the diurnal revolution of omr globe on

its axis, constitutiug the distinct and definite periods of

day and night, are the most stiiking. The busy, cease-

less hum of the activity of high noon, contrasted with

the deep repose of night—silence how dead !—darkness

how profound !—creation sleeps !
—

'tis as if the general

pulse of life stood still, and nature made a pause—an

awful pause, prophetic of the end

!

Yet this almost temporary death is restored by the

morrow's dawn. And, curious as is the inquiry into

the cause of this sleep, as requisite for the well-being

of man, no less curious is the consideration of that

winter sleep, peculiar to certain kinds of animals, and

which is commonly expressed by the term Hyberna-

tion. There are comparatively few of om- native

mammalia which hybemate ; but the phenomena of

hybernation are witnessed in all the Chelonian, Sam-ian,

Ophidian, and Batrachian animals. They also occur in

some moUuso and insect groups. The length of time

diuring which it continues is very various, ranging from

four to seven, or even eight, months. It has, however,

been remarked that all revive either in March or April.

The Jumping Mouse of Canada {Geriittos canadensis)

lies rolled up in a ball of clay for a period between

seven and eight months. This state of repose, or sus-

pension, of the animal, and in a considerable degree of

all the organic functions, is not identical with sleep
;

nor does it present invariably the same phenomena in

the different animals which are capable of becoming

the subjects of it. The Bat, the Dormouse, and nume-

rous insects, awake at intervals, dm'ing which they

make efforts to secirre food for themselves. But, in the

Hedgehog and Marmot, the wiuter sleep, once begim,

continues unbroken either by hunger or thirst, and im-

interrupted tiU the retm-n of spring.

That the toi-pid or deep sleep which affects animals

in this condition, is altogether different, at least in in-

tensity, from ordinary diirmal repose, is clearly proved

by the impossibility to excite them, by pricking, by

galvanic shocks, or even by serious injmy, such as frac-

turing their bones. Nor are they distirrbed, or roused

from their rest, by immersion, for a time, in gases, which,

in other conditions of the system, would be immediately

followed by a fatal result.

It differs no less essentially from the mere torpor iu-

duced by cold, for this is a condition into which all ani-

mals may be brought, and which, when prolonged, ends

in death; whereas, the animals which hybemate are

comparatively few indeed, and their activity returns with

the spring. No experiments have been made, we are

led to believe, to determine what would be the effect of

extreme degrees of cold applied to hybernating animals,

either preceding the approach of the period of hyberna-

tion, or during that interval. The habit or disposition

to it, however, may be greatly modified, as we have the

testimony of Dr. Barton to the effect, that this charac-

teristic of many species of animals of becoming torpid in

Pennsylvania, and the more northern disti'icts, subsides

when they become inhabitants of the Carolinas—a pro-

position, which we might have been led to predict, a

priori, from the analogies both of the animal and vege-

table creation.

The state of hybernation comes on gradually, and,

when perfect, there is a complete abnegation of the senses.

While it lasts, the functions of respiration, circulation,

digestion, nutrition, secretion, and absoi'ption are al-

most completely suspended. The ii'iitabUity of the

muscular tissue is greatly impaired, and the temperature

of the body falls nearly to that of the smTounding

medium. The weight of the body is further dimi-

nished.

Though there is obviously a connection between the

diminished temperature and the torpid condition of the

functions in hybernation, a difficulty exists in explain-

ing why this property occurs only in certain animals,

for as yet no anatomical explanation has been advanced

of sufficient weight to account for the phenomenon ;

—

there is undoubtedly some relation to the nervous sys-

tem to which we must appeal for an explanation.

At any rate, it is not to be considered primarily as a

suspension of the function of respiration, immediately

contingent on reduced temperature.—J. S. B,
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Obituary.—Febmary 10th.—Mr. Smith, gardener at

Hopetoun House. Mr. Smith commenced his profes-

sional life at Ormiston Hall, in 1790, and was after-

wards promoted to the charge of the gardens at that

place, from whence he removed to the more extensive

sphere at Hopetomi ; being nearly all his life in the

service of the same noble family. Mr. Smith was one

of the early members of the Caledonian Horticultmral

Society ; and one of the first professional men in Scot-

land admitted as a Follow of the Horticultural Society

of London. As a horticulturist, the deceased gentle-

man was well known, and universally respected.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

LiMNANTHES ROSEA, Jlcntkam. Eose-ooloiured Lim-

uanthes. {Jonrn. Sort. Soc, iv., 78.)—iS'at. Ord., Tropaj-

olacea;, § Limnantheaj.—Syn., L. pulchcUa, Hartu-eg.—
A hardy annual plant, with prostrate branches, bearing

leaves of variable form, the parts being all Kuear ; some-

times they are quite simple, sometimes pinnately

divided, and at other times cut in a bipinnate maimer.

The flowers are axillary, growing singly on longish

upright stalks, and consist of five obcordate petals,

of a pale dull rose coloiu-. It is not very shoAvy, and

should be grown in a dampish, cool place.—From Cali-

fornia : swampy places in the vaUey of the Sacramento

;

introduced, in 1848, by Mr. Hartweg. Flowers in smn-

mor. Horticiiltm-al Society of London.

^^ri^i73"

Caloohortus PAiLiDus, Schultes. Pale-flowered

Calochortus.—Nat. Ord., LUiacefe, § Tulipcaj.—A pretty,

bulbous-rooted, half-hardy perennial, producing a tuft

of grass-like channelled leaves, and from among them a

flowering-stem six or eight mches high, supporting

three or foiu: blossoms, each on a slender peduncle
;

these pedimoles grow in an umbellato manner fi'om

the base of two or three small leaves, which are piro-

duccd at the top of the common stem. The flowers arc

hexapetaloid, the three outer divisions small, ovate-

oblong, obtuse ; the three inner much larger, obovate,

rounded at the apex, and attenuated at the base ; they

are pale yellowish buff colour, mth a broad angulai-

blotch of dark reddish-brown in the centre.—From
Mexico ; introduced to Belgium about 1844. Flowers

in the latter part of summer,

Stanhopea cirrhata, Lindky. Cirrhate-eolumned

Stanhopea. (Journ. Sort. Soc, v., 37.)—Nat. Ord., Or-

chidaceaj, § Vaudeaj-MaxiUaridaB.—^A very distinct stove

epiphyte, but apparently not of much beauty. The

flowers arc solitary, not in spikes ; the colour not known

;

the colmun is wingless, and extended into a pair of

feelers.—From iS'icaragua ; collected by M. AVarczewitz

;

introduced, in 1848, by G. U. Skinner, Esq. Flowers ? —
Cleisostoma fuscum, LincUey. Fuscous Cleisostoma.

{Journ. Sort. Soc, v., 80).^—iSTat. Ord., Orchidaceai, §

VandeoB-Sarcanthida;.—A stove epiphyte, with oblong,

distichous, leathery leaves, nine inches long, and close

panicles of dingy, yellowish-brown flowers ; the sepals

and petals oblong; the lip yellow, thrcc-lobed. Per-

haps only a variety of C. latifoUum.—From the East

Indies ; introduced in 1846. Flowers in autmnn. Hon.

East India Company.

I
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iECHMEA DISCOLOR.

Nat. Order. BnoMEUACE^.

Geneeic Ciiaeaoter.—-Echmea, Ruiz and Paeon.—Bracts
cup-shaped. Perigone superior, six-parted ; external lobes cahj-
cine, equal, spirally twisted, awned or unarmed, dilated obliquely

below tbe ajjex
; interior lobes petaloid, mucli longer than the

outer, twisted below, with scales at the base within, or more
rarely naked. Slama:s sLx, inserted at tbe bottom of the peri-

gone
; filaments filiform, three of them adnate to the base of the

interior lobes ; anthers ovate, fixed by the back, sub-incumbent.
Orari/ inferior, three-celled. Omiles numerous, pendulous from
the central angles of the cells, anatropous. Style filiform. Stig.

mns three, linear or petaloid, spirally twisted. Berry ovate, sub-
globose. Seeds numetous.—{I!ndlicher, Genera Flantarum, 1301.)

JESCRIPTION.-

JEciiMEA niscGLoa, Murreii. Variegated JEchmea.— Leaves

broad, concave, reflexed, shortly acuminated, smooth, shining,

slightly undulate and serrate, the teeth short and distant
;
pa-

nicle surpassing the leaves, the lower branches divaricated ; the

scape clothed below with lanceolate, elongate, reflexed scales
;

bracts wanting ; calycine lobes oblique, obtuse
;
petaloid lobes

obtuse, connivent.

Synonymv.—-Echmea discolor, Morren, in Aimales de la Soc.

Roy. de Bot. de Gaud., ii., 175, t. 65. Soolcer, in Botanical Ma-
gazine, t. 4293.

-A tropical herb, difi'ering from others of tlie geuus in tlie absence of the

'^ bracteoles beneath the flowers. The leaves are broad, suddenly acuminated near the apex,

concave, reflexed, with jjarallel slightly undulated margins, sharply serrate mth very short

distant teeth ; they are of a dull green above, aud dirty violaceous beneath. The panicle is longer

than the leaves, of a scarlet colom- above, and beai-s the flowers distantly spiked along the

branches ; the scape is clothed below with elongated lanceolate scales, loose and reflexed

;

the lower branches are divergent, and the flowers without bracteoles. The calycine segments

are oblique and obtuse, scarlet below, and blacldsli on the fore portion ; the coroUine lobes are

obtuse and connivent, whitish at the base, and stained with scarlet in the upper half.—A. H.

HrsTOKY, &c.—Om- drawing of this very handsome species was made from a plant in the

collection of Messrs. Henderson, of the Pine-Apple Nm-sery, Edgeware Road, where it was
finely in bloom in the month of January. It is found to be a very valuable plant for orna-

mental pm-poses, owing to its winter-blooming habit, and the length of time which at that dull

season its brOliantly-coloured blossoms remain in a fresh aud attractive condition. The imex-

pauded buds, as remarked by Sir W. J. Hooker {Bot. Mag., t. 4293), have a most strikuig

resemblance to the seeds of Abrus precatoriiis, commonly called Crab's-ej'es, and which are

sometimes strmig as necklaces. This ^chmea'is believed to be a native of Brazil, and was

introduced to English gardens fi-om those of the Continent some four or five years since.

The generic name vEchmea is derived from the Greek aichnie, a point, in allusion to the

rigid points or awns with which the calycine lobes are, in some of the species, terminated.

CuLTirEE.—Like all the plants belonging to Bromeliaceas, this veiy remarkable jjlant re-

quires pecidiar treatment—viz., a season of fr-ee growth, a season of rest after the growth is

matured, and then liberal treatment, to compel the production of the flower stem. Supposing

yon have a young healthy plant, in a fom--inch pot, shift it immediately into an eight-inch pot,

using a compost consisting of rich turfy loam, fibrous peat, and half-decomposed leaf mould, in

equal proportions, with which, some gritty sand, potsherds, and charcoal might be intermixed.

Use the comjjost in rough pieces, and pot rather Hghtly. After potting, place in a bottom-heat

of 80 degrees, and when the plant begins to grow freely, water with weak manm-e-water, once

or twice a-week. The plant wiU probably requii-e a second shift towai'ds Midsummer : use the

same compost, and pursue the same general treatment, but take care to bring the plant into a

state of rest by the end of September. Through the winter, it need not be plunged in bottom-

heat, but must be kept at the warm end of the plant-stove, and rather di-y at the root. When
it is [vs-ished to bloom the plant, plunge it at once in a brisk bottom-heat, water fi-eely with

manure-water, and do everything in yoiu- power to induce vigorous growth. After the plant

has bloomed, the old part may be cut away, and the suckers, of which five or six wiU be pro-

duced, treated for free growth as before directed. The ^chmea is propagated by suckers, in

the same way as the Pine Apple.—A.
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WHAT IS A SHEUBBEKT ?

WHAT IS A SHRUBBERY ?

By Mk. EERIjS'GTOK, C.M.H.S., Gardener to Sir P. Egerton, Bart., M.P., Ocltou Park, Cheshire.

f\F all the ajipendages to a garden, the ordinary shrubbery of the olden time, has always appeared to

P

y me the most misatisfactoiy. I speak of those long, unbroken, belt-formed borders, composed of various

shrubs of the most coniJicting characters, iiitermingled in a regular pell-mell manner. Such, certamly,

are not so common as in former days ; but enough is left of them, in various parts of the kingdom, to

shame British gardening, which ought to take a much higher position in this respect. If such are, in-

deed, conducive to the beauty of the landscape, or really ornamental in themselves, it is matter of

surprise that our great painters have not availed themselves of this indefinite thing in thenr composi-

tions ; but there, we may look for it, I fancy, in vain.

"^^Tien such a shrubbery has attained some age, we generally find the lower part of most of the de-

ciduous shi-nbs become lean and naked ; in fact, many of them more like taU pea-stakes than hand-

some bushes ; wliilst the debatable ground beneath, having long since been deserted by the belhgereut

twigs, the last keen rivahy (wliich, in the order of things, must finally end in the utter extermiuation

of some of the party) is kept up with singular confusion, by the half- starved exti-emities. To be

sure, a sprinkling of evergreens still left, serve to give some animation to this lining rubbish-yard,

but they are sm'e to exhibit unmistakeable symptoms of the conflict they have endm-ed; and, unless

composed of Hollies, or other tree-like evergreens, they too must, ere long, become denuded stumps,

and serve only to augment the faggot pile.

The late lamented Mr. Loudon was not far wide in his ideas concerning what he termed the " garden-

esque ;" and I really do not see why this principle of high di-ess should not be aj)pUed to deciduous shi-ubs,

in their disposal about the pleasure-ground. The genuine landscape gardener would, of coiu'se, become

alai-med, with the idea of bare patches of soil, and destruction of breadth, which a dotting system is

kno-^Ti to give rise to : and herein hes, indeed, a slight difficulty, not, however, of a really insuperable

character. It occm's to me, that most of oiu" deciduous flowering shi-ubs might be cidtivated with much
better effect on the massing system, or singly ; and that the evergreens in general, and timber trees, or

trees of half height, would class together as to general effect. By this aiTangement, the main featm-es

of the pleasm'e-gronnds, as far as breadth was concerned, might be, for the most part, composed of the

latter class ; where, amidst dense evergreens, there might tower up at intervals such things as the

Sorbus family, the taller Thorns, the Tm'key Oak, some of the JMespilus family, the Ailantus, Sumachs,

or, indeed, any of the more moderate-growing fancy Arboretum trees. Subordinate to these, and

nearer the margins, the best flowering deciduous slu'ubs might occui' singly or in small masses ; and, to

relieve their lean appearance in winter, single specimens of huge evergreens might be interspersed

thi'oughout them ; not by a dotting system, for most of these materials might, where the grounds are

tolerably extensive, be congregated around, or off the margins of the large masses. As single ever-

greens, those of the endui'ing land should be freely used, and also those possessing much character or

expression. Here should be seen the sombre and massive Yew ; the dignified-looking Hemlock sjirnce

with its weeping plumes ; the noble HoUy, soaring majestically with its rampant leader, the lower

boughs still fi'esh and sweeping the turf ; the stm'dy and robust-looking Portugal Lam'el ; and last,

not least, the graceful Deodar. Such might, occasionally, advancing and receding, as single trees, serve

to break the outline of the larger features, and to relieve any meagreness arising from the use of de-

ciduous flowering shrubs—the chief point in these remarks.

Where grounds are very extensive, leafy masses of Rhododendrons, squatting down to the tm-f, by
pegging, or otherwise, would form a connecting link between the sward and the shrubs ; even as the

latter, assisted by trees of medium growth, lead up to om- majestic timber trees ; thus linkin g-, as it

were, the well-defined portions of the landscape into one harmonious whole.

Some of these shrubs might be placed singly, some in groups of, perhaps, thi-ee or four ; obser-sdng,

as to the latter mode, to plant them far enough apart, in order that they do not starve each other into

leanness thi-ough root competition. Many of those which are known to sucker well, might, with ad-

vantage, be cut do-«Ti, after being established a season ; they would then thi-ow up abundance of shoots,

which, with a httlc age, would become a mass, reaching down to the sward. This woidd, I conceive,

be a most desii-able plan, as the interior would be concealed, and mowing, or other operations within,

would be done away.

In these suggestions I have been taldng the case of thepi-incipal walks, or di-ives, fi-om the mansion,

and their detoui-s, and supposing a place of considerable extent, where a great breadth of margin pre-

sents itself for such operations ; the main business being as to the planting, that, whilst we em-ich the

groimds as much as possible in porut of detail, breadth would be supported, and a dotting system avoided. (

'J(^^ ^^R
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As for cross or subordinate walks, or those in the immediate vicinityof the gardens, or mansion, here there

will arise, at times, a neoessityfor a continuous belt, or shrubbery ; sometimes as a screen, and sometimes

contain a rich collection of the smaller and more dressy shi'ubs. And here I would point to the pro-

priety of keeping- Loudon's maxim in view, if such borders are to be kept in beauty for many years. I

mean the planting the shrubs so far apart, that every one shall have fi'ee liberty to show its individual

form, and to preserve it ; no two, in fact, should ever be allowed to touch. It will be said, what is to be

done with the ground between? I answer, keep it perfectly clean by hoeing and raldng, and the oftener

these operations are performed, the more satisfaction it will give. Those who are anxious to breaJs; the

flat outline of the shrubs, might use the Hollyhock, the Dahlia, &c. ; bu.t these would sadly compromise

the end in view, and would appear much better ranged or grouped in the rear. Pillar Roses would,

perhaps, form as legitimate an object as anything ; and would harmonize better than either the Holly-

hock or the Dahlia ; inasmuch as they would, at least, bear the impress of a shi'ub. Much room would,

however, be requisite, in order to carry out the necessary operations. Independent of anj'thing else,

I should say, that the shrubs under this style ought to be, on an average, nearly five feet apart ; this

will, of coui'se, alarm persons of limited space. I would appeal, nevertheless, to then- own experience

of what occurs in theii- plant-houses, on behalf of room. Who would prefer a plant-house crowded mth
a collection of a couple of hundred species badly grown, to one containing only half the quantity ; in

the latter case, the plants complete specimens ?

No, it is not the number of kinds which a border or a house contains, that constitutes the ne plus

iiltra of effect, but a judicious selection, well gro'wn, free from leanness, and with everything about

them perfectly clean and in high dress—art, in fact, boldly recognised. Our old English gardeners

had a feeling akin to tliis style ; as witness then' efforts at producing hobgoblin yews and other trees,

by a dubbing system. This was indeed the "recognition of art" with a vengeance; and partly on a

par with tHs, in point of taste, is much of what used to be called rustic work, in which chairs and seats

were made to appear as though they grew out of the spot where they were placed. This might have

been pi-operly termed the recognition of whim. A bolder and sunpler style has of late years pre-

vailed, and we may now find seats wliicli, although not adapted to the di-awing-room, are not ashamed

to avow the mechanic's art.

In the general disposal and management of deciduous shrubs, as here suggested, the mere botanical

bearing of the subject is of course dismissed. Those who want to form arboretums, must take other

^dews ; although I do not think it by any means impossible to reconcile the botanical with the pic-

turesque.

"Whilst on this subject, I may perhaps be permitted to draw attention to the propriety, in planting

select trees or shrubs, of securing a due amoimt of those noted for their autumnal tints. Who does

not admu-e the rich gradations of tint which certain trees or shrubs undergo, durmg the boisterous

gales of October ? Even the old Virginian Creeper is more admu'cd by far, than when in the most

verdant di'ess. Then we have the Scarlet and other American Oaks, the Liquidamber, the Black Oaks,

the Kolreuteria paniculata, with many other trees and shi-ubs ; even the old Merry-tree or Wild

Cherry has a splendid effect in autumn in our woods, although some seedling varieties possess much
richer tints than others. Again, in the selection of shrubs, planters should keep an eye on those

which herald in the spring, and also on those which possess an rmusual share of character, the latter

placed in bold relief. As examples of the former, I would quote such things as the Chimonanthus

fragrans, the Cornus mascida, the Mezereon, the Ribes sanguineum, the Rhododendron dam-icum atro-

vu'ens, the Corchorus japonica, &c., c&c., &c. ; and, of the latter, the Cryptomeria japonica, the Abies

canadensis, the Ailautus, the Deodar, the Sumach family, some of the Acacias, the Deciduous Cypress,

the Pm'ple Beech, Weeping Labm'nums, &c. These, and indeed many others ui which our nm'series

are now very rich, judiciously selected and happily placed, without frittering away the main features

of the landscape, would impart an amount of dignity and interest to pleasure-grounds, rarely met with

at present. In the Coniferoe, too, what a host of treasures ! Surely our British gardeners, in another

half century, will not exhibit so many bare poles and peas-stake points in the sky outline, as they

assuredly do in the present day.

[Next to a starved and bare-stemmed condition of the jjlants themselves, the greatest blemish in

the appearance of ordinary shrubbery borders is the margin of raw, bare earth, perpetuated by the

edging-u'on system ; and which, however allowable in the case of newlj'-formed clumps and planta-

tions, while there is space for the introduction of hardy flowering plants, is highly objectionable when
the shrubs have made sufficient growth to admit of the sui'face being tm-fed up to meet then- recumbent

branches.]
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NOTES ON DECORATI\^ GARDENING.

By H NOEL HTJMPHEETS, Esq.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES—THEIR PROPER POSITIONS—TRUE GARDENESQUE STYLE.

roiOWARDS the close of the last century, an exaggerated taste for the simply natural, or -syhat has

!X been termed the picturesque, banished from English gardens many of their best and most appropriate

features,—among others, that simple and yet noble adjunct, the terrace. Brown, says Sir Uvedale

Price, has been celebrated for the bold idea of taking down Richmond Terrace, and his successor, for

the still bolder notion of blowing up the one at Powis Castle ; while the fine ai-chitectm-al character of

these features were to be replaced by gently undidating tui-f, and serpentine walks, and these -^s-ind-

ing forms were not merely used to blend the garden into the landscape, but commenced at once, close

to the house, where straight lines, in accordance with the forms of the building, were so much more

appropriate. By this means, the landscajje features were brought into immediate contact with the

residence, making no difference between the arrangement of the ground close to an architectui'al com-

position, and that at a distance ;
" between the habitation of man and that of sheep." The destruc-

tion of our fine old terrace-walks, by the race of landscape gardeners of the last century, headed by

Brown, was partly the result of the extravagant excesses to which architectm-al gardenuig had been

can-ied, particularly in Fiance and Holland, where the fine taste of the Italian school had been so

exaggerated as to become caricature; a term which may be fairly applied to the Dutch gardening of

the end of the seventeenth century, which was imported into this country with the accession of William

the Third. In this Anglo-Dutch school, the architectm-al decorations were over-elaborated, and de-

generated into the most wretched taste ; trees were cropped into the forms of com-t ladies ; statuaiy

reduced to Dutch shepherds, and these shepherds and shepherdesses painted to imitate Dutch natm-e
;

in addition to which, were multitudes of pretty terraces connected with endless archways and countless

steps. Such abuses of ai-t found, first, satirists to ridicule them, like Horace Walpole, who laughed at

the idea of thus " walking up and down stairs in the open an- ;" and then Kent and Brown, bold

innovators, swept them away, leaving nothing in their place—nothing to form, as it were, the

iy^— =
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setting to the gem—no harmonious concord to accom23any the main buUding, with other tones in the

same chord—no fi'aming to set it off—leaving them, in fact, like a picture without a frame, sm--

rounded with nothing but
" Shaven lawns, that far around it creep,

In one otomal, imdulating sleep."

Yet the "natui-al" style, as it was called, or rather this poor sham of Natui'e—these artificial slopes,

imitative hillocks, and unnatm'ally winding walks, were yet felt as a relief, after the reign of the over-

wrought Dutch and French terrace school, and the fame of these "Jarclins Anglais" travelled to the Con-

tinent, where,they were imitated in the grounds of almost every chateau, palace, or villa of importance,

but imitated with rather more judgment, for the "jardin Anfffais^'v/as almost always placed at a distance

from the house, from which its ii-rcgular featm-es were concealed by the stately forms of trees cropped

into architectui'al form, or some other arrangement in accordance with the character of the dwelling.

Yet this was not ahvays the case ; the new English system appears occasionally to have been

carried to excess ; the Abbe De L'Isle, in his poem " les Jardms," complains of hills, lakes, and
sloping woodlands, bemg crammed into situations totally unfitted for them, either ft-om theu- position or

extent ; in the passage beginning with, I think

—

" Des lacs et des montagues sui- uu arpent de terrc,"

And I recollect, very recently even, when last in Paris, going to see a fm-nished house in the Chausse

d'Antin, which was advertised, among attractions, to possess its "jardin Anc/lais." This interesting

feature I found actually existing in a back com't of some sixty feet in depth ; but the smaUness of the

space had not caused any of the main features of the "jardin Anrjlais" to be omitted : there was the

undulating lawn and serpentine walks, the belt of Scotch firs, the winding rivulet with its rocky

cascade, and the lake; also th.eforet des Sycamores, formed by groups of six or seven small and rather

miserable specimens of that tree.

In these preliminary remarks, I have endeavoured to show that the school of gardening, in which

architectm-al ornament is overdone, and that in which it is altogether absent, are equally defective

;

and I shall therefore attempt to point out the extent to which architectm-al features may be used in

gardening, with advantage. It may easily be conceived that a house of considerable architectural pre-

tension, placed at once in the midst of winding walks or sloping lawns, would appear less complete

than when fronted by an esplanade or terrace, however moderate in extent or simple in construction.

Of the old gardens, it has been said that they -were formalli/ laid out; but they were laid out to

accompany that which was necessarily formal and symmetrical, namely, the main Hnes of the resi-

dence, to which they served as a sort of mounting or frame. The engraving exhibits a rich

—

perhaps over rich—example of a villa residence of the high Italian school, surrounded with its legi-

timate architectui'al embellishments, its natural framing and accompaniment : it is the Casino of the

Sachetti family at Rome, built from the designs of Pietro Barettini da Cortona, and was once one of

the finest specimens of this class of garden and villa architecture in existence, but when Vasi pub-

lished his engraving, it was described as then going to decay. From this imposing composition, it .may

be inferred that I consider architectural works, on an enormous and costly scale, as necessary to give

due effect to a country residence, and blend it properly with the smTOunding landscape; but such is

not the position I am about to assmne. On the contrary, I think that even a simple tm'fed embank-

ment, surmounted by a low hedge, formed of some hardy evergreen shrub, cropped very square and

flat at the top, might, either with or without the addition of a single and simple flight of steps, and a

few appropriate pedestals and vases, be sufficient to produce the effect described as suitable, or, at all

events, form a very desii'able approach to it. In accordance with the more u-regular and pictm-esque

forms of cottage architecture, the terrace might be guarded by balustrades of sinaple rustic work of

branches, which would produce a very agreeable and appropriate effect. A principal cause of the

agreeable effect of stone or brick terraces is, that they harmonize in material, and consequently in

colour, with the main building, thus carrjong out its tone to the landscape ; but still another step of

modulation is requisite—the perfect blending even of these secondary architectm-al featm-es with the fore-

ground of the landscape, and this may be judiciously effected by the aid of cropped trees ; which, while

they agree in colour- with the landscape, yet harmonize in forms with the residence and the terrace, and

so become a link holding harmoniously together with the gardenesque and the picturesque—the artistic

and the natui-al—restricting om-selves in using these phrases to the irregular forms of natm-e, as the

masters of landscape painting have loved to paint them, and not in the extended sense given to the ^
term by Price and others.
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The engra^'iIlg exemplifies tliis effect, in which the architectural and regular forms of a piece of

balustrade and a sun-dial, find a certain degree of analogy in the artificial arches formed by some

cropped limes, •while the tone of colour of the latter accords 'svith that of the u-regular shi'ubbery

beyond, and thus the blending betTreen art and natui-e becomes gradxial and pleasing. But the various

effects to be produced by terraces, vases, statuary, artificial water, fountaius, &c., I must discuss

separately.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF ACHIMENES.

By Me. JOHN KEITH, Spinfield, BucKiKGHAjisHrRE.

SUPPOSING the tubers are at rest in the pots in which they flowered during last year, about the

beginning of January, I generally start the first batch, after having selected a few pots of each

sort that had flowered earliest. I proceed by filling some shallow pans, within about two inches of the

top, with a mixtui-e of leaf mould and silver sand, after which I shake the tubers out of the old soil,

and place them in the pans at about half-an-inch apart, covering them with the same mistui-e. I am
aware that I depart from the usual practice of many, by not starting them in the pots in which they

flowered. My reason for so doing is this, that by placing them in the pans, the tubers are all one

distance from the surface ; consequently they all appear at the same time, and ai-e more robust than when

started in the old soil, and escape the risk of being mutilated when being disengaged from theii- old

bed ; which, with the utmost care, I find is often the case with the latter mode. After this operation

is accomphshed, I place them in a pit, with dung heat, ranging fi-om 70 to 80 degrees, giving water

verv cautiously until they appear above the soil. Indeed, they only require as much as to keep

the soil moist, but not wet. "^'iTien they have attained the height of four inches, I transfer them at

once to then- blooming pots ; the size of the pots being regulated by the object to be attained. For

the stage of a common greenhouse I find an eight-inch pot the most convenient size ; but for large

masses I use thirteen-inch pots. The compost I use is equal parts of loam, peat, leaf mould, and well-

decomposed cow-dung, with as much silver sand as will give the whole a grayish appearance. If to

be had, I use charcoal, both for mixing with the soil and placing at the bottom instead of potsherds, to

the depth of two inches, over which I place a layer of moss to prevent the soil from getting amongst

the di'ainage. I consider good di'ainage an essential point in pot cultivation. After filling the pot

with the compost to witliin three inches of the top, I give a gentle rap on the bench to settle the soil,

then placing the plants on the sm-face, and filling up round the plants with soil, mitil the pot

is full, I give it another rap on the bench, to settle the soil more perfectlj' about the plants.

I complete the process by giving the whole a gentle watering through a fine rose, and replacing

them again in the same heat, keeping the pit close for a few days until the plants get a httle

established. About sixteen plants to an eight-inch pot, of such vai'ieties as A. longifloi-a, grandi-

flora, patens, &c., will make a nice specimen ; the stronger growing varieties, such as peduncu-

lata, hirsuta, &c., requii'e to be planted much thinner, and, if stopped two or three times dui'ing the

growing season, they will form fine bushes. After the plants get established in their pots, I give

them air on all favourable occasions, always keeping a nice moist atmosphere, which is highlv bene-

ficial. Care must be taken to keep a due supply of moistm-e to the roots, avoiding excesses as much as

possible. As the suns ray's become more powerful, shading with thin canvas will be necessaiy.

?
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When the plants attain the height of about six or eight inches, I remove them to the stove, and at

the same time have them staked. The description of stakes I find best adapted is one-year-old suckers

from the bottom of filbert trees ; being much more slender than willows, they give a neater appearance

to the plants, and have not that stiff appearance that stakes made of deal generally have—the latter

being better adapted for harded-woodcd jjUmts than plants of this class. I always place a stake to

each shoot, at equal distances apart, in a slanting position, round the outside, letting them rise towards

the centre, which forms nearly a half ball. I jjrefer tying up singly, as the plants have a neater aspect

than by tying them up in small bundles, wliich does not admit space for all the blooms to expand.

After the shoots are tied to the stakes, I cut the latter to the height the plants are hkely to attain

;

and nothing further is required but, as the shoots elongate, an additional tie to support them, and the

usual routine of airing, watering, shading, &e., until they come into bloom ; then they may be removed

to the greenhouse or sitting-room. By attending them with plenty of moistm-e, and avoiding cutting

winds, they wUl continue in bloom for a long time. I may mention that I give occasionally a dose of

clear manui'e water, which causes much finer blooms, and is a great support to them when the strength

of the soil is exhausted. If it is wished to increase any favoni-ite sort, this can easily be done by
placing cuttings in bottom heat, which will root in a very short time ; also by di%'iding the scaly bulbs

;

and many of the varieties send out small tubers on the stem above the soil, which make equally good

plants with the under-ground tubers. After the blooming season, the roots may be ripened off by
gradually vfithdi'a'sving the sujjply of water. When ripened off I place the pots on their sides, on a

shelf over the pipes, behind the stage of the greenhouse, where they rest secure until wanted to start the

follomng season. By starting a few pots once a-month, noting the time of introduction, they may be

had in bloom tkfoughout the year. I find they keep much better than otherwise by letting them
remain in the old soil dm-ing theu- season of rest.

lUniFm.

Elementary Botany for the line of Beginners. By T. S.

Ralph, A.L.S., &c. Loudon: Pamphlin.

Low-PBicED books on elcmentaiy, rutUmentary, or popu-

lar Botany, are become so numerous, that one feels

disposed to criticise them much more closely than if

such were not the case ; and each succeeding attempt

to set forth the alphabet of botanical science, becomes

thus in its turn more keenly scrutinized than its prede-

cessor.

There seems to exist a notion, wide-spread and
prevalent, that it is a comparatively easy task to write

elementaiy books for those who are beginning the

study of any particular branch of science ; and, with-

out doubt, such books are prepared with a small

amount of mechanical labom-, inasmuch as they ge-

nerally consist of an abridgment of the subject on

which they treat. Notwithstandiug, however, this

general opinion to the contrary, it appears to us that

nothing can be more difficult than to write a good book

for beginners ; who require rather' to have the essential

fa^ts selected and set before them, than a digest or

cibridgmeHt of the whole scope of existing knowledge on

the subject ; and more than this, they reipure to have

these facts expressed in a style so plain and unmistak-

able as few wi'iters attempt to adopt, or attempting,

succeed in realizing. It is extremely difficult for those

who are well-versed in any branch of science, to place

themselves in a position to fully realize the wants of

those who are either partially or wholly rmacquaiuted

with the subject ; and hence it is that we so often find

those who aa'e well quahiied to teach advanced students,

altogether fail hi then' object when they attempt to

impart the rudiments of theh subject to those who have

no previous knowledge thereof. Terseness, and con-

spicuity of ideas combined, are the essential featm'es of

elementary teaching ; even the former without the latter,

often leads to the enunciation of generalized statements,

which reciuire so much after qualification, as to become

confusing to the learner.

Tested by this standard, we do not see that Mr.

Ralph's elementary lessons ai-e more perfect than many
of those which have preceded them ; and the author

appears to us to fall, now and then, into the all but

universal error, of forgetting for what class he is wi'it-

ing, although he evidently set out with the design of

making himself inteUigible to all, even the most in-

experienced readers. To this end a particular an-ange-

ment of the subject is adopted, " as simple as the author

has found it to he in his power to follow out"—the

plan is, " that of commencing with simple views of com-
plex objects, and afterwards admitting combinations of

various kinds, introduced as gradually as the subject

will admit." Nothwithstanding the exceptions, most

of the ideas expressed ai'c clear and perspicuous ; and a

very good plan is followed thi-oughout the book of teach-

ing by means of the analysis of well-selected examples.

The peculiar division of the subject, wliich the author

has adopted, has, however, led him now and then, into

some confusedness and incompleteness in his statements.

Thus, at page 5, we read of the stem, that, " as a general

rule, whatever part of a plant is above ground, of a

greenish or greenish-brown colour, may be considered
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as a stem, or belonging to the stem ; while all below the

ground as belonginff to the root, which is of a lighter

eolom- and never green;" and further on, when the stem

is ag-ain treated of, we read, " as a i-ule, no leaves or

buds are to be met with on roots, and when these are

found upon paits of a plant growing under groimd, such

portions ai'e considered to be underground stems "—the

idea of an underground stem being excluded from the

first of these passages.

The dubious doctrine of the growth of annual rings

of wood, is stated without qualification of any kind,

thus :

—

" Eacll 3'ear a fresli layer of wood is added to every part of

the tree, and as some parts are older than others, so these

will be found to possess more wood ; the wood deposited is

added outside that which is already formed ; and the next

year's wood will he added or deposited outside that which is

formed this 5'oar, and so on ; each layer of wood being younger

than that which has gone before. A tine line separates the dif-

ferent layers from each other ; and the number of years the

branch or stem has been growing can be reckoned by counting

the layers or rings of wood which exist in it."

The truth is that each ring or layer of wood will

represent one period of growth, whether that period

may have been a year or more, or less ; and beyond the

first few layers, in the case of deciduous ti'ees adapted

to a particular climate, the ring theory becomes a very

unsafe tost of the actual age of a stem.

Those and a few similar defects scarcely interfere,

however, with the utility of Mr. Ealph's little manual

;

which win, no doubt, fulfil its avowed object, that of

being a guide to the fiu-ther study of botany, in the case

of all those who take it up with a determination to

profit by its use ; without which determination, made

and acted on, no instructions, however excellent, can

be of much avail. The illustrations consist of twenty

plates, containing numerous very clear and expressive

figures.—M.

HORTICULTUKAL SOCIETY.

Makch 5,—The garden of the Society fiu-uished the

most attractive display of plants. Among the most

conspicuous, were the following subjects :—A large bush

of the beautiful Inga pulchen-ima, which Mr. Gordon

flowers well by giving it a dry, cool rest in autumn

;

two Acacias, well suited for pot cultm-e, or for a con-

seiwatory, on account of their manageable size—rotim-

difolia with deep yellow flowers, and celastrifolia with

the flowers pale straw colom- ; Polygala Dalmaisiana, a

showy hybrid, of dwarf habit, and having deep pirrple

flowers ; the dwarf gay Siphocampylus manetticeflorus
;

and the sweet-scented, winter-flowering Trymalium

odoratissimum. There was also a cut specimen from

the magnificent Laslia superbiens, now blooming in the

Society's garden. Mrs. Lawi-ence, of Ealing Park, sent

a Monnodes, to which a certificate was awarded ; it was

supposed to be new, but its history was unknown ; it

bears erect racemes of greenish cream-colom-ed flowers.

Mr. Packman, gardener to J. Gadesden, Esq., sent a fine

Phaius grandifoUus, having eighteen racemes of flowers.

From Messrs. Loddiges, was a collection of Orchids, in-

cluding several varieties of D. nobile, the most remark-

able of which were intermedium album, and a new.

dark, rose-coloui-ed variety from Darjeeling, to which,

in conjunction with some of the other plants, a Bank-
sian medal was assigned ; one of the prettiest in the

group was a dwarf large-fiowered Odontoglossum, caUed

Cervantesii roseum, in which the whole flower was
suffused with a delicate rose, or French white.

Mr. Leyton, ofHammersmith, sent a pretty bright blue

Cineraria mth white disk, called Hammersmith Beauty

;

the habit is tolerably good, and the flower wUl, doubt-

less, be found a very neat one for bouquets. Mr. G.

Glenny sent a collection of Hyacinths, the remains of

a set of one hundred and seventy kinds which he had
forced ; among them Orondates, States-General, An-
gelique, Pasquin, Emetius, SateUa, a remarkably deep

bright red, Voltaire, Vulcan, Laurens Korster, very

fine, Coeiu- Blanc, blue with white centi-e, very re-

markable, were the best. The same gentleman also

sent a Crocus, called Incomparable Blue, a flower of very

superior form, almost lite a fine tulip, and of stout

and robust grovrth ; the colom" is a deep purple pen-

cilled on the inside. From "W. Everet, Esq., of

Enfield, was a scheme for supporting Rose poles ; it

consisted of a cast-iron socket with thi'ee prongs, and

the pole or stake being fitted into the socket with pitch,

it is anticipated that the poles will be much more diu--

able than if they were inserted in the soil. Although

the scheme is a good one we suspect the most vulner-

able points will still be between wind and water, and

that however much the pitch may preserve the part in

the socket, the poles wiU stUl be found to decay just

above the pitch. Mr. Roberts, of Eastcheap, sent a new
garden pot, contrived so as to ventilate the roots of the

plants, and also to place a supply of liquid manm'e at

the disposal of the plant. "We venture, however, to

say the pot is useless, and however pretty it may look

in theory, it wrU be found worthless in practice.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

Berberis ciliaris, Zindleg. Ciliated Berbeny.

(Journ. Sort. Soc, v., 5.)—Nat. Ord., Berberacea;, §

Bcrberideas.—An evergi'een shrub, apparently unarmed,

with fascicles of oblong, lance-shaped leaves, reticulate,

and margined with a fringe of spines. The flowers

grow in compact, erect, sub-corymbose clusters, and are

probably yellow.—From Bolivia ; supposed to have been

introduced about 1848. Flowers not yet produced in

England.

Pharus vittatus, Lemairc. Striped-leaved Pharus

—Nat. Ord., Graminaceaa, § OryzeEe.—A emious and

pretty grass—a herbaceous perennial, requii-ing a stove.

It grows nearly a foot high ; the leaves obovate-lanceo-

late or rhomboid, acuminate, entire, and slightly imdu-

lated at the magins ; they are beautiftdly striped, on

both sides, with iiTegular bands of white. The flowers,

which grow in a panicle on a long slender stalk, ai'e

small and pretty, the fertUe ones of a pale rose and

white colour ; the glumes of the male flowers brownish

red.—From Guatemala ; introduced to Belgium in 1847.

Flowers in smnmer.
I
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ECHEVERIA RETUSA.

Nat. Order, CitASSULACEiJi 5 CitAssuLtiiE.

EcnBTKniA EETUSA, Lliidhy. Ketuse Echeveiia.—Leaves

obovate-spcitliiilate, scattered above, the old ones retuse, ^\o.Vi~

cous, crcnulatc, tlie cauline linear-oblong', quite entire, with the

base detached
;

panicle dense, sub-corymbose, branches few-

ilo-wered ; sepals linear, unequal, shorter than the eoroUa
;
petals

carinate, acute, gibbous at the base.

Synontjiy,—E. retusa, ii«f??e^, in Jouriuil of the Mart, Soc,

ii., 30G. Sot. BegMer, 1847, t. 37.

Genehic Ch-uiacter.—Echeveria, D. C.~~ Calyx five-parted,

lobes leaf-like, erect. Corolla perigynous, iive-partcd, lobes erect,

thick, rather rigid, niid-uerve thickened, sub-three-sided at the

base, acute. Stanu^ns ten, inserted at the bottom of the corolla,

included. Hypogijuous scales short, obtuse. Oraries five, free,

one-celled. Omles many, on the ventral suture. Capsules five,

follicular, attenuated into subidate stjdcs, free, bursting along

the greater part of the length on the inner side, many-seeded.

—

[Emllicher, Genera Flaniarum, 4621.)

BESCRIPTION.—Aflesliy shiaib, with tlie lower leaves rosulate, obovate-spathulate, glaucous,

erentilate, and, when old, excavated at tlie apex (retuse) ; those on the stem more and more

distant upwards, oblong, quite entii'e, and with the base separated from the stem. The panicle

is close, having a corymbose appearance, but the branches are few-flowered ; the flowers are

axillary to fleshy bracts. The calyx is deeply divided into five unequal, green, leaf-like, spreading

lobes. The corolla, inserted on the calyx, is five-parted, the teeth acute, erect, and much
longer than the calyx, keeled and gibbous at the base, of an orange red externally, the margins

and interior yellow; the lobes of the coroUa are arranged so as to form collectively an

angularly campanulate flower.—A. H.

History, &c.—For the introduction of -this pretty species we ai-e indebted to the Horti-

cultural Society, who obtained it in the early part of 1846, through their collector, Mr. Hart-

weg, by whom it was found growing on rocks near Auganguco, in Mexico. It is a jDretty

dwarf greenhouse plant, blooming freely in winter and spring, or from November to April.

Oiu- plate is prepared fr'om a di-awing made at the nursery of Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, where

there was a remai-kably fine specimen, bearing a dozen of its compact panicles of flowers towards

the end of January. The figm-e necessarily shows but a small portion of the plant.

CuiiTUEE.—The Echeverias are succulent plants, aU more or less ornamental when in

flower ; some dwarf and herb-like in their manner of growth, and others more or less shrubby

in their habit. They are all free-growing jjlants, requiring to be kept in the greenhouse, and,

like most other succulents, to be carefully watered, especially during winter ; in fact, the soil

must never approach a soddened condition, an essential point in the cultm-e of most plants,

and which is usually sought to be secru-ed, in the case of succulents, by a very jsorous mechanical

composition of the soil in which they are grown. They must, however, be kept freely supjjlied

with water whilst making their growth. What is called sandy loam, or, in place of this, any

pm-e loam, made rather porous by the addition of clean sharp sand, should form the staple of

the compost used for them ; three parts of this porous loanr, mixed with one part of pounded

bricks, or of charcoal broken up quite small, will grow them well ; and as they gain size, they

require moderate-sized pots, which must be thoroughly drained with potsherds or charcoal.

While growing, the plants may be kept in a light aii-y part of the greenhouse ; and when the

growth is completed, they should be set in a dry sunny place, and be sparingly watered, which

win serve to thoroughly ripen them, and secure their flowering. As conducive to this ripening-

process, a gravel walli on the simny or south side of a wall or glass-house, is no bad substitute

for the exposed rocks of their native home.

The Echeverias are readily propagated by the leaves, especially those produced along the

flower stem ; these, if suffered to fall on the surface of the soil, will soon become converted into

young plants ; and so strong is this tendency, that in some of the species, these cauline leaves

form starvehng plants if they accidentally fall on the shelves or floor of the house, and are

sufiered to remain undistm-bed. When they are planted, their lower ends should be very

slightly inserted into a pot of very sandy loam, which must be watered only suflicient to keep

the sm-face slightly damp. Sometimes, indeed, as already mentioned, this semi-planting

process is not necessary ; and, in any case, leaves laid on the sm-face of the soil, will form

plants, if they are but prevented from becoming- parched up.—M.

^ &^^^
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FERNS IN GLASS CASES.

By Mr. JOHN COX, Gabdeneb to "\V. TVells, Esq., Eedleaf.

tT
is veiy gratifying to observe tlie study of oxu' beautiful native Ferns becoming so popiilar, pai--

ticnlarly amongst lady amateurs. No study can possibly be more interesting, I may say fasciuating,

when entered into con amore. Now, as I do not doubt but tbat there are many -who are partial to tbe

pm'suit Tvho have no garden in which to plant them, yet would like to have a few, at least, of then-

favoui'ites growing under theii' immediate inspection, I ndll endeavour to describe a method of prepar-

ing a glass case, by which they may succeed in growing several varieties in a very interesting manner.

I should prefer a stand similar to that represented in the engraving ; it shoidd have a diameter of

thi'ee feet, but less would of course suffice, in cases where that may be thought too large. The glass

case should be made to fit exactly to the inside of the stand, and

should have the fi-ame-work formed of stout brass bai's, well secured

to a strong rim of zinc round the bottom. A department on each

side should be made to open, care being taken that these openings

are made as nearly ah'-tight as may be, and a few hooks should

be secm'ely fastened to the bars in the

upper part of the dome, by which to

suspend small plants in pots. The

stand should be fiUed nearly to a level

with the rim with broken potsherds or

sandstone, or any rubbly porous mate-

rial. Over this should be laid a small

stratum of sand, to make a very level

surface. In the centi'e, on this level

surface, place a four-sided cone of zinc,

about sixteen inches in height, with a

saucer at the top, and having some sti'ong pieces, of about two

inches square, well fastened to and projecting from the sides. Nest
commence around the base of the cone, and place angular' pieces

of sandstone of about five or six pounds weight each, and pile

up thus completely over the cone. The projecting pieces will assist

in retaining the stones in position ; and a most important point to

be observed is, that every stone must be laid perfectly fii'm from

bottom to top, as the plants will not flourish on a moveable stone.

This may be insui-ed by the use of a Uttle cement, as the operation joroceeds ; but I have also made

use of small, flexible wire, passed several times roimd the mass, for the same purpose. The inter-

stices between the stones may be filled with some nice flbry loam, sandy, soft, and unctuous to the touch.

The Ferns are to be planted in these interstices, taking cai-e to make them firm in position.

With regard to sorts, although the smaller-growing varieties are undoubtedly the best adapted for

such a case or vase, yet I have used seedling plants of the lai-ger kinds, and these can be removed

when they get too large. A case of the size proposed wpuld hold a plant of nearly every British spe-

cies ; but if this were attempted, it would, of com'se, more frequently require re-ai-ranging. The spaces

between the Ferns may be appropriately fiRcd up with various Mosses, Marchantias, Jxmgermamiias,

Lyeopodiums, &c., so that the whole of the miniature rock may be covered with vegetation, and pre-

sent a gi-een surface. A large plant of Lycopodium umbrosum, on tlie summit of the pile, would look

beautifal ; and small pots of the trailing Lyeopodiums may be suspended from the hooks in the upper

part of the dome. Previous to the stones being placed, they ought to be soaked for a few hours in

water. The saucer at the top of the cone shoidd also be filled with water, and the x-oots of each plant

dipped in water as the planting proceeds, '\^'^len all is completed, sprinkle the whole with water

through a fine watering-pot rose, but avoid deluging it ; this watering may be repeated ft-oni time to

time thi'ough the doors, but the case being almost aii--tight, and evaporation being prevented, water

will not often be necessary. The sandstone I have mentioned is a soft ferrugineous stone, found in many

parts of Kent, and so congenial to the growth of Ferns, that their seeds or spores falling on the shady,

moist sides of the rocks composed of it, germmate by thousands.

May I, in conclusion, ventm-e to recommend 3foore's Kinul-Booh of British Ferns to any one who
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ATKTRIirM FlLIX-PESIINA,

TAB. CRISPUM.

is interested in obtaining a complete knowledge of them. It is decidedly the best Guide I have

hitherto met with ; the descriptive part is very clear and precise, and the plates exceedingly cha-

racteristic.

[Those who may be interested in growing the most elegant and choice

of the British Ferns in glazed cases, such as Mr. Cox has described, will

find the following selected sorts well suited for the purpose. Most of the

sorts mentioned are to be obtained without much difficulty :

—

Polypodium Bnjoptoris. Bright green, delicate, and pretty ; fronds nearly trian-

gular in outline, annual ; height four to eight inches ; caudex creeping.

Polypodium vulgare cambrictim. Evergreen ; fi-onds broadly lance-shaped, with

a kind of fringed mai'gin ; height six to ten inches ; caudex creeping.

Alhsorm crisptis. Yoicj elegant, parsley-like ; fronds almost triangular in out-

line, annual ; height four to six inches ; caudex tufted.

ZciMrea Orcopteris. A sweet-scented Fern ; fronds lance-shaped in outline,

annual ; height one and a-half to two or three feet ; caudex tiifted.

Lastrea Filix-ma^. One of the commonest, hut a very elegant Fern ; fronds

lance-shaped in outline, annual ; height two to three feet ; caudex tufted.

Lastrea ricjida. Very elegant ; fronds lance-shaped in outUne, annual ; height

one to two feet ; caudex tufted.

Lastrea Fatnisecii. Very elegant and compound ; fronds nearly triangular in

outHne, annual ; height one to two feet ; caudex tufted.

Polystiehum Lonchitis. Very rigid and hoUy-Kke, evergreen ; fronds, narrowly

lance-shaped in outline ; height six inches to one foot ; caudex tufted.

Polystiehum angitlare. Very elegant and graceful, sub-evergreen ; fronds broadly

lance-shaped, drooping ; height two to three feet ; caudex tufted.

Cystoptcris frayilis. Very delicate and pretty ; fronds lance-shaped in outline,

annual ; height six to ten inches ; caudex tufted. There are several varieties, all

of which are very interesting.

Athyrmm Filix-femina. The Lady Pern ; one of the most elegant ; fi-onds

lance-shaped in outline, drooping, annual ; height one to three feet ; caudex

tufted. There are several varieties, of which one is like a dwarf-curled parsley,

but the most elegant has tasselled pumfe.

Asplenium Adiatitmn-nigrum. Evergreen and glossy ; fronds elongate, trian-

gular in outline ; height six inches to a foot ; caudex tufted.

Aspleniuni marinuin. Evergreen and glossy, dense raits habit ; fi'onds lance-

shaped in outline ; height six to ten inches ; caudex tufted.

Asplenium Triehomanes. Evergreen, with black why stalks ; fronds very

narrow ; height about six inches ; caudex tufted.

Ceterach offleinarum. Evergreen ; fronds lance-shaped in outline, green

above, scurfy beneath ; height about four inches ; caudex tirfted.

Scolopendrium vulgare crispum.—Evergreen and very distinct in appearance
;

fr'onds narrow lance-shaped, undivided, the margins crisped; height, eight

inches to a foot ; caudex tufted.

Adiantum Capillus-veneris.—Evergreen, and very elegant and distinct ; fronds

uTegular, but somewhat ovate in outhne, the httle wedge-shaped leaflets at-

tached by fine why stalks ; height, about six inches ; caudex tufted.

Blechmm Spicant.—A very elegant and distinct fern ; fi'onds narrowly lance-

shaped in outhne, annual ; height one foot or more ; caudex tufted.

Triehomanes radicans.—Dehcately transparent, and very beautiful when seen

in a vigorous state ; fronds either triangular-ovate or lance-shaped, drooping

;

height six inches ; caudex creeping.

Symenophyllum Tunbridgensc, and H. JF'ilsoni {nnilatcrale). — Moss-hke,

forming dense matted masses, deep dull green, and imiuteresting at first sight,

but very beautifril on minute examination.

Osmunda rcgalis.—Almost too large for a case, for which, however, small

plants may be used ; fronds lance-shaped hi outhne, annual, differing from ah the preceding in bearing then-

inflorescence in collected masses, occupying the whole apex of tlie fronds ; height two to six feet, or more

;

caudex tufted.—M.
]

,31 W
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NOTES ON DECORATIVE GARDENING.—Rustic Teekaces.

By H. KOEL HUMPHEEYS, Esq.

fHAVE cndeavoTii'ed to sliow, in a preceding article, the necessity of blending the hard and

symmetrical lines of an architectural elevation with the gentle and ii-regular outline of natm-al

scenery, by means of a terrace, or some feature of the kind attached to the principal front. Even a rustic

cottage requires to be accompanied, at all events on its principal side, by a moderately broad esplanade

or terrace, which, however, does not absolutely require any arohitectm-al embellishment of an expensive

land ; for, when merely raised a few feet above the surrounding g-arden, by means of a neatly tm-fed

embankment, a terrace imparts, even in that simple form, a very pleasmg air of propriety to the

site of the dwelling :—first, it suggests at once that a sufficiently high situation has been selected, posses-

sing due advantage in height over the sm-rouuding ground ; secondly, that an amply sufficient space has

been carefully levelled a:id prepared for the erection of the building ; and, in addition to these evident

and agreeable advantages, art, by its means, is carried beyond the mere form of the house itself,

in a manner that causes its vertical and horizontal lines to blend by degrees with the accidental outline

of the surrounding vegetation, and undulations of ground.

With but triflhig increase of expense, a rustic and somewhat more architectural parapet might be

formed, of which a suggestive sketch is given in the engraving above. This parapet, calculated to

harmonize with a building in the cottage style, is formed by strong stakes, with the bark left on, to

which branches, also unbarkcd, are attached. They must be arranged with that attention to a certain

irregular symnietiy commonly known as " rustic work." Three or fom' steps lead from the terrace to

the lower gromid, which to accord with the rustic character of the parapet, should not be stone, but

merely gravel, faced at each rise by short stakes with the tojjs cut off flat, as shown in the sketch on

the opposite page.

The turf bank may be terminated at the bottom by a narrow flower-border, not above one foot wide,

in which compact and trim-growing plants alone should be placed. After this modulation from the

straight lines of the building, the cui'ved walks of the garden may commence without further restraint.

Although the design for a terrace fence, here given, is formed of rustic work of an ii-regular cha-

racter,—effects equally consistent with the style of architectiu'e of a rustic cottage may be produced

by a symmetrical disposition of the same materials,—the branches might be so arranged as to form

interlacing ellipses, which produce a geometric pattern, the repetition of which, at regular intervals,

would be extrcmelj' pleasing. Or, if the style of the cottage should be Gothic, the interlacings of the

branch-work may be easily made to form a pattern of that character, to which, in fact, the style of

work lends itself with great I'eadiness.

The other engraving is a design for a terrace, embellished in a manner to accord with a building

of somewhat more regular architectural pretensions than the rustic cottage for which the former design

is suited. It supposes a house of moderately small dimensions, biiilt in the modern suburban villa

style, with which rugged forms would not agree, but to which a ten-ace with a decorative parapet

iiP^^' ^^^^K
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might yet be added -n ithout gi-eat expense by forming tlie pai-apet of wooden trellis-work, the neatness

of which would accord well with the style of the building, and still more so, if the house happened to be

finished with a verandah of similar character. When the terrace is of sufficient width to allow of it,

without appearing to encroach upon its apparent size, a summer-house, as in the sketch, would form a

characteristic and pleasing terminus at each end ; but such features must not be allowed to crowd the

residence, as the fii-st quality in a terrace is apparent spaciousness, a character which depends more on

treatment than even on real space. This terrace, as in the i-ustic example, I have bordered, next the

parapet, with tui'f, cut into recesses to receive vases containing plants, by which means the vases

appear to enter into the original plan, p,nd form a necessary part of the composition ; whilst, without

a framing of that description, such featm-es not only lose great part of theii- importance, but frequently

appear unwelcome spots intruding upon space to which they do not seem to belong.

Any vases or ai'chitectural ornaments used to decorate the rustic terrace should be of a corre-

sponding rustic character ; the outline, No. 1, represents a stand which is now manufactm-ed, and is

suitable to such a situation, though it is moi'e fi-equently used, without regard to propriety, in places

in utter discordance with its style. It has the defect also, though pictm-csque, of being a mere crude

imitation of natui-e, to which obvious and simple process, art should not descend ; but the conti'ast of the

rough bark and the smooth i-ry leaves is very suggestive ; and I would propose working it into a

symmetrical form, which should, like all works of art, bear the evident impress of design. The sketch
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EXPEEIMENTS IN GEAFTING DAHLIAS.

No. 2 will exemplify my meaning.* No. 3 is a vase of more even and regular form, the smooth outline

of which is suited to the terrace with the trellis pai'apet.

^

No. 2. No. 3.

• Should any manufacturer Tvisli to execute a series of plant vases, pedestals, &c., I shall be happy to fuiTilsh him irith designs of
an original and appropriate character. Such things for terraces, halls, &c., are much wanted, and few in good taste are to be
found. Any manufact'irer may address a few lines to me at the publishers.

EXPERIMENT IN GRAFTING DAHLIAS.

By Mr. Z. PATTERSON, Gakdener to the Eaiu, of Chestekfield.

fHE suggestions thrown out by Mr. Beaton on Phytological experiments (p. 3), remind me of

some made by me some eighteen years ago, on the Dahlia. Being anxious to secure some striped

Dahlias of a superior class, I selected, in the early part of iNIarch, a few cuttings fi'om the propagating

roots, of about an equal thickness, and about six inches in length. With a sharp knife I cut from the

bottom part of each cutting, a slice of about three inches, as if for grafting, leaving a bud on the out-

side and bottom part of each to secure their striking. I then selected two cuttings of different colours,

contrasting the colour's as much as possible, and carefully bound them together with matthig, as tight

as the tender nature of the plants would allow ; leaving about a quarter of an inch at the bottoms free

to emit roots. They were treated in every respect as other Dahlia cuttings. "When the bark began to

sweU over the matting at the top of the union, it was carefully loosened ; and when the union was

complete, entirely removed. From some of the pots one of the cuttings was removed above the union,

but no bud allowed to grow ; the others were planted as stiiick. I looked with some degree of anxiety

when the flowers began to expand, for the result of my experiment, but met with signal disappoint-

ment, as they all came true to the coloiu' of the parent plant. Being disappointed in this, I selected

seed from them, but could see no difference fr'om the produce of that and the plants raised fi-om seed

taken from other plants. I will, however, try my hand again on some few things, and, in due com'se,

give the result.

[Mr. Patterson's experiments will be found to differ materially fi'om that suggested by 3Ir. Beaton.

The latter was proposed in order to ascertain whether, after the union of two Gloxinia leaves, one tuber

would be formed at the point of union conjointly by them, and whether in the next season, or, at least,

after its formation, the bud or buds emitted fi'om that tuber, would partake of the pecuharities of the

two kinds thus united. No such result could be expected fi'om the mere onwai'd growth of two shoots

of a plant simply united at their base, as was the case with Mr. Patterson's DaUias. It may, perhaps,

be questionable whether the proposed attempt could ever result in a successfid issue ; but this it was

Mr. Beaton's object to have tested on all hands. The idea is exactly accordant with the opinions put

forth by the late lamented Dean of Manchester, as to the origin of what is called the pm'j)le Labur-

num ; and as they bear directly on the subject before us, we quote some of Dr. Herbert's words in

illustration :

—

" The history of the plant is, that it was not raised from seed, but made its appeai-ance in the following re-

markable way ;—A number of stocks of Labiunum had boon budded with C. pm-pm-eus in a French nursery

garden, and the bud on one of them died ; but the wood and bark inserted hved, as frequently occiurs in such cases.

After some time, new eyes formed themselves, one of which produced this hybrid C. Adami. I suggested that it

must have broken from the exact junctiu-e, and proceeded from a cell of ceUular tissue formed by the imion of two

cells which had been cut through, and had gro^vn into one ; and which, therefore, belonged to the two different

plants, half a cell of the tissue of C. purimreus having been spliced to half a cell of C. Labimium. The ncccssaiy

consequence would be, that a bud formed from that compoimd cell woidd derive qualities from both species, but

b
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qualities less fixed and innate than those which are derived from generative union. This has been looked upon as

a speculation, hut I consider it nearly amounting to a certainty ; because I think that the consequence is necessary,

and that the phenomena cannot be accounted for in any other manner ; and notliing of the kind has been known
to occur' to any known mule productions, vegetable or animal. * * * I think that clever gardeners might

thus obtain crosses between plants which wQl not intermix seminally. * * * Of course, many failures must

bo expected before a bud will be obtained from a compound cell ; but I think with perseverance, it wiU be pro-

duced
;
perhaps most easily by uniting half of two young stems of equal bulk from just above the root upwards.

* * * Jt must be remembered, that if the smallest piece of bark be inserted into a different stock and Uves,

whatever bud shall break from its tissue, exhibits the qualities of the plant fr-om which that piece of bark was

taken, without regard to the juices, root, or bark of the stock. If it proceeds fi'om the stock, it exhibits its quali-

ties ; if exactly from the suture, how can it avoid exhibiting the joint qualities ?"

Many " worked" buds of C. purpureus have probably died, as occurred in the instance vplicii the C.

Adami was produced, but we hear' of but the one case in which the hybrid form has been so originated.

Those who enter upon experiments with a Wew of testing this question, should, therefore, not he too

hasty in forming conclusions, even though their fii-st successes may not he very encoiu-aging in tlieii"

results. We shall be glad to have to I'ecord many such experimental trials ; meanwhile, vegetable

physiologists may discuss the bearing of Dr. Herbert's theory, upon the ascertained facts of cell-

formation and development.—M.]

Ernirin, ml Mi^itlimum JIntra.

REVIEW.
Glemiifs Sandbook to the Flower Garden and Green-

MoKsCj comprising the Description^ Cultivation^ and

Management of all popular Floivers and FluntSj S^c,

By George Glej^tnt. London : C. Cos.

This work, which was issued in monthly portions, forms,

now completed, a neat voliune of about foiu- himdi'ed

pages. It treats of aU the more important of the plants

grown for ornament, giving a general summary of their

cultivation, and brief descriptive particulars of a select

few of the best species of each genus, which feature, as

well as some of the articles altogether, appear to be the

work of another hand. "We must take an example or

two ;

—

" SciLLA. A genus of bulbs, for tbe most part hardy, and
ranking- among the prettiest ornaments of the early spring.

They are far too much neglected in gardens, though of the

easiest culture, and very gay appearance at a season when
flowers are scarce. They grow very well in any moderately
good garden soil, hut have rather a preference for soil contain-

ing a considerable portion of peat earth ; this is especially the

case with several of the smaller kinds. They multiply rapidly

by means of offsets, and their culture is very simple, for they
merely require planting in the autumn, the bulbs being placed

from two to foui" inches under gi'ound, according to theii' size,

and they may then remain year after year, the patches of bulbs

increasing in size, until it is required to form new plantations.

Except for this purpose, or for the sake of increase, the less they

are disturbed the better. There are something like three

dozen species recorded as being in cultivation, from which for

ornamental purposes the following may be selected : S. prcccox,

blue ; -S", bifolia, blue, pink, and white varieties ; S. sibirica,

bright blue ; S. amama, blue ; all small dwarf plants, and
blooming in succession from February till April ; S. campanidaia,
blue, white, and pink varieties ; and S. italica^ pale blue ; both
of larger size, and blooming about May.

Cheiranthtjs. CWall-fiower}. A genus of plants of some-
what shrubby habit., containing C. Cheiri, the well-known
common Wall-flower, of which there are various handsome
double-flowered varieties cultivated, the best being the double

bright yellow, double dark brown, and double purple. The
common single is grown abundantly in most common flower-

borders, and hears its yellow or brownish blossoms freely in

April and May, on plants reared from seeds so^vn in May of the
previous year. The seeds should be sown in a bed of hght, or
rather sandy soil, and the plants pricked out when large enough

into a nursery-bed, from whence they may be transplanted with

compact balls of earth about their roots, in the early part of

autumn, into the places where they are to flower. When the

plants live over to a second year, they are larger ; hut in gene-

ral the one-year-old plants are preferable. The double varieties

are increased by cuttings, planted xmder a hand-glass in sandy

earth, about May or June, and are best potted and protected

through the winter m cold frames, though sometimes esta-

blished plants will sur\ive the -winter if exposed. C. alpinus

and C, ochrolcucits are two pretty dwarf plants, with pale yellow

flowers in April and June, suitable for rock-work or small beds,

or the front parts of borders, quite hardy and increased by

cuttings. G. mutahilis is a tall, rather straggling shrub, which
has changeable pui'plish flowers, like a single Wall-flower, early

in spring ; and requires the protection of a frame, or common
cool green-house.

There is an extended calendar of operations for the

Flower Garden and Green-house ; and a very elaborate

Index, descriptive of all the plants mentioned in the

volume. The Handbook thus becomes a very useful

book of reference, for those who take pleasure in the

management and cultivation of their own plants and

gardens. The original plan of the book seems to have

included the shrubbery, which has, however, been but

partially executed.—M.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

New Syrian Apricot: Kaisha.—Fruit of this was

sent to the Horticultui-al Society, on July 21, 1848, by

J. "Warmington, Esq., of Kensington, accompanied by

the following note :
—" I take leave to send you a couple

of Apricots from one of Mr. Barker's Syrian trees, which

has borne, for the fii'st time, this year, and earned

twelve fruits to matuiity—rather too many for its size.

I know not if it possesses any advantages over the com-

mon sort, but it certainly is caidy. Some of the fruits

were ripe on the 12th of July; and, on the same wall

where these ripened, were Mooi-park and Tui-key Apri-

cots perfectly green and hard." The tree was sent to

Mr. "Warmington, by John Bai-ker, Esq., from his gar-

den at Betias, near Suedia, in the PachaHck of Aleppo,

where he states, there exist thirteen varieties of Apri-

I
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.—^NEW AND HAUE PLANTS.

1 cots with sweet kernels—this is one of them ; and the

sweet-kemelled Apricot of Ispahan, or " Shiiier Fara,"

(Journ. Sort. Soc, iii. 22SJ, is another. The fiiut is

roundish, five inches and a-half in circumference, rather

deeply and acutely channeled on one side near the base,

the channel becoming less, till only like a shallow in-

dented line as it approaches the siuumit, where it ter-

minates in a slight depression formed round the base of

the style. The fruit is semi-ti-ansparent. SMn slightly

downy, pale citron-coloured where shaded, tinged and

marbled with red next the sim. Flesh tender, juicy, of

a clear citron-coloiu', parting fi-eely from the '>tone,

sugary and delicious, lite well-refined lump-sugar,

combined with the Apricot flavom-. Stone small,

roundish : kernel sweet, like a nut. A valuable eai'ly

variety for the dessert ; and probably exceUeut for pre-

serving ; if it be employed for this purpose, the transpa-

rency of its flesh n'ill exhibit a new featm-e amongst

Apricot preserves. By its clear citron-coloured flesh, it

may be distinguished from the orange-fleshed varieties

hitherto known in this country, some of which have

likewise sweet kernels, such as, the Breda, Musch-

Musch, and Turkey. It is eaa'lier than either of these.

—

T/wmpsoH in Journ. Sort. Soc, 1849.

Mtiid Secretion of Xejyenthes.—" The parietes of the

leaf of Nepenthes distiUatoria ai-e traversed by a multi-

tude of proportionally large anastomosing veins which

contain many true spii-al vessels. The upper half of its

inner sittface is covered with a blue rind, as parts often

are which require to be protected from the action of

water ; the under half is, on the contrary, shining and

full of glaud-Uke eminences, du-ected downwards, and

having a hole almost visible to the naked eye, which is

uncovered by the cuticle which the remainder possesses.'

'

The watery secretion reaches generally to the level of

these glands in the middle of the ascidixun ; and they

are thought to be true secreting organs. This peculiar

structure alone gives a strong reason for thinking that

the water in the aseidia of Nepenthes is supplied by tlie

plant itself; and the cii'cumstance that water is found

in pitchers which have never been opened is another

ai'gument against the supposition that it comes from

without. The analysis of the fluid, moreover, leaves no

doubt that it is a true secretion. I coidd not detect any

oxalic acid iu the fluid of Nepenthes. It is stated in

Lindley's Vegetable Kingdom that Dr. Turner foimd this

acid in combination with potash, and that he also de-

tected a trace of organic matter, which caused the

watery fliud when boiling to emit an odour of boiled

apples. Though I have examined the water of many
pitchers, from four diiferent localities, and paid particu-

lar attention to the detection of oxalic acid, I have failed

in finding a trace of it ; and I am therefore inclined to

believe that Dr. Turner, on account of the minute

quantity of solid matter which he must have got on

evaporation of the water, was unable to subject the

minute crystals which he took for super-oxalate of pot-

ash, to a further examination, which would have shown
him that the crystals were not super-oxalate of potash,

but chloride of potassiiun. The proportion of chloride

of potassium which I found in the fluid is considerable
;

it is deposited from the liquid, after evaporation, in the

form of minute but very regular cubes. The odour of

boded apples I formd very distinct when the water was
heated to the boding point. Besides chloride of pot-

assium, I found malic and a little citiic acid, in combi-

nation usually with soda, lime, and magnesia, and a

small quantity of another organic matter, which gave

a yellow tint to the water during its evaporation. The
quantity of the latter was too minute to enable me to

ascertain its chemical natm'e.

—

Dr. Voelcker, in Trans.

Hot. Soc. Edin., iii. 234.

NEW AND RAHE PLANTS.

Trichoglottis FALLENS, LiudUtj. Pale-flowcred Tri-

choglottis. (Journ. Sort. Soc., v., 34.)—Nat. Ord., Or-

chidacete, § Vandea;- Sarcanthidae.—A curious, dwarf,

stove epiphyte, of little beauty. The leaves are oblong-

distichous; the flowers lateral, usually solitary, not

quite two inches across, pale yellowish green, with

brown spots, and an oblong white lip, with a shaggy

crest on the upper side.—From Manilla ; introduced

about 1848. Flowers in autumn. Duke of Devonshire.

LmoOEDiius CHiXENSis, Endlicher. Chilian Liboce-

drns. (Journ. Sort. Soe., v., 35.)—Nat. Ord, Pinaceae,

§ Cupressea?.—Syn., Thuja ehilensis, Don; Thuia an-

dina, Foppig.—An arbor-vito3-like evergreen tree, of

gi'cat beauty, growing in its native country from thirty

to forty feet ; or, according to some authorities, sixty to

eighty feet high. It has the habit of the American

arbor-vita3, but is less robust, sometimes branching from

the base and acquiring the habit of a cypress, in other

eases forming a conical head. The yoimg branches are

compressed, but mostly hidden by the leaves. The
leaves are blunt, keeled, glaucous at the sides, green at

the back and edges, standing in two pairs crosswise,

the lower pair much larger than the upper, which re-

semble two tubercles. The cones are drooping, short-

stalked, half an inch long, consisting of four woody
scales, which stand crosswise in very unequal pairs. Its

hardiness has not yet been ascertained ; it has been

gTown for some years at Elvaston, but has been shel-

tered in winter.—From Chili : colder valleys of the

Andes ; introduced about 1840, and recently by several

nurseiymen. Mr. Low, of Clapton ; Messrs. Standish

and Noble, of Bagshot ; and others.

MiCROSPERMA BAKTONioiDES, TFalpers. Bartonia-

like Microsperma, (Dot. May., t. 4491).—Nat. Ord.,

LoasaccEe, § Loasea?.—Syn., Eucnida bartonioides, Zuc-

carini.—A showy annual, with flexuose, succulent his-

pid stems, a foot long. The leaves alternate, ovate

acute, lobed and serrated. The flowers form a kind of

lax, leafy panicle ; the corolla consisting of flve obo-

vate acute petals, about an inch long, sulphur yellow,

within which stands a forest of stamens, also yellow,

on filaments longer than the petals, A half-hardy

plant, suitable, from its succulent, tender nature, only

for sheltered situations out-doors in summer, or for the

greenhouse.—From Mexico; introduced in 1848. Flow-

ers in summer. Messrs. Booth, of Floetheck Nurseries,

Hambm'g.
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PENTSTEMON HETEEOPHTLLUS.

PENTSTEMON HETEROPIiYLLUS.

Nat. OrdeVt Scrophtjlaeiaceje \ Antirehinideve.

Generic Character.—Pentstemon, UHeritief.— Cahjx five-

parted, with distant solitary bracts. Corolla ventricose, bilabi-

ate, the orifice gencrallj' pubescent. Stamens didjTiamous, with

the rudiment of a fifth, which is usually filiform and bearded on

the upper side ; anthers separate, glabrous, ciliated or downy.

Capsule ovate, two-celled, two-valved, many-seeded. Seeds an-

gular.

Pentstemon heterophylltjs, Limlletf. Variable-leaved Pent-

stemon.—SufFruticose ; leaves glaucescent, entire, linear-lance-

olate, upper ones linear ; peduncles 1-2 flowered ; sepals ovate

acuminate ; corolla ventricose, beardless ; anthers sagittate,

fringed at top.

Stnonv^ut.—Pentstemon heterophyllus, Linctley, in Bot. Jte(/.,

t. 1S99.

BE8CRIPTI0N.—A handsome sub-shrubby species, growing from a foot and a half to two

feet high ; branches minutely tubercular, mth crystalline papillae. Leaves opposite, quite

entire, glaucescent from the presence of numerous small, whitish tubercles, linear-lanceolate on

the lower part of the stems, where they are from two to three inches long, more linear and shorter

above. Flowers in a racemose panicle
;
peduncles 1-2 flowered, from the axils of the small

upper opposite linear bract-Hke leaves ; and having a pair of small bracts above the middle.

Calyx small, the sepals ovate-acuminate. Corolla large and sho^^'y, of a pretty pinkish lilac

colour, beardless ; the tube for about one-third of its length at the base is narrow, suddenly

ventricose ; anthers fringed at the top, sagittate, sterile filament glabrous, sub-emarginate.

History.—This pretty Pentstemon was originally foimd by Douglas, in California, and

was introduced by him in 1834. Subsequently it became lost to our gardens, and was

reintroduced a year or two since, in company with P. azui'cus and P. cordifolius, by Mr.

Hartweg, who found it in the valley of the Sacramento river, in Upper California. It is one

of the evergreen, sub-shrubby section, requfring to be jjerpetviated by cuttings ; and, like

most of the evergreen species of the genus, though comparatively hardy, cannot be safely

trusted to withstand our winters. A siqiply of young plants should, therefore, be struck

during summer, and preserved in cold dry frames dming winter, for planting out in the

following season. Our drawing was made from a plant which blossomed in the nursery

of Messrs. Henderson, WelKugton Road, St. John's Wood, during the summer of last year.

CtTLTUEE.—The Pentstemons are among the most showy of the genera of hardy

herbaceous plants. Some kinds are truly herbaceous, d)'ing do^^^l to the gromid annually

;

others are more or less shrubbj' in their habit, and this is the case with the subject of the

present notice. They will flourish in any good garden soil, but prefer a rather rich light

loam, which is also, when mixed with decomposed leaves, a good compost in which to plant

them for preservation in pots diu'ing winter. They are better adapted for mixed borders of

choice flowers, than for beds or groups.

Early in the summer, cuttings of the yoimg shoots should be planted in sandy soil, and

placed under hand-glasses in a shady situation. These, when rooted, should be potted sejja-

rately into small pots, and well established and hardened before winter. To this end, as soon

as they begin to grow, after being separately potted, they should be set out on a gravel walk,

or some other dry oisen spot, where they will get starved into hardiness of constitution by the

absence of all excess of moistm-e at the roots, and rendered bushy in gro'U'th by frequent

topping of the branches. In this condition they are well suited for preservation dm-ing winter

in cold frames, free from accumulating dampness ; the pots should be plunged, so as to protect

the roots as much as possible ; and while they are fally exposed all the clay in fine weather, the

ordinary protection aflbrded by the fi-ame and light will be abundantly sufiicient for them at night,

except in case of very severe fi'ost, when a garden-mat must be added. These plants may be planted

out in April, or early in May, and should come into flower by the end of June, or the beginning

of July. Seedlings of this Pentstemon are liable to produce variations from the type.—M.
The name of this genus is derived fi'om pente, five, and stemon, stamen ; the fifth stamen

being present and conspicuous, although sterile. This condition renders the genus interesting

in an organograjshical respect, since it thus forms one of the links, or degrees of diminution

of the stamiual whorl, from the normal number 5, corresijonding to the sepals and petals, to

the two which occur in Veronica.—A. H.
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ON GROUPING ROSES FOR THE FLOWER GARDEN.

By Mr. JOHN SAUL, Durdham Do^^it Nursery, Bristol.

THE season is fast approaoking when gardeners will once more have to decide what description of

plants wiU give to the flower garden the greatest beauty, fi-agrance, variety, clearness, and contrast

of colours, with coutmuity of bloom for the longest possible period of time ; and, not only are these qualities

essential, but it is equally necessary to ascertain what class of flowers wiU give the greatest pleasui-e

and satisfaction to the greatest number of persons. Were this last question proposed to me, I should

answer, unhesitatingly, Roses.

The Rose is no longer a summer flower, for we now have autumnal bloomers, surpassing, if possible,

in coloui', beauty, and fragrance, oru' former favourites of June. Other classes of flowers, such as the

Pelargonium, the Fuchsia, &c., have each its own admii-ers. On the other hand, there may be found

those who will say of some plants, however beautiful, " I don't much care about this ; it is not a tribe I

much fancy." But has this ever been said of the Rose ? I think not ; I have never yet heard of

any person saying, " I don't admire Roses !"

If Roses, then, ai'e such general favourites, how comes it that they have not received that extensive

cultivation which they deserve ? for it must be admitted that in very few gardens they have received

it. Is it because they are difiicult to cultivate ? Certainly not ; no flower requires more simple treat-

ment. Perhaps it may be in part caused by the long catalogue of varieties from which both gardeners

and amatem's are puzzled how to select. AVith this in view, I will proceed to mention a few really

good flowers—some of them old sorts—which are adapted for grouping, and which, from theii' excel-

lence, cannot fail to give satisfaction to those who may cultivate them.

In the flower garden we formerly had annuals, grouped in abundance to adorn, or, rather, dis-

figm-e it. These have given way of late to a more beautiful class of plants, which are annually bedded

out, such as Scarlet Geraniums, Fuchsias, Calceolarias, Petmiias, &c. ; and, with as much propriety,

may some of these make way for the grouping in the flower garden of the more beautiful of the

Autmnnal Roses ; for what can sm'pass or even equal the dazzling beauty of a bed of Geant des

Batailles, Grand Capitaine, &c. ; or the magnificence of clumps of Baronne Prevost, La Reine, and

Souvenir de la Malmaison, &c. ; or the extreme beauty and delicacy of masses of Mrs. Bosanquet, Eliza

Sauvage, &c. The following varieties are well sirited for this massing system of culture :

—

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.

1. Baronne Frewst.—Bright rose colour, a very large flower, strong, vigorous, free grower, blooming freely from

June till November. Always opens its blooms well, whether in the heat of summer or the cold damp weather of

November. "Well suited for a large clump. A most magnilicent Eose.

2. Dr. Marx.—Eich carmine colom-, large flower, strong, robust grower, opening its flowers freely both in

summer and autumn, "WUl make a splendid dark mass. A very beautiful Eosc.

3. Duchess of Sutherland.—Mottled rose colour, bright and clear ; free, vigorous grower, wUl contrast with Dr.

Marx, or Geant des BataiUes. A beautiful flower.

4. Geuni des Batailles.—Dazzling crimson, the nearest approach to scarlet in this class ; very free grower, and

one of the most abimdant bloomers, flowering from June to December, and invariably opening its blooms well.

It wiU conti'ast woU with any of the bght flowers which follow. A bed of this under a bright sun is almost too

brilliant for the eye to rest on.

5. La Heine.—Brilliant glossy rose, very large, has the appearance of a true perpetual Cabbage, but much
larger ; sti'ong robust grower, and free bloomer. This, like Baronne Prevost, forms a magnificent clump. A
grand flower, well worthy of its name.

6. Madame Laffay.—Bright crimson, very fragrant ; free, vigorous grower, and an abundant bloomer fi'om the

end of May till the middle of December. Expands its flowers weU, and never fails to give them in abundance.

One of the most useful of Eoses, and admirable for a clump.

7. Standard of Marengo,—BrUliant crimson ; wlQ, I doubt not, be equal to the Geant des BataiUes, but is as yet

rather scarce.

8. William Jesse.—Lilac crimson, a large and fine flower, strong gTower ; forms a splendid mass.

BOURBON ROSES.

9. Boquet de Flore.—Bright carmine; opens freely, and blooms profusely from Jime to November; a strong

vigorous grower, and admirably adapted for a mass. A very fine and striking Eose.

10. Comte d' Fa.—Brilliant carmine, very showy, and continues to bloom well thi-ough the summer and

autumn ; a moderately strong grower. Forms a lovely bed. Distinct and very good.

11. Fnfant d' Ajaceio.—Scarlet crimson, very bright; a moderately strong grower. Its only bad quaKty is,

that it wiU not open well in hot summer weather, but in autumn it is ti-uly brilliant ; the rains of October appear

^
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not to affect it in the least ; I have seen it at this season, and as late as the middle of November, a sheet of

dazzling bloom. Very beautiful and good.

12. George Cuvier.—Eosy crimson, fine shape, expands its blooms freely, a moderate grower. Distinct and

superb.

13. Grand Capitaine.—Velvety fiery scarlet, very briUiant; opens its flowers well both in summer and

autimm ; not very double ; dwarf habit, well adapted for a small bed, where the intense brUliancy of its flowers

AviU show to advantage. One of the most distinct of Eoses.

14. Pierre de St. Ci/r.—Glossy rose, fine large flower, expands well and blooms profusely ; a most robust

grower. "WUl form a splendid clump to contrast with any of the strong growing Hybrid Perpetuals. A superb

Eose.

15. Queen.—Fawn-eoloiu' shaded with salmon, very sweet scented. One of the first and last in bloom, which

invariably expanding its flowers well, which appear in profusion. Eather dwarf habit, but wiU form a lovely

small clump. Distinct and beautiful.

16. Soiwliet.—Purplish carmine, large flower and a good dark variety ; indeed, one of the best of this class for

the pui-pose ; moderate grower, expanding its blooms with freedom. Superb.

17. Souvenir de la Mahnaisou.—White with fawn centre, very large and magnificent, flowering freely through

the summer and autumn, strong grower. This will make a gorgeous clump, in contrast mth such Eoses as

Baronue Prevost, La Eeine, &c.

CHINA ROSES.

18. Archduke Charles.—Light rose changing to brilliant crimson, a profuse bloomer, moderate grower. One

of the best changeable Eoses. Unique.

19. Clara Si/lvain.—Pm-e white, a superb flower, blooming freely from June tiU the end of October ; moderate

grower, suited for a small bed, and the best white for the pui'pose. Beautiful.

20. Euf/ene Beanharimis.—Beautiful bright lake, a free bloomer thi-ough the summer and autumn. One of the

hardiest Eoses in this class, as well as one of the best dark varieties, fi'ee grower, splendid in a small clump. A
charming variety.

21. Mrs. Bosanquet.—Creamy white ; I have heard amateiu's call this " the Wax Eose," from its loveliness

;

a profuse bloomer from June to November, moderate grower. This Eose appeal's intermediate between the

Chinese and what are called Bom'bons. WUl form a small clump. If possible more unique and beautiful than

any other variety. A truly splendid Eose.

TEA-SCENTED EOSES.

22. Adam.—Eosy blush, very large and magnificent, with beautiful cameUia-Kke petals, blooms freely,

moderate grower, rather tender, and needs slight protection in winter. Suitable for a small mass. Very fine.

23. Comte de JParis.—Creamy blush, a large fine flower, blooming abimdantly, growth moderate. A very

desii'able variety, forming, in a bed, a lovely mass. Superb and very distinct.

21. DevoiiicHsis,—Creamy white, buff centre. Shall I say the most beautiful of Eoses } It has now become

so well knoAvn as scarcely to need description. Fragrant as well as beautiful. A climip of this is one of the

loveliest objects in a flower garden.

25. Misa Saavage.—Cream with deep orange centi-e, profuse bloomer, and the best yellow for a small bed.

Dwarf, delicate habit, requh-ing, and well deserving, a little protection in winter. An extremely lovely flower.

26. Safratio.—Deep fawn, veiy lovely in the bud, a free flowerer, and a moderately strong grower as a Tea-

scented Eose. Being more hardy than EHsa Sauvage, where that vaiiety is considered tender, or the clump large,

this should be used. A very unique and beautiful Eose.

NOISETTE EOSES.

27. Aimee Viiert.—Pure white, blooming in immense clusters, very showy. There being a scarcity of good

white Autumnal Eoses, this wiU be found useful to group in contrast with the strong growing Bom'bons and

Perpetuals, in large chmips ; using Clara Sylvain, with more dwarf varieties, in smaller beds.

28. Narcisse.—Pale lemon ; a beautiful flower, blooming in abimdance. This is a Tea-scented Noisette, of

moderate groAvth, and rather tender, requiring slight protection. Will form a beautiful small clump. Avery fii'st-

rate Eose.

29. Nc plus Ultra.—Creamy white, fragrant, dwarf habit, blooming in large clusters. Like Narcisse, a Tea-

scented Noisette, but more hardy than that vai'iety. Will contrast admii'ably -with any of the dwarf dark varieties,

such as Grand Capitaine. A very desirable and beautiful Eose.

30. Ophirie.—Bright gold and salmon, a strong grower, blooming in rich abvmdanoe from the early summer

until the approach of frost ; even the wet and damp of autumn appear only to give a deeper tint to its lovely

flowers. Indispensable, from its colour, for a large clump where this coloiur is wanting. The other yellows,

which are free bloomers, are of too delicate gro'wth, and only adapted for small beds. Pegged over a large cliunp,

which it should be, what an unique mass it forms in the flower garden ! Fragrant and very distinct.

This list -will be found ample ft-om -which to select. The varieties named are all free bloomers, and of

first-rate excellence, fio-wering until arrested by the approach of frost. If grown in masses in the

flower garden, planting but one variety in a bed, and well contrasting the colours, they will be found
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far more pleasing, as well as more beautiful and fragrant, than the majority of plants at present so

emijloyed.

I will just add one or two hints on theii- cultivation in the flower garden—they are not intended as

moi'e than hints. If the natural soil is of a tenacious loam, it will be sufficient to well enrich it with

any strong manure, such as night soil, slaughter-house dung, or any similar strong manui-e. On the

contrary, should the natui-al soil be very sandy or poor, I should recommend a portion to be taken out,

and the bed filled with rich, stiff, fibrous loam, or any such soil that may be at command; well

manm'ing, as in the other case, and thoroughly working up the mass to a couple of feet in depth, mix-

ing the ingredients together. The natm'al soil, I take for granted, is drained; stagnant water about

their roots is as inj m-ious to Roses as to any other plants. The distance which they should be planted

apart is variable, and must depend on whether the variety is a weak or a strong grower, or whether

intended to be pegged over the bed, or grown as a bush. In the latter case, they will requii-e a greater

distance than in the former. In a general way, I should say, the strong sorts, if to be pegged down,

should be two feet apart each way ; and if grown as dwarf bushes, from two feet and a half to thi-ee

feet ; dwarf, or moderate growing varieties, a foot and a half if pegged down, or from two to two and

a half feet if grown as bushes. In some gardens the pegging down system is indispensable, whilst in

others this is immaterial ; as amateurs wish to see the beauty of their Roses growing individually as

dwarf bushes.

Roses, of the classes I have selected, requii-e, in a general way, but little pruning. The delicate growers

require to have the head regulated in winter, and any dead wood cut out. The strong growers, at the

same season, should have the gross and weak shoots taken out, shortening the others moderately, and

regulating the head. In summer, as soon as any strong shoots are perceived not likely to flower, the

points should be pinched out ; and the laterals from these in general bloom well. This applies to all. As
soon as the first bloom is over, cut the dead flower stalks back to the next well developed bud, but not

too far back ; for if this is done the branch will not break freely, whereas in the former case it will

soon push out abundance of fresh flowering shoots. Give abundance of liquid manm-e dm-ing the

growing season. There is no fear of green centres in any of the Roses I have selected ; nor is this a

failing common to many of the autumnals,

ON FLOWER BORDERS.
By Mn. JOHN COX, Gaiidener to W. "Wells, Esq., Eedleaf.

J7F I may judge fr-om repeated questions on the subject of this paper, persons, particularly amateiu-

I gardeners, are often puzzled how to fiU those little narrow borders which are often found along the

fronts of houses, and often also along the fronts of greenhouses and conservatories. " Mine," says one,

"is a very nice, warm border, with a south aspect, and I want to fill it with something very nice and

recherche ; not common things. What should I select ?
"

This question is not an uninteresting one to either amateur or professional gardeners ; and may, I

have no doubt, be answered in a variety of ways. My present object is to point out the elegibility of

such borders for the very mteresting assemblage of plants enumerated below. There may, perhaps, be

other better ways of filling such borders, but I can vouch for the beauty and interest of this.

The border must be well drained, and fiUed to the depth of nearly two feet with light rich soil,

composed of sandy loam and leaf mould, to which may be added a little very much decomposed manxu^e;

but the loam should predominate. Close to the wall, at distances varying from two to three feet, plant

the dwarf growing varieties of tea-scented. Noisette, and other continuous blooming roses. I will

mention a few, but the sorts may be very much varied according to taste ; they must not, however, be

the rank growing lands, only such as will bear frequent thinning and pruning, because on this wiU

depend a continuous and profuse bloom. I recommend Elize Sauvage, La Pactole, Adam, Mu-abile,

Strombio, Solfaterre, Victofre Ai-gent, Reine des Vierges, Camellia Blanche, Pink Noisette, Aine,

Odorata Blandescens, Princess Valerie, Ida, Glofre de Rosamenes, Bouquet de Flora, Yellow China,

White China, Devoinensis, Andi'oselle, Queen.

Between these, and near the wall, plant Lilium japonicum, sibu-icum, Thunbergianmn, longiflorum,

and speciosum album ; Alstrcemeria pnlchella. Van Houtii, aurea, Hookerii, and psittacina ; Gladiolus

gandavensis, insignis, cai'dinalis, and psittacinus ; Amaryllis Belladonna ; Camassia esctdenta. Then

along the other part of the border, between the roses and the edge, put in Ixias, Tritonias, Watsonias,

Sparaxes, and the allied genera—a tribe of plants very much neglected, and generally considered

tender ; but in such a situation, if planted five or six inches deep, they will flower exceedingly well,

—better even than in pots. With these intermix the beautiful Anomatheca cruenta, and juncea;

'W^'-
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Hesperoscordum lacteum ; Calocliortus venustus, and splendens ; Viesseuxia, or Morfea pavonia

;

Sternbergia lutea; Oxalis floribniida, divaricata, Boweana, Depj^ii, violacea; and from what I heari

O. elegans would be a delightful addition. Also, here and there inti'oduce a patch of Tigridia

pavonia, and eonchifiora. Such a border, with a little peat added at the spot, will be suitable for

zauschneria californica ; also, Anemone japonica, and japonica hybrida.

I could enumerate many other good things, but enough is here offered to select from. I will just

observe, that temporary or permanent vacancies may, during the summer, be advantageously filled up

with some of the best dwarf growing bedding plants ; with here and there a plant of the Pelargonium

odoratissimum, and others of that class. The plants named in the above selection are all highly

interesting, and many surpassingljr beautifal, and a portion of them would be in fiowcr from early

spring until severe fi'osts ; but the roses will generally form the cliief attraction, being almost always

in bloom where the situation is warm and sheltered. On the approach of severe weather, the whole

border should be covered with a layer, fom- inches thick, of decayed leaves.

Iflrrtil Sktmiii.— (KliE fratil.

\ ENTILS, which appear to have been formerly extensively cidtivated in the East, as they are in

&sX some parts at the present day, are several times mentioned in om- version of the Bible. The

Hebrew adashim, which is so translated, is generally admitted to be correctly rendered, and the Ai-abic

name addas, is, it appears, still applied to the Lentil in Syria. The plant is the Ervmn Lens of

botanists, a leguminous hei-b, whose seeds are used as pulse, being chiefly employed in making a kind

of pottage ; though sometimes, as appears fi'om Ezek.

iv. 9, in making bread.

It was for a mess of this pottage of Lentils, that Esau

sold his birthi'iglit to his brother Jacob. Thus we read

—

" And Jacob sod pottage." " And Esau said to Jacob,

feed me, I pray thee, with that same red pottage."

"Then Jacob gave Esau bread and pottage of Lentiles;

and he did eat and di-ink, and rose up, and went his

way : thus Esau despised his birthright" (Gen. xxv.

29-34). When David fled before his son Absalom, his

friends brought to him, at Mahanaim, " wheat, and

bai'ley, and flom', and parched corn, and beans, and

Lentiles, and parched pulse" (2 Sam. xvii. 29). Elsewhere

we learn, that in one of the engagements between the

Israelites and the Philistines, a troop of the latter were

gathered together, "for foraging," as the marginal

reading tells us, " where was a piece -of ground fall of

Lentiles" (2 Sam. xxiii. 11). The parallel passage

(1 Chron. xi. 13) indeed reads barley, instead of LentUes

;

but the quotations evidence that Lentils were cultivated

in Palestine at an early period, or other'svise in coimtries

whence they were there easily obtamable. In Egypt, ac-

cording to Dr. Royle, Lentils, anciently as now, formed

a chief article of food among the labom-ing classes ; and

Pliny, mentioning two varieties, incidentally refers to

one of them as being red, that term being extended to

yellowish brown. This illustrates Jacob's red pottage,

the ti-ue colour- of which would be this yellowish brown, if made of Lentils. Dr. Shaw also states, that

these Lentils, which easily dissolve in boiling, form a red or chocolate-coloured pottage, much esteemed

in North Afiica and Western Asia. Hence the reddish Lentil, now common in Egypt, is probably

that referred to in the Scriptm-e texts, though the Lentils of Palestine have been but little noticed by

travellers.

The Lentil is a small annual plant, with a weak stem eighteen inches high, having pinnate leaves,

composed of several pairs of narrow oblong leaflets, and terminated by a slender tendiil. The flowers,

wliich grow two or three together, from the sides of the branches or short peduncles, are pale pm-ple.

ERVL'M LENS.

iP^'
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and ai-e succeeded by shoi-t flat legumes, containing frsvo or three seeds, flat, round, and sliglitly

cuiTed in the middle, -wliiclL ripen about July. In England it is little cultiTated, except as food for

cattle.

According to Dr. Playfair, the Lentil contains more nitrogenous matter tban any other of the

leguminous plants, and is, consequently, more nutiitious. A cui'ious proof of its nutritious properties

is said to exist in the use made of it by the Hindoos, Tvho add Lentils to their rice diet, -when engaged

in laborious work. Einhoff obtained, fi'om 3,840 parts of Lentils, 1,260 pai'ts of starch and 1,433 of

matter analagous to animal matter.

The Lentil is abundantly used in Roman Catholic counti-ies dm-ing Lent and other fasts, both in

soups and di'cssed as haricots. The pulse is imported into England in limited quantities, chiefly for

the same object. The Lentil also forms the base of a kind of flour or meal called Eevalenta, which has

been much extolled for its nutritious properties, and its fitness for invalids.

The Lentil is, however, held to be difficult of digestion ; and, when taken in quantities, or without a

due proportion of other food, is fomid to be sub-nai'cotic. lu connection with tliis subject, it is worthy

of mention, that the seeds of many leguminous plants ai-e poisonous, and productive of serious con-

sequences when used as food. This quality pointedly attaches to those of another species of Emun

—

E. Ervilia, which are sometimes used.—M.

PROFESSIO^^AL AjS^D MORAL TRAINING.

HINTS ADDKESSED TO YOUNG GARDENEKS.

By Mr, V, P. KEAXE, Author op " The Eeavties of Surrey," &c.

l^HE desii-e to see you rise to some distinction in the gardening world, prompts me to advise you

H how to proceed for the attainment of that object. To improve in the knowledge of any useful

science, it is necessary to have a desire for that particular' subject. The desii'C for gardening, I know

you have ; no study is more pleasing or insti'uctive. God has implanted in the breasts of all mankind

a natm'al desii'e for the cultivation and admiration of tlie fi'uits of the garden ; witness the child pleased

with culling bright flowers, or in using its tiny hands in feeble eftbrts to cultivate them. Even when

the love of riches and of power confines men to cities, their natui-al desires are still strong for the enjoy-

ments of rui-al life ; and in the decline of life, when the different passions by which they have been

actuated are subsiding, they retire to the qmet and healthful enjoyments to be found in the contem-

plation of the works of natm-e, displayed in the various flowers, fi-uits, and the manifold beauties of

garden scenery. It is a pleasing and instructive study to trace the works of natm-e up to natm-e s

God. There is a gi-eat variety of objects, each produced for some useful pm-pose, and each forming a

link ser^dng to connect the whole of the works of natm-e into one perfect chain.

Even the coloui-s diffused over the whole face of natm-e are subjects worthy of yom- attention.

Green is the colour of all others most pleasing and agreeable to the sight ; it is on that aecoimt that

the Almighty CVcator of aU has clothed the hUls and plains with a soft and smiling verdm-e ;
and to

obviate a sameness in the whole, which would make it difficult to distinguish objects, the verdm-e of

the pastui-e differs from that of cultivated land, and every tree or plant has a shade or tinge peculiar to

itself; thus, the many varieties of the same colour, all tend to diversify and beautify the scene. If

white or red coloui-s were spread as generally as green, on the sm-face of the earth, their dazzling

or glaring appearance would be most fatiguing and disagreeable to the sight ; and, if black or brown

were the predominant colours in natm-e, all things would appear melancholy, or attired in mom-ning.

Pray, let it be yom- study, at evei-y opportunity, to notice the appearances that natm-e displays with

each succeeding week. As the present season (winter) is that in which vegetation is compai-atively at

rest, notes can be taken of the Evergreens, now the ornaments of the pleasm-e-ground. You may think

such attention is unnecessary, and that you can always recollect what trees, shrubs, and plants are

Evergreens, and what are deciduous ; but, to put your recollection and knowledge to the test, I beg

you -vviU make the ti-ial, by -^viiting a Ust of the names over-night, and then, on going abroad in the

morning, you -wiU see many that you had forgotten ; and, not improbably, many of which you were

uncertain whether they were Evergreens or not, imtil yom- attention was so particulai-ly directed to the

subject. jSIark the varieties of the shades of green, light, dark, glaucous, &c.—all to be registered for

the usefid object, wliich you -will better understand at some futm-e day, of blending the various hues so

as to form a pleasing landscape on the whole. 1
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES—HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY N3

SfikEllttDEntts $Mim.
Climate of Siklcim, India.—Sikkim is more rainy

than Bhootan and Nepal, or, at least, more humid.

Encircled by hiUs, it is sheltered from other winds ; and

the superabundant moistm'e is not carried off in vapour

by the sun, but clogs the valleys, and is again deposited

at night, equally intercepting the solar rays and noctur-

nal radiation ; diminishing, in short, the day's heat and

night's cold, and producing a climate which all the

world over, in the Western Highlands and Wales near

home, or on the remote shores of South ChUi and Fuegia,

is eminently prejudicial to cultivation, whether of grain

or fruits. It, moreover, causes the dispersion of the

human popiUatlon, for few parts ofa coimtiy, so imiform

in features, are more favoiired than the rest ; warmth
and comparative di-yness are sought in the narrow val-

leys and their southern exposed slopes, above which the

heated vapoiu's are raised by the moi-ning sun, to be

condensed on the cooler mountain forests, whose murky
atmosphere, and dark dripping vegetation, the poor

Lepcha peoples with the had spirits of his demonology.

I do not think that the similarity of these featiu-es in

the Himalaya of Sikkim, with those of the other far-

distant countries mentioned, and theu' mutual effects

upon organized life in both, exist in my own fancy ; it

is farther traceable in the native vegetation, and is emi-

nently conspicuous in the paucity of animal life, espe-

cially quadrupeds and birds. Mj' attention was in'esistibly

called to the subject before I had ascended 6,000 feet

of my road to Darjeeling ; and, to the present hour, I

am more sti-uck by this fact than by the many grander

and more novel phenomena which these mountains

present. I am everywhere reminded of the damp west

coast of Tasmania, of the New Zealand islands, of the

humid portion of extra-tropical South America, of the

Hebi-idian Islands, the north-western coast of Scotland,

and some parts of Wales. A scattered population, rude

cultivation, a damp atmosphere, and di'ipping sky ; no

summer's warmth nor winter's cold, no genial ray of

spring, no dog-star nor summer's sun, no harvest moon,

crisp frost, or sparkling Christmas. The ground never

chirps beneath the tread ; the falling leaves decay, but

do not rustle imder foot. All animate nature is

deadened ; the forests ai'e quiet, or the few birds that

cry utter a mom-nfiil note. Magnificent as is the ve-

getation, exuberant in species, rich in colouring, profuse

in the rarest and mast delicate forms, of temperate and

tropical climes combined, these productions are not the

children of a joyous spring ; or, if of spring at all, siuely

the niegitimate progeny of a churlish season ; they are

smuggled into existence unacknowledged by blue sky

and bright sim, heralded by no bii-ds, cropped by no

beasts ; they bud, and flower, and fruit, heedless of the

dashing rain and oppressing fogs.— Dr. Hooker, in

Journal of Botany.

Calochortus.—This is a genus of liliaceous plants be-

longing to the north-western portion of South America,

and extending over all the Mexican plains. They are

of a simple bulbous structure, having ensiform sheathing

leaves. The flowers, which are handsome and pretty,

grow in the manner of a simple umbel or raceme ; they

(W5 =

are generally of a purple, yellowish-white, or violet

colour. The genus is composed of two divisions, %'iz.,

Calochortus (Pm'sh), characterised by the perigonium

having suh-calycinal, linear, beardless, external leaflets
;

those in the interior, petaloid, somewhat unguiculate,

much broader than the outer ones, and hairj' in the in-

terior ; and Cyclohothra (Don) in wluch the perigonium

has the leaflets sessUe, nearly equal ; those of the in-

terior being shorter and hairy. These divisions have

been disregai-ded by some botanists. The name Calo-

chortus is derived from two Greek words

—

kciKoq, kalos,

beautiful, and xoproc, ehortm, herb, which signify

literally, beautiful herb. Baron Karwinski, travelling

in Mexico, collected the species of this genus ; and the

dried specimens, transmitted to M. Von Martins and

the late Zuccarini, were sent to Dr. Schultes, at Land-

shut, (Lower Bavaria,) who described eight species, in

a paper inserted in the fourth volume of the Bijdragen

tot dc Naturlamdige TVetenschappen, an excellent scien-

tific Dutch join-nal. The Calochoi-tuses require a peaty,

sandy soil, which should he used at the re-potting in

February or March. Plenty of drainage is indispensable.

They may be gro^vn in a cold fi-ame, or even in the open

ground. In a state of rest they should not be watered,

but, when they begin to grow, watering must be fre-

quently attended to ; care must be obsei-ved not to

subject them to excess of moistm'e ; and they must be

kept from frost in the winter.

—

Ghent Annales

.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

March 19.—The most interesting of the subjects of

exhibition was a plant of the cinious Cypripediiun can-

datum, from Mrs. La"m:ence, of Ealuag Park. This

plant had much the habit of the Clivea nobilis, in the

disposition of its two-ranked strap-shaped leaves, a foot

or more in length. The flowers, which grow upon sim-

ple stalks as high as the leaves, are not attractive in their

colom', the sepals being a kind of dull cream colom-,

green towards the tips, the petals, a dull pirrple greenish

at the base, and the lip also a dull pale purjjle, with

deeper veins ; the most curious feature in the flowers is

the length of the narrow tail-like petals, wliieh, in this

instance, were nearly a foot long, and were stated to

have attained this length gradually after the first de-

velopment of the blossoms. A large silver mepal was
awarded to it. Messrs. Henderson, of the Pine-apple

Nursery, sent a lar'ge admirably flowered plant of Acacia

diffusa, trained without formality into a conical form

;

and with it a small plant of an Epacris, called hyacinthi-

flora candidissima, the largest and best of the white-

flowered kinds of the impressa habit ; Boronia triphylla,

one of the prettiest of the Boronias ; and a red-stained

variety of Eriostemon caspidatum, called rubrum.

Messrs. Henderson of the Wellington Eoad Nursery had

a handsome dwarf Gesnera called maorantha pm-purea,

with rich scarlet flowers, said to be a hybrid between

Cooperi and macrantha. They had also a plant of the

Conoclinium ianthinum, an ageratum-like plant, which

from its free-flowering habit, will probably be a useful
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plant for ornament ; Siphocampylus lanceolatus, a spe-

cies of upright habit, with lanee-shapcd leaves, and deep

salmon-pink flowers ; and an Erica, named Bumettii,

in the way of elegantissima. Mr. Iveson, gardener to

the Dowager Duchess of Northumberland, sent the

Odontoglossum hastilabium. Among nmnerous showy

plants from the garden of the Society, were the Acacias

—celasti-ifoUa, ixiophylla, and lineata ; a beautifully

bloomed plant of the yolk-coloured Epidendrum auran-

tiacum ; and a small plant of the dark purple-blue Ho-

vea chorozemoefolia.

Mr. Fry, of Lea, Kent, exhibited a simple apparatus

for fumigating plant houses, on the principle of the com-

mon flower-pot plan of fumigation, which may be re-

commended for its usefulness rather than its novelty.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

Caxlistemon brachtandrtjm, Limlleij. Short-

flowered CaUistemon. (Joiirn. Hort. iSoc, iv., 112.)

—

Nat. Ord., Myi-tacea3, § Leptospermece.—A handsome

stiff-growing, evergreen, greenhouse bush, with many

round pubescent branches, healing naiTow, linear, j)un-

gent, channelled leaves, conspicuously dotted beneath.

The flowers grow from the axils of the leaves towards the

cud of the branches, foiTQrng short, loose spikes ; the

stamen.s, little tufts of crimson threads, which, foim the

conspicuous part of the flowers, are short, much shorter

than in any other known kind, being not more than

twice as long as the small inconispicuous petals ; the

threads are tipped by golden-yellow anthers.—From
Australia: north coast; introduced in 1843. Flowers

thi'ough the summer months. Horticultural Society of

London.

EpiDENiiEUM niNiPERUM, Morreii. Thread-petalled

Epidendi-um.—Nat. Ord., Orchidacese, § Epidendreaj-

Lseliada;.—A pretty stove epiphyte, having erect, slen-

der, terete stems, eighteen inches to two feet high, bear-

ing, on the lower part, alternate sheathing, oblong-lan-

ceolate, acuminate leaves ; and along the upper part, the

numerous, short, di-ooping racemes of flowers. These

latter are small, rich orange-colour, with a white centre

,

the sepals are ovate, acimiinate, spreading ; the petals

thi'ead-lilto, as long as the sepals, at first adhering to the

sides of the two lateral sepals as far as the middle, but

afterwards being separated nearer to the base, and ulti-

mately becoming contorted like a cork-screw ; the lip

is three-parted, the side lobes seiTated, the centi-al one

ligulate, and notched in the middle.—From Brazil

:

St. Catherine's; introduced to Belgium about 1847.

Flowers ?

EsPELETiA ARGENTE.4., Humboldt and Bonpland. Sil-

very Espeletia. {Bot. Mag.., t. 4480.) Nat. Ord., Aste-

raceaj, § Tubuliflorfe-ScnecionideiE.—Native name, Frai-

lejon.—A curious greenhouse shrub, (in a wild state three

feet high,) with stout woolly stems, bare below, but

surmormted by a tuft of spreading leaves, which are a

foot long, narrowly lance-shaped, and densely silky on

both sides. The flower heads grow on a corymbosely-

paniculate, nearly leafless, densely silky stem, five to six

feet high ; they are rather more than an inch in diame-

ter ; the rays yellow, with a brownish disk. The plant

has a terebinthine odour, and yields a copious gum resin.

It requires a dry greenhouse. From New Grenada

:

on the mountains, ascending to near the snow line ; in-

troduced, in 1845, by Mr. Pui'die. Flowers in summer.

Eoyal Botanic Gai'den, Kew.
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THE PROPERTIES OF THE CAMELLIA JAPONICA.

CAMELLIA JAPONICA, Var. DRYSDALII.

Nat, (h'dcr, Ternstromiace.e, \ Camellie/e.

Generic Character.— Camellia, Litni. — Calyx Tvitbout

bracts, 5-9 scpalled, sepals imbricated in 2-3 rows, the interior

by degrees larger, deciduous. Corolla with 5-7 hypogynous,

imbricated petals, the interior larger. S/amens numerous, hy-

pogynous, in several rows, often adhering to the bottom of the

petals, more or less coherent together at the base
;
^filaments

subxdate ; anthers incumbent, 2-celled, oblong, with a ratber

thick connective, cells bursting longitudinally. Oranj free, 3-5

celled ; ovules 4-5 in a cell, inserted alternately on the central

angle, pendulous ; style 3-5 toothed ; stigmas capitellate. Capsules

3-5 celled, indehiscent or loculicidally 3-5 valved, the valves

beai'ing the septa in the middle, central axis persistent, the

faces bearing the SQe6.s.—{EndUcher Gen. Flatit.)

Camellia japonica.—Linn, Leaves ovate, acuminate, acutely

serrate, flowers terminal, sub-solitaiy. Varies with flowers

simple or double ; red, white, yellow, and variegated.

Var.— Drysdalii. Drysdale's Camellia.—A rose and white

striped, full-double variety.

mi

WISTORY.—This vei-y beautiful and fiuely-formed rose striped Camellia is a seedling raised^ several years back, by Messrs. Drysdale & Co., um-serjancn of Glasgow, in whose hands the

entire stock of jjlants is at the present time. We understand it is a very free blooming kind,

and, being distinct, will no doubt be found au acquisition to every choice collection of these

beautiful plants. A full detail of the proper method of cultivating the Camellia would occupy

more space than we can spare in this place ; we therefore introduce a summary of the points

which constitute a perfect Camellia.

THE PROPERTIES OF THE CAMELLIA JAPONICA.
By Mr. G. GLENNY, F.H.S.

¥E cannot perhaps at a better time offer a few remarks on this subject, than when the portrait of

Messrs. Drysdale's new variety is given to the floral world ; for, although we have not seen the

original, the ai'tist's sketch induces us to believe that it is a step m the right dh-ection, and, at all events,

pictures a new and distinct variety with many good qualities. We do not attempt to copy the words of the

volume published under the title of " The Properties of Flowers and Plants," nor, indeed, have we the

book to refer to, but when we reflect, that not a law is there laid down, that is not founded on pruiciple,

we cannot err, though we describe in other words, or, perhaps, from habit, something like the same,

those points which, acording to our notion, constitute perfection. The Camellia japonica is, perhaps,

one of the most beautiful of flowering evergreen shi-ubs, a favom-ite with everybody, interesting in all

its stages of growth and bloom, and, beyond description, magnificent, when well grown and flowered.

The most awkward and imperfect of the varieties and species is noble in some stage—for instance, when
the buds are opening, and before they are forwai'd enough to disclose then- imperfections ; bat we are

every year enriching the family with new varieties, which of late j'ears have become favomites or

otherwise, in proportion as they advance towards the desired model. The standard we desue to see

attained, comprises the following important features :

—

First. The flower should be perfectly round in its outline, and form half a globe on the face.

Second. The petals should be smooth on the edges, free from the shghtest indentm-e or serrature,

and thick as well as flrm m texture.

Third. They should imbricate, that is, the centre of one petal should cover the part where the two
under petals lap or cross each other, and this should continue to the centre, each row of petals rising

siiificient above the other to form a globular face.

Fourth. As a consequence, there should be perfect symmetry, uniformity, and order, prevailing

throughout the flower.

Fifth. The plant should be short-jointed, so that the growth would be shrubby and compact, the

blooms shoidd be at the ends of all the shoots fafrly beyond the fohage which should hide the stems

that are beneath it, and present a bright surface of dark green.

Sixth. Although large flowers are desirable with large foliage, small blooms would be as valuable

when the leaves are small in proportion, therefore no size can be defined as preferable.

Seventh. As regards colour, taste must have its enjoyment ; but, whatever shade it may be, it should

be dense and decided, from pure white, through all the grades of rose-colom-, to deep scarlet, the pre-

ference being given, on this point, to novelty, where other claims are equal.

Eighth. With respect to variegated flowers, whether blotched or striped, the colours should be well

defined and positive, with even edges where they meet, and not clouded or shaded into one another.

Ninth. The plant should be bushy, and the fohage close, down to the rim of the pot, no bare stem

should be seen, and the specimen should be all round alike, that is, all sides should be close and good.

We may be told that all these points are not easily attained, but, if the artist has been fortunate in

\ a likeness of Mr. Drysdale's novelty, we have a very near approach to some very important features
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wliich are rather rare. In the first place, it is more round than many present favomiteg ; next, the

edges of the petals arc very smooth, and exhibit neither the points that are conspicuous in some, nor

the indentations, whieli are natural to others, and these are verj' valuable characteristics. Next, we
have sti'ipcs much better defined

than we can produce them in most

other striped varieties, exhibiting

some of the character of a flaked

Carnation, and sufficiently distinct

to lead us to hojje that other flowers

will be found still more beautiful,

for we need hardly tell our readers

that the Camellia will sport a good

deal, occasionally giving us plain

flowers, at other times showing a

good deal more white. Again, if

we look to the face, it would seem

that the petals, though smaller as

they near the centre, are as smooth

and as perfect as the outer ones

;

and this, be it recollected, is a pohit

which many of our present favour-

ites have not, for they are in most

varieties less perfect as they are

farther removed from tlie outer edge,

and in the centre differently formed,

and, ill many cases, absolutely shape-

less, and altogether imperfect. To
give an idea of the efi'ect where the

flowers are really small, let us look

at Sasanqua rosea, let us imagine those little flowers as perfect as many larger ones, and we could

hardly picture a more haudsor.ie specimen than it would be if well grown ; but then the flowers are

ragged and uncouth, so that, unless it is too far ofl' to see the defects in the form, it is excessivelj' ugly.

Myrtifolia would be a beautiful variety', if the petals were as well formed as those of the portrait in the

present number, but they are pomted. The Double White is nearly alwaj's indented so as to exhibit the

petals heart-shaped. Eximia long considered a first-rate variety is pointed in the petal ; and Imbricata

is not nmch better. The striped white varieties, such as Press's Eclipse, Punctata, Kosa Mundi, King,

and others of that kind, are for the most part undefined. The Countess of Orkney is, perhajjs, the best

of the light striped sorts. Tricolor, though pretty in its markings, or stripes, is of a most worthless

form. All the " Ancmonefloras," and " Altheifloras," are as unworthy of cultivation as any we have

seen. Reticulata is, in oui' estimation, good for nothing, with flowers as uncouth as a large semi-double

popj)y, and joints so long, that it is im2)ossible to grow a compact plant ; it has long ceased to be valu-

able except as a stock. We have only mentioned a few that are familiar to most persons, or we might

fill a volume ; but there are others so flat on the face, as to appear very poor and mean, and others so

notched as to be perfectly ugly. Of those in cultivation, now, we jn-efer Hafilda, which goes by a dozen

other names, to almost any we have seen, not less for its superior form than for its delicate peach

colour, and its manageable habit. We shall be glad to see Messrs. l)rysdale's new variety well grown and

bloomed, for wc must regard it as an acquisition, and a valaable one, if it comes up to the portrait, and

of this we have no riffhtto doubt.

VISITS TO llEMARKABLE GARDENS.

The garden or the HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY, CHISWICK.

MSTABLISHED many years since for the promotion of science, the Garden of the Horticultural

Society has long attained an European celebrity, not less for its magnificent collection of fruits,

than for the splendid exhibitions of both fruit and plants, which have annually been held there.

Situated upon a dead level, the view is confined to its own grounds, and, therefore, for picturesque

©P^^= ^'^^^i
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effect has little to recommend it ; and, as if to make bad worse, the original designere displayed

little taste in laying it out, as to render tlie Arboretum at the present time little better than a for

scene, -where,

but for the

smooth turf,

thecxoticeha-

racter of the

trees, and
marks of cul-

tivation, and
design in the

walls and

buildings, a

stranger may
fancy himself

in a primeval %
forest, for, de-

spite themag-
nificent in-

crease which

the plantshad

made for a

so

est

number of
p-a, .,=nop.is amabiiis.

years, thej' soon became so thoi-oughly choked with each other's

braivches, as to destroy the habits of the plants, which has left

a great number little better than decrepit specimens. True

there are some noble plants, but these form the exception rather

than the rule, for when we consider the extent of ground -s^-hich

the gaitlen occupies, it is quite certain that it ought to have pre-

sented good specimens—that is trees and shrubs complete in every

part—of all the leading genera which grow in the open air in

this country.

At the present time a vast assemblage may be seen, some of

them such as Arauearia imbrieata, Ceeh-us Deodara, Pinus Sabi-

niana, Douglasii, and Lambertiana, of remarkable size ; and this

makes one the more annoj'cd, that a greater number displajing the

same character are not to be met with. The soil is of excellent

quality, being rich and deep ; but had it been thoroughly drained

at the time the garden was formed, it would not have been less

suitable for the purposes intended. Manjf plants, more especially

the more delicate species of Coniferas, show the want of thorough

drainage, as do also some of the fruit trees in the orchard and kitchen garden.

At the present time some important improvements are going on under the du-ection of Mr.

Glendinning, and it affords us great pleasure to congi-atulate the council and garden committee ujjon

the step which they are making at last in the right du-ection. Those who have been in the garden

of the Society, and who have been to the Cliiswick Fetes, are awai-e that a broad walk runs from

the main entrance gate to near the Council Room, that a set of long narrow beds, edged with box,

with walks scarcely wide enough to bo usable, formed what was called " The Flower Garden" on the

eastern side of the garden, and that the tents for the exhibitions in the season, are placed near the

large conservatory. Well, at a right angle with the bix)ad walk before mentioned, another walk of

the same character, passing thi'ough and destroying the flower garden, and ternunating opposite the

end of the large conservatory has been formed ; and at a right angle with this walk, another of the

same dimensions, leading to and terminating at the conservatory, is in course of formation. At the

east end of this walk, a new entrance to the garden is to be formed, wliich, in addition to its more
commanding and appropriate position, will afford visitors the means, on wet days, of visiting the

exhibition tents and the conscrvatorj', without being exposed to the " pittUess peltings of the storm,"

and walking over the shoes in water, as has been frequently the case within the last fom- years. This

is an improvement which we doubt not will be appreciated by the visitors to the garden. At the
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LiELIA SUPERBIFNS.

angle formed by tke meeting of these walks, two large circles, surrounded by raised beds with grasT

sides, have been formed, and in the centre of each circle, we presume a large vase or basket filled

with flowers will be placed ; or should the members of the Society ever feel disposed to commemorate
the founders of the Societj', Sir Joseph Banks, and Thomas Andi'cw Knight ; or gardeners, the

meraoiy of Mr. Loudon, more appropriate places than these could not be found for such mementos.

The sides of the walks are also to be embellished with raised flower beds, 'with pillar Roses, &c., &c.

Much, however, as we approve of this alteration, we cannot quit the subject without entering our

protest against the formation of the walks. The ground is not excavated in the ordinary way, but

only a few inches in depth at the sides, so that the walks, when completed, will be almost entirely

above the level of the surrounding soil. The object, we presume, is to laj' them dry and to shoot the

water upon the grass instead of carrying it away by di-ains or cesspools, as is customarj- ; but, as a

matter of taste, it is, to say the best of it, a great mistake.

Walks, though indispeusible in gardens, do not necessarily form leading features in the same,

but merely form means to an end, that end being the enjoj'ment of the varied scenes of a garden at

all seasons of the year ; therefore, walks should not be obtruded in the scene, but should rather have a

retu-ing aspect. Now, these humpbacked walks \vill be seen from every part of the garden, destroying

-G-^g^^
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the brcadtli of feature of the lawn, and fixing the eye in anything but an agreeable way ; besides,

they are rounded so much, that to walk upon them in comfort, it is necessary that one leg should be

longer than the other. We are, and always have been, advocates for shallow edgings, and walks brim

full of gravel ; but we have no notion of placing them entirely above the level of the sui'rounding

ground—such an arrangement is nnneeessary ; walks may be made firm, and di-y without it, if proper

means are taken, and drains are formed to carry away the water.

But we must leave this unpleasant part of the subject and hurry on to the plant -houses, for these

at this season, are the most interesting, and from them we have borrowed a few illustrations.

Most people who take an interest in hoi'ticultural affairs, have heard of the magnificent specimens of

Phalfenopsis aniabilis, sent by Mr. Fortune, from Java ; and of Mr. Hai'tweg's splendid mass of Lajlia

superbiens, which has long decorated the entrance to the curvilinear stove. Another plant, scarcely

less remarkable, was Dendi'obium speciosum growing in the old Pine stove.

The Phalasnopsls aniabilis, is represented on a preceding page. It is growing upon a large

block of wood, and, at the time we saw it, had neaiiy fifty of its large waxy pure white flowers

fully developed, withhmidi'cds of buds in various stages of gro\\'th. The plant was suspended from the

rafter, at the cool end of the house ; and, as a matter of course, was in superb health. In the same

house—the Orchid house, which, by the way, is very much too small to do justice to the plants it contains,

wc also noticed Dendrobium discolor, a not very attractive species, from New Holland, and of coarse

"'"'^vM
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J>ENDEOBIUM SPECIOSUM.

growth ; D. eueuUatum with pendent pseudo-bulbs and simple but gay flowers ; and a remarkably

fine variety of Oncidium Cavendishianium. It has rarely been om- pleasm-e to see a collection of Orchids

in such splendid condition as these are at the present time. Not an unhealthy plant is to be seen ; and

every part of the plants, the stages, pots, and house are as clean as the most fastidious could desii'e. The
same remark is applicable to the whole of the plant-houses, which were gay with flowers, as if it had

been May-day, and the whole of the plants were in a remarkablj' clean and healthy condition, reflecting

great credit upon Mr. Gordon, who has now had the charge of them for several years.

Passing through the Greenhouse, gaj' with forced bulbs, &e., and entering the Cm-vilineai- Stove

the monstrous plant of Lcelia superbiens presented a most gorgeous appearance, rivetting the attention,

and bidding the wondering wanderer stand. Those who have been at the great metropolitan exhibitions

have seen gorgeous sights in the Orchid tents, but they never saw anything so truly and decidedly

grand as tliis noble plant. Suspended upon a huge branch, just at the proper height to bring the

flowers upon a level with the head of the spectator on entering the house, the flowers were shown to

great advantage. Tliis plant, which is of great size, came originally from Guatemala, whence it was
sent by the Society's collector, Mr. Hartwcg ; and there the poor Indians collect the flowers to decorate

theii' cottages. The plant in question is six feet in diameter, and the flower stems were nine feet in

height, of which there were nine averaging ten flowers each, and each of the flowers were several

inches in diameter, and of a mixtm-e of white, lilac, crimson, and orange colom-s. The engraving (p. 148)

gives a reduced, but very good representation of the plant ; and when it is considered that each ti-uss

of flowers would cover nearly two pages of this jNIagazine, some idea may be formed of the magnificence
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of its appearance. In the same house we noticed remarkably fine plants of Franeiseea latifolia and
uniflora completely covered with bloom ; the gay Inga pulcherrima, with its crimson bottle-brush-

like flowers ; and a number of jilants, in fine bloom, of Gesnera zebrina, one of the most useful plants

in cultivation for winter decoration.

Passing to the Old Pine Stove, now used for Stove plants and Orchids, we found the thii-d subject

of our illustrations—Dendi'obium speciosum. This plant comes fi-om New Holland, and has been grown

to its present size in the gai'den of the Society; it was growing in a pot, and was six feet in diameter;

bore eighteen noble spikes of flowers, each spike averaging fi-om seventy to eighty flowers. It is true,

this number is very much less than the number of spikes produced by the Rev. Mr. Chawner's plant,

but the flowers here were much finer, of better colour, and altogether in more healthy condition. We
had made an exti-act, on the proper management of this plant, by Dr. Lindley ; but, as space admonishes

us, we must transfer it to the miscellaneous notices in a futm'c number. In the same house were some

well-grown plants, of a very considerable number of kinds of Begonia, and the stages were gay with

Gloxinias, Gesneras, Hippeastrums, &c. A singular Orchid, Spiranthes cerina was producing a

quantity of dull brown flowers, and its beautiful foliage was just beginning to form. With this we
also noticed Lycaste cruenta, and the singular pale green-flowered species, L. ciliata. A new Justicia-

like plant, of free growth, the Cyrtanthera aurantiaca, was producing several spikes of duU orange-

colom-ed flowers, not very striking, but still sufficiently showy to be worth adding to a collection as a

winter-blooming plant; and the rare Barnadesia rosea was just going out of bloom. The little span-

roofed Greenhouse, generally devoted to soft-wooded plants, was gay with Cinerarias, Pclai'goniums,

&c., &-c. In Hetley's House, in addition to a number of rare seedhng Conifers, among which

Juniperus flaocida, and the Japanese pinus, P. excorticata, which throws its old bark almost like a

Plane tree, were not the least remarkable, we noticed the female Garrya in fidl bloom, which proves

not so fine a thing as the male variety—the catkins being very much smaller ; Nuttalia cerasiformis,

a rai'e slu'ub, producing a profusion of small white flowers, and a very fine herbaceous plant, Hclleborus

olympicus, the flowers being tinged with pui-ple.

We have a number of notes upon plants in the Conservatory, and other parts of the Gai'den, but

these we must reserve for a second notice.—A.

3Jiisrtll«nrntt3 Jhlim.

G^rou-ing Orchids from Seeds.—At the present time,

there arc few subjects connected with plant growing on

which there is less recorded information than that of

growing Orchids from seeds. I am not aware that there

is any case on record of hybridisation having been

effected among Orchids, though there seems no doubt

that such could be accompUshed by earcfid manipida-

tion, an inference I di'aw from reasoning analogically

on experiments made here to get seed. Many of our

indigenous Orchids appear to seed freely, whilst com-

paratively few exotic species among oui" cultivated

collections produce seed, circumstances suggestive of the

idea that the latter require artificial assistance, which

can he readily afforded, by carefully applying the poUcn

masses to the viscid face of the column and rostellum.

But whether the seeds of hardy Orchids be generally im-

perfect, or the necessary chcumstances for vegetation,

and the subsequent groT^'th of the young plants wanting,

we certainly do not find crops of yoimg Orchids growuig

spontaneously in various stages of gTowth, as occurs with

most other endogens, though, when Orchid seed does

vegetate under favourable cu'cumstances, a very largo

number of the myriads of extremely minute seeds con-

tained in the ovaries are perfect, whether artifically im-

pregnated or not. Withia the last five years, seedlings

of the following species have been raised m the Orcbid-

house at Glasnevin, namely, Epidendi-um elongatum,

and crassifolium, Cattleya, Forbesii, and Phaius al-

bus, the seeds of which all vegetate freely. The man-

ner of sowing the seeds, and treating the young seedlings,

has been to allow the fine dust-like seed to fall from the

ovaries as soon as they show symptoms of ripeness,

which is rcadUy known by the ovai-ies bursting open on

one side. When this takes place, they ai-e either taken

from the plant and shaken gently over the surfaces of

the jfther Orchid-pots, on the loose material used for

growing them in, or on the pots prepared for the ptu--

pose, after which, constant shade, a steady high tem-

perature, with abundance of moisture, are all requisites

which are absolutely necessary to insure success. In

the course of eight or nine days after sowing, the seeds,

which at first had the appearance of a fine white powder,

begin to assume a darker colour to the naked eye, and,

if looked at with a Codrington, or even a simple lens,

e^ddent signs of vegetation may be perceived, which in-

crease until the protrusion of the young radicle and co-

tyledon takes place, which varies from a fortnight to

thi'ce weeks. From this period of theh growth, the

young plants grow rapidly, and the rootlets lay hold of

whatever material is supplied to them. If the seeds

happen, either accidentally or iatontionally, to be made

to vegetate on bare wood, as in some instances has been

the case, the young roots extend themselves in different

directions, adhering closely to the bark, and make great

progress compared with the growth of the stems, thus

affording beautiful examples of the manner in which

epiphytical plants fix themselves so firmly on the highest

boughs of lofty trees in tropical forests, as well as ac- k̂
m
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counting for the isolated positions they fretiiiently

occupy in their natural state. The principal ditficulty

to contend with in rcai'ing the young seedlings has been

found to consist in their treatment during the iii'st year,

parlicidarly the winter months, when they are very liable

to perish, if anything approaching to exti'emes of moist-

ure, draught, cold, or even heat be permitted ; though a

steady medium of all these requisites is necessary. The
second year's growth has been one during which the

plants made much progress, and the only two kinds

which have been brought to a flowering state have

bloomed the third season. These are Epidcndnim crassi-

folium, and Phaius albus.

—

J). Moore^ in Gard. Citron.

fHE IJIIliEiiEf iBnysff jfimiiM fm mm
Cmiservatm-y.—During the present cold and parching

weather, it will be necessary to ventilate cautiously,

more especially near newly potted plants, or delicate and
tender flowers, and particularly those from the stove,

orchid, or forcing house. Now, however, that the plants

arc beginning to grow, it is necessary that air should be

freely admitted, and therefore it will be better that a little

extra firing should be used, than that the plants should

become di'awn for the want of air. Too much attention

cannot be devoted to cleanliness. Every plant, and
every pot, and, indeed, every part of the Conservatory,

should be perfectly clean, and at all times ; and if they

are not so at present, lose no time in making them so.

Camellias, and all plants with large, coriaceous leaves,

should be washed clean with a sponge, and, if neces-

sary, soft soap, and keep a scrutinizing eye upon in-

sects of aU kinds. Maintain a moist gromng tempera-
ture by syringing lightly every morning with clean

tepid water, and sprirdde the stages and vacant parts of

the house, once or twice in the middle of dry days, to

generate a moist atmosphere. '\\Tien strong winds pre-

vail, ventilate principally by the top-lights, but lose no
opportunity of giving front air when the Avoather is

suitable. Towards the end of the month, if the weather
is mild, a little night air may be left on ; that is, after

the house has been shut up for a few hours, and
syringed, a little air may be given to one or two
of the lights before leaving for the night. Acacias,

Camellias, &c., which are going out of bloom, must
have their dead flowers removed, and if they require

pruning and regulating, this is the proper time. Ile-

new the surface soil down to the roots of the jjlants

with light rich compost—previously, if the soil is dry,

giving the soil a good soaking of liquid manvu'e. Many
of the finer kinds of Boronias, Leschenanltias, Choro-
zcmas, Podolobiums, Tropa3olums, &c., will now be in a
fit state to remove to the conservatory. Place them in

the most airy part, and to prolong their season of

blooming, shade them on bright days. Regulate the
growth of Climbers, and give them a good soaldng of
manure water. Maintain a temperatm-e of 45 to 50
degrees by night, rising 10 or 15 degrees in the day
time.

Orangery.—To do justice to the Citrus family, the

temperature should not fall below 50 degrees by fire

heat during the night, and should rise to 60 degrees by
the same agency during the day, with ten or fifteen

degrees extra by sun heat. Sp-inge the plants morn-
ing and evening, and damp the heating apparatus
twice or thrice a-day, especially in the evening. Take
care that the plants are perfectly free from insects and
filth of all kinds. Any plants that are in bad health, or

have been recently imported, should be shook clean out
of the old soil, have their roots washed quite clean, and
be potted into very small pots, in light rich soil,

liberally intermixed with leaf mould and sand. Plunge
the pots in a gentle bottom heat of SO degrees, syringe
so as to keep the wood almost constantly moist, but
water cautiously at the root until the plants get into

fi-ee growth. If the stems are very much bark-bound,

make an incision through the hark, and continue it

from the surface of the pot to the extremity of the

strongest branches. It may also be necessary to wrap
the stem with damp moss. When the plants arc in free

growth, water freely with weak liquid manure.

Forcing Flower House.—Continue to introduce Roses,

Pinks, and American plants for forcing, and remove
those in bloom to the conservatory. A few more
Achimencs, Gloxinias, Gesneras, &c., may he started,

and those growing must be potted and attended to im-
mediately. Syringe daily, and guard carefully against

insects. Temperature 55 to 60 degrees by night,

rising 70 or 80 by day, with plenty of air at aU
favourable opportunities, but carefully avoiding cold

draughts. Plants that have been forced and have done
blooming, must be carefully protected imtil the return

of mild weatlier. A.

Orchid House.—Now that the growing season has ar-

rived the whole tribe of Orchids will enjoy a good
steaming every clear morning, with the exception of

such as are wanted to he kept back. These should re-

main cool and dry; let them have but little sunshine,

and no cold draughts. By this means they may bo
retarded several weeks where needful for cxhibitioual

purposes. Be cautious Mith the syringe for the pre-

sent, imtil all the Dendrobiums, Aerides, Saccolabiums,

Camarotis, and Vandas, have put forth their bloom
spikes at the least an inch or two, when they will he
all the better for a thorough soaking in tepid water,

taking care at the same time to rid all the baskets, pots,

and blocks of all kinds of vermin. After this the syringe

may be applied regularly, but with care, and using at

aU times water at least as warm as the atmosphere of

the house, the temperatirre of which may now be al-

lowed to range as high as 70 to 80 degrees by day, and
may safely and beneficially be allowed to go down as

low as 60 degrees \r^ night. Admit a little air on all

favoiu'able occasions, when it is externally mild. Con-
tinue potting all such as need it, as soon as they show
signs of growth. Look the plants over every day, and
water singly all which require it ; hut avoid watering

over head imtil the psoudo-hidbs are well formed, other-

wise they are very apt to damp off in dull weather. Wo
would here remind cultivators of this lovely and ciurious

tribe of plants, that, where good, light fibrous peat is

not to be procured, the plants do equally well in good,

sweet sphagnum moss, mixed with lumps of chai'coal

and crocks. To make this house as enjoyable as possi-

ble, everything must be neat and clean, and kept in its

proper place.

Stove.—FoUow out former directions, and where there

is convenience give to all young Stove plants the aid of

bottom heat, giving at the same time plenty of air in

mild weather, and keep them as near to the glass as

possible. Keep them wcU stopped back and staked out,

and give to each plenty of room. Give a sharp look

out for all sorts of noxious vermin, and destroy them.

Keep the atmosphere moist, and attend to the training

of climbers that need it. See that all plants in pots

are fi'equently tirrned, in order that the plants may have
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the benefit of sun and air on all sides. Look well after

all fast growing plants, as Clerodendrons, and mind
they do not suifer for want of water and pot-room, and
give them a gentle syringing over head about twice

a-day in bright weather. AVakc up a few more Glox-
inias, Gesueras, Achimenes, and Gloriosa superba.

J. G.

GREEJraOUSE HARD-WOODED PLAXTS.
The house should now be gay with good plants of

Eoronia pinnata, Hoveas, Acacias, Chorozemas, Gnidia
pinifolia, many varieties of Epacris, Genistas, Pultena?as,

&c., which, if well grown, will make a fine display.

Any of the slow-growing plants that have not been
potted must be attended to as they seem to requii-e it,

which a careful obser\-er will soon find out. A few
plants of Correas, of the best sorts, should be shifted,

and placed in a good situation ; they wUl be very orna-
mental next ^vinter. StypheUa tubrliora is also a nice

plant for the same pirrpose.

Gardoquia Hooherii is a beautiful plant for flowering
during summer and autumn. To grow it successfully

it should be kept in a moderate heat all %vinter, begin-
ning with young plants every autumn, shifting and
stopping them while gi'owing as they rec[uire it. Pot
them into theii- flowering pots about the end of March
or beginning of Apiil, and place them in the greenhouse
after they have rooted into the new soil. Although it

is now too late this season to make large specimens, still

some healthy bushy little plants will come in very use-

ful, if they are shifted and encouraged mth a little heat.

They should not be stopped at all after they are placed

in the greenhouse.

jMu'belia speciosa (the purple-flowered kind) is rather

a refractory plant to manage well; it does best in a
sheltered, but light, part of the house ; be careful not
to overpot it. The different sorts of Leschenaultias and
Apheleses are very subject to a sort of green fly; it is

so small that it generally escapes notice until it has
done much mischief. The plants should be examined
closely, and should any trace of the insect appear, they
must be fumigated at once. Large specimens that are

shou'ing bloom, if not already shifted, should be left

until they commence a new growth after flowering, as

disturbing them now would be likely to injure the

opening buds. Towards the end of the month some of

the earliest cut-back Epacris will be ready for a shift.

After potting keep them a little close for a fortnight or

so until they begin to grow, when they must have
plenty of air to make them hardy enough to stand out

of doors. 'WTiere practicable it is an excellent plan to

put the smaller specimens into a three-light frame or

similar situation ; they are more easily managed, and it

gives room in the house for the larger and blooming
plants. Do not stir the surface-soil about in newly-
potted large plants, as it sometimes becomes so dry and
dusty that the water will not pass through it ; for if one
side of it gets quite dry, it is troublesome to bring it

into proper condition again. We have lost many a fine

plant from this cause. Some of the plants potted at the

beginning of last month will require stopping and tying

out. Attend to cutting in those plants that require it,

as they go out of bloom. Hard-wooded plants generally

thrive best in peat and sand, but for the stronger grow-
ing sorts, such as Correas, Genistas, &c., about a third

of turfy loam, and sometimes a little well-rotted leaf-

mould, may be added with advantage. The finer rooting

plants require the peat of a light texture and more sand.

Azaleas.—The bloom buds of these will now be get-

ting forward. If there is a good stock of such sorts as

Lateritia, Gladstanesii, Prince Albert, Praestantissima,

and some others of the same habit, part of them should
be placed on the north side of a wall to retard their

blooming, and they will succeed those left in the house.
Plants that have been forced should have the seed ves-

sels picked off; they should also be shifted if they

reqiiire it, and, if possible, encouraged with a little

heat. Pot those plants that do not show bloom, but not
those that are going to flower.

Camellias, Any plants that are wanted to bloom early

next year, should now have a little extra heat to for-

ward them. Keep them all as warm as possible with
little air while making their aimual shoots, and do
not forget to use the syringe freely in fine weather.

Should the black fly appear on the young shoots, a good
sjainging \vith tobacco water is the best remedy. A
little light shading, on bright days, will do no harm

;

but, if possible, do without it.

Koutine.—Shading shoiJd be attended to when neces-

sary ; the old-fa.shioned lights, glazed with small glass,

require very little, but the large squares, now used,

mostly require it ; say for plants in bloom, from about

nine till three o'clock, and for these in a growing state,

from ten tUl two. Look round in the middle of the

day (in bright, dry weather) to see that nothing is suf-

fering for want of water, and to sprinkle the shelves,

floors, c&c. Clear away decayed flowers every morning,

and change the places of the plants in the house occa-

sionally. Syringe early in the afternoon in clear wea-
ther, and do not give too much air. J. F.

Hcatlu^-ij.— Complete the potting of large specimens

as early as possible, taking care that the ball at the time

is in a proper state as to moisture, and that the compost

is not too dry. Place the soQ fu-mly in the pot, and
drain thoroughly. During the present dry, parching

weather, ventilate with caution, especially near recently

potted specimens ; indeed, ventilation by the front sashes

will be best avoided for the present, but give plenty of

air by the top lights. Damp the house and stages

between the pots, and syringe the plants lightly tn-ice

or thrice a-week, if the weather is favourable. Guard
against mildew, especially upon the more delicate kinds,

such as E. propendens, JIassonii, and the like, as changes

of treatment are very likely to generate it. Should it

appear, dress the plants immediately with sulphur.

Look carefully over the specimens, especially those

which have not been potted, and see that they are in a

proper state as to moisture, or the dry ^^inds of April

will soon tell tales upon them. If they do not seem in

an uniform state of moisture, probe the ball down to the

drainage, in two or three places, with an fron pin; give

a thorough soaking of water, and, to make assurance

doubly sure, place the pot in a feeder of water for a few

hours, so as to thoroughly soak the drainage, where,

frequently, many of the most active roots will be foimd.

This minute inspection must be extended to every plant,

and continued until you are convinced that the mass

of earth in every pot is in a proper state of moisture.

Newly potted specimens will also require similar atten-

tion and care, but imtil the roots are in active growth

avoid over-watering ; at the same time, when watering,

take care that the water does not escape by the side of

the pot, and without moistening the old ball.

Some of the early kinds, as E. aristata, HartneUi,

&c., win be showing colour ; and, where it is necessary

to keep them for the May shows, it wiU be advisable to

move them to a north pit, or even to place them be-

hind a north wall on veiy wann days. Guard cau-

tiously, however, against dust. Other kinds, as some

of the ventricosas, vestitas, Cavendishiana, and the

tricolors, may, for the purpose of forwarding them,

reqmre to be kept rather warm. To bring a collection

of plants, with a good head of bloom, to the day, re-

quires considerable watchfulness, and is one of the

secrets of success in competition, which can only be

attained by extensive practice.

Heath P/f.—Ventilate cautiously here for the pre-

sent, until the plants get into free growth. Proceed

Avith the potting, if not ali-eady completed. Guard

against mildew. J* F. C.

g-p=^fe^"
i
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GREENHOUSE SOFT-WOOBED PLANTS.

Pchrr/oninms.—Look carefully to these, for as the
season is advancing they will require the most assiduous
attention. "Water carcliUly, never allowing large plants
to get dry enough to flag, or they wiU receive a check,
which will cause the lower foliag-e to turn j^ellow. Too
much care cannot he taken to prevent this, as the lower
leaves furnish the pots, and add much to the general ap-
pearance of the plants. A little manure water may now
be given with great advantage, which prepare as follow?,

using soft water:—Put in a large tub equal parts of
cow, horse, and sheep dung, adding a little lime ; this

must be drawn oif carefuUy to keep it clear ; then add
soft water in proportion of two to one of the liquid

manure—it may be used once a-week for the present,

and two or three times as the season advances. Tie
out the shoots, and remove aU superfluous leaves to

admit the air freely. Ventilate freely every favourable
opportunity, of course avoiding cold draughts. Syringe
occasionally, and shut up early, to promote free growth.
Guard carefully by timely fumigation against insects,

which will be found a great pest if this is not attended to

at the first attacks.

Fancy Telargonhmis,—This class of Pelargoniums
being generally very early bloomers, a few of the most
loiwuia may ue seiccted ana placed in a warm hou-e,

when they will be found to grow luxiffiantly and flower
freely. Give a little weak liquid manure to those

which are in free growth, which will greatly assist

them, and bring up their gay and lively blossoms.

Slop a few for late flowering which will be found a
great acquisition for autumnal purposes. Put in a few
cuttings of the leading varieties for the same pui-poses.

These with a slight warmth will be found to flower

through the winter months, imparting a lively appear-

ance to the greenhouse and conservatory. Be cai'eful

not to water any hut those actually in want of it, as

they are very liable to shank off' if this is not attended

to. VentOate freely on warm sunny days, and syringe

occasionally.

Scarlet Pelargoniums,—Give these every encourage-

ment to promote free growth, and they wild be found to

pay for all the labour bestowed upon them, with their

brilliant head of flowers thi'ough the summer and
autumn months. Strike some cuttings now, to grow in

48- or 32-sized pots, that they may be pot bound by
the autumn, w^hich will cluse them to flower through
the winter months. The best kinds for this purpose
are Rigby's Queen, Ayres' Gem, Royal Dwarf, and
.Compaetum. In potting use a good rich compost.

"When rooted water freely.

Cinerarias.—If not done last month sow seeds of these

for autumn flowering, and strike cuttings for the same
purpose. Grow fi-eely through the summer, and let

them be pot bound by the autimm, when they will he

found to flower freely, and he most ornamental. Fumi-
gate occasionally, as they are very subject to green

fly. Water freely through the srmmier months.

Calceolarias.—All those which requii'e it shoiild now
have a final shift into a light rich compost. Keep them
pegged down that they may root up the stem, which
will greatly sti'engtheu them, '^'"ater cautiously, taking

care never to water ariy that are damp or they will

canker at the surface of the soil. Fumigate frequently

to prevent the green fly, and ventilate fr-eely every
favourable opportimity.

Eotitine.—A hot-bed may yet be made to strike

cuttings of such plants as az'C required for autumnal
purposes. Prick ofl^ into a light compost such plants

as were sown last mouth. Give a gentle bottom heat

for the present. Give a little air, increasing it as the

plants gain strength, H. R.

FLO"WER-GARDEN.—OUT-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

"When we loot at certain appearances in Nature, for the

purpose of selecting some of her forms and featui'es, to

make a display of what is called natural scenery, in a

small or large space of ground, we try to combine these

natm-al expressions in such a way, that the head which
contrived, and the hand that executed, the pleasing

eft'ect, should be lost sight of in viewing the same. But
in massed geometrical flower-gardens, there is no at-

tempt to conceal that they are strictly and truly works
of art, and therefore the colours should be effectively

contrasted, to make it plain that art dfrected every part.

As a massed flower-garden is a home scene, there should

he a combination of forms consistent with the style of

the house, and a sufficient quantity of undecorated space

left, to set off such objects as Orange trees to advan-

tage, that a gi'andeur of expression may he distinctly

seen in every part, notwithstanding the uniformity and
variety conspicuous everywhere. In propagating a stock

of plants for massing, make choice of decided colom-s,

and avoid sti-ealcy colom's as you would star-shaped

beds ; the former will impress you Yikc the beauty of

the full moon, and the latter like the same moon re-

flected on the sui'face of some agitated lake. Natiu-e's

voices are always eloquent, but we must take care how
we interpret and apply them.

If gravel-walks separate the beds in the flower-

garden, with nothing but box as an edging, cold colours

should predominate in the arrangement ; on the con-

traiy, if grass divide the beds, warm colours should

prevail ; but, in either case, much may be done to alter

this an-angement, by inti'oducing a border to such beds,

so as to contrast wuth the grass or gravel, keeping the

border broad in proportion to the size of the bed, and
also to contrast with the central mass. Always remem-
ber that a small mass of bright colour will balance a

large mass of subdued tint ; and that beds of equal

brightness will require equal masses. Look at the

flower garden from various points of sight (which will

exercise the minds of my yoimg friends as much as the

solution of a mathematical problem), so that, when it is

aiTanged, the colours may appear at times to cross one

another, just as Nature's laws sometimes do—but they

are rmiform for aU that.

Although the groimd is very dry for the time of the

year, I would recommend the soil, in beds where Cal-

ceolarias are to be planted, to be well broken up, to

allow the air to permeate every part of it if possible

:

and a little quick lime may he worked in the soil at the

same time, as it was by attending to these two circirm-

stances that our Calceolarias lived last year, while hun-
dreds, I believe, went off frohi , neglecting them. Cut
away all branches of ti-ees that obstruct light and air

fi-om the flower-garden, if you would have the masses

symmetrical, and the colom-s well developed.

Propagation.—Spring-struck cuttings should be well

topped back, and hardened off slowly, so as not to dry

up their tissue too much ; and, for this purpose, remove
those that are well established in their pots, into turf

pits or frames of any kind, keeping them near enough
to the glass to prevent drawing, without being exposed

to the dry north winds. See that there is plenty of

dwarf Lobelias and Verbenas, not only for small beds,

but for interlacing the meshes of basket work, and also

Mam'andya, Lophospennum, and such like plants, for

training over the handles of baskets, and round the

stalks of vases. Di-\'ide Campanula cai-patica, and sow
seeds of the same out of doors ; but if wanted to flower

early, sow the seed in a gentle hot bed.

Annuals.—Continue sowing these out of doors, some
in long lines, to remove when A''erbenas come into

flower, and others of them in masses, for an early show.

"Wallflowers, Hollyhocks, Campanifla, Valerian, Sweet

^;^r7^i^=
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Williams, and a vast number of other useful spring-
flowering plants, should be sown out of doors at once.
Forward all choice and tender annuals, as they may be
useful for filling some spot in the flower-garden. J. C.

Rose Garden.—As the month of March has been so

favourable for planting, nothing of that work ought to

require to be done, except the half-hardy kinds which
have been kept during winter in pots. All priming
must be finished early in this month, and very recently
planted plants should have a good watering, after which
the ground should be well stirred, and left rough (or

at least not raked) for the frost and sun to pulverize it.

Beds to be planted at the end of this month or beginning
of May, with Tea scented, ^Noisette, Isle de Bourbon,
&c., should have the soil frequently tui-ned over to ex-
pose it to the action of the sun and frost; in fact, too
much pains cannot be taken with the soil now; the
future bloom wiU aniply repay for any exti'a trouble.
Watch carefully for insects, and see that no fresh-planted
roses are being blown about for want of tying.

Forcing House.—Continue to introduce fresh plants
into the forcing house, as they are required. Take care
to set them in such a part as they may get plenty of sim
and ail- ; for, be it remembered, roses want to be brought
on very slowly to get them worth looking at. In short,

nothing is more injurious to roses than a high tempera-
ture ; 45 degrees at night is quite high enough, and 50 to

55 degrees by day, unless it is sunny. Look very closely

for insects, and tie the shoots out as they require it.

The following list contains twelve of the most select

varieties, where a bed of a sort is wanted of very neat
gi'owing roses :

—

Hybrid Perpetual : Geant des Batailles, bright crim-
son, nearly scarlet.

,
.

Hybrid Perpetual: Comte d'Eu, brilliant carmine.
Isle de Bourbon : Armosa, bright pink.

Isle de Bombon : Madame Angelina, pale cream favm
centre.

Isle de Bourbon : The Queen, fawn coloured rose.

Tea Scented : Devoniensis, straw, buff centre.

Tea Scented : Adam, blush rose.

Tea Scented : Nijihetos, pale lemon.
Tea Scented : Safi'ano, bright- fawn coloiu-.

Hybrid China ; Mrs. Bosanquet, pale waxy flesh

colom', nearly white.

Hybrid China ; Cramoisie Siiperiemre, bright velvety
crimson.

Xoisette : Fellemberg, bright rosy oriiuson.

Twelve stronger growing varieties for larger beds.

The following are quite gems ;

—

Hybrid Perpetual: Duchess of Sutherland, ihottled

bright rose.

Hybrid Perpetual : Mrs. Elliott, bright Mac crimson.
Hybrid Peri)etual : Augustine Mouchelet,deep crimson.
Hybrid Perpetual: Mai'quis of Ailsa, rosy crimson.
Isle de Bom-bon : Souvenir de la Malmaison, pale

blush, centre slightly tinted with fawn.
Isle de Bourbon: La Grenadier, bright deep crimson.
Isle de Bom-bon: Acidalio, blush white, sometimes

slightly edged and shaded with delicate pinls:.

Isle de Boiurbon : Boquet de Flore, rosy carmine.
Isle de Bourbon : La Gracieuse, lovely rose.

Isle de Bourbon : Desgaches, bright rose.

Damask Perpetual : Rose du Eoi, bright crimson.
Damask Perpetual : Mogador, brilliant crimson purple;

Twelve veiy dwarf close-growing varieties, that ai'e

continually in flower, and exceedingly handsohie. The
following are quite unrivalled.

—

Isle de Bourbon : Ceres, bright criinson.

Isle de Bourbon : Gerson, \\v\A rose.

Isle de Bombon : Grand Capitaine, velvety scai'let.

Isle de Bourbon: Menous, brilliant carmine.
Isle de Bourbon : Paul Joseph, rich crimson purple.

Isle de Bourbon : Prosei^pino, deep bright velvety
crimson.

Isle de Bom-bon: Madame Souchet, blush margined

red.

Hybrid Pei-pctual: Dr. Marjolin, rosy carmine.

Hybrid Pei-petual : Clementine Duval, bright rose.

Noisette : Miss Glegg; white pink centre.

China : Madame Breon, briUiant rose.

China: Clara bylvain, pure white. H. M'M;
Arboretum.—The preparation of the sites and mode

of planting Coniferous plants having been fully de-

scribed last mouth, the operation of planting may be

safely proceeded with. The planter of ample means
and space will be able (I had almost said, on him it de-

volves as a duty for the public good) to plant every

species as they are introduced, in order to prove how
far they are capable of being acclimatized. Little doubt

can be entertained as to the perfect hardiness of the

North American species, but I fear that we may not

yet speak so confidently of the Mexican ones. As there

may be many persona who have not space enough to

spare to form an extensive Ai-boretum, yet would \\k.e

to embellish their lawns and pleasru-e grounds with a

few of the best of these plants, I will append a short

descriptive list of a few which, having been thoroughly

proved, may be confidently recommended.
Abie.'i Dquglasii (The Douglas Fii', from North

America, introduced 1826).— This lofty-gTowing tree,

which, in its habitat, attains to the height of 150 feet

and upwards, promises to become one of the most mag-
nificent oi-naments of the Ai-boretum. Its rapid growth
and the graceful distribution of its splendid foliage,

together with the great beauty of its inflorescence, com-
bine to render it one of the most desirable trees of the

genus. The leaves, when bruised, emit a most agree-

able fragrance. It delights in a cool situation, rather

moist than otherwise.

Abies Morinda (The Weeping Spruce of the Hima-
laya, 1818).—A most appropriate name for a beautiful

tree ; the di-ooping habit is caused by the denseness of

the foliage, the weight of which causes all the young,

slender shoots to di-oop from the main stems very gxace-

fully. The variety called Smithiana has been by some
considered as distinct fi-om Morinda, an opinion with
which I camiot agree, as we avoU know that many
species of the tribe will present slight variations of

foliage and habit; but to constitute them as distinct

varieties can only cause confusion.

Abies Menziesii (California, 1831).—As a contrast

to the diooping habit of Morinda, the rigid aspiring

habit of this species is very desirable; its growth is

rapid, and the beautiful glaucous appearance of the

foliage is very sti-ildng.

Cedrus Sendara (The Himalayan Cedar, 1822).

—

This is now becoming as well kno^vn as it is higlJy

appreciated, and needs no description. For a small

place, I would ad-idse that the planter select seedling

plants with a dense and compact foliage, as cutting

plants are apt to grow more open and rigid, similar to

the Cedar of Lebanon.
Pitnis insignis (California, 1833).—No place, however

small, should be without this most elegant and beautiful

Conifer. The contrast between it and other species is

eminently striking, and consists not only in its graceful

habit, but also the peculiarly delicate colour of the

foliage, particularly in the young shoots. It is a fast

grower.

Pimis ponderosa (North America, 1828).—If to the

insignis be accorded the palm of graceful, delicate

beauty, that of robust grandeur belongs to this, which
is truly a magnificent species, and ai^peai's likely to

become a valuable timber tree. A specimen before me,

planted about 18 years, measures five feet six inches

round the bole at two feet fi-om the ground. The wood
is considered to be specifically heavier than that of any
other Conifer, hence its name. As an ornamental tree

it is second to none.
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ShnMcries.—If the planting or removing of ever-

green shrubs has been deferred until this month (a

practice which, with a few exceptions, cannot be recom-

mended), the roots must be copiously supplied with

water at the time of planting, and the choicer sorts

mulched. Rhododendrons are one exception; masses

of these may be planted now. A splendid immediate

effect is produced with these plants by raising a_ large

mound of earth, and planting thereon; the eftcct is

greatly increased by placing large masses of rock stones

aroimd the base of the mound, and planting large bushy

specimens on the ground level in front of the rocks
;
and

a few plants of Andromeda axillaris and Catesbcei in

the mound, trailing over the stones, produces a fine

effect. I have proved the latter end of this month
(April), and all the next, to be an excellent time for

removing large specimens of Hollies. J. C. E.

Auriculas.—These are now fast coming into bloom,

and require every care and attention. The trusses must
be thinned of any deformed pips, or where too great a

quantity exist, to give uniformity and beauty to the

truss. A slight shade of calico, or some other Ught ma-
terial, will be very useful in prolonging the season of

their flowering. A little weak nianm-e water wUl, at

this time, be found beneficial. Seed should now be

so^^^l in shallow pans, lightly covered with fine soil,

and placed in gentle heat till up.

Carnations and Picotees.—Those gi-owing in pots will

require to have the earth in which they are potted

stirred up, and a little new added. See that they are

free from wire-worm, or slices of potatoes placed in the

soil will be found the best means of entrapping them.

"Watering with lime-water will prove of great .advan-

tage in bringing worms to the sm-face of the soil, and,

by examination, the pots may soon be fi-eed of these

troublesome inti'uders.

Dahlias.—Roots of these not required for forcing,

may now be planted five feet asunder, and three or four

inches deep in the open ground. Those in heat must

have the cuttmgs taken off as they attain sufficient

length, to be struck in bottom heat ; and when rooted,

potted off^, and repotted as they may requii-e it. Water-
ing, shading, and giving aii-, must not be omitted.

Where the plants are weak and spindling, time will

be saved by striking the tops, as they will make better

plants for blooming than those struck early, imless they

have been growing on. Seedlings^ where there is suffi-

cient space and time, should he potted off singly into

small pots ; but where this cannot be done, they should

be planted round the edges of 6-inoh pots, which will

strengthen them for theu" final honi.e.

Pansics growing in pots, under glass, require plenty

of air and water, and will be greatly benefited by a

little liquid manure once a-week. Side shoots should

now be taken off and struck, which will make fine

flowering plants to succeed those now^ in bloom. Those
in beds must be secured from wind, the soil loosened,

and top-di'cssed with rotten mamn'e. Slugs will be

found troublesome ; to entrap which, place a few let-

tuce leaves about the beds, and examine of a morning.

Pinks qnd JJalhjJioclcs.—Attend to the directions

given last month.

Pohjanthuses.—Protect from hail-storms and cold

winds. Attend to the seedlings, marking only those

possessing all the desired properties.

Phloxes.—Plants 'of these, struck from cuttings,

should now be repotted, and by degrees hardened off

to their summer quarters. Older kinds, of which roots

are growing in the open borders, may now be increased

by di'i'ision. Attend to the potting off the different

varieties of P. Drummondii, as soon as large enough to

handle.

Sanuncuhaes.—As these appear above ground,
that they are not raisplaced by worms or other acci-

dents. A watering of lime water will be found of

advantage in bringing the worms to the surface. As
soon as they are safely up, water occasionally with
weak manure water, and loosen the soil.

Tulips.—Protect from cold winds, hail-stoims, and
fi-osty nights, by netting thrown over hoops, but suffi-

ciently high to allow of light. Mats will also be re-

quired w^hen the w'cather is severe, but then only, as

the plants are growing fast, and are greatly injured by
too much or too close coverings. T. B.

FRUIT-GARDEN.—IN-DOOR DEPART-
MENT-

Pinery.—Dii-ectly the principal part of the summer
crop are out of bloom, attention must be paid to their

swelling, by removing all suckers except what are abso-

lutely required for stock, and where particularly fine

fruit is wished for, all should be removed. The fruit

will require tying to a stake to keep it in an erect posi-

tion, a circumstance of some consequence where hand-
some fruit is the object. Means must likewise be adopted
to increase the atmospheric moisture, which, if the house
or pit is moderately light, wiU reqnii-e all yom diligcnca

to keep it up to the proper pitch. We are not very
partial to much syringing, and dislike raising steam, by
poui-ing water on the hot sm-face of the heating appa-
ratus. By far the best plan is to proride a constant

supply of vapour, from evaporating pans or open cis-

terns ; however, after a hot drying day, the syringe

may be used with benefit ; our objection is to its indis-

criminate use at all times, and states of the w^eather.

Shut up early in the .afternoon, and if you have no
means of aerating them through the night, give air

slightly and early in the morning. Water now when
either the bed or pots are the least dry, occasionally

giving weak manure water; the night temperature
may be 65 degrees, rising to 90 on bright days.

Succession Plants.^ in pots, will have been potted ; if

the bottom heat is somewhere about 85 or 90 degrees,

and the top heat can be kept between 65 and 90, with
a good supply of air and moisture, they will grow just

as fast as you wish, particularly if in dung pits. If

planted out, they will not make such rapid growth at

first ; but when established in the free soil, will soon

outgrow their pot companions, and theii" broad leaves

and dark colour' will then show you they are in corur

fortable quarters. As, in all cases. Pine plants should

be raised as near the glass as is possible, it will be
necessarj', during bright days in this month, to shade

sligbtl}'", particularly if the houses are light j the culti-

vator must be guided by this in applying his shading,

bearing in mind it is far better to shade too little than
too much. Four hours in the hottest day we consider

sufficient, and a double net or thin canvass quite enough.

Vinery.—Grapes beginning now to colour must be

kept drier, and have as much air as can consistently be

admitted ; the night temperatm-e may remain at 65 de-

grees, unless you want to hurry your crop, when it

may be raised a degree or two ; the finishing process

would, however, (particiilarlj'' with Hamburg's,) go on
all the better, with a tcniperatm'c of only 60 degrees.

Take off all extra growth, and if red spider attack the

foliage, coat over the pipes some dull day with a mix-
ture of sulphm' and lime, adding a little size to make
it adhere to the pipes.

The second crop will now require thinning and the

usual rOTitine of stopping, &c. In this and the houses

now breaking, much care "svill be necessary, this severe

frosty weather, to prevent the external air coming in

immediate contact with the tender foliage. If no means
are applicable to admit air, except by the upper sashes,

Tfi3 =
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nail some cheeseclotli canvass over the apertxiros, to

treak the cm-rent, and prevent its mjuring the leaves.

Allien a regulai- supply of Grapes is kept up hy suc-

cessional houses, bring these on as circumstances re-

quire.

Pay particular attention to the borders covered by
litter, &c. The severe weather we have experienced

will render a turning over necessary, adding fresh ma-
terial, to keep up a genial heat for some time yet. The
present dry weather has been a favourable opportiuiity

for carting in fi-esh loam for borders, &c., and noAV is

an excellent time for the piu'pose. As so much has been

wiitten on this subject, we refi'ain from again mooting

the question, reserving it for a separate article. J. S.

Fiffs.—Raise the temperature of the fig-honse as the

season advances. Continue a hmnid atmosphere until

the crop approaches maturity, then exclude all watering

until the fruit is cleared oif.

Feaches.—As a general rule in disbudding Peach

ti'ces, the bearing wood of the present year should be

divested of all shoots, except the tonninal one and those

issuing from near the base. When a deficiency occurs

in any part of the trees, more may be laid in. Always
sooiu-e adventitio\is shoots that break from the main
branches and are favourably placed, in order that the

whole siu'face of the ti'ees may be furnished with fi-uit-

producing Avood. Tie the whole of the young shoots

loosely to the trellises, so that the greatest amount of

foliage may be exposed to solar influence—a matter of

paramoimt importance dm-ing the critical process of

stoning the frait. Thin the fruit to about six inches

apait. The condition of a given tree may, however,

require a deviation from this rule. If a gross growth

be perceived, it wUl be well to thin as little as possible

until the fruit is considerably advanced beyond stoning,

which will tend to subdue superfluous vigour. "Water

the borders liberally if they require it, and complete all

operations having a tendency to disarrange the economy
of the -trees previous to the stoning of the fruit. The
temperjiture of the house must be kept as steadily as

possible between 58 and 60 degrees, and avoid sudden

rises by sun-heat by ventilating early in the morning.

Secure a moist-growing atmosphere by sjTinging the

ti"ees every fine day, and frequently sprinkling the floor

of the house. As soon as the stoning is completed

gradually raise the temperature and close earlier in the

day. Should insects infest the trees the remedies pre-

viously recommended, if persevered in, will etfectually

exterminate them. The same care and attention will

be requisite in the management of the secondary house

as for the fli'st. Advantage may be taken of the in-

creased amoimt of solar influence by ventilating more
freely, syringing more copiously, and closing earlier.

Strmvbcrries.—Give those that are swelling their fruit

liberal doses of liquid manure. Pass the hand gently

over the trusses of those that are in flower, for the piu--

pose of assisting the thfiiision of the pollen- Ventilate

freely and constantly. As soon as the fruit begins to

ripen discontinue watering, and place the plants close to

the glass to enhance its colour and flavour. M. S.

Cucumber House.—In this department previous direc-

tions must be attended to. See that the plants are not

over crowded with wood and foliage, and never allow

them to bear heavy crops of fruit at one time, as this

bi-ings on a prematiu'e decay. A few inches of fresh

son over the surface of the bed, when the plants have
been in bearing for a time, will greatly benefit them
and improve the appearance of the house. Shading
must now be attended to, as the sun acts very power-
fully ; and as cold cutting winds must be avoided, it will

be next to impossible to regulate the heat by air without
nmning to cither exti-eme, and doing irreparable damage
to the healthy foliage. The shading I use is a woollen

wm^^'

n«t, as it admits a portion of light without the sun's

rays acting suddenly upon the plants ; the walls and
paths must be kept moist by frequent sprinkling with
the syiinge, and the house should be shut up early in

the afternoon so as to increase the temperature by sun-
heat from SO to 90 degrees.

Dmig Bed.—Continue to remove all useless and super-

fluous shoots and leaves, never allowing one leaf to be
shaded by another, as that only exhausts the plant to

the detriment of the fruit. Continue to earth up and
sm-faee the bed, as this keeps a healthy atmosphere. If

thrip makes its appearance, the syringe must be applied

fireely and frequently on hot days. "When giving ail'

with stich cutting winds as now prevail, I find it a good
practice to place over the opening a piece of old mat, so

that the air does not rush in upon the plants in a strong

current, but is sifted through the small meshes of the

old mat. If the linings ai-e very hot, I frequently on
hot siumy days run a can of water round the insides of

the frameSj as it prevents the soil and dimg being burned,

which is not a condition that suits the cucumber, and
is not rmfi'equently the principal cause of crooked
unsightly fruit. Seed must now be sown of the most
esteemed short prickly varieties for out-door or ridge

culture, which I will enter into more fully in my next.

In the meantime, dung and leaves must be collected-;

ready for the ridges.

Melons.—The same attention must be paid in earthing

up as for the Cucumber, but the soil must be pressed or

ti-odden in fiimer and surfaced over with loose soil to

prevent its cracking. I always plant single plants tivo

to a light, and train one shoot to the fi'out and one to

the back from each plant, pinching out all other shoots

that start from the base of the plant ; but never stop the

leading shoots until they reach the back and front of the

frame. All laterals are stopped at the first joint if they

show fruit before the plants are strong enough to bear

it. Pinch it out and allow as many of the friut to come
into bloom at the same time as possible, for by so doing

the fruit is more likely to swell equally. When the bloom
is fuUy expanded, impregnate the same as for Cucum-
bers. Avoid dribbliugs of water; but when necessary

give a thorough soaking. Be sure that the plants are

kept thin, so that the wood may become firm. If any
canker appears upon the collar of the plants, apply fi-esh-

slaked lime.

Vegetable Marroic.—Make a sovving at once of the

short-jointed or French Com'ge a la moelle, as they will

fruit in a frame, and prove very serviceable before the

out- door planted are fit for iise. W. T.

FRUIT-GAEDEN.—OUT-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

The weU-dning of Peach and Nectaiine trees greatly

depends on the ripeness of the previous year's shoots ^

it is, therefore, of the highest importance to preserve

the young shoots of the current year from injury, so

that they may complete their growth, and be properly

matured' before the dull cold weather of autumn sets in.

If the flr.st shoots are destroyed or injured, either by
insects or frost, the later growths never get properly

matured, unless the trees are growing in a very porous

soil, and in a favourable situation. The young shoots

ai-e very liable to the attacks of green fly, which, if not

destroyed on theii' fu-st appearance, wUl greatly retard,

and otherwise injure them. Tobacco water is, how-
ever, both a preventive and cure for this evil ; a slight

syringing with it occasionally, -nTll keep the shoots

clear of them. AVith regard to spring frosts, much dif-

ference of opinion exists as to theu- injurious effects on

wall trees. There are those- who dispute the utiHty of

protecting tliem in the spring; such persons, I con-

ceive, have gained the chief of their experience in some

I

si;t.
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favoured locality. It would not be so difficult to recon-

cile the various statements made on this subject, if all

the relative facts were given with the statements. It

should be borne in mind that circumstances alter cases

;

what is beneficial at one place, may not be so at an-

other. Last year was a most trying one for wall trees :

the 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, and 21st of AprU, we had
hcavj- snow-storms, with hoar-ti-ost. The shoots of

Peacli and Nectarine trees, w^hich were at that time

from an inch to two inches long, were completely de-

stroyed. Apricots, which were as lai'ge as beans, were
fi'ozen through, and tiu'ued blacli:. The consequence

was, many of the ti'oes died, and those that were left,

now show the e'\Hs of uni-ipened wood, the sap enuling

from every part of the young shoots. Now, had those

trees been protected, although the fruit might have suf-

fered, the trees themselves would not have been so much
injured as to cause their loss. As much, or more, mis-

chief is done by the sun, after a frost, than by the frost

itself. If for this pui'pose only, protection would be

beneficial. The above observations may, perhaps, en-

gage attention, as to the utility of protecting wall-trees,

in a greater degree than a mere recommendation to

do it.

Peach, Nectarine, and Ajiricot.—In some favourable

and early situations, it may be necessary to commence
disbudding at the latter end of the month, but generally

very little is required before the following month.
Raspberry.— Take an early opportunity to break

doivu aud level the rough clods about the stools, before

the suckers commence growing. The whole of the

shoots of the douhle-hearing should now he cut do^Ti to

within a few inches of the ground. This is a most
valuable variety for autimin use.

Strawbernj.—Loosen the sm'face soil between the

plants, so that they may receive the full benefit of the

sun and wann showers. The common hoe is a very
improper tool for this pui-pose. A piece of iron rod,

tlu-ee-eighths of an inch in diameter, made in the form,

of a sickle, v\dth a chisel end, the turn being about ten

inches, and fixed to a long handle, will be foimd a most
elftctive and useful implement for the pm'pose of

loosening the soil.

Orchard.—Head down newly planted young fruit-

trees : stake securely, and nudch with litter all those

recently planted. In some soils and situations, if the

weather should prove very diy, it may be necessary to

water them. Tie espalier ti'ees. Strew a little fi"esh

slacked lime round about the stems of Gooseberry trees,

and rake it in. This will be a means of preserving the

trees from the ravages of the caterpillar.

The destruction of TTasps should be most particu-

larly persevered in, at this season, by the fruit-grower.

Every w^asp now destroyed would, a few months hence,

he the parent of thoujiands. H. C. 0.

KITCHE]Nr GARDEN, AND VEGETABLE
FORCING.

The main crop of Broccoli should be so'mi the beginning
of the month, in a situation free from the shade of trees,

but sheltered fi-om sweeping "Nvinds. The seed should
be soAvn broadcast, on four-foot beds, in light, rich soil.

Nets, fi.-ced to frames, should be placed over the beds, to

protect from birds. As soon as tiic plauts are lip, and
the seed-leaves fuUy exijanded, the nets should be
removed, and a good di-essing of slaked lime strewn
over the w-hole of the beds. This will be an effectual

preventive against the fly. Stir the sm-face of the soil

with a pointed stick, and thin the plants with the same.
"When the plants are large enough to handle, transplant
as many as will be required, into beds of the same
description, three or four inches apart, in rows, so that
the Dutch hoe may be frequently woiked amongst them,
until they require a second removal. The following
are first-rate kinds:—Snow's Superb TVinter "White,

Elsdon's ditto. Chappie's Cream, Hammond's Cape,
Green, and Purple ditto, Wilcove, "Walcheren, and
Miller's Dwarf. Sow and treat in the same manner
Brussels' Sprouts, Savoys, Borecole, Suecessioual Cab-
bages, and Cauliflowers. Transplant those that have
been previously sown. Draw the earth about the stems
of early crops, and never allow the sm-face of the soil

to become set. Remove the hand-lights fi-om off Caxdi-

flower plants, about the middle of the month, if the

weather be favourable. Plant general crops of Potatoes,

if possible, on light loamy soil, moderately enriched
with good stable manure. For all late kinds the rows
should be two feet and a-half apart, and the sets nine
inches in the rows. Dutch hoe and earth up the early

kinds, as soon as they require it. Full crops of Carrots
should be got in as soon as possible. Secure a light

sandy piece of groxmd, that has been trenched down
to the subsoU dming w'inter, and fork in, just previous

to sowing, a slight di'cssing of thoroughly decomposed
dimg. If the soil is in good condition, leaf-mould
woxdd answer the pm^pose better ; for if there he much
manm'e near the surface, it will cause the crop to

become forked. Sow in driEs, a foot apiart, and thin

with the di'aw hoe, leaving patches from nine inches

to a foot apart, as soon as the rows are perceptible.

These patches may be singled when the plants get
established. The seed of Carrots should be put m
rather thickly, as they are subject to the attacks of

insects, and covered securely ; for if at all exposed, the

winds will caiTy it away, the seed being of a flimsy
description. Watch for slugs, and in case of attack

apply the rmder-mentioned remedy. Sow and treat in

the same way Blood Red Beet, "ftTiite Beet, Salsafy,

Scorzouera, and Skin-etj also, full crops of Parsnip,

if not done last month. Sow two or three times in

the mouth, Stone, Dwarf Red Stone, which is an ex-

cellent variety. Snowball, or Nonsuch Tmnips. Should
vacancies have ocemTcd in the drills of the Onion
crops, transplanting must be resorted to. Hoe and
keep them thoroughly clear from weeds. They may
be thinned with a three-inch draw hoe, with economy
of labour, and benefit to the plants. Transplant autumn
crops into driUs nine inches apai-t, and five or six inches

in the rows, on deep, rich soil.

French Beans.—Sow^ on a sheltered border Mohawk
of six weeks, the first of the month, and Newington
Wonder, or Wilmot's Forcing, in an open quarter,

towards the latter end. Plant Scarlet Rumicrs in rows,

five feet apart, aud three inches in the rows. Put in

successional crops of New Royal Cluster, Long-pod,
Broad, or Windsor Beans. Make a liberal sowing of

Peas twice in the month of Scimetar, Thm-stou's Re-
liance, ICnight's Dwarf Green Marrow, Hair's Dwarf
Green Mammoth, linight's Marrow, aud Flack's Victory.

Earth up and stake early crops. Instead of sowing the
present and later crops in the common way, prepare
trenches as for Celery, fill them to within five or six

inches of the surface of the ground with good, rich,

manm-e, slightly cover it with soil, and sow the Peas.

The benefit to be derived from this plan will be such a
vigorous growth as will completely set at defiance the

attacks of mildew.
Blanch Scakale by covering the crowns with Sea-

kale pots or inverted flower-pots. "\A'Tiere these are not
at hand, place ovjr the beds a sufficient thickness of old

tan, sawdust, or cinder ashes. Make new plantations, if

required, upon well prepared ground. Whether the
soil be light or strong, it is indispensable, for the pro-
duction of good crowns, that it be rich, and thi-ee or

four feet in depth. Light soil is most suitable to this

vegetable ; but if a tenacious one becomes a matter of

necessity, it may be much improved hy intermixing,
dm-ing the treucliing of it, a quantity of clear, shai-p

sand, and forming beds six feet wide, with 8-inch aBeys
cleared out to the subsoil ; this will have the double
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advantage of increasing the depth of the soil, and being
a means of drainage. Sow seed in nursery beds having
a similar preparation. Sow an abundance of curled

parsley. Ayres' Giant is a very superior kind. Sow
Fennel, Borage, Marjoram, and other kinds of herbs.

Make new plantations, if wanted, of Thj'me, Tansy,

Tarragon, Eue, Sage, and all sorts of Mints. Sow
seeds for late crops of Celery, and transplant those sown
in February and March, four inches apart, in light, rich

soU, and protect with frames. Stir the soil after water-

ing. If the celery fly attack the plants, serve it a notice

to quit, by taking up the plants and dipping them in

tobacco water, and replanting them. Sow and plant

out successional crops of lettuces twice a-month, and
stir the surface of the soil amongst them as frequently.

Keep up a supply of Radishes, Mustard, and Cress.

The severe weather of last month will have consider-

ably retarded the progress of most early crops ; there-

fore extra attention will be required in the application

of the means of promoting their growth. Let weeds
be no sooner seen than destroyed ; and keep the surface

of the soil continually porous among all crops, as this

admits the free ingress of both air and rain.

There is no one thing in kitchen gardening that re-

quires more unceasing attention than the destruction of

insect pests; for, TLotwithstanding the subjection under
which most gardeners strive to keep them, but a month
or two's neglect at this season will suffice for them to

emerge, in myriads, into active existence, destroying in

rapid succession Peas, Beans, Lettuces, Cauliflowers,

young Broccolis, and the like crops, which, once de-

voured, cannot at least be replenished this season, so as

to come in at their respective seasons of maturity.

Amongst the most destructive of all these may be men-
tioned slugs ; and the following recipe, if properly fol-

lowed up, will keep them under due subjection. In-

spect all such crops, as above mentioned, early in the

morning, and after every shower ; if any are perceived,

strew lime over the whole surface of the ground on a

sunny morning, and continue the dose uutU their ravages

are stayed.

WILD FLOWERS OF APRIL.
The wild flowers to be met with this month may he
divided into two classes—those properly belonging to

April and the beginning of May, as the especial flowering

months, and those which have a longer period of blos-

soming lasting throughout several succeeding months,
and now beginning to show their earliest flowers.

Under the tu'st head come several of the Monocoty-
Icdonous division, generally, as a whole, flowering earlier

than the Dicotyledons.

Oreliis niascula.

Opkri/s aranifera.

FfitiUaria Meleagris.

TuUpa sifhestYis.

Hyaeiii tli lis non-scrvptiis.

Oniithogahini tonbcUatwn,

Salix : many species.

Beiida alba.

Buxiis sempervirens.

Mercwialis peremiis.

Enipctrum nigrtim.

Frimula elatior.

Primula veris.

Of the second class, a great number of plants noil be
found in flower towards the end of the month, especially

if the season be forward; among them may be noticed
particularly those of the natm-al order Cruciferic, Saxi-
frages, the species of Ji/ljcs, many of the Alsinaceous
Cai'yopbyllea?, as Cerastiian, Stellaria., &c., Rosacea,
especially the species of Fijrus, Fruniis, &c. Also, several
Geraiuaceous, Leguminous, Labiate, and Eanuncu-
laceous plants.

Ci/clamen europceam.

Veronica vcrna.

Veronica- friphyllos.

Scrophularia vernalis.

Totentilla veriia.

Holosteum umhcllatnm.

Dcntaria bulbifera.

Cardamine pratemis,

Cardamine amara.
Fraba aizoides.

Anemone Fulsatilla,

Anemone apennina.

The field botanist wiU not, indeed, collect many
plants to advantage in this month, since, for preservation

in herbaria, the specimens are usually best gathered
late in the season, as the later flowering examples are

then met with in company with the fruit of the earlier

individuals. But, putting out of consideration the de-

lightful sensations derived from the contemplation of

the renoAval of active life, which a stroll in the country

at this season aifords, the botanist w^ill not find excur-

sions altogether useless, even if he do not gather many
flowers. Many points yet require to be cleared up,

even with regard to common plants, as to characters of

the vegetative portions of them when out of flower, the

aspect and foliation of young specimens, the mode of

propagation of the perennial herbaceous kinds, &c.,

which can only be inquu-ed into at this season. Of
the Cryptogamic plants also, especially of Mosses, this

month affords an abundant harvest. A. H.

ANIMAL KINGDOM.
Ornithology.—April, with its sunshine and its showers,

brings to our shores a large portion of those little wan-
derers who come to rear their young amongst our
woods and flelds ; for although one or two may have
been seen or heard during the last few days of March,
still there is no general arrival until April has set in.

The first heard is generally the Chiff Chaff {Sylvia

/lippolais), kno^Ti by its peculiar notes, from which it

takes its name—it frequents woods and plantations;

then the "Wheat Ear {Saxicola ccnanthe), upon ploughed
lands and commons; the "Wryneck {Ymix forqiiilla), or

as it is often called, the Snake Bird, from the peculiar

flexibility of its head and neck, amongst old fruit ti'ees

in gardens and orchards. The call note of this bir'd is

of so strange a character that it cannot fail to attract

the attention of the most careless observer ; then follow

in quick succession, the "Willow Warbler {Sylvia trochi-

liis). Black Cap {Citrriica atricapilla), Garden Warbler
{Ciirnwa Jiortensis),an<i'White Thi'oat {Ciirrtica cinerea'),

they frequent the outskirts of woods, small plantations,

and gardens. The "White Throat {Ciirruca cinerea'),

may also be found pretty numerous on commons that

are thicldy overgrown with furze, amongst which it

may be heard repeating its short gnttm'al call notes.

Rising at intervals for about a dozen yards in the air,

it performs such grotesque and strange antics, as

would put the most renouTied polka dancer to the

blush ; during this performance, it utters the few short

notes that compose its song—it is the most nmnerous
of our summer birds.

Then comes that queen of songsters the Nightin-

gale {Fhilomela liiseinia^; she it is who makes our

woods echo with her delicious melody. Who can name
a greater treat, than to take one's seat on a stile or gate,

on a calm moonlight night, upon the outskirts of some
copse, or wood, which is the dwelling place of this bird of

Paradise—for .such should have been its name—and
there listen to such music poured from its little throat,

as cannot fail to charm the most uncultivated ear.

The Nightingale generally prefers those trees which are

of a springy natui'e, taking u]) its abode near to some
gurgling brook.

The Swallow {Hiriindo rnstica^, Martin {Uirnndo
urbica')^ Sand Martin {Flinindo riparia), and Redstai't

{Flmnicura rtiticilla), also make their appearance this

month ; the latter may be seen in orchards and parks,

preferring open places to the thick cover of woods.

The Cuckoo (
Ciwiiliis canorus) also comes to visit his

old haunts at this time. Where is there a person who
does not feel a sort of inward pleasme when he hears

the Cuckoo's voice for the fb-st time in the season

—

green fields, and warm and shady lanes, scented with
the White Thorn and the Blue BeU, such spots where
lovers delight to roam, are brought to the mind's eye,
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by the; Cuckoo's magic note ; he tells us, as plain as

bird can tell, that there is a good time coming ; he loves

to haunt those woods and plantations that border upon
heaths and commons.

Among-st the reeds and sedges that grow by the sides

of rivers, ditches, and other aquatic places, a very in-

teresting, and, to my idea, a happy little bird maj' be

heard. To see him is another thing, for that is a diffi-

culty, although he wUl allow you to apijroach within a

few feet of his retreat—to discover him amongst the

thick cover by which he is smTounded is almost an im-

possibility. You may hear his fimny little song of
" Chid, chid, chiddy—chid, chid, chiddy!" proceeding

from the thick cover, and you may imagine that by
striking near the spot with yoiu' stick, or flinging in

a stone, you can di'ive him from his retreat—vain

hope ; a pause in his song succeeds the blow—expecta-

tion is at the highest, when the note of the Swallow
falls upon the ear, it appears to proceed from the centre

of the bush—strange place for such a bird—that is

followed in quick succession by the notes of the Sky-
lark, Sparrow, Keed Bunting {Embcrha schmnidus),

and many others, although no such birds are to be seen

near the spot. This, kind reader, may appear to you
like magic, and so it is ; it is the magic of your Chid,

chid, chiddy friend, the Sedge Warbler {Salicaria

phragmitis), or Mocking Bii-d, as merry a little fellow

as ever was decked in feathers. H. W.

Ichthyology.—The noblest aspiration of man is

his thirst after knowledge, and his chief characteristic

the power which he possesses of communicating this

knowledge to others by records, which not only en-

lighten his cotemporaries, but, sur"\dving the time in

which they were written, render the attainments of

each age subser\'ient to those of succeeding generations

;

so that not only individuals, but the race is susceptible

of progressive improvement. At no previous period

has this aspiration after knowledge been so general and
intense, or the records calculated to diffuse it, so

numerous— so almost overwhelming as at present.

And, strange to say, that while the press teems with
elementary works, upon almost all departments of

natm'al history, it may be said that the language
possesses no work devoted to the consideration of fishes

as a R.iCE of beings. I Avish opportunity was aflordcd

to me of entering fully into the subject of Ichthyology

;

and, avoiding, as much as possible, the diy abstraction

of the science, to lay before my readers an account of

the structure and functions of that great class of beings.

The study of Ichthyology is vast in its extent, and
engrossing in the interest it excites, as involving in its

pm-suit considerations of the greatest importance and
utility, not only as far as regards the place which fishes

hold in the mighty scale of creation, hut also in respect

to theii' economical and commercial relations. Whether
I may at another time caiTy into effect my "washes

depends upon a variety of circumstances ; meanwhile
I propose to offer to my present readers some desidtory

sketches concerning the structure and functions of fish,

in the hope of attracting the attention of the student to

this most interesting depaiinnent of natural history, in

which he cannot fail to find unanswerable illustrations

of the wisdom, and goodness, and power of the Creator.

I must, however, at this time, merely endeavour to

impress upon my reader, that, independently of aU the

other attractions of the pursuit of Ichthyology, in study-

ing the economy of Fishes, he is studying, indirectly,

that of animated natui'e in general. Nor, perhaps, is

any individual department of Zoology so much adapted
as this to give him an insight into the science in general.

Ranking, as Fishes do, as the lowest of the vertebrate

ti-ibes, they are, of course, but one remove from the
avertebrate ; and their relation to both is, consequently,

so intimate that they may be said to form a kind of

atepprng-stone between the two great families into
which the whole animal kingdom is divided. From
this point, equi-distant almost from the lowest and from
the highest in the scale, our prespect is, perhaps, less
limited than from any other. In studying the averte-
brate animals; in general, so vast is the expanse between
them and the highest order of vertebrate, that the
imagination often pants in vain to trace any analogy;
and the same thing occm-s if we begin with the latter,

and endeavour to establish points of connection between
them and the insignificant beings at the other extremity
of the chain. But, beginning with the study of Fishes,
we stand, as it were, upon a point in the centi-e of the
immense prospect, and ai-e enabled, without any great
effort, to grasp the whole. Nothing is too low, nothing
is too high, for om- immediate application. We recognise
everywhere the relations in which the tribe stands, as
well to the most abject, as to the most exalted of created
beings ; and the soul is raised at once to the praise and
adoration of that Being whose might, wisdom, and
goodness are everywhere conspicuous, and who has
made man capable of perceiving, in some degree, the
infinite perfection of His manifold works.

But I must not more digress. This is April, and it

is now that river fish issue forth from their wintry re-

ti'eats, and glide softly and quickly—now rising, now
sinking, and now progressing swiftly onwards through
the liquid element. The angler's season commences.
He puts his rods, and lines, and hooks, in order ; and
takes care that his taclde is all right for the ensuing-
campaign. The weather, however, is stiU too cold for

these "fauy creatm-es" to disport freely and gladly in
the waters. The perch—the bright-eyed perch, with
fius of Tyrian dye—scarcely ventures even towards the
sru'face

; for the heaven is ever and anon o'ereast, as if

"gleams of sunshine from a wintry sky" still illu-

mined, rather than warmed, the face of creation. There-
fore does the " yellow carp, in scales bedropped with
gold," not expose himself to the insidious bait of the
angler's temptation; and the "swift trout, diversified

with crimsoned stains," will as yet not rise to, or dart
at, the most nicely adjusted, but stUl delusive fly. The
Naiads of our streams, during the precarious month of
April, therefore, afford little sport. The winter has
scarcely yet elapsed ; although their bright scales al-

ready begin to brighten, and become more deeply
coloiu-ed and variegated as the sun rises in the ascend-
ant. Nevertheless, besides the Carp, the Perch, and
the Trout, we have in this mouth Eoach and Dace, and
the tyi'annous Pike, whose maiwellous voracity renders
him the terror of the finny tribe. The Bream, Flounder,
and Pilchard, also, are now in what goirrmands con-
sider prime condition ; and Herrings and Sprats, also,

come forth to be offered up at the shrine of culinary
art. It was given to man that he should have domi-
nion over the birds of the air, the beasts of the fields,

and the fish of the sea ; and the natm-al instincts and
habits of each class and order of created beings, sug-
gest, every successive mouth, reflections which lead us
in admiration onwards from Natm-e up to Nature's God.

J. S. B.

Entomology.—The increasing temperature of the
season exercises a threefold influence on the development
of the insects : firstly, upon such as are now hatched
from eggs deposited in the preceding autumn by the
parent insects, which died immediately after they had
completed that operation ; secondly, upon such species

as were hatched from the eggs during the preceding
autumn, but which have remained in the larva or cater-

pillar state until the present time, passing the winter
months in a state of lethargy ; and thirdly, those which,

having passed through the larva state in the preceding

summer or autunm, have remained throughout the

'mw^
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"winter in the chrysalis or pupa state, and are now deve-
loped as perfect insects, each ready to continue its kind.

It is on this account, rather than from the amount
of the positive mischief which those newly-developed
perfect insects commit, that the destruction of such of

them as are injurious to the cultivator, is to be recom-
mended. It is, however, far different with those spe-

cies which now awaken to life with all the avidity of

appetite, shai-pcned by their long fast through the win-
ter, or by the natural craving for large supplies of food

possessed by all newly-bom animals. Hence the inju-

ries which are committed on vegetation, and especially

upon fruit- trees, are now of the most serious kind ; for,

feeding on the blossom buds, they devour thorn in

gi'eater numbers than at a later period, from their not
being yet fully expanded, and consequently affording a

smaller amount of food. Such are the larvce of various

small Moths, which feed on the buds of om- wall-fruit-

trees, fastening the gradually expanding leaves into a

mass by means of their sti-ong webs ; eating out the

heart of the mass, and thus destroying the hopes of the

cultivator for the season. Hand-picking, therefore,

should now he carefully followed, and all old shreds

and dead leaves removed, as these form harbours for the

destructive insects.

The Earwig, now, will also often he foimd in turning

up the mould of the garden ; but all the individu; Is

shoidd be destroyed, as they are females, and in a short

time each will be found brooding over its mass of eggs,

and tending its young with as much assiduity as a hen
brooding over her chickens,—a remarkable peculiarity,

entirely at variance with the ordinary proceedings of

insects, which die soon after laying their eggs, instinct

teaching them to deposit them in situations where the

young wiU find a supply ofproper food. Every individual

ofthe Common Wasj) now seen should also be destroyed,

as they also are all females, and each wiU otherwise be-

come the foundress of a new nest. Various kinds of Moths
will also now be found, by carefully looking over the

pales of gardens and fields, gates, &c. Many kinds of

Wild Bees, and other insects, are now to be seen, col-

lecting the pollen from the sallow, now in full blossom.

At this season, also, the collector will obtain much suc-

cess by digging at the roots of trees for the chrysalides

of Moths
;
great care must, however, be taken in re-

moving them from their retreats, and in placing them
in artificial cages and in earth, kept as nearly at the

same degree of moisture as that from which they were
taken. Now that vast numbers of species of all the orders

are daily arriving at the perfect state, we can, only fur-

nish a list of the most conspicuous or inj urious species.

CoLEoPTEEA. Cavobus violaceus.—At roots of trees,

and under stones.

Carabus nemoralis. In gardens.

Carabus monilis. On heaths, and in sandy places.

Brachinus crepitans (the Bombardier-beetle). In
sand-pits and understones.

Droimus quadrimaculahis^ and several other species

of the genus. Under bark of ti'ees.

Steropus m^didns.

Omasens nigrita.

Abax strioln, and other ) Under stones,

species of large black Sar-
palid(c.

Pmcihts cupreus. \

Amara vulgaris, and f Running in pathways in

other metallic - coloured j
fields in the sun.

.H(7rjyff^^V^^ (Ground-beetle). / •

Lopha pmcila.

Tacligpus celer.

Beriibidiiim flavipc-s, and
many other small species of

Bembidiidce.

Bydroporus .5-;

Colymbetes paludosiis.

At roots of grass, and on
moist hanks.

In ponds and ditches.

1^^^^^^

DyticKS marginalis^ and \

a QTcat numter of species of / y , it,.
Water-beetles (Dyticidmj ^" P''"'^^ ^"'^ ^^'=^''^-

of all sizes. /

Gyrinus natator (the Whirl-wig) .—On the sui-face

of water.

Cercyon quisquilium. \

Sphmridium scarabeeotdes
(

Aj^hodius fossor, I j, ,

Ulster unicolor, and a/ ^"

great number of species of
j

these genera. /
Necrophorus Vespilh, and other species of Siljihidw.

—In dead animals and canion.
Staphyliiius olens, and a vast number of species of

StaphylinidiC.—In dung, moss, rotten fungi, &c.
Meloe proscarabxus.

Mehe violaceus.

Btinusfur.—In houses.

\ On heaths and commons.

In paths, and banks
corn-fields, &c.

of

On grass and nettles at

bottom of hedge-rows,
&c.

JElater mari?zm,

Mater segetis, and other

species of Click-beetles.

Ohrysomela polita.

Chysomela sanguinoUnta.

Timarcha tenebricosa, and
other species of Chrysome-

lidm (Plant-beetles).

HYMENOPTERi. Vcspia Vulgaris. The Common Wasp.
Female.—In lanes and gardens.

Andrena nigro cenea. ^.

Androia fidoa, and a f Blossoms of willows,
number of species of this

j
gooseberry, &c,

genus of Bees. /

Bombiis campestris.—In fields.

Anthopliora retusa.—In gardens.

Lepidoptera. Vanessa Atcdanta (the Eed Admiral
Butterfly).—In lanes and woods.

Vanessa lo (the Peacock Butterfly).—Ditto.

Lycce.na Plikcas (the small Copper Butterfly).

—

Grassy commons.
Macroglossa steUatarum (the Humming-Bii-d Hawk-

Moth).—In gardens.

Endromus versicolor (the Glory of Kent).—On trunks
of trees in woods.

Scoliopteryx libatrix (the Herald Moth).- On Poplar
trunks and palings.

Orthosia gothica (the Hebrew Character).—Hedges.
Semiopliora instabilis (the Drab Moth).—Fallows

and osier beds.

Orthosia cruda (the Small Quaker).—Willows.
Sadena lithorhiza (the Eaiiy Grey).—On palings.

Miselia Apiilitia (the Marvel du Jour),—Skirts of

woods.
Cucullia serophularics (the Water Betouy Moth).

—

Palings and gardens. .

Brepha notha and Parthenias.—Blossoms of willows.

Biston Mrtarius (the Brindled Beauty).—On trunks

of oaks.

Geometra illtmaria (the Early Thorn).—Shady groves.

Odontopera bidentaria (the Scalloped Hazel).—Skirts

of woods.
Larentia cervinaria (the Scarce Tissue).—Gai'dens

and pales.

Eumia cratagata (the Brimstone Moth).—Hedges
and woods.

Lampropteryx suffiimata (the Water-Carpet Moth).

—

Open places in woods.

Lampropteryx badiata (the Shoulder-Stripe).
|
Skirts

of woods.
Carpocapsa TJlicetana (the Light-striped Edge).

—

Fui-ze on commons.
DiPTERA. Bej'is clavipes.—On palings near mea-

dows.
Bomhylitts major and mediae.—In open places in

woods, hovering in the sunshine. J. 0. W.
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OASTROLOBIUM HUGEI.II. l(ii

GASTliOLOBIUM HUGELII.

Nat. Order, LiicuMiNos^E i r^Pit.ioNACK.w.

GENERIC CiiAnACTEn.— Gastrolobium, 7^. JBf.—Calpx cam- ; tate, ovoid sub-glubose, inflated ; st'crfA-stropliiulatt;.— (i?/i(//it7fc

pauulate, five-tootlied at the apex, two-lipped, CorvJla papili-

onaceous, petals with short elaws ; standard broadly orbiculatc,

emnrginate, rather exeeediny: the oblong u-i/ie/i:. Kect oblnnfr,

obtuse, a little shorter than the winjjfs. Stamens ten, free,

filaments glabrous. Ocary stipitate with two ovules; stytc

ftliform, ascending ; stigma thin, sub-capitate. Legume stipi-

Gmi. Fluiii.)

Gastrolobium IIugelii.— Hugel's Gastrolobium. — Stem

rigid, repeatedly three-forked, haii-y ; leaves in whorls of three,

cordate-orbiculate, obtuse, with a longish awn. Flowers axil-

lary, peduncles longer than the calyx ; calyx teeth acute, cili-

ated ; corolla deep yellow.

BESCmPTION.—A dwarf slirub, witli rigid stems repeatedly di\'ided into tliree, by opposite

branching ; hairy. The leaves are almost orbiculate, with a cordate base, sessile, and pro-

vided with a long awn at the obtuse apex ; they are arranged in whorls of three, and from their

axils arise the single pedicels, so that the flowers are also in whorls of three. The pedicels,

somewhat longer than the calyx, are without bracts. The five-toothed, two-lipped calyx has

acute cUiated teeth. The corolla is of a deep yellow colour, \\dth a large, transversely

expanded, rellexed, and deeply bifid standai'd ; the wings are incurved, overarching the

keel.

HiSTOKT.—The plant from which om- figure is taken was raised from seeds sent by Mr.

Drmnmond from Swan River. It is in the j^ossession of Messrs. Knight and Pei-rj', Exotic

Nursery, Chelsea. The drawing was made in August of last year ; but like its congeners

it may be exijected to prove an early summer-blooming plant.—A. H.

CuLTiTKE.—This very pretty addition to the Gasti'olobiums appears likely to flower more

profusely than most species of the genus. To grow it to perfection take small healthy jjlants any

time in March, and pot them, if they are well rooted, into pots two sizes larger than those they

were previously growing in, using a compost of rich tm-fy jseat, with about one fourth of turfy

loam, liberally intei-mixed with sand, potsherds, and charcoal broken small. After the plants

are potted, place them in a close frame or intermediate house ; water cautiously for the fii'st few

weeks, but when the plants begin to grow, they may be liberally supplied. Syi'inge them

daily, and keep a moist growing atmosphere. During their growth, take care to train them

careftilly, and stop the stronger growing shoots, until you get the plants into compact form.

If the plants grow jjroperly, they will require a second shift about the end of June, and

probably a third in August ; this, however, will of course depend upon the growth, and the

direction indicates what they ought to do under projDcr management. When the pots are

filled Vi-ith roots, a little clear weak liquid manure water may be used with advantage once

or twice a-week.

Gastrolobiums are very subject to the attacks of red spider ; therefore, keep a sharp eye

upon them, and if you cannot clean them by powerfal syringing with clean water, dust them

over with sulphur for a day or two, and then wash it off again. By this treatment specimens

of considerable size will be produced the first season, which should jiroduce a profusion of

flowers in the second year. After blooming, remove the seed pods immediately, and if

uecessaiy shorten the branches a little to promote compact growth. Keep the plants rather

cool for a short time after blooming ; but when they break, and get into free growth, pot them

if they require it, and grow them in the open air throughout the summer and autumn.

Although the temperature of the intermediate house has been recommended for young plants,

the Gastrolobiums are of course greenhouse jalants. They are propagated by cuttings of the

half ripened wood, taken ofi" in August, and inserted in sand under a bell-glass. Do not place

the cuttings in heat, but let the j)ot stand in a cool frame until the ends of the cuttings are

cicatrized, when by placing them in a gentle heat they wiU emit roots immediately, and may
be potted off in spring.—A.

The name Gastrolobium, comes from gaster, the belly, and lobos, a pod ; and is applied

in consequence of the peculiar form of the seed-pods, which are more or less swollen or inflated.

w
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Intrrli HGntnnti.— €{1? '(ErrtliiDtli—JSuts.

KWHOUGH unnamed in the authorized version of the Scriptures, except in the Apocryphal book of

IX Ecolesiasticus, the Terebinth tree is, according to the concurrent testimony of the ablest biblical

critics, irequently alluded to in the original text. In many of the passages, in which our translation

reads " oak," it is held that the Terebinth is intended—an error of ti'anslation having originated, pro-

bably, in the near resemblance of the Hebrew names, -which are supposed to indicate these two trees,

that of the Oak being Allon, and that of the Terebinth Alah, or

Ailah. The Hebrew Alah is, in many instances, translated by
" plaia," and, in these passages, the proper rendering seems also to

be Terebinth. In one text, Alah is translated " Tiel tree," (Isaiah

vi. 13); a name belonging to the Linden or Lime {Tilia ettropcea);

but there seems no good reason for preferring tliis reading, in the

present instance, and the Terebinth again should rather be under-

stood. In one other passage in our version, it is rendered Elm,

(Hosea iv. 13). The word also occurs in the masculine singular,

in the name i'?-Paran, (Gen. xiv. 6), for which our marginal read-

ings substitute. Plain of Paran, and which we may understand to

mean the Terebinth, or Turpentine tree of Paran. If the two isolated

passages above mentioned are thus allowed to have reference to the

Terebinth ti-ee, then neither the Lime tree, nor the Ebn are men-

tioned in the Bible.

Taking, therefore, the current interpretation, and understanding

the Terebinth to be intended by Alah, we shall briefly glance at the

allusions of the texts in which it occurs. These passages convey

strongly the impression, that the shelter and shade of the Terebinths

constituted them the homes, or resting-places of the nomade wan-
derers of the patriarchal age ; and, in after times, when their de-

scendants became a settled community, a degree of sanctity became

attached to the aged shelterers of their forefathers : and, perhaps,

also, to the trees generally, on that account, irrespective of then-

age or history. That the tree was well adapted for sheltering, the

temporary, or periodical homestead of these " dwellers in tents," is

e-vident,fromEcclus. xxiv. 16, where the writer, in a figure of speech,

refers to its \vide-spread branches. " As the turpentine tree I

stretched forth my branches, and my branches are the branches of

honour and grace." It was, moreover, the thick boughs of a great Oak, (Terebinth), wliich canght

hold of the flowing tresses of the rebelhous Absalom, when fleeing on his mule before liis father's vic-

torious army, (2 Sam. xviii. 9, 10, 14). In accordance -with the -view we have taken, we find, that

when the patriarch Abram, left the laud of bus fathers, to sojom-n in that land wliich God should show

him, his first recorded halting-place was the Plain (Terebinth tree) of Moreh, in the place of Sichem, (Gen.

xii. 6) ; and afterwards he came and dwelt in the Plain (Terebinth grove) of Mami-e, which is in Hebron,

and bmlt there an altar unto the Lord, (Gen. xiii. 18). It was here, we read, that " the Lord appeared

unto Abraham, in the Plain (Terebinth grove) of Moreh ; and he sat in the tent door in the heat of the

day" (Gen. x-viii. 1). In this case, the patriarch, as we learn from the context, desired the heavenly

messengers to rest themselves under the tree. A venerable Terebinth, which, about the commencement

of the Christian era, existed at Mamre, near Hebron, was, by a tradition, old in the time of Josephus,

alleged to be that under which Abraham pitched his tent, as referred to in the texts above quoted.

According to another tradition, this venerable tree sprang from the staft' of one of the angels who ap-

peared there to Abraham. There are recorded in the Bible, other instances of the pitching of tents,

and of sitting, or resting, under Terebinth trees, (Judges iv. 11 ; vi. 11-19 ; 1 Kings xiii. 14).

Besides overspreading and sheltering the patriarchal sanctuaries, and halting-places, the Tere-

binths also cast their venerable shade around the burying-places of their dead. The men of Jabesh

GHead, when they had rescued the remains of Saul and Jonathan from their Philistine conquerors,

"buried their bones under the Oak, (Terebinth^, in Jabesh" (1 Chi-on. x. 12). Jacob also, we are in-

formed, buried, or hid the strange Gods found among his company, under the Oak, (Terebinth), which
was by Sheohem, (Gen. xxxv. 4), where was probably an altar, or sanctuary, which marked the previous

PI5T.\CXA T£REBI>'THTJS.
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halting-place of Abraham. In the after history of the Jewish nation, Ezekiel mentions a perversion of

these primitive sanctuaries—" then- slain men shall be among- then- idols, * * * under every tliick

Oak, (Tei-cbinth), the place where they did offer sweet savom- to all their idols" (Ezek. vi. 13).

The Terebinth tree belongs to the genus Pistacia, of which three or four species are distributed over

various parts of the south of Eoi-ope, Northern Africa, and the Levant. The species considered as the Tere-

binth of the Bible, is the Pistacia. Tcrebintlats of botanists, the source of the Chian, or Cypress tiu-pentine.

It is a deciduous tree, with sprcadingbranchcs, bearing alternate impari-pinnate leaves, having aboutsevcn

ovate-lanceolate leaflets, somewhat rounded at the base, and acute at the tips. The flowers are inconspicu-

ous, disposed in racemes, and succeeded by rounded, somewhat fm-rowed fruit, becoming reddish, and
finally changing to black, or a very dark blue, when ripe ; the kernel, " clammie, fuU of fat, and oilous

in substance, and of a pleasant savom-." The leaves and flowers emit a very resinous odom-, which
is more especially observable at sunset, when the dew is falling, after a very wai-m day.

" The turpentine is px'ocui'ed from the P. Tcrehinthus, by making numerous slight incisions in the

trunk, and principal branches, from the ground as high up the trunk as a man can reach, fr-om the

loth to the 20th of July, according to the Greek Calendar. The Terebinth oozes out of the wounds
made in the bark, and, in a few days, becomes hard and dry, by exposure to the air, as in the case of

the resins produced by the Pine tribe, and with resins generally ; the coloiu' is a bluish or greenish

white. It is collected every morning, fi'om the womids in the trees, with a sj^atula, and is pm-ified

from any extraneous matters that may have stuck to it, by liquefaction by solar heat, and by passing

it thi'ough a sieve. The largest trees of fifty or sixty years growth, with trunks four or five

feet in circumference, do not yield above ten or twelve ounces anniially ; hence the high price of the

article, and its adulteration with Venice tm-pentinc, which is produced from the Larch ; or with common
tui'pentine,which is drawn fi'oni the Scotch Pine. The Terebinth, which is pure, is called the Chian or Cv-
press tm-pentine, (ft-om Chios, the ancient name of Scio) ; and, when unadulterated, it is known from
the common tui'pentine, by being thicker, and possessing a far more agreeable odour ; it is also des-

titute of bitterness and acridity."

—

{Loud. Arh. Brit.)

This tree is not very commonly met with in English gardens, probably in consequence of its not

being thoroughly hardy. It wiU rarely succeed, except in the most sheltered situations in the open

borders, and requii-es a warm and thoroughly drained soil. There is a large, old, but not very hand-

some, plant against the wall in the north-east corner of the garden of the Society of Apothecaries, at

Chelsea, a branch of which has grown above the high wall, and formed a tree-Ukc head. This plant

does not appear to suffer from cold, and is in tolerable vigom-.

Two species of the genus Pistacia (P. Lentiscus and atlantica) j'ield mastich ; the fruit of another

(P. vera) contains a kernel, which is oily and mild to the taste, and on account of which the plant is

sometimes cultivated. This is not, however, the Pistachia nut imported fr-om the West Indies, which
is the produce of a totally different tree.

The last-named species of Pistacia (vera) has been taken to be the plant which yielded the " nuts "

sent by Jacob, as a conciliatory present, to the " ruler throughout all the land of Egypt." " Take of

the best fruits in the land in your vessels, and carry down the man a present—a little babn, and a

little honey, spices, and mjTi-h, nuts, and almonds" (Gen. xliii. 11). Among the translations of the

term hotnim, which our version here renders " nuts," are the following :—-Walnuts, Hazel-nuts, Pine-

nuts, Peaches, Dates, the ft-uit of the Terebinth, and Almonds ; but Dr Royle remarks, there is little

doubt that Pistachio nuts is the true rendering ; for " the Hebrew word hotnim, reduced fr-om its plm-al

form, is very similar to the Arabic hatam, applied specially to the Terebinth tree. * * It appears

moreover, to be sometimes used genericaUy; as in some Arabic works it is applied to a tree, of which

the kernels of the seeds are described as being of a green colour. This is the distitiguishing charac-

teristic of the Pistacia vera, of which the fruit is well known to the Arabs by the name of Jistuh,

which seems to be derived from the Persian pisteli. This, no doubt, gave origin to the Greek iriaTaicia,

said by Dioscorides to be produced in Syria" {Cyc. JBib. Lit. i. 346). The nuts sent by Jacob were,

no doubt, the produce of Syria, or easily procui-able there, and less common in Egypt.

The Pistachio-nut tree, which extends from Syria to Affghanistan, is common in the northern or

cooler parts of Syria, and is found in some remarkable positions in Palestine, as on Mount Tabor. The

nuts are much eaten by the natives of countries where they are grown ; the kernel is throughout of a

green colour, abounds in oil, and has a sweetish, agreeable taste. They form articles of commerce

from Affghanistan to India, where they are used in a variety of ways, and ai^e much relished by

Em-opeans. Considerable quantities are also annually exported fr-om Syria to Em-ope.—M.
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THE PAI'AL CVEDEKS OF THE BEITEDKRE.

NOTES ON DECORA.TIVE GARDENING.—Akchiteciueal Tekkaces.

By H. XOEL HTJirPHREYS, Esa.

fHAVE, in my last communication, shoTvn how terraces may be produced at an exceedingly moderate

expense, suitable to various styles of cottage and villa architecture, and it is on this moderate scale

that suggestions for the formation of terraces -wlII interest the greatest number ; but this most important

feature of decorative gai'dening would be but imperfectly explained did we finish the series without

allading to terraces in their more palatial form, and in theii- noblest proportions. It is not always

necessary to terrace effects, on the largest scale, that architectiual decorations should be introduced,

for, by simple embankments, as suggested in our paper on cottage terraces, gai-denesque featui-es of

a very noble character, and suited to residences of the highest class, may be obtained. The above

engraving, ft-om a portion of the Papal Gardens of the Belvedere at the back of the Palace of the

Vatican at Rome, will serve to show what may be produced by such simple means; and though stiU

susceptible of great improvement, the geometi'ical figures produced by deep box edgings, and the

symmeti-ical effect given to the variety of elevation by the embankments, are evidences of a true feel-

ing for the garden csque in the designer. The effects to be produced near main terraces, by deep, massive

box edgings, have been much neglected, and might be revived with great effect : but this featui'C must

be cautiously used, and not carried too far, as, in that case, the attempts invariably sink into the mcri-

tiicious—when, for instance, these cropped edgings are tortured into initial ciphers, or even entii-e

epigrams, as in some of the later Italian villas ; or to select a more modern instance, in the magniii-

eent gardens of the Earl of Shrewsbmy at Alton Towers—gardens reclaimed by art from land,

which some years ago was no other than a barren waste—where, if my memory serves me correctly,

a bust has been placed upon a marble column, in a conspicuous part of the ornamental gardens, at the

base of which, the ingenious and persevei-ing spectator may decipher, in the cropped box, the motto,

" He made the desert smile,"* in honour of the late Earl of Slirewsbuiy, under whose directions the

improvements were effected. Such elaborate conceits are apt to make the spectator smile ; but they are

not, as I have observed, without their precedent, for some of the finest of the Italian villas are disfigm-ed

by similar effusions, and to a much greater extent—of which several ridiculous and scaixcly credible

examples might be cited.

Of the more architectural terrace, with its full complement of statuary, vases, fountains, &:c., the

* I am not certain whether the vegetable literature may not be coniined to initial cyphers, and the motto itself engraved on

the column ; if so, the cyphers serve the purpose of illustration equally "well. [(0 b
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inE VILLA PAKFILI DOltlA.

villa Panfili Doria may be cited as an example. Of this magnificent specimen, the engraving will con-

vey a good general idea.

As displaying the true feeling of the palatial terraces of the school, these Italian villas are the safest,

as they are the original models. I find, in my Italian journal, the following notes on these fine monu-
ments of architectm-al and gardenesque composition.

The villas of the modern Romans merit the name of palaces, and form one of the most characteristic

featm-es of Italian scenery. Of those in the immediate vicinity of Rome, that of the Borghesi family,

which is the confiscated domain of the unfortunate Cenci, is the most important ; it is open to the pub-

he, and forms the Hyde Park of the Romans ; but, neither Hyde Park, nor Kensington gardens, nor

the Tuillerics, nor Versailles, can convey any idea of the peculiar charms of a Roman villa. There is

a freshne.ss of vegetation about the subm-ban ffeZj;:i'e of Rome, that the neighbom-hood of large towns

always tarnishes, except in Italy. But there, close under the walls of Rome, the Appenine Anemone,

of various tints, brightly-coloured Scillas, the deep-crimson Cyclamen, and many beantiful Orcliids, put

forth their fragrant blossoms in early spring, as in the woody dells of the secluded country. The
" sky-cleaving Cypress" shoots aloft its pointed or forked peak to a height equal to the Poplar of the

north, and noble groves of lUces, whoso vast trunks spread above with groined brauchwork, into densely-

matted foliage, form
" A pillared shade

TVith echoing walks beneath."

The peculiar character of the tufted heads of the Stone Pines, too, grouping in picturesque masses with

terraces, statues, and fountains, tend to invest Roman villas with a charm pecnharly then- own.

To retm-n to tlie subject of om- engraving, the villa Panfili Doria is next in importance to that of

Borghesi among the villas near Rome ; but its somewhat greater distance, and nnliealthy situation,

cause it to be much less frequented. The palace itself is, on its exterior, almost entirely encrusted with

antique alto-rdieri, some of wliich are of the highest merit, and most exquisite beautj'. This is a luxmy
which cannot be imitated, except in Italy, where the soil still teems with the fragments of her ancient

splendour, many of the finest of these relieri having been turned up in digging the foundation of the

building. The whole of the composition of this palace and gardens—for the whole forms one harmonious

design—is an excellent model for the careful examination of the modern student, but the reduced

dimensions of our engi-aving, can convey but a very inadequate idea of the numerous and elaborate

details.

I find the following brief notices of one or two other villas in my jom-nal, with which I shall conclude

^^ —=
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THE PREPARATION OF AURICULAS FOR EXHIBITION.

this article, wliicli, though not strictly oi a practical character, is yet, I think, calculated to couvey my
opinion of the styles to be adopted in the higher class of terraces, better than more mechanical definition.

The vUla Albani, perhaps, realizes more than any other the dreams of the Italian villa, that haunt the

imagination before having seen Italy. It is chaste, and severely classic in its style, yet, withal, richly

magnificent, a rare and difficult combmation. And to its intrinsic fcatm'es, the charms of position

are superadded, the range of views from its marble terraces commanding the finest portions of the pic-

turesque campagna, with its rugged lines of half-crumbling acqueducts, and scattered groups of de-

tached ruins.

The gardens of the Borghesian villa, Moudragone, at Fraseati, combine, to an unusual extent, the

richness of immediately surrounding features with the result of art. The noblest views over the Appenuie
range, and the campagna, the latter extending even to Rome, where the vast cupola of St. Peter's are

seen describing a dim blue arch upon the horizon. The various and picturesque foreground offered by
the rich marble terraces of Mondragone have not been overlooked by artists ; many distant views of

Rome, and of the ever-attractive campagna, having been painted from this spot.

THE PREPARATION OF AURICULAS FOR EXHIBITION.

By Mk. GEOKGE GLENNY, F.H.S.

eF all the beauties which are nursed by florists, not one deserves more or gets less attention than

the very beautiful Auricula. Simple as is its cultui'e under proper management, yet the whole

year's luxurious growth, and the finest health, will not secure us a bloom unless we pay the greatest

attention at the proper time. There is no exotic that should be more strictly attended to m point of

temperature. It is no use to say A. B. never does anything to warm or to cool his, and the open air

is enough ; because, although there are some seasons wherein nature is even tempered, and nothing in-

clement visits us, and, therefore. Auriculas might bloom well almost of themselves, there are others

which vary twenty degrees withm a very short period, and would destroy all the perfection, if not all

the beauty, of an Auricula. The flower does not requne heat, but it does not like cold ; and when an

ardent fancier sees his bloom crumpled, and attributes it to his soil or liis management of the plants,

he has only to blame the change of temperature that he has allowed to reach them after the flower

stem came up. The Aui'icula should not suffer much change of temperatm'e after the bloom rises : it

should certainly have no frost, and only morning and evening sun. Heat is as bad as cold to the

Am'icula, but both are bad, and the efiect is indisputably shown in the crumpled blooms—for the plant

in itself is hardy enough. It has been recorded of the old and enthusiastic exhibitors of the Auriciila,

that dm'ing the blooming time, when they are removed to a snug corner under hand-glasses, they

would take the blankets from their beds when they anticipated a frost, and cover up their favomite

plants, a circumstance likely enough to be true, for we have known them to do things not a whit less

extravagant.

We shall only trace the plants from the time the bloom pips show. And first, instead of the

frames being opened almost mechanically in the morning and closed at night, the weather must decide

the matter. If the thermometer indicates less than thu'tj'-five degrees, they must only be tilted a httle

on the side or end opijosite to the wind, but if up to forty and mild, let the glasses come quite ofi'.

If there be a beating rain keep everything close, but if a genial warm shower let the plants have it all.

If the sun come out very bright and warm, shade the plants through the heat of the mid-day. Keep
them always fi-om extremes ; and when they come up tall and begin to open their pips, remove them

to a sheltered jflace, on a grass plot if you have it
;
place the pots under hand-glasses, which should

rest on the bottoms of four flower-pots that will let the edge of the glass an inch below the edge of the

pots in wliich the plants are growing; they, however, would be just as well on a table. All round

about the place must be well watered to keep the dust from spoiling the flowers. Reduce the number

of pips to seven, eight, or nine, which are enough to show oft' any flower in the world ; and with a bit

of soft moss placed between every two pips, keep them sufiiciently apart to prevent them touching as

they open ; this must be carried right through the truss so as to give every pip room to open without

interfering with its neighbours, for when they are once cramped and crumpled, they never come

right again by all the art we can use. When the pips open free all romid, they will completely fill up

the truss, and they will open both round and flat. While they are under the glasses they have to

be examined every day, more than once or twice, to see that they are going on right, and that none of ^
the moss slips out of its place, because the pip which it kept in its place would give way and open /^[k
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against some other. The weather must be the guide here too, as to opening the hand hghts. If the

glass be under forty degrees, cover with transparent cloth to the ground on the windward side. See that

they have plenty ofwater—not touching the flowers—for in the blooming season they absorb a good deal.

The proper way to place the flowers is one in the centre and six round it, all just touching at the

edges, but not lapping over at all. If there are more than seven pips, and all are good, put one or

two at the top of the seven, or let some of them go to the top and some to the bottom, or one on

each side ; but the seven being perfect, should not be distui'bcd from theii- position by the over number.

Sometimes it is better to cut away the worst till there are but seven remaining. All the time the plants

are in their- snug coi-ner they must not have an instant's sun ; on cloudy days all the coverings may be

oflF, but if the sun should shine they must be put on again as quickly as possible, because a little sun

would spoil the splendid colours and forms, on which alone the success of an exhibitor depends.

"VATien Auriculas are removed for exhibition, none of the moss should be taken away, but a stick

should be put in, and the stem made fast to it by putting, first, some moss round the stem, and then

fastening a tie round the moss and the stick at the same time ; they cannot then move from thou- places,

and will travel any distance. When they arrive at the show, j-ou first remove the stick by nntying the

fastening of the stem, and pulling out the prop; then with a pair of neat tweezers pull out the moss

fi'om between the pips, and adjust them in their places, so that the edges of the flowers only touch

each other without lapjiing over in the least. In showing a pair of flowers, always get them well con-

trasted, because it is a most effective point. Again, always have them the same height and size as

nearly as possible, for that is another good point; and, in class showing, where it is plant against

plant, see that you do not show any in a doubtful place. Some flowers are classed among green-edged,

some grey-edged, and some white-edged ; now some flowers naturally grey-edged, and so classed, will

occasionallybecome perfectly green ; and if the judges see a green-edged flower put up for a grey-edged,

or vice versa, so that the flower is not what it is pat up for, they will thi'ow it out, or place it low down.

Oliver's Lovely Anne is a flower of this sort ; it is a grey-edged flower sometimes, and a green-edged

at other times ; many put this up in the grey-edged class, come what it will, because in the catalogue

it is called grey -edged. You should always show a flower for what it really is, and not what it is

classed or called.

It is a common thing now to show Auriculas in sets of four plants, one green, one grey, one white,

and one self. It is necessary that these should be well contrasted, so that their condition shall be

pointed and good—the green-edged without a grey tinge, the grey without any decided green in any

part of the flower, the white-edged pm-e white, such as Taylor's Glory would be in good order, and

the self with a white eye. The rounder and flatter the pips the better. These four- should be unifoi-ni if

possible, but if not, the self is the only one that should be of a diiferent size, for that is almost out of

the pale ; and while the three real florists' flowers were uniform, the self might be lai'ger or smaller. If

the three are not the same size, all you can do is to place the odd one in the middle and the two even

ones on the sides, with the self in front if smaller, and at back if larger than the others. We have,

thi'oughout, recommended soft moss in preference to anything else for parting the pips wliile growing
;

but next to tlris cotton lint is the best, though the moss disflgm'es less, and hangs about less than lint.

The importance of using one or the other is paramount ; there is no doing well witliout it.

BkrlliittiDiis Mniim.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Apkil 2.—The most sti-iking object exHbited was a

large plant of a free growing showy species of Medin-
illa, from Manilla, which was contributed by Messrs.

Veitch of Exetor. The leaves of this plant which are

large, are rather coarse-lookiag, opposite and sessile
;

the stems winged, and terminated by a large di-ooping

panicled cyme of waxy rosy flowers, with broad half

membranaceous reflexed bracts of a pinkish eoloui- ; it

will become a conspicuous stove jjlaut, and was rewarded
by the large silver medal. Mr. Loddiges, ofHackaey,
obtained a certificate for a pretty new Trichopilia, which

had been obtaiaed from Costa Rica ; it has broad oval

leaves, and lai-ger flowers than the common species ; the

lip is imdidated, and prettily spotted with pale rose.

Messrs. EoUisson, of Tooting, sent a fine mass of Den-

drobium macrophyllum, and of Oncidiiuu sphacelatum

;

along with the rare Bornean Cypripedium Lowii, which

has broad, rosy-tipped, wing-like petals ; the pretty

yellow Epimedium pinnatiun ; and a double-flowered

Amicula, with deep pm-ple flowers, called Primula Au-

ricula nigra plena; the two last are very deshable

Alpine plants. The collection received a Banksian

medal. From Chatsworth, Mr. Paxton sent a fine mass

of cut flowers of Anselha africana. Mr. WiUiams,
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gardener to C. B. Warmer, Esq., of Hoddesdon, had a

small plant of the curious Cypripedium caudatum, to

Tvliich a certificate was assigned ; the rai-e and pretty

Ccelogyne cristata, and some other orchids.

Messrs. Jaclison and Son, of Kingston, contrihuted

a seedling CameUia, called Comitess of Ellesmere, a

pretty cupped white flower, slightly marked with pale

rosy piu'ple ; the petals are tolerably fii'm, but rather

seiTated on the edges, and the centre is a little confused

;

the flower, however, is very superior to most of the

same class, and having good foliage, naU prove an

acquisition. From Mr. Glendinning, of Chiswiok, was

a seedling Heath, of the aristata breed, for which a cer-

tificate was awarded ; it is apparently a cross between

E. ampullacea vittata, and aristata major, producing

long slender flowers of the colour of aristata ; the plant

appears of stubborn growth, and, though desirable, will

doubtless be scarce for some years to come. Azalea

Gladstanesii magniflca, a seedling, was sent by Mr.

Ambrose, of Battersea, but being inferior to its parent,

is, though pretty, not of much importance. From the

garden of J. Dimsdale, Esq., Mr. Phunbley sent Erica

Willmoreana, a largo plant almost in a state of nature,

bu tfinely blossomed ; E. transparens in a similar state

;

the rare and curious E. penicillata ; and the large white

flowered E. triumphans. Messrs. Henderson sent an

hybrid Gloxinia, a pale lilac variety, \vith richly

pencilled throat, called Frederic Lenning ; and six

small blooming plants, not more than thi-ee inches in

height, of Cantua bicolor.

The plants irom the Society's Garden comprised,

among others, the Dielytra siiectabilis, a herbaceous

perennial of great beauty, supposed to be hardy ; Nut-

tallia cerasiformis, an inconspicuous shiiib fi'om Cali-

fornia; the fragrant Ehynehospermum jasminoidcs; a

large plant of Henfreya scandens ; Boronia teti'andi'a,

called in nm-serics B. microphyUa— a species with pale

colom'ed flowers, and pinnate leaves with linear seg-

ments ; and Acacia ovata, a kind suitable for pot-culture.

Several Cinerarias were also sent, among which Adola

ViUiers and Coronet were the best; the others, Eoyal

Crimson, Candidate, and Bellina, though new, being

very coarse.

Of Fruit, Black Hamburgh Grapes, beautifully

ripened, were sent by Mr. Mitchell, of Kemp Town,

Brighton ; and some Keens' Seedling Strawhen-ies, good

for the season, came from Mr. Higgs, gardener to J.

Barchard, Esq. Of inventions. Brown's Fumigator, a

useful insb'ument, was exhibited ; and a scheme for

the maturation of wall-fruit, by means of bell-glasses,

was shown by a person from Kensington.

NEW AND BARE PLANTS.

Beeberis Walliohiana, Be Candolle. 'Wallich's

Berberry. [Jom-n. Hort. Soc, v., 4.)— Nat. Ord., Ber-

beracea?, § BerberideiE.—Syn., B. atrovii'ens, Don; B.

macrophyUa, of c/ardcns.—A beautiful evergreen shrub,

five to ten feet high, and hardy, or nearly so. The
branches are armed with long, slender, thi-ee-parted

spines. The leaves are dark green, growing in clusters,

dense, three or four inches long, oblong-lance-shaped.

with a sharp point. The flowers are clustered from the

axils of the leaves, and are of a pale yellow colour.

—

From Java : mountains at an elevation of 9,000 feet ; in-

troduced, in 1845, by Mr. T. Lobb. Flowers not yet pro-

duced in England. Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter.

NuTTAiLiA cEKAsiFOKMis, Torrey and Gray. Bird-

Cherry-like NuttaUia. {Journ. Sort. Soc, iv., 222.)—
Nat. Ord., Eosaceas, § Quillaia3.—A dwarf, deciduous.

hardy shrub, growing two feet high, and bearing

thin, half-transparent, oblong, or oblong-ovate leaves,

pale green above, and rather glaucous beneath. The

flowers—which are small, five-petaUed, greenish-white

—grow in nodding racemes, which spring from the base

of the young shoots, opposite one of the earliest leaves
;

they are produced before the leaves are developed, and

soon fall.—From Cahfomia : woods near Monterey ; in-

troduced, in 1848, by Mr. Hartweg. Flowers iu Feb-

ruary and March. Horticultural Society of London.

Berberis Dakwlnii, SooTcer, Darwin's Berbeny.

{Journ. Hort. Soc, v., 6.)—Nat. Ord., Berberacete, §

Berberidese.—A beautiful, evergreen shi-ub, growing

three to five feet high, and apparently quite hardy. The

branches are of a rusty brown colour ; the leaves deep

shining green, small but densely placed, about three-

quarters of an inch long, with three large, spiny teeth

at the end, and one or two on each side, neai' the middle.

The flowers are deep orange, and grow in erect racemes.

—From Cluloe and Patagonia : mountains near the

summer limit of snow ; introduced in 1846. Flowers

not yet produced in England. Messrs. Veitch and Son,

of Exeter.
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CEANOTHUS PAPILL0ST7S AND DENTATUS.

CEANOTHUS PAPILLOSUS AND DENTATUS.
Nat. Order, KirAMNACEiE.

'

.0 W

Generic Character,— Ceauotlms, Luin.—Calyx campaiiu-

latc, five-cleft, the upper portion at lengtli separating b)' a

transverse line, tlic tube adbering- to the base of the ovarj'.

Petals five, lonufcr than tlic calj-x, saccate and arched, on long

claws. Stamens exserted ; anthers ovate, two-celled. Disk

fleshy at the margin, surrounding the ovary. Styles three

(sometimes two), united to the middle, diverging above.

Fruit dry and coriaceous, mostly thrce-ccUed, (rarely two to

four, or by abortion one-celled), obtusely triangular, girt below

by the persistent tube of the calyx, tri-coccous ; the cells at

length opening by the inner suture. Seeds obovate without a

lateral furrow.— (7b;7T?/ and Graij^ Fl, ofN. Aiiicnca.)

Ceanothus PAPILLOSUS. — Tbrr. and Gray,— Papillose Ceano-

thus.—Branches tomcntose, leaves narrowly oblong, much
crowded, fascicled in the axils, densely and softly tomentose

beneath, glandularly denticulate on the margin ;
peduncles

aggregated; clusters somewhat capitate; ovary tiiaugidar, the

angles projecting at the summit.— Tuiv. and Gray.

BESCKIPTION.—Branches and peduncles tomentose with, rusty hairs. Leaves averaging one

inch and a half long, narrowly elliptic, oblong, obtuse, crowded, with smaller ones fascicled

in the axils ; tomentose beneath, pitted, with projecting veins, the margins with minute teeth

tipped with capitate glands, revolute, the upper face somewhat shining, papillose (the eleva-

tions corresponding to the pits on the imder side, thus resembling indentations made with a

blunt point on the under surface), with scattered hairs, especially while young. Peduncles

axillary, elongated, sometimes with one or two small leaves ; aggregated at the summit of the

branches. Clusters of oblong, somewhat capitate racemes
;
pedicels 3-4 lines long, filiform,

deep blue, in the axils of caducous woolly bracts. Calyx and corolla blue, anthers yellow.—A. H.

Ceanothus DENTATUS, Tovr. and Gray,—Toothed Ceanothus.

Branches and peduncles hairy-tomentose, leaves oblong, some-

times rather euneate, very obtuse, or deeply emarginate, crowded,

with smaller ones fascicled in the axils ; downy beneath, mar-

gins revolute, irregularly toothed, teeth minute, tipped with

capitate glands, slightly downy above, becoming almost gla-

brous. Peduncles axillary, often remote from the summit of the

branches, elongated, divergent, with small scattered bracts.

Clusters almost globose, crowded at the ends of the peduncles,

with woolly bracts
;
pedicels short, woolly.

BESCRIPTION —Much resembling the former in habit. Branches and peduncles hairy-

tomentose (scarcelyrusty). Leaves numerous, varjdng much in size from half to three-quarters

of an inch long, oblong, or sometimes rather euneate, very obtuse at both ends, or deeply emargi-

nate at the summit ; smaller ones fascicled in the axils ; downy beneath ; margins revolute, irre-

gular, -with, minute teeth, tipjjed with capitate glands ; upjier face slightly down}' while young,

becoming almost glabrous ; the whole plant rather viscid. Peduncles much elongated, divergent,

axillary, often at some distance from the summit of the shoots, with several scattered bracts.

Clusters close, almost globular, with woolly bracts which do not fall so soon as in C. papillosiis

pedicels short (1 line long), bluish, clothed with close white pubescence. Calyx and corolla

blue, rather paler than in C. jjapillosus, anthers yellow. The above description differs in

certain respects fi-om that of C. dentattts, as given by Torrey and Gray, in The Flora of North

America, which is accounted for by these authors having described the species from dried

specimens. It was figui'ed in Paxton's Floioer Garden, for April, 1850.—A. H.

HiSTOKY.—The above beautifid acquisitions are both natives of California, whence they

were introduced by the Horticultural Society through their collector Mr. Hartweg. Of
the precise locality where they were found we have no information ; neither is it quite certain

whether they are hardy or not. We saw them, however, a few days back in the garden of the

Horticultm-al Society at the foot of a wall where they had been all the winter, and ajiparently

iminjiired. Whether they prove hardy or not is comparatively of little imjiortance, as grown

either as pot plants for conservatory decoration, or against a conservative wall, they will be

found very beautiful. For the opportunity of figuring them we are indebted to E. Fellows, Esq.

of Blackheath Park, in whose conservatory they have been blooming for some time past.

CuLTTJEE.—Thoiigh less gay, and altogether different in habit, from that old but general

favom-ite, Ceanothus azm'eus, these plants, imder good management, wiU be found very desirable

—alike interesting, whether "siewed as plants of elegant habit, compact growth, or profuse in

the production of flowers. As specimens for the decoration of the greenhouse or conservatory,

they are very interesting, and for early forcing we know nothing better. To grow them to

perfection, take well-established plants at the present time, and give them a liberal shift into

good rich soil, say two parts loam, one part leaf mould, and one part tm-fy peat, liberally inter-

^
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THE PREPARATION OF THE POLTANTHUS FOB. EXHIBITION.

mixed with, silver sand. If the plants are strong they may be shifted from a three to a six or

eight inch pot at once, but if the shift is a large one, more caution must be used in watering,

until the plants are thoroughly established. After shifting, place the plants in the greenhouse,

or a close frame, maintain a close atmosphere, and syringe daily in bright weather. This treat-

ment should be commenced in jMarch, and the plants should be gros^^l "^-igorously until Jidj-, at

which time it wiU be necessary to expose them to the frill sim to ripen the wood and set the

bloom. Diu-ing then- growth take care to stop the shoots regidarly, so as to induce a com-

pact habit, and also to get a great qiiantity of small short stifi" branches, as these are the

most likely to produce flower buds. A plant properly grown and trained into a pjTamidal

form will attain a height of from two to three feet, and eighteen inches or two feet in dia-

meter at the base, in one season ; and such a plant, either forced into bloom, or allowed

to flower natm-ally, mil be fomid a very interesting object. These plants we find first rate

for forcing, coming into bloom veiy surely and rapidl}', and continuing a very long time.

After the plants have produced then- fiowers they shovdd be cut in jiretty closely, be allowed

to rest for a few weeks, and then be started into free growth. In the second season they may
be allowed to make then- growth in the open aii-, taking care to shift them when necessary, and

to ciu'b exuberant growth. Those, who want early flowers for the conservatory, -mR find

a dozen or so of these plants very useful. Planted against a south wall, and protected in

severe weather, no doiibt both these species of Ceanothus would su.cceed, and, should they

prove quite hardy, we can imagine nothing finer as lawn shrubs. Where planted in the

open ail', the soil should be porous and not too rich, so as to induce short, compact, and well

matured growth.—A.

THE PREPARATION OF THE POLYANTHUS FOR EXHIBITION.

By Mr. GEOEGE GLENjST, E.H.S.

fF the exhibitor of the Polyanthus is determined to grow them in pots, there should be a very different sys-

tem pm'sned to any we have yet seen adopted ; we have known some of the best growers in England

grow them in the ground, and pot them for exhibition, and the only drawback to this is, the chance of

injiu-y, and the consequent flagging of the plant. Plants so treated, sent from a distance, by the time

they are set up for show generally have the trusses, which might have been close, opened, and the foot-

stalks all flabby, and the plants evidently droopmg. The taking up from the ground and potting,

must, therefore, be done well, so that the plant does not feel the move. It stands to reason, that a

ti'uss of flowers which touch each other, because the stiff and elastic footstalks hold them there, will be

loose and ugly, if the footstalks droop ever so little, or lose in the most trifling degree then- elasticity.

But the Polyanthus, if grown in pots for show, and intended for exhibition against good growers, must be

in very different pots to those in wliich they are produced. A strong fine root of Tantarara, or any of

the fine large sorts, would require a 9-inch pot. The Polyanthus wants quite as much room as a Carna-

tion or Picotee, and the fashion to show them in pots, crowded with roots, and not large enough to

flower them properly, is much against the quality of the bloom.

The Polyanthus should be reduced to seven of its best pips, and the plant restricted to a single truss

If we have to pot up a plant from the ground, let the earth first be soaked the day before, down to the

lowest part of the roots ; then dig round it, at sufficient distance to be beyond the fibres, and, when
deep enough, piit the spade under, and lift the mass out ; when this is done, reduce the ball carefully

to the size of the pot, so that it wiU just go in ; and, as it is essential to fill up the sides of the ball

solid, let it be done ^vith dry silver sand, which will rmi mto every crevice, and, when watered, will

be quite solid ; at all events, if there be any holes or vacancies, a ftutber supply of sand 'will complete

it. There will be no flagging here, unless the fibres have been broken in redvicing the ball, but, as you

see what you are about, aUthe while you reduce it, you would naturally desist if you come to any of them.

Polyanthuses so potted up are objected to at some shows ; but, unless it is to encom-age pot cxdtm'e,

instead of good cultui'e, mtliout any reference to pots, it is ti'ifling to make the objection. If, how-

ever, you are not allowed to pot up, and must grow all the while in pots, let the last shift be in full a

size lai'ger pot than they are ever grown in now ; because, we tliink they are somewhat starved ; at

least, all we ever saw, appeared starved, compared with their bretlu-en in the open border. We have

no doubt nor difficulty about growing the Polyanthus Ln pots ; but even those who grow the plants all
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cS manner of ways, can beat those in pots always, by taking- plants from the borders. The diminutive plants y
we have seen shown, look like caricatm'es of the flower ; and, we confess, that we could hardly believe

;

oui- own eyes when we have seen such pigmj' growth rewarded with a prize ; nor can we admit the I

justice of an award that recognises the right of a flagging- plant to a distmction of any sort. Such

specimens give us a very poor notion of their growth in general. The pottiug up system will be found

the best for all that, unless they are grown in small Cai-natiou pots.

DOMESTIC GARDENING.—Classipication of Cultivated Plants.

By JUk. J. SPENCEE, C.JI.H.S., Gardener to the Marquis of Lansdowne, Bowood.

fOTHING presents so sui-e an index of the comparative prosperity of the middle classes, and the

more refined nature of theii- pursuits, than the interest felt b3' those for whom these jiapers are

more especially intended, in all that relates to the cultivation of then" gardens, and the great thu-st

which exists for information respecting their management. Nor, need we be siu-prised that such is the

case, ifwe consider that of the many recreations affording us enjoyment, a love of gardening appears

to be the only one which may be indulged iii, without causing any sacrifice of feelings, even to the

most sensitive minds ; and we generally find the attachment for gai'dening and rural aflau-s increases

with advancing years, and is reKuquished only with hfe. What other occu.pation or recreation

embraces so wide a sphere of thought and contemplation as the one whose humble advocate we are :

pleasing us, as an old author admu-ably vsu-ites, " Dehctando pariterque monendo"
Before proceeding with plans explaining what I conceive to be proper structures for growing-

exotic plants, &c., I beg to digress somewhat, for the purpose of arresting the reader's attention,

while I briefly explain the laws wliich govern and regulate vegetable life ; for it is necessary that

the principles on which vegetable life depend should be comprehended before anything like an attempt

at cultivation, property so called, be made.* The domestic gardener must understand, that although

speaking in general terms, cultivated plants are subject to the same set of laws which prevail generally

in the Vegetable Kingdom
; yet a broad difference in successful cultivation will be found to exist be-

tween plants included in the several classes here proposed, which I hope will form some guide in

subsequently attempting their cultivation.

Class 1. Di-yision 1.—Plants groivn for their leaves or stems only, as the Cabbage, Celery, Spinach, Lettuce,

Ehubarb, Asparagus, &c.

,, ,, 2.—Plants grown for their embryo oriim-ipe fruit, as the Cauliflower, Broeoli, Bean, Pea, French

Bean, Cucumber, &c.

Class 2. Division 1.—Plants grown for then- roots onlj^, as the Potato, Carrot, Ttu-uip, Radish, &c.

,, ,, 2.—Onion, Shallot.

Class 3. Plants grown for their ripe fruit only, as the Grape-vine, Peach, Apple, Pear, Easpben-y, Melon, &c.

Class 4. Division 1.—Plants (soft-'n'ooded) grown for flowering specimens, as the Pelargonium, Cineraria,

Calceolaria, Fuchsia, Pot Eoses, &c.

„ „ 2.—Plants (hard-'wooded) gro^Ti for flowering specimens, as the Heath and Epaeris tribes, and

most N"ew Holland Plants.

,, ,, 3.—Intermediate Plants groM-n as flowering specimens, or for the beauty of their foHage or

habit, as the Orange, Camellia, and many stove plants.

Class 5. Plants grown for their individual flowers, as the DaUia, Tulip, Carnation, Eose, &c.

Class 6. Plants grown to ornament borders, beds, vases, &c., as herbaceous and hardy bulbous plants, Verbenas

and sununor flowering plants in general.

It -will be at once conceded that principles, difiering greatly "with each other, are involved in the

cultivation of the above classes, which, though in some respects imperfect, will help to LLlustrate the

view I take, in reference to forming plants, requiring something like a similar com-se of treatment,

into distinct classes, which, when once comprehended, will materially assist the non-professional

gardener, in proceeding on a correct basis. There are few gai'dens even of the most moderate preten-

sions, which do not embrace several of these classes, each requu-ing a difference in their management,
which can only be attained by long- practice, and a considerable knowledge of vegetable physiology.

Need we wonder then, that where the commonest ideas on these subjects are wanting, gross blunders

are daily being- committed, winch the slightest acquaintance with the general habits of each class

would have modified if not entu-ely prevented.

* As a series of very able articles on yegetable Physiology is being pubUslied in tbese irages, I beg the reader carefully to

the papers in question.



To speak brieflv on the subject, the domestic gardener •will understand that all plants derive the

elements of theu- growth from two soui-ees—the eai'th in which they grow, and the air ; that the

ingredients dei-ived from the soil are principally inorganic substances, contained in the soil itself, as

the Tarious salts, earths and minerals, each of which are necessary for the plant's growth, and

which are absorbed in a soluble form, either in a free or combined state, by the spongelets or extreme

points of the roots. These fonn, however, only a small portion of the plant's bulk—the larger ^Jortiou,

consisting of carbon, being derived fr-om the air, by a principle of action which all plants possess in a

greater or less degree, whereby they assimilate the carbon fi'om the cai'bonic acid constantly found in

the atmosphere by the aid of solai" light ; and by these combined operations plants are enabled by theii'

" vital force" to procm'e for themselves all the necessary elements of their growth, pro'S'ided the plant

is placed in a soil where it can obtain the requisite amount of food on the one hand, and is exposed to

light and air on the other.

OX GROWING PARSLEY FOR THE WINTER.

By Mr. P. F. KEIE.

OTIHE preser^-ation of Parsley in a fresh and green state during the winter season, is fi-equently attended

Ix with much difficulty where the convenience of frames is not available for this puipose. In the more

northerly counties, indeed. Parsley is only to be procured at much expense dm-ing nearly six months

out of the twelve. The leaves of this useful vegetable, when grown in the open gi'ouud, are generally

destroyed by fi-ost ; but if the cii-cimistances attending then- destruction are fully considered, it will be

foimd that the stems are most rapidly affected where the soil is stiff and moist, and where the situation

is exposed to cold cutting winds. The x^lant, however, does not appear to be so delicately constituted

but that it may be had with comparative ease all the year, if the ordinary conditions of growing the

less hardy plants dui'ing the winter ai'c observed. Some varieties are, perhaps, more susceptible of

cold than others. The finest sample I ever saw, was grown on the west coast of Scotland by a vUlage

schoolmaster. It was of a beautiful green colour', and of a remarkably vigorous habit ; but growing

in a low situation, and exposed to cutting sea-gales, the leaves always died down during winter.

In ordinaiy situations. Parsley may be grown successfully on a border havnig a south aspect, and

protected fi-om the north by a waU. The soil should be light and rich. A quantity of stones and brick

rubbish should be laid at the bottom to the depth of seven or eight inches, so that the bed may be

raised considerably above the general level of the ground, and thus ensured against excessive moistui'e.

The sui-face of the soil being properly raked, seed of the most curled vai'iety that can be obtained

should be so-svn vei-y thinly, either in shallow drills or broadcast, and slightly covered with fine soil.

This operation should be begun in May or early in June, and if the weather continue dry, ft-equent

waterings wUl be necessary. The young plants wiU have sjirung up in six or seven weeks, and when
large enough, they must be thinned out to foru' or five inches apart. They -^tII have become large and

vigorous by the end of the autumn, when a number of stakes should be driven into the ground along

each side of the bed. These stakes should be of a thiclaiess to permit of their being bent across and tied

together so as to form a series of ai-ches, and sb'ong enough to sujjport a covering of mats, which

should be laid over them as soon as the weather becomes frosty and wet. Dm-ing intense frost, especi-

ally at night, it may be necessary to increase this protection by doubling the mats ; but these should be

removed entii-ely while the weather is mild. The soil should be kept as dry as may be, and all decay-

ing matter carefully removed fr-om the plants. A bed four feet and a half -wide, by ten feet long, -svill

contain as many plants as may be sufficient for an ordinaiy supply during the -ninter.

Pai-sley might also be grown on a sort of rock-work with great certainty and convenience ; for on

such a structure the roots and stems coidd be kept in that di-y state which is so indispensable to their

health, and freshness in dull cold weather. For growing it in this way, it is recommended to

sow a quantity of seed, early in May, in a bed of light rich soil on a south border. "RTien the

young plants are a little above the ground, they should be thinned out to six or eight inches apart,

kept clear of weeds, and watered as occasion requires. At the end of August, or early in September,

collect a few barrow-loads of moderately large stones, selecting such as are best suited for forming a

rook-work. They should be longer than broad, somewhat flat or even at the sides, so that they may
lie firmly in their places when built up. Any kind of stones which the district may afford -svill do,

but those of a sandy or porous composition, should be preferred when a choice is offered. Bricks may
also be used, but they are, perhaps, too flat, and do not present those holes and crevices which are

desirable in the formation of rock-work, and which may generally be secured by the use of stones. The
I
ft
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site being chosen in some sheltered open part of the garden, the stones and a quantity of good friable (^

sandy loam, T\-ith some brick rubbish or rubble, should be collected together. The rock-work must be

determined according to taste and reqtdrcments, in respect to form and size, but there is no use in

ha^'ing it too large. Perhaps the oval form is the most convenient for building such a structui-e, and

if the base is five feet long, a pile may be raised with a sm-face extensive enough to grow a srrfficient

supply for an ordinary family. The stones used in formhig the fir-st tier, or layer, may be about eight

inches high, and kept closely together ; a quantity of soil should be worked in at the back and sides so

as to keep them together, while the centre may be filled with ordinary brick, or sand-stone rubbish.

When the fii-st layer is completed a portion of soil should be laid over the stones at the sides, and a

number of plants of Parsley taken carefully up from the bed m wliieh they have been growing, should

be planted as regularly as possible in all the holes and crevices, their roots being spread out iu the

soil, and theii- stems and leaves kept inclined outwards at the margin. Having fixed the plants pro-

perly, proceed to erect a second tier in the same way, and so on, with the others till the t^tIe is raised

to the height desired. But with the subsequent tiers keep the stones fom- or five inches nearer the

centre all round, and about an inch or so apart. Every stone should be placed du-ectly over the point

which forms the junction of those immediately below it ; and every additional tier which is raised

must be kept three or four inches nearer the centre than the one preceding it ; so that when the whole

structure is completed, an rmagmary

section of it would appear thus. In ^ "^X-^

this arrangement of the several tiers, t—'^'^f^''-" \ -»

the plants will not come directly over t^ Vf - ^
,

another, and the soil will not be washed < ^

down from the interstices by rain. If, r^ -f *

at the time of biuldins the rock-work. - L ^^
the weather is dry, the soil about the / 1 ^^ -l '-Vl

'

plants must be well soaked with water

;

^ —
^"l V

but this must be done by limited sup- l(li^'

plies repeated several times, for if much /
"

_ ^"-^ '\

water is poured on at once, a portion L___._^ ^^__ _i .^ "
- J —i—

of the soU will run down. To prevent

the action of di'enching rains from having the same efifeet, it wiU be necessary to provide the winter

covering at once. A number of stout ash sticks must be driven into the ground about twelve inches

from the bottom of the rock-work, and attached by a good strong coi'd, so near one another that they

may form an open arching figm-e at the top ; and so placed that at any point they may be twelve or

eighteen inches clear of the plants. A covering of oil-cloth or common canvas should be pro\dded and

kept in readiness to protect the mound from heavy falls of rain until the soil has become consolidated

roimd the sides. This covering wiU also be available dui'ing intense fi'ost, when it must be carefuUy

laid over the whole frame of sticks, and removed whenever the weather is mUd and open. In eight

or nine weeks the pile will have become covered with strong healthy plants, which besides affording a

continual supply, wUl form an agreeable object both in summer and winter. It may be urged that by

this plan of gi'owiug Parsley, the roots are liable to become dry in summer, but in admitting the pro-

bability of such a cu'cumstance, we must bear in mind that if the plants could be kept from growing too

vigorously during the summer months, they would be in the best condition for preservation during

ft'ost. Now the dr-ought of a hot summer would have the effect of retarding them, and conserving

their energy until the time when their growth was most

desirable. Besides, any extreme dryness could be very easily

prevented by timely applications of water.

In a recent number of the Revue Ilorticule, I observe

a notice of a Dutch method of grooving Pai'sley dm'ing

winter. The practice is to sow the seed in !March so that

the plants may be vigorous enough for removal by the end

of September, when they are planted in large pots, some-

what similar in form to what is used in England for blanch-

mg Sea Kale, or, perhaps, rather hke the annexed figure.

This vase is open at the top, and perforated with large

y . -y^j^y^^^m^^^^^^^si^—
holes aU round. In September it is filled with soil, and the ^o

(^ plants are inserted in it at the holes, their stems and leaves /S^

being kept outwards. This vase may be made to any size, and as ornamental as taste may determine. S-immKn EviEQ
fci^y-L"^ mi
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

IttisrEllnntnits jf^ntirts.

Ammomacal Mamires.—The following are the

iiiacal Manm-es upon the produce of meadows :

—

residts of the experiments of Kulilmarm, on the eifect of Ammo-

No.

1

2

3

4

.5

6

7

8

Nature of Manure.
Quantit}^ per
Hectare.

Nitrogenous
Ci-opper contents ofthe
Hectare.

j Manure.

1
.

The Meadow,
therefore, de-
livered more
than the un-
manured one,
as follows

:

No manure
Kilogi-.

266
266
266

Litre.

21,666
5,400

21,666
21,666

Kilogr.

4,000

5,233

5,716
5,723

6,240

6,300

6,493

7,433

50-08

70-33
44-10

349.27
J

938-14
43-22

12-33

17-16

17-63

22-40

23-00

24-93

34-33

Hydroohlorate of ammonia

Urine of horses

Ammoniaca] water from the gas works
"Water from animal bone-mills

A hectare = 2-471 English acres; a kilogramme = 2-206 English pounds; a litre = 61-027 English cuhic-

iuches. The experiments were iastituted in rainy weather. The salts of the manm-e were applied on the 28th

March, and the harv'est took place on the 30th June. The ammouiacal water (No. 6) was neutralised by the

hydrochloric acid of the glue manufactories, and thus a precipitate of phosphate of lime was applied to the meadow.
—CoinpUs Uendus.

Potato Disease.—AVe regret to he the fii'st to an-

nounce the re-appearance of this disease among forced

potatoes. In the garden of E. Fellows, Esq., Black-

heath Park, it showed first on Good Friday, the haulms

having flagged as if struck by lightning ; but, upon ex-

amination, we found the base of the stem quite covered

with gangrene, and the young roots dead. The tubers

at the j)resent time are not afl^ected, the pit having been

kept warm and dry ; but no doubt, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, in the open air, they would have been

entirely worthless by this time. With forced potatoes

the best system of management is to shut the frame or

pit up close directly the disease appears, and keep it as

dry and hot as possible, until the crop is gathered.—A.

Frame Frotection.—I am glad you have already

taken up the subject of coverings for frames, &c. I do

not think the gardener has a greater enemy than the

Kussia mat. I do not care, like Mr. Cobden, to pre-

vent Russia loans, but I own I should like to ruin the

trade in Russia mats ; they are dear at Is. to Is. %d.

each. They rarely, even with care, last more than one

season, and, when wet or frozen, are worse than use-

less ; and employers ai-e always complaining of the

annually recurring demand for new mats. We have

here entirely superseded them by the use of wooden

shutters the size of the lights, made of half-inch deal,

supplied fi-om Mr. Montgomery's saw-mill at Brent-

ford, at 8*. per 100 feet; these are secured together the

size of the lights, by a lath one inch and a-half thick,

top and bottom, thus leaving a space for air, between

the shutter and the glass, and the protection is equal to

at least thr-eo mats ; and if these shutters ai-e put away

dry in the summer, they wiU last from seven to ten

years. We have also applied these wooden shutters to

the back or north lights of a small span orehid-hotise -sviih

great success, making, I believe, at least five degrees

^73 =

temperatm-e dming the night in favour of the shutters.

I expect that these will also be foimd very useful in the

summer for protecting from the sun fresh-planted vege-

tables, as well as for other shading purposes in the

garden. The great object, as regards glass, being to get a

body of non-conducting matter between the covering

and the glass, I feel certain that we shall never attain

complete success in orchid culture till we have houses

with double sashes ; and the cheapness of glass, and the

facility there is of obtaining large panes, would render

an experiment of this kind easy and not costly ; indeed,

double sashes would not be necessary, as the sash-bars

and frame might be two inches and a-half thick, and

the rebate at top and bottom, so that it would be a

double-glazed sash. I suspect, with this protection,

any degree of moisture and of temperat'oi-e might be

kept up in the house, with very little fire-beat.—/.

WooUij, Cheshunt. ^^^^
NURSERY CALLS.

Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith.—March 1.—The collec-

tions of plants in this ancient nursery are undergoing

revision and renewal imder the active personal super-

intendence of Mr. C. Lee, who has already efi^ected

considerable improvement within a few months. One

of the most interesting features in the establishment

is the collection of Cacti, which is very extensive, and

contains not only an immense number of plants, but

many very fine specimens in a flourishing condition.

One or two beautiful species recently figured in the

Botanical Magazine by Sir W. Hooker, had been received

at Kew from the Messrs. Lee's collection. One of these,

Cereus Lceanus, has beautiful vermilion flowers, on

stoutish upright cylinder-shaped stems ; and another

more recently bloomed, the Cereus Tweediei, has very

remarkable and showy bright flame or orange crim-

son coloured flowers, which are numerous, on the
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slender upright nearly cyKndrical stems. Mr. Lee

considers the common plan of cultivating the various

Cacti, in nearly pm-e loam, to he erroneous, and main-
tains that they should have a miieh richer, though

perfectly porous soil. The collection of Heaths here

is extensive ; and a fine healthy stock of most of the

leading kinds was hcing hrought forward. In the

propagating house wc noticed a veiy useful contrivance

for aiding the estahlishment of newly potted plants.

Wide shelves were fitted up with a deep front ledge,

and covered with small glass sashes hung at the hack,

and fitting closely, thus forming a series of close glazed

boxes, which were found very useful for the piu'pose

just mentioned, and much more convenient than ordi-

naiy hand-glasses which are commonly used for the

same pm-pose. In one of the houses was a plant or

two of a beautiful Lycopodium of small growth, called

L. dendroideum, a Canadian species, with running

underground stems, the portion above ground having a

tree-like drooping character, simUating a miniatui'e

Araucaria. A nice young stock of the Flower of the Day
Pelargonium (see p. 25) was in course of propagation.

It is a very handsome foKaged jilant, and with flowers

more cherry-coloured than our plate indicates.—M.

Messrs. CJiandlci; Tauxhall.—March iS.—This esta-

blishment has long been celebrated for its magnificent

collection of Camellias. We foimd the plants in splendid

condition, but, owing to the very cold weather which had

prevaQed, some of the choicer kinds were not quite suf-

ficiently expanded. They are gro'mi in an unusually

long lean-to house, the back being covered with plants

growing in the open ground. Some of the specimen

plants, also, are planted out. Among the more remark-

able or showy kinds, we noted Coronata, rose colour,

very pretty and late ; Albicans, pure white, small, but

very pretty, and tolerable in form ; King, in the way of

Colvillii, of fine habit, pure in colour, and distinct in

the markings; Fimbriata, and Old A^Tiite, remarkable

for their unusually large and beautifid flowers. In

addition to these we also noticed Floyii, desirable for

the richness of its large bold foliage ; Albertus, a fin e

plant in very superior condition, and very showy ; Teu-
tonia, a variety sometimes producing, upon the same
plant, flowers all white, and, at other times, all pink

;

Reine de Flem-, a deep red flower of the Donklaerii

breed, but much flner and of good form ; Yandesii Su-

perb, an old showy kind, r.arely seen in bloom, but

producing some prodigiously large flowers ; Elegans, a

noble plant, clothed with immense flowers of a pale red

colour, blotched with pra'c white—this vaiiety, though

coarse and deficient in form, is, as grown at Messrs.

Chandler's, one of the finest, and deserving a place in

any conservatory ; Tricolor, a plant of fine habit, and
very showy ; and Traversii, a deep red of very nice form.

Henri Favi-e is a late kind of pretty good form ; and
Triumphans is a desirable large rose kind. Fine bushes

of Imbricata and Corallina, covered with flowers, were
very conspicuous ; as were also Eximia, Donklaerii,

Reticulata, Woodsii, and Sanguinea, the last named
showing a very full centre of yellow anthers. The
young plants, as is generally the case, were not this

season very full of bloom. The other houses, in addition

to the general stock, were gay with forced American

plants and bulbs, among which the white Pyrus japoniea,

and Persian LUae, mth yeUow, piulc, and red Azaleas,

were very conspicuous. We also noticed Daphne For-

tunii, blooming profusely ; and TropEEolum Lobbianum,

in small pots, producing a greater abimdance of brilliant

orange scarlet flowers than we have ever before seen

;

this proves an excellent plant for winter blooming, and

is a good substitute in bouquets for scarlet Geraniirm.

A fine Rhododendron was showing colour in the open

grormd ; and, upon the wall, we noticed some splendid

plants of Camellias, and Magnolia conspieua a mass of

flower buds.—A.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson.—March 19.—We here

saw a beautiful dwarf Gesnera, called macrantha pur-

purea, said to be a cross between G. macrantha and

Cooperi ; it is a most beautiful variety, and is said to

have the very desirable property of producing a new
crop of blossoms in about six weeks after cutting away
the remains of the first set of flowers. Messrs. Hender-

son have also bloomed the Conochnium ianthinum,

which appears to be a free-growing and easily flowered

soft-wooded warm greenhouse plant, producing corymbs

of bluish-lilac flower-heads in the way of an Ageratum.

A Gloxinia called argyrostigma, in the yoimg state

promises to have very ornamental foliage of moderate

size ; it has the veins marked by a broad clear white

streak, and a velvety smface, here and there tinted

with brown, something in the way of the leaves of

Achimenes picta, with which, from its tendency to form

a stem, it is not improbable that the parent of this

variety had been fertilized. Pimelea Nebergiania (not

Weippergiana) was coming into flower. jVmong other

novelties were Heintzia tigrina, a conspicuous gesnera-

ceous plant, with crowded axillary C)Tnes of cui'iously

spotted flowers from the axUs of the ample leaves;

Aristolochia picta, whose flowers have a blue limb,

chequered with golden veins; and a handsome Pan-

danus called variegatus.—M.

Messrs. J. andA. Henderson.—March 19.—Here many
very beautifid varieties of Amaryllis were in flower. A
successfid display of these gaudy subjects is kept up

throughout the winter, for which purpose they are foimd

to be invaluable. One of the most remarkable was A. re-

ticulata, Avithbeautiful light pink flowers, prettily veined

Avith deeper red. Some plants of the double white and

pm-ple varieties of Primrda sinensis were remarkable

for their size and vigom, and the profuse mass of blos-

soms they were producing. A house filled Avith finely

grown specimens of grceiihouse plants contained some

Eriostemons, and an Acacia diffusa beautifully bloomed.

An Epacris called hyacinthiflora candidissima, is one

of the finest of the white varieties, and was, we beHeve,

raised by Mr. Storey ; it has the habit of the Impressas,

"with flowers of twice the size. Boronia ti-iphylla, one

of the prettiest of all the species, was flowering very

freely, its bright rose-pink blossoms contrasting to

much advantage with a species of similar habit—B.

anemontefolia,whose flowers were both fewer and smaller,

Avith a dingy foliage, A now old plant, not much seen

Chorozema platylobioides, or Mirbelia grandiflora, was

prettily in flower, and is rather showy.—M.
%
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

NEW AXD RAEE PLANTS.

CtEAM5IjVXThes GEiTLLN"oiDES, Dc Candolk. Gen-

tian-like Gi-ammanthes. (Fluya, \., t. 518.)—Xat. Ord..

CrassulaceiE, § CrassuleEe.—Syn., Crassula gentianoides,

Lamarcl:.—A pretty, dwarf, greenhouse, lialf-hardy

annual, with white brittle stems a few inches high,

and blunt, oblong, succulent leaves. The flowers are

numerous, in hemispherical clusters, three-quarters of

an inch in diameter, salmon-coloured, stained in the

centre in the form of a letter V.—From the Cape

of Good Hope ; introduced in 1849. Flowers in

summer.

Mtaxthts flmbeiatus, Jlorren. Fringe-flowered

Myanthus.—Nat. Ord., OrcHdaees, § Taudeaj-Catase-

tidtc.—A curious and very beautiful stove epiphyte. It

has ovate, elongated pseudo-bulbs, producing lance-

shaped, plaited leaves. The flowers grow in drooping

racemes, on scapes issuing from the base of the pseudo-

bulbs ; the sepals are uaixow, lance-shaped ; the petals

broader and shorter ; the lip heart-shaped, fringed round

the margin, produced behind into a blunt spur; the

petals arc connivent with the upper sepal. The petals

and sepals are of a pale, rosy, purplish hue, speckled

with red spots ; the lip creamy white, suffused with

rose, in the variety Heynderycxii ; in another variety

—

Legrellii—the colours are green and white.—From
Brazil : marshes near the Yilla Franca, province of St.

Paiil ; introduced to Belgium in 1847. Flowers towards

autumn. M. de Jonghe, of Brussels.

\7^- =

DrPTEiLiCiXTHrs SPECTAEIIJS, Hoo/cer. Showy-
flowered Dipteracanth. {Sot. Mag., t. 4494.)—Nat.

Ord., Acanthaceae,^ Eehmatacanthi-Euelliese.—A showy
sub-shrubby stove plant, of herbaceous aspect, growing

two feet or more in height, with numerous foirr-angled

t

stems and branches, bearing opposite, nearly sessile,

ovate-acuminate leaves, which are ciliated, and slightly

pubescent. The flowers, which are nearly or quite

sessile, grow two together from the axils of the ujipcr

leaves ; they have a funnel-shaped curved tube, and a

purple-blue veined limb, more than two inches across,

of five round spreading erenate lobes, the two upper

ones smaller.—From the Andes of Peru ; introduced, in

1848, by Jlr. W. Lobb. Flowers at the latter end of

summer. Messrs. Yeitch and Son.

Phoudota clvpeata, Zindlc-y. Clypeate Pholidota.

{Joiirn. Sort. Sac, v., 37.)—Nat. Ord., Orehidacete, §

Epidendrete-CcElogynida;.—A stove epiphyte, resem-

bling P. imbricata. The pseudo-bulbs are two inches

long, bearing a dark green leaf, and brown and white

flowers, in a spike about three inches long ; the column

is like a three-lobed petal, bordered with brown, and

gives the flowers the appearance of having two opposite

lips.—Said to be from Borneo ; introduced in 1847.

Flowei's in winter. Sir. Low, of Clapton.

TiiiCH0CEXTRr3i TExrXFLORUM, ZinSleij. Slender-

flowered Trichoeentmm. {Paxt. Fl. Gard., i., 12.)—Nat.

Ord., Orchidaces, § Vandeae-Ionopsidos.—An iminter-

esting stove epiphyte, of which the pseudo-bulbs and

leaves are undescribed. The flowers are small, dingy

brown, and white, with linear sepals and petals, and an

almost linear obovate Kp.—From Brazil : Bahia ; in-

troduced to Paris, about 1848, by M. MoreL Flowers

in January.
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WARREA LINDENIANA.
iVaf. Ordei; Orchidace-e.

Gexeric Chv^racter.—AVarvea, Lindlcy. Flowers sub-^lo^iose,

sub-regular, spur short and rounded. Lahdhtm continuous,

undivided, with elevated fleshy lines in the middle. Cohtmii

semi-terete, clavate. Polten-ma-^scs four, inserted in paii's in the

short, linear catidicula, with a triangular gland.

—

Lhidley Bot.

Reg., x.\i.\., p. 14, 1S43.

Warrea Li.NDENiAXA,.2or^— Linden'sWarrea. Eacemes elon-

gated, many-flowered
; bracts equalling one-thh'd or one-fourth

of the ovary ; flowers expanded ; sepals and petals lanceolate,

concave, slightly acuminated ; the labellum heart-shaped, in-

curved, and again reflesed at each side, bifid at the apex

;

lilac at the lower part, streaked with purple ; elevated lines con-
sisting of a triangular prismatic process, having cenb-al and two
lateral smaller ridges.

BESCRIPTION.—Pseudo -bulbs, slender elongate-conical, tbe old ones marked with, tlie

scars indicating tbe position oftbe bases of tbe leaves, tbi-ee or four of which, are developed
with each bulb. Leaves erect, ensiform, plicate, a foot or eighteen inches long. Rachis from
the base of the pseudo-bulb, erect, about two feet high in the specimen figm-ed, with sheathing

bracts, many-flowered. Flowers large and expanded ; sepals and petals lanceolate, concave,

and slightly acuminated ; the labeUum cordate, with the sides incurved, and again reflected,

notched at the point, lilac at the base, and streaked with pm-ple, the raised lines confluent

into a thickened triangular mass.—A. H.

History, &c.—This plant which difiers considerably in the form of the flowers from
W. tricolor, was pm-chased by Messrs. Henderson, at Mr. Linden's sale, two years ago. It is

understood to be a native of Peru. Our figure was taken at Messrs. Henderson's nm-sery, in

Januaiy last.

CULTURE OF THE GENUS WARREA.

By Miu T. APPLEBY, Manager of the Pdse Apple Nueseey, Edgewahe Road.

fHIS small family of orchids is exceeding-ly interesting, and well worth growing. The species have
been divided from the large group of Maxillaria by Dr. Lindley ; and very properly too, for in

habit and culture they are very diiferent from any section of the Maxillarias. They are natives of the

western hemisphere, and therefore do not require so much heat as the plants of tropical India ; but

may be grown successfully in a common stove, amongst Ixoi-as, Aphelandras, and other plants usually

cultivated in such a house. Being terrestrial plants—that is, growing in the earth, in contradistiuc-

tion to epiphytal, or growing in the art' on trees—the sod in wliich they are gro's^Ti should be a mixtm'e

of peat in a rough state, tm-fy loam, and half-rotted leaves, in equal parts ; these ingredients must be

mixed together, but not sifted. The pots should be rather large in proportion to the plants, as they

have abundance of long fleshy roots when in a state of vigorous health. Stagnant water is injm-ious

to them ; the pots shotdd, therefore, be efiectually drained. The best material with which to do this

is broken potsherds, used in three sizes—one size being in pieces as large as the palm of a man's hand,

the second averaging about an inch and a half in diameter, and the thu-d of the size of hazel nuts. The

pots should be of the ordinary form, and ought either to be new when used, or washed quite clean.

The sod, the di-aiuage, and the pots of proper sizes, being all ready and in good condition, potting

may be performed ; that is, if the plants are in a fit state. That state occurs just when the plants

begin to push up young shoots, which, when well managed in other respects, happens about March.

Whenever these young shoots are observed, proceed with the operation of potting. In performing

this, remove the plant to the potting bench; select a pot of a suitable size—if the plant is healthy it

will require a larger pot, but, if not, the same size will be sufficient for the ensuing season
;
place the

drainage in the foUowmg manner : the large pieces all over the bottom, the next size upon them,

finishing with the smallest size. For large plants, three or fom- inches deep of di'ainagc will be neces-

sary, and a less quantity for smaller ones ; but, mark this, it is better to go beyond enough in the matter

of drainage than to fall short of it. A thin covering of moss, or very fibrous peat, laid upon the potsherds,

^viIl be useful, inasmuch as it will prevent the finer particles of the compost washing down amongst

them, and so clogging up the drainage. When this is all prepared, turn the plant upside down, rest-

ing on the hand, with the stems between the fingers, and strike the pot gently upon the edge of the

bench, so as to cause the plant to fall into the hand easily ; then pick out or shake away all the old

soil from amongst the roots ; should any of the roots be dead, prune them carefully ofl' close up to the

plant, leaving all that are alive. Then examine the plant itself, and clear ofl; all insects, decayed
^
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THE nANGIXG-GAKDEXS AND CROCUS-MEADO'W'S OF NOTTINGHAM.

leares, and dead or rotting pseudo-bulbs. Next place a layer of the compost upon the diainage ;
put

the long roots in the pot, holding the plant up a little above the level of the edge of the pot ; -n-ork in,

vrith the other hand, the compost amongst the roots, opening and spreading them evenlj- tlu'ough the

mass ; finish by leaving the plant in the centi-e, raised up a little above the rim of the pot. Give a

gentle shake by stiiking the pot upon the bench, to settle the soil, and the operation—a veiy impor-

tant one—is finished. Remove the plant into the house or stove, set it on the floor, and give a gentle

-(vatering, letting it remain in that position till the water di-ains away, when it may be replaced on the

stage or platform. Proceed in the same manner till all the plants requii-ing potting are finished.

The after ti-eatment is to give plenty of "water until the pseudo-bulbs of the year are fully formed,

when moisture must be gradually reduced ; and also the temperatui-e of the house. This is to induce

a state of rest, and to preserve the roots alive through the winter. ^ATien that dreaiy season passes

awav, a little more heat and moistui'e may be applied : when, if the plants have grown well, made

strong pseudo-bulbs, and kept their roots alive, they will certainly produce flower-stems, and reward

the cultivator for his trouble.

These plants are increased by cutting off with a shai-p knife one or two of the older pseudo-bulbs,

putting them in small pots di-ained well, and giving no water till the latent buds break out into growth.

Then give a little water round the edge of the pot, increasing it as the shoots advance in growth, and

beiin to push forth new roots. They are aftei'wards managed in a similar maimer to the old-estab-

Uslied plants. It will take three years before they wUl have acquii-ed a blooming size under the best

management.

It was stated that this genus was a small one. The species now figui-ed is one of the handsomest

of the group. Below is a list of those which are at present cultivated in this countiy :

—

Warrea hideiifata. Two-toothed "Wan-ea. Native of Caraccas. The flowers ai-e pm-ple and white.

Warrea cyanea. Deep blue lipped AVai-rea. Native of Columbia. The whole of the flower is of the

purest white, excepting the lip, which is of the most beautiful deep azm-e blue ; a rather delicate

species.

Warrea tricolor. Three-coloured WaiTea. Native of the Brazils. This is a very robust showy

species, lasting a long time in bloom ; the sepals and petals are of a delicate white, the Kp is striped

with brown and pui-ple.

Warrea Lincleniana. Linden's "Warrea. Native of Venezuela. This is the subject of the plate,

and has occasioned our remarks on the cultm'e of the whole genus.

[In the French gardens is a Warrea Candida (Lindley in Paxfoii's Floicer 6arde?i, {., 32), a native

of Bahia, described as being a handsome species, i^dth flowers pure white, the centre of the lip pui'ple,

towards the edge blue-violet, at the base white streaked with red. The plant is dwarf, and the

flowers grow tlu-ee together, in the same manner as in the Huntleyas.]

THE HANGING-GARDENS AND CROCUS-MEADOWS OF NOTTINGHAM.

KHHERE seems to be an innate love of Natm-e in eveiy human breast ; which, though it may lie

JX dormant during the toi-pid winter months, breaks forth, and becomes almost irresistible as spring

approaches. But it is, perhaps, necessaiy to be cooped up within the naiTow walls of the city, and

be subject to the dingy atmosphere and dii'ty sti'eets of the meh'opoKs, fully to realize the delight,

the charm of a peep at the coimtry. when " the winter is past, the rain is over and gone, the flowers

appear on the earth, and the time of the singing of bii-ds is come." At such a time, in days gone by, and

imder such circumstances, it was our lot—(we use the privileged " plm-al," with yom- permission, JIi-.

Editor)—to visit the town of Nottingham, which stands " as a city set upon a liill," with wide and fertile

meadows at its base, cut, as it were, into twain, by the waters of the brightly-beaming Trent; and
1

1

here it was that might be seen, to us, one of the finest sights in the world ; for these meadows are |

!

covered, in spring time with that beautiful httle bulb, the Ci'ocus—the golden colour, of course, pre-

vailing, but exhibiting, also, the blue, the white, the stiiped, and eveiy other variety pertaining to the

species. The meadows belonging, in a considerable degree, to the town—Nottingham possessing no

less than 1200 acres of what may be termed commonable ground—the people tui-n out, a large part of

the population, to enjoy and appropriate their own ; hundreds upon hnndi'eds, like a numerous flock

of sheep newly tm-ned into a fi-esh and verdant field, gi-aduaUy extending over the whole expanse

;

the childi'en, playful as lambs, picking the flowers, putting them into their laps, and caiTying them

home to deck their dwellings ! Can any sight than this be more pleasing ? Alas ! that it is so rare

;
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for experience teaches us tliat our footpatlis in the country are blocking up, our steps turned into tlie

narrow lanes, and om- free range over the green fields shut out ;—property, we speak it sorrowfully

and imploringly, gradually isolating and enclosing oui' glens, our hill-tops, and our pleasant meads,

until the very ways of our youth are forgotten.

We had well-nigh forgotten the Hanging-Gai'dens, of which we had proposed to ^witc : but we can-

not quit the green banks of Trent without narrating the follomng anecdote :—Colonel Thornton, of

sporting memory, in the days of the old regime, went over to France to ^^sit Chantilly, and there he

could not refr-ain from expressing to its princely possessor his admiration of the verdant beauty of the

la\vn. " Yes," said liis host, " j'ou may well admire it, for it cost a great price, and came from your

own country. I imported the turf from the neighboiu-hood of Nottingham." Along the brow, and
down the hill-range on which the town is built, extend the gardens of its inhabitants, wliich consist

of small plots of gromid, divided by paths and hedge-rows, and adorned ynth all the beauty that

anxious culture can bestow, having gates and locks to secm-e the vernal treasm-e. Happy is the

man who obtains possession of one of these paradises, at least for a season. Himself, his wife—if he

be so blessed—and his family, may be seen hurrying on, as if bent on mission of highest moment,
to commence their early morning task, with some light garden tool in hand, some new plant or

flower ; while, with a smile, the older and more experienced exclaim, as they pass, " There goes

neighboui- Tomkins; ttef/ have caught the garden-fever
!

" And garden-fever sm'e enough it is; for

they dig and rake, weed and water, plant and transplant—in short, do everything but wait, till

Natm-e can do her part to produce the desired result. Not so the more experienced ; theii' passion

has cooled, and they have learned wisdom. These know that time is an element of culture ; sowing

the seed, after many days and careful watching they expect and sweetly enjoy the harvest. Pic-nic

and tea-parties are, as it were, the produce of these pleasant places ; and in some the substantial

summer-house is erected, wherein we have seen a sumptuous dinner served. The view from these

green spots is delightful, looking on to the groves of Clifton, hallowed by the muse of Henry Kirke

;

and, altogether, whether as regards social enjoyment, healtlifid recreation, or quietude and peace, we
have rarely seen a more charming resort than the Hanging-Gardens of Nottingham.

m

NOTES UPON A FEW PLANTS SUITABLE FOR VASES.

W LTHOUGH it would be difficult to imagine a plant more suitable for vases than the Scarlet Pelar-

^G\ gonium, yet as, for the sake of variety, it is necessary to cultivate more than one kind of plant

for this pm'pose, perhaps the following hints may not be without interest to some of our readers.

For early spring blooming, notliing can be more suitable than the Nemophilas, as insignis, maculata,

atomaria, and discoidalis. These, if planted in tolerably rich but porous soil in the autumn, will

stand thi-ough ordinary winters, and then- gay, varied flowers, trailing over the surface, and depending

round the sides of the vases, have a very gay and interesting appearance. Next to these, CoUiusia

bicolor and grandiflora are very desirable, the latter especially, as it forms a very gay and compact

tuft of flowers ; while Leptosiphon densiflorus and andi-osaceus are not to be despised. For contrast of

colom-, SxAenogyne speciosa, with its bright orange flowers, is very desfrable ; it should be sown in

September, and be nursed through the -winter in a cold fi-ame, in 3-inch pots, in rather poor soU, and

the plants be planted thickly in the vases in April, being pre-sdously thoroughlj^ hardened. Lupinus

nanus, treated in the same way, is also a very beautiful plant ; while the lovely little Clintonia pul-

chella, tm-ned thickly out of pots into the vases, wUl be found quite a gem. This plant, to grow it

well through the winter, requires to be kept rather diy, and should be potted in soil rather rich in

vegetable matter, or with some peat, in a rough state, mixed among the soil. Clarkia pulchella and

pulchella alba, though rather stronger-growing plants, are very pretty, and will contrast well with

some other things, as will also Gilia tricolor and tricolor alba. Godetia rubicunda will be admissable

on the same principle, as will also Iberis coronaria and umbeUata, Erysimum Perofifskianum, Nolana

atriplicifolia, and, though last not least, the lovely little Kaulfussia ameUoides. Most of these plants,

in ordinary vrinters, ynW stand in a sheltered situation in the open borders ; but where they are

i-equfred for vases, it will be best to make sm-e bj- keeping them in pots under the shelter of a ft-ame,

or a mat or two. Before planting, it will always be necessary to have the plants thoroughly hai-dened

by full exposui-e, but take care that they are in full growth, and not stunted.

The preceding plants, \\'ith white, scarlet, pm-ple, and German stocks, and a few good plants of

the double yellow and dark pm-ple Wallflowers, will keep the vases gay imtil the end of June, at

i
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SiLENE ScnAFTA, a Specimen plant.

NOTES UPON A FEW PLANTS SUITABLE FOE VASES.

which time the Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, and usual occupants of the vases, should be hardened and
ready to plant out.

Nest them, in interest, the following will be found very suitable and gay :

—

Silene Schafta.—This simple, but very gay and pretty, herbaceous plant, inhabits rocks on Mount
Keridach, in the Russian province of Talysch, and was introduced, through Dr. Fischer, from the

Botanic Garden, Dorpat, in 1844.

The following account is from the Journal of tho Horticultural Society

:

—" This proves to be a

beautiful little herbaceous plant, producing a

great number of spreading, slender, downy
stems, which form compact tufts, and are ter-

minated, near the extremity, by fom- or five

bright purple flowers, more than an inch long.

Of these flowers, that at the extremity of the

shoot opens first, and those below it one after

he other in succession, so that the branches

are, by degrees, covered all over with blossom.

Its stems do not rise above six inches liigh, and

render it well suited for bedding out or for

cultivating among collections of alpines, or for

rockwork, over which it will bend gracefully."

The accompanying engraving, representing a

well-grown specimen, fully bears out Dr. Lind-

ley's description, and shows the Silene to be a

very elegant plant, and suitable for decorative

purposes. It strikes veiy fi-eely by cuttings,

under a hand glass, and is also increased by

seed, which it produces in great abundance ; but being a perennial, the plants do not bloom until the

second year. Presuming, however, that you can procure seed, and that it is your wish to grow

some specimen plants, sow the seed immediately, and, when large enough, pot them into sixty sized

pots, in light porous soil not too rich, putting three plants in each pot. When the plants ai-e estab-

lished, stop them regularly, so as to make them
produce abundance of shoots, and when they have

formed a compact tuft, remove them into forty-

eight or small thii-ty-two sized pots, using the

same compost as before. Keep them through the

winter in a cold fi-ame ; but about March pot

them into pots of a suitable size, using loam and

leaf-mould in about equal proportions, and mak-
ing it tolerably firm in the pots. After this pot-

ting, it will be well to give the plants the protec-

tion of a fi'ame ; to keep a moist atmosphere, and

to encoui'age the plants to grow as fast, but as

robustly, as possible ; stop the shoots regularly,

and support those in the centre with a few neat

stakes, but allow the side branches to di'oop

gracefully round the sides of the pot. Towards
June they will begin to blossom, and at that time

they may be removed to the vases, and be planted

out, and afterwards be regularly supplied with weak manure water. Take care that the plants do
not suffer for the want of water

; and, to prolong the season of blooming as much as possible, remove
the seed pods, wliich are produced in great abundance, as fast as they appear. After blooming, the
plants must be cut in pretty close, and started afresh, or be thrown away to make room for other
plants.

Silene laciniata.—Though, a much older plant, and very much more difficult to cultivate, this is

perhaps the most beautiful of the Silenes. It is a native of Mexico, and was introduced to our gar-
dens in 1823. Requii-ing the protection of a frame in the winter season, it is generally treated as a
greenhouse plant

;
and, though the flowers will not bear looking at with a florist's eye, being, as their

specific name indicates, " ragged," yet, the peculiar bright red, and almost scarlet-colour of the flowers

Silene Schafta, the natural size.

I
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gives them, upon a well-grown specimen, a very interesting appearance. Tliis plant is very readily

propagated by cuttings of the yoimg wood, put in sandy soil, and plunged in a gentle heat. They strike

the most readily, when in a growing state, early in spring, but they may also be rooted in the autumn.

After the cuttings are rooted pot them, for the sake of getting large plants quickly, three plants into a

large 60-sized pot, using a compost consisting of tui'ly loam, leaf mould, and peat, in about equal pro-

portions, adding sufficient gritty sand to make the whole open and porous. Keep the plants in a

moist, growing atmosphere ; and, after they are thoroughly estabhshed, and progress in growth, stop

the side shoots regularly to promote a compact growth. K the cuttings are rooted early, and kept

growing vigorously afterwards, being shifted into larger pots as they require it, they will, by June,

make plants either for vases or for simple decorative purposes, and will be found exceedingly interest-

ing. As young plants make the best specimens, it is not worth while to keep the old plants except for

stock.

Sedum SiebokUi.—How rarely we meet with well-grown specimens of this very interesting plant

!

Yet, what a very pretty thing it is when properly grown. Oui- common enemies the snails, however,

have great affection for it, devouring it with greediness, \mless protected, and hence the reason,

in some measui-e, why it is so little seen. Cultivated as a pot plant, and, more especially, when grown,

year after year, into a large specimen, it is a remarkably interestiag autumn-blooming plant, remaining

in perfection for a considerable time, and having a very graceful appearance. It is a native of Japan,

and was first brought into cultivation in 1838. It is propagated freely, either by cuttings, or by divi-

sion of the plant. The best time to di'^dde them is in the spring, when the plants first begin to grow,

and cuttings may be rooted when they are an inch or two long. Supposing you have strong estabhshed

plants, the best method vsdll be to shift them, about the end of March, using turfy sandy loam, and

leaf mould, in about equal proportions, with plenty of gritty sand, and some charcoal broken small.

If the plants are strong, give them a hberal shift, say into a pot two sizes larger, disengaging the roots

from the sides of the ball at the time of shifting ; and, if the plants grow vigorously, they will require

a second shift in the coui'se of the season. Keep the plants in a frame, or the greenhouse, and in a

situation inaccessible to snails. A little weak liquid manm-e will be found useful throughout the

season, especially when the plants are in fall growth. When the flowers begin to show colour, expose

them to the full sun, and remove to the vases if the weather is sxdtable. After blooming cut the old

stems away, and keep the plants in a comparatively dormant state thi'ough the winter. The old plants

should not be reduced in size, but should have the ball reduced every spring, and be kept gro'sving

on year after year.—A.

NOTES ON THE CULTIVATION OF SUMMER AND AUTUMN PEAS.

By Mb. P. BENISON, Gakdener to John AKOEnsTEm, Esq., Woodlands, Blackheath.

fOR the supply of a gentleman's family few things are more in request than good autiunn Peas, and

yet how rai'e an occurrence it is to see a good crop late in the season ! And why is this ? Simply

because we do not provide the means of insuring a successful result ; but sow them as we do the

spring crops, trusting to Providence for a favom-able result, but doing comparatively nothing om'selves

to promote a successful issue. It is true there are some soils more suitable to Pea cultivation than

others, and it is equall}' well known that a soil suitable for early spring crops, rarely produced good

Peas late in the season, and hence upon a soil natm-ally light, porous, warm, and early, means must be

taken to render it as cold as possible to ensure good late crops.

At this place, the garden slopes to the east, and is a poor sandy loam resting on sand or gravel, and

though we get fine early crops, a good summer or autumn crop, without considerable preparation and

attention, is a matter of great doubt. To remedy this, I make it a rule to manm'e and trench the Pea
gi-ound two or three spades deep, leaving it rough at the sm-face until the time of sowing. I think

I hear some one saying, " What ! manure ground for Peas ?" Yes, we manm-e it, and not only that, we
prepare for each row of Peas a trench, and manure it as we would for a crop of celery, giving it at

the time a good dressing of cow-dung if it can be procured, and if not, five or six inches deep of well-

decayed hot-bed dvmg. For hght soils, cow-dung in a fi'csh state is the best manure, but upon

heavy cold soils horse-dung will be found preferable. For early crops we do not find it necessary to

make any particulai- preparation ; but later in the season, and for summer crops, without it we should

not succeed at all.

Om- mode of procedm-e is as follows :—When the ground becomes vacant it is manured and

trenched in the ordinary way, and when the tune arrives for sowing the crop, a trench nine inches I
..^J^^
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deep and fifteen inclies wide is taken, out, the soil, as the garden slopes considerably, being placed on ti

the lower side of the trench, then a coating of cow-dung six inches thick is forked in and covered a

few inches ^^•ith soil, and upon this the Peas are sown. If it is late in the season, and the weather
dry, it is a good plan to soak the seed in water for a day or two before sowing, as it accelerates their

vegetating ; but for early crops, and when the weather is moist, such a precaution is not necessaiy.

AU the secondaiy crops are sown in this way, and indeed, where a croji of Peas is desired, instead of a few
dishes very early, we are quite sure this plan should be followed. In the garden of a neighbour we
saw last season some rows of Warner's Emperor and the Warmck Pea, which had been sown in

highly manured trenches, and instead of being the puny things we generallj' see them, they were fi-om

four to five feet in height, and quite as much thi'ough the branches at the top, and yielded bushels of

splendid Peas. It is true the produce was a few days later before it was fit to gather than it would have
been in poorer soil ; but this was amply compensated for by the very superior quality of the produce. On
poorer soils, those who sow Ln enriched trenches for early crops will not regret the experiment ; but they

must not forget to give more room betn^een the rows than is customary under ordinary circumstances. It

was one of the prejudices of by-gone times, that Peas did not require manui'e, that if they had it they

would run all to halm, and the produce be unusually limited ; but in these fi'ee trade times, when
people begin to understand that the soil cannot yield that which it does not contain, the anti-manui'e

doctrine, even for Peas, is fast falHng to the ground, and will soon be numbered among the things that

were. In the liighly manured market gardens of the metropolis, special manui-ing, except for late

crops, may not be necessary ; but upon all Ught soils, and more especially dry soils, a thorough manur-

ing is indispensable to success. ^^Tiere the ground is rich, and especially where the crops are sown in

manured trenches, more room will be required between the rows, especially of the tall growing kinds,

but if some of the new Peas tui-n out as they are represented, it is more than probable that the best of

the tall kinds must " go out;" even the Victoria, Knights, and British Queen, must make way for

Hau-s' Mammoth Marrow, a dwarf pea of prodigious size, fine flavom-, and a most abundant bearer.

One great advantage of sowing Peas in trenches is, the facility it ofiers for thorouglily soaking them

with water in dry weather, and nothing tends so much to keep the mildew away, as to promote a vi-

gorous growth at all seasons, and to this end we frequently give our Peas, when in full bearing, a

thorough soaking of manure-water, or scatter a little guano along the trenches, and then water wth
plain water. Mulching between the rows with short grass, the refuse of the pleasm'e ground, is also a

good practice, as it pi-events the evaporation of the moistore, and keeps the ground cool between the

plants. For early crops, Warner's Emperor, and Flanagan's Early, if not the earliest, are the best in

quality, and the most profitable. Then follow, Fau-beard's Sui-prise, and the Champion of England,

two early marrow peas of remarkable excellence, alike suitable for early, and very late crops. Of
dwarf Peas, Bishop's new Long-podded is iirstrate, but not suitable to poor, Ught soils, and Bedman's

Imperial is very profitable. The Scimetar is fast wearing out, a true sample being a difficult thing

to be met with ; but if, as we have remarked before, Hair's Mammoth Pea proves what it has been re-

presented, it wUl doubtless become an universal favourite. For the very dwarf kinds, as Bishop's

Queen ofDwarfs, Burbidge's Eclipse, and the like, we have no special hking ; as, in damp seasons, unless

staked, they are liable to rot at the bottom ; besides, they are rather too handy for rats, mice, and other

vermin, who, imder the ample foliage, can devour them in secui-ity. Those who grow the preceding

Peas may rest assured that they have the best kinds, and though they purchase every kind found in

the seedsmen's catalogues, they will not improve upon them.

For a very early crop, a south border should be chosen, and these should be sown in November,

and be protected through the winter when necessary. A second crop of the early kuids, should be

sown in February, and then a row each of foui' different kinds, say Knight's Dwarf Mari'ow, Faii'-

beard's Champion of England, Hairs' Mammoth Marrow, and Bishop's Long-podded sown every month
until August, will give a good succession thi'oughout the season. The four Peas specified above, wUl
come in a few daj's apart, and hence a succession of young Peas is secm-ed. For the last crop, a

warmer border should be provided. One of the best crops of late peas we ever saw, was raised in

pots filled with rich manure, planted out upon a south border previously trenched and well manm-ed,

and after planting, the whole ground was thoroughly soaked with weak manirre-water, and mulched

several inches thick with the dung of an old mushi-oom bed. These Peas were sown in August,

and through October they yielded an excellent crop.

S
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

April 16.—The subjects exhibited, though not

numerous, included some of considerable interest.

Among the most remai'kable of the novelties was a

small plant of a New Holland species of Clianthus,

"which had been received by Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter,

under the name of C. formosus. It promises to be a

shoAvy plant, haring pinnate leaves, with elliptic woolly

leaflets, and axiUary suh-umbeUato heads of flowers on

lougish peduncles ; the flowers are large, rich crimson,

with a large black shiny boss at the base of the vexil-

lum. A large silver medal was awarded to it. Another

novelty was Pimelea Verschaffeltii, ii-om Mr. Ayres, of

Blackheath ; this, when well grown in a low green-

house temperatui'e, proves to be a fine species, having

elliptic lance-shaped leaves, and large heads of white

blossoms, which are very fragrant in the evening ; a

certificate was awarded to it. Mr. Errington, gardener to

Sir P. Egerton, sent a cut specimen of a curious brownish

flowered species of Oncidium. From Mr. Lane, of Berk-

hampstead, was a plant called Warrea discolor, a dwarf

species, with dingy pale sepals and petals, and a dull,

deep pui-ple lip. A drawing hy M. Warczewitz, by whom
the plant was collected, was exhibited, in which, what

was stated to be the same plant, growing at a greater

elevation—9,000 feet—was represented with the lip of

a deep, clear blue, the higher temperature of a lower

elevation producing the dull colour', which had also been

developed under cultivation. A similar case was men-

tioned, in the instance of a new Trichopilia, from Costa

Eica, exhibited by Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing Park, of

which a di-awing by M. "Warczewitz, made from a

plant growing at a considerable elevation, was also ex-

hibited, and represented it as of a much higher colom-

than the cultivated plant; which agreed with speci-

mens found by that collector in lower and hotter dis-

ti'icts. Mrs. Lawrence also sent a iine Cattleya Skin-

neri, which, with the Trichopilia, received a Banlcsian

medal ; and some other interesting plants, including a

beautiful Erica nitida, which obtained a certificate.

Messrs. Henderson of St. John's Wood, sent a gi'oup

of plants containing Ccanothus papUlosus, which Dr.

Lindley stated, had, so far, proved the most tender of the

recently introduced kinds ; and with it some other plants,

including Epimedium colchicum, a brilliant yeUow
flowered hardy plant, apparently a form of E. pinnatum,

to which a certificate was voted. A certificate was

awarded to a seedling Azalea indica called Delecta, from

Messrs. Fairbaii'n of Clapham ; it is a clear rosy pink,

showy variety, but rather coarse. Messrs. Henderson,

of the Pine-apple Nursery, had in addition to the Hya-
cinths and Cinerarias noted below, a fine dwarf bushy

plant of the pretty Siphocampylus manettiffiflorus. Mrs.

Temple, of Connaught Terrace, sent two vases of flowers

modelled in wax. Among the plants from the garden

of the Society, was a plant of the double white flowered

peach, introduced by the Society from China ; it will

prove a very pretty plant for forcing, and for the deco-

ration of conservatories, but like all other early-flower-

ing plants, will be liable to be damaged by frosts if left

exposed.

As is usual at this season, Messrs. Henderson, of

Pine Apple Place, sent a collection of the finer kinds of

Hyacinths, but still, many of them very deficient in the

properties which constitute a good flower. Among the

more remarkable, we noticed Ydlotv, Jacobea single, and

La Grandem'and Due de Berri d'Or, double ; £lue, Lord

Wellington, Globe Terrestre, Blockesburgh, and Alfred

the Great ; Hcd, Monsieur Fesch, Sans Souci, and Mars,

all single, and dark in colour ; Hose, La Dame du Lac,

single ; Eendraught, Acteirr, Comtesse de la Coste, and

Professor Lindley, the latter with a dark eye ; White, the

old favoiu'ite Groot Voorst, Lord Wellington, Perreque

Royal, Sidtan Achmct, and Herman Ange, and of

single white, Helene, and Grand Blanche. The same

gentlemen also contributed a collection of Cinerarias,

among which Cerito, Wellington, and Adela Villiers

were the best. A seedling Cineraria, named Madame
Sontag, white, tipped with mazarine blue, though small,

was veiy pretty, and will make a good sale plant ; and

Lettice Arnold, crimson, with a ring of white round the

disc, is also desu-able. Mr. Henderson, of the Welling-

ton Nm-sery, had Pauline, a \eTj good puce pui'ple, of

passable form.— Of Fruit, Mr. Jones, gardener to Sir

John Guest, Bart., sent three Ripley Queen Pines, very

fine for the season, one especially so, most beautifully

swelled ; and Mr. H. Dobree, of Guernsey, sent a model

of a remarkably large Chaumontell Pear.

Gromier du Cantal Grape.—At the present day, the

Vine is distributed very extensively over the globe, in

countries where the mean siunmer temperature reaches

67 degrees Fahi-enheit. The limit to which the culture

ofthe Vine extends in France, forms an oblique line, which,

beginning at the coast above Nantes, passes a little beyond .

Paris, Laissons, and the confluent of the Moselle and the

Rhine. Beyond this line the Vine does not ripen its

fruit in the open ground, and can only be grown in a

Vinery, or, in favoured situations, on espaliers, a method

of growing it which is only applicable to some varieties,

such as furnish what are called dessert Grapes, {Haisins

de table}. Among the varieties raised from the Vine

since its introduction to Europe, and the number of

which, according to M. Odart, may be upwards of

a thousand, nearly sixty produce very good dessert

Grapes. The Gromier da Cantal is one of the best

quality in this class. Unfortunately, when the northern

limits of the Vine are approached, its culture presents

considerable difiicidty. Even at Paris it is not readily

propagated, or transplanted, and must be treated with

much skill and care. Notwithstanding this fact, the

Gromier du Cantal may be almost considered as an ex-

ception ; for, round Paris, it is found to ripen its fruit,

even in the most exposed situation. The bimches are

irregular, and measure from ten to twelve inches in

breadth, weighing about three poimds. The berry is

large, round, and of a rose colom- ; the skin is thickish

and the flesh firm, and very agreeably flavoured.

—
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
Statice ijiEBicATA, TTebb. Imbricated Statice.

—Nat. Ord. , Plumbaginace*, § Staticea?.—A pretty

greenhouse perennial, -n-ith pinnatifid leaves, cut

in tlie lower part into oblique lobes, becoming

smaller downwards, the upper part forming a

large entii-e lobe. The flower stem is two feet

high, winged, and terminating in a coiymbose

head of branches, each corymbosely divided, the

ramifications bearing numerous flowers ; calyx,

rich blue, cup-shaped, crenated persistent; pe-

tals, small, cream-colom-ed, fugitive.— From
Teneriifo; introduced about 1847. Flowers in

summer.

Cattleya TAJEOA.-SS, Slorren. Elegant Cattleya.

—Nat. Ord., Orchidaceas, § Epidendreffi-LfeKadte.

—A magnificent stove epiphyte, having club-

shaped stems, ovate-lanceolate leaves, and a short

raceme of large flowers ; the sepals oblong-lan-

ceolate ; the petals oblong, imdiilated, broader,

bright rosy pink ; the Up three-lobed, furrowed,

imdulatcd, the intermediate lobe large, rich

dark purple—From Brazil : St. Catheriae's ; introduced to

1847. Flowers ?

1. statice imhricata.

2. Cattleya elegaris.

3. Barkeria melanocwldon.

4. Oncidium htsmatoehilum.

5. Cypripcdhtm Lowii.

Belgium about

Baekeria melanocaulon, Richard and Galeotti. Dark-stemmed
Barkeria.—Nat. Ord., Orchidaceas, § Epidendreas-Lailiadse.—A graceful

epiphyte, with a sti-aight stem, ovate-lanceolate, distichous leaves, and

flowers in a drooping raceme ; they are rosy-lilac and pui-ple, the

sepals Uncar-lanceolate, the petals oval, attenuated, the lip two-lobed.

—

From Mexico ; introduced to Belgium about 1848. Flowers in the

summer months.

Oncidium HiEMATOCHiLuii, Lindhy. Pm-ple-lipped oneid.—Nat. Ord.,

Orchidacacese, \ Vandeos-BrassidEe.— Syn : 0. luridum piu^^uratum,

Lindley.—A very handsome stove epiphyte, bulbless, with thick spotted

leaves, and stiff racemes of flowers, the sepals and petals greenish yellow,

speckled with piu'ple, the lip rich crimson ; one of the most beautiful of

the Oncidiums. From New Grenada
; introduced before 1847. Flowers

in September. Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney.

CTPraPEDiUM Lowii, Jjindley. Lowe's Lady's Slipper.—Nat. Ord.,

Orchidace^, \ Cypripedeae.—A very handsome stove perennial, with

strap-shaped leaves. The flowers, sometimes in racemes, sometimes singly,

on a downy stem, ai'e large ; sepals ovate, downy externally, green, with

a piu^ple tinge near the base
;
petals long, spathulate, curving, greenish

yellow, with purple blotches, violet piuple at the end, hairy on the margins

;

lip, pouch-shaped, purplish green,, shining.—From Borneo : on trees in

thick jungles ; introduced in 1846. Flowers in autumn. Mr. Low, of

Clapton.
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CONOCLINIUM lANTHINUM.
Nat Order, CoMPOsiTiB \ EuPATOniEiE.

Generic Characteh.—Conoclimum, D. C.

—

Capitulum manj'-

flowered, homogamous. Involucre campanulate, scales in t"wo

or three series, linear, acute, nearly equal. Receptacle naked,

conical. Corolla tubular, scarcely dilated at tlie throat, limb

five-toothed. Anthers included. Stigmas cylindi-ical, obtuse,

exserted. AcliKnia angular, glabrous. Pappus in a single

row, hairy, scahrovLS.— {SiidlicJtery Gen. Plant.)

CoNOCLiNiuM lANTHiNusi.

—

Morrcu.—Violet Conoclinium.

—

Suifruticose at the base ; stem erect, round, ai-ticulated, streaked,

glabrous, softly pubescent at the summits ; leaves opposite, on
long stalks, oblong-ovate, wedge-shaped at the base, attenuated

at the apex, -with coarse teeth, many-nerved, sub-scahrous

above, softly pubescent and paler beneath ; capitiiles pedicellate,

densely crowded in a terminal corjTnb, about 30- (or more)

iiowered ; scales of the involucre thii-ty or more, in two or thi'ee

rows, elongate-lanceolate, acuminated, velvety on the back

;

receptacle somewhat hemispherical ; achcenia angular-streaked,

glabrous.

BESCRIPTION.—Half-slu-ubby below. Stems woody, brown, and streaked with, fissures

below, ai'ticiilated, glabrous, and becoming smootb, green, and sbining' towards the top.

Leaves oblong-ovate, wedge-sbaped at the base, attenuated above, jiointed, coarsely tootbed,

tbe upper face deeja green, scabrous in the reverse direction, the lower face pale, tonientose, as

if velvety, the nerves numerous, projecting below. The flower-heads are arranged ia crowded,

terminal corymbs ; the pedicels velvety and usually five in number, each corymb commonly

containing sis heads ; the scales of the involucre are arranged in three irregular rows, elongated,

lanceolate, hairy outside, glabrous within, green, or with a brownish tinge ; receptacle some-

what hemispherical, with a few short hairs ; corollas light rose, the stigmas very long, of a

delicate violet colour, verging toward blue.

This plant was described under the present name by Professor Morren in the Ghent Annals,

for May, 1849, where he says truly, that the receptacle scarcely warrants its being referred to

the genus Conoclinium since it is not conical ; but as the plant agrees with those of this

genus in other respects, he was unwUling to make a new genus on such grounds. In the

specimen we have examined the receptacle bears a few hairs of a short and bristly character,

so as to approach Hebeclinium, but I do not think these sub-divisions of the Eupatorieae suffi-

ciently absolute to require the alteration of a received name, merely to remove the plant from

one to another of these doubtful genera.—A. H.

HiSTOET, &c.—Our present subject is a native of St. Catherine's, in BrazO., from whence

it was introduced to the Belgian gardens, by M. De Voss, a botanical collector, employed

by the late M. A. Verschafielt of Ghent. It appears to have reached our gardens from

this source dming the past year. The plant which furnished the accompanying figure, was

grown in the collection of Messrs. Rollisson of Tooting, to whose obliging courtesy we are

indebted for an early opportimity of publishing it. We are also indebted to the Messrs.

Henderson of St. John's Wood, for an ojjportunity of insijecting another flowering example,

which bloomed in theii' nursery, during March of the present spring.

CuLTtTKE.—This Conoclinium appears to be a plant of very easy cultivation. It will,

however, require a cool stove dui-ing the winter and the earty spring months, and must be

grown freely. In the spring, the flowering plants, if removed to a warm greenhouse, will

bloom more vigorously, and continue longer in blossom. During summer the plants may

be kept in a greenhouse, or perhaps even exposed to the open air in warm sheltered situa-

tions ; but, on the approach of winter, they must be retiu'ued to a cool jsart of the stove, in

which they should have a light and airy place. According to the experience of the Belgian culti-

vators, it would appear that the plants continue to bloom fr-eely all through the summer. It is

probable, however, that their great value will be as decorative objects for the conservatory and

drawing-room, in the early spring, when all flowers are valuable, and blue flowers are scarce.

Propagation is readily effected by cuttings of the young shoots planted in the usual way,

and kept in a moderate and close heat. The plants when established in separate pots of

rich, Ught, loamy soil, should be frequently topped, and shifted into others of larger size before

the roots become crowded in the pots ; they should be kept near the glass in a house

or frame where they can have a moist atmosphere, with plenty of air, and a temperatm-e of fi-om

60 to 65 degrees. Two-thirds of Hght free loam, to one-third of good leaf mould, or, in place

of it, fibrous peat, incorporated with sand enough to keep the mass open and porous, ^nR form

rnrn^-
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a compost suitable for the plants at any stage of their growth. No doubt by selecting established

cuttings in spring, large plants may be glo^^^l by a continuance through the summer of the

stopping and shifting processes : and such plants, from the free-flowering habit of the species,

will probably be found extremely useftd for late autumn and winter flowering in a waim con-

serTator}^ Yoimg plants thus managed would also no doubt in any case be found preferable to

older cut doT^^l plants, in so far as healthy gi-owth and yigorous blossom-heads were concerned.

From memoranda commimicated by Mr. Brown, the foreman at Messrs. Eollisson's niu'sery,

we learn that plants gi'owing in sixty-sized jjots, will carry a fine head of bloom, and as these

may be had in flower in the winter and eaiiy spring, they must in that state be esjDecially

valuable for the decoration of di-awing-rooms or conservatories, or for gTouping and massing

with other plants in ornamental vases. Probablj' this is the form in which the species will be

fovmd most useftd to cultivators, as its ageratum-like appearance will perhaps cause it to be less

prized during the summer months. Plants for this piu'pose shoidd be struck and well-estabhshed

in their pots early in autumn ; and may then be had in succession, by keeping back the principal

stock as much as possible in a low temperature, and placing a selection, fi-om time to time in a

more exciting atmosphere. From 60 to 70 degrees appeal's to be the range of temperatui-e suited

to the growth of the plants, according to the experience already acquired ; and 65 degrees, with

a dry atmosphere, woidd therefore suit them when at rest.—M.

i'ttgttnlilt ^Mjtjsinlngti.

By AUTHUR HENFRET, Esa., F.L.S., Lecturer on Bot.vky at St. George's Hospital.

CHEMICAL ACTION.

®OME knowledge of the characters of chemical force, and of the mode in which chemical laws act,

5^ is indispensable for the comprehension of the phenomena presented in the fives of vegetables.

Plants stand midway between the dead mineral world and the active, moving portion of the U\'ing

world, the animal kingdom, in the gTeat chemical interchange wliich is constantly takuig place

between the several portions of the material creation. Both animals and plants are constructed

and built up of substances derived from the earth, an-, and water ; but vegetables alone are capable

of receiving these nuneral materials into the substance of their structures, and of assimilating them,

as it is caUed—that is, of making use of them as food out of which thefr existing pai-ts may be

repau-ed and strengthened, and new parts produced. Anim als cannot obtain nourishment fi-om

any substance which has not pre^dously formed part of a vegetable ; and in the vegetable kingdom,

therefore we find the most remarkable of those natural phenomena in which the chemical and

vital forces act together. The whole vegetable kingdom nfight indeed be regarded, in an utUitarian

point of view, as a great apparatus for the production of organic substances, that is, of chemical

compounds, difi'ermg fi'om aU those we can om'selves produce at wiU in our laboratories, in so far

that they can be formed only in the interior of the tissues of fiving things, by chemical action

regulated and du-ected by the special vital force of the being of which they form pai't.

In the formation of these compoimds within plants, the general chemical laws still hold good, and

the chemical action in plants is not dfiferent, but only more complex than in the mineral kingdom

;

this complexity arising fi-om the interference of the new agent, fife, in the phenomena. So greatly,

however, does this influence the character of the chemical actions, that we find the resulting com-

pound formed fi-om a few of the simple elements, multipfied a thousandfold under its direction ; and whfie

in the mineral world we see a certain product always formed when we unite two given substances

together, when we place two, ten, or a hundi-ed plants in such a position that they are aU deriving

the nourishment from the same soil, we find the same set of elements entering into all, but almost

evei-y species forming some new and different product fi-om them in one or other pai-t of its tissues

;

and, moreover, the formation of these products depends ahnost wholly upon the degree of health or

vital power of the plant. Hence the almost innumerable variety of vegetable substances, the oils,

acids, alkaloids, &c. : afi consisting of almost the same elements, few in number, which, in their free

state, when not under the dh-ection of a vital force, are only capable of uniting into a comparatively

small number of compounds.

The use of the word element recalls me to the immediate subject of the present paper, namely, a /^
^ ^ „ lls^
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bi'ief sketcli of the nature of cliemieal phenomena. The business of the chemist is to examine into

the peculiar characters of the substances of -which the material world is composed ; to separate those

which he finds to be made up of different constituents, so as to arrive at the elements, the first

unalterable materials of which all things are made up ; and to seek out and define the laws which

regulate the combinations of these elements. In common language the word element has not yet

lost a false signification which has remained attached to it since the days when chemistry did not

exist. The elements are said to be four, fire, aii', earth, and water; and the ancients thought the

world was really made of these. All things may, indeed, be still said to exist only in thi-ee of these

elemental forms, namely, of solids, liquids, and airs or gases, for irre is a result of combination; but

this is true only in respect to form, and we are now acquainted with about sixty different substances,

which are at present to be considered as elements, since we are unable to decompose them any
further. Some of them are solid, others liquid, others gaseous, at the usual temperature of the

atmosphere. Among the solids, for instance, are all the metals (except quicksilver), carbon (char-

coal), sulphirr, iodine, &c. ; among the liquids, quicksilver and one of the constituents of sea-water,

called bromine ; among the gases oxygen and nitrogen, which, in a state of mixtui'e, form the aii- we
breathe ; hydrogen, which, when combined with a certain proportion of carbon, forms the common
gas used for illumination, &e. Many of these change their form under peculiar circumstances,

especially under different degrees of heat; thus, extreme cold will fi-eeze quicksilver into a solid,

while a moderate heat converts it into a vapour or heavy gas ; sulphm-, again, may be melted by heat

into a liquid, and by greater heat brought also into the state of vapour.

These elements combine together to form all the other substances, solid, liquid, or gaseous, wliich

exist in or upon the earth. By the word combine is here meant, not merely a mixtm-e or conjunction

of two elements, but a particular kind of union which it is the especial province of chemistry to

explain, and which is called chemical combination. The natm-e of this may be most easily explained

by an example : The air wliich we breathe is composed of oxygen and nitrogen, two simple elements,

and these are merely in a state of mixtui-e, which may be compared to the state of sugar and water,

when mixed together to form a syi'up, each ingredient still retaining its own essential characters

unaltered. Water, on the other hand, is a chemical compound of the two elements, oxygen and

hydrogen, two gases, which when thus combined, lose their peculiar characters for the time, and form

a new substance different from both,—in like manner to the result produced when we pour an acid

upon a metal, say nitric acid upon a copper halfpenny : the copper gradually disappears, the acid

loses its corrosive acidity, and a beautiful blue liquid is produced as the result, which liquid, if wo
evaporate it, yields crystals of the nitrate of copper, a substance differing in form, colour, textm'e,

and all other qualities from both its elements. Such combinations, and on the contrary deco?njiositions

or separations of compound substances into their elements, are going on unceasingly around us in

every part of the creation.

But these combinations are by no means formed at random ; they are subject to most strict and

definite laws. Some elements will combine most readily with a certain number of others, not with

all, or only under particular circumstances. In the changes which take place, we find the elements

exhibiting preferences for particular of the rest, preferences which can even be reduced to a scale of

degrees. This preference to unite with particular substances is what is called ajfinity ; and an element

is said to have the greatest affinity for those others with which it forms the compound most difficult

to decompose or separate into these component parts. And these affinities give rise to a wonderful

diversity of interchanges, when the vai-ious compounds come in contact with each [other under various

circumstances ; for if two compounds, consisting of elements which have but small affinity, meet

together, they often exchange, and thereby produce, two new compounds. Thus, for example, if we
have a compound of A and B, and another of C and D ; and the affinities between A and D, and

between B and C, are stronger than those at present binding the elements together ; when the two

compoands are brought to act upon each other, there will be a double decomposition, as it is called,

and two new substances will be formed, one of A and D, the other of B and C, as the result of

the interchange. Or, in a simpler case, if we take the compound A and B, and add the element C to

it, the affinity between this and B being greater than that between A and B, C will displace A
and form a new compound with B, while A is set free. As an example of the first, if we add the

solution of nitrate of copper, obtained by dissolving a halfpenny in nitric acid, to a solution of

carbonate of soda, since the affinity between nitric acid and soda is greater than that between the

carbonic acid and the soda, they will leave their original compounds, and combine to form a nitrate of

soda, while the carbonic acid will go to the copper to form a carbonate of copper, which, being insoluble

in water, will fall to the bottom as a heavy powder. In the second case, if we add nitric acid alone
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to carbonate of soda, nitrate of soda will be formed, and the carbonic acid will be driven off free, in the

form of gas, causing an eifer\'escenee.

These brief illustrations of chemical affinity, will perhaps suffice to afford some idea of the manner

in which chemical changes proceed ; there is, however, another important point to be dwelt upon

in connection with this part of the subject, namely, the theory of equivalent proportions, or the atomic

theory, as it is called.

It is found, that in those combinations and interchanges brought about by the play of chemical

affinities, the elementary substances always combine with each other in quantities beai'ing a certain

relative proportion to each other, and that each having its pecuHar equivalent, or atomic weight,

as it is termed, will only combine with the rest in quantities which are multiples of that number.

Thus, in 9 grains of water we shall always find 1 grain of hydrogen, and 8 grains of oxygen ; in

18 grains of water, 2 of hydi-ogen and 16 of oxygen, and so on ; moreover, in all other com-

pounds into wliicli either of these elements enter, they are always found to combine in the same

quantities ; for example, carbonic acid, composed of oxygen and carbon (equivalent 6), will always

contain the former in the proportion of 16 parts out of 22 grains, showing that there are 2 equivalents

of oxygen united to 1 of carbon; or in ammonia, composed of hydrogen and nitrogen (equivalent 14),

we find always 3 parts hydrogen in every 17 grains, showing that ammonia is a combination of

3 equivalents of hydrogen, with 1 of nitrogen ; which can be fm-ther proved by brmging 4 eqmvalents

or 32 grains of oxygen into combmation with 17 grains of ammonia, when we obtain 27 grains of

water, containing 3 grains of hydrogen and 24 of oxygen ; while the remaining equivalent of oxygen

joins the niti-ogen to form 22 grains of oxide of nitrogen.

ON THE PRODUCTION OF SUMMEK AND WINTER SALADS.

By Mh. H. bailey, C. M. H. S., Gaedener to G. Harcoukt, Esq,, Ndneham Pabk.

7UCH skill and foresight are requisite in this department of the multifarious occupations of a gar-

dener ; nor can he who is deficient in this respect be esteemed a master ofhis business. The day is

past for hoardhig up knowledge, and it is only by reciprocating it that we can hope to attain to perfec-

tion in anything. Let ns, therefore, cheerfully communicate those practices which we have found to be

advantageous, for the benefit of those who may (in any particular department of the art of horticul-

ture) have had less opportunity than ourselves of acquii'ing knowledge by experience ; thus shall the

hints contained in this our miscellany contribute to the general good, one and all deriving benefit from

them.

The principal ingredients used in salads are Lettuce, Endive, Cliicory, Radishes, Beet-root, Celery,

Tarragon, Chervil, Nasturtium, Burnet, Small Salad, and Cucumbers. Upon the culture of each of

these, it is proposed to offer a few liints, founded not upon plagiarized dii'ections fi'om old authors, but

upon practice and observation.

Lettuces are of two kinds, Cos and Cabbage, and their duration may be extended over the greater

part of the year by a little management. The first crop may be got in about the middle of April, and
will be most valuable for salad at that period. The kind is called the Dutch forcing Lettuce, which I

obtained at Haarlem some years ago. If sowm aboat the 25th of August, and preserved in a cold

frame during the winter, it may be planted on a slight hotbed about the end of February ; or potted

and plunged to the rims of the pots. The greatest difficulty is to preserve the plants fi'om damping.

It will bear almost as much heat as a Cucumber, but requires shading in bright sunshine, and a httle

night air to prevent excessive condensation of moisture. It forms a hard close head, and is, at the

season in which it comes in, a luxmybut little laiown in English gardens, although common in Hol-

land.

This crop, those Cos and Cabbage Lettuces which were sown in August to stand the winter in the

open ground, will succeed in May, and the succession vsdll be continued by sovsdng a few in a little

heat early in spring. To succeed these, a crop sown broadcast in the open ground, and hoed out (pre-

viously giving a shght di'cssing of guano), will give fine summer Lettuces; similar successional sow-

ings up to July vrill continue the supply ; but those sown the end of that month, will make fine Let-

tuces if transplanted in the cooler nights and under the refi-eshing dews of autumn. If some of this

sowing are taken up with balls, and put into a dry house or fi-ame, they wiU continue the supply tiU

Christmas, or even later.

The cultm'c of Radishes needs httle comment ; the Early Frame is best for winter and spring use,
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and the Turnip rooted kinds for summer. For winter, a frame may be sown the end of September and

a fortnight later ; and the next sowing may be upon a south border.

Of Beet-root a sowing made the beginning- of May in drills will give a supply.

Celery is one of the most important crops ; its use for cuUnary purposes, as well as salads, renders

its being of good quality a great desideratum. It is much in request in large families, both for stew-

ing and salads, and forms a most important item of the kitchen garden. The first sowing must be

made about the middle of February, in pits in heat, or on a slight hotbed ; as soon as the plants are

large enough, they should be pricked down upon four inches of rotten dung, laid upon an impervious

bottom, which causes them to produce a dense mass of fibrous roots when taken up for replanting in

trenches. The distance at which Celery is planted, is generally regulated by the ground and con-

venience ; but, like all other vegetables, if it is to be fine it must not be crowded ; it requires plenty of

water dm-ing its growth, and should have a spit of good rotten dung or leaf-mould to grow in. The
routine cnltm-e is so well known, that it would be superfluous to detail it. The latest crop may be

sown about the middle of April ; intermediate sowings bemg also made between it and the first.

Chervil is an annual which only requii-es snccessional sowings for winter ; some may be sown in

pots about the end of July.

Tarragon is much in request by French cooks for flavouring soups and mixing in salads. It in-

creases readily by slips or cuttings. Like the Pentstemon gentianoides, it should never have its tops

cut ofi' in winter, but when it has shot a little, in spring, remove them. A store of pots must be pro-

vided for winter supply, and gently forced.

Every tyro is famihar with the culture of Small Salad ; and that of Cucumbers is so fully before

the world in many able treatises, that those who wish for information may consult them.

Endive when well blanched is a most useful winter salad. Snccessional sowings should be made of

it fi-om the middle of June to the middle of August, and in the early part of November a quantity

should be taken up and protected in cold fi'ames, or pits. It blanches in a very superior manner if

potted and introduced into a Muslu-oom house.

Chicory should be sown in April or May in drills, and should be six or eight inches apart. The
roots may be taken up in the autumn cutting off the tops, and placing them in layers of rather dry soil

in a Mushroom shed. It soon produces new leaves, which when well blanched are of a most mild and
agreeable flavour.

The flowers of the Nasturtium, and the leaves of the Burnet are sometimes used in salads ; and
the common Corn salad is an agreeable addition which is much valued in France, where greater atten-

tion is paid to salads generally than we give them in this country.

In growing produce of this kind, the judicious gardener will ever have occasion to exercise his

mind in the various processes of accelerating, retarding, increasing, or diminishing his supply to meet
the demand of the establishment. It is truly said that '

' there is no rule without exceptions ;" and
'

however judicious a course of practice may be for one family, it may ill suit the wants of another.

The great point to attend to in keeping up a supply of any kitchen garden crop, is to make frequent

sowings, and to be as £i-equently planting out small proportions. The aim of a gardener should be to

produce a regular and moderate supply, rather than to have an excessive quantity of any one thing at

one time.

THE ATMOSPHERE.

By E. J. LOWE, Esq., F.E.A.S.

BEFORE entering into a popular history of the various phenomena belonging to our atmosphere,

it is necessary that the reader should be made conversant with the atmosphere itself, in order to

be the better prepared to receive information on the respective subjects which it is essential that

cultivators of plants should miderstand.

The atmosphere is a sabtle invisible fluid sm-'rounding us on all sides, and is, as it were, an envelope

to the earth's surface ; without it neither animals nor plants could have any existence ; indeed, without
an atmosphere, much of the light which we now enjoy would vanish—for, we shoirld only be able to

see objects when we faced the sun. On tmming our backs to that luminary, all would be darkness,

except the feeble light of the stars, which would shine even at noon-day ; and those sheltered valleys,

in which such numerous tribes of plants delight, would be shrouded in a midnight blackness.

Atmospheric air is a mixtm*eof oxygen and azotic gas, in the proportion of 79 of azote (or nitrogen)

to 21 of oxygen, besides which the air contains a very small quantity of ammonia, water in ani



invisible state, and one-tenth per hundred of carbonic acid gas, and several local compounds. The
proportions of oxygen and azote have never been known to vary. It is the stability of these gases

that enables both the animal and vegetable Idngdoms to flourish ; for an alteration in their proportions

would cause universal destruction.

The height of our atmosphere is a question much disputed :—M. Biot conceives it to be 18 miles.

Sir John Lubbock scarcely 22i miles, some extend it to 50, others to 80, and Dr. Dick to 200 miles.

The great meteor of February 11, of the present year (whose path was so beautifully traced by James
Glaisher, Esq., of the Royal Observatory) when fh-st seen in the north of England, was at a height of

90 miles above the earth's surface, finally bm-sting in Bedfordshire, at an elevation of 23^ miles; yet

the noise resulting from the explosion was so loud as to be heard at the distance of 100 miles, not only

proving that the body was of great size,* but that the atmosphere must have extended beyond this

ele%'ation
; however, as our atmosphere rapidly decreases in density upwards, om- highest clouds floating

in an air of only two-thii'ds the density of that at the sea level, and as vegetation cannot exist in such

a rarified medium, it is unnecessary to linger on this subject, which is one likely to be doubtful for

some time.

The pressm-e of the atmosphere is the combined weight of gases, and the elastic force of vapour

contained in the air. If the gaseous atmosphere were destroyed, there would yet be an aqueous

atmosphere, although life would under these circumstances be extinguished. This atmosphere of water

in hot countries would be held in the condition of invisible vapour-, consequently those skies would be

cloudless ; but, as we approached colder regions, clouds would appear, and in the temperate (in which

England is included) and polar regions there would be incessant rain or snow. There is one remark-

able difference between the gaseous or di-y air and vapom-ous or wet air ; the dry air flows from the cold

to the warm regions, and the wet air from the warm to the cold. These two atmospheres are well

mingled together, and are borne along to great distances ; and the latter is only precipitated in the form

of rain, hail, or snow, when an atmosphere is entered which is much colder than that which involves

them. By calculation we are enabled to separate the weight of dry air from that of moist air

;

from which we find that with the mean height of the barometer in round numbers at 29 j inches, 29

of this will be dry air, and half an inch wet aii'.

There are wonderful properties of the atmosphere constantly at work for the benefit of the vegeta-

tion of the world, some of which are now to be sho'svn.t The carbonic acid we are exhaling, in a few

short hom's will be travelling along to the north and to the south of us, endeavouring to traverse the

world. The Cedars of Lebanon, the Ai'aucarias of the Andes, and the beautiful Pines of the Himalaj^as

will take of it to increase theii' size ; the Date trees of the valleys of the Nile will drink it in by their

leaves ; the Cocoa-nuts of Tahiti, and the Mangoes of the Amboyna Islands wOl ripen upon it ; the

Ericas of the Cape, the Cacti of the New World, and the Orchidaceous plants of the Indian Archipe-

lago will change it into flowers. The oxygen we are inhaling has been but lately distilled for us by

the jNIagnolias of the Susquehana and the Passifloras of Texas. The huge Rhododendrons of the

Himalayas, the Cinnamon trees of Ceylon, and the Roses of Cashmere, with forests older than the

Flood, bui'ied deep in the heart of Africa, have contributed to it. The rain we see falling around us

was thawed from the mountainous icebergs of the polar seas; and aquatic plants have sucked up fi-om

the Nile, the Mississippi, and the Tigris, and exhaled as vapours the mighty snow-fields of the Andes,

the Atlas, and the Alps.

* Mr. Glaisher calculates it to be three-quarters of a mile in circumference.

+ It is proper to state that the substance of this illustration has been enlarged from some beautiful ideas which appeared in the

Quarterly Itevlew.

3JIisrtllniitntis Untte.

Disease in Fears, ^o.—The pistillary necrosis, men-

tioned in the work which is in the course of translation

in the Gardeners' Olironiclc (January oth, 1850), is a dis-

ease of great importance and interest to the cultivators

of Pears, Apricots, Peaches, &c., and also to those who
are engaged in making experiments for the producing

new varieties. I am not aware that the natine of this

disease has been ascertained with reference to these

pouits : the pistil in the flowers of the fruits I have

mentioned is veiy apt to be injured in early seasons by

fi'osts, when the blossom is opened, and even before it

is opened : the pistil is not so protected as the male

organs, and the shape of the corolla iu the Pear will

afford less protection to the organs of fructification

than is found in the Apricot, Peach, or CheiTy ; hence

the greater uncertainty of the crop of Pears than is the

case with the other fruits.

The author of the work I have referred to, oh-

I)

''^
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I

served in early seasons, "when there happened to be

frosts, that the female organ, even before the flowers

had opened, was desti-oyed or injured, and this -vYhilst

the male organs "were perfect : and hence the loss of the

crop. It has been long since observed, that the flowers

of Pears are apt to be injm-cd before' opening. This

question is important on two grounds : first, as indicat-

ing the necessity of early protection of the flower buds

;

and, nest, for the purpose of ascertaining whether, as

the shapes of the different varieties of Pears are very

diifereut, the quality or hardiness may not in some

measure aiise from the corolla of some kinds affording

a more complete protection to the pistil than others
;

and if this should be so, these kinds would furnish the

most desii'able plants from Avhich to attempt to raise

new fruitful varieties. I thiiik, with the object of ob-

taining hardiness, the late Mr. Elnight usually selected

the Swan's Egg Pear as one of the varieties from which

he obtained his seed.

—

John TFooIei/, Cheshunt.

Heine des Beiges Strawberry.—M. Lorio, (of Ghent)

sowed, in 1847, seeds of the British Queen Strawben-y,

and raised about two thousand plants, among which he

obtained this new variety, which is distinguished by its

vigorous habit and large fruit. The petioles measm-e

from six to eight inches long ; they are strong and

haiiy. The leaf measm'es fi'om four to five inches long,

and from three to foiu: inches across, ha"\Tiig numerous

large, haiiy, and shai-ply pointed teeth, which are

ciliated at the edges ; the form of the leaflets is oval, the

nerves strong, deep green above, and pale below. The
pedLmcle is erect, and from flve to six inches long to

the point of dirision ; each division of the cyme is

trichotomous, and the fruit is largest on the central

pedicel ; the pedicels are velvety. The flowers are

large, the petals undulated, round ; the calyx very large

at the fr-uit, which is large also. The largest we have

seen, measured, on an average, two inches in diameter,

and about the same in length. It is a poppy red, the

achiEnia are orange coloiu'ed, deeply sunk, and growing

thickly together. The flesh is vinous and perfumed, of

a very delicious flavour. We do not know any Straw-

berry which will rival this, except the Caroline, raised

about two years ago by M. Canoy, of Malines. These

two are analogous. The Queen of the Belgians excels

the British Queen by being more productive, and equal

in colouring ; the latter being generally green on one

side, and red on the other. To Market Gardeners the

British Queen is not so valuable, as the fruit does not

keep so long. The Queen of the Belgians, if cut in the

evening, vriR keep fresh and fragrant for a considerable

time, and being, besides, earlier by eight days than the

other, is better suited for general cultivation.

—

Ann. de

Qand., v. 257.

Mode of Drying Plants.—The specimens intended for

preservation, after having been kept in a press for a few
hours, are placed in an apparatus called the Coquette, in

which they are exposed to the sim, or placed in a stove,

or in an oven. The coquette consists oftwo open covers,

between which the paper containing the plants is pressed

by straps or other means. The best kind of covers are

pieces of strong iron wire network fastened into frames
made of light iron rod. These open frames aUow the

moisture to escape freely, while boards, or milled boards,

absorb and retain it. The name coquette was given

to this contrivance, partly on accoimt of the beauty of

the specimens prepared with it, and partly in remem-
brance of its inventor, M. Lecoq, Professor of Natural
History at Clermont-Ferrand, {Joiirn. de Pharm. et

de Chini). A pair of frames of this kind, with plenty

of BentaU's paper, leave nothing to be desfred.

—

Bot.

Gazette, ii. 55. [The same result is obtained by using

wooden frames formed of laths seoui'ed together by
cross bars so as to leave small vacancies between the

laths].

Geant de Basele Pear.—Some years ago the Countess

Vilain received from the Marchioness de Trazeg-nies, a

yoimg Pear tree, which was planted at the Chateau of

Basele, situated between Tamise and Anvers, on the

river Escaut. This tree bore in 1848 forty Pears, the

average weight of which was nearly throe pounds. We
think the size of the fr-uit renders the name given to it

very appropriate. The largest Bon Chi-etien d'Hiver

cited by Du Hamel, Noisette, Jacques, Lindley, &c.,

measm-e sis inches in length, by four in diameter, and
these dimensions are very remarkable. But the Geant
de Basele Pears measured on an average, fuUy eight

inches in length, and five inches in diameter. The
fruit is generally pyriform; some have considerable

resemblance to a calabash. The part near the crown
is considerably swollen, but without angles or fm-rows ;

there is only some appearance of broad pimples, which
are confined to the upper part of the fr-uit. The eye is

not placed, as in the Bon Chretien d'Hiver, very deep,

but rather rests on a broad and flat surface. The por-

tion towards the stalk diminishes about a third of the

breadth ; it is round, and obliquely turned neai- the

stalk, which measm-es something less than an inch,

proportionably thick ; rather fleshy at the extr-emity,

next the fruit, and inserted in a deep cavity. The skin

is thin, gi-eenish, on the side exposed to the sun tinged

with rose and purplish coloiu-. All the siu-face is freely

marked with small bro-mi dots, of which some are

scarcely -visible, while others are large and distinct.

The flesh is soft and melting, ha-ving a gritty zone near

the centre. The juice is mild and sugary, slightly

perfumed, hut not very abundant, so that this Geant de

Basele is Hkely to become a good cooking Pear. It

ripens (in Belgiimi) about January. The white colom-

of the flesh becomes nearly red by exposure to the air.

It keeps good tiU the spring. The confections and
marmalade which are prepared fi-om it are excellent,

very agreable to the palate, with aU the flavour com-
mon to the best Pears which are used for this purpose.

The tree is a good bearer, and is trained to espaliers.

It is of a very -vigorous habit.

—

Ann. de Gand., v. 95.

Climatology.—In comparing two distant portions of

the earth's surface with each other, in both of which
the same plant is extensively distributed, we are not
hence to conclude that the zone which it occupies has
in both coimtr-ies the same average annual temperature.

Were this the case, such discrepances as the follo-sving

would be inexplicable. On Moimt Etna the beech, the
Bh-ch, and the Scotch Fir ai-e said to occupy the same
zone. In the Pyrenees, the Beech ceases before the



Scotch Fir begins ; and in the Alps the Birch is said to

fail even helow the Spruce Fii\ But in Lapland, the

Birch extends far ahoTe the Scotch Fir, and, in fact, as-

cends higher on the mountains than any other tree.

AssrauLQg the correctness of these ohserTations (which

for Lapland and the Alps cannot he questioned) ire are

hound to conclude that there are peculiarities of con-

stitution in certain species, which enable them to ascend

proportionally higher in one latitude than another. In

other words, an Alpine flora is not necessarily an

Arctic flora in its character. Hence the saying of Lin-

naeus, " Plantae diversae indicant altitudinem perpen-

dicularem terrse," must be regarded, not as an axiom,

but as a problem, the complete solution of which stiU

remains to be effected. It is well known that some

plants will h&ax forcing, that is, will survive and flourish

under constant excitement and irritation, much better

than others ; hence, we could hardly expect any plant

which will not bear some degree of forcing, to thiive in

the rapid simimer with its long days, and proportionally

meridional heat of countiies bordering on the Ai'ctic

circle, should it even subsist through the rigorous win-

ter of that region.

—

Spruce, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Hdin.,

iii. 118.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
Grlffinia LiBONiAifA, Bc Jonfflw. Libon's GrilE-

nia {Joiirn. Sort. Soc, v. 137).—Nat. Ord., Amaryllida-

cese § Amarylleae.—A distinct-looking bulbous stove

plant, with narrow oblong flaccid leaves, mottled with

palUd blotches on a dark green ground. The flowers

are small, ifltramarine, with very narrow segments,

whitish on the lower half, and having short decUnate

stamens ; they grow on a scape six inches high,—From
Brazil: introduced in 1848 by M. Do Jonghe, of Brus-

sels. Flowers in spring. Horticultural Society.

LiNTJSi GRANDLFLORUM, Bcsfontaines. Large flower-

ed Flax (JRevue Horticole ii., 404).—Nat. Ord., Lina-

cea3.—A veiy pretty dwarf glaucous annual plant, of

erect branching habit ; the lower leaves are small,

closely placed, narrow obtuse; the upper ones ovate,

acute, or acuminate, delicately fringed. The flowers

are numerous, more than an inch across, crimson, with

five whitish spaces in the eye. It is said to flower in

succession, and to be showy for flower borders.—From
Algiers ; introduced to the French gardens in 1847.

Flowers from July to October.

^scHYNAUTHUs jAVAKicus, Soolcer. Java Blush -

wort (^Bot. Mag. t., 4503).—Nat. Ord., Gesueracese §

Cyrtandreaa. —A very beautiful and compact gi'ow-

iug, soft-stemmed, stove shrub ; the round succulent

stems throwing out roots from beneath the petioles.

The leaves are opposite, ovate, somewhat fleshy, with a

few obscure angular teeth. The flowers are numerous,

in terminal corymbs, the calyx ample, downy, with a

eylindiical tube, and spreading limb, the coroUa large,

with a slender funnel-shaped, downy tube, compressed

sideways, bright red, the mouth oblique, the limb of

four nearly equal spreading ovate lobes streaked and

blotched with yellow.—From Java ; introduced in 1848,

Flowers in summer. Messrs. EoUissou, of Tooting.

Waeeea CANDIDA, Litidlcy. 'White-flowered War-
rea {¥axt. Fl. Gard.i., 32).—Nat. Ord., Orchidacea;

§

Vandeaj-MaxiUaridje.—Syn : Huntleya Candida, ofgar-

dens.—A rather pretty stove epiphyte, dwar-f, with the

habit of Huntleya. The leaves are broadly ligiflate,

recurved at the point. The flowers grow three together,

as in the Himtleyas ; they are pure white, the centre of

the lip purple, towards the edge blue-violet, at the

base white streaked with red ; the sepals and petals

oval acute, the lip somewhat four cornered, the apex

retuse, the base saccate and angular.—From Bahia
;

introduced to Paris in 1S48. Flowers in February.

AcANTHOPHiPPiuM JAVANicmi, Blitme. Javanese

Acanthophippirmi {Bot. Mag. t., 4492).—Nat. Ord.,

Orchidaceae § Vandeffi-Cryptochflidse.—A handsome and

very curious terrestrial stove perennial of the Orchida-

ceous race, having elongated, cylindrical, jointed pseudo-

bulbs, which, when young, are surmounted by two or

three ovate-lanceolate, thin plaited leaves. The scape

issues from the base of the pseudo-bulbs, and is six or

eight inches high, thick, and bearing many bracts. The

showy flowers, six or eight in number, gi-ow singly

from within as many of the uppermost bracts ; their

colour is yellow, tinged and sb-eaked with purpUsh

rose ; the sepals and petals are ti-iangular-ovate, and

by their arrangement form a pitcher-shaped flower,

which is exti-cmely gibbous at the base, on the under

side and qmte encloses the lip.—From Java ; woods on

the moimtaiu Salak; introduced in 1844. Flowers

in summer.

^
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PENTSTEMON AZUEEUS.

PENTSTEMON AZUREUS.
Nat. Order, Sciiophui,arlvce;e.

Genkeic Character.—Pentsteraon, VHerit.— Corolla ven-

tricose-tubulose, upper lip of the limb sometimes concave at the

base and two-Iobed at the summit, sometimes two-pai'ted to the

base, more rarely elongated and emarginate ; inferior lip patent,

three-fid, bearded or naked at the base within. Fertile stamens,

deelinate at the base within, adscendent at the apex; anthers

variable
;
filament of the fifth stamen sterile, subulate, often

dilated, bearded or nalied at the apex, as long as the rest, or

scarcely half as long. Style capitate-stigmatose at the apex.

Capsule septicidally two-valved, valves entire or bifid ; seeds

numerous, not margined, sometimes ovoid-subtriquetrous, in-

curved, sometimes truncate at the apex with acute angles.

—

(Bentham D. C. Prod.)

Pentstkmon Azurei'S.—Bentham,— Azure-flowered Pent-

stemon.— SufFruticose ; branches and leaves minutely tu-

bercular, with crystalline papillae ; leaves linear-lanceolate,

entire, sessile, tapering to the base, somewhat clasping, upper

ones narrower ; flowers numerous, in a long raceme
;
peduncles

short, crowded in the axils of the floral leaves ; corolla con-

tracted and tubular at the base, campanulate above ; upper lip

scarcely two-lobed, em-irginate, lobes of the lower lip broad,

emarginate.

BESCRIPTION.—A half-shrubby species, growing one and a half to two feet high ; branches

twigg)', terete, of a reddish brown colour, somewhat glaucous from the presence of crystalline

tubercles or papiUaj. Leaves opposite, sessile, somewhat clasping the stem, two and a half

inches long, linear-lanceolate, entire, obtuse, broadest above the middle, with a long tapering

stalk-hke base, shining green, minutely tubercular on both faces, the margins fringed with

minute glandular papillaj, especially in the lower part. Flowers very numerous on a long

leafy spiked raceme : the pedicels short, crowded in the axils of linear floral leaves, forming 3-

to 6-flowered false whorls. Corolla contracted below, suddenly exiDanding into a beU shape
;

the ujjper lip reflexed, scarcely two-lobed, emarginate ; the lower deeply three-lobed, the lobes

broad, obtuse, and emargiuate ; tube pink at the base, passing into deep rose at the point

where it expands into the delicate pm'plish blue campaniJate portion; limb deej) azure blue

within.—A. H.

HiSTOKY.—For an opjjortunity of figuring this very beautiful jilant we are indebted to Mr.

E. G. Henderson, of the Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, in whose grounds it flowered

in the autumn of last year. This Pentstemon is a native of the Sacramento Mountains in Cali-

fornia, and was brought to the Horticultiu-al Society by Mr. Hartweg, in June 1848. At page

144 vol. V. of the Journal of the Horticultural Society Dr. Lindley thus speaks of it :
—" This

hardy perennial is stated by Mr. Bentham to have been gathered in the dry river beds of the

Sacramento. Hartweg wrote on his seed papers that it was a mountaiu plant. It is very

handsome as a border flower, but, as its narrow foliage is not good, it is best grown among

other species, such as Pelargoniums, &c." So far as we have been able to judge, the plant

has very good foliage, and under proper management will.make an excellent bedding plant.

CuiTUEE.—Like most of the Pentstemons this species is a very fi-ee-growing plant, and its

beautifid blue flowers plentifully produced in long spikes entitles it to be classed among the

very best. It is readily propagated by cuttings of the young wood either in the spring or au-

tumn. If cuttings are taken in the spring the plants for a few weeks previously should be

placed in a gentle moist heat, so as to promote new growth and get the wood quite tender, and

then if the cuttings are taken off when about an inch long, and planted in light sandy soil,

and the pots afterwards are plunged in a close frame with a gentle bottom heat they will strike

root with great freedom. After the cuttings are rooted pot them off singly in rich soil, and

when they are established in the pots, inure them gradually to the open air. Stop them if ne-

cessary to make them branch, and plant in the open borders in April. Plants rooted in the

autumn should be kept throvigh the winter in a cold frame. In dry sheltered situations no

doubt it will prove quite hardy, but it is liable to suffer from damp. Planted thicldy in rich

soil, and pegged down twice or thrice in the early part of the season this Pentstemon will

doubtless make a fine blue bed for the autumn, and for the herbaceous borders it is certainly

a first-rate plant. When left to themselves, and planted in rich soil, the plants wiU generally

attain a height of from two to three feet.—A.

'l^lTkT^'— ^ss^fir^



THE CPLTIVATION OF MOSSES.

THE CULTR^ATION OF MOSSES.

By Mk. 6. LAWSOX, F.B.S. AssiST.tsT Cckator to the BoTAzacAX Socieit or Edineuegh.

" "Wliat forests tall of tiniest moss

Clothe erery little stone !

What pigmy oaks their foliage toss

O'er pigmy Talleys lone

!

Vith shade o'er shade, from ledge to ledge,

Ambitious of the sky,

They feather o'er the steepest edge

Of mountains mushroom high."

JA -MOXG the numerous and varied vegetable forms -svitli Tvhieli this gay world of ours is so gaudily

Xa adorned, there is one tiibe for which we have long had an especial liking : it is the Mosses.

True indeed, they have no bright array of bi-illiant blossoms to delight the eye : no majesty of form

wherewith to give chai'acter to the landscape; no delicious balmy odour to breathe on the soft breeze

i
j

at balmy eventide ! The heedless passer-by might never think that these himible unassuming things
'

j
were worthy of a lingering look ; never would it occru- to him that in theii- humility they exhibited

1
} some of the most beautiful and remai-kable forms and stmctm-es of the vegetable kingdom. But to the

'

' inquiring naturalist these tiny faiiy plants are replete with interest, and a bank,

" With bright green mosses dad,"

is often one of the most pleasing and refreshing sights which greets the eye of the weaiy botanist in

his lonely wanderings by sti'eam and moTintain side. "Well indeed can he sympathise with the feelings

which arose in the mind of the A&ican ti'aveller, when, forlorn and in dark despair, the little Moss in

; , the desert cheered his prosti'ate spirits, lit up the last spai-k of hope in his troubled breast, and pointed

!
I

his Christian eye to Heaven.*

:
I Long however as the Mosses have been regarded with deep interest by the botanist, it is only re-

cently that they have been thought worthy of introduction to our gardens, and still their cultivation is

j

I

exceedingly circumscribed. We are not indeed veiy sure that they wiU ever be extensively cultivated,

j
i for they are not the kind of plants Ukely to talie with the bulk of horticulturaKsts, and we are certainly

j
I

not so sanguine on the subject as some Moss growers have expressed themselves, who anticipate their

I
general introduction to oui' gardens. Although a neatly kept collection of Mosses in pots forms a very

I

I

interesting, and withal a veiy pleasing object, it is one which has few attractions for the lover of the

I gay and beautiful ; the little plants are indeed, one and all of them, passing lovely when closely ex-

I

amined ; but it is only now and then that a fortunate tuft can be gi-own to have any thing Kke a con-

I
j

spicuous appeai'ance. It is the botanist alone, he who loves to investigate the wonders of the micros-

copic world, and to find beauty worthy of om' most profound admiration, where no one else would di'eam

a trace of beauty could be found ; it is he alone who will feel sufficient interest in the

'Dim world of weeping mosses,"

to induce him to pei-severe in their culture to any extent. Even he will rather prefer, when opportu-

nity occms, to admire the " green mossy stones " where Natore's own hand has placed them, by the

bura-side and the roaring waterfall, than to behold the nui'sling Mosses of a greenhouse stage, or even

the few favourites which he cherishes on the siU of his window. With every lover of these plants,

however, theii' cultivation will be deemed of great impoi'tance, as enabling him at all times, in sunshine

and in shower, to have the beautiful objects of his regai'd beneath his very eye in all the vigour- and

ft-eshness which they exhibit in theii' native homes on the mountain summit ; and moi-e especially will

* Mr. J. Scrymgour, speaking of the Mungo Park Moss (Fissidens bryoides) has some beautifiil remarks, connectiiig it with the

traveller, -n-hich Tve are tempted to quote. He says ;
—" When you see a little rill stealing slowly through a shady wood, between

shaggy banks, tura up the grass on the sunniest side, you will be sore to find it there, for such are its favourite haunts. Small in-

deed, but it, too, has its purpose

:

"A flower is not a flower alone ;
"

and the wisdom of God is as manifest in its structure and growth as in the proud giants of the wood. Art cannot match this tiny

thing ; all this minute mechanism within and without, growing in every part ; its life and power of reproduction baiHes the skill

of man. Science may describe, but, like a puzzled child, wonders how such things can be. *' It is the Lord's doings, and it is mar-
vellous in our eyes." It was a little tuft of this Moss which arrested the eye of Mungo Park, the celebrated traveller, when he was

naked, hungry, despairing, and alone, far far from home, in an ,-Vfrican desert, and awakened in his heart a strong sense of the pre-

sence of a gocd and guardian God. He was certain that He who would perfect and nourish such a very little plant, and in such a

sequestered part of the world would not surely desert a creature formed after TTis own image. He reasoned well. He rose up,

u j.j strong in faith, and soon found food, friendship, and shelter. It is impossible to trust God in vain."
M\
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a domesticated collection be prized by those muscologists who, either for want of opportunity or incli-

nation, pm-sue their studies by the fii-eside in the cold days of winter, instead of going abroad at that

season of Cryptogamic dehghts, to seek the

" Mosses cool and vret"

I

that adorn the craggy steeps with then- everlastiug Yerdui-e.

Nor should we lose sight of the more important advantages likely to be offered by the cultivation of

Mosses in another point of view. By carefully watching the evolution of the various organs of parti-

cular individuals throughout the enth'e period of their existence, many important facts may be brought

to light tending to elucidate some of the obscm'e points of Muscological science, and calculated in an

especial manner to give us more accurate views of these plants, and much new information concerning

their general histoi-y, structm'e, and habits. "Were the attention of cultivators specially dii-ected to the

subject, we doubt not but some experience of the conditions best adapted for the development of the

vai'ious species would soon enable them to bring into a fi'uetLfying condition some of those mosses whose

fi'uit is scarcely ever found at the native stations, although the barren plants occiu- in profusion.

Bryum alpinum is an instance of this, and so is B. roseum ; but perhaps a better example than either

will be found in the case of Dicranum glaucum, which, although its large cushion-like clumps occm' in

the greatest abundance in every highland bog, few botanists indeed have ever gathered in a state of

fnictitication.

The investigations of botanists into the history of Mosses have never been pursued with a view to

the cultivation of these cm'ious httle plants, and thus the Moss grower will find great ditficulty in

gaining much special information respecting the species that may be successfully cultivated, as well as

in regard to the particular treatment which the different kinds require, for although they form a tribe

of plants peculiar to themselves in theu- structm-e and habits, and differ widely from every other tribe

with which the cultivator has to do, they nevertheless exhibit a great diversity among themselves in

the choice of situations for their growth, and in their general habits, all of which must be taken into

consideration to Lnsui-e their successful cultivation.

The raising of JMosses fi-om sjmres (analagous to seeds in the higher plants) will always be attended

with difficulties, and is an operation that requires the exercise of more care and attention than may
reasonably be expected from the generality of cultivators ; and although the inquu'er into the physio-

logy and structure of the Musci may often adopt this method of raising them, in order to study closely

the development of the plant, and the successive formation of its various organs, certain it is that this

mode of propagation will never be of much practical service. The cultivator need not send his list to

the Seedsman ; he must seek the Mosses he wants in the sunny and shady spots of verdant loveliness,

where Flora's liberal hand has scattered them so freely ; and there he will find abundance of well grown

plants fit for his pm'pose.

In cultivating Mosses the object should be to imitate as nearly as possible those conditions under

which particular species is observed to flom-ish best in its natural habitats. Various species of Grim-

mia and Andrrea, as well as many others with which the ardent collector will soon become acquainted,

seek their homes on the face of the bare and bleak rock, themselves and the grey lichens the only traces

of vegetation there. The FontinaUs antipyr-etica—the fire-pi-oof Moss of the Swedes, and the various

species of the genus Sphagnum &c, luxmiate in the watery element, preferring the still pools and

sluggish sti-eams of the peat bogs or the margins of highland lakes ; while Hypnum ruscifoUum covers

with its deep green verdure the moist stones and rocks amid the continual dashing of the waterfall

;

and a host of other not less lovely forms are nursed by the spray that rises fi-om these falKng waters.

The greater number of the numerous family of Hypnum creeping along in the shady corners of rocky

j^laces, and in the woods form the " mossy carpet," which has so dehghted our Natm'e-loving poets.

Many of the Brya likewise affect such situations, and B. roseum, B. ligulatum and some others well

suited for cultivation deUght in the cool and shady recesses of the woods where they enjoy a perpetual

immunity fi'om heat and drought in the continually humid atmosphere peculiar to such situations.

The Funaria hygrometriea, Encalypta vulgaris, Tortula mui-alis, and Bryum argenteum, are " more

akin to human things," and take up their abodes beside or on the walls and roofs of our dwellings.

Provision must therefore be made for securing all these varied conditions in order successfully to culti-

vate a good collection of Mosses. It shoidd however be kept in view that they wiU all succeed well in,

and indeed require, a shady situation, and may be grown somewhat after the manner of Alpines, ob-

serving the precaution in all cases to give them lai'ge sized pots, whereby the highly injm-ious effects of

51, heat and drought may be the more readUy guarded against. A)

In proceeding to make a collection, a difficulty will at once strike the beginner as to how he is to

*N
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remove those kinds tliat grow attached to the rock. In such cases the portion of rock should when
practicable be detached bearing the tuft, and it may then be potted in the usual manner, making th^

upper part of the rock level with, or slightly above the surface of the soil. However the intelligent

and persevering gardener at Arniston, near Edinburgh, Mr. R. Veitch (who has upwards of 100

species of Mosses in cultivation) employs another mode of transplanting, the success of which is amply

shown by his numerous progeny of healthy and vigorous plants. He thus describes his system {North

British Ayricvtturist andJonrnal of HorticulUire i. 42) :
—" For Grimmia pulvinata and Orthotrichum

anomalum, I use a soft porous stone the size of the pot, filling it with di-ainage to such a height that the

stone, when resting upon it, is level with the brim. The patches are then placed upon the stone with a

little space between each, and, for the piu'pose of keeping them steady, I sprinkle a little fine mould

into the open spaces. I then water them over head witli a fine rose. For Mosses of this description

little water is necessary ; and it ought never to be applied until the leaves begin to collapse, and even

then with a sparing hand. They should then be placed in a cool shady situation, and in six; or eight

weeks they will be attached to the stones. The mould having being first removed by means of a gentle

run of water, the pots are then placed in a more airy and exposed situation." Mr. Veitch has a some-

what similar mode of transferring those species of a trailing habit fi'om their native banks to the flower

pot. Speaking of these, he says :
—" All varieties which partake of the same trailing habit as Hypnum

prfelongum, should not be planted but laid upon the mould ; three or four small pegs will prevent

them from being moved. In the com'se of a few weeks, the pegs will be covered -vdHh a mass of green

foliage." It has always been our own practice to remove these, and, indeed, all the species with balls

of earth attached, and some of them will, indeed, not remove withoiit this precaution, especially those

that are minute and readily injured.

The aquatic species will, of course, requh-e to be grown in water, in the way Pilulai'ia and other

small aquatics are frequently seen under cultivation ; and special attention must be paid to them in

order that they may not lack water at any time, or in any season, for it injiu'es then- appearance and

checks then- growth to allow them to get dried up, although they will revive again at any time on the

application of moisture. Even the specimens from herharia many years old have been brought into

life by this means.

The great majority of the species may, however, be grown in soil, or soil mixed with stones. When
practicable the soil should be taken from the spot where the plant was found growing, as, in the absence

of a better guide, this will be a verjf safe mode of proceeding, and the artificial mould prepared for fine

varieties of florists' flowers will, indeed, have but a small chance of success in the growing of Mosses.

A clayey retentive soil, mixed with well decomposed leaf moidd, ^vill perhaps be found the most useful.

To this sand may be added for some particular species which prefer it, such as Bryum trichodes and
Weissia nigrita.

It is Mr. Veitch's practice to remove all his Mosses in the autumn to the back stage of a span-

roofed greenhouse, which forms their winter quarters ; but we need not mention that, being native

plants tills protection is not essential for their well-being. Dvmng winter, however, they should

always have the protection of a cold frame, with matting during very hard fi'ost or frosty winds,

because such of them as have their native habitats in the woods receive great protection fi'om the over-

hangmg boughs and surrounding herbage, the want of which shouldbe compensated for when they are

under artificial treatment.

The generality of the conspicuous Mosses desirable for cultivation are perennials, and when once

established in theii' pots, will contmue in health and \'igour for a long period. Many interesting

sj^ecies, however, are annuals, and a difficulty thus stands in the way of their culture, as young plants

must be sought for and carefully transplanted every season, unless, indeed, the cultivator succeeds in

raising them from spores. We have ourselves grown the little Diphyscium foliosum successfully,

transplanted from its native mountain in its early state; and we have seen the still rarer and not less

curious Buxbaumia aphylla, cultivated in a similar manner.

In these necessarily imperfect remai-ks, we have endeavoured to excite an interest among our gar-

dening friends, in tins truly interesting tribe of plants ; not, indeed, by any high colom-ing of theii-

merits, but by a plain representation of what may be expected from them in an horticultural point of

view, accompanied by such general hints on theii' cultivation as have occurred to us. We may at a

future time explain the habits and characteristics of those species which, from their superior elegance

or interest, seem most desirable for garden growth.

I __^ I
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THE CULTURE OF THE GENUS BOSSI^A.

TOHE Bossiteas are a family of leguminous plants, chiefly fi-om AustraKa and )Swan Biver,

IX some of them remarkable for a singularly elegant habit of growth, and the whole of them for the

very profuse manner in which their flowers are produced. Unfortunately most of them produce

flowers ai-e nearly the same colour, and hence they are not so much cultivated in collections as

they otherwise would be ; but some of the species being remarkably distinct in foliage and habit,

and forming, when properly grown, very elegant

specimens, are worthy of considerably more atten-

tion than they are receiving at the present time. Their

cultivation is very simple ; the secret of producing

fine specimens, being that of laying a good foundation,

for without that it wiU be impossible to produce a fine

plant. To this end, procure, when purchasing plants,

the strongest you can meet with in the nm-series. When
we say the strongest, we do not mean plants twelve

or eighteen inches in height with a few branches, but

short bushy fellows ; and if the collar, or part of the

plant just above the soil is as thick as your finger, and

the plant is healthy, and the roots vigorous, you may
make sure you have a good plant. It may be remarked

en passant that the preceding criterion of a good plant,

may be taken as a safe guide in purchasing plants of

all kinds, more especially hard-wooded plants, for if

they are dwarf and healthy, and have, moreover, strong

stems, you may make sure that whether they be large

or small, they have been well propagated, and well

cared for afterwards.

Having procured such, take some good fibrous

turfy peat ; such as those who understand plant grow-

ing procm-e from Wimbledon Common, and after

removing the inert soU, or sand, as it is sometimes

called, from the bottom, and the coarse vegetable

matter from the upper surface, break it into small

pieces, and then pass every part through a half-inch

sieve ; to four parts of this, add one of nice mellow,

fibrous, turfy loam, two of gritty sand, and one of char-

coal and potsherds, broken to the size of hazel nuts

;

mix these intimately together, and then they are ready

for "use. Next procure some clean porous 6- or 8-inch

pots, and drain them thoroughly. If the plants are

such as we have advised you to purchase, place the

strongest in the largest pots, and the weak ones in the

6-ineh size, taldng care to ^t the soil nicely about the roots, and to make it tolerably fii-m ; indeed,

if the compost is di-y you may make it as firm as you can, without resorting to the ramming process

of our forefathers.

The plants should then be placed in a pit or fi-ame where they can be kept tolerably warm and

moist, shading them in mid-day until they begin to grow, and taking care to syi-inge them and shut

them up early every sunny afternoon. Thus treated, they will progress very rapidly, and some of

them will probably require a second shift towards September. If a frame or pit cannot be spared to

place them in, make the nearest approximation you can to the conditions requii-ed, to promote free

growth in the greenhouse, by keeping a part of it close; or place the plants inavmery,or other forcing

house, where the temperatiu-e is not too high, and where plenty of air can be admitted in favour-

able weather. It will be necessary to cm-b redundant growth by timely stopping the strongest

shoots, to make them branch, but in the cultivation of Bossijeas, unless a branch takes a decided

lead, nothing will be gained by stopping it, as they generally, at least the majority of the kinds

produce secondary or lateral shoots in tolerable abundance.

BOSSUEA. TENnCATJLIS.
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When they are first potted it -will be necessary to water the plants with caution, but after they

get into free growth, and are well rooted, a good soaldng ocasionally with weak Hquid manure, such

as is produced by steeping a bushel of sheep's dung in a hogshead of soft water, to which a peck of soot and
a quart of guano may be added, will be of considerable service. This, diluted with an equal quantity of

clear water, will be found excellent for plants of all kinds, providing its use is guided by a practical

eye, and too much is not given at one time. As a general rule, if the soil is good, hquid manui-e should

never be used until the pots are tolerably well filled with roots, and under no cii'cumstances to a plant

that is in delicate health. To expect to invigorate a sicklj' plant by giving it hquid manure, would
be as wise as to expect to sober an intoxicated man by administering alcohohc drinks ; therefore

recoUcct in plant cultivation, over-feeding is worse than under-feeding, for you may keep a plant

ahve on sJiort commons, but once gorge the system, and a plethoric habit is induced, and all healthy

action is at an end. We make these remarks thus plainly, not only as applicable to this tribe of

plants, but to aU plants, and to all cultivation, therefore inexperienced persons wiU act wisely to make
a note of it for theii- future guidance. All the plants belonging to this genus are very subject to the

attacks of the red spider, so it will be well to look them over occasionally, and after syringing, if they

are aftected, dust them over with sulphirr, and let it remain for a few days, when it may be washed

off again.

Bossieeas may be propagated by cuttings of the half-ripened wood, but, as they produce seeds very

readily, it is seldom necessary to increase them by cuttings, The seed should be sown dii-ectly it is

ripe in July, and the x^lants be nursed in small pots thi'ough the winter.

In the second year, the established plants may be grown, after they have bloomed, in the open an-,

taking the same precautions as before dhected as to insects, &c., and potting them when necessary.

The following are distinct and pretty species : the engraving represents B. tenuicaulis :

—

B. cordifolia.—A dwarf-spreading shi-ub, with terete villous branches, and cordate-acute, nearly

sessile leaves. The yellow flowers are marked at the base of the standard with a purple circle, and

have a dark purple keel. New Holland. Introduced 1824. Flowers in April and May.

B. disticha.—A dwarf shrub, rather erect in habit, with slender branches, and two-ranked ovate-

obtuse leaves. The flowers are showy, on stalks longer than the leaves ; the standard is pale yellow,

with a spot of deeper yellow at the base, and bordered with red—the wings stained with red at the

base- Flowers from April to October. Swan River. Introduced 1838. A variety of tins is grown

in gardens under the name of B. disticha plumosa.

B. ensata.—A singular-looking upright species, with compressed linear leafless branches, toothed

along the edges, and bearing the flowers from the notches. The flowers are yellow ; the base and

back of the standard brownish orange purple ; the keel brownish purple. Flowers from May to July.

New Holland. Introduced in 1825.

B. linoj}hi/lla.—A small, slender, erect-growing shrub, with compressed branches, bearing linear

leaves with the edges recurved. The flowers are yellow, the standard veined at the base with red,

and the wings and keel marked with the same colour. Flowers fi-om May to September. New
Holland. Introduced in 1803.

B. rhomhifolia.—A small spreading shrub, with the branches terete, and the branchlets compressed,

bearing rhomboidal-orbicular leaves, somewhat emarginate and mucronate. The flowers are yellow :

the standard v\-ith a zouate red mark at the base, the base of the wings red, and the keel brownish

purple. Flowers from April to Jmie. New Holland. Introduced in 1822.

B. tenuicaulis.—A pretty twiggy shrub, with round, slender, straggling branches, and sub-sessile

ovate-subacute mucronulate leaves. The flowers are yeUow ; the standard marked with a zonate

blotch of red at the base, the wings streaked with i-ed, the keel dark i-ed. Flowers in April and

May. Van Dieman's Land. Introduced in 1 836.

SHOW DAHLIAS OF 1850.

By Me. G. GLENJTT, F.H.S.

KEYNES' Magnificent, a singularly novel colour, which has been variously described as a lakey

purple, rosy pm-ple, pm'ple crimson, &c. A dark amethyst colour is the nearest. Fine outline,

• good symmetarical face, neat regular cup and full size, quite the best of the new flowers of the year. (o

Q, —Sir Frederick Bathurst, a flower after the style of the Standard of perfection, but larger, and every i)

way better. Both this and the former have been flgured very much to their disadvantage.

—

Snoic- ,W,.
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Fluhe, a white, whioli promises more than any recently raised flower to redeem tliis class. It is a hold

flower, with most of the jioints of average quality, and one or two greatly improved ; the centre is high

and compact, without any sign of a doubtful development.

—

Queen of Primroses. This flower stands as

liigh as any in the Primi-ose class ; hut to us there is a want of fine texture in the petals, without

which there is a papery character, which always looks poor. It tias every appearance of being con-

stant, and, for a Primrose, it may perhaps stand first.— Gaiety is one of those singular varieties that

we never saw other than coarse ; a deep yellow or orange gromid, and sjjeckled with red, wHch, when
pretty dense towards the edges, justifies the name; it is, in fact, a showj', but somewhat coarse

flower.

Barnes's George Glenny. The single bloom of this, shown at Bu-mingham, was a round, firm

and compact flower, symmetrical, nicely cupped, with a good globular face, fair centre, and a fine

yellow ; size full average, and great depth.

—

Snowball is, as its name implies, white ; the points gene-

rally average good ; but, except that it is one of the candidates to beat Antagonist, and compete with

Snowflake, it is not all we could wish. It was not shown in such good condition as it should have

been, and therefore under a disadvantage, and there is no doubt of others doing more justice to it.

— William lirar/ff is a neat, small, compact, dark crimson flower, below the average size.

Turner's 3Irs. Seldon, a flower shown in high condition at Bu-mingham, where there were six

blooms, all compact, well made, cupped, symmetrical ; specimens with good average centres, round

face, and well up.— Queen of the Isles. A light flower, but Uttle known, but threatening to displace all

the present varieties, and take the head of the edged and tipped class. Those who have seen it, and

people whom we esteem as judges, aver that we have nothing so good.

—

Thames' Banh Hero, a com-

pact dark crimson
f

full size, but not exhibiting any great novelty.

—

Seraph, a showy orange

requiring great care and good growing ; an average flower.

—

Duke of Cambridge, silvery lilac rose
;

good outline, rather coarse, constant-looking useful variety.— Queen of Lilacs, a flower of the same

class : noble size, fine outline, but rather flat.

—

PuriUj, a very beautiful white, if it could be depended

on ; but, as Mr. Tiu'uer gives it away to his customers, it may be well to mention that it is on the

ground of uncertaiirty only.

Leggs' Premier, a dark purple, with an excellent centre, well up to the surface, and all the other

good points in a limited degree—it has the great merit of constancy and prolific bloom, and will

doubtless be in most stands.

—

Beauty Siipretne, a very singular flower, almost of a ranunculus form,

so close are the petals. The symmetrical cupping and largeness of the petals entitles it to particular

notice, size under average.— Crimson Perfection, a full-faced high-crowned flower, of good average

quality, most of the points are possessed in a respectable degree, if none are perfect.

—

Miss Newman,
a light variety, which may be useful, but except that good flowers in that class are very scarce, it

would not rank very high. It appears to us rather too open for a general favourite. Juliet, a middling

yellow ; not exhibited well grown ; but in some hands hkely to be useful.

Hansard's Earl of Clarendon, a bright large orange colom', very showy ; but, although constant up

to a certam point, wanting that symmetry which gives the real value to a flower ; it has been shown
plentifully all the season.

Bkagg's Golden Drop, a new yellow, said to be the flnest coloiu- yet produced, and possessing, in

moderation, all the desirable points of a good Dahlia.

Edwards' Magnificent, a useful rich pm-ple, but not sidficiently shown to be appreciated, and

withall, a badly chosen name, because Keynes' flower, under that title, has been seen by everybody.

—

Champion, deep crimson, and useful, without any advancing points, or faults.

Harrison's Goldfinder, yellow ; a flower calculated to show off a stand, if caught in perfection,

vidthout any remarkable excellencies-

—

Mrs. Edivard Gennys, cream gi-ound, tij)ped or laced with rosy

crimson, ciu'ions, and unique. Safrano, canary, shaded with dark safift'on, ciu'ious if not very beautiful.

Whale's Mrs. T. P. Williams, white, with deep lilac edge ; very pretty, but about the make of

other light flowers of the class.

—

Amabile, lemon, or sulphm- colour; an average flower, perhaps better

than some of its class.

fancy varieties.

Procter's Elizabeth, new in colom-, (amethyst and white,) beautiful in shape, and hard in the eye

;

but, when got in good order, quite flrst among fancies.

Bragg's Lady Grenville, Ketnes' Flying Dutchman, and Highland Chief, all scarlet and white

—

improvements on many of that class.

—

Whale's Floral Beauty is purple and white. Besides, all these

which we have seen, and are advances, we have annexed Turner's 3L-s Labouchere and Unique,

Barnes' Lady Cullum, Elect, and Pieturata, Salter's Admiration, Clarrissima, Peine de jour, and
jRowena, and Harrison's Zenobia, all said to be superior to the present fancy flowers.



NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
Tkop-SOlum Deckerianum, Moritz. M. Decker's

Indian Cress. {Karsten's Answahl Gewachse Vene-

ziielas, t. 12.)— Nat. Ord., TropseolaceEe § Tropse-

olese.—A climbing cool stove or greenhouse peren-

nial, of free growth, remarkable for the singular

intermixture of colour in the flowers. The plant is

fibrous-rooted, with somewhat compressed, downy,

climbing and rooting stems, bearing peltate tri-

angular-ovate leaves, Tvith the margins siuuated,

and attached by hairy petioles. Tbe flowers grow
from the axils on long spirally-tnisted peduncles

;

the calyi is hairy, green, and lengthened behind

into a straight spur two inches long, which is red,

tipped with gi'een ; the corolla consists of five

unequal wedge-shaped, deeply-toothed, intensely

blue petals, within which stand the stamens bear-

ing blue anthers. The jjlant is said to be less

ornamental than the foreign figures represent it to

be ; but probably like all the other free growing

Tropaeolmns, it requires starving rather than feed-

ing in order to develope its beauty. It is said to grow out of doors in

summer.—From Venezuela; introduced in 1849, Flowers in summer.

Messrs. Henderson, St. John's Wood.

DiPLADENiA ATROPURPTJiiEA, De Catidolk. Dark purple Echites. {Pax-

ion's Mag. Hot., is. 199.)—Nat. Ord., Apocynaceae J Wrightea;.—Syn.,

Echites ati'opurpm'eus, Lindley.—A very handsome stove climber, of slender

growth, with opposite leaves of an elliptic form, and blossoms growing

two or more together on the long axillary peduncles. The tube of the

flowers is nearly two inches in length, expanding about half way fi-om

the base, into a wide throat, with a spreading Hmb an inch and a half

across ; the colour is a dark duU brownish purple, and the flowers in the

earlier stages of their development have a pleasant odour.—From Brazil

;

introduced in 1841. Flowers in summer. Messrs. Veitch of Exeter.

ONcroiTTM coSYMBEPHOEUM, Morreii. Eosette Oncid. (Ann. de Gand,

v., 275.)—Nat. Ord., Orchidacese § Vandea3-Brassid£e. — A pretty stove

epiphyte, with broadly oblong acute rigid leaves, attenuated below, and

springing from the base of the plant. The flower scapes also issue from

the base of the plant, and bear a many-flowered panicle ; the sepals and

petals are conformable, ovate, obtuse, undulated ; the lip with short unci-

nate lateral lobes, the intermediate lobe emarginate, plain and entire, with

a rosette-like crest of tubercles at its base. The flowers are prettily

coloured ; the sepals and petals bright rose, spotted with crimson purple,

and tipped with yeUow ; the lip cinnamon brown ; the tubercular callosities

at its base yellow and purple.—Native country not known : inti'oduced

to Belgian gardens about 1848. Flowers in August.

1. I'rojJO'oUiDi Bcckcrianum.

'2. JDipladenia atropurpurea.

3. Oncidiuiil cosymhepliorum.
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VRIESIA SPECIOSA.

VEIESIA SPECIOSA.
N'at. Order, Bbomeliack-i:.

Vriesia SPECIOSA, Hookcr, Showy Vriesia.—Leaves broadly

oblonfj, obtuse, with a mucro, canaliculate, quite entire, gla-

brous, naked, black-banded ; scape scaly, spotted with black

;

spike elongated, scarlet, coloured ; bracts lanceolate, acumi-

nate, closely imbricated, eonduplicate-keeled, one-flowered

;

flowers white, exceeding the bracts.

Synonysty.—V. speciosa. Hooker in Bot, Mag, t. 4382. Til-

landsia splendens, Hort. Paris.

Generic Character.—Vriesia, Lindh>j. Sepals three, in-

volute equal, shorter (always?) than the petals, revolute at the

apex. Scales two to each petal, semi-adnate, undivided. Sta-

mctis exserted ; three free inserted at the base of the petals,

three inserted between the petals, and connate with their bases,

anthers linear, smooth, extrorse. Ovary half-inferior, conical

;

stigma three-lobbed, lobes convolute and sinuate, villose. Leaves

flat (or canaliculate), erect. Flowers distichous, distant, bracts

large, canaliculate, coloMXGi.—^Lmdlaij Bot, Beg., 1843).

BESCRIPTION.—Leaves radical, a span or more long, lorate oblong, canaliculate, or almost

semi-cylindrical, very concave at the base, tbe margin eutii-e, tlie apex inflexed, blunt, but

tipped with a mucro, colour dark green, with black transverse bands. Scape arising from the

centre of the leaves, a foot and a-half long (including the spike), terete, scaly, green, with

black spots ; this is terminated by a compact spike of lanceolate, acuminate, complicate-com-

pressed, carinated, closely imbricated bracts, each includ-

ing a single white ^OM^er. Flowers longer than the bracts,

cylindrical, curved, soon withering. Calyx of three ob-

long, scarious, obtuse, erect sepals. Corolla of three

linear-spathtdate petals, with two scales within at the base.

Stamens six, rather longer than the petals. Ovary almost,

if not quite superior. Style filiform, longer than the

stamens.—.Bo;. Mag. t. 4382.

This plant was sent to Kew by M. Neumann, from

the Jardin des Plants, under the name of Tillandsia

splendens.—A. H.

HiSTOKT, &c.—This very showy plant was published

by Sir W. J. Hooker in the Botanical Magadne t. 4382

(1848). Nothing appears to be known of its history,

except that it was intro-

duced to English gardens

from those of the conti-

nent. The figm-e was pre-

pared from a fine example

commimicated in March
1 850 by Messrs. Lucombe,

Pince & Co. of the Exeter

Nursery. The entire plant

is represented in the ac-

companying vignette. It

is as yet rare in collections,

though eminently deser-

ving of extensive cultiva-

tion. Though the flowers

themselves are ephemaral,

yet the plant continues for

a long time exceedingly

ornamental, the most

showy part, the spike of

richly coloured bracts,

being very enduring. Gradually the bright scarlet of the lower bracts become duller, and
eventually greenish, and at last this colour extends over the whole spike.

Cttlture.—The culture of this species is the same as that of ^chmea discolor, given at
1.—M.

, 2 c
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PKOFESSIONAL AND MORAL TRAINING.

PKOFESSIONAI. AND MORAL TRAINING.
HINTS ADBEESSED TO YOUNG GAEDENEES.

By Mk. W. p. KEAjSfE, Author of "The Beauties of Surrey," &c.

NOW intend to give you a summary of the advantages a gardener derives from a knowledge of

geography and dra-wing. Plants are found in all countries, and as collectors are now more than

ever employed, both by Horticultm-al Societies and by gentlemen who arc anxioua to enrich their native

country with the beauties of the vegetable creation, it is incumbent upon us to keep pace with the daily

increasing desire to improve the cultivation of plants ; and for that pirrpose it is necessary for us to lui-

derstand sometliing of the locality in which each plant is found.

By geography we may know the general climate of the country ; how it is influenced by regular or

variable winds, by heats or colds of various degrees. We must expect the more particular account to

be given by the collectors who see each specimen growing in its native locality, influenced by its situ-

ation on lulls, in valleys or plains, or in the neighboui-hood of rivers or of mountains, and in marshy or

upland soil. Many peculiarities of that nature, the locality of every plant will afford to the inquisi-

tive eye of the collector, who should be capable of investigating the influences by which each species is

surrounded. But in the absence of this particular information, which it is so necessaiy for us to re-

ceive, we must be guided in our cultivation by the general description of the country that we may
obtain by geography. There are many travellers in distant lands, who fi-equently supply their friends

at home with the curious plants that they find worthy of notice. By such persons no particular infoi'-

mation is given as a clue to their successful cultivation, and we arc left to be guided by om- own know-

ledge of the country, how to manage them ; and in accordance with our knowledge or ignorance of the

geography of that country will generally be our good or ill success in their management.

There is a general knowledge of the climate and soil of every country to be obtained by a knowledge

of geography. It also affords us pleasure and profit to know something of the countries whence

our most delicious fruits have been introduced into this favoured land. The more you cultivate ac-

quaintance with horticulture, the more you will see the many advantages to be obtained from a know-

ledge of the geographical distribution of plants. Then, everything tending to explain the phenomena

of each locality, will be received as a hint useful for the better cultivation of any fruit tree or plant in-

troduced from that part. It would be ad\'isable for you to devote some time to the study of geograjjhy,

and at all favourable opportunities to converse with persons who could give you some information on

the subject. From men who have travelled through difierent and distant lands, a great deal of useful

information is to be derived ; they are generally pleased in giving a description of theii- travels, and

by asking questions tending to draw out an explanation of the nature of the soil, climate, &c., some

instriictions may be received. The more yoa really know of any coiuitry the less liable you are to be

imposed upon by what are called " travellers' tales."

I must advise you that it is the best plan to study one particular subject for some time, until

you attain a general knowledge of it, when another branch of study may be added as a relaxation from

more laborious mental employment. Variety is pleasing in natural and artificial landscape scenery,

and is equally pleasing to the mind when the study of one subject is blended with another, so that the

transition is easy to form the whole routine of improvement.

Drawing may be considered as an amusement, it may be cultivated at all favourable opportunities,

and will contribute much to the advancement of a gardener in his profession. In all the departments

of knowledge success will invariably attend a persevering industry, on which a man will fix the whole

strength of his understanding. The rudiments of drawing you will find explained in a small but ex-

cellent treatise on drawing, written bj' John Clark, and published by Messrs. Chambers. It will give

you instructions how to proceed with method ; the rules laid down will explain the plan on which you

are to proceed. Follow them closely and attentively, and everything will appear plain and simple

;

but without a method to guide you, you cannot work advantageously either in the garden or on

paper.

In the course of your practice you will very likely be required to give plans for horticultural build-

ings that it may be intended to erect under yom' instructions. A knowledge of the principles of that

art is necessary to derive improvement from the many structures so usefully and economically em-

ployed in various gardens in this country. In laying out flower-gardens or jjleasm'C-grounds, I have

first di'awn the plans as correctly as I could on pajier, then I have covered a large door, or any other

large board fit for the purpose, with any stiff soil worked into the consistence of paste, like the earth ^^
used for grafting trees. The soil is spread over carefully, and all the parts of the plan ai'e copied from &

iSP^' ^^^^^g
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CULTUEE OP 'IIIE ERICA. 01 1 IvElP

the paper to the board. By this method a working model is formed, in which the irregularities, if any

are to be made on the surface, can be plainly shown ; and the walks, clumps, beds, and all the dif-

ferent parts can be distinguished. Taste in the execution may be displayed by the use of a little brown

sand to represent the walks, any small branches of trees stuck in to form the clumxjs, a few flowers for

the beds, and moss to represen t the grass.

CULTUKE OF THE ERICA.
By Mr. JOSEPH PAIRBAIRN, Nxieseries, Clapham.

fN my last paper upon the Erica, I treated upon the criteria for the selection of the proper soilr, find

preparation of the same ; the selection of the most suitable Idnd of plants to grow on for speci-

mens ; and some general remarks, by way of gmdance, in shifting or repottmg. As the present is

a very suitable and proper period to proceed with the ojjeration of shifting, I will iJroceed to give

a list of the best kinds to select for spring, summer, and autumnal flowering :

—

Sjjring-Jlowering Heaths.

Aristata. Lambertiana rosea. Sparsa. Westcottii.

„ major.

Andi'omeclEeflora.

Linnseana. Temiileaj. "Willmoreana.

Limiffioides. TeneUa. Smithiana.

Arbuscula. Noillii. Transparens nova. Ovata.

Floribunda. Sindryana. Vcrnix. Persoluta rubra.

Grandinosa. Eubra-calyx. „ coccinea. Eegerminaus.

Hiemalis. Sanguinea.

Summer-Jiowering {June to August) Heaths.

Aitoniana. Ferruginea Mirabilis. Tricolor Wilsoni superba.

,, turgida. Favoides elegans. Mundula. „ „ coronata.

Ampullacea major. Florida. Mutabilis. Vasaeflora.

„ rubra. „ campanulata. Murrayaua. Ventricosa.

„ elegans. HartneUii. Obbata. „ coccinea.

Bandoneaua. „ nana. Parmcntieri rosea. „ „ minor.

Eeaumontiae. Humeaua. Perspicua nana. „ BotbweUiana.
Bergiaua. Iniiata. Propendens.

,, graudifiora.

Cavendishiana. „ rubra. Eetorta. „ splendens.

Cerinthoidcs. Ini'undibuliformis. „ major. „ hirsuta rosea.

„ stricta, Irbyana. Shannoniana. ,, alba tineta.

Clowesiana. JasminMora alba. Splendens. Vcrnoni superba.

Deuticulata moscbata. Jasniinoidcs. Sprengelii. Vestita alba.

Depressa. Jacksonii. Tortilifiora. „ „ grandiilora.

,, floribunda. Lawrenceaua. Tricolor. „ coccinea.

Elegans. M'jSTabiaua. ,,. Dunbariana. „ rosea.

Eassoniana. Massoni. „ elegans. "Webbiana.

Eximia. Metulseflora. „ WUsoni. Westphaliagia.

Fastigiata lutescens. „ bicolor.

Autumn and Winter-Jloiocring Heaths.

Archeriana. Bowieana. Princeps camea. Sebana lutea.

Banksiana purpurea. Longipedunculata. Pyramidalis. „ rubra.

Colorans. Mammosa. Sanguinea. Gracilis.

„ superba. „ major. Taxifolia. „ ceruua.

„ . blanda. Nitida. Vcrnix ovata. Eubens.
E.xsui-gens. Picta. VerticUlata major. Carniula.

„ coccinea. Princeps. Vestita alba var. OUula.

Incarnata.

From the foregoing sections, whether for exhibition or for general eultm-e, varieties may be

selected, that will furnish flowering plants for the whole year.

Heaths like plenty of air ; it must be given freely, but carefully ; as, from exposui'e to the dry

arid cuttmg winds, plants that are growing freely are apt to get a rustiness that will so disfigure

them, that months will elapse before they are free from it. If the plants are in pits or fi'ames, it is

well to open the lights on the contrary side to the wind, Avhich will effectually prevent the rust of

cutting wind, and thus shelter the plants ; at the same time that it is quite efficient for the purposes of

ventilation. With I'espect to the plants grown in the Heathery or other houses, it wiU be well, during

the continuance of cold winds, to close the doors to the eastward, and admit ah' but sparingly from

the front sashes, taking care to let down the top lights so as to insure a free circulation of aii-.

"When the plants are in full growth, and the weather is of a parching character, it will be necessary

to look them over every day, and water freely, taking care that none may be allowed to suffer for

want of it, which, at this stage, would prove destructive of the flowering of the plant, if not of its life.

Ifeh



NOTES ON DECORATIVE GARDENING.—Style of Teekaces of Diffekent Peeiods.

By H. NOEL HUMPHREYS, Esq.

OTIHE consideration of the style and character of the terrace, at distinct and distant epochs, is not

IX without interest ; and, hy the study of this—the historical part of the question, garden architects

may fi-equently avoid absui'dities and incongruities which are hut too _-

often found, and which, to the eye of the student of the subject, are at
'

once glaringly and disagreeably apparent. ' ;i
,

'"
,

Few of our readers ai'e unacquainted with the magnificent sim- - ;;_--
#^"' '>

plicity of the great terrace at AVindsor Castle, which has been too often -^ S,
engraved to render its repetition here necessary ; but a few remarks, ' "

.^ :^^
relative to the principles which should govern the construction of terraces ^f==- "^k^'si?—
of that description will not be out of place. In the first place, I hold

that iu imitations of any style of architecture belonging to a formei

period, the selection of site must he as cai-efully attended to as the

architectm-al detail of the building; and, therefore, in buildings of a

castellated character, an elevated position is, in most cases, absolutely

necessary. Modern Gothic residences, in the valley, wiU he most suc-

cessful in their efiect, if the pecidiarities of the monastic style are

adopted ; while those in elevated situations will derive a greater degree

of appropriate feeling by the development of the castel-

lated character. The two styles had many distinct lines

of separation : fii'st and most to our piu'pose, is theu- re-

spective treatment of that portion of ground prepared as

a daily promenade—in the monastery, built generally iu

the valleys, where no extent or sublimity of prospect

tempted the eye, an internal cloister was the promenade
;

in the castle, built on the commanded promontory, the

lampait, fiom which the extended \iew of the plain below

might be &m-\eyed, became the fa-somite walk,—which, in

latei peiiods, was %Mdened into the lampait-teiiace,—such

is the one at A\ indsoi In this situption, the teiiace docs

not itquiie blending into the land=;cape by any additional

featme,—the battlementcd wall fcims a suiSucnt modu-

5Si^.U^
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lation from the castellated features of the residence,—and the park scenery beyond approaches, with

natural and excellent effect, to the very base of the rampart wall ; and this severity of treatment is abso-

lutely necessary to terraces of this description, on which all attempts at the introduction of statuary, roses,

&c., would be utter failui'es.

the only suitable ornament

being a simple line of flower

border next the building, with-

in a broad edge of turf. The

more gardenesque features of

the castle must develop them-

selves in a less conspicuous

situation in the rear of the

building ; and where wood or

walls will shield them, and

prevent them from weakening

the severity of the main com-

position. It will be instructive

to step back to the period of

castellated strongholds, and see

how their builders and indwell-

ers managed these matters in

their own day. A magnificent

pictorial border, from the ca-

lendar of the prayer-book of

Anne of Brittany, one of the

finest illuminated MS.S. in ex-

istence, will furnish us with an

example ; it represents a rosery,

enclosed by a battlemented wall

partially screened by trees,

much below the elevation of

the castle. The Chatelaine is

repx-esented visiting her castle-

garden in one of the sunny

days of April, where in some

parts of France, Roses are al-

ready in bloom, and she is in

the act of receiving from her

attendants chaplets and gar-

lands of flowers, which are no
doubt destined to decorate cha-

lices and vases of cunning gold-

smiths' work in her Gothic

boudoir. This cotemporary gar-

den picture, executed about the

year 1499, contains many sug-

gestions for garden features in

similar situations, though not perhaps for too servile imitation,

enclosing the rose-trees are gilt.

Let us now consider the castle terrace in its later form, when the severe character of the defensive
stronghold had been modified by additional biuldings of a later period engrafted upon them—the
decorative mansion, hke the change in a " dissohdng view," emerging from among the towers of the
defensive castle. Of this transition period, the terrace at Heidelberg, which, with the castle, forms one
of the finest ruins in Em-ope, is a beautiful example. The embattled parapet of the ancient rampart
has given place to an open balustrade, and the stone seats suggest, that, in the palmy days of this grand-
ducal residence of the House of Baden, orange trees and other plants, in ornamental vases, mingled
with statuary, to give this noble terrace its fijiishing touch of palatial grandem-—forming a rich fore-
ground to the magnificent view of the course of the Necker,. which is the grand featm-e of the prospect

THE TEREACfc; AT HEIUELBEUG.

In the illumination, the palisades

P
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ON THE SPRING DECOKATION OP FLQ-WER BEDS.

from the ten'ace at Heidelberg. The introduction of any more tri^^al featm-es, or of decorative features

beyond the terrace, would destroy the proper character of a terrace of this description, which must still

preserve a portion of the severity belonging to the castellated period.

Of decorative gardens of a strictly palatial character, where no remains of the castellated style are

visible, those of Italy are the finest models, and among the finest specimens of these, taking into con-

sideration the position, are those occupying sites among the beautiful rocky slopes of the Appcnines,

in the vicinity of Tivoli and Frascati, the noble and regular terraces of which, tier above tier, in

contrast with the rugged yet lovely scenery which surrounds them, form the finest combination of

outline imaginable.

From the days of Horace, and his description of his " Sabine farm," those beautifid hills have been

the favom-ite retreat of the Romans; and the style of decorative gardening which surrounds the palaces

of the nobles of modern Eome is, doubtless, very similar to that cultivated by the ancients. This is, in

fact, proved by the representations of subm-ban villas in fi'agments of antique frescoe and mosaic, while

the description wliicli PKny gives of liis garden might serve for that of one of the modern villas at

Tivoli. The finest of these villas were erected during the fifteenth and sixteenth centm-ies, and as the

feeling of Italian art spread rapidly northward during this period, the terraces, statues, and fountains

of these noble residences became the models on which the decorative gardens of the North of Em-ope

were formed; those of Boboli and D'Este being the ideals from which Le Brun and others produced

the magnificent wonders of Versailles.

The villa D'Este beneath Tivoli, though its terraces are crumbling to ruin, and its fountains are dry, is

yet one of the most wonderful of these great creations of art. It was among its mazes of marble and

matted foliage that Tasso once mused away the soft and sudden twilight of the evenings of an Italian

summer, and from the fairy pictm-e with which he was surrounded painted, in immortal poetry, the

fairy gardens of the palace of Armida ; and, in all the freshness of their beauty, ere Time had touched
" with liis defacing finger " the spotless marble, or di-ied the soirrces of the countless fountains, or

thinned the parquets of thcii' exotic flowers, he might in vain have sought a more fittmg model when
he was composing the lines which may be thus freely translated:

—

With aspect sweet the smiling garden spreads

"V^Tiere waters softly sleep, or gush in crystal founts

;

Flowers and sweet herbs form rich enamellud beds

;

Vales of deep shade there are, and sunny mounts,

And round the lawns a wood its freshness sheds

;

And that which yet increased each charm revealed

Was, t/tat the art that wrou(/ht it lay concealed.

Which is to say, that true art must not be obtrusive; the effects produced must not suggest the idea

of painful and laborious operation ; it is the perception of the beautiful that must be the first imijression,

and not that of the art by which it has been produced. This will depend much upon whether the

beauty attempted to be created be of a temporary or a permanent natui-e—whether, as Su' Uvedale

Price observes—whether it be merely adapted to the accidental prejudices prevalent in the artist's own
day, or whether its principles be so foimded upon the uniform constitution of the human mind as must

command the approbation of any age. This great principle of all high art applies, continues Sir

Uvedale Price, to nothing more strongly than decorative gardening.

ON THE SPRING DECORATION OF FLOWER BEDS.

By Mr. JOHN COX, Gardenek to W. Wells, Esq , Eedleaf.

THAT a minute attention to matters, which, taken in detail, may be called trifling, constitutes the

perfection of gardening as a whole, in the most imlimited acceptation of the term, must be con-

sidered as a self-evident truth by every one at all conversant with the pi-oposition ; and, however

gi-and and comprehensive may be the effects produced by the application of taste, those effects are

traceable to the attention which has been paid to the several materials by which they are produced.

There are few who enter a well-fm-nished and well-arranged conservatory who are aware of the vast

amount of anxious care and attention to little things wliicli has been exercised before the splendour

wluch they there behold has been produced ; and these cares and anxieties cannot be generalized :

nearly every plant before them requires a peculiar treatment, and though standing before their eyes

^
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pJ redolent witli Ilealth and beauty, has probably been the subject of anxious care for many months

previous. Now, these remarks are equally applicable to the flower garden, and have been made with

a view of di-awing attention to a much-neglected subject, the details of which, from the simple (I may
add, common) nature of the materials ojierated upon, may be termed trifling, yet contain suflicient

elements for the production of a great amount of beauty, and consequent gratiflcation, and that, too,

at a season when theii- beauty is well appreciated—I mean, the decoration of flower beds during

March, April, and May.

It must be admitted, that, if a method can be pointed out by which the ban-en and desolate

appearance of empty flower beds can be relieved dm-ing the above period, it is, at all events, a very

desirable thing ; and as I feel well convinced that it is attainable by a very smaU amount of labour, I

\vill make no apology for offering a succinct detail of the culture of the plants I would bring forward

as specially appUcable for that pm-pose ; and as the season is at hand when theii- culture must be

attended to, there cannot be a better time to bring the subject foi-ward.

It is necessary to observe, that there must be a space of ground set apart for the cultivation of a

portion of these plants, which, for the convenience of planting, cleaning, and watering, should be

divided into beds ; if it be shaded fi-om the mid-day heat, so much the better ; but I would rather it

were fully exposed than wholly shaded, as the sun is a necessary agent in the production of a

flowering habit.

Fii'st and foremost, both as regards beauty and utility stands the Viola arborea ; a bed now before

me, nine feet long by three feet wide, is a complete carpet of deep purple, and, on a moderate calcula-

tion, there are, at the time I am writing (April), 3600 fully expanded blooms on it. The Violet may be

cultivated to any extent by dividing the roots, and the latter end of May is the best time for the

pm-pose, at which time they should be di-s-ided into single pieces, either rooted, or as cuttings, and

planted in the reserve beds six inches apart each way ; the most suitable soil is a fresh sandy loam,

and rotten leaves. In dry weather in the summer, they are very much benefitted by copious supphes

of water. By October they will be very nice plants, and may be taken up with a ball, and trans-

ferred to the (by that time) empty beds in the flower garden. I would next suggest the diflerent

varieties of double priiiii-oses, plants of very easy culture, and exceedingly appropriate for spring

decoration ; the colours I possess are white, yellow, pale red, buff, and deep crimson, the latter rare,

but veiy beautiful. These also should be divided at the end of May, and planted in the reserve beds,

and will bear moderate shade ; soil, fresh sandy loam and leaf mould.

Polyanthuses and Alpine Auriculas, of which there is an infinite variety, ^vill come under the same
remarks.

Hepatica ; white, red, blue. These pretty plants are very abundant flowerers, and universal

fovom-ites, and are easily increased by division after flowering, but being of slow growth, there had
better be a double stock kept in the reserve garden, as they are best to remove into the flower beds

at two years growth.

Puhnonaria angustifoUa, violet, ofiicinalis, pink, azm-ea, blue. Some of our searchers after

novelty "^tII smile at my recommending these plants, the two fii'st being indigenous, but smile or not,

they are very pretty, and being abundant flowerers, are very appHcable to oui- purpose, ai-e readily

increased by dirision, and not particular as to soU.

Erythronium dens canis albidum, white ; longifoKum, rose ; both so beautiful that too much cannot

be said in praise of them ; very showy indeed in a mass. These are bulbous plants, which increase

very fast. By the end of May they may be taken up and laid into a light soil in a warm situation, to

ripen the bulbs. "When ripe take up and store.

Anemones ; double and single, many shades of coloiu' ; very beautiful. Plant early in November,
pre^-iously dressing the bods well with good fresh loam. In very severe weather they should have a

covering of three inches of rotten leaves. The best of their flowering is over before the beds are

wanted for summer plants, and they may be taken up and laid in to rijJen as before dii'ected for

Eiythronium. The Anemone steUata, a bright scarlet, is excellent for our purpose, and remains in

the gi-ound aU the year. It is increased by division, and beds may be made in the reserve garden.

Hyacinths many coloui's, remarkably showy and beautiful, and desii'able in every sense of the

word. Plant early in November, rather deep ; after flowering they will ripen well, laid in, in a

warm situation.

Turban Ranunculi ; scarlet, dark crimson, and yellow. Nothing can exceed the beauty of these

plants ; their dazzKng brilliancy of colour renders them universal favourites. Plant early in November,
in rows six inches apart, and thi'ee inches plant from plant. They dehght in fi'csh sandy loam and
leaf mould, and require a covering of rotten leaves in severe weather. Jl



'4fl| S34 A NOTE ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE NEAPOLITAN VIOLET. W
For small beds I recommend the rare and beautiful Scillas : sibii'iea, blue ; bifolia, lilac, bifolia alba, tS

pure white, carnea, piak
;
prsecox dark blue ; these all requu-e a light soil and careful treatment, and,

str-ictly speaking, are better adapted for edging other beds, than for planting in a mass, as then- flo-weiing

season is not very long, but their extreme beauty renders them very desii-able. The bulbs should be

planted in November, and treated as before.

Lastly, as it is desirable that some of the largest beds should be planted with dwarf evergreens and

other plants from pots, I would recommend the spaces amongst them to be planted with CVocus, many
varieties ; the beautiful snow-flake, or Leucojum vernum ; the infinite variety of Narcissus, so beautiful

and so easily cultivated, that I cannot but wonder that we so seldom seejustice done to them ; FritUlaria

several dwarf species ; Adonis vernalis ; Fumarias, several species ; Sanguinaria canadensis, and

grandiflora ; Trillium gi'andiiiorum ; Orobus vernus ; Arabis prtecox : and vaiiegata ; SUene saxifraga

;

Muscari botryoides. Pansies may also be introduced, and the whole cleared off by the end of May,
ready for bedding plants.

Since writing the above I perceive a suggestion on the subject brought forward, and I shall feel

very much gratified if my paper prove but the forerunner of other and more valuable articles.

A NOTE ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE NEAPOLITAN VIOLET.

By Mr. "W. TATLOH, Gardener to J. Costeb, Esq., Streatham.

ITJIHIS being an acknowledged favourite in every establishment, it ought to be in every garden of any

Iv pretensions in the country. This being the time of year best suited for its propagation and cul-

tivation, I have thought a few simple directions for the guidance of your numerous amateur readers

would not be unacceptable. As early in the month of April as the plants are out of bloom they are

taken out of the soil they have grown in, and are di^ided into single crowns, divesting them of all

i-unners, and choosing only the most healthy plants They are then carefully planted with a trowel on

a piece of rich well prepared ground nine inches apart each way, pressing the soil firm round the roots.

The situation I find them do best in, is an east aspect, where they only receive the morning sun,

by which means I am able to keep them fi-ee from that pest, the red spider, and by so doing the flowers

are of a larger and brighter colour. After the plants show signs of growth the surface soil is slightly

loosened with a small hoe, and in hot di-y weather I frequently syringe the plants with clean water in

the afternoon. All runners are pinched off as they appear, and the plants are kept free fi-om weeds.

If it is desnable to have violets early in autumn, runners should be laid, either in pots or the soil

they are growing in, in February. By selecting a few of the strongest runners and pegging them

down with a little soil over the stem, and keeping them moist, they will be ready to plant out singly

with a ball of earth attached to their roots early in April, and by treating them as above they will

come into flower a month earlier than the divided plants ; but they must be placed in their winter

quarters by the fiirst week in September.

It is immaterial whether they are potted in six inch pots or planted in a bed of soil in a frame or

pit. I plant most of my plants in a bed as they are less hable to suffer for want of water ; and as the

object is for cut flowers only, they require less attention. Otherwise they will grow equally well in

pots, and are, when well bloomed, convenient to take into the hall or di-awingroom.

When the time arrives for placing them in their quarters, I have some well prepared dung ready as

if for making a cucumber bed, and either build a bed or sink it into the ground two feet thick, well tread-

ing the dung doAvn to prevent a very violent heat, over which I place a foot tliickof soil (old cucumber

soil) 'nith a little leaf mould added. The plants are then carefully removed with a large ball of earth

adhering, and are planted in rows rather close together, but not to touch each other. The foliage

should he close to the glass so that they do not touch it, as there is sure to be a sUght settlement in

the dung. When the planting is completed, they should have a good watering to well satm-ate the

entire mass of soil, and dm'ing mild weather in the month of October I expose them fi-equently to a

good soaking rain, by which means I keep them more clean and healthy than by niu'sing them in a

dry atmosphere. On all fine mild nights I take the lights entii-ely off, which they appear to enjoy

;

but on no account allow them to become frozen, as that retards their blooming. If any yellow or de-

caying leaves appear in the months of November or December they are immediately removed, as they

are very injm-ious as well as unsightly.

By the above treatment I am enabled to gather a supply of violets fi'om November till April.

m
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VICTORIA EEGIA.

VICTORIA REGIA.

Nat. Order, Nymph^acEjE, I Euryaleje.

Generic CiiARAcrEU.—Victoi'ia, Lindley. Tube of the calyx

sub-globose, adherent to the ovary, expanded into a torus at the

throat ; Umh 4-parted, deciduous, coloured. Petals numerous,

inserted on the throat and torus of the calyx ; outer ones at

length completely re&exed, longer than the calyx, the interior

by degrees narrower, aciuninate, rigid, approacliing the form of

the stamens. Stamens numerous, inserted mth the petals on

the torus in about three rows, fertile ; the filaments subulate,

petaloid, but rigid and firm, at length erect; fl?i]t/i£!/-5 introrse,

the cells situated below the apex, linear-elongate adnate. "Within

the stamens the torus is prolonged upwards and inwards for

about an inch, arching over inwards ; on its margin is borne a

circle of conical, fleshy, somewhat recurved, horn-like processes.

Ovary globose below, concave-campanulate at the top, marked
with rays setting out from a central beak, many-celled, the cells

at first arranged regularly in one cii'cle, afterwards becoming irre-

gular* by mutual pressure, with many ovrdes ; ovules anatropous,

parietal, affixed to a spongy, reticulated placenta by short funi-

culi; styles -wanting (connate into a furrowed bell clothing the

tube of the calyx, Lindley) ; stigmas forming radiating lines

on the top of the ovary [R. Broum). There exist also about

thirty large, fleshy, incurved, somewhat scroll-shaped bodies,

forming projecting ridges at the outer ends of the rays of the

top of the ovary, their outer faces being blended with the con-

cavity of the vaulted portion of the torus. These have been

described as stigmas.

Fruit baccate, globular-campanulate or cup-shaped, truncate,

campanulate above, beaked in the centre, many-celled, cells

many-seeded. Seeds oval-globular, with a horny testa, and
copious albumen.

A vast aquatic herb, inhabiting still rivers in the north of

South America, east of the Andes; rhizome perennial? Leaves

gigantic, floating, orbiculate, peltate, flat, the margin elevated

all round, radiatcly and reticularly ribbed, the ribs very promi-

nent below, on very long foot stalks, the vernation of the

lamina corrugated-involute ; flowers large and handsome, at

first whitish, becoming rose, especially within, peduncles elon-

gated ; roots adventitious, breaking out below the insertion of

the leaves on the rhizome
;
petioles, peduncles, calyx-tube, and

the ribs of the leaves below, with abundant large and acute

spines.

Victoria regia, Lindley, Victoria Water Lily.—The only

species.

Stnontmy.—Victoria regia, Lindley ; Monograph on Victoria

(with plates), privately printed in 1837 ; Botanical Eegister

Misc., 1838, p. 9 ; D'Orbigny, Ann. des Sc. naturelles, 2nd ser.

Botanique, vol. xiii,, p. 57 ; Walpers, Repei'torlum, vol. i. p. 106
;

Schomburgk, Views in the Interior of Guiana, p. 2, frontispiece

;

Botajiical Magazine, 3rd ser., vol. iii., 18J:7, p. 1, tab. 4275-4278.

Victoria regina. Gray, Mag. of Zool. and Bota?iy, vol. ii.,

1838, p. 440.

Nymphcea Victoria, Schomburgk, MS.
Euryale Amazonica, Poppig, Froriep's Notizen, vol. xxxv.,

p. 9 ; Eeise, vol. ii., p. 432.

Victoria Cruziana, D'Orbigny, 1. c, p. 57, (leaves of the same
colour on both sides, petals all rose coloiu'ed.

BESCRIPTION.—A large aquatic herb, with a perennial rhizome large and tuberous, with

internodes scarcely developed, furnished with numerous cylindi-ical adventitious roots abounding

in ail' cavities ; the rhizome thick, of a brown colour externally, white within, changing to j)urple

when cut (Schomburgk), decaying at the base as it developes leaves, flowers, and roots above, growing

in 4-6 feet water. Petioles long, terete, clothed with copious prickles. Leaves floating, very large,

4 to 6 1 feet in diameter; when first expanded, oval with a deep narrow cleft at one end, almost

exactly orbicular when full-grown, peltate, with the margin turned up all round, forming a rim like

that of a tea-tray ; the upper side of the blade full green, with numerous reticulations forming some-

w^hat quadrangular areolae ; the under side deep pm'ple, or, according to D'Orbigny, sometimes green,

(brownish red in the specimen from which our drawings were made), clothed with short spongy

pubescence, with very prominent flattened ribs set edgeways on the lamina, radiating from the petiole

to the circumference, and pi-ogressively diminishing in dejith ; these are united by cross ribs, also

vertical plates, and the latter again by less elevated ones crossing them, so that the under surface is

completely divided into quadrangular chambers, of which the ribs form the sides, and the general

surface of the lamina the top, and as these detain air within them, they act as floats ; all the ribs

are more or less beset with spines, varying in length, sharp and horny, enlarged at the base. Verna-

tion of the lamina corrugated-involute, that is, the greater part wrinkled up like the petals of the

poppy, with the margin rolled in on all sides. Peduncles all axillary, from the rhizome, longer

than the petiole (?), and rising above the surface of the water when the flower expands, terete,

prickly, very copiously furnished with air-cavities, one-flowered. Flower 10 to 15 inches in diameter,

somewhat pear-shaped in bud, fragrant. Calyx deeply 4-parted; the tube turbinate, green, very

prickly, adherent to the ovary ; the lobes of the limb large, oval, reddish pui'ple, concave, deciduous, a

little prickly on the outside towards the base, rather shorter than the petals. Within, at the throat,

the calyx enlarges into an annular torus beai'ing the petals and stamens. Petals very numerous, the

outer ones larger than the calyx, oblong, concave, obtuse, the inner ones gradually becoming narrower,

much acuminated, and insensibly passing into petaloid filaments. When the flowers expand, which

they do for the first time about five P.M., they rise five or six inches above the sm'face of the water,

and become about half unclosed ; at this time all the outer petals are white ; this condition persists

until about ten A.M. the next day, when the flower closes; about two p.m. of the same day it re-opens,

assumes an upright position in the water, and the outer envelopes, which by degrees acquire a con-

tinually deepening pinkish colom*, become completely reflexed, so that thefr summits touch the water

all around ; more and more of the erect petals are reflexed until only the strongly incurved filament-
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ous petals of a rose colour remain closed up ; but those very soon assume an erect position, spreading

on all sides at the summit, so as to form a rose-coloured crown surrounding the essential organs, the

yellow colour of the stamens then becoming visible in the interior. About ten P.M. the same night it

closes permanently, and sinks below the water to ripen its seeds. The stamens are in about thi-ee

circles, large, subulate, incurved below ; anther-cells double, linear, introrse, occupjong the inner face

of the filament below the apes. V/ithin the fertile stamens the torus is prolonged inwards for about

half an inch, forming an arch over the stigmas, and beai'ing on its margin a circle of somewhat

recurved, fleshy, liorn-like bodies. Pollen apparently with a single coat. Ovary adherent to the

whole length of the prickly tube of the calyx, and thus tui'binate like it, with a deep radiated

depression or cavity at the top, and in the centre a small conical beak or column ; it may therefore be

called cup-shaped, with a thick fleshy base, having air-cells extending down into the peduncle ; in

this fleshy substance are contained twenty-six to thirty compressed cells, arranged at first in a

very regular circle near the rim of the cup ; as the ovules enlarge, the cells gradually come to occupy

the whole thickness of the germen, and by their mutual pressure are rendered irregular in arrange-

ment and form ; their parietes consist of a reticulated spongy structure, partially gelatinous, and the

ovules are attached to the reticulations by short funiculi, the funiculus being turned toward the axis

of the ovary. The stigmatic surfaces are upon the rays on the top of the ovary. At the ends of

these rays occur about thirty somewhat scroll-shaped or uniform, spongy, incurved, projecting bodies,

which were formerly taken for stigmas, but are mere processes from the inside of the vault of the

torus connected at their bases with the ends of the stigmas ; the circle formed by the points of their

junction is about three-quarters of an inch below the insertion of the petals and stamens, and within

the cup formed by the torus and calyx tube. The seeds are rather large, imbedded in the spongy

placentas, with a hoi'ny testa, yellowish when young, and brownish or black afterwards, with

copious albumen.—A. H.

History, c&c.—The Victoria inhabits the still waters of all the great rivers of the South American

continent, which flow into the Atlantic Ocean : such as the tributaries of the Amazon, the La Plata,

the Essequibo, &c. The rapid movement of the streams flowing into the Pacific has been suggested,

by Sir W. J. Hooker, as the probable reason why (as appears to be the case) it is absent ft-om them.

The fii'st discovery of this Koyal Water Lily attaches to Hasnke, who found it, in Bolivia, about

the year 1801. Bonpland, the companion of Humboldt, in his South American travels, met with it

in the same country, some time afterwards. D'Orbigny found it in Paraguay, in 1827 ; and also met

with it (1832) in Bolivia, where it has again more recently been found by Bridges. In the same year

(1832), Poppig found it in the country of the Amazons. Sir B. Schombm-gk (by whom it was fii'st

especially brought into notice in England, through a drawing and communication jiresented to the

London Botanical Society) found it, in 1837, in British Guiana, and more recently (1842) in one of

the tributaries of the Essequibo. His account of the incidents of its discovery, though often quoted, is

so graphic, that we must here introduce a passage or two of it.

" It was on the 1st of January, 1837, while contending with the difficulties that Nature interposed,

in different forms, to stem our progress up the river Bcrbice [British Giuana], that we arrived at a part

where the river expanded, and formed a currentlcss basin. Some object on the southern extremity of

this basin attracted my attention, and I was unable to form an idea what it could be ; but, animating

the crew to increase the rate of their paddling, we soon came opposite the object which had raised

my cm-iosity, and—behold, a vegetable wonder ! All calamities were forgotten : I was a botanist,

and felt myself rewarded ! There were gigantic leaves, five to six feet across, flat, with a broad rim,

light green above, and vivid crimson below, floating upon the water. Quite in character with the

wonderful foliage, were the luxuriant flowers, each consisting of many hundred petals, passing in

alternate tints, from pure white to rose and pink. The smooth water was covered with the blossoms;

and as I rowed from one to the other, I always found something new to admii-e. . , . The young

leaf is convolute, and expands but slowly. The prickly stem ascends with the young leaf till it has

reached the surface ; by the time it has developed, its own weight depresses the stem, and it floats on

the water. . . . "\^^ien the flower first opens it is white, with pink in the middle, which sjjreads

over the whole flower the more it advances in age, and it is generally found the next day altogether

of a pink colour. As if to add to the charm of this noble Water Lily, it is sweet-scented. Like

others of its tribe, the petals and stamens pass gradually into each other, and many petaloid leaves

may be observed which have vestiges of an anther. The petals next the calyx-leaves are fleshy, and

possess air-cells, which must contribute to the buoyancy of the flowers. We met with the plants «

frequently as we ascended the river, and the higher we advanced the more gigantic they became : we
measured a leaf which was five feet six inches in diameter; its rim five and a-half inches high; and Q^
rii/o o^^r^,!-^
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the flower fifteen inclies across. A beetle infests th.e flowers, to theii- great injury, often completely

destroying- the inner part of the disc ; wo counted sometimes from twenty to thirty of these insects in

one flower."

According to D'Orbigny, the fruit, which, when ripe, is half the size of a man's head, is full of

roundish farinaceous seeds, which are collected, washed, and eaten, forming a valuable article of food.

From this circumstance the plant is called 3Iais del Agua, or Water Maize. The same traveller

states, that the people of Guiana call it Irupe, or Yriipe—literally. Water-platter, from the broad

dish-like leaves. Poppig says it is called Mururd ; while, according to Bridges, the Moimas, or

natives of Santa Anna, call it 3Iorinqua ; and a neighbouring nation, the Cayababas, call it Dachocho.
" The Victoria," writes Mr. Bridges, in a letter published in the Botanical Magazine, " grows in

four to six feet of water, producing leaves and flowers, which rapidly decay, and give place to others.

From each plant there are seldom more than four or five leaves on the sui-faee, but even these, in parts

of the lake where the plants were numerous, almost covered the surface of the water. . . . From
what I observed, I conclude that it cannot and docs not exist in any of the rivers where the immense
rise and fall of twenty feet -would leave it di-y dm-ing many months of the year, especially in the

season when thei-e is no rain. The lagoons, being subject to little vai-iation in the height of their

waters, are the places where it grows in all its beauty and grandeiir. The Victoria appears to dehght

in parts of the lake fully exposed to the sim, and I observed that it did not exist -where the trees

overshadowed the margins."

Both in the wild and cultivated state, the flowers exhale a very peculiar fragrance. On this

point Mr. Bridges, in the letter ali-eadj' referred to, writes :
—" I had an opportunity of experiencing

the fragrance of the flowers. Those I collected for preserving in spii-its were uiiexpanded, but on the

point of opening. On arri-\dng at the Government House in the to^vn [Santa Anna], I deposited

them in my room, and retui-ning after dark, I found to my surprise that all had blown, and were
exhaling a most dehghtful odour, which at first I compared to a rich Pine apple, afterwards to a

Melon, and then to the Cherimoya ; but, indeed, it resembled none of these fruits, and I at length

came to the decision that it was a most delicious scent, unlike every other, and pecuhar to the noble

flower that produced it."

Though discovered long ago, it was not until August, 1846, that fresh seeds of the Victoria reached

England. From this importation it does not appear that more than two plants were raised, and
these at the Royal Botanic Garden of Kew. Theii- history may be thus told :—" By the month of

October they vrere in a thri-ving condition, but soon after that time they began to show symptoms of

decay, and by the 12th of December they were both dead." These seeds had been collected in Bolivia

by Mr. Thomas Bridges, and were brought to England in a bottle containing a small quantity of

moist earth.

The next importation consisted of i-oots. These were sent to Kew in a glazed case, and arrived on

the 10th of October, 1848. They had been obtained from the Upper Essequibo, by Indians employed
for the pui-pose by E. G. Boughton, Esq., M.D., of Leguan Island. On examination they all proved

to be dead and decayed. Dr. Boughton sent by the mail of the following month some di-y capsules

eontaming seeds, and shortly afterwards other seeds in a bottle of muddy water ; but in neither of

these cases did the seeds vegetate.

The next attempt was more successful. Hugh Rodie, Esq., M.D., and — Luckie, Esq., of George

To-wn, Demerara, obtained seeds which they forwarded to Kew by the mails, ia small phials filled

-with pure water ; these, on then' arrival, were found to be quite perfect. The first arrived on the

28th of February, 1849, and others came by the thi-ee next foUo-wing maUs. By the 23rd of March,
half a dozen seeds had germinated, and were in a thri-s-ing condition ; and others continued to

germinate, so that by the end of summer upwards of fifty plants had been raised, about half of which
were distributed among the principal cultivators of rare plants. Up to the present time, however,

we hear of two only of these having been made to produce blossoms, namely, that at Chatsworth, and
that at Syon, whilst many of the remainder have perished.

The first flowers were produced in the garden of the Duke of Devonshu-e, at Chatsworth, under

the care of his Grace's gardener, Mr. Paxton, and his assistant, Mr. George Eyles. One of the

earliest of these blossoms, Mr. Paxton had the honour of presentmg to her Majesty the Queen, to

whom the genus is dedicated. The details of the progress of the Duke of Devonshii-e's plant have been
pubhshed in The Gardejiers' Chronicle, from which som-ce most of the following statistical facts are

drawn :—The plant was one of those raised at Kew, in the early part of March, 1849. It was received at

Chatsworth on the 3rd of August, ha\'ing then four leaves, the largest measuring five and a-half inches

in diameter. On the 10th of August, it -was planted out in a tank prepared for it. The first flower-bud was
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observed en the 1st of November, it was partially expanded on the 8th, and folly and finally on the

9th. By this time thirty-one additional leaves had been produced, the largest of which measured four

feet ten and three-quarter inches in diameter. Some of the more vigorous leaves are, at particular stages

of their growth, recorded to have increased in diameter at the remarkable rate of sixteen or eighteen

inches within twenty-foui' houi's. The lai'gest flower produced on the Chatsworth plant, in the autumn,

was ten and a-half inches in diameter. From this plant ripe and perfect seeds were obtained early in

December. Some self-sown seedlings were observed about the middle of the February following, and

a considerable number of young seedling plants were raised shortly after; the old plant, in the

meantime, though restiag in winter, continuing in perfect health, and progressing rapidly in growth,

with the advancing spring, thus appai-ently setting at rest the question which had been raised, as to

whether the species was annual or perennial. The rapidity with which its growth had been matured,

and its seeds perfected, gave rise to the opinion that it was but of annual duration, which notion

obtained apparent confirmation in the fact of the decay of almost all the other imbloomed plants that

had been raised, on the approach of winter. On the other hand, an account of its being successfully

transplanted at George Town, in Demerara, and the description given of the rootstock, or trunk,

by collectors, led to the hope of its being perennial ; whilst Mr. Bridges, who sent the earhest seeds

which reached England, spoke of it as decidedly perennial. The continued growth of the Chatsworth

plant, after flowering and seeding, maybe taken as nearly conclusive evidence of the latter. This plant

continued to bloom through the winter, but the flowers produced on the return of spring have proved

to be larger than those which were developed in the preceding autrmm. The largest flower produced

at Chatsworth, of which we have any record, was thirteen inches in diameter.

The m-banity and liberality of his Grace the Duke of Northumberland, in whose princely gardens,

at Syon House, the second flowering example of the Victoria has been reared, have enabled us to

lay before our readers the present series of drawings of this truly Royal plant. The sketches

represent the remarkably diversified stages through which the flowers pass, during the two days on

which each is expanded. The two wood engravings show the appearance of the flowers as seen on

the first day of expansion, and at one of the earlier stages of expansion on the second day. The

i^-'- —s\g
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coloured figures show the two last, and most distinct and beautiftd, stages, before the final closing of

the blossoms, We understand that these changes have been obser\'ed, at Syon, to take place with

remarkable regularity as regards the hour of the day at which the several stages of developement were

reached. The flower first opens about five P.M., and is pure white (see p. 228) ; it continues expanded

all night, closes about ten a.m. on the following day, and so remains till two p.m., when it begins again

to expand ; about fom- o'clock, it has the appearance shown in the wood engraving given above

;

between five and six, the stage shoiSTi by the coloured figui'e with the depressed crown is reached ; and

towards seven, that represented by the other coloured figure ; in this state it continues until about ten

P.M., when it finally closes. Although these several conditions are attained at about the houi's specified, it

must be understood that the expansion goes on gradually, untU the full development has been reached.

The blossoms we examined were about a foot in diameter, and six inches in height.

One curious fact connected with the Victoria Water Lily is the extreme buoyancy of its large

succulent foliage, occasioned by the presence of large air-cells in the thick ribs wliich cover like net-

work the under surface, much aided no doubt by its large sm'face, and the deep pit-lilve recesses formed

between the interlacing veins. A child seven or eight years of age is said to have been supported

by a leaf of the Chatsworth plant. The weight was, however, in this instance, distributed by means

of a piece of board laid on the leaf, and on which the child stood.

Culture.—Mr. Ivison, the gardener at Syon, under whose clever management the plant has

progressed in a way so entirely satisfactory, has favoured us with the following particulars as to the

treatment he adopted, and its results. We need hardly mention that the atmosphere maintained was
that of a tropical plant stove :

—

" The plant at Syon was received from Kew in the second week of September, 1849, being one of

the number which was distributed about that time. It had then four leaves, the largest being about

four inches in diameter. It was placed at once under similar treatment to that which was so successfully

pursued with the Nelumbiums in these gardens some years back, the basis of which was a constant

circulation of the water in which they were grown. This was effected by placing three tubs at difierent

elevations. The upper one rested immediately over a hot water pipe. This warmed the water, which
I
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was then conveyed by a syphon into the one helow, in which the Victoria in a pot was placed, and

which was plunged in a bark bed. From this the water was conveyed by a pipe into the third and

lowest tub, from which it was returned into the upper one, again to foUow the same com'se of cu'cula-

tion. Under this treatment, the plant soon became too large for its original pot, and in about two

weeks it was shifted into one of a much larger size ; and, continuing rapidly to increase its dimensions,

it was removed into a wicker basket about two and a-half feet in diameter by two feet deep. About

the same time the size of the tub was enlarged by fixing sheet lead to the upper part of it, and dressing

it out into a superficies of six feet square, and about three inches deep at the sides, thus allo'«-ing room

for the increased length of the leaf-stalks. In this situation it remained, producing a succession of

healthy leaves, until January 5, 1850. It was then removed into a low-roofed lean-to house, in which

Mr. Beck had been ordered to prepare a slate tank for its reception, twenty-two feet long by twelve

feet wide, and an-anged in the following manner :—the central portion was made two feet six inches

deep for the reception of the soil ; the remaining part, over which the leaves were to expand, was only

one foot deep, which has been found amply sufficient. At one end, and elevated above it, is placed a

cistern thi'ough which pass two two-inch hot water pipes, connected with a single one of the same

size descending fi-om it and continued all round the shallow part of the large tank below, whilst the

centre and deeper part is heated by a fom--inch pipe passing entu'ely round it. These pipes are all

connected with a boiler, which heated the building before it was appUed to its present pui'pose.

" That this may be clearly understood I will enter a little more into detail :—A large reservoir

receives all the rain water which falls on the glass erections in this part of the gai'dens. From thence

it is pumped up into a cistern which suppUes the smallest one placed above the tank in which the

plant is gi'owing ; thence, passing thi-oiigh a cock, it falls upon a small wheel which, revolving gently,

agitates the water, and this, flowing towards a waste pipe, again iinds its way into the reservoir, from

which it originally came—thus keeping up a continued and healthy circulation. The water is kept at

an equable temperature of about So degrees Fah. by the hot water pipes ai'ranged as before described.

" The soil in which the Victoria was planted consisted of tlu'ce cart loads of good old tm-fy loam,

which had lain in heap for two or three years. Previously to placing it in the tank, six inches of

broken brick-bats were laid on the bottom, and covered with tmwes of peat. On these the soil was

i

laid in a conical forai, rising to within six inches of the surface of the water, and in the centre of this

the Victoria was planted. For three weeks after its removal into its new home there was scarcely a

sunny day ; indeed it was generally very foggy weather ; and during this time it only existed, making

no apparent progress. The weather then changed, and it immediately showed evident symptoms of

growth. On February 1, I discovered on the surface of the soil several white roots, unmistakeable

evidences of health under water ; on the thii'd it produced its first healthy leaf since its removal ; by
the tenth this was ten inches in diameter ; at the end of the month seven leaves were formed, the

largest of which was sixteen inches in diameter ; dm-ing March it added nine other leaves, the diameter

of the largest being nearly four feet. On April 1, I discovered the first flower bud, and on the 10th

the flower began to open. It first opened about five o'clock P.M., continued open aU night, and closed

about ten A.M. on the following day. On that day (April 11) it began to open about two o'clock, p.m.,

having gone through its various stages, reached its full expansion about six, when it was at its greatest

beauty ; it continued thus for about four- hours, when it began finally to close preparatory to seeding.

On the thfrd morning the remains of the flower were partly under water, and gradually sank lower,

but the flower stalk continued to lengthen for some time afterwards.

" I may here observe that, on the morning of the day on which the flower first expanded, the bud was

seen to move itself as far as possible in one direction, then back again in a semi-circle, and finally raised

itself out of the water to rest and expand upon the young leaf, mth which it was produced. Just

before opening, and dming the whole of the first night, the flower is very fragrant,—the perfume

being that of the Pine apple ; this odour is distinctly perceptible outside the house.

" At the present time (May 6) the tenth flower is expanded ; it is twelve inches in diameter. I find

that each succeeding flower increases in size. There are now four more flower -buds ^isible ; in fact,

with every young leaf, comes its attendant flower-bud. Since the 10th of April the Victoria has been

in flower for two successive days, missing the following one, with very httle variation. The largest

leaf is now five feet in diameter, with an inch and a-half of its edge tm-ned neatly up, and forming a

beautiful rim ; the under surface being of a pm-pUsh red colour, and contrasting well with the deep

green of the upper portion. The formation of the under side of the leaves is very beautiful ; the large

veins near the centre are about two inches deep, gradually shallower towards the edge, and connected

with each other by means of smaller ones, altogether forming a strong network, the whole being ai-med ^
^ 11

. with powerful spines. m-i
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" The growth of the plant has latterly been so vigor-

ous that it has become necessary to enlarge the tank to

ne Illy double its original size. This alteration is now
being luide ; when completed, the deeper portion of the

addition will be planted with the different species of Ne-

lumbium now advancing towards a flowering state ; and
at the coiner will be placed Nymplifea rubra, N. coerulea,

N. deiitata, and N. odorata, most of which are

already in flower, and are found to grow at a

surprising rate in the temperature kept up for

the Victoria. Altogether, I hope to form a very

bcautifiil, fragrant, and interesting group of tro-

pical and other aquatics."

Mr. Paxton's mode of cultivation has been

described in the Oardeners' Clironicle, whence
the following particulars are taken :

—" In a hot-

iiuse of sufficient dimensions, a tank was con-

tructed tlii'ee feet deep, and twelve feet square.

I o this was added a ledge all round, nine inches

ep, three and a-half wide, and heated by a

iple row of small lead pipes, through which

)t water cumulated. By these means tlie tank

\\ as rendered nineteen feet square, with a deep

litre and shallow sides.

" In order to keep the water in motion, a

small wheel was added at one corner ; over that

«heel water was caused to drop continually

with force enough to keep the wheel constantly

1 evolving; the water thus continually flowing-

into the tank is carried ofi' by a small pipe in

one of its corners near the bottom. In this way
were secui'ed the important advantages of the

water being so often changed tliat it could not

become stagnant, together with ceaseless gentle

agitation. Nothing could be more like the na-

tural state of a tranquil river. By the heating

apparatus its temperatiu'e could also be regu-

lited with facility. The thermometer has gene-

1 illy indicated 85 degrees.

" In the centre of the tank was introduced a

hillock of earth, consisting of burnt loam and

peat. To the burning of the loam Mr. Paxtoii

ittaches great importance ; and this agrees with

the dailj' experience of those who employ burnt

cr charred materials in gardening. The physi-

cil condition of the soil is much improved by
the process, and the weeds and insects are de-

troyed. Mr. Paxton is also of opinion that

the removal by fire of all matters ready

to enter into fermentation or rapid de-

composition when in contact with water

heated to 85 degrees, was in itself no
inconsiderable cause of the success of

his experiment ; in addition to which
it preserved the water perfectly trans-

lucent,"

The agitation of the sm-face of the

water—no doubt beneticial—it has been
suggested to efieet by means of small or-

namental water-fowl of a tropical race.

f
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tJ Without entering into the various speculations offered as to the cause of the many failiu-es in the ^
attempts made to cultivate this plant—for -which, indeed, we have not space—we may venture briefly

to express cm- own conviction that success has not been the result of any one condition applied with
more than ordinaiy skill ; and, therefore, is not to be traced, specially, either to uninterrupted brio-ht

light, or the pm-ity of the water as influenced by chai-red soU ; but, rather, has been the rewai'd of a
skilful eombiuation of the conditions wliieh represent ai-tificially the tropical climate and peculiar

cii-cunistances which the plant naturally enjoys. These conditions are, in brief: light, clear and £i-ee
;

water, pui-e and constantly changing ; heat, steady and powerful, though not excessive, in respect both

to the water and the atmosphere—all these combined and acting iu concert.—M.

TPIE CHEMISTRY OF SOILS ASB MANURES.

By Dii. A. YOELCKEK, Pkofessor of Chemistry ix the Eoyal Ageiculturai. College, CmENCEsiEii.

I.VTRODUCTOET.

1?T10 the peculiai'ities of the present time belong the rapid progress of natural science, the striking

ix and important discoveries -with which the labom-s of some of the most accomplished natural

philosophers have been rewai'ded, the high esteem in which the study of natui'e is held by the

public at lai'ge, and the general dcsii'e for information which makes itself felt in places where,

hitherto, the rays of the Ught of science faUed to penetrate. The spirit to reform and revolutionize,

till now confined to reUgion and politics only, no longer regards these topics as its own exclusively,

but extends its mighty influence over an extensive range of subjects, and is manifesting itself likewise

in producing those changes in the system of education, which have tended greatly to secure to

natm'al science a place in the affections of all classes of society, which it did not possess twenty yeai-s

ago. Indeed, no man of sound judgment will regard instruction in natural history and philosophy

supei-fluous in a system of liberal education, and many professional men—the physician, the artist,

the manufacturer, &c.—will fail to be successful in theii- different callings, if they be ignorant of the

piinciples of natui-al science. A sure safeguai'd against iniiu in these times of competition is increased

knowledge ; for knowledge is power, and certain to benefit its possessor.

Can we then feel sm-pi-iscd when we see an intelligent manufactm-er, fai'mer, or gardener, who has

paid some attention to the study of natui-al science, succeed in his undertakings, whilst many, who
have not paid that attention, fail ? On the contrary, what sui-prises us is, that this truth is not

universally admitted, or, we should rather say, is too frequently forgotten ; for we do not conceive

how any one who has given a moment's thought to this subject, can hesitate to admit the fact that

the artist, manufactui-er, or gardener, who is acquainted with the principles of natm-al science, so

far as to understand the natm'e of the suggestions made fi'om time to time by the man of science, and

to reduce them into practice, or to call into hfe new improvements, possesses considerable advantages

over othei's who lack this kind of knowledge—advantages which will secui'e him almost certain

success in entering into competition with the latter. It is just the usefulness, the extensive apphcation,

which can be made of any branch of natural science, and the material benefits already derived from

the labom-s of the chemist, botanist, and geologist, which has contributed more than anything else to

the greater appreciation of natm-al science. The peculiar feature of most of the recent discoveries

made iu chemistry is, that they are all, more or less, chai-acterized by a practical tendency ; hence

the extensive and general apphcation which chemisti-y finds in the various occupations iu which man
is engaged, and the high esteem in which this branch of science is held by practical men. Though
chemistry, in common with anj' branch of natural study, will afford real and lasting pleasure to the

student, and tend to sharpen his powers of observation and judgment ; it is, nevertheless, chiefly on

account of its practical utility, that it is now more extensively taught, and better appreciated by the

student than formerly. The practical utility of chemical knowledge will become apparent, if we bear

in mind the objects of chemistry, which are to inquire into the natm-e of all material substances, to

determine accurately theu- compositions, to ascertain minutely the properties of aU substances which

enter into the composition of the rocks which form the sohd part of the earth, of the water in which

the latter may be said to be immersed, of the air by which the earth is sun-ounded, of the plants

which vegetate, and animals which breath upon it ; to study the changes which are continually going

on in nature, to point out the laws which govern the same, and to determine the cir-cumstances which Ih,
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c) influence the mutual relation of substances to one another. A study so intimately connected with "
all other sciences necessarily must be of the greatest importance in relation to the arts of civilized

life, which are all more or less founded on chemical principles.

It is a curious fact that such knowledge should have been so long neglected by the cultivator

of the soil, whose occupations so eminently and constantly lead him to become an observer of nature's

mysteries ; and to whom chemistry is capable of rendering material assistance. It not only procures

him the possibility of deriving from it innumerable immediate advantages, which without it would

have been lost to him ; but chemistry likewise teaches him the important art of making successful

experiments, 2. e., to addi'ess definite q^uestions to natiu'e, upon which the decisive answer, "yes" or

" no," and not " it is possible," or " it is probable" will be retm'ued by nature, who is ever ready to

satisfy the inquiring mind, provided the question has been distinctly put ; and lastly, it secm-es him
the intellectual enjoyment and satisfaction of having conducted the manifold cultural operations

rationally, and to have become a witness of the wonderful, apparently compKcated, but nevertheless

most simple means, natm-e makes use of to accomplish her purposes.

However strange it may appear that agricidtiuists and gardeners should not have sooner become

awakened to the important and manifold useful applications, to which the studj'' of chemistry must
lead, this fact will be less surprising if we recollect that the period since chemistry has ceased to be

nothing more tha.n a confused collection of mysterious and curious facts, comparatively speaking, is

very short. More ui particular organic chemistry, the rapid progress of which has given such an

impetus to agricultural improvements, has been shaped into a somewhat scientific form only very

recently; and it is chiefly through the labours of Berzehus, Liebig, and Mulder, chemists of our

own age, to whom we are indebted for many important discoveries, that organic chemistry has

received the character of a science, which it did not possess before ; though we must confess, at the

same time, that it is still in its infancy, and various facts remam to be discovered by natural

philosophers, who have of late so successfully trod this path of inqniiy, before organic chemistry can

be properly caUed a methodical science.

Now, it may be laid down as an established rule, that no kind of knowledge can be accompanied

by any extensive, useful ajiphcations, before the number of solitary, accumidated observations, and

various facts admit of generalization, of being shaped into a definite, methodical science ; and thus we
can easily discern the reason why chemistry only lately has been so successfully applied to the pur-

poses of cidtm'e, and, comparatively speaking, been neglected by the practical men of past times.

In early times, when chemistry was unknown as a science, it i-etui'ned no answer to questions of a

practical kind ; but at present how different is its position ?—how many approved practices of cultm-e

find their explanation in the discoveries of modern chemistry ?—how many improvements in cultivation

have taken place, which owe their origin to the suggestions of chemists ?—how many contradictory

statements, by which practical men were puzzled and left in uncertainty on points affecting du'cctly

their own well-bemg, have been reconciled with each other by the help of chemistry ? We would only

dii-ect attention to the works of Liebig in general : the ingenious and important theories concerning

the growth and nutrition of plants, propounded in so clear a manner by Liebig, to his studies of the

changes which organic substances undergo under different cii'cumstances ; and we will not leave

uimoticed the researches of Professor Mulder, of Utrecht, on animal and vegetable phj-siology, and

the writings of Professors Johnston in England, and Boussingault in France, who, happily in a

position to test the residts of the laboratory by practical experiments in the field, has likewise fur-

nished us with a series of well-conducted, premeditated, agricultural experiments of the greatest

value. How much have the laboars of the above and other distinguished chemists contributed to a

sound knowledge of the chemical composition of soils, without which the doctrine of maniu'ing cannot

be comprehended ?—to a knowledge of the natm-e and composition of the various substances used as

manur-es ?—of the mode in which the latter act in producing changes in the soU, and in the plants

which grow upon it ?—of the best and most economical manner of compounding artificial, or improving

natural manures, and skUfuUy applying them to the land ?—and lastly, to a knowledge of the efiects

of cUmate, situation, and other influences upon the fertility of the land ? We could easily point out

many more instances, showing how our knowledge of a rational culture of the soil has been advanced

dming the last decenium by the researches of the analytical chemist ; but this would be needless, as

tlus subject has been discussed by different writers in so able and convincing a mamier, that no

intelligent and thinking mind will dispute any longer the usefulness of chemistry to the cultivator

of the soil.

When we look back on what has been achieved by the aid of chemistry in this respect dm-ing the

last ten years, we cannot but be struck with the mighty changes, which daily practices, where cultirre
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is prosecuted as an advancing art, have undergone, especially tlu-ougli the agency of this rapidly-

progressing science. But although much has heen done by agricultural chemistry ah'eady, still

infinitely more remains to be investigated. This new science may be said to be stiU in its infancy ; and

for that reason it ought not to assume the position of a matured, exact branch of science, like mathe-

matics, when we are reasoning on detached observed facts connected with the natm-e of soils, and the

doctrine of manm-es, or the nutrition of plants, as the case may be. How often do we not find

chemists fall into the error of discussing an isolated fact in natm'e, and explaining its cause with as

much assurance as if it were in harmony with the whole economy of nature, and the premises on

which these deductions are founded as infallible as those on which a mathematical problem rests.

This eiTor, into which some chemists hare fallen, has done a great deal of hann, and given a sudden

cheek to agricultm-al chemistry in this country ; because practical men, finding the high expectation

which they were led to entertain by the exaggerated statements of some scientific men, not sub-

sequently realized, declai-ed themselves deceived, and instead of separating the good gi-ain fi-om the

bad—well-authenticated facts fi-om exaggerations, mere theories, and wild speculations—have discarded

at once the aid of a science which is so pre-emioently calculated to benefit the cultivators of the soil.

"WTio, then, is the more to blame—the practical man, whose previous ideas of chemistry did not allow

him to form a right estimate of an exaggerated statement, or the scientific, or would-be scientific man,

who is aware of his exaggerations, or ought to be acquainted ^vith the real merits of the case, before

he went forward as a teacher of others ? Ought we to condemn this branch of natural science itself

as useless or unprofitable, because administered by an rminformed or inexperienced empyric ? SiU'ely

not : the blame rests on such professors, who, with a smattering of knowledge, combine a total dis-

regard for practical experience ; and with all the conceit and presumption of a charlatan, either out

of self-esteem, or for the sake of selfish purposes, bombastically proclaim the new doctrine to the

unsuspecting public. Chaidatans, wild enthusiasts, and amateuring dilettants, may attract attention

for a short time, but we inay rest assm-ed, sooner or later, they will bring down upon themselves

disgrace, and discredit on the science which they profess.

True scientific knowledge on the conti'ary, submitted with modesty and caution, though slow in its

action upon the mind of the pubUo, convincing in the end, ^vill be regarded as possessing greater value

than even the most ingenious theories that can be propounded. But how is the practical man to decide

between truth, established by well authenticated facts, and mere theories, without a knowledge of the

science and the properties and composition of those substances which come daily under his notice ?

To the husbandman and the gardener it is a matter of importance to be acquainted with the proper-

ties of those substances which enter into the composition of the different soils ; the soil is the first

care of the gai'dener. Upon it he grows plants, the leaves or roots of which serve as food, or the fruits

of which refi'esh us ; or plants which delight us by the beauty of their flowers and fragrance of their

scent, or which, as groups of trees and shi-ubs, produce an agreeable impression on the mind of the

lover of beauty and harmony. All the different kinds of plants are regulated by the soil ; the nature of

the soil and the gi-owth of plants are, therefore, intimately connected. A knowledge of the composi-

tion of the different classes of soUs, the relation of their constituent pai'ts to the plants wliich are in-

tended to be cultivated, will enable the husbandman to change the constitution of the soU by mixing

together soils of opposite characters, or by adding other less compound substances, in such proportions

that he shall obtain a mixed soil, or one which shall contain the constituent parts in exactly the relation

which experience has proved to be most conducive to the production of leaves or flowers, or fruits, or

to the formation of wood.

Intimately connected with the chemistry of the soU, is the chemistry of the substances by which

the fertility of the soil is restored. Without a knowledge of the properties of the materials which

enter into the composition of the different soils and the requirements of the plants, an improved prac-

tice of manuring is impossible. The doctrine of the application of manures to the land, ftuther, will

not be intelligible without a knowledge of the composition of the different manm-es, and the properties

of the substances upon which their chief fertilizing powers depend, and the cii'cnmstances by which

the latter may be prcseiwed or increased. "We, therefore, purpose to give, in a series of papers, the

chemistry of manures, after we shall have lu'st discussed in detail, the origin, composition, physical and
chemical characters of different classes of soils ; and shall then endeavour to show how the different

manures may be applied in the most economic and best manner to maintain or to increase the fertiHty

of any particular soU.
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S MAY EXHIBITION.

fHE first of tlie annual series of exMbitions under the auspices of this Society took place on Wed-

nesday May Sth, in theii- gardens—the Inner Cii-cle, Regent's Park ; and, though the display for the

season was a remarkably good one, the elements waged war against it ; and, ushered in by sometliing

Hke forty-eight hour's' continuous rain, which scarcely ever ceased thi'oughout the day, but very few

of the thousands of pati'ous of horticultui'e dared venture to see it. I^Iore, however, than could have been

expected, were present, and among them v>c noticed some of the leading patrons of gardening. The

garden was in beautiful order, clean and neat, and the conservatory was gay with a number of baskets

of flowers and specimen plants, the former very tastefully ai-ranged and looking remarkably well. In

the arrangements a very appropriate alteration had been made in the tent near the American garden.

The sm-face of the ground in that part is slightly undulating, and advantage had been taken of that, to

attempt something- like a natm-al and at the same time artistic arrangement of the plants. Instead of

the usual stages covered with green baize, the interior of fhe tent has been laid out in cii-cles and seg-

ments of circles, and upon each a mound of earth has been raised, and then cut into graduated terraces,

with neatly tmfed banks, and sanded

borders for the plants to stand upon.

Thus much of the artificial appeai-ance of

the ordinary tent is got rid of, and the

efiect of the arrangement is cool, qmet,

natui-al, and intei-esting.

Upon the centre bed in this tent the

large coUeclions of stove and greenhouse

plants were placed ; one fi'om the garden

of Mi-s. Lawrence at Ealing Park, and a

second fi'om JMi-. Colyer's garden at Dart-

ford. Mrs. Lawrence's plants were,^ja?-

excellence, gems of the first water—such

a group was never before brought to-

gether—so fine, that language is inade-

quate to do justice to them ;—they must

be seen to be appreciated, and sach a

sight is worth a journey from the anti-

podes to behold. Each plant was a spe-

cimen, perfect of its kind, and some of

them of such huge dimensions for the

kinds, as almost to subject one to a

charge of exaggeration in attempting to

specify them. Annexed is an engra^dng

of a very lovely plant of Gompholobium

barbigcrum, not so remarkable for size,

as for the very admirable manner in which it has been induced, under the eai'e of Mr. May,
to produce its chaste, clear yellow, pea-like flowei-s. '^^Tien introduced a few years back,

this plant was considered rmworthy of cultivation ; but here we have a specimen which shows

that the plant, though the flowers unfoitunately are of a rather ephemeral character, is of first-rate

excellence. The noble plants of Eriostemon buxifohum, Epacris grandiflora, Polygala acuminata,

Podolobium stam'ophyllum, and chorozemifolium, LeschenauJtia formosa, and biloba major were

skilful exemplifications of fu-st-class cidtivation, as were also two specimens of Pimelea speeta-

bUis. These, with the huge single specimen of the Pimelea, which we shall represent on a future

occasion, and a collection of ten Indian Azaleas, aU fi-om Mi's. Lawrence's, were the gems of the

exhibition ; and we may safely assert, forty such plants were never before produced fi'om one

garden, and it is doubtful if the combined efibrts of the whole of the exhibitors could have pro-

duced an equal, not to say a superior lot. We make this remark without any wish to disparage the

productions of other exhibitors, but Mrs. Lawi'ence devotes her whole attention to one subject—exhi-

bition plants ;—her gardeners have superior facilities for producing them, and she has a right to hold the

position she now occupies. The most remarkable plants in Mr. Cole's group were a very admirably

GOMPHOLOBIUM BARBiGEauM : Gxliibitecl by Mrs. Lawrence.
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bloomed specimen, ti-ained upon a cylindrieal trellis, of Clerodendron splendens, loaded with splendid

clusters of its brilliant orange scarlet flowers ; this, in September, the natural blooming season of the
plant, -would have been fine, but on the 8th May it was pre-eminently so. Two charming plants of

Aphelexis spectabDis grandiflora were also there, and a large specimen of Stephanotis floribmida also pro-

mised to be vei-y fine. In Mr. Green's group we noticed a plant rarely seen of Acrophyllum yenosnm,
and a remarkably well bloomed specimen of Leschenaultia formosa. Mr. Taylor had a very promis-

ing plant of Eriostemon buxifolium, and a very nicely

bloomed example of Erica Albertus, a creamy yellow

heath, but Httle known. In the smaller groups, Mr.

Croxford, gardener to H. H. Barnes, Esq., produced

some promising plants, especially Epacris grandiflora,

Chorozema Henchmanni and Leschenaultia biloba

major, all admirably bloomed. Mr. Laybank, gar-

dener to T. Maudsley, Esq., had a remarkably fine

Tropasolum tricolor. Erica Batemaimiana, a very

charming variety, and Chorozema angustifolia.

Messrs. Eraser's gi"oup contained a remarkably high

coloured Erica propendens, and Mr. Daniels had E.

Sindryana beautifully bloomed.

Single specimen plants were less numerous, and,

with one or two exceptions, less meritorious than

usual. The noble sj^ecimen of Pimelea spectabilis,

pre^^ously named, and a monstrous plant of Den-

drobium ccBrulescens, from the nm'sery of Messrs.

Lucombe Piuce & Co., were the most remarkable.

The Dendrobe was upwards of foxu- feet in height,

and quite as much in diameter, and was a mass of

flowers from the pot to the extremity of its numerous

pseudo-branches. The same gentlemen also sent a

noble plant of Hoya imperialis, in fine condition. It

was trained upon a pyi'amidal treUis and was pro-

ducing, and promised to produce for some time to

come a fine display of its lai'ge and singular flowers.

AYith it was a nice specimen of the singular

Erica brunioides. From Messrs. Veitch was a well

bloomed specimen of Boronia spathulata, and, though

pretty, we doubt whether it will come much into

cultivation. Messrs. Rollisson had a noble specimen

of Epacris miniata, and fi-om Messrs. Henderson, of Pine Apple Place, we noticed a very lovely plant

of Adenandi'a fi-agrans. Messrs. Lane and Son, of Great Berkhampstead, sent a very finely bloomed

specimen of Pihododendron formosum, or Gibsoni, which is not improved at all by the slight colour it

attains when bloomed at its natui-al season.

New Plants were scarce, but Messrs. Lucombe Pince & Co. sent a nice specimen of Gai'denia

malleifera, or '\^^3itfieldii which proves to be a fine thing, the flowers being large, and produced in con-

siderable abundance ; they are bell-shaped, and of a rich cream colom'. With tlus plant, fi-om the same

finn, was Clerodendron Bethunianum, svith one panicle of flowers, but bearing e"sddence of being out of

season, and not doing justice to this very beautiful species. Messrs. Veitch sent their Medinilla bracteata,

noticed at page 167, the flowers much deeper in colour than when we then saw them, but stiU, in om-

opinion, not improved thereby. For a stove conservatory, where it can be allowed ii'ee scope, this wiU be

a noble plant, but the fohage, though fine, is too coarse to render it a desu-able pot plant. With it was
Fuchsia spectabilis, a lovely flower, but too shy in producing them to become a general favouiitc. Jlessrs.

Veitch had also Dcnth'obium cretaceum, white veined in the throat with pale purple ; Dendrobium, a

species from the centre of India, a very pretty small flowered kind, in the way of nobile, with a rich

violctp-urple thi'oat ; Saccolabium miniatum, a dull orange-red species, not very attractive ; and with these

was a very pretty New Holland plant, Stylidium cihare. Messrs. Rollisson sent Cypripedium Lowii,

a fine species ; and Messrs. Henderson, a very nice Acacia, called Grandis, which may be classed as one

of the very best of the late kinds. Mr. Taylor had Pimelea Neippergiana, a pretty wlute species, and

Dillwynia Henchmanni. Messrs. Lucombe Pince and Co. sent also Fagus antaretica, the ever- (^k,

HOTA iMPEfi-iALis : eslubjted by Messrs Lucombe & Pince.
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Stark, mu'soryman, of Ediu-

a violet-scented yellow Cheiran-

green antarctic beech, with Thuja orientalis glauca, a very promising kind, and a very broad-leaved

variety of Qncrcns Ilex. From the same place we also noticed some remarkably fine seedling-

Heaths, apparently crosses with aristata, Sprcngclii, Massoni, ferruginea and some of the more difficult

of the hard wooded kinds; among which, E. Hanburj-ana, cinnabarina, Baruesii, and Ruckerii

received prizes ; and with these was a fine Azalea indica, of pure wliite colour and good form, called

Vesta, and a Rhododendron, called Bianca, blooming in a four-incli pot. A plant, not for compe-

tition, was also placed upon the table

fi-om Mr
burgh;

thus, called Marshallii, a plant of con-

siderable promise, producing flowers of

fine form and good substance, which we
hope to figure very shortly. Other new
plants were present, but none calling

for special remark.

Heaths were plentiful, and some of

remarkable excellence. The greatest no-

velty was Erica vhidis, in the collections

of Messrs. Rollisson, and W. Quilter,

Esq. It is a green-coloured species, of

the vestita group, and apparently of

fi-ee growth, though it has not been seen

about London for a number of years past.

Mr. Leach, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq.,

had a noble group, among which E.

elegans, metula;flora, tortiliflora (true),

mutabilis, and aristata major, were spe-

cially remarkable. The subjoined en-

graving represents E. vasa^flora, perhaps

the finest plant in England, profusely

studded with its gay pink, vase-like

flowers. Messrs. Veitch sent a noble

plant of E. metulajflora, with tricolor

verna, a great improvement upon eximia;

and a good plant of tortiliflora. Jlessrs.

Fairbah-n had good plants of mutabilis,

Sindryana, finely coloured, and sua-

veolens.
ERICA vasjEflora : exhibited by S. Kucker, Esq.

J

Of Azaleas a noble bank of gorgeous plants extended the whole length of one of the long tents, and
though the whole were fine, Mrs. Lawrence's plants were pre-eminently so ; and when we say that six largo
vans were required to convey the twelve plants, some idea may be formed of then- size. They were dense
bushes of the finest lands, sheeted with bloom, but trained without the formality which characterized
some of the collections. Messrs. Eraser had a noble, but too formal group, and Mr. Green and Mr.
Falconer had also some fine plants. Smaller plants were sent by Messrs. Lane and Mr. Daniels.

The Orchids, as was to be expected on such a day, were not numerous. The most remarkable
plant was perhaps Mr. Dobson's Dendrobium nobilc, which was scarcely inferior to Messrs. Lucombe
& Co.'s plant, before-mentioned. With it was a finely bloomed and coloured plant of Cattleya Skin-
neri, with Burlingtonia rigida, and Dendrobium fimbriatum, and speciosum. Mr. Schroder sent a
nice mass of Dendrobium densifiorum and pulchellum, with Vanda cristata. In Mrs. Lawrence's
group, we noticed Vanda insignis, and Dendrobium formosum ; and IMr. Williams, gardener to C. B.
AVarner, Esq., had fine plants of Dendrobium macrophyllum and densifiorum, Saccolabium miniatum,
Cattleya Skinneri, rather pale, with C. Mossiee, and Cypripedium barbatum.

The Pelargoniums, with two or three exceptions, were good ; but when we say that Mr. Cock, of
Chiswick, eclipsed himself, it may be inferred that he sent the finest group which even /le ever
produced. The plants were clean as a new pin, with splendid foliage, and noble trusses of flowers
regularly distributed over the entire plant. What rendered them more meritorious was, that this
perfection was obtained almost without a stake being seen, and the plants wore a natural character,
much, as a matter of taste, to be approved. As compared with these, Mr. Beck's stand, though 1



A NOTE OX WATERING POTTED PLANTS.

coutaiuiug superior kinds, were mere artificial (we wish we could say, for the sake of taste, artistic)

creations. Many of the pots contained a coppice-wood of stakes, almost every ti'uss of flowers heing

supported; in fact, the style of growth and character of plant, of the two collections, were as extreme

as they possibly could he. ilr. Parker showed with liis usual success, his plants heing little inferior

to Mr. Cock's. Of fancy Pelargoniimis, ^Ir. Robinson had a magnificent group, rather too formally

ti'ained, but still exemplifying very superior management. Some fine seedling Pclai'goniums were

exhibited by ^Ir. Hoyle and Mr. Beck : but the raisers seem so intent upon breeding high-colom-ed

varieties, that, in a few years, a light flower 'svill be as great a novelty as the sea serpent ; indeed, we
were strongly reminded of an anecdote we heard, a short time tack, of a gentlemen, who, after viewing

a collection containing most of the leading kinds, remarked, " I say, , I wonder you don't grow

more than one sort ; I grow a few Geraniums, but I have got five or six colom-s." And so it is with

all ordinary obsei-vers : so much attention has been paid to liigh-colom-ed kinds, that the seedlings of

late yeai-s, though improved in form, are neai'ly of the same colour. IMr. Parker sent a collection of

fom'tcen kinds of Cape Geraniums, in fine condition.

Roses in pots were fine and good, the collections of Messrs. Lane, Paul and Son, and Mr.

Francis, especially so. Messrs. Paul's gi'oup was the most natui'al in appearance, though deficient in

coloui'; and Mr. Tenw, !Mr. Roser, and A. Rowland, Esq., produced some fine groups. The more

remarkable kinds were Souvenir de Malmaison, "WUliam Jesse, Paid PeiTas, Aubernon, Sirs.

Bosanquet, Grand Capitaine, Duchess of Sutherland, Triptolcme, Madame de St. Joseph, Lady ^^''aiTcn-

der, Abbe Mioland, Lamai-quc, Safrano, Geant de Bataillcs, Cheucdolc, Yicompte de Cazes, Smith's

Yellow, Solfaterrc, Pauline Plantier, Vicomptesse de Cazes, Moire, La Pactole, Paul Plantier, Piincess

Adelaide, and Clara "Wendell.

Several groups of Ferns were exhibited. Florists' Flowers will be noticed in detail at the end of

the month.

Preparation, we obser\"cd, had been made for the exhibition of American plants, and, firom the

very promising appeai'ance of the plants, we anticipate a very superior display. The aiTangcment

is very judicious ; and when the plants are in perfection, we shall avail oui-selves of a sketch of some

of the leading fcatiu'es for engra'^'ing. At the June exhibition, fruit will form a featm'c, and no

doubt an interesting one.—A.

A NOTE OX WATEEIXG POTTED PLAXTS.

fl^
the operation of watering potted plants, persons not practically famUiar with plant culture are apt

to make serious mistakes. Cultivators find, by experience, that an excess ofwater at the roots is very

injurious to almost all plants ; and hence it is usual to direct that great caution be used in the applica-

tion of water, especially in winter. The result is, that frequently the opposite extreme is fallen into,

to the great injury of the plants. From the moment that the soil becomes so far dried that the fibres

of the roots cannot absorb moisture fi-om it, the supply of the plant's food is cut off, and it bei/ins to

suffer. Some plants can beai- this loss of water with more impunity than others ; some again, and the

Heath family among the rest, are in this way soon desti'oyed. The object in watering should be to

prevent this stage of dryness being reached, at least dming the time a plant is growing, and at all

times in the case of those of very rigid structm'C ; at the same time that excess, which would sodden

the soil and gorge the plants, is also avoided. Within these limits the most inexperienced persons

may follow sound dii-ections for the appUcation of water with safety. But whenever water is given to

pot plants, enough should be employed to wet the soil thoroughly ; and the difl'erence between plants

that requii-e less or more water should be made by watering more or kss frequenthj, and not hj giving

greater or less quantities at one time.—E, R.
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SACRED BOTANY.—^THE PLANE THEE.

Um\ i'ntnnij.— (KljB ^Jlnttt (Ertt.

fllE devout reader of the canonical Scriptures, acquainted only with, the authorized version, will

hardly be prepared to admit that the Plane tree is registered in its sacred pages ; and yet, the

learned in these matters have decided that it is so. The Hebrew word so explained is armon, for

which our translation reads " Chesnut trees," in two distinct passages. One argument in favour of

the Plane tree being that referred to, has by some—RoscnmuUcr, Kitto, and Callcott, among others

—

been di-awn from the connection in which the word armon is foraid :
—"And Jacob took him rods of

green Poplar, and of the Hazel, and Chesnut (Plane) tree. . . . And he set the rods . . in

the watering-troughs" (Genesis xxx. 37). The word here translated " hazel" is luz, which, according

to the views of those who argue thus, is the " willow ;" and it is hence inferred that there is an

appropriateness and congruity in the connection, all the thi'ee kinds of trees mentioned affecting the like

kinds ofdamp situations.

Russell expressly mentions the Plane, Poplar, and Willow, as observed growing together with the

Ash, in the same kind of low humid localities near

Aleppo. But there is, after all, some iucongi-uity in

this view : luz is universally admitted, even by the

authors above-cited, to be one of the names of the

almond—a tree not met with in low damp local-

ities, but rather flourishing in dry situations ; and

besides, the willow has other Hebrew appellations,

as arab, and zaphzaphah, the proper application of

which terms to the Willow seems beyond doubt.

We must therefore abandon this point as evidence

in favour of the Plane tree. That it is the tree re-

ferred to in the text is, however, supported by the

most ancient Greek translation, as well as the Latin,

the Syriae, the Chaldee, and the Arabic.

The other passage in which the word armon
oocm'S is in a figiu-ative description of the glory of

Assyria :
" His root was by great waters. The Ce-

dars in the gaxden of God could not hide him ; the

Fir trees were not like his boughs, and the Chesnut

(Plane) trees were not like his branches ; nor any
tree in the garden of God was like mito him in his

beauty" (Ezekiel xxxi. 7, 8). This is especially

applicable to the Oriental Plane, than which there

are few trees more stately and beautifully expres-

sive in character, even when transferred to our north-

ern latitudes. Assyria is remarkable for the size

and extraordinary beauty of its Chenar (Plane)

groves ; and Palestine, Syria, and Asia Minor still

abound with them.

The Plane tree is again mentioned in the Apocrypha, in a passage wherein " -svisdome docth shew her
glory," as follows :—" I was exalted like a Cedar in Lebanon ; . . . and grew up as a Plane tree by
the water" (Eccles. xxiv. 13, 14), a figurative expression well according with the noble bearing of the

tree.

The Oriental Plane {Platanus oricntalis) is a tree of Western Asia, extending, according to Royle,

as far eastward as Cashmere. It forms a stately tree, seventy or eighty feet or upwards in height,

with a massive ti-unk, from which, when planted in congenial situations, the huge branches grow
up to an enormous size, and spread wide in aU directions. The trunk and branches are clothed

vsdth smooth light-ooloui-ed bark which scales off annually in broad u-regular patches, giving the tree

a singularly speckled appearance when bare of its foliage. This scaling off of the bark is said to be
occasioned by the rigidity of its tissue, incapable of stretching as the wood beneath increases in

diameter. It is a very rapid growing tree, and lives to a great age. The timber is useful for a
variety of pm-poses. The foliage is ample, well adapted for shade, and hence it must have been pecu-

liarly valued in the warm cKmate of the East. The leaves are palmate, divided into live lanceolate

PLATANUS OEIENTAL-S ACERIFOLIA.
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GREENHOUSE AKCHITECTURB—A HINT.

siuuated lobes ; they are smooth on the upper sm-facc, and of a bright shining green. The flowers,

which are small and inconspicuous, grow in globular catldiis, dangling on longish stall^s from the

buds of the smaller spray ; and in winter, \\hen the trees are leafless, these perpendicular tlu'eads

give them a very singular appearance.

It is remarked by the old authors that no tree ^\hatsoever defends us so well from the heat of

the sun in summer, or admits it more Idndly in winter. Both these properties, Loudon remarks,

result from the large size of its leaves ; in summer they present horizontal imbricated masses,

which, while favom-able to the passage of the breeze, yet exclude both the sun and rain ; while,

as the distance at which the branches and twigs of trees are from each other is proportioned to

the size of the leaves, the bare spray is hence more than usually open, thus admitting the sun's

rays.

The tree is peculiarly adapted for pleasm'e-grounds from its expression of gentleness and repose ;

its grateful shade in summer, and its sun-admitting character in ^vinter. As an ornamental object, it

is said by Loudon to present a combination of majesty and gracefulness, an expression produced by
the massive and yet open character of its head, the bending of its branches, and theii' feathering to the

ground. Where it is allowed to grow with amjile space around, the lower branches usually extend

themselves to a considerable distance in a somewhat horizontal direction, then cmwe gracefully toward

the ground, and turn upwards at the points, the upper branches assuming a similar mode of growth.

Though vigorous in its growth, the Plane tree is easily injm-ed by cold, and often, dm-ing the cold

winds of spring, the foliage may be seen to bear a scorched and blackened appearance. But though

the foliage is tender, the tree is by no means deficient in a certain picturesque outline. Its yomig

spray grows in a zig-zag manner, wliich, though tilling up every space with verdm'e, yet, on account

of the irregular distribution and disposition of the branches, exliibits more or less those masses of light

and shade, which are the elements of piotui-esque effect.

One particular in connection with the Plane tree must not be omitted. It seems to withstand the

smoke and confined ail' of towns and cities better than almost any other tree, thi-iviug in situations

surrounded by buildings, and where it must be constantly exposed to the murky sooty atmosphere

which destroys outright its hundreds of less eudui-ing subjects. Hence it becomes a very desu'able

tree for groups or avenues, or other sylvan compositions, in the parks and ploasiu'c-grounds now spring-

ing up in the suburbs of most populous towns and cities.—M.

GREENPIOUSE ARCHITECTURE—A HINT.

UCH yet remains to be realised in the erection of houses for the cidtivation of j)lants, not only as

regards their number and dimensions, but also theii- arrangement and details. We seldom see

more than the same kind of flat lean-to, or span roofs, the same kind of formal stages, when the plants

are grown in pots, and the same kind of formal beds when the latter are planted out in borders of

prepared soil.

Some improvement of the exterior has resulted from the partial adoption of what is called the

ridge and furrow style of roof, which style admits of being so arranged as to produce a very ornamen-

tal effect. But, even as now generally ap^jlied, this style of building leaves the interior unchanged

;

and the same mode of disposing of the plants is in most cases followed. This ought not to be. Our

gardens would lose half then- charms were we to see the same state of things imaged everywhere ; it

is, in fact, as much in the endless variety of which the arrangements of a garden are susceptible, as in

their intrinsic beauty that then' fascinations rest. And why should it not also be so with the erections

for the growth of exotic vegetation ? Why should we not in these have groves and lakes, flower

parterres and rockeries, and caverns, adorned with then- appropriate vegetation ? There is no material

difficulty hi the accomplishment of such an object. What a degree of interest, too, woidd attach to

gardens of tender Roses, or Rhododendrons not capable of beai'ing om' climate ; of Heaths, and a

thousand other subjects, disposed with a view to aitistic elfect, and merely shielded fi-om the vicissi-

tudes of oiu' climate by a covering of glass.

The plants to which allusion has just been made would form very striking, and no less interesting

groups, if arranged with reference to theu' ultimate eflect ; but a class of plants more specially suited

for the natiu-al or pictui-esque mode of arrangement recommended for adoption, is the Ferns. For

picturesque effect, no other group of vegetation is at all comparable with these. Next to them stand

the Orchids ; and perhaps the most interesting spectacle of all would be obtained by a combination of

Ferns with Orchids. Of com'se, if either exotic Ferns or Orchids are employed, a congenial tempera-

ture must be kept up for them.—M.
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PEAR INSECTS.

I.—THE WOOD LEOPAKD MOTH. Female.

Zeuzera jEsculi, Latreille. (Phal^tina Noctua iEscuLi,

Linnwtts, Syst. Nat., ii., 833. Pital^na Noctua Pyrina, Lin-

nceits. Faun. Suec.)

Fig. 1 represents the female Moth of the natural size ; \a the

Caterpillar within the burrow which it forms in trees ; 16 the

mass of vegetable detritus which it leaves behind it, and of

which it forms its cocoon ; \c, the pupa, or rather the cast skin

or pupa ease, from which the perfect insect has escaped.

II.-THE PEAR PSTLLA. Female.

PSYLT.A Ptri, Stephens, Catalogue of British Insects, Haust.,

p. 360. (Chermes Pyri, Linnaim, Syst. Nat., ii., 737.) Greatly

magnified.

III.—THE SLIMY GRUB OF THE PEAR TENTHREDO.
Selandeia .35THIOPS, Fahricius, Ent. Syst., ii., 121. (Ten-

thredo cerasi, Lirmceus,)

Fig. 3, the perfect insect magnified ; 3 a, two of its larvae of

the natural size, covered with the black slime ; 3 5, one of its

larvee cleared of the slime ; 3 e, the cast skin of one of these

larvse ; 3 d, the cocoon of particles of earth, within which the

insect undergoes its transformations.

IV.—THE PEAR LEAF MINER.

Argyrojiyges scitella. (Opostega scit., Metitz., in Isis,

1839, p. 2H. Argyromyges Clerckella, Stephens, Curtis,

Knight, t$-c., but not of Xm7^a?^(5,)*

Fig. 4 represents the perfect insect much magnified ; 4 b, por-

tion of a pear leaf with three blotches, caused by the mining of

the Caterpillar ; 4 1), the Caterpillar with one of the blisters

opened.

v.—THE NARROW-WINGED RED BAR MOTH. Female.

P.EDISCA angxjstiorana, Haworfh. {Tortrix a. Stephens.

DiTULA a. Tortrix rotundana, Haworth.) Variety of male
with the tip of the wing injured and rounded.

Fig. 5 represents the female magnified; ba part of a pear

with the dried caljrs removed, shewing the larva of the natural

size.

THE diseases prodaced by tlie attacks of insects upon plants may be classed into genera and species

or varieties, keeping np tbe mode of classification whick lias been employed witk respect to dis-

eases of tke higker animals, and also of plants tkemselves. In our article upon Rose Insects {ante

p. 193), tkese diseases consisted of tke destruction of tke pollen-beai-ing organs of the ]plant, tke

consumption of tke full-grown leaves, as well as of tke embryo leaves or buds ; and lastly, tke ab-

normal growtk of some portion of tke plant by tke formation of galls.

In our present plate, illustrating tke natural kistory of some of tke species of insects wkick attack

tke Pear, other classes of diseases are exiiibited—namely, tke destruction of tke plant hy burrowing

into tke solid wood of its stem or branckes ; three varieties of injuries inflicted upon the leaves of the

tree, by tke removal eitker of their solid or fluid portions, namely, first, by tke upper cuticle being-

gnawed off in patches ; secondly, by tke parenckyma or flesky inner matter of tke leaf being eaten, its

two surfaces remaining uninjured, tkus causing blister-like blotckes on the leaves ; thirdly, by tke

weakening of tke leaves, tkeu- fluids being absorbed by tke puncture and suction of numerous minute

insects; and lastly, injury to tke fruit itself, by tke rind and flesh being partially eaten by an insect.

Tke flrst of these different kinds of injm'ies is produced by

Fig. I. Zeuzera ^sculi.—This beautiful insect belongs to tke order Lepidoptera; section,

Nocturna (or Motks) ; and family, Hepialidte. Tke male is smaller tkan tke female, wkick is kere

flgured ; and tke former is at once distinguished by its antenuEe, of whick tke basal kalf is featkered

on eack side ; tkose of tke female being simple, although woolly at the base ; specimens vary from rather

more than two to nearly three inckes in the expansion of tke fore-wings, wkick are of a snowy wkite

coloui', semi-transparent, and marked witk a great number of skining blue black, or greenisk black spots

(wkick are more distinct in tke males tkan in tke females) ; tkese spots are muck more indistinct in tke

kind wings. Tke tkorax is white and woolly, with six blue black spots. Tke caterpillar is yellow-

coloured, witk a large black scaly patck on tke segment following tke kead, and witk a nimiber of

skining black dots bearing short hairs ; the terminal joint of the body has also a black patck on the upper

side. The female Motk is furnisked witk an elongate telescope-like ovipositor, capable of great elonga-

tion (represented as partially protruded in om- Fig. I.), with wliich she is enabled to deposit her eggs

at a considerable depth in tke crevices of tke bark of trees, especially tke Pear and Apple (whence the

specific name, Pyrena, originally proposed for it by Linnaeus), Elm, Walnut, and far more rarely

the Horse Chesnut (whence the impropriety of the generally received specific name of jEsculi).

The perfect insect appears about the beginning of July, and the caterpillars are hatched in August,

when they immediately burrow into tke wood of the tree. In the following month tkey undergo tkeir

first moulting, and tkey are full grown in tke following June ; so tkat, according to Kollar, tke

duration of life in this species does not extend beyond a year, whereas in several other wood-boring

insects it extends to two or three years (as indeed the "Wood Leopard is also stated to do by some

writers). They form burrows of considerable size in the solid wood of the trees, making a cocoon for

tkeir transformation, composed of minute particles of gnawed wood. Tke ckrysalis (Fig. 1 c) kas tke

* On examining the Linnaean Cabinet, I find that the Tinea ClerckeUa is nearly twice the size of, and quite distinct from, the

insect here figured by me, known to most collectors under that name.
2 F
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body elongate and cylindi-ieal, the segments of the abdomen fornislied with transvei'se rows of minute

points directed backwards, whereby the insect is enabled to push itself forward, when ready to assume

the perfect state. The head is also armed with a short hard point, which serves to force a way thr'ough

the cocoon. Our figure 1 c represents a chrysalis case from which the Moth has cftected its escape by

a slit down the anterior part of the upper side of the body, and by the head-piece becoming detached.

The conspicuous appearance of the perfect Moth renders its capture comparatively easy ; indeed,

the sparrows are here our best allies, as it is (or at least a few years ago was) no uncommon thing to

find numbers of wings of this insect at the foot of the trees in St. James's Park, the bodies having

been devoured by the sparrows.

Fig. II. PsYLLA PYRI.—This very minute insect is very similar in its habits, as it is also closely

aUied, to the family of the Plant-lice, or Aphides. It belongs to the order Homoptera (or those

suctorial insects, which have the four wings of a similar consistence), and family PsyUidaj. The perfect

insect measm'es nearly a quarter of an inch in the expansion of its fore wings. The head and thorax

are of a greenish yellow or orange-colour, much varied with black markings, and the abdomen is black,

with Ught margins to the segments ; the antenna; and legs are buff-coloiu-ed, the former black at the tip),

and the latter with the thighs broadly black at the base. The wings are stained pale yellowish brown,

with a black patch on the inner margin of the fore ones. Its legs are formed for leajjing, so that it

is difficult to secure it. It is found in considerable numbers, both in the perfect and imperfect states,

upon the leaves of the Pear, as well as upon the young shoots and bearing wood, which it injui'es by
sucking theii' juices, and defiles all over with its excrement. The mouth, or rather the instrument of

suction, is a short, jointed proboscis, situated at the hind part of the underside of the head, almost in

the breast ; it is extended perpendicularly from the body, and is terminated by a sharp point, and

encloses several very delicate setiE, or bristles, which are protruded and withdi-awn at will, and which

are thrust into the woimd made by the sucker itself. Kollar states, that as soon as the fi-uit trees put

out buds, the winged Psyllse make their appearance. When paiiing is over, the female lays her eggs

in great numbers, near each other, on the young leaves and blossoms, or the newlj' formed fruit and

shoots. They are of a longish shape, and yeUow, and without a magnifying glass, resemble the pollen

of flowers. They are hatched in a few days, and somewhat resemble the wingless plant-lice, having

six feet, two antennae, and are of a dark yellow colour ; they are, however, much flatter. They possess

an instrument of suction similar to that of the perfect insect, and continue active throughout their

whole life (not undergoing an inactive chrysalis state, like butterflies and moths) ; they cast their

skin several times, and the pupse resemble the larvfe, except that they have broad flat cases at the sides

of the body, within which the future wings are developed. The excrement these insects discharge is

of a saccharine natm-e, like that emitted by the Ajjliides, and the Ants are equally fond of it. When the

young insects have attained their full growth as pupas, the body gradually assumes a cylindrical form,

the skin sHts down the back, and the winged insect crawls forth, pale in colour, and weak, but in a

few days it assumes the rich colours of the species, and, hving tlii'ough the summer, it seeks some

sheltered spot in the autumn, in which it passes the winter.

The presence of these insects on a Pear tree, more particularly on young plants, is indicated by its

imhealthy appearance, the leaves and shoots cm-Ung up, as well as by the presence of great numbers

of Ants, which come to feast on the secretion of the insects. By repeatedly syringmg the leaves and

stems with tobacco or lime water, or, better still, with gas-tar water, the young larvse may be destroyed,

but the plants ought to be searched over in May, and the winged parents destroyed before they have

deposited their eggs, and the work of destruction has commenced.

Fig. III. Selandria jethiops.—This insect belongs to the order Hymenoptera, and family of the

Saw-flies (Tenthredinida;), and is remarkable for the habits which its larva possesses of coveriug

itself with a black, slimy, strongly scented secretion, giving the insects the appearance of small black

slugs,* and by eating only the upper sm'face of the leaf, leading the parenchyma, or inner substance,

as well as the lower cuticle of the leaf untouched. I have, from time to time, received complaints of

the injmy committed by this species, from correspondents, one of whom described the appearance of a

tree attacked hj the larva;, as having a very bad rusty appearance, the leaves prematm-ely dropping

off. It is in the months of July, August, and September, that these insects are found in the lai-va state.

The perfect insect makes its appearance in Jime, and is of a shining black glossy colour ; the wings

* In America, indcecl, one of the species of tliis g:cnus, having similar hahits, is known under the name of the Slug-worm, and
towards the close of the last century it became so prevalent as to threaten the destruction of the Cherry, Pear, Quince, and Plum, all

of which trees were infested with it, the small trees being covered with insects, and a breeze of air through those on which they
aboxmded becoming charged with a very disagreeable and sickening odour. Twenty or thu'ty were to be seen on a single leaf, and
many trees, being quite stripped, were obliged to put forth fresh foliage, thus anticipating the supply of the succeeding year, and
cutting off the prospect of fruit. (W. D. Peck, Natural History of the Sbig-vorm, Boston, U. S., 1799.)
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sooty, with the veins, fore margin, and stigma, black ; the legs are dusky black, varied "with yellowish.

It measures about one fifth of a line in length, and fi-om five to five and a-half lines in the expansion

of the fore wings. The eggs of this insect have not been observed. The larvae, when full grown, are

nearly half an inch long, with the body rather thickened towards the head, the anterior segments

being capable of inflation over the head, so that the insect, whilst feeding, somewhat resembles a

minute tadpole. It casts its skin several times, immediately after wliich it appears of a fleshy consis-

tence, and with a transversely -nTinkled surface. It is furnished with ten pairs of legs, the extremity

of the body not being provided with a pan-, as are the catei'pLllars of moths. It soon covers itself again

with the -idscid matter above mentioned, which is of a peculiar natm-e, as it does not dry when exposed

to the hottest sun, and which appeal's to exude fi'om the articulations of the bodj', since, on rubbing

it off, the insect swells itself out at the joints, and shortly afterwards a fresh secretion is seen to take

place. After casting its penultimate larva skin, the power of secreting this hquid appears to be lost,

and the body assumes a clay colour'. Wlien full grown, the larvaj fall to the ground, in wliich they

buiy themselves, and there form small oval cases, covered with particles of earth, within which they

pass the winter, and undergo their transformations. Notwithstanding the observations of Mr. J. Fox
to the contrary, I would recommend repeated powdering the leaves -n-ith quick lime, as originally pro-

posed by jNIr. Major. Probably syi'inging the leaves with gas-tar water would be stiU more effica-

cious.

Fig. IV. Aegtromyges scitella.—This beautiful Uttle insect belongs to the order Lcpidoptera, and

family Tineida;. It measm'es about a quarter of an inch in the expansion of the fore wings, which are

of a glossy silvery white colour, the terminal portion being orange -nath white fi-inge, but varied on

the fore margin near the tip with two white triangular spots, edged with black lines, and with a tri-

dent-like black mark at the ti^i, and with the inner margin terminated by a black spot glossed mth
purple ; the hind wings are silvery white, with long fiinge. The history of this species, (under the

name of Tinea Clerckella), was first made known by the late Mr. Knight, in the Horticultural Trans-

actions. The perfect insect generally appears at the end of May, when the female deposits her eggs

on the under surface of the leaves, the young lai'vce penetrating the under cuticle, and feeding on the

parenchyma, leaving the two surfaces of the leaf untouched, and thus forming large oval or rounded

patches, several of which often unite together, and thus the greater part of the leaf assumes a bhstered

appearance. Mr. Johnson states that the Chaumontelle is especially subject to the attacks of this

larva, as he had observed a standard tree of this variety annually attacked, whilst a Swan's Egg, and

an Easter Bergamot in the immediate vicinity were comparatively untouched. It is at the beginning

of the auttmin that the leaves ai'e observed to be most affected by tlie ravages of these larvte, which

are fleshy, yellowish-white, hau-y, and with six pectoral, eight abdominal, and two anal feet depressed.

"V\Tien full grown the larva pierces the upper cuticle of the leaf, and conies into the open au-, it then

spins some longitudinal threads close together on the upper side of the leaf, and beneath these forms

its cocoon, which Mr. Curtis describes as boat-shaped, with the keel ujiwards of a very close texture,

and with a sht at each end, the cast off' larva skin being thrust through one of these slits, and the

Moth escaping by the other. Sometimes these insects abound to such an extent as seriously to affect

the growth of the trees, and the size and flavom- of the fi-uit ; indeed, Mr. Knight's Pear trees were

so much inj ared that he at one time resolved to remove them.

The chief remedy for preventing the mischief caused by this species seems to be the picking off' the

blistered leaves before the larvfe have left them, or by sharply pinching with the fingers the blistered

parts, in the case of small and valuable ti'ees. The collecting, also, of fallen leaves at the close of

the autumn is serviceable, as the chrysalides -will thus be destroyed, and the propagation of the

species in the folloTving spring prevented.

Fig. V. PiEDlSCA ANGUSTIOEANA.—This species belongs to the order Lcpidoptera, and family Tor-

tricidtt;. It varies from 5 to 8 lines in the expanse of the fore wings, the males being the smallest and

darker coloui-ed than the females, the colours vai-ying fi-om dusky brown or blackish brown to brick

red with darker patches and oblique clouds, and vvith a large pale oblique blotch on the fore margm
beyond the middle. The male is similarly clouded, and marked with nearly black coloiu' ; the hind

wings are uniform brown. It is a common species throughout the south of England ; its larva feeding

upon the leaves of various trees. Thus I have observed it especially injurious to the young shoots and

leaves of the Apricot in my garden at Hammersmith, in the early spring; it also feeds on the buds of the

Fir, as well as on Whitethorn, Oak, and Privet. My object, however, in introducing it uito the present

article is to notice its connection, at least occasionally with the Pear, as described by jNIessrs. Cm-tis and

Graham, in the Gardeners' Cltronicle of the present year. In the month of January the latter gentleman

communicated two Pears to the former, the crowns of which had " a large brown patch surrounding the
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calyx," witli very fine delicate webs attached to the stamina and withered calyx, and extending to the

margin of the spot ; on cutting away the calyx the caterpillar was found, which had been concealed

under the projecting margin, (as shewn in our figure 5a). Mr. Graham having placed one of the Pears

in a tumbler glass, covering it with paper, the caterpillar spun up in one of the folds and changed to

a pupa, from which the moth was hatched on the 7th June. Mr. Curtis added that the injury which
this caterpillar does to the finest sorts of keeping pears rendered it desu-able to find a remedy, which he

suggested, was by searching for the ^laggots in the eyes whenever any of the web, which is of the most

dehcate texture, is discoverable, and picking them out.

Such was the meagre history of the species pubhshed by Mr. Curtis, who supposed its economy

to be unknown. No idea was given as to what extent the crop of Pears had been attacked, or, in fact,

whether any actual injury had taken place; the mention of a "large brown patch," without any

notion being afforded as to whether it was a bruise or a decaying portion caused by the attack of the

insect upon the calyx, or actually the appearance produced by the gnawed part of the rind, being all

that was stated by him. So much, in fact, was the account at variance with the habits of the species

which I had twelve years ago recorded in the late Mr. Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine (vol. xiv.), that

I addressed a note to the Gardeners' Clironicle, which had the efiect of calling forth a detailed account

of the facts from Mr. Graham himself. That Mr. Curtis (Rmicola) had, however, distinctly shown
the extent to which the caterpillar had preyed on the rind, as Mr. Graham asserts, I must beg to

deny, Mr. Curtis having merely spoken of a large brown patch roixnd the eye, in the vague manner
mentioned above. Mr. Graham, however, distinctly adds, that the caterpillar does feed on the rind of

the Pear surrounding the calyx, into which convenient den he reth-es when his appetite is satisfied.

He moreover states (in reply to my suggestion that this was merely an accidental adoption

of winter quarters, which reti-eat, on the arrival of spring, would be quitted by the caterpillar,

then ready to commence its attacks on the young leaves and buds of the Pear tree), that he had
found dozens of them in the same caves during the last three years. Mr. Henry Doubleday, however,

whose knowledge of the habits of our British Lepidoptera perhaps sm-passes that of any hving individual,

in a subsequent note, published in the Gardeners' ClironicU, quite dissents fi'om Mr. Graham's opinion,

that the rind of the Pear is the common food of the larva. That it will eat it, he does not doubt ; but

he believes it to be purely accidental, owing, in fact, to the circumstance of the Pears being kept in a

room where the temperature is of that height as to induce the caterpUlars, which out of doors would

be in a torpid state, to continue feeding dm'ing the winter, when, for lack of their proper food, the

young buds and leaves of the spring, they feed on the rind of the Pear. Such is also my opinion.

I

THE ECONOMICAL ARRANGEMENT OF FOECLNG AND PLANT HOUSES, &c.

]7N these days of rigid economy, when persons of ample means deHght to deal in the cheapest market,

iV perhaps the following plans and suggestions for the economical arrangement of Plant Houses upon
a small scale, may not be without interest to some of our amateur patrons ; and even young gardeners

and nm-serymen may study them possibly with profit to themselves. The plans have been prepared

not only with strict regard to economy of space—a matter of considerable importance in small gardens

—but also so as to tm-n the whole of the materials to the greatest advantage, and that at, considermg

the permanence and durability of the erections, a very moderate cost. In the consti'uction of horticul-

tural as in all other buildings, there is no economy in " make-shifts ;" the best materials and the best

workmanship will ultimately be found the most economical, and those who save a few pounds by what
is technically called " scamping a job," in the first erection, wiU generally find that they have been
penny wise and pound foolish before the end of the first seven years. A range of houses on this plan

has lately been erected for a gentleman. The forcing-house has yielded abundance of Roses and other

forced flowers, with splendid Cucumbers, and at the present time a very fine crop of Melons is coming
forward. These and the Cucumbers are gi-own in large pots plunged in leaf mould over the tank, and the

roots are allowed to grow in the plunging materials. Under the Alelons, &c., which are trained within

afoot of the glass, plants for flower garden pui'poses are propagated, and a few stove plants, as Gloxinias,

Achimenes, Gardenias, &c., are grown underneath. For the above purposes, or for the cultivation of a

select collection of stove plants or Orchids, or even for the growth of the Pine apple, perhaps no better

an-angement could be made, the command of heat, both for the plmiging bed and the atmosphere,

being of the most efiicient description.

If the forcing house was devoted to the cultivation of Orchids, for which it is admu-ably adapted, ^
wc should bmld the inner walls on each side of the pathway in rock-work, and also place a mass of my,

^
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SECTION OF FORCING HOUSE.

REFEHENCE TO PLAN.
A, Pathway.

B, Bed for plants to stand upon, or be planted in.

C, Sot-water pipes 3-inch diameter in house, 2-inch in pits.

D, Sot-icatcr tank for bottom heat, heated by two 2-inch pipes.

rock-work the -whole width of the house against the end -wall, leaving niches to be filled with suitable

material for the cultivation of some of the finer kinds of Ferns, Mosses, and such Orchids as are likely

to succeed in such a situation. By merely ojjening a communication on each side from the tank and

heating-apparatus, the rock-work might be supplied with any amount of moisture or bottom heat

;

and by simply placing a cistern of water above the level of the rock-work and over the boiler, silvery

streams of warm water may be made to trickle over the tortuous track of the rock-work, finally

refreshing the feelings, and ministering to the picturesque character of the scene, by terminating in a

miniatm-e waterfall, the grateful rippling of which will do much to cheat visitors into the belief that

the house is not so warm
as the jproper cultivation

of its occupants renders

it necessary that it should

be.

" Oh ! but," remarks

some adept in the art and

mystery of growing Or-

chids, "to do the various

kinds justice, and pro-

duce them in perfection,

two houses are requii'ed."

Granted; therefore, ifyou

please, we will confine

the Indian kinds to the

housewehave been speak-
ing of, and by continuing

thesame heating arrange-

ments, we will convert

the greenhouse into a

house for the growth of

those kinds which are

natives of Mexico and

colder climates ; and thus,

with one exception , which

we shallpoint outanother

time, we have arrange-

ments as complete as the

most fastidious could de-

sire, where light, heat,

and moisture are at com-

mand, to do all that is

required for the proper

cultivation of this beauti-

ful tribe of plants. In-

deed, in the laconic lan-

guage of one of the best

gardeners in the country, these are " nice snug houses," suitable for plants of aU kinds ; and if

Nature's journeyman, the gardener, only performs his part properly, success is certain.

For the cultivation of Vines in pots, such houses would be perfect; and one of these houses, with

the side pits to bring on successional plants, would produce grapes sufficient for a small family, and
that for several months in the year.

In the construction of this range of houses the position of the boiler is not indicated, but we pro -

pose to fix it at the north end of the forcing-house, to heat the tanks, house, and pits, independently of

each other, having stop-cocks or valves to each set of pipes, so as to work the whole or a part at the

same time, as may be necessary. The greenhouse will be heated by continuing the pipes from the

forcing-house, placing stop -cocks where the pipes enter the greenhouse. The pipes for siu'face heat are

placed in a trough lined with cement, so that in case of need, when a very moist heat is requii-ed,

water may be placed around the lower pipe to create moisture. The pipe for surface heat must be

thi-ee inches in diameter, and those running through the tank for bottom heat, two inches. For the

GROUND PLAN OP HOUSES AND PITS.
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246 THE CULTURE OF STYLIDIUM FASCICULATUM.

side pits, two-inch pipes will be sufficient for ordinaiy pm-poses ; but if a strong heat is requiied, why
then, three or four-iiich pipes wiU be requii-ed. Of boilers, the old conical is as good as any for small
houses ; but for large, we have every reason to beUeve that the " patent flue boiler," iuTented by
Hill, of Greenwich, is the best that can be used.

The cold pits adjoining the greenhouse will be found vciy useful for the growth of :Mig:nonette,

Violets, and Stocks thi-ough the winter, and also for protecting plants for the flower-garden. In the

heated pits, Roses and other flowers may be forced, or, if preferred. Cucumbers may be grown. Should
fiu'ther infoi-mation be required, or working plans and estimates, -we shall be ready professionally to

supply them.—A.

THE CULTURE OF STYLIDIUM FASCICULATUM.
Bt Mk. G. FREEMa:^, BoxAi-ic Gaeden, Chelsea.

§TYLIDIUM fasciculatum is one ofthe many interesting plants that shouldbe more generally cultivated

than it is, for the pui-pose of exhibition, it being a bushy dwarf growing plant, attaining to a foot

in height, and when 'well managed, densely covered with dehcate pinkish flowers, which remain in

perfection for a considerable time. It is also a very desirable plant in small collections. There is a

curious property residing in the style of the Styhdiums, which may be easily overlooked. '\Mien

touched at a pai-ticular point, it spi-ings forward with considerable force, particularly if it happens to

have been grown in a situation where it has had the full influence of the sun's rays. The general time

of flowering with S. fasciculatum is from the latter end of May until July ; it can be kept back veiy

well by shading if wanted later, but in that case must be exposed to the sun for two or three days

before exhibition, to give it a good colour.

Although seldom seen at either of the gi-eat exhibitions of the metropolis, it is well deserving the

cultivator's attention on account of the easy method in which it can be grown. Those who can ma-

nage Sedum Sieboldii can grow this StyKdium. The piincipal thing to keep in view is, to confine it

to one croTi\"n, or one compact mass of shoots ; this must be done in order to have a fine globular shaped

plant. Procure a young plant with one crown. If it is pot-bound, shift it into a larger pot, using a

compost of snulf-colom-ed peat, with a little leaf soil, and plenty of white sand ; the pot must be well

di-ained. Give a good watering, and place it in a warm part of the greenhouse, where it must have

every encouragement, as fi-equent syringing, and constant attention as to a supply of water at the root

;

weak liquid manm'e water may be given about twice a-week through the season, until it begins to turn

of a yellowish colour-, when it must be discontinued, and water must be sparingly used until the fol-

lowing spring. Fumigation will also be necessaiy, as the plant is very subject to the attacks of aphides.

"When the wood is ripe enough to cut do\vn, the stems are to be cut off to within three inches of the

crown, and the plant is to be kept as diy as it can be to retain life thi'ough the winter months. In

early spring it will show a disposition to start, and when this is observed, re-pot the plant, if this is

necessary, or if not, remove some of the top soil, and fill up the pot with the same kind of compost

before used. It must for some time be watered cautiously. Being a free growing plant, it will soon

require shifting into a larger pot ; but this must not be too large, as it Hkes to feel the sides of the pot.

Continue this treatment until the plant is a fine-sized specimen, which will be in about the fourth sea-

son, if it was a single crowned plant at the outset ; but if a good estabhshed plant in a six-inch j^ot is

selected to start with, a good siiecimen may be had in two seasons.

The principal points to be attended to in the cultivation of this modest-looking plant are these :

—

To keep it very dry tlu'ough the winter, and to give plenty of water in the gi'owing season ; to cut out

any rambling shoots which make then- appeai-ance from the crown of the plant, so as to preserve a

compact growth ; and to avoid diip on the crown of the plant, which is fatal. There are some other

species of Stylidium, very pretty in their way, but they are better suited to a botanical collection, than

to be gi'own as specimens for ornamental purposes.

Among the ornamental kinds may be mentioned—S. adnatum, a dwarf biennial sort, with pale

pink or blush-colom-ed flowers ; S. ciliatum, with yeUow or creamy flowers, perennial, and of herb-hke

habit ; S. scandens, a climbing perennial, with deep red flowers ; S. grammifoUum, another herbaceous

sort, with grass-like leaves, and naked scapes of rose-colom-ed blossoms; and S. tenuifohum, a perennial

with pink blossoms. These may all be met with, more or less frequently, in cultivation. The genus

is, however, at present rather neglected by cultivators, although several of the species, under good

management, become very ornamental, besides having much of interest in theii- structure, when rj;

minutely examined. Nearly all the species, of which many ai'e known, are natives of New Holland f,

and the adjacent islands, extending, in one or two instances, to Malacca and the East Indies. /Ji,^

i
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m MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

3.}iiHrrllniirniis JJiitirrs.

God in t/ie Floicer.—All the cUfEoulties -which I had

ever heai'd infidels lu'ge against Christianity occurred

to me \rith tenfold strength, until my whole imagina-

tion was possessed mth a fear that nothing existed

which was not cognizable by the senses. I shuddered,

and was agonized at the thought, and struggled to cast

it from me as the most honible of sins. StUl it assailed

me again and again, and I was foolish enough to sufler

my mind to dwell upon such ideas, though I did not

ndUingly consent to them or emhrace them, and never

ceased my ordinai-y devotional exercises, I strove,

indeed, to pray, and with my tciU I did pray ; though

it was with the utmost difficulty I could realise the fact

that I was speaking to such a being as God. Long

time my mind continued to wander, and be agitated

with storms of thought. By and by, mechanically, I

plucked a flower that grew by my side, and looked in-

tently at its structure, scarcely knowing what I was

doing. I pulled it to pieces, and examined its minute

struetui'e, and admired the exquisite beauty of its

doUcate tints, and thought of the marvellous organiza-

tion hy which it was brought to the perfect state in

which I saw it. Then, with the rapidity of lightning,

an overwhelming thought struck me, and pierced me
through and through. This flower, I thought, is but

one of millions and millions and millions. And I strove

to conceive of the multitude of flowers and leaves which

I knew to exist in this earth alone. Often and often as

I had pondered on the countless multitude of individual

plants and animals which exist, never before had the

fearfulness of that multitudinous quantity so com-

pletelj' siezed upon my mind. I looked upwards into

the branches of a vast oak, under which I was sitting,

and beheld its myriad leaves sparkling in the sun, and

waving beneath the breeze. The boundless complica-

tion of the organization which was employed in the

stnicture of that single tree ahsolutely appalled me.

It came like an avenging power, and smote my intellect

to the earth. I positively trembled at the contempla-

tion of the wisdom, the skill, and the power which was

exerted by the Creator of those gigantic houghs and

innumerable leaves. Then it seemed as if a voice said

to me, " "What greater miracle than this is there in the

faith thou art despising and disbelieving?" In a

moment the madness of my pretending to criticise a

religion because its mysteries were unfathomahle,

sti-uek me with overwhelming force. There, heforo my
eyes, I saw that which haSled all my utmost compre-

hension. What cannot He do, I thought, who made
this tree ? Then there swept across my brain a recol-

lection of the truth, that this tree was but one of such

multitudes, that mortal mind cannot even conceive

their number ; and that flie Omnipotent agency which

I saw at work in the flower in my hand, was equally

exeried through the minutest details of every indiridual

vegetable in creation ; and yet, that all those wonders

were hidden from almost all my fellow-creatures, and,

as far as man is coneemed, were seemingly useless, and

a waste of Divine power and wisdom. The more I

reflected, the more insane did it appear that such,

a

being as I, or any other man, should presirme to criticise

a faith which, in my calmest moments, I knew was
supported hy unanswerable proofs. I perceived that

the fiightful thoughts which had been haunting me
were but fond and foolish deceits, impressions made
upon my imagination, and snares from which, as a

rational being, I was hound to flee. Nevertheless, a

terrible agitation stiU possessed me ; and all I could do

was to cry aloud, again and again, " God, have mercy
on me ; for I am nothing, and Thou art all in all

! "

—

Capes' Sunday in London.

JVeto French Grapes.—Gros Danlas Ham ; This va-

riety, not so difficult to grow as the Gromier du Cantal,

ripens its wood well, and is therefore as easEy propa-

gated as the Chasselas de Fontainbleau, and other old

varieties. It forms one of the best dessert grapes, and
so hardy as to ripen its fruit in any aspect or situation,

whether on the wall or espalier. The branches are

very robust, somewhat thick at the base, becoming gra-

dually smaller towards the apex
; short jointed. The

leaves are broad, with long petioles unequally lobed

and toothed, with a few hairs distributed over fie sur-

face of both sides. The bunches usually measm-e from
five inches to five inches and a-half across the shoiilder,

and from six to eight inches in length. The fi-uit is

large, round, white, faintly tinged with yellow on the

side exposed to the sim
; its skin is thick, the flesh fii-m,

sweet, somewhat aromatic, and very agreeable. The
following good sorts are in M. Barbat's collection :

—

Gros

Sillier du Maroc, fruit large, oblong, black ; Malaga,
fruit large, oblong, rose-colom-ed ; GrossePerhdu Jura,

fruit very large, oblong, white ; Supcrhe de Candolle,

fruit very large, oblong, rose-coloured ; Trousseau, fi-uit

large, round, black; Gros Grains de la Drome, fi-uit

large, round, black ; Burr/ere, fruit large round, black

;

Sose de Damoiselle, fruit large, roiuid, deep rose-colom-ed

merging to a pale violet ; Bourdelais Jiatif, fiuit large,

ohlong, black; Madelaine Jacques, fruit of a medium
size, round, white ; Muscat noir de Prontignan, fruit of

a medium size, round, black ; Muscat Arroui/a, fruit of

a mediiim size, roimd, black; Gros Guillaumc, fruit

round black. All these vai-ieties are first-rate.

—

Eeme
Uorticole.

Sanunctdus Ficaria edible.— Plants of this species,

the Ficaria verna of some authors, raised from roots

which had been gathered in Silesia by the Eev. Mr.
"Wade in 1848, have been raised by Mr. M'Wab of the

Edinbm-gh Botanic Garden. These roots had been ex-

posed over a large extent of country in Ausfa-ia by hea-vy

rains, and the common people gathered them and used

them as an article of food. Then- sudden appearance

gave rise to various conjectures as to their natui-e and
origin, and in the Austi-ian journals they were spoken
of as if they had fallen fi-om the sky. The small bodies

were used as pease by the inhabitants. Mr. M'Nah
had tasted the di-ied specimens, as well as fi-osh roots of

Ranunculus Ficaria gathered in this country, which,

after being boiled, he found very amalyceous. There
is no acridity in the roots even in theii- fresh state.



SpiitiEA DECTMBEXS, Koch. Decumbent Spiraea. {Ann.

de Gand., t. 262.)—jSTat. Ord., Eosaceas, § Spineidse.—Syn.,

S. flexTiosa, Ec-ichenbach (not Fischer') ; S. adiantifolia, Belgian

Gardens. —A very neat and pretty hardy imdershrub, grow-

ing about a foot in height, with weak trailing tufted stems.

They are smooth and of a deep brown colour, beaaing alternate

oborate or oval leares, three-quarters of an inch long, green above, glaucous beneath, entire and wedge-shaped

at the base, but serrated towards the apes. The flowei's are numerous on the young shoots, and grow in

terminal corymbs ; the petals are five in number, round, entire, white with a rose-colom-ed eye, and yello'n-ish

anthers ; they are fragrant. From the mormtains of the Frioul, in ILlyria ; introduced to the Belgian Gardens

about 1848. Flowers in May and June. A pretty plant for borders, and probably adapted for rock-work.

PoNTHTEVA M.iCL'LATA, Lindkij. Spotted-flowcrcd Ponthieva.—Nat. Ord., Orchidaecae, § Neottes Cranichidae.

—Syn: Schonleinia benigna, Klotzsch, M. S.—A curious terrestrial orchid, well worth cultivating for its

singularity of appearance. The plant, which grows from eight inches to a foot in height, is covered over with

glandular hairs. From the soil issues two or three oval-oblong acute leaves, having some resemblance to those

of Arnica montana ; and an erect flower stem or scape, at the upper part of which is a loose raceme of several

small, curiously formed, and as oddly coloured, flowei's. The colour is a light ashy grey, punctured nHth brownish

red in one part of the flower, yellowish, streaked with piu^jlish red in another. The haii's which aboimd on the

plant are mostly simple, and tipped, many of them with a small gland. The flowers are small.—From SiUa de

Caraccas : found both on the ground, and on the trunks of old trees, in forests, in province of Merida ; elevation

6-7000 feet ; introduced in 1848. Flowers in February.

Eeica reoalis, Storey. Eoyal Heath.—Ivat. Ord. Ericacea;, § Ericeae.

—

{Florist, iii., 34.)—A fine showy
variety, with something of the habit, foliage, and vigour of the vestita group. The flowers grow in large terminal

whorled heads, and are cylindrical, the tube about an inch in length, divided into four pointed recm'ved segments

;

the colour is a light rose.—A garden hybrid, raised by Mr. Storey of Whitehill, before 1844. Flowers in summer.

Messrs. Henderson, Pine Apple Nru-seiy, Edgeware Road.







FORSTTHIA VIRIDISSIMA.

FORSYTHIA VIRIDISSIMA.
Nat. Order, Oleace^.

cell, pendulous compressed, luax^nei.— [EiulUcherj Gen. I'tant,

No. 3356.)

FousTTHiA viniDissiMA, LuuUeij. Deep-green Forsythia.

—

Branches erect, square, leaves simple, oblong and oblong-lan-

ceolate, seiTated towards tbe summit, quite entire in the lower

half ; ilowers appeariufr before the leaves, shortly stalked, in

pairs, nodding ; sepals roundish ; convex, as long as the ovaiy.

—

{Zhidletf, Journ. Hort. Soc, vol. i., p. 226 ; Bot. Jieffisier, 1847,

tab. 39.)

Generic Chauacter.—^Forsythia, Vahl. Calyx very shortly

campanulate, four-parted, deciduous. Corolla hypogyaious, sub-

campanulate, four-parted, tube very short, limb contorted in

Eestivation. Stamens two, inserted at the bottom of the tube of

the corolla, included. Ovary two-celled ; omles many in each

cell, pendulous in several rows from placentas inserted on the

middlcof the dissepiment on each side ; style short ; stignm capi-

tate, two-lobed. Capsule ovate, rather compressed, somewhat
woody, corticated, two-celled, bursting loculicidally into two

iiattish valves ha\ing the septa in the middle. Seeds few in a

BESCRIPTION.—A deciduous shrub, flowering before the leaves are produced. Branches

erect and square. Leaves deep full green, simple, oblong and oblong-lanceolate, jDrettily

serrated iu tbe upper half. Flowers produced from large prominent buds scattered along the

shoots jiroduced the year before ; numerous, forming a profusion of deep yellow blossom ; they

are shortly stalked, in pairs, and noddiug ; lobes of the caljrs roundish, convex, as long as the

ovary ; lobes of the coroUa broadly strap-shaped, emarginate.

History.—^This plant was fovmd by Mr. Fortune, first in a garden in Chusau, afterwards

in the province of Cheldang, in China ; and was introduced by him, some five or six j-ears

since, to the garden of the Horticultural Society, whence it has been distributed. Being a

plant of easy propagation, it has now become rather extensively circulated. Our di'awing was

made in March last, from a forced plant in the possession of Mr. Ayres, at Brooklands Nursery,

Blackheath.—A. H.

Culture.—The management of this plant appears to be very simple, for it seems to delight

in any free soil, and grows with considerable freedom. Unfortunately the flowers are too deli-

cate in texture to bear exposure to rough wind, as they are readily bruised, and soon show the

efiects of rough treatment ; but, planted and trained against a wall, or in a very sheltered

situation, it will be found a useful and excellent plant. Of its perfect hardiness there can be

no question ; and, planted in a sheltered situation, it will yield a quantity of flowers when such

things are very acceptable. The Forsythia is readily propagated hj cuttings, either of the

young or old wood. If the yoimg wood is used, the pot containing the cuttings must be plunged

in a gentle bottom heat, and in a close frame, but cuttings of the matured wood noil strike

readily under a hand glass in the autumn, and like other deciduous plants they may be jjlanted

out before thej' begin to grow in the spring. To insure the plants blooming it is necessary that

they be planted in rather poor soil, so as to insui-e well ripened shoots of a medium growth, rather

than strong succulent ones, which rarely produce flowers, and are not so likely to resist the

efiects of a severe winter. Towards the evening and during the night the plant is slightly

fragrant, but not sufficiently so to be perceptible excejjt upon a near approach to it. As a

plant for eaiiy forcing for the conservatory the Forsythia will be found very useftil. For that

pm-pose it should be grown in a pot so as to induce it to form a head of small well ripened

shoots each of which will produce a quantity of flowers ; the flowers are very diu'able and a plant

in the conservatory will remain in perfection for several weeks. Perhaps the best treatment to

insiu-e success will be, to take nice strong plants in the spring, and pot them in jsots suitable to

their size, using a tolerably rich soil, and taking care to stop the shoots as they progress in

growth, so as to insm-e the formation of a compact and handsome specimen. As the plants progress

in growth give them pot room, by frequent shifting, but to insure their blooming they should

not be shifted later than the end of July. A few plants introduced into the forcing house in

November will be in bloom by Christmas, and by introducing a few jDlants every month a suc-

cession may be maintained until their natm'al season of blooming.—A.

I
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HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MAT EXHIBITION. W

I

CULTUKE OF SEA-KALE.

By Mk. J. MIDDLE3IISS, CiUDENER to A. POTT, Esa., Beniham Hael, neab Tonbridge "Wells.

N general -sve do not find this much, esteemed and yaluahle winter vegetable grown to that state of

excellence which it is capable of attaining ; nor is it cultivated to that extent to which one might

expect to see it, when we consider the exotic-like deUciousness of a well-grown, well-blanched dish,

served up a la Soyer. This, I believe, arises from a mistaken notion that a considerable extent of

ground is necessary to indulge in, or rather to warrant the indulgence in this winter luxuiy—for such

a good dish may be considered. An erroneous idea exists that it must grow two years previous to

being forced. This 1 have stated is an erroneous idea, for it is equally a rotation crop with Peas, Brocoli,

or, in fact, anything else.

In the following remarks I shall state a method of growing it in something like perfection, in about

nine monthsfrom the seed.

It is not yet too late to begin, though it would have been better to have had the groimd prepai-ed

in winter, and subjected to the influence of the frost, and the seed sown in the latter end of March, or

the beginning of April. This, indeed, would have been absolutely necessary, if roots were wanted for

very early work ; but for the present we must content ourselves with some Sea-kale next Christmas,

and not forget to be in time next year. Now we will begin at once, and have our seed in if possible

sometime this month. Select a piece of ground, open yet sheltered, in extent according to the supply

required ; trench it thi'ee feet deep, using plenty of manure—at least a thii-d part should be mauui-e
;

one half would be better—and this manui'e should be weU mixed with the soil in the coui'se of

trenching. If it cannot be well incorporated with once trenching, trench it twice, remembering that

" anj'thing that is worth doing is worth doing well," and that Sea-kale in particular delights in a deep,

Ught, rich soil.

As soon as the ground is ready, strike it out into four feet beds, and sow two rows of seed, in

patches two feet apart. As soon as the plants are up, thin out to two or three ; and when fairly

established, take all away but one. In the course of the season use abundant supphes of liquid

manure, and keep the surface soil well stin-ed. Stirring the soil is of the greatest importance,

whether the ci-op be Sea-kale, or any other, as it admits fi'om the atmosphere the elements of which

plants are composed. By this treatment the beds will be covered by the autumn with beautiful

healthy leaves, and nice plump crowns. Pick off the leaves as they decay ; and as soon as they are

all off, the crowns should be sUghtly covered with ashes, or spent tanners' bark, till they are wanted

for forcing, when they may be taken up, or forced where they stand. There are many different

methods of forcing; but let us have some good plants, and we may speak of forcing matters by

and by.

The above method of growing Sea-kale has been practised by many old gardeners for years ; and,

to my certain knowledge, by my father, with the greatest success, for the last quarter of a century

;

so that it is not a new method—but it is a good one.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MAY EXHIBITION.

KJIHE second of the great metropolitan floral fetes took place on the 1 8th of May at Chiswick, under the

iv auspices of the Horticultural Society; and a more brilliant assemblage of gay vegetable forms than

were present there, could hardly have been desu-ed. A finer May exhibition was probably never seen.

The weather, though at some pei-iods of the day threatening, was on the whole propitious, and secured

to the Society a considerable attendance of visitors. Mention has already been made (p. 147) of the

alterations that have been going forward with a view to the better ordering of the exhibition an'ange-

ments, and the convenience of the assembled crowds. The new arrangement of the grounds and the

tents, which has been adopted, is a decided imi^rovement on the former plan ; and now that a beginning

has been made, we expect to see the Society carry out other and more strildng dc-viations fi-om the

monotonous formality that has for too long a period obtruded in these otherwise tasteful and gratifying

scenes—scenes, however, the effect of which is greatly marred by the artificial appearance always

presented by long, straight, narrow, and elevated hues of staging.

<M Undoubtedly the subject that first claims mention, in the brief sketch we shall offer of the leading Ij

(ci) features of the exhibition, is the Royal Water Lily, Victoria regia, of which we have just had the rf)

rijS gratification of presenting our readers with figures and descriptive memoranda. Of this regal plant, &u

gp^ ^^^^^^
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HOBTICULTUKAL SOCIETY'S MAY EXHIBITION.

worthy to commemorate the illustrious individual whose name, it bears, cut flowers and leaves were

sent respectively from the gardens of the Dulles of Northumberland and Devonshire. These specimens

we need not now describe, bvit it may be mentioned that the leaf sent by Mr. Paxton had the very

curious rim well developed, the edge, wliich was about two inches deep, standing up quite perpen-

dicular.

The number of other new plants was not great, but there were some interesting subjects, of wliich

the most remarkable was a very distinct Rhododendron, sent by Messrs. Veitch of Exeter, and called

R. jasminiflorum ; it is a small evergreen shrub, with elliptic leathery leaves, one to two inches long,

the branches terminated with an umbel of ten or a dozen jasmine-like, sweet-scented, white flowers,

the narrow tube of which is an inch and a-half long', and the five-lobed limb an inch in diameter ; if it

proves a free grower, it will be a charming plant. Messrs. Veitch also had Bolbophyllum Lobbii, a

rather striking Javanese orchid, notwithstanding that the flowers are dull, being tawny, clouded, and

spotted with purple ; Dendrobium trausparens, a Nepal species, jsretty, like a miniature nobile ; an

Anguloa, with creamy flowers, the inner surface of the petals and lip spotted with faint red ; and a

small Indian Coelogyne, which has a blotch of yellow, margined with red-brown, on the centre of the

lip. They had also Stylidium ciliare ; Lycopodium taxifolium, a large-leaved, yew-like Lycopod, with

the fructification on long, separate, drooping branches ; and a cut specimen of the Medinilla bracteata.

Messrs. Standish and Noble had a well-flowered plant of Viburnum plicatum, a showj' shrub, which

combines the flowers of the Guelder Rose with the foliage of the Hornbeam. Messrs. Henderson sent

Acacia grandis, lOiC pulchella magnified and grown hairy ; Mr. Williams, gardener to C. B. Warner,

Esq., Dendrobium Farmeri; and Mr. Stanley, gardener to H. Berens, Esq., of Sidcup, sent a couple of

vigorous seedling Hovea Celsi, in wliich the leaves had become very broad and obtuse ; with them was

a Pimelea Verschafieltiana, which sort together with P. Neippergiana, was also sent by Messrs.

Henderson.

Amongst the specimen plants was Mrs. Lawrence's huge Pimelea spectabilis, in fine condition

;

a good Hoya imjierialis, with nine umbels of flowers, from Mr. Glendinning ; Erica vasasflora (p. 237).

from Mr. Rucker's gar-

den ; a large shrub of

E- Cavendishiana, from

Mr Kinghorn, gardener

to the Earl of Kilmorey

;

a very nicely-bloomed

Mitraria coccinea, and

Hoyabella, from Messrs.

Veitch ; and Rhododen-

dron formosum, from

Mr. Edmonds, of Chis-

wick Plouse. Messrs.

Henderson had a large

well-bloomed Campylia

Tiolosericea elegans, and

a large bush of Pimelea

Hendersoni.

The Heaths were

numerous, and in ad-

mii'able health and

bloom, but we are un-

able, fromwant of space,

to particularize them.

The principal collec-

tions were contributed

by Mr. Leach, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq. ; Mr. Smith, gardener to W. Quilter, Esq., Norwood

;

Mr. Cole, gardener to H. Colyer, Esq. ; Mr. R. Rosier, gardener to J. Bradbm-y, Esq., Streatham
;

Messrs. Fairbairn, Veitch, and RoUisson. The more remarkable plants comprised the following kinds

:

E. tortiliflora, elegans, aristata major, vestita rosea, Cavendishiana, propendens, suaveolens, mutabihs,

denticulata moschata, Sindryana—a beautiful sort, andromedreflora, primuloides, favoides pm'purea,

depressa, and florida.

The Indian Azaleas were, as tliey always are when good, gorgeous in the extreme ; they were
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conti'ibuted chiefly from the gardens of Sir E. Antrobus, Bart. ; Mi-s. La'wrence ; W. F. G. Farmer, Esq.,

of Nonsuch Park; j\Iessrs. Fraser, and Lane & Son. Most of them were lai'ge plants, and full of

flowers, the best group being that shown by Mr. Green, which we were sui-prised to see placed second

to Mrs. Lawi-ence's plants, which, though finely grown, were decidedly past their prime, and, on that

ground, inferior to !Mr. Green's. Several plants of sinensis were shown, in admii-able condition

;

exquisita was also good, and there were fine examples of optima, coronata, variegata, prsestantissima,

triumpbans, and lateritia, which comprise some of the best sorts that are grown.

The large collections of stove and greenhouse plants contributed by Mrs. Lawrence and Mr.

Colyer, of Dartford, were both staged in admii'able condition, the latter especially considerably im-

proved since the 8th instant, though by no means comparable with Mrs. Lawrence's plants, which

were large, clean-grown, well-flowercd, and perfect on all sides. One of the most atti-active plants

in this set was a Boronia ninnata, about three feet in diameter and less in height, graceful in outline,

and loaded with its rosy flowers; another was an immense Eriostemon buxifolium, together with

Polygala acuminata, Podolobium trilobatum, and Cliorozema Lawrenceanum. Mr. Cole's Clerodendron

splendens was well out, and his plants were altogether in good trim ; but the most remarkable among
them was an Aphelexis spectabilis grandifiora, symmetrically regular in its growth and also in the

production of flowers. Other

large collections were sent by
Messrs. Fraser, of Leyton, and

Mr. Pamplin, of Walthamstow,

the former of whom had the sel-

dom - grown Hypocalymma ro-

busta, and the latter Pimelea la-

nata, a distinct sort, now rather

out of fashion. The collections

offifteenwere contestedby Messrs.

Green and Carson, of Cbeam

;

Gerrie, gardener to Sir J. Cath-

eart, Bart.; Taylor, of Streatham
;

and Ivison, gardener to the Duke

,^^

GARDENIA STANiEYANA, extiibited by the Duke of Xorthumberland.

of Northumberland. Mr. Green's

Acrophyllum venosum was con-

spicuous ; as also was a Spheno-

toma gracilis. Mr. Carson's plants,

which were rather formal, in-

cluded a tall Bossiaea Unophylla

of beautifully drooping habit

;

Franciscea macrophylla, ha^ing

about thii-ty heads of bloom, and

Gardenia florida v. Fortuniana,

with a dozen expanded flowers.

Mr. Taylor's, a neat group, con-

tained a good Epacris l8e^•igata. Mr. 1%-ison had, in his collection, a lai-ge Gardenia Stanleyana,

represented in the annexed engraving, the gay-looking Siphoeampylos microstoma, and the very

elegant Indigofera decora. Smaller groups came from ^Ir. Malyon, of Blackheath ; Mr. Stuart,

gardener to T. Huggins, Esq., of Norwood; Mr. Speed, of Edmonton; Mr. Young, of Camberwell

;

!Mr. Glendinning, of Chiswiek ; Mr. Slowe, of Bayfordbury ; Mr. Bruce, of Tooting ; and Mr. Brian,

gardener to G. Read, Esq., of Bridgewater.

The Orchids were very numerous, and formed the most attractive featui'e of the exhibition. Mr.

Mylam, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq., of Wandsworth, had the best of the large collections. The
Saccolabium prsemorsum, represented on the opposite page, formed part of this group, and had about

twenty racemes of its charming flowers ; a plant of S. guttatum, no less beautiful, had about the same

number ; an Aerides afiSne had foui'teen racemes, and we noticed plants of Vanda suavis, and V. tri-

color, the former with two trusses, bearing twenty-four blossoms, the latter with four trusses of bloom,

there was also a lovely Dendi-obium Devonianum, -with its stems spu-ally trained into a pyramidal

form, and loaded with flowers. Mi'. Williams, gardener to C. B. Warner, Esq., had a very nice group,

in which were well bloomed, but not large specimens of the Dendrobiums, nobile, macrophyllum, and
Jenkinsii, and also a LteUa majalis, Mr. Rae, gardener to J. J. Blandy, Esq., of Pleading, had some
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Cattleyas—Mossise, with, twenty flowers ; MossiEe aurantia, a fine variety, with the base of the lip deep

orange-coloured ; and C. Sldnneri, with thirteen trusses, some of them bearing five or six flowers each

;

another group came from the garden of Mrs. Lawrence. Groups of fifteen were sent by Messrs.

Veitch, RoUisson, and Dobson. The former lot had a beautiful plant of Vanda insignis, of which

we have an engraving in preparation ; and there was also a Cattleya Mossiae, with upwards of a

score of fine flowers, the curious, greenish, Grammatophj'Umn multiflorum, with three long upright

racemes of expanded flowers, and one more raceme to come : and a remarkable Dendrobium nobUe.

Messrs. PioUisson had Cypripedium Lowii, Leptotes serrulata, and Acineta Barkeri. Mr. Dobson had a

fine Dendrobium nobile. Smaller groups were sent by Messrs. Carson, Blake, Kinghorn, Ivison, Green,

Brian, and Gerrie, and a large specimen of Dendrobium Calceolare came from Mr. Colyer's garden, at

Dartford.

Pelargoniums were brought in very nice condition, and, for the most part, admirably grown, short

and stocky, with noble blooms, just elevated over the foliage ; this was especially the case with those

produced by Mr. Cock, of Chiswick ; Mr. Parker, of Roehampton : and in the fancy class, by Mr.

Robinson, of Pimlico ; others were

shown by Messrs. Beck, Gaines,

Staines, Ambrose, and Moseley. The

most distinct, and strictly well-grown

sorts, we saw, are noted below :

—

Pearl, Zanzummim, Rosy Cii'cle, Sala-

mander, Rosamund, Mont Blanc,

Cuyp, Pietum, and Painter. Cape

Pelargoniums were shown by Messrs.

Parker, Staines, and Malyon. A few

Calceolarias were shown, and a good

assortment of Cinerarias, chiefly con-

tributed by the Messrs. Hendersons,

Salter of Hammersmith, and Lane

of Berkhampstead.

The Roses in pots were very fine,

those produced by Mr. Lane, espe-

cially so. The contributors to this

department of the exliibition, were

Messrs. Lane, Paul, and Francis, and

Mr. Terry, gardener to Lady Puller,

of Youngsbmy ; Mr. R. Rosier, and

A. Rowland, Esq. The most re-

markable plants were. Baron Pre-

vost, Paul Perras, Duchess of Suth-

erland, Chenedole, Queen, Adam,
Moire, and Armosa, in Messrs.

Lane's gi-oup ; and Madame de St.

Joseph, Dr. Marx, Cels multiflora, Madeleine, Comte de Paris, Clementine Seringe, and Harrisoni,

contributed by Messrs. Paul ; besides which, Mr. Prancis had a good Paul Perras ; Mr. Roser, Baron

Prevost, and Aubernon, in fine condition ; and Mr. Terry, a well managed plant of Noisette Lamarque.

Mr. Green had a collection of Cacti, among which, Epiphyllum speciosum elegans, and coccineum

grandiflorum ; the former with deep rose-pink, the latter with rich scarlet flowers, were conspicuous;

and with them was a good plant of the rare and very elegant E. RusseUianum. Collections of

Aphelexes, were sent by Mr. Cole and Mr. Green, the former of whom had Aphelexis sesamoides,

humihs, humilis grandiflora, spectabilis grandiflora, grandiflora, and Hehchrysum argentemn. Mr.

Green had a variety, called sesamoides rosea. Messrs. Garraway & Co., of Bristol, conti'ibuted some
hybrid Hippeastrmns of great beauty ; they consisted of " Acramanni pulcherrima," with large, deep

crimson flowers; amoena rosy, longitudinally veined, and having a white central band on each division

of the flower ; marginata odorata, crimson, the segments of the perianth with a narrow even margin

of white, and marginata venusta, crimson, with a broader irregular white margin, and a central

white band. An interesting group of Lycopodiums, was contributed by Mr Williams, and consisted

of L. csesium, coesium arboreum, Willdenovianam, umbrosum, Louisianum, cii-cinatum, stoloniferum,

and denticulatum.

SACCOLAEIUM PBiEMOKSUM, exhibited by S. Rucker, Esq.

:s^
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Of fruit there was a nice display, for the season, and some kinds, especially the Grapes, were good.

Pine-apples were sent by ilr. Davis, gardener to Lord Boston ; Mr. Jones, gardener to Sir J. Guest,

Bart. ; and 'Six. Slowe ; but presented nothing for special remark. The Grapes were more numerous,

and excellent samples came £i-om the following exhibitors, to whom prizes were awarded :—Cannon

Hall Muscats ft'om Mr. Spencer, gardener to the Marquis of Lansdowne ; Black Hambm-ghs from

Messrs. Ingi'am of Frogmore, Tui'nbull, and Fleming, and fi'om Messrs. Da^is of Oak Hill, Mitchell

of Brighton, and Toy ; Sweetwaters fi-om Messrs. Jackson, 31'Qualter, gardener to Col. Challoner, and

Daris ; Black Frontignans from Mr. Toy. "We also noticed good samples of Hambm-ghs from Mr.

Elphinstone, gardener to the Speaker of the House of Commons ; and fine, but unripe. Muscats from

Mr. Turnbull. Some very good Royal George Peaches and Murrey Nectarines came from JNIr. Fle-

ming, who also sent Melons—the Hybrid Persian, raised at Trentham. May Duke Chemes were sent

by Mr. Ingi-am and Mr. Fleming ; British Queen Sti-awberries by Mr. Toy ; and good Keens' Seed-

lings by !Mr. Elphinstone and !Mr. Meredith, gardener to the Duke of Sutherland at Chefden-

British Queen Strawberries in pots were also sent by Mr. Slowe. Finally, a coUeetion of Apples and

Pears of last year's growth, in fine preservation, came from !Mr. Snow, gardener to Earl de Grey, and

consisted of

—

Apples : Sturmer Pippin, Golden Harvey, Scarlet Noupariel, Com-t of Wick, Ribston

Pippin, Winter Queen, Boston Russet, Bull's Golden Reinette ; Peais : Winter Warden and Uvedale's

St. Germain.

We must not conclude without noticing an illusti-ation of the quaint proverb, as to the eifeot often

resulting from necessity, which occui'red at this exhibition. So many plants were present that the

ordinary stages could not be made to hold them all, and the supernumeraries were merely set on the

gi-ass, under an awning provided for other purposes. We venture to say, that for dwarf plants gene-

rally, especially such as Cinerarias and Pelargoniums, a stage very little removed from this make-sliift

plan would afford a better view of the plants than the more elevated stages generally employed.—M.

S^Iisrrllnnraiis jPnttrrs.
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GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.

The annual festival of this excellent charity was cele-

brated on Wednesday May 15th, at the London Coffec-

House, when upwards of seventy of the principal

nurserymen, seedsmen, and horticulturists ofthe metro-

poKs and its vicinity assembled under the presidency

of that amiable and excellent nobleman the Earl of

Carlisle. The donations announced amounted to nearly

£400. On the same day the Stauwick Nectarine, a

very superior kind from Syria, was sold, the proceeds,

£164 17s., being placed to the fimds of the society by

the liberality of the Duke of Northrmibcrland, as the

nucleus of a fund for the construction of ahns-houses,

" for aged and indigent gardeners and their widows."

The characteristic and admirable speech of the noble

chairman we give entire, being convinced that we can-

not more effectually promote the object of the society

than in giving permanency to his excellent and eloquent

address :

—

We have hitherto (said the noble Earl), dealt only

with those great things and persons connected with

royalty, war, and the concerns of empires ; but we are

met together this evening to put forwai-d the claims of

the Gardeners' Benevolent Instit\ition (hear, hear).

The first consideration that might naturally occur to

myself is, what business have I to be in the chair on

such an occasion, and to have thus the pri\'ilege of ad-

dressing you ? for it is scarcely necessary that I should

observe that I do not myself exercise the very honour-

able profession of a gardener, and furthennore I am
sorry to say I am not fitted to hold the place amongst

you I am now occupying by any knowledge or pro-

ficiency I have acquired in your delightful science

(hear, hear, and a laugh). But there seems to me to

be this peculiarity in the bnsiness or profession of a

gardener, that while it admits of the highest possible

degree of progi'ess and perfection, it also, in its most

humble gi'ades, and in artificial methods, opens up

sources of healthful, innocent, and pleasurable employ-

ment (cheers). The art of the gardener, dealing as it

does with perhaps the most exquisite of all the raw

materials which Nature supphes—the flowers of the

earth—the art of the gardener seems to me to combine

the healthy exercise and sturdy out-door life of the

agricidtural labourer, with the more intellectual and

studious employment of furnishing models for the most

ingenious imitations of the milliner, the most deUcate

enamellings of the jeweller, the richest colourings of

the painter, the brightest day dreams of the poet

(hear, hear), and there is hardly a spot of earth so

rugged, scarcely a tribe of man so rude, that the art of

the gardener wfll not be found to produce something

like lovehness to the scene, and some idea of beauty to

lift up the mind to the supreme fountain of hght and

beauty, and the Giver of all goodness (cheers) ; and the

pm'suit of gardening, gentlemen, seems to me not only

to enhance, but also to make compensation for the

beauties of natirre ; for the charms of scenery, and the

loveliness of landscape, are necessarily confined to

Kmitcd portions of the globe's surface. The full en-

joyment of these can be but the pri\ilege of the few,

and it is only some amongst us who can -sisit, and com-

paratively very few can enjoy permanently, such scenes
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as the valley of Cashmere, the Bay of Naples, the

shores of Genoa, or even oiu- own Windermere, Loch

Lomond, or the Lakes of Killarney, present to us

(cheers). But we must remember that there is hardly

any spot of gi-oimd so built on but the monotony of the

scene may be diversified by the gay pai-terre ; scarcely

a cottage so small that it may not have the Woodbine

twining round its porch ; nay, more, there is hardly a

lodging or dwelling in the most squalid alley of this

metropolis, but it may have its Geranium on the win-

dow-siH (hear, hear) ; and I have heard, and I believe

the statement is true, that the poor weavers of

Bethnal-green tate especial pride in rearing their

Geraniums, their Hyacinths, and their Tulips (Cheers).

It would thus appear that there is a sort of spell

or charm about flowers—something like magnetism,

or mesmerism—which, independently of fashion, or

the pleasures of sight and smell, tends to sooth the

spirits and compose the mind. (Hear, hear.) I need

not seek, gentlemen, to corroborate the respectability

or honoiu- of your craft, by alluding to its antiquity

;

but you will not forget that the first spot on which

man was placed on earth was a garden, and it is fair

to presume that the first avocation of man must have

been that of a gardener (cheers) ;
and the shi'ubs

must have been green, and the flowers must have

looked bright among the glades of Eden before sickness,

pain, sorrow, or sin entered into our world. (Cheers.)

However, gentlemen, we know that those drawbacks

and disfigurements abound near the pursuit and pro-

fession of a gardener, as they do to every other calling

or occupation. And this brings me especially to the

claims which such a charity as this puts forth for your

support. I learn, gentlemen, that the Gardeners'

Benevolent Institution is adapted to afford relief to

aged and infirm gai'dencrs above sixty years of age, and

their widows, in aU parts of the United Kingdom ; that

it has now thirty-four pensioners upon its funds, eleven

women and twenty-three men, whose claims have all

borne the strictest investigation, and who have been

reduced in their old age to penury and destitution ; and

I find that the average ages of these parties are seventy-

four years for the women, and seventy-six years for

the men. I am fui-ther told that it wiU appear by one

of yom- rules, that this society, besides providing

pecuniary relief for the distressed and broken down in

the shape of charity, partakes also of the nature of a

friendly society, and encoui'ages contributions fi'om

gardeners, by contributing which, while in the hey-day

of their vigour and prime, they acquire a right of pre-

ference and a title to the enjoyment of your bounty in

the event of dai'ker days coming across them. (Ap-

plause.) I find that dming the few years (eight, I

believe) that the Society has been in operation, it has

contributed relief to the amount of £2,280. (Hear,

hear.) But does the relief it is enabled to give meet

all the claims made upon it .' By no moans. I regret

to have to add, that, though this much has been done,

yet at this time your committee, out of twenty eligible

candidates for your bounty, can only elect two of them

this year. (Hear, hear.) I have now to invite your

considerate attention on behalf of these broken-down

veterans in a pursuit so honourable, so respectable, and

so useful. Ton wUl not forget—I am sirre those who
exercise the same craft "vvill not forget—you will not

forget, you who, by the favour of yom- Creator, are in

easy circumstances, and in an affluent position, all the

enjoyment you derive from what is beautifid to the

sight and fragrant to the smell in the rich and varied

products of yom' gardens. You wUl not forget that the

life and piu'suit of a gardener is a laborious one, and

subject to much competition, subject to many reverses,

subject to the change of taste, and the caprice of fashion,

and trying and unhealthy to some constitutions

;

exposed to unhcalthiness in some situations, and often

bending the stout back and stifiening the active limbs

of those who minister to yom* luxury, your comfort,

and your pleasm-e. (Hear, hear.) These are claims

which you wOl not, I am sm-e, forget. You will

remember that in the brightest foliage, and in the most

gorgeous colours, there often Im-ks the most mischievous

poison, and that even the fairest rose is never without

its thom. (Hear, hear). Above all, you wiU remember

that amid all that is bright and beautiful in nature,

there is still no blossom of plant, or shrub, or tree that

blows with such unfading colours—there is no scent of

earth so fraught with undying fragrance—as the bloom

of good and charitable works, and as the sweet-smelling

savour of that pity which feels for the wants and

relieves the distresses of our friends and our brothers.

(Loud applause.) Gentlemen, I feel that a cause like

this is safe in your hands, and I have only to recom-

mend, with all good-will and all the fervour' it deserves,

the claims of this institution on your support, and to

beg that you wiU join with me in drinking " Success

to the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution." (Loud
cheers.) The toast was drunk with three times three

and one cheer more.

Atmospheric influence on Plants.—The pressure of

the atmosphere has a decided influence on the form and

life of plants. From the abundance of their leafy organs

provided with porous openings, plants live principally

in and through their smfaees ; and hence theii' depend-

ence on the surrounding medium. Animals are de-

pendent rather on internal impulses and stimuli ; they

originate and maintain theii' o^vn temperatru'e, and, by
means of muscular movement, their own electric

currents, and the chemical vital processes which depend

on, and react upon those cun'euts. A species of skin

respii'ation is an active and important vital frmction in

plants ; and this respiration, in so far as it consists in

evaporation, inhalation, and exhalation of fluids, is de-

pendent on the pressiu-e of the atmosphere. Therefore

it is that alpine plants are more aromatic, and are haiiy

and covered with numerous pores. For according to

zoonomic experience, organs become more abundant and

more perfect in proportion to the facility with which

the conditions necessary for the exercise of their func-

tions are fulfilled, as I have elsewhere shown. In alpine

plants the distm'bance of their skin -respii'ation occasioned

by increased atmospheric pressm-e, makes it very difficult

for such plants to flom'ish in the low grounds. The

question whether the mean pressme of the aerial ocean

€S[l
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which surrounds our glohe has always heen the same,

is quite imdecided; we do not even know accurately

whether the mean height of the harometer has continued

the same at the same place for a century past. Accord-

ing to Poleni's and Toaldo's ohservations, the pressui-e

would have seemed to vary. The correctness of their

observations has long been doubted, but the recent re-

searches of CarUni render it almost probable that the

mean height of the harometer is diminishing in Milan.

Perhaps the phenomena is a very local one, and de-

pendent on variations in descending atmospheric cur-

rents.

—

Sumioldfs Aspects of Nature.

Aberrant Funffus growth.—At a late meeting of the

Edinbm-gh Botanical Society, Dr. Greville gave the fol-

lowing report on a specimen of fibrous matter from the

Ediaburgh "Water Company's works, which bad been

presented at the last meeting by Mr. M'Nab, and a spe-

cimen resembling it, presented by Mr. G. Lawson,

having been found on an old wheelbarrow in Dundee,

by Mr. W. OgUvie :
—" The fibrous substance from the

AVater works is Ozonium auricomuni of Link. Along

with a number of other fibrous and byssoid productions,

it is now regarded as either an imperfectly developed or

aberrant form of some fungus. Ozonium, Himantia,

FibriUaria, Acrothamnium, Byssocladium, &c., are con-

sidered by Fries as the mijceUa of Hymenomycetons
Fungi, iu a more or less monstrous state. I am not

aware that the full development has ever been traced,

so that the species has not been identified. The speci-

mens from an old wbeelbaiTOw are probably the same

thing. Having been more favom'ably placed, there is

evidently an approach to a higher development."

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
Onoidium vauicosum, Lindleij. Varicose Oncid.

(Journ, Hort. Soc, v. 143).—Nat Ord., Orchidaeese §

Vandese Brassidae.—A showy, strong-growing, stove

epiphyte, one of the finest of the yellow Oncids. It has

ligulate-lanceolate leaves, and large flowers, eighty or

ninety in number, in a great branching panicle, sup-

ported by a strong' glaucous stem, three feet long ; the

sepals and petals are dark green, banded mth diUl

brown, the lip large, very bright yellow.—From Brazil

;

introduced in 1848, by M. De Jonghe, of Brussels,

Flowers in autumn. Horticultxiral Society.

Ekica laqueata lutea. Storey. Yellowish vaulted

Heath. {Florht, iii., 34.)—Nat. Ord., Ericaceae J

Ericeas.—A curiously coloured, but not very handsome

heath. It possesses, however, novelty of colours, an

excellent habit, being compact, and bushy, and a deep

rich foliage. The flowers grow in clusters of from three

to five, from the points of the little shoots ; they are

tubular, somewhat inflated, with a broad flat limb ; the

colom- is very pale dull flesh colom', blotched with yel-

lowish green.—A garden hybrid, raised by Mr. Storey

of "Whitehill, and obtained between tricolor coronata,

and depressa. Flowers in summer. Messrs. Henderson,

Pine Apple Nursery, Edgeware Eoad.

Phllodendron striatipes, Kunth and Bouche,

Striated-stalked Philodendi-on.— Nat. Ord., Aracea 5

Caladieae.—Syn., Caladium diversifolium, Sort. St.

Petersburgh.—A ciuious stove perennial, stemless, with

somewhat leathery leaves eight to nine inches long, ob-

long, sharply pointed, and slightly cordate, finely punc-

tured with small pellucid dots ; the long petioles are

striated with oUve colour. The spathe is convolute,

ventricose at the base, narrowed above, straw-coloured,

slightly rccm-ved, and extending beyond the spadix.

—From Brazil; introduced to Berlin in 1848. Flowers

in July.

C^iiLiANDRA BREvrPES, Bentkam. Short-peduncled

CaUiandi-a. (Bot. Mag., t. 4500,)— Nat. Ord., Fa-

baceae, ^ Mimoseae Acaeieas.—A graceful, smooth, stove

shrub, much branched in habit, and growing four to

five feet high. The leaves are alternate, with a pair of

oblong pinna;, closely set with the lineai'-oblong leaflets.

The flowers grow in heads on short stalks, from the

axils of the leaves, and consist of a small, inconspicu-

ous, bell-shaped eoroUa, and a tuft of sho^^'y pale-rose

stamens, the filaments of which are six times as long as

the corolla.—From Brazil ; introduced about 1848.

Flowers in October. Eoyal Garden, Kew.

Cephalotaxus Fortuni, Hooker. Fortune's Ce-

phalotaxus. [But. Mag., t. 4499 )—Nat. Ord., Taxacese.

—A noble, hai'dy tree, stated to grow fi-om forty to

sixty feet high, the branches probably spreading or

drooping. The leaves are large, quite distichous, and

ranged like the teeth of a comb ; three to four inches

long, linear, gi-adually acuminate, dark green above,

paler beneath. It increases readily by cuttings. At

Bagshot, in Sui'rey, it has been found quite hardy dirr-

ing the winter of 1849-50.—From China : two hundred

miles north of Shang-see; introduced, in 1849, by Mr
Fortune. Messrs. Standish and Noble, of Bagshot.

Berberis lutea, Ruiz and Favon. Yellow Ber-

berry. (Journ. Hort. Soc., v., 3.)—Nat. Ord., Berber-

acefe, § Berberidefe.—A neat evergreen shrub, nearly

if not quite hardy, probably growing six or eight feet

high. The branches are downy, beai'ing spines, and

small oblong leaves, which are of a deep shining green,

undivided and narrow in the older plants, but with three

or more spiny teeth when yoimg. The flowers, which

are yellow, grow in fascicles from among the leaves.

—From Peru ; mountains near Veto, at an elevation

of 12,000 feet; introduced, in 1846, by Mr. T. Lobb.

Flowers not yet produced in England. Messrs. Veitch

and Son, of Exeter.

Azalea ra:mentacea, Liniley. Ramentaceous Chi-

nese Azalea. (Journ. Sort. Soc, iv., 91.)—Nat. Ord.,

Ericacea;, § Ehododendreae.—One of the smaller, neat-

growing, imported varieties of Chinese Azalea, pretty,

but too small to be very showy. It is a dwarf, close-

growing, evergreen shrub, with flat, obtuse leaves,

" often nearly round, or at most oblong." The small,

white flowers grow in spare umbels from the ends of the

shoots ; the calyces and pedicels are glandless, but firr-

nished "with ramentaceous hairs.—From China : sup-

posed to be from Hong Kong ; introduced, in 1846, by

Mr. Fortune. Flowers in spring. Horticultural So-

ciety of London.
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FLOEISTS' CINERARIAS.

FLORISTS' CINERARIAS.

Nat, Ordct\ Composit.e, { Senecionidje.

Scr. ix.—CiHARiENSES.—Natives of the Canaries, Azores, or

Madeira.

\ 1. Pericaixtdes.— (CinerarisB of many autliors.) Involucre

in one row, -without accessory scales, raany-leavcd. Ligulcs

numerous, flat. Shrubs or herhs ; natives of the Canaries or

Madeira, Cauline leaves petiolate, palminerved, angularly

lobed, cordate at the base, often tomentose beneath, not nnfre-

quently with auriculate stipules at the base of the petiole.

Capitule corymbose, pedicels with little bracts. Fowers purple,

white, or yellow.

Generic CnAnACTER.—Senecio, Lessing.—Capitiihs homo-
gamous, discoid, or heterogamous, florets of the ray ligulate,

female. Involucre in one row, sometimes n.aked, sometimes

calyculate, with small accessory scales, the scales very often

sphacelate, sub-scarious at the margins, frequently two-

nerved at the back. Receptacle without palete, naked or

pitted, truncheon of the style of the hemaphrodite flowers

truncate, and tufted with hairs only at the apex. Aehamia
without beaks or wings, roundish or furrowcd-angular. Pappus

hairy in several rows, caducous, of subequal, straight, very

slender, and sparcely scabrous bristles.

BESCRIPTION, &c.—Tlie vai-ieties of garden Cinerarias figured in tlie accompanying plate, are

scarcely to be traced to their original progenitors. They are probably descended thi'ougli

numerous crossings from certain of the species of the genus Senecio, which was included

under Cinerai'ia by the older authors. These are S. Heritieri and poijulifolius, shi-vibby species,

and S. cruentus and tussilaginis, herbaceous species : all natives of the various Canary Islands,

TeneriiFe, &c. The colour of the ligulate florets of all these species, appears to be purple in

the original condition, and I am not aware how the brilKant blue variety originated ; so pure

a blue is exceedingly rare in this family, where yellow, red, and pui'ple, often, indeed, going

as far as violet, are the prevailing coloui-s.—A. H.

HisTOET.—^The varieties represented in the plate are some of the best of the seedlings of

the present year Avhich have come under our notice, The raiser's name is attached in the

following descriptions :

—

Madame Meillez {Ivery), pui-e white groimd, black eye, blue edge (the colour of the

Neapolitan violet), not the shghtest notch, petals broad, indentations between the petals slight,

bloom abundant, and habit excellent.

Dr. Bushell {Kendall), white ground, amethyst margin, or tip, ftdl average size, iadenta-

tions slight, no notch, bloom abimdant, truss well formed, habit good, ojsens flat or very nearly

so, and general appearance novel.—G. G.

Elecira {Ivery), a violet purple, petals broad, notch scarcely jDerceptible, outline tolerable,

habit beautiful, size average, colour new, bright yellow disc, and flowers abundant.

Blue Perfection {Ivery), deep blue, approaching na^y blue, size average, hardly flat,

outline fair, habit good, bloom abundant, and scarcely any indication of notch, in many flowers

none, colour quite new.

THE CINERARIA AND ITS PROPERTIES.

By Me. G. GLENNT, F.H.S.

KTIHE Cineraria is one of those flowers, and there are several, which made no advance until we

H published the criterion of a perfect flower. It cannot be said that any other person had ventm-ed

even an opinion of what it ought to he ; so that, whether right or wrong, cm' dogma, as it was once

called, was original, and the best proof that we were right is, that om- notions have been universally

adopted. In re-publishing the properties for the use of raisers of seedlings, we shall be guiding the

young florists, who perhaps hardly know where the original instructions appeared ; and they will

act as a reminder to those who have gro^vn careless.

This flower was once a poor narrow -petalled star ; it was considered almost a species of madness

to venture an assertion that it should he round to be perfect ; but we laid that down, as a leading

feature, which some averred it was impossible to approach, much less attain
;
yet what did it reqiure ?

only that the number of petals should be increased, that these petals should widen, that the ends

should be obtuse, and the notch, which was general, should he got rid of. This would have made a

round flower ; and we have already seen the indentations between the petals so slight, as to scarcely

break the circle. There is a good deal depending on the colom- in Cinerarias. The texture of the

petal is naturally rough and stripy, or guttery—the colom's are therefore dull ; that is to say, the

blue or the crimson, that would be rich on a glossy or velvety surface, is dull on a sm-face like rough

paper. To bring this point more familiar, the colour of the common blottmg-paper, instead of the

®P^=



THE CINERAKIA AND ITS PROPERTIES.

dulness -which belongs to it, would, if transformed to shining glossy note paper, really, or at least com-

paratively, look rich and lively. The consequence of this peculiarity about the texture of the petals,

is that unless the colour he very dense and bright in itself, there is a good deal to be deducted from

the value on that score. The most brilliant self-colour is but a dull affau' compared to the tipped sorts.

This is the real cause of so many dull looking varieties, and led us to the consideration of improve-

ments. To make a truly fine Cineraria, we must have a white ground ; for, strange as it may seem,

it will be recognised at once upon consideration that although a rough and spongy surface is

iinfavourable to colours, it is the reverse with white—no white is more pure than that of some

of the Cinerarias, and the addition of an edge is all we desire. The pm'ity of the white renders any
colour a good contrast,

^^'"^ _ but the most striking

are crimsons and blues,

for, in all their vai-ious

shades of denseness and
paleness, they are desir-

able. The edging, how-
ever, should be even, it

shouldjustform an even

band of colom- all round

ahke, and leave a well-

defined circle of white

sm-rounding a disc of

some determinate co-

loiir. Too many discs

are large in proportion

to the flower, and being

neither black nor yel-

low, look when devel-

oped, a sort of dirty

grey. There is a want
of distinctness and of

contrast in such, which

many ordinary growers

lose sight of.

A flower to be strik-

ing, then, should be

white on the ground,

distinctly banded with

a dense colour or shade

ofsomekind , the greater

the contrast the better

;

and it should have a

small black, or dark

colom-ed, or bright yel-

low disc. Of the many
Cinerarias we have seen—we may say many thousands—but few strike us as first-rate things. The discs

ofmany are too large ; the flowers ofmany too small ; the colour- too dull ; the petals too roagh ; and a vast

majority of those which ordinary certificate-makers think fine, are by no means deserving of notice. The
petals should be smooth, and of a velvety or a glossy texture. There should be no ribs nor puckers. The
bloom shoidd naturally lay as flat as a shilling ; and, if they deviate at all it must bo by cupping rather

than reflexing. But there arc other points of no small consequence in the construction of the Cineraria,

the foliage should spread and show an even surface of green, and above this, the flowers shoidd

form an even sui-face of bloom, the flowers setting edge to edge, and not, as in too many, making a

heterogeneous bunch, one above another-. All these points should strike a good judge at once—the

perfect model should be in his mind, and the deficiency of anything that is before him should be

apparent. The distinction of a fu-st and second-class flower should be well understood. If a Cineraria,

then, has a white ground, is cu'cular on the edge, that is to say, above the average chcular, with the

ends of the petals fi-ee from notch, and with a distinct edging of colom-, the flowers opening flat, and

71^== ~
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THE CINEEAKIA AND ITS PROPERTIES,

in tlie truss setting edge to edge, and having also a good liabit, there can be no difficulty in giving

it a good character ; but there are hundreds that would be rich for bedding, or admii-able for specimens

as pot-plnnts, and attractive in their particular way, that ought to have second-class certificates,

if any.

Mr. Ivery of Peckham, has two flowers this year that were placed before a number of persons who
had constituted themselves judges ; but they gave the worst flower of the two a first-class prize

;
and

the better of the two was not honoui'ed with any distinction. We would humbly suggest to florists

in general, that this does great niiscliief to the trade, because, so siu-ely as an amateur is deceived in

the purchase of an alleged good novelty, which turns out nothing, and misses a fine variety, which

would have placed him better in competition, so sm-ely does that buyer lose confidence in new things.

As we do not write of these tilings carelessly we ought

to name the two flowers which we have referred to in ^^„ c~ _

the foregoing remarks Madame Meillez (or as reported,

Madame Meillery), is a flower of fuUy the average size,

with a ptu'e white gi'ound, a blue tip, and a black disc

;

the petals broad, without the sHghtest notch, and obtuse,

size above average, the indentations between the petals

sKght, the flowers abundant and tolerably flat ; the blue

is about that of the Neapolitan Violet, and the flower,

therefore, showy ; the tips form a moderately even

band of colom-, and the habit is good. Electra is a

violet pui'ple, size average, petals broad, notch scarcely

perceptible, disc bright yellow, outline tolerable, habit

good, flowers abundant, and thei'efore the plant showy

;

but although the colour is new, it is a self-colom'. Now
if either of these flowers deserved a fu'st-class prize, the

better one—the former—should have had it.

But lot us turn from this year's flowers to last year's,

and cliiefly for the purpose of noticing a variety that was
but little known, but that must be had by every body
that grows Cinerarias, or that wishes to grow them. We
allude to Edmondsii, sent out last year by JNIi'. Bell of

Norwich, and therefore now a trade flower. Nothing

we have will stand by the side of it in some particular points ; it is the most flat and perfect of the

whole family ; of full size ; aU the points in a very large proportion are to be found in it ; the

habit is good, and the form of the trusses exquisite. It makes a beautiful pair with Cerito, but

heats it. Had it been well known before it was let out, five hundi'ed more plants would have been

sold in our ovm connection, but the trade will have the benefit of the greater distTibution. It has

a white ground, nicely edged with one of those colour's which ladies only can describe, but it is,

besides all we have said, the best we have seen as yet.

Mr. Kendall has some fine ones, but, generally spealdng, the discs of his flowers are large ; and it

will strike every body, that the disc being the most ugly part of the flower, cannot enlarge without

trenching upon the richness of the bloom. "WTien we speak of a large disc, we of course mean large

in proportion to the size of the flower, for there is everything in proportion—that which would be

outrageous in a small flower, would be moderate in a large one. The disc should be fi-om a fourth

of the entire diameter to, at the very most, a third. Upon the whole, the greatest error that censors

appear to have fallen into with regard to the Cineraa'ia, is that of omitting to regard the colom'. We
know form ought to go first, but contrast is a great point always, and brilliance indispensable. Let any

one look at a dozen of the very best didl reds, blues, pui'ples, or slate colours, and then turn to white

and blue, white and crimson, or white and anything, and the I'elief mil be astounding. While,

therefore, we abound in dull selfs, and fine banded, or, as they are called, tipped whites, are scarce,

it behoves censors to be sparing of their distuictions. Even a white self, piu'e as it may be, is a sorry

looking affair contrasted with those which have edges or tips.

One more point is worth ui'ging at this moment, though we have half adverted to it ah'eady ; we
allude to the flowers, which, instead of having well-defined tips, that is a cii'cle of white within

a bright band, have tips that shade down gradually into the n'hite, and have no defined line. This

shaded or clouded family, or branch of the fanrily, is but little better than the selfs, and unless the

varieties possess extraordinary claims on account of other featm'es, woidd be rarely entitled to a place

CINftltAKlA : AYltEs' dERt'LEA COJIPACTA,

showing a desirable habit of growth.
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MINIATUEE OR POMPON ROSES. ^jEj
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among the best. We have gone more deeply into the properties of this increasing favoui'ite than

we at first intended, because, although we published the outline of the properties of all flowers some

years ago, we generally confined our rules to the establishment of leading principles, leaving in some

flowers considerable i-oom for variety ; our grand object being to settle the form, and leave a good

deal to fancy as to the colours, which, except in certain points of distribution, may be regarded, to

a great extent, as matters of taste. AVe arrive therefore at these conclusions :

—

The flowers should be round, without indentations between the petals, and without notch on the

petals, the edges being smooth.

The petals should be broad, obtuse at the ends, thick, of fine texture, and sufficiently numerous to

form a close circle.

The truss should be large, the flowers edge to edge, forming a rounding surface ; they should also

set edge to edge, so that the entu-e bloom shoidd form one large head, rather higher in the middle than

at the sides.

The ground of edged flowers should be pure white, the colour on the edges aU alike, dense and well-

defined, so as to form a complete equal ring all round the outer edge of the flower, not shading into the

white, but abrupt, and the greater the contrast the better.

The colour's of all, whether selfs or edged, should be brilliant. The rank in whieh diiferent characters

standin competition, is : well-defined edged varieties fii-st, positive bright selfs second, clouded and shaded

flowers last, and this last extends to even those with white grounds, if they shade ofi' gradually to a

margin of colour, instead of abruptly terminating the white and commencing the margin.

" MINIATURE OE POMPON EOSES.

By Mk. JOHN SAUL, Durdham Down Nuesert, Bristol.

fHE beautiful Roses of summer, and the splendid varieties of autumn, are beginning to receive that

extensive cultivation which they deserve ; but among the classes which bloom at the latter season,

are scattered some of dwarf and distinct growth, which have not been very specially noticed, and

which I propose collecting together for bedding pm'poses under the head of Miniatui'e or Pompon
Roses. In the catalogues, there is at present a small group called Miniature China Roses (Rosa

Lawrenceana) ; these shall be noticed; and there are many other very dwarf Roses in other classes

which -svill group much better with them, and with each other, than in the classes where they are

now generally placed. It may be argued, they have little afihiity with the Miniature China. True ;

but I think there can be quite as little afiinity traced between such Roses as Nemesis and the strong-

growing Noisettes (the class in which it is generally placed) ; or, again, between Coquette de Blont-

morency and many of the strong-growing Perpetuals. Indeed, Roses are now become so blended and

mixed together, by crossing and seeding, that it is become next to impossible to refer them certainly

to this or that class or group. If we, therefore, can collect together, ft-om several classes, Roses of

dwarf, unique, and similar habits of growth, which will contrast admirably in grouping, from their

smgularly pleasing and distmct colours, mode of flowering, &c. ; and if we place them under this head,

I think we shall have a class as distinct, and as suitable for the object in view, as any class of Roses

we as yet possess. They may be called the Fancies, with as much propriety as the Pelargoniums of a

given kind are so named in distinction from the others. In the Rose-garden they will be found, if

possible, more distinct than any other group or section, being of very dwarf habits. When grouped,

confining one variety to a bed, the beds should be small, as should also the flower-garden. In large

beds or gardens, grown in this latter way, they would not be in keeping, though they can be grown
in mixed masses, in such a garden, by using judgment in contrasting the coloiu'S. The following

selection, though small, will be found really distmct and good.

MINIAIDEE OK POMPON ROSES.

1. Clementine Duval (dwarf hybrid Perpetual).—Light rose colour, biHUant and beautiful; rather a slow

grower ; a most profuse bloomer from May to November; every little shoot is tenninated with a bunch of flowers.

A neat and distinct flower.

2. Coquette de Montmoreney (dwarf hybrid Perpetual).—Cherry colour, shaded with violet. This truly

imique Rose has but one fault, namely, that of blooming itself to death. From its first efforts of growth in

spring, to the latest in autumn, the shoots, on attaining a few inches in length, commence blooming ; and thi'ough

the season it is clothed with its distinct and pretty flowers. Extremely beautiful and distinct.

3. General Merlin (dwarf hybrid Perpetual).—Bright rose colom-, very beautiful ; rather of dwarf growth, like

the preceding
;
from its abundance of bright flowers it contrasts nicelj' with many of the others. Perfect and good.

w^-
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4. leonie Verger (dwarf hybrid Perpetual).—Colour, rosy pink, brilliant, very beautiful, though rather

delicate. A free flowerer. Veiy distinct and fine.

5. Pauline Bonaparte (dwarf hybrid Perpetual).—Pure white, distinct. This will bo found very useful,

affording a colour to conti-ast with the others. Very pretty.

6. Fompon (dwarf hybrid Perpetual).—Rosy pink ; small, but extremely pretty. This very beautiful little

Eose should be in every coUectiou, however small ; it is of dwarf growth, blooming profusely in clusters. Distinct

and striking.

7. Fompon de St. Zadegonde (dwarf hybrid Perpetual).—Brilliant purplish carmine, of rather stronger growth

than the preceding, and flowers larger ; but, Uke it, quite unique and pretty.

8. Psyche (dwarf hybrid Perpetual).—Bright pink, neat and pretty, blooming freely in clusters ; in growth
a little fi'eer than some of the preceding. A charming variety, and wiU group well with the others. Very
beautiful,

9. Pactolus, ox La Paetole (tea-scented China).—Bright yellow, blooming in clusters, very freely; will be

foimd the best yellow to group in this section. From its fi'eeness of bloom, together with its habit of growth, this

fine Rose is indispensable.

10. Nemesis (Noisette).—Very deep crimson, blooming abundantly in clusters, through the summer and
autumn, and wiU be found to group in contrast admirably with the other varieties. Though classed as a Noisette,

it is very distinct from that section, and will be foimd more at home with the nttle group I have attempted to

collect together. A distinct and good Eose.

11.- Alba (miniature China).—Pure white ; rather too delicate for out-of-doors, but what ladies call a "tiny
beauty" when grown in very small pots. This, 'with the few foUowing, are found in catalogiies in the class that

are usually called miniature China. Vei-y pretty.

12. Mush (miniatui'o China).—Blush ; though not so striking in colour as some of the others, it is an extremely

free flowerer, and grows stronger than some of those classed as dwarf hybrid Perpetual. WiU be found useful in

beddiug with the others. Makes a good strong edge.

13. Crimson (miniature China).—BriUiant crimson, clothed through the season with its lovely little flowers.

This is unquestionably the very best Rose we possess for edgings for Eose-beds, or the Eosary in general, being

perpetually in bloom, and a free, though tiny grower.

\i. Jenny (miniature China).—BrUtiant crimson, and, Uke the preceding, continually in flower. A very

pretty and desfrable miniature Eose.

In giving instructions liow to grow these Roses to perfection in the flower-garden, I shall commence

with, the preparation of the beds. If these are not naturally well drained, they should be so arti-

ficially ; for to grow these delicate Hoses in a wet retentive soil, and preserve them aUve thi'ough

winter, is a matter next to impossible. Indeed, in all cases it would be well to guard against too

much moisture by placing- plenty drainage in the bottoms of the beds. Eighteen inches of soil will

be fomid quite sufficient in the beds. If the natural soil is a pretty good loam, it will be only neces-

sary to add some well decomposed dung—cow-dung is excellent—with a small portion of sand, and

well blend them together. But should the natural soil on the contrary be bad, it will be better

removed, filling up the beds with good loam 'full of fibre. This latter is the best of all soils, where it

can be procm'ed ; but where this cannot be had, any good garden soil will answer, by adding cow-

dung with a little sand as before.

In selecting plants I would, by all means, recommend themto be on their own roots. Worked
plants are but very short lived ; in deed, how can we expect them to be otherwise on the stocks on

which they are generally worked. Here we have a class of Roses of dwarf growth, with tiny foliage,

very frequently worked on strong luxuriant stocks ; for the first season growth proceeds generally

very well, caused I should say by the quantity of organizable matter stored uji in the stock from the

preceding season. But whilst the growth of the head goes on the first season, there is also a powerful

root action propelling into the stem and leaves abundance of crude matter collected by the numerous

feeders. In former years its own expansive foliage was capable of digesting and assimilating all

matter sent up ; now this is replaced by very delicate foliage, incapable alike of containing, digesting,

or assimilating it ; the small and puny leaves are gorged to excess, their healthy action is impaii-ed,

and when they sink into repose in the autumn, it frequently ends in the sleep of death. Some, how-

ever, will perhaps linger tlu-ongh a second, but rarely will they pass a third season alive, when

worked upon the description of stocks I have been speaking of. To this cause I attribute the neglect

of that beautiful and interesting class of Roses—the dicarf hyhrid Perpetuals, namely, the frequent

losses of those who pm-chase them. Procure them, therefore, on their own roots, until such time as

^ they are worked on a stock a little more consonant to their nature. In planting, if they are intended

to be pegged down, fifteen inches apart will be found sufficient space; but if grown to show their

beauty separately, eighteen inches may be allowed. Pruning should be performed about the end of
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March, wlieii all danger from severe frost is past. This will of course vary -with the season and

locality ; in many parts of the country the first week in April will he found early enough. The knife

must be used sparingly ; they require little or no shortening ; to cut out all dead wood, and regulate

the branches, will in general be found siilBcicnc.

As the summer progresses water with liquid manm-e occasionally, say twice a-week, and continue

when necessary through the summer. The liquid manure must not be over strong, for, being delicate

growers, they cannot digest the coarse food which the strong-growing hybrid Perpetual and other

Roses are capable of taking up. Tlu'ough the summer all decaying flowers should be continually

removed, and, where they bloom in clusters, cut back to the next bud, from wluch they will break

and bloom again in the autumn. Any strong shoots which it is perceived are not likely to bloom,

should have their extreme points pinched off, on attaining the length of five or six inches ; the laterals

from these will bloom fi'eely. By a little attention in this way this charming class of Roses will

bloom profusely through the summer and autumn, and well do they merit this care. Dm'ing winter

keep the beds as diy as possible ; and if trouble were taken to protect them from all the wet of

winter, they would flourish much better from being kept comparatively diy. A slight protection will

be found useful tlii-ough winter and early spring, pavticalarly for Nos. 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, and 14

;

the others will not requii'e it. To attempt to give any directions for contrasting theii' colour's wUl, I

think, be unnecessary, as much would of course depend on the descrijition of beds, the number of

of plants, &c. This point gardeners and amateurs wiU easily work out for themselves.

The pot culture of these Roses is extremely simple ;—proenre a collection, say in spring, give them

a moderate shift, using good turfy loam, and rotten cow-dung
;
grow them through the summer in a

frame, pit, or any structure by which they can be protected from heavy rain ; water occasionally with

liquid manm-e, not too strong
;
pinch off all flower buds as they appear, and the points of all shoots

when about foui' inches long; give another shift in the course of the summer. Proceeding in this

way, we shall have nice bushy little plants by September, at which time they may be shifted into their

blooming pots, which with this class of Roses must not be over large. Use the same simple compost

as afready recommended, drain well, and neatly •tie down the branches, as is generally done with

Geraniums ; keep them in a cool well ventilated pit or house thi-ough the winter, giving very little

water. I have been in the habit of keeping them pretty dry. On the return of spring commence

with a little liquid manm-e, which may be increased as the plants progress and summer approaches.

Pay the same, or a little more exact attention as recommended for out-door culture, and beautiful

little specimens will be the result.

CULTURE OF THE DAHLIA FOR EXHIBITION.

By Mr. T. Barnes, Dane Croft Nurseries, Stowmarxet.

WIHE plants intended to be grovra for exhibition should be short-jointed, stout, and healthy. To

Ix obtain them of this description they should be raised fi-om cuttings taken off in April, and struck

in a gentle hot-bed or forcing-house—the first is preferable. As soon as rooted, they must be repotted

into pots about five inches in diameter, placed again in gentle heat, and allowed plenty of air.

Cuttings struck at this time ai-e more healthy than those rooted at an earlier period, and are con-

sequently better adapted to the pm-pose. In a week from the time they were potted they should have

a watering of liquid manure, made from g-uano and powdered charcoal ; this will be found of great

service, and should be repeated before the planting out. If any symptoms of green fly occm-, the

plants should be famigated with tobacco.

My plants are generally subjected to this trea,tment, and by watering them in the evenings with

clear water, they are kept in a healthy gro^^'ing state till the season of planting out. This operation

should not take place before the twentieth of May, nor later than the fifth of June. My mode of

planting may be described thus :—The plot of ground is marked into beds three feet wide, with in-

tervening paths three feet also ; about fom- inches of the soil from the beds is thrown on the paths

;

tliis raises them something like six or eight inches above the beds, the beds are then well dressed with

rotten manm-e, say to the thickness of fom- inches; they are then deeply and thoroughly dug; the

stakes are put down secm-e at the distance of sis feet apart, and the planting commences, followed

by tying and watering. From the moment the plants are put out a diligent search must be made for

slugs, earwigs, and other pests. As the lateral shoots require support, they must be tied out, and the

plants must be kept watered, and the soil stfrred once in two or thi-ee weeks as may be required.

The plants being thus situated, no water that is given them can escape ; basins around the plants are ^
avoided, as is also the practice of mulching—a practice always attended with more injm-y than be-

j^j.
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nefit, the material forming, as it does, ready hiding places for the slugs, &c., bringing the roots to the

surface where they are exposed to the influence of the burning sun, and the danger of mutilation by
the forks in stirring the soil.

The following are twenty-foui' good show flowers :-

Andromeda, lemon and pink.

Black Prince, shaded.

Buffido GM, buff.

Captain "Warner, crimson.

Dauntless, yello\y.

Duke of Wellington, orange.

Essex, rosy lilac.

Fearless, lilac.

Grenadier, ruby crimson.

Lord Mayor, maroon.

Miss Chaplin, peach and bright pinli.

Mr. Seldon, mottled pmple.

Mrs. Anderson, rose.

Negro, dark.

Nonpariel, scai-let red.

Purple Standard, dark purple.

Priacess EadzivUle, tipped.

Queen of the East, blush.

Queen of Sbeba, white.

Richard Cobden, shaded maroon

.

Scarlet Gem.

Standard of perfection.

Toison d'or, orange buff.

Yellow Standard.

The following are twenty-four distinct and good fancy varieties :

—

Bcllo Etoile, scarlet and white.

Bon Maza, nankin and white.

Belted KJoight, amber and white.

Candidate, black and white.

Conspicua, purple and white.

Discount, black and white.

Gaspaiine furstin Eeuss, browTi and

white.

Gen. Cavaignac, purple and white.

Empereur de Maroc, black and white. ]\Iadame "Wachy, pui-ple and white.

Jenny Lind, crimson and white. Miss Watson, lilac and white.

Keepsake, crimson and white. Mons Affrc, cherry and white.

Leibliche Von ElsenthoU, yellow and (EiUet de Boheme, orange-striped.

white.

Madame Ebenth, purple and white.

Miss Blackmore, purple and white.

Miss Jane, rose and white.

Madame ChauTiere, pink and white.

In the above selections I have avoided the names of new flowers
;

of coui'se, make this selection better.

Rainbow, scarlet and white.

Remembrancer, scarlet and white.

Striata perfeeta, lavender-spotted.

Simbeam, crimson and white.

some of which would, however.

A FEW HINTS ON ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.
By Mr. J. COX, Gardener to "W. Wells, Esq., Redleap.

fN planting trees for decorative eifect, it is necessary, besides studjdng their future size and charac-

teristics, to combine with it a judicious choice of position, and this must be regulated, in a great

measure, by the different points of view from which it is desirable the plants should he s een. The
smaU proprietor, who adorns his lawn and pleasm-e-grounds with a few favourites, will most likely be

desirous of seeing them from the windows of his mansion, and should, therefore, distribute them about

in such a manner, that, whilst forming an ornament to the house and grounds, they may not, at a

futm-e time, shut out the xiew of the sm'rouuding scenery ; in fact, the principal aim ought to be so to

distribute them, either in groups, or single specimens, that they may appear to be blended with it, and
partake of its character ; and anytliing like a belt, or continuous line, should be studiously avoided

from the principal points of view. But, on the other hand, the proprietor, or planter, of an extensive

arboretum, whose operations may extend over miles of ground, has a wide field for the exercise and
display of taste and judicious arrangement ; for he has the power, in a measure, to form his own
scenery, and, therefore, whilst seizing and turning to his purpose every natural advantage arising

from irregularities of the sm-face, or the presence of trees, wUl not scruple to use every artificial means
to create such where wanting, or to iuerease the beauty and fitness of the natural advantages. It

appears to me that it ought to be a leading idea to get as many points of view from which interesting

specimens of trees, or little peeps of scenery may be seen ; and, in this view of the subject, I consider

that the disposition of the walks, or drives, through an cxten.sive arboretum, is of equal importance

to the proper arrangement of the trees themselves ; and thej' should be so arranged as to disclose new
featui-es at every step. Here may be shown the majestic Cedar gracefully waving its long branches

over the precipitous crag—there a group of Douglas Fu-s towering upwards, and with their- lower

branches reposing Ughtly on the verdant turf—now and then, the eye may be presented with a view
on a large scale, including many objects of interest and beauty ; but, generally speaking, we are most
sti'uck Avith, and pleased by, those little happy combinations of fairy-like scenes which the eye is

capable of taking in at once, and has not its attention distracted hy unlimited extent, or a multitude

of objects : these little combinations cannot be produced by the aid of large trees alone, and hence the

necessity for an undergrowth of shrubs, the disposition and arrangement of which afford many means
of producing a great variety of pleasing combinations, to do which with effect natm'e must he taken

as a guide. FormaKty is, of all things, the most to be avoided ; and, therefore, large beds of shrubs &,
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with formal borders or edges, are entirely out of place : the turf should, in all cases, run completely

under the branches. In the disposition of the outKnes there ai-e few cases in which a straight, or

continuous line is desirable; on the contrary, indentations and projections cause variety, and create

effect. Amongst the many varieties of shrubs and trees applicable for our purpose in this department,

I know of none to excel the HoUy : it wiU make a fine tree, if properly ti'eated; or if headed back

occasionally, it takes the form of an ornamental evergreen shi-ub, and is, therefore, one of the most

eligible to be planted, either for itself, or to assist in forming the screens which separate the different

parts and views. And I do not see why a gi-eat many of oiu- strong-growing climbing Roses might

not be introduced into such places with very good efiect. How pretty they would look rambKng over

the tops of the shrubs, or up the sides of rocky acclivities, rmchecked by the prmiing-knife, and follow-

ing theii- own coui-se ! And why should the wild Honeysuckle alone be allowed to display its beauti-

fid pendant festoons and wi'eaths of flowers, when we have so many other kinds, quite as hardy, and
much more gay, which might be planted in various parts, and left to ramble at will, and display their

beauty after Nature's fashion, instead of being fi-om year to year shorn of their fair proportions, and

laid in to flower against a wall with mathematical precision, or tied to a long pole, where, for half the

year, they give one an idea of a bundle of brushwood stuck on end. There are many other plants

which will readily occur to the practical reader, as apphcable for this ptu-pose.

IrtMing /Inrists' /Inmtrs.

Undee this heading it is our intention to give a

descriptive notice of such seedling Florists' Flowers of

interest as come under oui' notice at the metropolitan

exhibitions, and at other places dm-ing the month, enu-
merating such only as appear hkely to become of per-

manent interest, either for their superior properties, or

as remarkably showy plants, and such only as we
should not hesitate to purchase ourselves. To specify

a tithe of the plants which come under om' notice during

the season would he to fill om' pages with a Ust of, to a

great extent, worthless things ; and, though it may be of

importance for the uninitiated to he guarded agauist

worthless things, yet, as we name the good ones, and
are wiUing to take the responsibility of those we re-

commend, it will not he oui- faidt if indifferent plants do

get into cultivation. It fi'equently, however, happens,

that a plant, though deficient in quahties, may he new
in colour, distinct m habit—indeed, may differ so much
in general appearance and character, as to be of consider-

able interest in a decorative point of view ; where such

is the case we shall always notice it, and if we do this

sometimes to the exclusion of others, we shall always

he ready to defend ourselves for so doing. However
fine and perfect a flower may be, if the plant is not at

the same time of good habit, and constant in the pro-

duction of good flowers, it must he worthless to a great

extent, and ought on that account to he discarded ; hut,

on the contrary, if a plant is deficient only in form, and
is rich in colour and other properties, it is fairly en-

titled to recommendation and cultivation as a market

plant. Some seedling Am-iculas and Polyanthuses have
been seen, but these wiU he noticed by Mr. Glenny,

when writing upon their properties.

PELAHGONIUMS.
The season is rather early for seedlings of this year,

but some of the best of those of 1849 have been sho%m
in tolerable trim by the two great competing raisers,

Messrs. Beck and Hoyle. The season, however, so far

has been unkind, and we have no doubt the flowers

enumerated below will he seen in greater perfection at

the next exhibition.

Incomparable (Beck).—Upper petals crimson scarlet,

with rich dark blotch, under petals scarlet, but rather shy.

Littk but Good (Beck).—Eich orange scarlet, with

dark spots, under petals crimson scarlet. A tolerable truss.

Rosa (Beck) .—Too near the preceding in colom-, hut
stiU a desirable flower. Habit and tiaiss good.

Major Bomo (Beck).—A prodigiously large rose-

colom'ed flower, with rich dark blotch, and fine formed
petal, aud good ti'uss. Habit of plant exceUent. A
distinct and desirable kind.

Diana (Beck).—Upper petals Kght rose, with dark

blotch, and clear white throat. A large flower, and
tolerably good.

No. 1. (Beck).—Upper petals purpUsh crimson, and
dark spots, under petals deep rose-veined, and clear

white throat. Habit and truss tolerable.

No. 2. (Beck).—Upper petals crimson with black

spot, under petals rosy crimson with spot upon each.

Moderate trusses.

No. 3. (Beck).—Deep rose colour, -srith a rich

blotch, under petals hght rose, with a clear throat and
nice truss.

No. 4. (Beck).—Large flower, bright rose colour,

with dark spot, clear and distinct throat. Good truss.

Turpurea (Beck).—A rosy fine flower, with dark

spot. A fine trusser, and of good habit.

JSclipsc (Hoyle).—Upper petals orange scarlet,

Ughtly clouded, lower petals scarlet. Habit good, with
a fine truss.

Heartsease (Hoyle).—Upper petals scarlet, slightly

clouded, imder petals scarlet. Habit tolerable, but a

shy tiT-isser.

Gcnerallissimo (Hoyle) .—Upper petals clouded with
rich Spanish brown, under petals rose colour. Good
habit, fine form, and good truss.

Celia (Hoyle.—Upper petals bright orange scarlet,

daik clouded spots, under petals scarlet. Good trusses,

and fine habit.

Ajax (Hoyle).—A remarkably fine hold flower, the

upper petals rich deep mulberry colour, under petals

dark rose. Fine form and truss, and good habit.

May Queen (Hoyle).—Upper petals bright rose,

clouded ; under petals Ught rose, mth white throat.

Fine ti-uss and habit, but rather inclined to bum.
Corinne (Hoyle).—Evenly shaded rich upper petals,

under petals purplish rose. Good form and truss.

Portia (Hoyle).—Rosy upper petals, with rich choc-

olate blotch ; under petals rose colour. A fi'ee bloomer,

and good habit.

Rosa (Hoyle).—Upper petals rich scarlet, dark

feathered blotch ; tmder petals scarlet. Good truss and
habit.

Riibiola (Hoyle).—A rich crimson scarlet, with black
spot, underpetals scarlet. Fine ti'uss and tolerable habit.

I
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Cristine (Hoyle).—A fine formed rose flower, with
pencilled throat, the upper petals a little crumpled.
Very fi-ee bloomer, and fine habit.

Ocdlata (Hoyle).—The most remarkable flower of

the season. A purplish rose coloui-, beautifully spotted

oa the Imvcr as well as the upper petals with rich choco-
late. A ta-ue fancy flower, of tolerable habit, and a free

bloomer.

Beauty of Montpelier (Rendle).—A rich clouded
light flower, with a white throat, and good truss and
habit.

FANCY PELAEGONIUMS.

Forfection (Ambrose).—A very nice-fonned flower
of clouded rose colour. A free bloomer and of good habit.

Captioatioii (Ambrose).—A rich mulbeny-coloured
flower, of moderate form and habit.

Gaiety (Ambrose).—A pretty spotted variety of

dwarf habit
;
ground colour flesh, with plum-coloured

spots. A very free bloomer.

ISxqmsita (Gaines).—A very pretty flower, but too

much Uke several others ia cultivation.

CmERAEIAS.
Some of these will be found noticed in a preceding

page ; the following have been seen since :

—

Littk Wonder (hf&rj).—White tipped with cheny co-

loui', rather large disc. Form good, most compact habit.

Queen of England (Salter).—A fine formed and very
showy white flower of good size, with piu-plish rose

edge, and of good habit.

Madame Sontag (Henderson).- A fine formed white
flower, with rather deep lavender edge, and good habit.

Clara Mowbray (Henderson).—A distinct light red
flower, of good form and habit.

Lady Hume Campbell (Henderson).—A remarkably
neat white flower of fine form, with bluish purple edge
and small disc. Habit good, and a veiy profuse bloomer.

JPriina Donna (Henderson).—A bluish pui'ple, of

moderate form, and good habit.

Mrs. Sidney Herbert (Henderson).—A crimson
flower of tolerable form, and neat dwarf habit.

Marion (Henderson).—A pretty white fiower with
rich deep rose edge, and of good form and habit.

Amy Uobsart (Henderson).—Rosy red flower, of

good foi-m and neat habit.

Margarette (Henderson).—A blue flower of toler-

able form and good habit.

Jetty Treffz (Henderson).—A neat delicate lilac

flower, slightly edged with lavender, and small disc.

Habit and form excellent. The rich silky textm'C of

this flower makes it very interesting. A.

FLOWER GARDEN.—IN-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Conservatory.—Plants in bloom are now so numerous
that considerable discrimination wiU be necessary in
furnishing this house. Avoid crowding the plants ; by
every means, and by frequent re-arrangement of the
plants, endeavour to keep up the interest as much as

possible. Remove decaying plants directly they become
shabby, and attend scrupulously to cleanliness in every
part. Guai'd against insects by timely fmnigation, or

washing, and also against mildew upon plants subject

to it. Train creepers, and regulate the growth of those
plants gi-owing in the borders. Water copiously, both
at the roots and with the syringe ; and give the plants
occasionally a good soaking of liquid manure. Venti-
late fi'eely, both by night and day ; but avoid cold

draughts through the night. Some of the Camellias
will now have completed their growth, and, therefore,

may be removed to a shaded place in the open ah', as

may also Acacias, and other large plants growing in

pots or tubs.

Orangery.—Pursue the same general treatment as

last month, maintaining a brisk moist temperature,

and water copiously at the roots with liquid mamu-e.
Where young plants are gi-owiug fi-eely, stop the stoutest

of the young shoots to make them branch. Early
fruit will requu'c thinning, and where weakly ti'ees

have set, or are setting a heavy crop, it will be advisable

to give a slight thinning at once. Give a little night
air, but not too much for the present. A.

Orchid House.—Continue to pot and shift, according
to former directions, and you have nothing to fear but
that you will be able to compete with anybody, as

regards health and vigour, if not in size ; for that, wait
a little longer, and your object is achieved. Take
great care not to satm-ate the plants at the root in dull

weather, but keep a nice humid atmosphere, with a
temperature of about 70 to 80 degrees. Be very cautious

that the plants are not bmned by strong sunshine after

a few dull days, as is frequently the case ; rather shade
an horn" too early than a minute too late, and, at the

same time, give them just what Mr. Spencer objects to

give to his Vines, namely, a vapom- bath. The moist-

ure of the atmosphere is a matter too little attended to

by many who profess to grow this singularly interesting

tribe of plants ; but a moist atmosphere in the growing

season is the mainspring of success in the cultivation

of Orchids, and inattention to it must result in com-
parative failm-e. For the same reason, always avoid'

lofty houses ; for in such it is impossible to grow these

plants successfully.

Stove.—In this house all should be clean, and the

plants vigorous. Let there be no jumbling together ;

.

rather remove to pits or fr'ames, or throw away alto-

gether, anything ijiat tends to injiu'e a fine grown
specimen. These must all stand quite fi-ee ; and never

forget that twenty good plants, well selected and grown,

are far better than double that number of Ul managed
things. Let nothing be stinted for want of timely

shifting. Guai-d against Thiip and Red Spider among
young stock in the dung frames, and watch daily for

theu' appearance upon Echites, Dipladenias, Gardenias,

and Rondeletias, and carefully wash them off with a

very soft sponge. This must be persevered in to the

death. Give plenty of weak liquid maniu-e to all

strong-growing plants, as Clerodendrons, Hedychiums,

Alpinias, Aristoloehias, Stephanotis, AUamandas, and

aU similar fast-growing plants. Use the syringe freely,

but with cautious force, in this house, as a preventive

against insects. Should the Green-fly make its appear-

ance upon any particular plant, take it out, and wash
it clean off, in order to avoid, as far as is consistent,

the use of frimigation, which is a great annoyance both

to the plants and om-selves. J. G.

GREENHOUSE HARD-WOODED PLANTS.
Now that all danger fi-om frost is over, most of the

lai'ge specimens wUl do best placed out of doors in

rather a sheltered, shaded situation. A screen formed

of some fo-ee growing things, such as limes or privets,

answers the pm-pose weU. It is quite as important a

matter to have good summer quarters for plants as a

good house for them in winter. After standing them

=f^
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out for a week or two, shift any that require it. If the
weather should prove wet, tui-n them on their sides to

prevent the soil in the pots from hecoming satiu-ated.

This treatment applies only to the stronger growing and
more hardy sorts. Such things as Boronias, Croweas,
Chorozema Heuchmanni, &c., ought to remain in the
house. The young stock should also have the protection
of a pit or cold frame dmiug the day ; tilt the lights at

the side, and shade slightly in bright sunshine, water
early in the afternoon, and give a gentle sprinkling over-
head, then reduce the air to two or three inches at the
back of the frame, and allow it to remain on all night
unless it should be very cold. Examine the flower
heads of the different sorts of Kalosanthes, and should
they be iofested with green fly, apply some tobacco
water with a small brush and syringe, then, afterwards,
these plants shoidd be neatly tied before the bloom gets
too forward, as they are apt to break down with their

own weight. Most of the Epacris, and other early
flowering plants, should he already shifted and fit to
stand out of doors. Look carefully over them, and stop
any shoot that seems to be robbing its fellows. This
should be attended to, as stopping them after this month
often spoils the appearance of the plant. Crowea saUgna,
if started in heat early in spring, will bloom a month
sooner, if the extreme points of the shoots ai-e taken
out. Towards the end of the month many of the plants
that were first potted, will be ready for another shift.

If you wish to make very large plants of them, let it he
done forthwith

; but ifonly moderate sized specimens are
required, they will no doubt bloom better left as they are.

Aza/eas.—Here the directions given last monthmust
be attended to. Toimg plants of new kinds, that it may
be desirable to increase in size as miich as possible,

should be kept in the closest part of the house, and well
shaded, the large sj^ecimens require less shade. Give
them all a good syringing twice a day, and shut the
house up eaily in the afternoon with plenty of sun heat.

Camellias.—Some of the early flowering sorts wiU
now show their bloom-buds. If wanted in bloom early
they must stiU he kept warm, but reduce the syringing
in order to secm-e a drier atmosphere, for if kept too
moist it will induce a second growth, which generally
spoils the bloom. Prepare some strong turfy peat and
loam for potting them nest month, about three parts of
the former and one of the latter is the best soil for them.

Routine.—Attend to weeding and cleaning the plants,

whether in or out of doors, and loose no opportunity
for trj'ing, stopping, or otherwise regulating their

growth. Tm'n them roimd frequently and examine
them minutely for insects. Should red spider appear,
lay the plant on its side upon a mat, and syringe it

heavily ; forgreen fly or thrips, fumigate without delay';

but for scale Intrij the plants at once in some convenient
comer. J. F.

Heathery.— The early plants ai-e now in full splen-
dom-, amply repaying the attention they have required
through the winter. Attend cautiously to watering,
using weak liquid manure, especially to those plants
which have not been potted this season. Stop rude
and unnecessary growth in time, and search closely for

insects and mildew. Some of the early plants, which
have done blooming, may be removed to the open air.

Divest them of their flowers, and, where necessaiy,
cut them in to make them form fresh growth. Avoid
crowding the plants ; in fact, place them so as to allow
of a free and rminten-upted current of air on all sides.

Ventilate fi-eely, both by night and day; and place
plants intended for exhibition in the open air for three
or fom- hom-s daily, and you wUl then get the fuU
colour of the flowers.

Young stock in pots will now he growing vigorously.
Attend to stopping the shoots in time, and peg or tie

out the branches so as to form a bushy plant ; for upon
this fh'st process much of the fntiu'e success in forming
a fine specimen depends. Some of the free growing
kinds will require re-potting towards the end of the

month ; let them be attended to in time. J. F. C.

GREENHOUSE SOFT-WOODED PLANTS.
Pelargoniums.—As the season is now getting advanced

great care must be taken that the plants are not

allowed to get drj', water liberally so as to wet the

whole of the roots, but do not water any but those

which requii-e it, as one extreme is as had as the other,

particularly for the more delicate kinds. Keep aU
decaying leaves removed. Manure water may now be

given with great advantage when the plants are in a

fi-ee growing state, which will much invigorate them,

and make them throw up strong trusses. Strike cuttings

of the most esteemed kinds so as to secure strong plants

for the ensuing season. Put gauze or canvass inside the

sashes to keep the bees out. Ventilate freely, but do not

allow a current in the event of high winds.

Fancy Fclargoniums.—Do not water these so liberally

as the foregoing, or they wiU shank off. Be careful to

see that they are chy before watering ; weak liquid

manure may he beneficially given to these, two or

three times a week. See that no decaying leaves are

left in the middle of the plants, which collect damp, and
often cause the loss of a branch. Support with a few
sticks if not previously done. Eemove the flowers as

they decay which ynil add much to the appearance of

the plants. Place a few of the most esteemed kinds in

a pit or house where the bees can fertilize them for

seeds, and the result wiU be many showy and perhaps

new flowers next season.

Calceolarias.—As these are now coming into flower,

they must be earefuUy looked to. See that they are

free from insects, if not, fumigate and syringe to cleanse

them. Support the shoots with sticks
;

give a little

weak liquid manure occasionaUy ; and remove all de-

caying and small leaves that are near the sm-face of the

soil, to prevent their damping off.

Chrysanthemnms.—Now is a good time to commence
the i)ropagation of these useful autimm plants, and
cuttings of the leading shoots struck now in a gentle

hot-bed, and grown vigorously, "^ntU be formd to make
much more useful and handsome plants than those

worked at an earlier period. Plant out the old stools,

allowing sufficient room to admit of the branches being

layered into pots in the autumn, so as to provide com-
pact dwarf plants.

Cinerarias.—Select some of the best kinds and place

by themselves for seed, which must be carefidly looked

after. Sow some as soon as coUected in a cool frame or

house. Cover lightly and see that they do not get dry,

as they will be foimd to vegetate quickly. When up
give plenty of air so as to keep them dwarf. When
large enough prick off thinly into store pots, where they

may be allowed to remain until they are large enough to

pot off into separate pots. Plant such as are wanted for

stock in the open border, where they wUl throw up
suckers, which may be taken oft' and potted as soon as

large enough.

Fuchsias.—If not previously done, give these a final

shift into a good rich compost, support the branches with
sticks, higher than the plants, so that they may be tied

as they grow. Supply liberaUy with weak liqmd
maniu-e, and shade through the middle of the day when
the sun is powerful, syringe occasionaUy to keep the

plants clean, for on this much of your success depends.

Eotitine.—Prepare soils for autumn use, procure

stable manm-e, and when well worked, make a heap of

equal parts of it and good loam, when the whole will

I
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J-j ferment together. After it has been mixed tM^o months,
turn it, and add a little rotten cow-dnng in the process.

This with a little peat or leaf mould will he found a
good compost for most soft-wooded plants. H. E.

I

FLOWER-GARDEN.—OUT-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

The forms and figiires of our flower gardens, however
good the arrangement of the plants may be, are but veiy
imperfectly seen, as yet, thi'ough the effect of colour

;

indeed, the beds still wear a very incomplete appearance,
and wiU. continue to do so, until the individual plants,

which are distributed over the beds, are sufficiently

grown to meet one another, and pass through, and
intermingle with each other ; when there wiU be seen a
oneness of expression in the beds, and a harmony and
tranquillity conspicuous in the whole figure. This
effect will be all the more striking, as studied care has
been taken in the aiTangemeut of the plants and colours,

to sufficiently fix the attention on each bed of colour, so

that the eye may rest there, until it has determined
something of the coloiu", before it passes on to the next
mass in the figure. This is what may with propriety
be termed an intelligible arrangement of colours, because,
a knowledge of the parts necessary, leads us to an ac-

quaintance with the whole. On the other hand, if

variety has been inti'oduced into our fiower gardens, to

the neglect of expression, and those points of rest indis-

pensably necessary to all kinds of composition, as well
as flower-gardening, there will not be observed any
distinction worth mentioning among the pai-ts, but
rather a kind of sameness of feeling resulting from
looking at the whole. This is the work of small ai-tists

;

it is endless in variety, but ending in nothing. That
fullness and regularity, so essential to a beautiful effect

in our flower-gardens, is what haunts the anxious
gardener by day and by night, and, therefore, his mind
rests not imtil these effects are observed in the flower-

garden ; and hence the necessity of aU those means at

oiu' command, to perfect the forms and colom-s of the
masses. And, with a view to this, notice the relative

difference among your bedded plants, and treat them
accordingly. Some may require a partial shade in

bright simshine, and others, if exposed to cmTcnts of

cold di'y air. Verbenas in particulai', grow fast by this

treatment. Use water fi-om tanks and ponds exposed to

the sun, and apply it at night, and effectively too, rather

than often. Attend to stirring of the soil amongst
Calceolarias, and let the sticks be neat with which you
stake them, and also of a green colour, like that of the

leaves of the plant. Plants being light followers, we
may take advantage of this tendency, by pegging them
from the light, to cover the ground with lateral branches.

Verbenas, Ageratums, Petunias, and Anagallises may
be treated in this way. Plants interlacing the meshes
of basket-work, require continual attention, not only

as regards watering, but in training and directing their

shoots, so as to give a regular sm-face of flowers to the

sides of the baskets. If any vases are still unfilled,

contrast the colom' of the plant with the vase, and cover

the soil with some of the spreading Lobelias. Set out

Orange trees in their places, and water them at times

with liquid manrure. Keep all rambling, growing
creepers within due bounds. Eemove Stocks, China
Asters, Zinnias, and Marigolds to their appointed

places, and sow annuals for autiimn flowering.

Propagation.—Iberis saxatile should be increased

abundantly by cuttings, which ai-e readily rooted under
a hand-glass, placed in a rather shaded situation : it is

a beautififl plant for an edging, or distributing about

the groups on the grass, and may be cut like Box
edging. Aubretias, and many other spring flowering

plants, should be divided at this time, and planted in

the reserve garden. J. C.

Sose Garden.—This being the month that princi-

pally rewards the cultivator of Eoses, spare no pains at

the beginning of it to remove any bad shaped flower
buds ; regulate and tie up any weak growing shoots, or
clear away any insects, so that there may be no impedi-
ment to their bloom being as perfect as possible. Go
over them every morning while in bloom, and take off

all the faded flowers, and also the hips or seed vessels.

The Perpetuals, or autumn flowering kinds, as soon as

the bunch has expanded all its flowers, and begins to

fade, should be cut down to the most vertical eye,

which by this time wUl, in all probability, have made
a stai-t ; and, should the weather be diy, the surface of
the soil should be lightly stin-ed, the gxound satiu-ated

with manui-e water, or, where that caimot be had, some
guano should be scattered over the siu-faee after it is

stirred, and then any soft water may be applied ; the
strength of the guano will then be earned to the roots

with the water.

The frosts on the 2nd and 3rd of May have been very
injiuious to the young shoots in many situations

;

where that is the case, it will be well to encourage any
new shoots that may come from the main branches
dm-ing the siunmer, so that there may be as much
healthy wood as possible for another season.

Keep aU wild shoots cut off as soon as they make
their appearance, and keep the ground perfectly clear

of weeds andJitter.

During the blooming season, those who wish to add
to their rosetirms should visit the various collections

that are cifltivated for sale, so that they may make their

own choice ; but it wiU be well to ask, if the state any
particular variety is seen in, is its general character

;

as Eoses vary very much, paiticidarly some kinds.

Towards the end of the month many shoots will be
firm enough for budding, and many kinds will give no
better buds for working than those on the flowering

shoots, which must be taken before the flowers are

quite done, or the wood will adhere to the bark too

much to be separated readily. In selecting shoots to

take buds fi-om, take those that are of moderate size,

avoid the very strongest, clean off the thorns, and cut

the leaves off, leaving about half-an-inch of the petiole

to take hold of ; then with a shai-p knife take out the

bud, beginning about half-an-inch above the eye, and-

cut clean through, about half the thickness of the shoot,

bringing the knife out about the eighth of an inch

below the bud ; then, with the point of the knife, sepa-

rate the piece of wood left in from the bark, and divide

the small piece of wood that goes into the eye, without

loosening the part that is to remain, and lea'\ing suf-

ficient wood, that, when the bud is inserted, it may
touch the wood of the stock. Then with the point of

the knife (harag previously removed the thorns from
that part of the shoot where the bud is to be inserted)

open the bark of the stock, in the most convenient

part of the shoot, fi-om the stem towards the top in

a straight line, long enough to put in the bud, and
with the footstalk of the leaf that is left push the bud
down as close to the stem as possible, and -with a piece

of soft bass, or what is better, carpet worsted, tie it

in, leaving the eye so that it may be just seen, and leave

it to itself for three weeks or a month, when it. may be

loosened a Kttle. When the buds have been sent a

distance, or when, fi-om any other cause, they -wiU not

run—that is, the bark -will not part fi-om the wood
readily—they may be pared down as thin as possible,

and put in without taking the wood out; but they

make much the neatest plants when the wood is taken

out. Look after the growing shoots of last year's bud-
ding as they wiU want fi-equently tying. H. M'M.

Arboretum and Shrubbery.—Here, for the present,

the work will be principally routine. Attend to water-

ing, staking, and mulching newly planted ta-ees, re-

membering that a good soaking, so as to wet the soil

(MW^~-
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thoroughly, is better than constant -waterings. As the
j

Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and other American plants go
out of hloora, diTest them of their seed vessels, and if

necessary, give a good soaking of manure-Tvater ; that

prepared ii'om co-w-dung is the best, especially upon hot
soils. If no other material for mulching can be pro-

COTed, short grass placed over the borders, or around

single specimens, wiU answer perfectly. J. C. E.

Carnations and Pieotcos.—These, as they advance
should be tied to the stakes, reducing the number of

shoots according to the strength of the plant, regarding

as well the stock you possess of each particular sort.

Shoiild any symptoms of green-fly appear, the plants

should at once be fumigated. Weak manure-water
may, with advantage, be applied once a-week.

DaJiUns, planted the end of last month, should be
encouraged into good growth, by watering them over-

head of an evening with clear soft water, stirring the

soU often, or much of the benefit derived from the

watering is lost. A fm'ther supply may stUl be planted,

with every probable chance of blooming well for the late

exhibitions. Attend regularly to the tj'ing, and search

diligently of an evening for slugs, and early in the

morning for the earwigs ; hearing in mind that they
cannot be too closely looked after, even though they
may appear to be doing no mischief just now,

SoUyhocJcs.—Strong plants of these should now be
thinned of their flowering spikes, if wanted for exhi-

bition, leaving only one or two on each plant. The
weaker growing ones should be encom-aged by .stirring

the soil about them, and with an application of liquid

manure. Seedlings that were raised in heat in April,

and hardened off, may now be planted two feet apart.

Tansies struck from cuttings in AprO. and May will

produce fine blooms, if planted in a shady situation, or

potted into six-inch pots, and shaded, as the state of the

weather may require. Examine the seed beds, and
take cuttings from those of great promise, throwing
away the inferior ones, as a preventive of any good
flowers being injured that it may be desii'able to seed

from. Attend to watering, propagating, shading, &c.

Pinks.—Presuming these have been tied up, and the

shoots thinned to two or three on each plant, as recom-
mended last month, these shoots should now be dis-

budded, learing only one on each stem, if tine blooms
are a desideratum. The pods niust be tied, to prevent
splitting. Pipings may now be made, and struck under
hand-lights. Water, and shade fiom the sun.

Pltloxes.— The advancing shoots should now be
secured to stakes, to prevent the action of the wind
damaging them ; the soil frequently stirred, and not
allowed to suffer for want of water. The varieties of

P. Drummondii may now be planted out, carefully

guarding against the attacks of shigs, &c., to which
they are very subject.

Banunculuses.—As these begin to show colour, the
awning by which they are to be shaded should be placed
over them. Where nothing of this sort has been pro-
vided, a few sticks hooped over the beds, and mats
thrown' on the sunny side for a few houi-s each day,
wUl be of great service in prolonging their beauty,
which, when left to their fate, is of very short dm'ation.

Attend to the watering, but discontinue as they show
symptoms of decline, and take up as soon as perfectly

faded, as a few hours' rain at that period often excites

them into fresh action, which tends to injiu-e the roots

for the succeeding year.

Tulips.—Previous to the declining beauty of these
see that the names are correct, and the places in which
they are to be stored coiTespoud. The covering shoidd
be taken away a few weeks before the bulbs are taken

m^^'-

up, which wiU give air and light, and hasten the ripen-

ing. Where seed is not required, the heads should be

broken off to give sti'cngth to the bulb. T. B.

FRUIT-GARDEN.—IN-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Fruiting Pines.—The continuance of frosty nights

and cloudy cold days, producing a temperatm'e many
degrees below the average for the season, will render fires

in this department still necessary. Some of the early

fruit will now be ripening, allow them aliberal admission

of air, and expose them entirely to the light ; the perfect

colom-ing, and consequent high flavour- of Pines, is much
improved by a considerable exposure to light, and air,

particularly after indications of changing colour are

perceptible. Fruit stiU swelling wiU require watering,

once or twice weekly ; and to be kept in a moist grow-

ing atmosphere. Kemove all successional growths of

suckers, and see that each fruit is kept in an erect

position.

Plants which have been kept back for the autumn
supply, should now be induced to fruit, and as they have
now completed their first growth, they will generally do

this without much trouble. Those which appear back-

ward in fi-uiting may be kept dry for a short time ;
this,

and fully exposing them to the light, will in most cases

make them fruit. After the fridt is perceptible those re-

quu-ing fresh pots should have a shift, ,and at once be

placed where they are to ripen their fruit, which from this

crop mayalwaysbeexpectedtobefine. The most suitable

kinds for autumn and winter use are the two varieties

of Cayenne, Black Jamaica, and a few Queens. When
ripe fruit is required next April and May a portion of

the stock should now be selected, and receive their final

shift. As pines ripening early I may name The Old

Queen, Prickly Cayenne (very good), and the Black

Antigua. This batch -will require growing on through

August; and then if kept comparatively dry, with plenty

of air, tOl towards the end of October, they may be ex-

pected to show fi-uit before the new year- by giving them
a gentle increase ofheat in November, and will come into

use when Pines are more than usually valuable.

Succession House.—All succession plants requiring

fresh pots should now have them. When replunging,

allow sirfficient room for the leaves to spread horizon-

tally, and place them as near the glass as possible.

Pines gro-wn on the open bed, or Meudon system, wUl
merely require attention to watering and the regulation

of air, provided the bottom heat is steady. This simple

and natural mode of cultivation should be put in practice

whenever it is possible to do so. Weak manure water

may be given to all the stock once a week or fortnight.

Vinery.—After the crop from the first house is

gathered, bestow a little extra trouble on the foliage,

and endeavoxu- to keep the leaves gi-een for two or thi-ee

months to come. To manage this, considerable care is

necessary, as it is by no means desirable that a fresh

growth should take place ; but, by gentle watering to

the borders, the use of the syringe, to keep do-wn spiders,

and allowing plenty of air at all times, the leaves may
be kept in a state sirfficiently healthy to replenish the

system with a large stock of organized matter, which
will be found of the utmost importance to next season's

crop. By these means, -vines may be forced early for

a long succession of years, without much diminution of

their energy taking place. Keep those houses dry and

cool where the fruit is ripe. Successional houses -will re-

quire attention according to their several stages ; look at

om- former directions. Mind this cold weather all Vines

win be benefited by fii-e heat when in bloom, and Mus-
cats, Sweetwaters, and some other shy setters, must have
a temperatm-e of not less than seventy degrees to set

their fruit with certainty. When Vines, recently planted

I
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and not yet in a bearing state, are in progress, pay par- I

ticular attention to theii' leaves, and allow them for the
present to make all the growth they can. "Water inside

borders. Vines training in pots for next season's fruiting

will want daily attention; stop them when they are

two or three feet longer than the length you require for

fi-uiting, stop the laterals, and allow the principal leaves

full exposm-o to the light. If the pots are full of roots

allow them manure water once or twice a week.

J. S.

Fii/s.—As soon as the first crop of ft-uit is cleared

off, pay particular attention to the second crop, which
may be lost at this stage by neglect. Give the borders

a good watering, and to those in pots give plenty of

licjuid manure. Syringe the foliage freely to keep
doAvn the red spider, and maintain a moist atmosphere.
Give plenty of air dm-ing the eaiiy part of the day,

always shutting up early in the afternoon, and well
wetting the borders, floors, &c. See that too many
fruit are not left on for a second crop, and that the
branches are not too crowded.

Fcachcs.—When the frait is all taken off, the prin-

cipal point to be attended to is the ripening of the wood
—a very important one, as on it depends, in a great

measm-e, the success or failui-e of the next season's crop
of fruit. Not a single shoot more than will be required
at the winter training should be retained ; and the

trees should be well washed with a syi'inge or engine
to cleanse ihe leaves from any filth, that may have
collected on them during the ripening of the fruit.

The ripening of the wood will entirely depend on the
healthiness of the leaves, and on their duly and pro-
perly performing theii- functions. "Whatever, there-

fore, tends to impede the free action of leaves, tends
also to diminish the ripening of the wood. It thus
becomes of the utmost importance to keep the leaves

in a healthy condition up to the time of their natural
decay. Keep a moist atmosphere in houses where fruit

is swelling ; water freely
;
give air early, and abim-

dantly in the forenoon ; shut up early in the afternoon,
syringing the trees at the same time, and well wetting
the borders.

Strmvherries.—I have sometimes got a good crop of
very late fruit, by planting out in a south border those
plants which were forced very early. Those who wish
for good plants for early forcing next season, should lay,

in smaU pots, the fii'st runners that can be had. M. S.

Cucumhi- Souse.—As the weather contiuues cold
and unkind, you must not relax in due attention to

the heat, air, and moisture. This is likely to prove an
expensive spring in the forcing department. I am
consuming as much firing at the present time, and have
been, for the last fortnight, as I did in February, and it

is difficult, with such continued fire-heat, to keep free

from insects. Abundance of water sprinkled in eveiy
part of the ho\ise frequently, and a rather low night
temperatm-e, is the only preventive, coupled with
healthy development of the plants. If any new kinds
of Cucumbers are to be tried, with a view to the saving
of seed, they must now be attended to, or there wUl
not be time to give them a fair trial. Pay strict atten-
tion, at least twice a week, to regulating the plants,

and whenever there is a leaf that shows signs of bad
health, remove it, as decaying leaves form the best har-
bour for vermin.

Dmiff Beds.—All previous directions must be attend-
ed to ; keep the linings well made up, to keep a sweet
growing heat. Earth up, and peg out the shoots of
grooving plants. Surface old beds with fi-esh soil, for
the double pui-pose of cleanliness, and to imigorate the
old plants that have long been bearing fi-uit. In old
beds that have been worked for some time with hot
linings of dung, a good soaking with tepid water round

269 W"

ithe back and front of the frame, wiU be a means of

preventing the soil and dimg becoming di-y and burnt.

Avoid over cropping, and keep the plants thin of foliage.

The plants on the ridges will not require much atten-

tion at present, except for air and water. If the nights

are cold, a covering of mats will be of service.

Melons.—Previous directions must be attended to.

Keep the plants thin, give abundance of aii' on fine

days, earth up growing crops as they advance, do not

stop the plants, until they reach the sides of the pit or

frame, for the less the plants are mutilated in their first

stage of growth, the better, as they are at all times

liable to canker. "When the fruit is set, and swelling,

give liberal waterings with tepid water, but at all times

avoid, as much as possible, wettmg that part of the stem
near the seed leaves, where the shoots branch from, and
if any canker appears, carefully scrape the loose part

off with a knife, and apply hot lime to the wound, which
wUl assist ia drying it up. If the plants are in a

healthy condition, after the fruit is cut, by applying

fresh linings, and soaking the beds with water they will

start afresh into growth, and soon set another crop of

fruit ; although not so fine as the first, it wiU be

very serviceable when ripe. There is yet plenty of

time to seeiure a fine crop of any of the most esteemed

varieties of Melons, by sowing at the present time,

where there is materials and convenience. I have cut

excellent Melons in a hot water pit in October and
November, by sowing in the middle of Jiuie, and grow-

ing them upon brush-wood, such as old pea stakes &c.,

so as to keep the stems dry. W. T.

FRUIT-GARDEN.—OUT-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Feach and Nectarine.—Continue to pay attention to

stopping and laying in the shoots. Shoiild any of

the leading shoots appear to be growing too -vigorously,

stop them as soon as you perceive it, they wUl then

throw out laterals. If this operation is not performed

early in the season, the shoots do not get properly

ripened. Partially thin the fruit if set too thickly,

before stoning ; the final thinning should be left until

after this process has taken place. "Water and mulch

newly planted trees if not done before, and all the ti'ees

should occasionally have a good washing with the

engine, using only clear soft water ; unless red spider

or green fly makes its appearance, when a little sulphur

may be used with the water to destroy the former, and

a little tobacco-water for the latter, In watering the

roots of the trees let it be done liberally, so that it does

not require doing frequently, and at the same time lay

litter of some land, or lawn grass will do, to prevent

evaporation, for when this takes place to any extent, it

produces a degree of cold to the roots, which is prejudi-

cial to them.

Apricots.—Finally thin the fruit when the process

of stoning has taken place. Stop vigorous shoots to

cause them to throw out laterals, which wiU be of more

moderate gro^vth. See that the trees do not want for

water when the fruit is swelling off. The observations

made above as regards watering, hold good in aU cases,

whether for fruit-trees or vegetables.

Cherry.—Net the trees as the fruit progresses to-

wards ripening ; but before doing so, it is necessary to

go carefully over them, and stop and lay in all the

shoots that require it. Shoidd the trees be attacked by
black fly, either cut off the ends of the shoots if very

bad, or dip them intobacco-water. It is generally only

the ends of the shoots that are attacked.

Tig.—Stop the shoots as recommended last month.

Lay in the leaders, and those shoots that are required for

fining up. Watering the roots with soap-suds will

be found to greatly benefit the tree and fruit.

h.
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Apple and Pear.—Those fruit-trees, either espalier,

wall, or pyramidal, must have due attention paid to

them in stopping, to produce well ordered and prolifie

trees. If the fruit sets too tliickly, divest the tree of a

portion of it.

Plum.—Stopping and nailing in the shoots that are

required, must still be persevered in.

Vine.— Pay due attention to stopping and nail-

ing the shoots to the wall. As the Vine is generally

groT\Ti, it is scarcely worth the space it occupies, but by
careful attention it may in most seasons be ripened
sufficiently for the dessert.

Strawberry.—To grow this fruit to perfection, it is

an essential point to keep the root moist while it is

swelling. When the plants are watered give them a
most liberal supply, and, if not yet done, mulch with
long grass, straw, or long litter of some kind, but not
with the mowings of the lawn, for reasons before stated.

This mulching will prevent the rapid evaporation which
would otherwise take place, and also serves to keep the
fruit clean. To accelerate the ripening of a portion of
the fruit for early use, lay pieces of slate under some of

the best fruit. Roberts' tiles are no doubt very useful,

hut from their lighter colour, and then- greater porosity,

they do not attract or absorb heat to the extent that

slates do. Pinch off all flowers that may appear on the
Alpines this month. This being a fruit that requires

careful packing, if to be sent any distance, it may
be useful to some of oiu" readers to describe my
mode of doing so. I have small baskets with
lids made of a sufficient length to fit ki the width
of a large hamper; the width of the baskets are

about sis inches, and the depth about four- inches. In
the first place I put a few of the young tender leaves of

the Strawberry at the bottom of the basket, I then veiy
earefuUy fiU up the basket with fruit and leaves, putting
in a few of the latter occasionally, not putting them in
layers, but intermixing them with the fruit ; when the
basket is sufficiently full, I put a few leaves on the top
of the fi-uit, and tie the lid do-n-n securely ; I then place
them one on the top of the other in a large hamper. It

is particularly necessary that the fruit in a bruised or
over-ripe condition shoidd be excluded. Somejudgment
is required in packing, which can only be gained by
experience. H. C. 0.

KITCHEN GAEDEJST.

The main crops of all the various kinds of vegetables
ha'^dng been sown, the principal work now wiU be to

thin them in time, making good aU vacancies; to

guard against then- suffering from insects, and to keep
hoeing among them so as to promote healthy and vigor-
ous growth. Prick out in nursery beds all the various
kinds of Brocoli, Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, Borecole,

Cauliflower, and the liie, also Celery, and such other
plants as requu'c that treatment. Plant out immedi-
ately the first crop of Celery in well manui-ed trenches;
and a good breadth towards the end of the month.
Plant Lettuce, and other salad plants between, also

Spinach for summer use. Sow Lettuce, Endive,
Radishes, and other salad plants, twice in the month

;

also Cauliflower and Cape Brocoli for succession, and a
good breadth of Chappel's Colewort for early •ndnteruse.

Turnips of the stone land may also be sown about every
fortnight, and where young Onions are much used,

another bed must now be got in. Sow, likewise, suc-

cessional crops of Peas, Beans, French Beans, and
Scarlet Runners. "Water with manure water, mulch
those crops already sown, with short grass, if manm'e
cannot be spared, and sprinkle them with soot to keep
insects, &c., from preying upon them. Plant a good
successional crop of Cauliflowers in deeply ti'cnehed and
richly manm-ed ground ; and clear, manure, trench, and

plant out all the various kinds of Brassicae as soon as

the plants are large enough. Herbs, such as Marjoram,
Basil, &c., must be attended to. Train and stop the
Tomatoes as they require it, giving them occasionally a
good soaking of manure water. Spawn the Mushi-oom
bed last made as soon as ready, and prepare dung for

another bed. Recollect the old saying about sowing
thick and thinning early, but never mind about cui-rying

favour from the cook, rather endeavom- to place that
functionary, hors do combat, by pro-adding a plentiful sup-
ply of everything. Look to former dii'ectious, and see

that you have not neglected anything. J. C. S.

WILD FLOWERS OF JUNE.
With the advent of the summer season, the number of

new flowers, and the quantity in which each ocem-s
increases day by day, a large proportion of those plants

coming into blossom in June, continuing to blow for

several months. The proper May flowers, wiE, many
of them, appear as June flowers this season, as all our
indigenous plants seem backward this year, at least, in

the neighbom-hood of London.
Of those to be particidarly looked for in June, the

following may be named : Ranuneulacece, most species

of PaniincHlus, Thalictrum, AqitiUgiu. PapaveraceEe,

Fumariacese, Cruciferse, CaryophyUacefe, Hyperioaceas,

Geraniaceaa, and most of the allied families. Many of

the Leguminoste and most of the Rosacea;. The species

of Sedtim and some of the Saxifrages. The tlmbelli-

ferie present many flowers this month, but become
more fit for botanical purposes later in the season,

when the fi'uits begin to ripen. The Monopetalous
families are, in general, later, but still a great many of

them contain early plants, particularly the PrimulaceEe,

with its species of Lijsimachia, Anarjallis Hottonia, and
others. The allies of the dead nettles, Lamium, Gali-

opsis StacJujs, together with AjxKja, and later. Salvia,

represent the Labiate family pretty fully ; while among
the BoragiuaceaB we have many species of Mtjosotis,

LitJwspermum, and, indeed, most of the genera. The
Orchidacea? and Liliaceas are now at their best ; and
the Grasses offer a wide field of observation to the
student, in the curious structure of their plain and un-
attractive looking blossom, which it behoves the botanist

to avail himself of, before the scythe leaves him but the
denizens of the hedge-rows and woods.

The general characteristics of the vegetation during
June, are those of a period of change ; the familiar

spring flowers, which in many cases still display them-
selves till the end of May, now begin to disappear

altogether, and while the number of plants really in

their prime in June, is perhaps small, the list of

flowers becomes very large, from the unfolding of so

many of those species which last through all the summer
months. Those who would reside in, or can visit the
chalk districts in June, shoidd lose no opportunity of

searching for the rare Orchidacese. But we woidd
suggest that it is not absolutely necessary to dig up the
roots of all those specimens where these are already

well described in books, for these plants are becoming
much more uncommon every year. This is, however,
undoubtedly more owing to the invasions of the Loudon
hawkers, than those of botanical collectors, for basket
loads of Orchis roots are earned about town for sale

every spring. We warn metropolitan botanists not to

encourage this species of free trade unless they are

willing to risk the extirpation of these interesting

plants from their botanizing grounds.

To all who love flowers, botanists though they may
not be, nothing can be more delightfid than to note the
rapid increase of gay colours and ciuious flowers per-

mitted to grow in lanes and hedge-rows during this

month, and writuig, as we do this, in the midst of the

dust and smoke of London, we have somewhat of a

feeling of eiiyj of those who live with the woods and
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fields about them, which we can but see and enjoy in

hui-ried exom'sious. A. H.

ANIMAL KINGDOM.
Ornithology.—June is a busy month with our

little featheiy friends, there is more work and less sing-

ing, their time is almost entirely employed in providing

for the wants of theii' infant families, and what a wide

and interesting field of observation there is here for

the inquiiing mind. From the mighty Eagle who rears

her young on the mountain top, to the little Swallow
that constructs her clay-built house in oiu' window
corners ; how varied are the forms and materials used

by birds in the construction of dwelling-places for their

young. To watch the erection of one of these little

houses is highly interesting ; to see how perseveringly

they work fi-om the laying of the first straw until the

placing of the last feather, when their home is readj' to

receive those little germs which, nm-tured by a mother's

breast, in due time bm-st into life. Poor helpless things,

how short would be their existence but for a mother's

care ; she appears to live for them alone, and would
freely sacrifice her own life for their safety. TVe were
ouce like her callous brood, poor, helpless things, depen-

dent on a mother's love, which, in after life, is often

but poorly repaid, more to om- shame, for the name of

mother should be to us as a holy word.

In the examination of the nests of birds, the most
careless observer cannot fail to be struck with the fact

that the generality of our resident bh'ds construct nests

considerably warmer than those, that are only summer
visitors. Take, for example, the nest of the house

Sparrow {Passer domestieus), and compare it with that

of the Black Cap {Ctirriica atricapilla), or Gai-den

Warbler ( Curnica hortcnsis') ; the former is a large mass
of straw, hay, paper, tlu-ead, and other miscellaneoiis

articles, and warmly lined with feathers ; the latter,

only a few rooty fibres, so spaiingly used that the eggs

may be seen through both the bottom and sides. This

is one of Nature's secrets ; here is a bird that resides

with us during the year constructing a nest, the heat of

which must bo like that of an oven, while the one that

flees from om' shores at the fii-st breath of winter, only

requii'es one of so frail a natui'c that it barely supports

the eggs. This is certainly a mystery, and one, with
aU our boasted knowledge, we are miable to solve.

Towards the end of the month, the gardener will be

rather annoj^ed by the frequent ATsits of various species

of bu'ds to all the smaller kinds of fruit that are just

begimring to ripen ; amongst the visitors will be foimd
the foUo^ving birds:—The Black Cap, White Throat
{Gurrtwa cineyea), Garden Warhlei', Lesser T^Tute

Throat {Curruca ffcirnila), and Eobin {Erythaca ruhe-

culd), who is the most dcsti-uctive of the whole, and of

so jealous a disposition that he attacks and drives every

bird awaythat attempts to invade his territory ; the vene-
ration in which he is generally held is his protection, and
the less guilty bird is often sacrificed for depredations

he has committed. Amongst the early cherries, the

Blackbird {Morula vulgaris)^ Starling {Stnrmts mdgctris')^

and Sparrow {Passer (?&y;^f5^^f^ts), are the most destruc-

tive, the two former carrying the fruit away whole, the

latter so disfiguring it as to render it useless ; these

depredations are at times rather considerable, but still

we say spare the depredators, for has not the Blackbird

cheered us with his song
; wo admire the Starling for

his sociability ; and is not the Spari'ow om' fellow-

lodger, dwelling with us imder the same roof. H. W.

Entomology.—This is the month in which the en-
tomologist will be sure to obtain the most abundant
supply of insects, more especially among the Beetles

{Coleoptera), and Butterflies and Moths {Zcpidoptera)

.

He will, therefore, now find the firllest employment,
either in the capture of the objects of his pm'suit or in

setting them, that is, in expanding their wings properly
and drying them for the cabinet. For the amateur, a
gauze bag, about half a yard long, and about a foot in
diameter at the mouth, lake a fisherman's landing-net,
only lighter, and with a long slender handle, is sufiicient

;

but the professed entomologist needs a regular net,

which is made like a bat fowUng-net, being a sheet of
gauze net about a yard wide and a yard and a half
long, with its long sides and top lapped round two
slender handles, each bent at an angle towards the
top. The bottom of the handles are held in the
hands with the net outspread, but as soon as the
insect is within reach the two sides are brought
together (ia the same way as we shut a book),
and the insect caught within the bag thus formed.
If delicate, and likely to die immediately, or to
rub itself to pieces before reaching home, the in-
sect must then be killed by a sharp pinch on the
breast, and a pin passed through the middle of the
back, and then transferred to the corked pocket col-
lecting-box

; but the better plan is to place each insect
in a separate box (pHl-boxes are the best things for
small ones), and not to kiU them till arriving at home,
when the fumes of a few lucifer matches will instantly,
and with the least amount of pain, put an end to their
existence. They are then pinned and laid out on thin
pieces of cork or setting boards, and their wings kept
properly extended whUst drying by means of thin tri-

angular braces of card. ^^Tien dry (and they must not
be removed nntU they are thoroughly so) the braces
may be removed, the wings wiU remain properly ex-
tended, and the specimens ai'e ready for the cabinet, the
ch-awers of which must be kept camphored, and must not
be made of cedar wood. Small insects are fixed with
gum arable upon slips of card. I have given these in-
structions in as short and condensed a manner as pos-
sible, knowing that many persons are deterred from
collecting from not knowing how to set about it effec-

tually, whilst hints like these will be sufficient to give
any one an idea of the modes adopted by entomologists
in forming and preparing their collections.

The period for collecting the fii-st brood of Cater-
pillars still continues, and now, from thegl•o^rth ofmany
of the insects, they, or at least their ravages upon om-
vegetable productions, become more e-iddent; now
the Apple, Damson, and other fruit trees arc devas-
tated by the Caterpillars of the Lackey Moth, which
live in large societies, fonning webs of large size on
the branches and twigs, inclosing therein a quantity of
leaves, upon which they subsist for a time, and then
passing to some other adjacent twig. K"ow the singular
twig-like Catei-piUar of the Sn-allow-tailed Moth is

found on the Apricot, surprising the imiiistructed by its

remarkable power.of muscle, enabling it to keep itself
rigidly outstretched at all kinds of angles for a gTcat
length of time, holding on to the tn-ig only by its hind
pau- of legs, and then, when danger is over, creeping away
\vith the oddest possible kind of movement, like a pan-
of animated compasse.?, whence this class of Catei-pillars
have been termed Geometers or Loopers. Now, also,

oirr CuiTant-bushes are devastated by the prettily-spotted
Looper Caterpillars of the Magpie Moth, a very good
plan for the collecting and destroying of which was some
time since published iu one of the daily jom-nals. " A
gardener at Glasgow has a mode of destroying Cater-
pillars which ho discovered by accident. Apiece of
woollen rag had been blown by the wind into a Cur-
rant-bush, and when taken out was found covered with
those leaf-destroying insects. He immediately placed
pieces of woollen cloth in every bush in his garden, and
found the next day that the Caterpillars had universally
taken to them for shelter. In this way he desti-oyed
many thousands every morning."

'The difl:erent species of Daddy Long-legs (Tipididce)
also make their appearance in the perfect state about

n.
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the end of the month, and as their larvce are amongst
the most rapacious of all the gardener's enemies, feeding,

as Black Grubs, upon the roots of his choicest plants,

and at the same time amongst the most diilicult to

destroy wlulst larvas, I would advise their destruction

as soon as ever they appear in the -n-ingcd state. In
large estabhshments it would well repay the outlay to

employ childi'en with gauze bag nets to collect and
desti-oy them.

Oui' selection of the June insects must be very con-
densed, and will include, as heretofore, only the more
remarkable and most injurious kinds, or those which
are most likely to fall under the obserration of ordinary
observers.

CoLEOPTERA. CAEABiii.a;, Cdlosoma si/cop/ianta.—On
oaks, feeding on Caterpillars. Very rare.

Cahsoma inquisitor.—On white thoni, also feeding
on Caterpillars.

Carditis violaceus.—In gardens, orchards, sand-pits,

&c. Very common.
Carahits lau'tensis.—Ditto.

Brachinus crepitmis (the Bombardier-beetle).—Under
stones.

Dyticidje a_xd HTDRopHiLiDiE. The species of

these two families of Water-beetles are now very abun-
dant.

BuPKESTiD.a;. Buprestis biguttatiis and viridis.—In
woods, on bireh, and hazel.

Elateeid.^. Elater pectinicornis^ rujipennis^ me-
tallims, hipustulatns, and many other species.—Inhedges
and woods. The larvLe of some of the species of this

family are known under the common name of Wire-
worms.

TELEPEOurDiE. Great numbers of species of Tele-

pliorus and Malthimis ilying about hedges, gardens, and
especially frequenting the flowers of umbelliferiB.

LAiiPTREDiE. Lampyris noctiluca (the Glow-worm).
—On banks, and at the foot of hedge-rows.

Malachius fttsciattis, ceneus, and other species.—On
grass, and in hedge-rows, and on umbelliferous flowers.

KiTLDTJi.LD.a:. Nitidtda boleti, ohsoleta, and other
species.—In decayed fungi.

Nitidula ohseura, marginata.—In di-y bones and dead
animals.

Ptlnid.^. Ftinus impericdis, and other species.

—

Inhedges.
Anohimn striatum, and other species.—In houses.

The larva3 kno'mi under the common name of the Death-
watch.

DEiotESTiDJE. Dc-miestcs muritius.—In dead ani-

mals, in woods.
HiSTEEro.!;. Sister imicolor, cadaverinus, 2-macu-

latvs, &c.—In ditto, and imder dung.
LA^iELLicoiorES. Jlelolontlia vulgaris (the Common

Cock-chaifer), and at the end of the month Melolontlia

solstitialis (the Small Cock-chaffer).—In gardens and
hedges.

Melolontha fullo (the Large-spotted Cock- chaffer).

—

On the south coast of England. Very rare.

Cctonia anrata (the Eose-chaffer).—In gardens.

LucANiD^TS. lucanus cerviis (the Stag-beetle).—In
lanes, and on old palings, flying in the twilight.

Ctjrctlionid.t;. Balaniiiiis mtciim.—On nut trees,

the larva is the 'WTiite Grub found in the hazel nut.

Fohjdrtisus argentatus,—On the oak.

Crgptorhynchiu lapathi.—On osiers. Many small

species of this and other genera of Weevils, found in

hedges and on various jjlants.

CEiocERiDiE. Crioceris asparagi (the Asparagus-

beetle).—On asparagus.

Crioceris merdigcra.—On the white lily.

LoKGicoRMES. Ccramhyx mosckatiis (the Musk-
beetle).—On trunks of willows.

Clytus arieiis.— On trunks of trees and umbelliferous
flowers

:

Callidiam bajulum.—On palings.

Xeptura elongata, and numerous other species.—On
flowers, especially mnbeUiferce.

Chrtsomelid^. Chrysomela mteUirus.—On willows.
Chrysomela graminis and marginata.—On heaths.

Clythra i-pimctata.—On oaks.

CocciNELLiDiE. Coccinella oeellata, li-piustulata, and
many other smaller species of Lady-birds.—In hedges
and on plants.

Hemiptera. Corens marginatus and rlioniboideus.—
In grassy places and hedges.

Capsus spissicornis, rufieollis, and a great number of

species of Plant Bugs.—On various species of plants.

Lepidoptera. Colias Sgale (the scarce Clouded
Yellow Butterfly).—In clover fleldi.

Fceris craUegi (the Black-veined White Butterfly).

—In woods.
Melitaia euplirosyne (the Pearl Bordered Fritillary)

.

—On heaths and waste gi-ound.

Me/ittea Cinxia (the Glanville FritiUary).— In
meadows.

Sipparchia hyperanthns (the Kinglet).—In woods
and fields.

Sipparchia pampliilus. — On heaths and gi'assy

places.

SipparcMa^geria (the SpeckledWood Butterfly).

—

At the borders of woods and fields.

Lycccna plilisas (the small common Copper Butterfly).
On grassy commons and lanes.

• Smcrinthiis popidi (the Poplar Hawk Moth).—On
trunks of poplars.

Beilephila elpenor ^he Elephant Hawk Moth).

—

In marshy places.

Sphinx ligustri (the Privet Hawk Moth).—In gar-

dens.

llacroglossa steUatarmn (the Humming-bird Hawk
Moth).—In gardens hovering over flowei-s.

Nigeria tipidiformis (the Currant Clear-wing).—On
currant bushes.

Trochilium apiforme (the Hornet Moth).—On trunks

of lime and poplar trees.

Zygwna JilipiendtdcB {ihe aoTmnOTi. Burnet Moth).—In
meadows.

Ino statices (the Green Forester).—Ditto.

Sepialus hiwudi (the Ghost Moth).—In churchyards

and lanes, hovering over gi-ass.

Cossiis lignijjerda (the Goat Moth).—On trunks of

willows. .

Stauropus fagi (the Lobster Moth).—On trunks of

trees.

Sammatophora bucejihala (the Buff tip Moth) .—On
trunks of trees and hedges of woods.

Callimorjihajacohem (the Cinnabar Moth).—In heathy
lanes, and gardens.

Triphcenaproimba (the large Yellow Underwing).

—

In grassy places, especially hay-fields.

Acronycta Fsi, tridens, and a great number of species

of Noctnidm,—On trunks of trees and palings.

Siston bettdariiis (the Peppered Moth) .—On palings.

Gcometra viridaria, rubiginata, galiata, and a gi'eat

number of GeometridcB, especially the species Imown
under the common name of Carpet Moths.—In gai'dens,

hedges, and skirts of woods.

Tortrix rosana (the Eose Tortrix).—In gardens.

Crambus xiratorum and many other species of Yeneer

Moths.—On grass.

Fterophorus petitadactglus (the White Plume Moth).

—On nettles and hedges.

Keuropteea. Most of the species of Dragon-flies

{Libellididai), and many species of Day-flies (Epheme-

ridai), are now foimd in the neighbom-hood of water.

Hymenoptera. The numerous species of Saw-flies

{Tmthredinida) and Sand-wasps {Sphcgidte, &c.), as

well as the pai'asitic Ichneumon flies {Ichneumonidce),

now abound. J. 0. W.
ft
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GESNERA MACRANTHA-PDRPUREA.

GESNERA MACRANTHA-PURPUREA.

Nat, Order, Gesnerace^b.

GEJfERic CnAuACTEU.

—

GQSTicx^, 2Iayt.--Cahjx wi\h the tube

adherent to the base of the ovary, the Umb tive-parted, almost

unequal. Corolla perigj-nous, tubular, tube with five depres-

sions at the base, limb rather two-lipped, the lower lip threc-

lobed. Slamciis inserted on the corolla, four, didynamous, in-

eluded, with the rudiment of a fifth ; anthers tAvo-cellcd, eoheriuir

into a dise, at lentrth separating. Occtrij adherent to the base of

the ealyx, surroimded by five glands, one-celled, with two pari-

etal, two-lobed placentas ; style simple ; stigiim capitate, ob-

scurely two-lobed. Capsule coriaceous, one-celled, two-valved,

T.alves bearing the seeds in the middle. Seeds nimierous, rather

club-shaped. Embryo orthotropous in the axis of fleshy albu-

men ; cotyledons short, obtuse ; radicle turned toward the hilumi

centrifugal.— (.E^Ht^^icAcr, Gen. Flant.)

Gesneilv nuLBOSA, Ker.—Pubescent-villose ; rhizome tuber-

ous ; stems herbaceous, erect, round ; leaves opposite and

ternate, petiolate-ovate, or obovate-elliptical, cordate at the

base serrato-crenate ; cymes many-flowered, pedunculate, or

few-flowered, and subsessile by suppression, arranged in a ter-

minal thyrse in the axils of the uppermost leaves ; ealyx shortly

five-toothed ; corolla cylindraceous swollen at the base constricted

above this, and inflated towards the sunmiit, the upper lip oblong,

straight, two-lobed, the lower shorter, throe-lobed, sub-recurved ;

filaments hairy, but glabrous at the bases and summits; style

pubescent
;
perigynous glands two, dorsal, obtuse.

G. MACr.ANTHA-puRPuEEA.—(^0/-^.)—Purplc -marl£ed, large-

Qowered Gesnera. Hybrid (or variety?). The large scarlet

flowers marked with purple in the tlu-oat.

BESCRIPTION.—A handsome herbaceous plaut, about twelve to eighteen inches high, with

large opposite leaves, and very showy flowers. Stem erect, and clothed especiallj-

in the upper part with a coloured pubescence. The leaves ovate-lanceolate, somewhat cordate,

large,—some as much as nine inches long, and six inches broad,—crenate, stalked, covered

with close, short, and rather stiff haii's. The inflorescence is compact and corjonbose, con-

sisting of groups of eleven or twelve flowers on short iiedicels in the axils of opposite ovate-

lanceolate, acute, sessile bracts, succeeding each other closely at the summit of the stem. The

pubescence, which also clothes the green calyces, has a pleasing effect from the long sUky

hairs of which it is composed being scarlet in half their length, and white in the rest. The

long tubular scarlet corolla is somewhat ventricose, two-lipped, the upper lip considerably

exceeding the somewhat reflexed lower lip ; of a soft and velvet-like texture, marked with

purple in the throat ; anthers coherent into a disc ; the style exserted.

HiSTOKT.—This plant is a hybrid, the origin of which is involved in some obscurity. It

is in the possession of Mr. Henderson, of Wellington Road, who has favoured us with the

foUowiug information respecting it :
—" An imkuowTa Gesnera, of dwarf habit and light scarlet

flowers, received from Mr. Low, was crossed with G. Cooperii, whence were jjroduced hybrids

which were called G. macrantha ; one of these was again crossed with another variety (name

not recorded), and the produce, exhibiting the purple marking in the throat, were called

G. macrantha-pm-pm-ea." G. bulbosa, to which G. Cooperii is now referred as a variety, is

an exceedingly variable species ; and possibl}' all the forms which have contributed to produce

the present plant were varieties of it, in which case it would not be a true hybrid, but a

crossed variety; and the name should run G. bulbosa, var. macrantha-piu-pm-ea.—A. H.

Culture.—All the jilants belonging to GesneracoEe are of easy cultivation. Our present

subject belongs to the tuberous section of the genus, and may be propagated either by division

of the tubers, by cuttings, or by seeds. The time to di's-ide the tubers is when they have made

shoots an inch long, the cut part being dressed with fresh Ume. Cuttings afford a better

mode, and require to be rooted in sand under a bell glass.

^^'^len you have strong plants, start them in January in a gentle heat, gradually increasing

the supply of water as the branches progress, and potting the plants when the shoots are about

two inches long. The best compost is tm-fy loam, peat, and leaf moidd, in about equal proportions,

to which some charred cow-dung in flaky pieces, and plenty of silver sand, must be added. After

potting, place the plants either in a dung pit or frame with a nice bottom heat, or in a warm corner

of the plant stove. As they progress in gro'W'th inure them to full exposure, so that when in

bloom they may be removed to the Conservatory or greenhouse. WTien the plants have done

flowering, begin gradually to decrease the supply of water, to bring them to a state of rest ; and

when the foliage has died off, keep the tubers quite dry until it is time to start into fresh growth.

By stai'ting a few plants every month, flowers may be had throughout the summer, and by cul-

tivating a collection, through the '^idnter also.— .4.

2j~ ~5^
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VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY.

figttolils ^.^{itisinlngii.

By AETHUE HENFEET, Esq., F.L.S., LEcmtEE, on Botany at St. George's Hospitai,.

THE ELEMENTAEY STEUCTUEE OF PLANTS.

LEAVING now the general physical laws wliicli influence the processes of vegetahle hfe, we will pass

to the examination of the structui-es of which plants are composed. It is necessary that we should

enter a little here into the minute microscopic anatomy of plants, because the various portions of their

construction are formed out of such a few simple elementary forms, and upon such a general plan, that

the office which any organ or distinct part of a vegetahle fulfils, depends much more upon the condi-

tion of its elementary structui-e than upon its form, or the position in which it is placed. For

example, the stem, in its natiu-al condition, produces wood in layers giving thickness to it ; hut when
parts of the stem are separated fi'om the main trunk hy which they are connected with the roots, they

will usually, under favoui'ahle cii'cumstances, produce new roots from these same parts which otherwise

develope woody layers ; again, in the generality of plants, the leaves are rightly regarded as the chief

organs of the respiration, but in such plants as the Cactus, where the leaves are represented by mere

dry spines, the surface of the stem takes upon itself the office of the leaves. This capability of adapta-

tion depends on the simplicity of the organization, or the fact that every part of the plant is built up of

collections of one and the same kind of elementary strnctui'e, vai'iously modified in their fully formed

condition, according to the purpose to which they are destined.

This word organ, perhaps, requires a little explanation, especially as it is applied to two classes of

structure. In the first place, it is applied to the parts of plants, which, by their completeness of form

and independence of habit, show themselves to be, to a certain extent, separate individual members of

a collective whole ; thus the stem is one organ, the leaves are all separate organs, and so on. Again,

when these are examined microscopically, they are found to be built up of separate and complete parts

having a detinite form and constitution ; thus the spongy, succulent parts of all vegetable textui'es are

built up of cells, that is, of little membranous vesicles or bladders, each one forming hy itself a closed

bag, enclosing its own peculiar proportion and kind of contents ; these httle sacs are what we mean
by elementary organs, the simplest form of the living structm-e, in the furthest state of division to

which it can he carried without destroying its character as part of a living object. It is on this peculiarity

of the constitution of the textures of living creatures, that the conti'ast is founded between the organic

and the inorganic, or mineral creation, since in the latter all parts of the mass of substances are com-

posed of material in a condition devoid of especial form, and capable of being divided as far as our in-

sti'uments will allow us to carrj' the operation, and yet each particle mU retain all the characteristics

(except the magnitude) of the entu-e mass ; in organic structures, on the contrary, forming vegetable

and animal bodies, if we divide the elementary organs into pai'ts we at once destroy their pecuhar

vital characters, and render them indistinguishable by any other means than that applied to mineral

substances, namely, chemical analysis.

All vegetable structures consist, in their earUest condition, of collections of membranous cells, as-

sembled together in various ways and of vai'ious forms ; and it is only in a later stage of growth that

these undergo changes which fit them to form part of the fii-m and solid portions, such as the woody
substance of the stems and roots, therefore we will examine this simplest condition of the vegetable

tissues first.

If we make a very thin slice of such a soft, spongy part of a plant as the young pith, for instance,

of the elder, and examine this by the microscope, we find it to be made up of vast numbers of little

globular cells, formed of very deUcate membrane ; and as these, fi'om their shape, can only touch one

another at certain points, lying in contact like a num-

ber of cannon balls piled together, they afford us a

good opportunity of seeing the independent, complete

condition of these little elementary organs. In the

young stages of the pith they are filled with hquid

and solid matters, consisting of the substances which

have been received into the plant to noui-ish it, and

which undergo in such cells the chemical changes

that give rise to the various properties of the sap.

These contents of the cells must be left out of view

for the present, until the various forms of the tissue

In a thin slice of a leaf, in hlie manner, we find that tlig spongy substance, com-

Fig. \.

to show the cells

%
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Slice of hexagonal cellular

tissue magnified.

Fig. 4.

posing the chief part of the thickness, is formed of cells either round, oval, or of irregular shapes, (Fig.

1. d, e,f,) only toucliing at certain points, and thus leaving ititercellidarpassages heUveen them. Such
is the condition of cellular tissue in all the more soft and succulent parts of plants.

In other regions where somewhat greater strength is necessary, we find the cells of other forms,

„j^ ,,
either square or oblong, so that they can be built up
together like the stones or bricks of a wall, without

leaving interspaces ; or, as is often the case, of a twelve-

sided figui'c, like the cells of a

honeycomb, wliich also admits

of their being packed together
Magnified portions of cemdar tissue. without interspaces, and is the

form which globular bodies assume when squeezed together in a confined

space. The square or oblong form is very common in the firmer cellular

textm-es, such as cork and other structm-es forming the rind or bark, and

intended to protect more delicate textiu'es beneath them (Fig. 2). The
twelve -sided form is more frequently met with in internal parts which have

enlarged by the growth or swelling of the cells after they have become

enclosed bj' fii-mer structures, the change from the globular to the angular

form resulting from the mutual pressure (Fig. 3).

A third form of the cell is produced when the young- cell grows in such

a manner that it becomes elongated into a long tube closed at both ends, and where this growth takes

place so that the tubes taper to a point at each end, they become interlaced with each other, and form

a very much tougher texture than where the cells come in contact by flat sides and ends (see

Fig. 4, where the cells are magnified). This form is met with in almost all woody structures,

and in all then- fibrous or stringy textures, as in the bass or liber of the bark, in the ribs of the

leaves, &c.

The foregoing forms are all composed of delicate membrane in the fii-st instance, and

the cells of globular or irregular form do not usually alter much subsequently ; but the square

and oblong forms, which serve for the construction of the firmer cellular textures, and the

elongated tapering cells of the woody tissues, begin very early to receive new laj'ers all over

their internal surface to thicken and strengthen them. These layers of thickening may be

compared with coats of paint applied in the inside of any hollow body ; they are deposited

from the fluids contained inside the cells, and in proportion as they are successively pro-

duced, the walls of the cells, as they are called, grow thicker, while the ca\'ity is gradually

encroached upon and diminished. This deposition of new
layers goes on to such an extent in some cases, that the

cavity becomes almost filled up, and we see this very re-

markably in sections of the heart-wood of the more solid

kinds of trees, but especially in the sohd woody substance of the

stones or shells of many fruits (Fig. 5, a, 5,). But it is evident that

as the walls are tliickened they become less readily permeable by the

fluids bringing new materials for the growth ; accordingly we find a

beautiful provision to obviate this difficulty. When the first layer

of thickening is applied to the original membrane, a number of

little points are left uncovered, and the successive layers as they

are deposited one upon the other, always leave these points clear

;

thus when the walls have acquired even very great thicloiess,

passages exist leading out at these uncovered points to the original

membrane, so that fluids can readily penetrate into the interior, and

fllter through from one cell to another.

This is the condition of the elementary organs in most of the

firm and solid parts of plants ; but there are many circumstances

in which a greater lightness or more elasticity is requisite, in those

structures which are to give the necessary strength. This is efiected by a peculiar mode of develop-

ment of the thickening substance applied upon the internal sui'face of the cells. Instead of extending

all over the surface, it may be deposited upon certain lines extending round the walls, and the most

frequent form is that of a spiral line running round and round the wall from one end of the cell to the

other. The thickening matter laid down upon this line then presents itself as a spiral ridge project-

Magnified slices from the stones of the

Plum and Pear, showing the greatly

thickened walls of the cells; the

shaded portions are the cavities.
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iug into the interior, and if it were separated from the membrane on which it is formed, it would be

a spiral thi-ead or fibre coiled like a bell-spring, or, if the turns were farther apart, like a corkscrew.

This mode of strengthening the interior evidently combines hghtness and strength, and, when the fibre

is a complete spii-al, gives great elasticity ; in fact, a long cell -svith a sjiu-al fibre of this kind, is exactly

represented by a piece of the old-fashioned kind of elastic tubing, made before caoutchouc was
employed, consisting of a spiral coil of wii'e covered ^vith leather or some similar substance. We
meet with cells strengthened by spiral bands, by rings also, as if the tm-ns of the spii-al Tii;. 7.

had been broken up and separated, and in older cells we often see the turns of the

spiral, or the rings, connected by new cross pieces running lengthways, so as to give the

cell the appearance of having a kind of network in the interior. Elongated membranous
cells, with a delicate spu-al thi-ead, occur most abundantly as strengthen-

ing parts of dehcate flexible organs ; thus they are abimdant in the ribs

or veins of leaves, and in the leaf-stalks ; they form, almost entii'ely, the

veins of the colom'cd petals, and the ribs strengthening the other parts

of the flowers, and in almost all stems we find a layer of them inclosing

the pith, having been the first layer of strengthening textm-e formed

in the region of the wood, while the summit of the stem was young

and tender. These spiral-fibrous cells are commonly called sjnral vessels,

as they were formerly supposed to be air-vessels, ft'om their resemblance

in sti'ucture to the air-tubes of insects ; but they are, in reality, only a

form of the cellular tissue— the most delicate and elastic kind of

strengthening structui'C, and have nothing to do with the resphation

or nutrition (Figs. 6, 7).

The spiral layer is sometimes very much thicker than in the situa-

tions just mentioned. The wood of the Cactus tribe is cliiefly composed

of cells in which the thickening layers are deposited spii-ally, and to

such an extent, that the sphe becomes a riband, instead of a fibre,

apphed edgeways to the cell-wall, so as to resemble a spiral well stah--

ease in the inside of a column or tower.

The ringed cells, and those exhibiting the reticulations, sometimes

occur singly, like the elongated sphal-fibrous cells known as spu'al vessels ; and all these kinds may
be readily examined in the " strmgs " of rhubai-b, which are the veins, or ribs, of the leaf-stalk, and

can he very easily detached for microscopic examination in pieces of rhubarb which have been softened

by cooking. Sometimes more than one spu-al thread is formed in one cell ; they then all rmi in the

same du-ection, side by side.

These are the most important anatomical characters of the simple cells, and are retained when the

cells enter into the composition of the more complex arrangements, which we shall next arrive at.

Fig. 6.—The upper ends of t^vo

spii-al fibrou.s cells, (or sj}iral

vessels,) "with the fibres partly

imi'oUed.

Fig. 7,—Portions of annular fibrous

cells.

NOTES ON DECORATR^ GARDENING.—Foxtntains.

By H. NOEL HUMPHREYS, Esq.

fHE most highly wrought effects produced in garden architecture have been those efiected by

means of fountains ; of this, the well-known gardenesque water-works of Versailles and St. Cloud

are sufficient evidence.

Su- Uvedale Price says:—"With respect to fomitains and statues, as they are among the most

refined of all garden ornaments, so are they the most liable to be inti'oduced with impropriety. The

efiect, however, (especially that of water mixed with sculptm-e,) is of the most brilliant kind." Some

have asserted, that fountains are unnattu'al ; but natm'al Jets d'eau, though rare, do exist, and are

among the most surprising exhibitions of nature, which, in Iceland, and other volcanic regions, have

struck the traveller with wonder.

But though we find natural fountains in the wildest scenes of nature, it is not, however, necessary, in

making artistic use of a natui'al law that produces a. Jet d'eau, to smTound the artificial jet -nith the

circumstances that sm-round it in natm-e, any more than it is necessary that the architect, in building

with stone, should imitate in his work the rude form of the quany fi-om which it was taken. On
the contrary, as fountains produce the best effect near buildings, and in combination with statuary,

I
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No. 1.—NATUIiAL JET P'EAtT,

arcliitects and sculptors, like Bernini, says Sir U. Price, would not think of inquiring what were the i->

precise forms of natural water-spouts ; but knowing that water forced into the air must necessarily

assume a great variety of beautiful effects, which, added to its native clearness and brilliancy, would
admirably accord with the forms and coloiu-s of statues and architecture, would use it accordingly.

Nature and art are more closely allied than appears at a first glance ; for all art is founded upon
the development of some natural law, which Shakespeare perceived when he makes Polixenes, in the
" Winter's Tale," say,

" This is an art

Which does mend nature—change it rather ; hut

The art is nature^s self."

Under ordinary circumstances, the scenic featm-es that sm-round garden fountains are such that

the impression one receives on seeing water forced into the air is, that art has been employed to

produce the effect. There-

fore, while still water finds — _
its more appropriate loc-

- ^—

~

ality in the lower portion

of the grounds, fountains

may be more properly

placed in the higher levels

of a garden, as their evi-

dently artificial character

seems to find its appropri-

ate situation in a position

where water would be

highly desirable and or-

namental, but where it

could only be brought by

scientific and artistic

means. Here, then, the

display of art, even to a

degree of ostentation, be-

comes legitimate; and foun-

tains, of elaborate charac-

ter and complicated architectural design, find their most imposing station at the extremities, or

centres, of elevated terraces, and places of similar character, where the gai'denesque, and semi-archi-

tectural character of the surrounding scene, is all in artistic harmony with them.

Very few good fountains have been as yet constructed in England ; the two in Trafalgar Square

—

which our national Charivari (Punch) very aptly and cleverly compared to " Uoo saucers surmmtntecl

hy a bottle of ginr/er heer"—being signal failures; and the one recently erected at Brighton, though on

a more ambitious scale, almost equally unsuccessful. Into the region of " art," in the treatment of

fountains, we have not yet penetrated; but in sunpler forms of fountains—that of a simple jet issuing

at once from the level of the main water—greater success has been attained, as mere " dimension " is

the great quality in this unadorned natural effect. The scale is, in fact, everything ; and so far, the

jet at Chatsworth is highly successful—indeed, magnificent ; but all the other attempts at fountain-

work, all the minor squirtings, including the too celebrated " water-tree," are beneath notice ; and

still more worthless, in point of art, are all the fantastic failures called fountains at Alton Towers.

Modern Italy is the classic land of fountains. Long before Le Notre and his cotemporaries and

collahorateurs constructed the celebrated water-works of Versailles, the magnificent fountains of the

Villa d'Este, and those of the Villa Aldobrandini, were well known and justly celebrated works,

especially the building called the " Saloon of the Winds," where water is made to produce rushing

sounds characteristic of the four- vrinds, the personifying deities of which form sculptural groups,

among which the play of waters has a very grand effect. StUl more elaborate is the work of Giacomo

della Porta, the celebrated Mount Par?iassus, with the deities playing on different musical instruments,

the sounds of which are imitated by the water in a manner, which, if not entirely successful, is yet

sufficiently approaching the desu-ed effect to be very astonishing. These wonders of the villas of the

Sabine hills, in the region of Tivoli and Frascati, are, however, among the over-wrought effects of

hydraulic science and art. More simple, and more artistically grand, are some of the fountains of

Rome ; that, for instance, which introduces the acqua Paola to Rome—a supply named after Pope
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Paul v., the founder of the Borghesi family, who i-epaii'ed one of the ancient aqueducts, and so united

a magnificent stream of water once more to Rome, after centuries of severation, in consequence of

ruinous portions of the aqueduct allow-

ing the stream to waste itself uselessly on

the Campagna. To usher this restored sup-

ply of the precious element into the " Eter-

nal City" with due " pomp and cii'cum-

stance," a magnificent architeclui'al com-

position was erected on the slope of the

Janiculan hill, between the columns of

which three grandly designed apertures

appear, from which thi'ee torrents—for no

other term will sufficiently express the

bulk of water—fall with a deafening

sound, amid a cloud of spray, into three

gigantic tazze, from which conduits carry

the water to supply many of the greater^

and an endless num-

ber ofthelesserfoun-

tains of Eome,
The fountains on

the Piazza San' Pie-

tro are, perhaps, the

finest detached spe-

_„- j-_ii_-, _— ^ ciniens of purely de-
—==s~^_.=;^2==#'-^==i-^~"-^— -^ corative fountains in

No. 2.~THE FouNTAij. OF ST. peteh's. Bxistenoe. Thcy are

the work of Carlo Maderno ; and such is the magnificent character of this simple design—the

quantity of water thrown up, and falling in clouds of spray, in which, at a certain hour, one

or more rainbows are distinctly seen—that, even immediately in front of St. Peter's, one of the

largest and most imposing buildings

in the world, their effect, so far from

being insignificant, is most grand

and imposing. These, with the great

fountain of Trevi, have afforded Ma-
dame de Stael subject for some of her

most eloquent, descriptive passages

in her admirable novel, " Corinne, ou

I'ltalie."

No. 2 is a small, and, of course,

inadequate, representation of one of

the fountains of St. Peter's ; No. 3, that

of the Palazzo Fornesi ; and No. 4,

another grand and simple example of

the fountains of Rome—that of the

Court of the Belvidere.

In these fountains the abimdance

of water always forms the grandest

featm'e—a mere squirt is but a cari-

cature in comparison ; for, to cite a

passage recently quoted by Emerson

in bis Pejiresentative Men, " A single

di'op of sea-water possesses all the

chemical properties of the great ocean

of which it is a part, but it is inca-

pable of representing the phenome-
non of a storm."

Thus we see that magnitude must inevitably form a great element in the sublime, and that dimen-

NO, 3.—FOUNTAIN OF THE PALAZZO FORNESI.
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sion, as Trell as design, are points to be considered in tlie construction of objects intended to pi-oduce

a certain effect of grandeur.

In places, lio-svever, where an enormous supply of -water would be impossible, very pretty effects,

approaching even the grand, may be

attained by judicious management.

The water, by the assistanceof special

contrivances, being made to appear

more plentiful than it is, and by

the aid of moveable heads fitting- on

the pipe of supply, a great variety of

effects may be produced ; but these

should only be used on certain occa-

sions, the simplest possible form

being the one in which the action

of the fountain should be commonly

seen.

My examples fi-om the fountains

of Rome have not been selected to ex-

hibit the vast scale and magnifieenee

of the greatest of those works, many
of which occupy great space ; being-,

in fact, complicated sculptural ta-

bleux, in which a great number of

statues are required to complete the

composition. I have rather selected

such examples as might be applicable

to practical pm-poses.

ine engra-\^ng beneatn is not jjq_ 4^

—

fountain of the Vatican, in thk coukt of the belvidere.

intended to show the design of a

foimtain which can be entirely recommended, but to exhibit the beautiful effect of a lofty jet of

sparkling water against a background of dark foliage.

" dans I'air s'enflammant au feux d'un soleil pur,

Pleuvoir en gouttes d'or, d'emeraude, et d'azm-."

—

Delille, "ies Jardins."

Having attempted to explain the general principles of art on which the introduction of fountains

should be studied, I shall, in my next paper, give a few simple and practical designs, upon a less

ambitious scale than those herein introduced, which were here necessary for the exemplification of

the branch of the subject treated o*\

I

i
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2S0 MISCELLAXEOUS NOTICES.—REVIEW.—XEW AND RAKE PLANTS.

3}3isrtllnntnn3 ,fntitts.

Influence of Fungi on healthy vegetation.—" The in-

fluence of fungi on perfectly healthy tissues, is now an

established fact, The case of bunt, is a well known

example, the spores of which, constantly reproduce the

disea.se ; and, if instances are not sufficiently satisfac-

tory in the vegetable kingdom, we hare only to turn

to the facts recorded respecting tbe origin of the disease

of silt-worms, called Muscardine, from the spores of

a species of Botrytis, to show that fimgi do not grow

exclusively on languishing or decaying organisims.

Prejudice to the contrary is so veiy strong and general,

and is still in ignorance of facts bearing on the

subject, so often put forwai-d, that the real state of the

case requires to be frequently pointed out, especially

since incorrect preconceptions on this subject may be

of very evil consequence in minute research as to the

origin of the disease, both in the animal and vegetable

kingdom."

—

[Be)-l:eleij.') It has long been- well kno-rni

that certain species of fungi traverse the loose tissues

of the gi-een portions of plants ; and, in many cases,

the more solid sti-uetures, by means of their creeping

mycelium, or spawn, decomposing the substance of the

cells, and reducing them eventually to a decaying mass.

The mode in which this change and decomposition is

brought about, was however unknown, until, after re-

peated experiments, Mr. !F. J. Graham succeeded in

eliciting the fact that the change is due to the contact

of the myceliimi, which, after having performed its

ofiice of sending up fruiting shoots, rapidly decays.

Doubtless, in the first instance, the vital energies be-

come greaily damaged by, the presence of the parasitic

rootlets, but the main act of decomposition is due to

the " body of death" which cleaves to them. K"o more

fatal, or more general cause of disease, perhaps, exists

in the vegetable kingdom, than the contamination of

decaying tissues, and if there be not an extremely vi-

gorous constitution, to throw off the gangrened part,

the decay, once began, is sm-e to spread.—M.

'B.YXTEW.

TJie Hec-Keepo's Manual j O/*, Practical Hints on the

Management and Complete Preservation of the Honey-

Bee. By Hexrt T.\yi.oe. London: Groombridge

and Son. 1S.50.

This is an enlarged, and profusely illustrated, edition of

Jlr. Taylor's very useful manual, containing very com-

plete directions for the management of oiu' interesting

and busy friends, and such practical Olustrations of the

various structiu'es necessary for their preservation as

will enable the most uninitiated, to undertake the

management of this useful, and when properly managed,

profitable aid to the poor man's income. The work is

very neatly, but plainly got up, and the dii'cctions are

e\'idently the resiilt of practical investigation. In the

preface we find the following passage:—"The author

must be considered as merely laying down a scheme of

general recommendations, aiming much less at novelty

than at plain practiciJ utility ; not hesitating occasion-

ally to borrow the language of other unexceptionable

authorities, where it clearly expressed his convictions, or

coincided \Wth the results of his own experience, but

carefully abstaining from any interference with the

dogmatists and hypercritics in the settlement of the

aifairsof their peculiar vocation." Ve can confidently

recommend the work. —A.

NEW AND RAEE PLANTS.

Cekeus Tweediei, Hooker. Tweedie's Golden-

flowered Torch-thistle.—Ifat. Ord., Cactaceae, § Cere-

idce.—A very handsome greenhouse succulent, with

narrowly-cylindrical stems—one inch in diameter

—

tapering upwards ; they are glaucous green, mth about

sixteen sti'aight fiuTOws, alternating with obtuse, even

(not mammillate) ridges ; the spines are in crowded

clusters, nmnerous, four or five of each group being

stouter and longer than the rest. The flowers are

rich orange colour, numerous, on plants less than two

feet high ; they ai'c three inches long, curved upwards

at their base, and outwai'ds at top, the petals small

yellow, the anthers purple.—From Buenos Ayres ; in-

ti-oduced before 1S4S. Flowers in September. Messrs.

Lee, of Hammersmith.

Trop^olum Wagxeriakum, Karsten. "W^agncr's

Indian Cress.—K^at. Ord., Tropseolaceae, ^ Tropseolese.

—A distinct and probablj" pretty species, requiring a

cool stove temperatm'e ; it is without tuberous roots,

and has smooth, slender, climbing stems, and peltate,

oblong-triangular leaves, deep green, and shining above,

paler beneath. The flowers grow from the axils of the

leaves along the upper pai-t of the branches, on long,

slender, twisted pedimcles ; the calyx, which is green,

has a long tubular spiir, orange-coloiured, tipped with

gi'een ; the petals ai'e wedge-shaped, deeply toothed,

and of a dark violet colour.—From Venezuela : damp
woods on the mountains of TrujOlo ; introduced to

Berlin in 1849. Said to flower throughout the year;

and though requiring warmth in winter, will probably

succeed out of doors in summer ; it should have a poor

soQ and hot situation, if planted out.

HETXTZLi TIGRINA, Karsten. Spotted Heintzia.

{Karsten's Answahl Gewachse Vcnezuelas, t. 11)—Ges-

neracecB !j Gesnercos.—A robust gi-owing, and showy

stove sub-shrub, with stout soft stems reaching three or

four feet in height, and bearing opposite lanceolate ser-

rated leaves, a foot in length, of a deep green colour

with a bluish tinge. The flowers are in axillary cymes,

with rosy coloured bracts ; the calyx large five-parted,

rose coloured ; the corollas white, about an inch in length,

funnel-shaped, curved, the limb divided into five spread-

ing segments, studded on the face with soft hairs which

produce a silky gloss, and ireely maiked with purple

spots a' d freckles. Eather coarse looking, the flowers

too much oveiiwwercd by the leaves.—From Venezuala;

elevation 5000 feet in moist shady places ; introduced

in 1849. Flowers in summer. Messrs. IIenderson,

St. John's Wood.
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PRIMULA AURICULA VAR. NIGRA PLENA.

PKIMULA AURICULA Vak. NIGRA PLENA.

Nat. Order. Peiwtulaceje,

Generic Character.—Primula, Linn. Calyx sub-carapanu-

late or tubular, very often angular or inflated, more or less

deeply five-tootlied. Corolla bj'pogynous, funnel-shaped or

salver-shaped ; tube cylindrical, short or elongated, dilated in the

throat, naked or furnished with scales ; limb five-toothed, patent

or erect, lobes obtuse, emarginate or bifid. Stamens five, in-

serted on the tube of the coroUa, opposite its lobes, included

;

filaments very short, anthers oblong, bilocular, dehiscing longi-

tudinally. Oianj one-celled, with a central basilar, somewhat
stalked, globose placenta ; ovules numerous, peltatcly amphitro-

pous ; style filiform ; stigma capitate. Capsule one-celled, five-

valved, valves entire or bifid. Seeds numerous, on the free

central basilar placenta, dotted-rugose, flat on the back, convex

and umbilicate on the face. Umhryo straight in the axis of

fleshy albumen, parallel to the umbilicus.

—

{Endlicher, 6en,

Plant. 4199.)

Pkimula auricula, X/rt??.— Leaves obovate, dentate-serrate,

or almost entire at the border, mealy or densely ciliate with

short glanduliferous bail's ; scape glabrous, or with the pedicels

and calyces mealy above ; involucre much shorter than the

pedicels, its leaflets ovate and obtuse, the throat of the coroUa

densely mealy ; stamens of the short-styled forms mserted on the

throat, the capsule slightly exceeding the calyx.

Var. 7iigra plena. Double Black Auricula.

BESCRIPTION.—Perennial lierb, mth a subterranean rhizome, producing the flower-stalks in

the axils of the leaves. Leaves smooth, rather fleshy, not rugose, mealy, obovate, slightly

toothed. Flowers numerous, in an umbel on the end of an axillary peduncle, derived from

the luiderground stem ; the umbel, with an involucre of ovate leaflets, shorter than the un-

equal pedicels. CaljTi oblong, round; thi'oat of the corolla devoid of scales; lobes of the

corolla slightly obcordate, deep pui'ple ; stamens and ovary metamorphosed into petals resem-

bling the lobes of the corolla.

History, &c.—The Aiu'icula, which has been an inhabitant of oui- gardens for more than

two eentm-ies and a half, and has attracted a large share of the attention of florists, is a native

of Switzerland, and it is also met with in parts of Bavaria and Swabia. It grows on rocks of

the Alpine and sub-Alpine regions, also in the plains contiguous, flowering in spring on de-

clivities, among the melting snow of the Alps. The flowers vary much in coloiu' in gardens, but

Professor Koch states, that he never met with a wild piu-ple specimen.—A. H.

This very pretty variety of the Auricula was observed blooming at the nursery of Messrs.

Rollisson of Tooting early in the past sjaring. Of its origin we have no information ; but we
learn from Messrs. RoUisson, that they received it from one of the Ghent nm-series, in 1849,

which, as far as we are aware, was the date of its first introduction to English gardens. It

blooms freely in the spring, and proves a charming addition to o\\x frame perennials. Our

drawing was taken from Messrs. Rollisson's plant, above referred to.

Culture.—This singular but beautiful plant, though a freak of nature, and showing the

efiects of high cultivation, is not less interesting on that account. It shows what high culti-

vation must result in. Last year we had a perfectly double Cineraria ; this season we had

several with numerous rows of petals ; so that we have no doubt that, like Bui-ns's " wee
crimson-tippit flower," the Cineraria will ultimately become a double flower. These things are

intere.sting, as exemplifying the adaptability of vegetable forms, and showing that the careful

cultivator must ultimately be rewarded.

This elegant little plant, like its progenitors of the Alpine crag, delights in a light rich

vegetable soil, such as decayed leaves and sandy tm-fy soil liberally intermixed with gritty sand,

or the debris of rocks. In potting take care to drain the pot thoroughly ; and, if j'ou have to

prepare the soil, take equal parts of leaf mould and sandy loam, to which sufiicient gritty sand

must be added to make the whole free and open. After the plants are thoroughly established

they may, in the second shift, have a little perfectly decayed cow-dung added to the soil, but

use it with caution, and not until it is perfectly decayed, and at the least two years old. This

Auricula will be best kept in a fi'ame through the winter, and it must be kept compara-

tively dry. After it has done blooming let it remain fully exposed until the growth is matured

and the lower leaves begin to tvirn brown, then it may be removed to a north aspect, and there

remain, until the rains of autumn render it necessary, that it be removed to a more sheltered

situation. Planted out tipon rockwork, or in a sheltered and rather dry border, this will become

an exceedingly interesting plant, and will rank very worthily with the double Polyanthus and

imrose, and add another to ovs collection of gay spring flowers.

The Am-icula is propagated by division of the plants, and by cuttings. The proper time to
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EEMAEKS ON LATE FLOWERING AND EARLY FORCING PELARGONIUMS.

divide them is in Jvlj, keeping the plants in a frame until they have made fresh roots, and are

established in the new soil, when they may be fully exposed. Cuttings must be taken off after

the plants have completed their growth
;
place them round the sides of a pot in sandy soU, and

place the pot under a hand-glass until the roots have protruded. If the shoots are ftdl of sap

dry them for a few hours before the cuttings are put in, but under ordinary circumstances, no

such precaution will be necessary. As all double flowers are more dehcate than single ones,

considerable care is necessary, more especially in the winter season, in their management.

Guard against wet, and then you need not fear the fr-ost so long as you keep the plants in a

dormant state, but after the flower stems begin to manifest themselves, the frames should be

carefully covered every cold night.—A.

EEMAUKS ON LATE FLO^VERING AND EARLY FORCING PELARGONIUMS.

By Mr. H. ROSIER, Bkooklauds Nttksery, Blackheath.

ITiJlHE present being an appropriate season for the propagation of this useful class of Geraniums, a

2v few remarks on then- management may not be out of place. I have found that cuttings, sti-nck

at this season of the year, from plants which have been forced, and the wood partially ripened, pro-

duce fine vigorous plants for autumn flowering and early spring forcing, imparting a gay and lively

appearance to the Conservatory and Greenhouse thi-ough the autumn and winter months, when we
have so few other flowering plants. Prepare the cutting pots in the usual manner, and drain

with potsherds, or other loose porous materials, about one-thu'd of the depth ; then fiU. up with

compost prepared in the following manner, namely, equal parts of tm-fy loam, peat, and silver sand,

well incorporated, and sifted through a moderate meshed sieve to take the largest of the lumps and

stones out. Select strong shoots, which make into cuttings about three or four inches long ; take oft'

the lower leaf or two, if they are short jointed, so as to leave the base of the cuttings clear, otherwise

they are Hable to damp off, and place them round the edges of the pots, about an inch, or an inch and

a-haLf deep. When planted water them freely, so as to settle the soil fii-mly in the pots
;
place them

in a cool, close fr'ame, or pit, and sprinkle them over-head occasionally, which will prevent their

shrivelling, and accelerate the rooting process. "When rooted, give air graduaUy to harden them,

preparatory to potting off, which must be done as soon as possible. After they are sufficiently

hai'dened, pot in large or small three-inch pots, as they may require, using a good rich compost.

For autumn flowering, I have fotmd the following the most deshable, being free blooming kinds,

and strong growers :—Forget-me-not (Lyne), a fine high coloui-ed flower, and one which will be found

to give satisfaction to all who grow it ; it will also force well in the spring. Meteor (Beck), a showy

flower, and well adapted for late purposes. Negress, a dark flower, and very free ; also adapted for

spring forcing. Sultana, or Perpetual, of dwarf close habit, and free flowering. Gamitlet, a fine lai'ge

bright flower ; also well adapted for early spring forcing, as it will stand a very high temperatm-e

without going bhnd. Sehna, a bright red, and beautiful variety ; this is also well adapted for early

spring forcing. Lady Mary Fox, a bright red ; this, with a httle warmth, vrill be found to flower all

through the whiter, and, as a bouquet flower, is most deshable ; it will be found a beautiful beddhig

plant, if cultivated to that end, being a most profuse bloomer. Quercifoha superba, a bright scarlet

flowered oak-leaved vaiiety ; this wiU force well, and is invaluable for bedding pirrposes. Duke of

Cornwall, an established favourite, of fine high colom', and good trusser ; this may be forced success-

fiflly with the second crop in spring. Mrs. Johnson (Dennis), a flesh colom-, and most profuse bloomer;

wiU be found to contrast well with the other colom-s. Laneii, a variety which should be grown by
all who requhe winter flowers, as it will flower through the whole of the winter, and stand a high

temperature in the spring. When the beauty of the plants is not so much an object as the flowers, they

should not be cut down, or re-pottcd, when housed, which should be done early in the autumn. Top
dress the pots, and pick out all dead flowers, decaying, and superfluous leaves. A few of the fancy

varieties should also be selected. The following will be found distinct and free bloomers :—Anais,

Jenny Lind, Fahy Queen, Queen Superb, Statiaski, and Sidonia. The following, for early forcing,

will stand the most fii-e heat :—Admiral Napier, red ; Alba multiflora, white ; Sm-pass Admu-al Napier,

red; to be followed by General Washmgton, red; and Colleyanum, pm-ple ; with such others as I have

enumerated above. Scarlets must not be neglected, and the following, I think, wiU be well adapted :

—

Gem (Ayi-es), this will stand a high temperature, and thi'ow fine trusses; Queen, or Perpetual; Royal
Dwarf; and Compactum.
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CULTURE OF THE GENUS CHOBOZEMA.

Having now enumerated a few of the best kinds for late flowering and early forcing, I will add a

few renrarks on their after treatment. When they get well established in the small pots in which
they were fii-st potted, and are long enough, say six inches liigh, they should be stopped to cause them
to throw out their lateral or side shoots, which they will do in a short time at that season of the

year. When they have made then- shoots, they should be repotted into pots a size larger—48's, in a

good rich compost prepared in the following manner : equal parts of good tui'fy loam, peat, and well

decomposed cow-dung, or, if that is not conveniently to be obtained, horse-dung, with a good portion of

silver or river sand. The potting may be repeated in the autumn for spring flowering plants, but is

not ad^dsable for those which are wanted to flower in the autumn, as it will be found to tlii'ow them
into robust growth, and defeat the object aimed at—flowers. The pots must be well di'ained with pot-

sherds, or broken oyster shells, for on this much depends for a healty state of the roots. Thin out the

leaves and small shoots occasionally, to throw the whole of the sap into the strong shoots which will

produce the finest flowers. The fancy varieties being more delicate growers than the other Idnds, and
consequently not so strong rooted, will require more di-ainage. A little charred cow-dung, in a rough

state, just over the potsherds, will be found most beneficial for these. The plants while standing out

of doors in beds, should be removed now and then to prevent their rooting through the bottom of the

pots, which will greatly check them when removed, if allowed to do so. When housed, keep the plants

as near the glass as possible to prevent their drawing. Put in the fii-st lot of plants in the forcing

house in January, beginning with a moderate heat, and increasing it as the plants show theii- flower

buds. A heap of soil should now be made for autumn use, in the following manner :—Take equal parts

of good loam and hot stable manm-e, let the manm-e be well worked until it is properly heated, and

then put a layer of each alternately. After it has lain about two months turn it, so as to incorporate

the whole, adding a little rotten cow-dung as you proceed. This, with a little leaf-mould and silver

sand, win be found to answer every pui-pose for Geraniums and strong growing soft-wooded plants

generally.

CULTURE OF THE GENUS CHOROZEMA.

By PAUL PROGRESS, Esq.

^F aU beautiftd New Holland plants, the plants belonging to this interesting family are the most

(y beautiful ; for, blooming almost thi'oughout the year, and more especially through the winter and

early spring months, they contribute to the decorative appearance of the conservatory, or yield a

few flowers for the bouquet at a time when they ai'e especially acceptable and valuable. They are

also plants of tolerably easy cultivation ; at least, those who have learned the rudimentary principles

of cultivation, will find little difficulty in managing some of the more shoviy examples of the family.

Others, as C. Henchmanni, and angustifolia, are more difficult to manage, but, before we conclude

this article, we will endeavom- to make their cultivation clear and easy to aU.

The Chorozemas are propagated by cuttings of the half ripened, young wood, taken off in July or

August, making choice of the short, stiff, and weak, or medium growth, but avoiding twigs of a

robust habit. These, after being trimmed, should be about one inch long, and must be inserted iu

sand, under the protection of a bell-glass. In preparing the pot for the cuttings, take care to di'ain

it thoroughly, by filling it half full with potsherds, then place fibrous peat about an inch deep over

the drainage, fill up with clean silver sand, and the pot is ready for the cuttings. It is indispensable

that a little peat be placed under the sand, as it affords nom-ishment to the yoimg plants, until they

are potted off, and admits of their being allowed to remain longer in the cutting pot, than would be

advisable, if they were growing in sand only. After the cuttings are all in, place the pot in a close

cold £i-ame, water when necessary, and wipe the condensed moisture fi'om the inside of the glass,

twice or thi'ice a week. Here the cuttings must remain until they are cicatrized, when they may be

removed to a rather warmer situation, the pots be plunged in a very slig-ht bottom heat, and, in a

few weeks, they will be ready to pot off. If it is late in the season, say the end of October, before

the cuttings are in a fit state to pot ofi', it will be the best plan to let them remain in the cutting pot

through the winter, and to pot them off in February, but if they are fit for single pots in September,

then they will be much benefited by being potted off early.

The plants, when sent out from the nurseries, are generally fi-om twelve to eighteen months old,

and, at that time, should be established in five-inch pots. Presuming you have selected dwarf,

healthy, bushy, well rooted specimens, prepare the following compost : rich fibrous peat, two parts
;

leaf mould, one pai't ; turfy rich loam, two parts ; clean potsherds and charcoal, bi-oken to the size of

mm



sandstone bi'oken small.
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CULTtTEE OF THE GENUS CHOEOZEMA.

horse beans, one part ; -svith sufficient gi'itty sand to make tlie -whole, when mixed together, hght and

porous. Time 'svas, and that hut a year or two hack, -when cultivators, to secm-e porosity, used the

soil in rough pieces, and " a down westwai'd" cultirator, to show the strength of his affection, has

recommended pieces the size of a brick. Thus, though this served the pm'pose of growing the plants

rapidly for a short time, they soon became imhealthy, for, the compost being deficient in sihcious

matter, fiom the impossibility of mixing the sand with the coarse pieces of tm-f, it soon became

unhealthy, and hence the plants were brought to a premature end, much to the disappointment of

the cultivator, whose labours were cut short just at the time when his anticipations were at

the highest pitch. Now, those who understand the mixtui-e of composts, pursue an opposite course,

and, after selecting their soil, and divesting it of all superfluous and inert matter, they break

it into small pieces, so that the whole will pass thi'ough the meshes of a half-inch seive

;

and secm-e porosity by the intimate admixture of sand, potsherds, charcoal or soft porous

In this way the compost is of the same qualitv throughout ; and hence the

roots receive neither check nor change of

food, but when large pieces are interspersed

through the mass, the roots of the plants

either avoid entering them altogether, or

by entering them, are subject to constant

changes. This is the rock upon wliich the

advocates of " the accumulative," " the one

shift,'' and " the lai-ge shift" potting system

foundered ; they got plants to grow rapidly

for a time, but that time was limited, and

at the end of it, death was the finale.

Let us not he misunderstood. In repu-

diating the rough compost, and the one

shift, we do not disapprove of a large shift,

but we would enter om- protest at once and

for ever against the use of rough compost.

Look to nature, the piimteval clod, do we
find it hke a honeycomb, loose and open

like a basket for Orchids ? No. But do we
not on the contrary, while it is svjficienthj

permeable for the free ingress of air and

water, find that it is fu-m and compact, and

sufficiently solid to prevent the changes of

eveiy breeze that blows. In this way pro-

gress is compai-atively slow, but certain

;

and the plants, instead of progi'essing with great rapidity for a time, produce sti'ong, healthy,

thoroughly matured wood, and dwarf compact growth, yielding abundance of bloom ; and which

abide with you for years. But to return to oui' young plants:— Having prepared your compost

examine the roots of the plants, and if they are strong and healthy, prepare a pot two sizes larger,

and after draining it properly proceed to pot yom- plants, placing some of the roughest part of the

compost over the di'ainage, and proceeding to fill up firmly with the finer soil.

The best place for the plants after potting is a close frame or pit, taking care to ventilate ii-eely,

but to keep a moist atmosphere, and to shut the frame up for an hour or two every evening, hut open

it again either partly or wholly before retii'ing for the night. In this way the plants will make
rapid progress, and therefore due attention must be paid to stopping the rude shoots so as to induce

close compact and healthy growth. If the plants progi'css as they ought to do, they will probably

requii'e a second shift during the season, and indeed, if you wish to make the most of yom- time, the

plants may be kept gi'owing slowly until the winter fairly sets in, at which time they should be brought

to a state of rest. In the second year some of the plants will produce a nice head of bloom

;

but, in order to secui'e rapid growth, remove the bloom buds when quite young, and keep the

plants vigorously growing through the second season. For potting, no general rule or time can be

specified ; if a plant is in good health, and the pot full of roots, a shift any time between Christmas

and October will not injure it, but never shift a plant until the pot is full of vigorous roots, and take

special care that the roots do not become matted before you shift the plants.

Manure water in a weak state may be used with advantage to hard-wooded plants of all kinds,
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CHOROZEMA TRIANGULARIS I gi'owii at Brooklands Nui'sei*y.

CULTURE OF THE GENUS CHOKOZEMA.

use it with caution, and not more tlian twice a week. That prepared from sheep's dung

soot is the hest, but it must be used in a perfectly clear state.

Cliorozemas are subject to the attacks of

red spider, and also to thrips and mildew

;

the best remedy for the whole of these pests

is sulphur' and water, vigorouslj' and plenti-

fully supplied. Take a plant and lay it upon

its side in the open air, then with a syringe

wash it thoroughly, and after watering dust

it with sulphur, and repeat the dressing until

the pest is destroyed. C. Henchmanni and

angustifolia are the most subject to mildew,

but it may be destro)-ed by the timely appli-

cation of sulphur and water.

The accompanying engravings represent

C. triangularis, and a specimen of C. cordata

grown in the Royal Botanic Garden at

Kew, and are certainly the finest plants

which have come under oui' notice during the

season, not even excepting those at the exhi-

bitions at Chiswick and the Regent's Park.

The following are some of the most dis-

tinct and beautiful of the species wluch are

met with in cultivation :—
C angustifolia.—A remarkably graceful shi-ub, with long, slender, somewhat scrambling stems, having linear

acute leaves with recurved margins, and racemes of pretty flowers, of which the standard is orange-yellow and

the wings crimson-purple. Flowers in March and April. New HoUand. Introduced 1830. Fonnerly called

Dilhoynia glycinifoUa.

G. cordata.—An elegant dwarf shi'ub, with many slender branches, clothed with sessile cordate obtuse, spiny-

toothed leaves, and bearing the flowers in more or less drooping racemes. They are orange in the standard, with

scarlet or crimson wings, sometimes scarlet with purple. Flowers in March and April. New Holland. Intro-

duced in 1836. There ai-e numerous varieties as regards the colour of the flowers. A fine variety of this species,

with a more vigorous habit, and larger and deeper coloured flowers, is called 0. cordata Zawrenceana.

C. Dicksoni.—A handsome, dwarf, bushy-growing shiiib, fiuiushed with narrow leaves, and bearing a pro-

fusion of beautiful dull scarlet and yellow flowers, something in the way of C. Henchmanni. Flowers from March

to May. New HoUand. Introduced in 1836.

C.flava.—A very pretty and distinct form for the cultivator, though regarded by some botanists as a variety of

cordata. It is of erect, slender habit, with elongate ovate leaves sinuately toothed on the margin, the teeth spiny

;

the flowers are in racemes, the standard deep clear yellow, the wings much paler, or lemon-coloiu*ed. Flowers in

March and April. New HoUand. Introduced about 1848.

C. Henchmanni.—A hairy shrub, with short twiggy branches, covered with needle-shaped leaves, and bearing

numerous axiUary racemes of flowers, which are very ornamental, Ught scarlet, ivith a yeUow mark at the base of

the standard. Flowers from April to June, and sometimes onwards tiU September. New HoUand, Introduced 1 825.

C iltcifolia.—A difi'use spreading shrub, with oblong lanceolate pinnatifidly spinous leaves, and bearing scarlet

flowers, the standard marked with yeUow at the base. Flowers from March to August. New HoUand. Intro-

duced 1803.

C. ovata.—A handsome shi'ub, with weak, ascending, winged stems, furnished with ovate-acute leaves, and

bearing short racemes of showy flowers, usually scarlet, with the wings crimson. Flowers fi-om Mai-ch to May.

New HoUand. Introduced 1830.

C spectabilis.—A very beautiful smaU slu'ub, with slender, twining or scrambling stems, the leaves of which are

elliptic-lanceolate, obovate, or cuneate, and the flowers pale orange in the standard, tinged with crimson, the wings

being crimson ; they grow in long di'ooping racemes. Flowers from AprU to July. New HoUand. Infroduced 1839.

C. triangularis.—A beautiful, dwarf, spreading shrub, of branching habit, with sub-hastate leaves, pianatifldly

spinous on the margin, and the flowers in short racemes, the standard scarlet, the wings pm-ple. Flowers in

March and April. New HoUand. Introduced 1830.

C. varia.- A dwarf, compact-growing species, mth variable leaves ; in some forms broadly ovate, toothed, and

spiny on the margins, in others almost entire, and sometimes nearly round in outline. The flowers arc very

numerous, in short racemes, large and showy, usuaUy orange, with crimson wings. Flowers from AprU to July.

New HoUand. Introduced in 1837. The variety caUed C. varia nana, of remarkably dwai-f habit, is the best

for a Umited coUection, though there are two or thi-ee other very distinct and beautiful forms.

s
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THE PREPARATION OF THE PANSY FOR EXHIBITION.
By Mr. G. GLENISTT, F.H.S.

?F the judges at floral shows did theii- duty, and thi-ew out of competition all those flowers wHch
liad distinct and disqualifying blemishes, there would need little instruction for showing the

Pansy ; but either from bad taste, or want of taste, in the judges often appointed, there is no guide for

exhibitors, and every decision tends to thi'ow those cultivators who attend to rules, completely off

their guard. It is the most extraordinary circumstance that men who subscribe to the properties

which constitute a good Pansy, nevertheless, by their actions contradict them. We have watched the

stands all through a season, and in no one instance have been able to count twelve flowers out of

thii-ty-six that were set up according to the standard—not that we expect any to be equal to it, but

we mean that in the case of two-thirds of the flowers, essential points have been sacrificed to the

coarse taste or want of taste that places size first in estimation. We all know that there is a great

abundance of coarse large flowers in which the best points are deficient, or in which there is some

unquestionable blemish ; of these we would speak, that exhibitors possessing taste and judgment

may avoid them, and if the judges will not appreciate correctness, tJwt/ must be condemned

instead of the showers.

In the first place nothing detracts so much fi-om the brilliance of the Pansy as a small field or

ground-colom-, and a large eye; yet judges will persist in giving prizes to such flowers in the very

teeth of the fact that they are already too numerous, and always lower a stand. The law upon this

subject is not an arbitrary one ; and it is the very essence of the "properties of flowers" that the

standards, although to a certain point staingent, are in no case calculated to limit varieties. A large

field of white or yellow, or a small field, is a matter of variety with which the properties do not

interfei'e ; but if the rays of the eye touch the marginal colour it is fatal ; the standard, therefore,

makes no condition that the field shall be small or large, but it forbids the ill proportion of eye and
field that makes one fill the other and touch the margin. Why, then, should any exhibitor fly in

the face of this detraction, and put a third of his flowers, or any of the flowers in his stand with

this decided blemish ? Or, rather, why do not the judges at once discard them, and teach exhibitors

that if they will not obey the rules they will have no prize ? It needs only that an exhibitor should

put half a dozen flowers, with good large fields of white and yellow together, and half a dozen of

those indefinite things which have scarcely any ground colour, or field at all, and compare them

;

he will soon see that one is dull and monotonous, the other bright and cheerful. There is no one

point to which exhibitors ought to pay more attention, if they wish for good eflect in their stands
;

but flowers having these good qualities, will not, in all cases, be so large as the undefined coarse kinds

which prevail among the exhibitors.

There is another point to which the attention of exhibitors should be directed. They should

avoid all those which have serrated edges, and deep indentations in the imder petal ; these are faults

which often go together, and ought to be fatal to a stand ; but the same coai'se notions, which over-

look the eye touching the margin, and yield to size, will overlook notched edges, deep indentations,

and sundry other blemishes, to encourage what they call fail' growth. The cultivators for exhibition

may tell us that there is no encouragement to show according to properties, but this has to be tried.

Judges observing that all are careless alike, give to the finest growth ; but they hardly dare, indeed

they would hardly be disposed, to overlook smooth edges and brilHance in a collection of moderate

sized flowers, to give the award to dulness and coarseness in a larger growth. There is only one

way in which the judges could induce attention, and that is by excluding for once every stand that

had flowers with these decided faults. The case is thus, we have seen it over and over again :—

A

number of stands are put up, which, if the judges were strict, ought to be all rejected ; but the

judges have not the moral courage to administer so sweeping a lesson ; they fear ofi'ending all, and

therefore, first of all deciding that all are disqualified alike, they lose sight of all blemishes, because

some of the stands are fi-ee from them, and merely award the prizes to the finest growth. Let us

advise amatem- growers—for the nm'sei-ymen may do as they please—to put in theii' stands

No flower that has a serious indentation.

No flower of which a single ray from the eye touches the margin.

No flower with a notched or seiTated edge, that is to say, none that are conspicuously so, for there

are not many entii'ely free.

03 No flower that has not a distinct field of white or yellow, or is a self.

^ No self that has any cloudy or different colom- as it approaches the centre. Nothing so mars a

m| stand as a cloudy centi-e.
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No flower wMoh has two sliades in the ground-colour, yellow, white, or straw, it must be all one

shade.

No flower that is not a respectable approach to a cii-cle.

No flower that is crumpled, and will not lay flat.

Attention to these points will not fail to put the judges to the test ; they cannot pass over such

a stand, and give a prize for size to a stand with a single really blemished bloom, while any stand

is free—we do not mean free fi-om blemish altogether, for that is impossible, but we mean free from

those distinctive faults which ought to turn out a stand. There is not half so much fault in the run

petal of a pink, as in the eye of a Pansy breaking into the margin
;
yet a run petal is fatal to

the finest stand in the world ; and so, in the case of the Pansy, ought a broken field, that is, a field

broken by the eye breaking through it to the margin.

Thei-e may be a good deal done by arrangement in a stand. The Pansy should be so arranged

that the yellow grounds, white grounds, and selfs, should be uniform, and separated from each

other. No two whites or yellows should come together, except in the centre of the stand—yellow

at the ends of the top and bottom rows, and white at the ends of the middle rows; or if there be

fom- rows, yellow at the ends of the first and thii-d, and white in the second and fom-th. There

is such want of contrast, want of taste, want of common sense, in nine-tenths of the stands, that we
often wonder that they get prizes at all—half-a-dozcn white grounds are crammed close together, and

perhaps yellow ones as conspicuously assembled in another part ; here and there a muddy self ; and

perhaps there a fine flower, with one shade of colour in the bottom petal, and another in the side

petals ; a struggle sometimes between a dirty white and a yellow—the last point that the cultivators

for sale would give up, yet an admitted fault, though conspicuously shown to the present day, by

retaining varieties that should be banished altogether.

There can be no doubt, that if any one amateur grower would stand to this, the judges must place

all others for a time below him. It is cleai- to us, that so long as exhibitors will put in a single bloom

with a disqualifying defect, the stand is, by right, as much out of the competition as if it had twenty

blemished flowers. The old dogma is a good one : you show—for it is applied to all flowers—you

show twelve flowers for a prize ; one of the twelve has a fault, which, by common consent, makes it

not a show flower

—

ergo, you only show eleven flowers, and these cannot compete ; and the careless-

ness of judges has become a nuisance, and a wet blanket on progress. It has arisen at great shows,

where there if a money- getting interest to serve ; and so long as the quantity of flowers cover the

tables, and gratify the jjublic, who pay for admission, the committees are useless. The judges are not

selected as they are at those social meetings where the laws are rigidly enforced ; therefore blemishes

which would not be tolerated an instant, in a meeting of true florists, are passed over at the great

exhibitions, so that the subjects are sho^vy and attractive. It is not too much to say, that the great

exhibitions have thrown a damper on the culture of those flowers which are not very showy ; and they

have encouraged monstrous specimens, instead of healthy and natm-al growth, simply because they

make a greater show on the tables. All small things, like Pansies, which ai'e to be placed on a stand

occupying two or three feet of superficial space, are by no means adequately encouraged ; and

Geraniums, which, when grown as large as they can be without sticlis would not be large enough,

are encom-aged of a monstrous size, and bad growth, which woidd not be shown at all except that the

growers are allowed to put a hundi'ed props to support the branches and flowers in theii- places.

BliBrrllnninug IMim.
CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

May 11..—The Spring Competition Meeting was
held in the Society's Garden, Inverleith. The display

of Exotic and Spring flowering plants was good, and

many of the specimens evinced high culture. The
nurserymen's prize for Shrubby Greenhouse plants,

was gained by Messrs. Dickson & Sons, Inverleith, who
had Hovea Celsi, Chorozema Lawrenceana, Bossisea

linophylla, Platylobium rhombifolimn, Podolobium stau-

rophyllum, and an Azalea. The fu-st prize, in the compe-
tition among practical gardeners, was awarded to Mr.

J. Eeid, gardener to Prof. Syme, Millbank, for beau-

tiful specimens of Tetratheca verticfllata, Chorozema

Lawrenceana, Azalea lateritia gi'andiilora, A. Glad-

stanesU, Epacris miuiata, and Pimelea Heudersonii.

A prize for the three finest stove plants (Orchids and

Cacti excluded) was awarded to Mr. H. Kitchie, gard-

ener to W. M. Innes, Esq., Parson's Green, who had

Gesnera splendens, Begonia coccinea, and Balsamina

latifoUa. A fine flowered specimen of TropEeoliun

tricolor, was shown by Mr. C. Douglas, gardener to
'

H. Craigie, Esq., Ealcou Hall ; and for the two finest

dwarf Cacti, the ih-st prize was gained by Mr. J.

Pender, gardener to D. Anderson, Esq., Moredim, who
produced finely flowered plants of Epiphyllum glauoes-

cens and E. Hitchinii. For TropicarOrchids an award
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was made to Mr. J. Thomson, gai-dener to Dr. Neill,

Camionmills, who had a fine specimen of Trichopilia

tortilis, bearing eighteen er[)anded flowei's.

The first prize for Auriculas was gained hy Mr. A.

Forrester, Eatho, whose kinds were Ne Plus Ultra,

Fletcher's Mary Ann, Sykes Complete, Lord Brougham,

General Morello, and Thompson's Revenge; and a

second hy Mr. E. Grieve, Liberton, for Stretche's

Alexander, Harrison's "William Pitt, Eclipse, Smith's

Waterloo, Ringleader, and Stretche's King. Messrs.

James Dickson & Sons' prize for Cinerarias grown in 8-

inch pots, was contested by five competitors ; and was

awarded to Mr. J. Henderson, gardener to C. K. Sieve-

wright, Esq., CargUfield, for Bessy, Carlotta Grisi,

Eleanor, l^ymph. Delight, and Newington Beauty. A
second prize was voted from the Society to Mr. Ritchie,

Parson's Green, for Adela ViUiers, Cerito, Flora Mac-

Ivor, Delight, Climax, and Pauline.

There was a splendid display of productions sent for

exhibition only, of which the most remarkable were :

—

From Messrs. Dickson & Co., Leith Walk, a splendid

Erica vestita alba, Gompholobiumpolymoi-phum, Lesche-

naultia Baxteri major, and Acacia platyptera ; with a

basket of interesting Alpines. Messrs. J. Dickson & Sons,

Inverleitb, a fine Gloxinia grandis, Mimolus sibiricus,

&c. Mr. Carstairs, Wan-iston, fine Geraniums, Heaths,

Cinerarias, and Epacrises. Mr. Stark, EdgehiH, the

beautifid Cheiranthus Marshallianus. Messrs. Downie

& Laird, 2 boxes of beautiful Cinerarias. Mr. Methven,

Stanwell Lodge, several seedling Rhododendrons, one of

which, a beautiful white-flowered variety, was stated to

be perfectly hardy. Mr. Macintosh, Regent Road,

two fine Pimelea spectabilis. Messrs. Ballantyne &
Son, Dalkeith, the Rose Geant de BataiRes. Lady

Hay, Kingsmeadows, Peebles, fine collection of Azaleas.

Professor Dunbar, a large Scarlet Hybrid Rhododen-

dron named R. Dimbarianum. I. Anderson, Esq.,

Maryfield, a beautifully flowered Rhododendron for-

mosum, Nemophila maculata, and a new hardy Conifer

from Australia. Dr NeiU, a fine Myrtle-leaved

Orange, bearing a profusion of flowers and fi-uit,

and some interesting Alpine plants. Professor Syme,

a fine specimen of Pentstemon Cobea, and NcmophUa

maculata. Messrs. Dickson and Tui-nbidl, Perth, a

Scarlet Rhododendron, raised from Himalayan seeds.

Mr. Baxter, g.ardener, Riccarton, a fine display of Bor-

der Auriculas, raised from seed, many of them very

beautiful. Mr. Stirling, Moray Place Gardens, rare

Alpines, with flowering plants of Primula Stuartii, and

Houstonia coerulea. There were also exhibited, from

Mr. G. Aitken, Dalkeith, a new Syringe, invented by

him ; and from Mr. KeUy, Tanfield, an improved Edging

Iron for paring curved figui'cs.

Pemliarities of Palms.—There is considerable uni-

formity in the shape of the leaves of Palms ; they are

generally either pinnate (dinded like the plume of a

feather), or else palmate, or palmo-digitate (of a fan-

like form). The leaf-stalk is, in some species, without

spines, in others, sharply toothed. The foi-m of the

leaf in Caryota urens, and Martinezia caryotifolia (which

wc saw on the banks of the Oiinoco and Atabapo, and

again in the Andes, at the pass of Quindiu, 3,000 French
—3,197 English—feet above the level of the sea), is

exceptionable, and almost unique among Palms, as is

the form of the leaf of the Gingko among trees. The
port and physiognomy of Palms have a grandeur of

character very difficult to convey by words. The stem,

shaft, or caudex, is generally simple and imdivided;

but, in extremely rare exceptions, divides into branches

in the manner of the Dractenas, as in Crucifera thebiaca

(the Doum Palm), and Hyphisne coriacea. It is some-

times disproportionately thick (as in Corozo del Sinu,

our Alfonsia oleifera) ; sometimes feeble as a reed (as in

Piritu, Kunthia montana ; and the Mexican Corypha

nana) ; sometimes swelling towards the base (as in

Cocos) ; sometimes smooth, and sometimes scaly (Palma

de covija o de sombrero, in the Llanos) ; sometimes ai'med

with spines (as Corozo de Cumana, and MacaniUa de

Caripe)
;
the long spines being distributed with much

regularity in concentric rings. Characteristic differences

are also fui'nished in some species by roots, which,

springing from the stem, at about a foot or a foot and

a half above the gi-ound, either raise the stem, as it

were, upon a scaffolding, or surroimd it -with thick

buttresses. I have seen Viverras, and even very small

monkeys, pass underneath this kind of scaffolding,

formed by the roots of the Caryota. Often the shaft or

stem is swoUen only in the middle, being more slender

above and below, as in the Pahna Real of the Island of

Cuba. The leaves are sometimes of a dark and shining

green (as inMauritia and Cocoa-nut Palm) ; sometimes

of a sQvery white on the under side (as in the slender

Fan Palm, Corypha miraguama, which we found in

the Harboirr of Trinidad de Cuba). Sometimes the

middle of the fan or palmate leaf is ornamented with

concentric yellowish or bliiish sti'ipes like a peacock's

tail, as in the thorny Mauritia, which Bonpland dis-

covered on the banks of the Rio Atabapo. The direc-

tion of the leaves is a character not less important than

their form and colour. The leaflets are sometimes

arranged like the teeth of a comb, set on in the same

plane, and close to each other, and ha"ving a very

rigid parenchjTua (as in Cocos, and in Phcenix, the

genus to which the Date belongs), whence the fine play

of light from the sun-beams falling upon the upper

surface of the leaves (which is of a fresher verdure in

Cocos, and of a more dead and ashy hue in the Date

Palm) ; sometimes the leaves are flag-like, of a thinner

and more flexible textm-c, and cml towards the ex-

tremities (as in Jagua, Pahna Real del Sinu, Palma

Real de Cuba, and Phitu dell' Orinoco). The peculiarly

majestic character of Palms is given not only by their

lofty stems, but also in a very high degree by the

direction of their leaves. It is part of the beauty of

any particular species of Palm, that its leaves should

possess this aspiring character ; and not only in youth,

as in the case of the Date Palm, but also throughout

the duration of the Ufe of the tree. The more upright

the direction of the leaves, or, in other words, the more

acute the angles which they form with the upper part,

or continuation of the stem, the grander and more im-

posing is the general.character and physiognomy of the

tree.

—
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CHEIRANTHUS MAESHALLII.

Nat. Ordc>\ Cruciferje.

Generic Chauacter.—Cheii'antlms, B\:— Calyx of four con-
nivent sepals, the two lateral saccate at the base. Corolla of
four petals, hypoj^'nous, clawed, with a spreading obovate or
eraarginate limb. Stamens six, hypogj'nous, tetradynamous,
not toothed. Stigma deeply two-lobed, the lobes recurved.
Sitiqua two-valved, four-sided, or bilaterally compressed, valves

one-nerved; placentas obtuse on the back; replum without

nerves. Seeds numerous, in one row, pendulous, ovate, com-

pressed, imniarginate or margined ; funieuU iiliforra, free. Ex-

albuminous embryo, with Hat cotyledons accumbent on the

ascending radicle. {Endlkh. Gen. Plant, 1818.)

Cheirajjthus MARsnALLii, Marshall's Cheirantlms,—Hybrid,

between Cheiranthus ochroleucus and Erysimum Peroffskia-

num?

If^ESCRIPTION.—A half-slirubby herb, one foot to eighteen inclies liigb, with erect angular

^ branches, clothed, like the leaves, with appressed forked hairs. Leaves crowded at the

lower part of the stems, more distant upwards and on the flowering stems ; upper leaves

narrowly lanceolate and acute, with a few teeth ; the lower leaves attenuated dowiawards into

a long, narrowly winged, stalk-Uke base, and becoming more or less spathulate. Inflorescence

at first corymbose, elongating into a raceme. Calyx of four erect sepals, the two lateral

deeply saccate at the base. The four petals with a somewhat orbiculate spreading limb,

suddenly attenuated into a long, narrow claw, deep clear orange at first, becoming rather paler,

scented (the odom- resembling a combinaton of those of the Violet and Primrose). Stamens

tetradynamous, with a bifid gland between each pair of long stamens. Siliqua fom--sided

;

stigma two-lobed. Seeds with accumbent cotyledons.

The subject of our plate is a very interesting and remarkable plant, said to be a hybrid between

Cheiranthus ochroleucus and Erysimum Perofiskianum ; and it does undoubtedly exhibit a com-

bination of the characters ofthe two plants. In the form of the envelopes of the flower, and in the

forked glands which appear to represent abortive stamens completing the circle of foiu' with the

two shorter ones, it agrees much more closely with Erysimum than with Cheiranthus ; but

in the seeds we find the peculiar character which belongs to the Cheiranthus as one of

the Pleui'orhizoiis tribe,—that the radicle is applied against the edges or sides of the

cotyledons, while in Erysimum the radicle is folded on to the back of one of the cotyledons.

This, therefore, appears to be a very remarkable case of hybridation, occurring not merely

between plants of difierent genera, which is already exceptional to the ordinary rule, but

between genera in which there is a most imjjortant difference in the seeds. It deserves

carefid investigation; and the further history of the ripe seeds (which we have not had an

opportunity of examining) should be carefully observed.—A. H.

History &c.—This very beautiful plant was raised by Mr. John Marshall of Limburn.

It was obtained as we are informed, by fertilizing the dwarf primrose-coloiired Cheiranthus

ochroleucus, with the deep orange Erysimum Perofiskianum ; and, in appearance, is exactly

intermediate between these very distinct looking jjlants. Mr. Marshall " was led to cross the

Cheiranthus ochroleucus, in consequence of the difficulty of getting seeds from it ; the few seeds

which resulted from this fertilization were sown in the open border in 1846, and the plants

first bloomed in 1847," one of them proving to be the variety now figured. From the same

batch of seeds, three other varieties were obtained, one like ochroleucus, and the others with

orange-coloured fiowers. One of these orange-flowered sorts was lost ; the other which is

much like Marshallii, grows eighteen inches high, but neither the truss nor the flowers are so

large as in that variety. Mr. Marshall has also bloomed four plants raised fi'om Marshallii,

aU slightly difierent in colom-, height, and foliage, but inferior to their parent. At Limbvu-n the

plant flowers about the latter end of May, in the open air. The .stock of this charming variety

is now in the possession of Mr. R. M. Stark, of the Edgehill Nm-sery, Edinbm-gh, and our

di-awing was made from a jilant commimicated by Mr. Stark, early in May of the present year.

The fresh flowers are very agreeably -violet scented, blended with a little of the fragrance of

the primrose.

CuLTTJEE.—Like its parent—the Cheiranthus ochroleucus, this hybrid, should be annually

renewed by propagation. For this pui-pose cuttings should be taken as soon as the young

shoots are produced after flowering, and these should be planted in light sandy soU, under
2 L
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a handglass in a cool situation. Taken off about June or July, and ti'eated in this way,

the cuttings make good strong plants for bedding out early in autumn. This mode of projja-

gation by cuttings, is that which will no doubt have to be generally resorted to, for we leam

by a communication from Mr. ^Marshall, now before us, that the plants do not seed freely

;

out of twenty lai'ge plants, he was only able to save ten or a dozen seeds in one season. It

appears also that seedlings are liable to vary, so that although it may be desu-able to save what

seed can be secured, for the chance of obtaining from them improved varieties, yet the perpetua-

tion of the beautiful variety now under notice, will only be effected by having constant recourse

to propagation by cuttings.

We are informed that the plant is quite hardy. Young plants raised from cuttings in sum-

mer, and bedded out in autumn, come into flower in the open border, about the same time as

C. ochroleuciis ; and, by cutting off the flowers as they decline, they continue flowering on a

great pai't of the summer. At Limbum, the plants in the open air come into flower towards

the end of May; and Mr. ^Marshall states that some of Ms plants from which the fading blooms

were constantly removed, were not out of flower before Xovember. From its habit, its splen-

did colour—imapproachable in fact by any artificial coloiu'ing material, and exactly answering

to the rich orange of Erysimum Peroffskianum., diluted by the clear yellow of Cheiranthus

ochroleucus,—its continuance in bloom, and its fi-agrance, we think it must prove a very

favourite plant for bedding out in the flower-garden.

For one purpose it must always be a favourite—that is, for pot cultui'e, for the purpose of

furnishing drawing-rooms, balconies, &c. For this object, the cuttings, when rooted, must be

potted, instead of being planted out in beds, and they must be sheltered in cold frames during

winter. The plant fr-om which our drawing was made, which had been grown in a pot, was

in bloom by the beginning of May : and no doubt it may be had in flower earlier than this ;

but on this point we have no experience. T\Tiether gi'own in pots or in beds, it should have

a good loamy soil, well enriched by the addition of decayed leaves.—!M.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S JUjSTE EXHIBITION.

roiHE exhibition which took place on the Sth instant was well attended ; and though, as a whole,

iV. inferior to that of the 18th of May, yet, in many points, it was highly satisfactory. The Orchids,

the Pelargonixuns, and the mixed " colleetions," were the leading features. The fi'uit was very

limited in quantity, and presented nothing remarkable as to quality.

The visitors were, on this occasion, as formerly, gratified -n-ith a sight of the glorious Water-ldy

of the Xew "World, two leaves and a blossom being exhibited, fi'om Syon, by Jlr. I^TSon, gardener to the

Duke of Northumberland ; one of the leaves was floated so as to show the upper surface, the other

was reversed to show the remarkable network of ribs and veins spread over the imder sm-face. The
other novelties—for, amongst novelties, we still rank the Victoria regia, just mentioned—were not

numerous ; the most important was the fragi'ant stove shrub RoupeUia grata—also a good example

of culture—contributed by Mr. Cole, gardener to H. Colyer, Esq. ; of this we shall shortly publish

a figore. Messrs. Veitch had the Rhododendi'on jasminifloi-um, previously mentioned ; a plant of

the not new, but pretty Dipladenia nobihs ; and Nepenthes sanguinea, a dwarf plant, but having four

pitchers fully grown, and showing its deep red-brown externally, irregularly marked inside with

the same colour. Mr. Ivison sent a Bejaria, imported fi-om St. Martha : it forms a dense ever-

green shi-iib, with oblong, lance-shaped leaves, and short, crowded, terminal racemes of flowers,

which resembled some of the tube-fonned alstromerias in shape, but are of a pretty rose pink,

becoming white at the tips. Dielytra spectabilis, one of the most beautiful of herbaceous plants, and

beUeved to be hardy, came fi-om Mr. Mountjoy, of Ealing ; and another showy, herbaceous, hai-dy

plant, the Campanula nobUis alba, was communicated by Mr. E. G. Henderson, of St. John's "Wood.

In the two rival " laige collections" of stove and greenhouse plants, which were staged, the merit

was very nearly balanced. The exhibitors were, Mr. May, gai'dener to ^Irs. Lawrence, and ^Ir. Cole.

Mrs. Lawrence's plants were very uneven, both as respects size and merit ; the most conspicuous

among them were three immense bushes of Polygala acuminata, C'oleonema rubrum, and Epacris

grandiflora. There was a veiy pretty plant of the rare Chorozema ovata ; and the plants of Ixora

coceinea, Dracophyllum gracUe, Adenaudi'a fi-agrans, Boronia sewulata, Leschenaultia formosa, and

^
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Aphelexis spectabilis grandiflora, were good specimens of moderate size. The blemishes of the

collection were an Allamanda, drooping from too sudden exposm-e, a fading Pimelea spectabilis, and
an x\zalea variegata, in which the well-bloomed body of the plant was spoiled by unbloomcd growth

beyond. Mr. Colyer's plants were beautifally fresh, and possessed great merit throughout, though

wanting the monster specimens, captivating to the eye, found in the rival gi'oup. Here, however, was
a fine Allamanda Schottii ; Dipladenia

crassinoda, admirably bloomed: two very

fine Ixoras, crocata and coccinea, freely

bloomed ; Clerodendron fallax ; a lovely

Pimelea Hendersonii ; Chironia gluti-

nosa, brilliant with its deep rose-pink

blossoms ; a good Stephanotis flori-

bunda ; Aphelexis spectabilis grandi-

flora. Messrs. Fraser and Pamplin also

had collections of twenty ; in the former

of which was a fine specimen of Rhyn-
cospermum jasminoides, a showy plant

of Hibbertia Cunninghamii, and Lach-

noea eriocephala. Groups of fifteen

were sent by Mr. Green, gardener to

Sir E. Antrobus, and JNIr. Gerrie, gar-

dener to Sir J. Cathoart, the former of

whom had a massive Lcschenaultia for-

mosa, Allamanda grandiflora, very well

flowered ; and a fine Ixora coccinea.

Among the smaller groups were scat-

tered many fine examples of cultivation

;

those which especially attracted our

notice were the following :—Tetratheca

verticillata, dwarf, and a fidl yard in

diameter, from Mr. liinghorn, gardener

to the Eaid of Kilmorey ; Acrophyllum

venosum, small, but freely grown and
flowered, together with a well-flowered Gompholobium polymorphum, from Mr. Bruce, gardener to B.

Miller, Esq. ; a very dwarf Clerodendron fallax superbum, with two large panicles of flowers from Mr.
Speed, of Edmonton ; Pavetta Cafii-a, Dracophyllum gracile, and Aphelexis spectabiHs grandiflora, from

Mr. Taylor, gardener to J. Coster, Esq. ; Pimelea Hendersonii, from Mr. May, gardener to E. Good-

hart, Esq., Mr. Epps, of Maidstone, and Mr. Stanley, gardener to H. Berens, Esq. ; Mcdinilla

speciosa, and a dwarf Ixora fi-om Mr. Carson, gardener to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq. ; a dwarf
Ixora, from i\'Ii-. Hamp, gardener to J. Thorn, Esq. ; Actus graciilima, from Mr. Malyon, gardener

to T. Brandram, Esq. ; Bossirea linophyUa, fi-om Mr. Stuail, gardener to T. Huggins Esq.,

Norwood ; and Coleonema pulcluum, from Mr. G. Young, gardener to C. Barron, Esq. Among
the specimen plants were Polygala Dalmaisiana and Lcschenaultia biloba grandiflora, fr-om Mr. May,
gardener to Mrs. Lawrence; Indigofera decora, Platycerium grande, and Nj-mphcea cccrulea, from

Mr. Ivison; and a Coleonema pulchrum, from Mr. Terry, gardener to Lady Puller.

The best lot of Cape Heaths came from Mr. Smith, gardener to W. Quitter, Esq., of Norwood, whose

plants were large, cleanly grown, well matched as to size, and in full bloom j the most attractive plants

were vestita alba, vestita coccinea, elegans, and suaveolens among the larger specimens, and bruniades

rather smaller in size. Mr. Cole had a nice collection, in which were conspicuous plants of mutabflis

and Cavendishiana ; and Mr. Leach's group, which though good were too uneven in size, contained

a large Cavendishiana, and a neat jasminoides. Among the Nurserymen's plants, Mr. Epps had

striking specimens of vestita coccinea, propendens, and splendens ; and good collections including

many fine specimens were sent by Messrs. Veitch, RolHsson, and Fairbaii'n. There were some very

pretty groups of small plants shown in 11 -inch pots.

Among the seedlings, was a fine Epiphyllum named platypetalum from Mr. Hoyle of Reading

;

it is a large rich deep crimson variety, with remarkably broad thick petals, and will become a very

showy and favoui-ite sort. Mr. Epps had a seedling Erica, named tricolor Eppsii, a distinct and very

fine variety, with short thick tube much inflated at the base, and there deep red, the throat green, the

ArHELEXis SPECTABILIS GRANDIFLORA exhibited by H. Colyer, E<q.
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limb white ; with, it was tricolor splendens, iu the same way but less inflated, the red paler, and the

limb suffused with green ; also Gardneriana, a sort in the way of ampullacea, with deep flesh-coloured

tube, dark throat, and whitish limb. Messrs. J. and C. Lee, had a seedling Azalea indica named
Symmetiy, a large smooth flower, of fine form and substance, good habit, the colom- a pale vermilion

red; it promises to be a first-rate kind. Mr. E. G. Henderson, had some varieties of Campylia ho-

losericea, of which those called oculata—dull crimson and lilac, with deep red eye, and roseo-alba

—

rosy Ulac with white eye, were the best. Messrs. Garraway and Co. sent Achimenes grandis, a cross

between Leipmanni and longiflora, and having large deep purple flowers.

Foremost in the large assemblage of fine exotic Orchids was the specimen of Camarotis purpm-ea,

represented in our woodcut : this plant formed a flowery pyi-amid five feet in height, and had a most

^
beautiful ajipearance. The large collections were shown by
Mr. Mylam, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq. ; Mr. Blake, gar-

dener to J. H. Schi'oder ; Esq. ; and Mr. WiUiams, gai-dener

to C. B. Warner, Esq. In Mr. Mylam's group were fine

plants of :—Odontogiossum citrosmum, with five racemes
;

Aerides afiine and odoratum ; Vanda teres ; Saccolabiuni

prajmorsum ; a dwarf Dendi-obium formosum, having seven

bunches of bloom ; Cypripedium barbatum, with eleven

flowers ; and several Cattleyas, of which Candida, violacea,

and intermedia were the most uncommon. Mr. Blake had

Aerides Scbi-oderi, a highly colom-ed variety, approaching

maculosum, together with a good Saccolabium guttatum,

and several other species of Aerides. In Mr. Williams's

lot were plants of Coalogyne Lowii, and Epidendnim

aurantiacum. The nurserymen's collections of fifteen were

sent by Messrs. Veitch, RoUisson, and Dobson ; the former

of whom had a Sobralia macrautha superba with fourteen

fiowers, very gorgeous ; Lacsena bicolor, and Saccolabiuni

prsemorsum. Messrs. Rollisson had a large Aerides odora-

tum, and good plants of Dendi'obium formosum and mos-

chatum, with Huntleya violacea. Among the smaller groups

was a fine Stanhopea oculata, from Mr. Gerrie, which,

besides a few expanded blooms, had twenty-three spikes

in various stages of progress ; a rich-lipped Cattleya

Mossise, from Mr. Franklin, gardener to Mrs. Lawrence

;

and a fine specimen of Cattleya Mossise, a very deeply

coloured variety, from Mr. Kinghorn. Mr. Carson had

Odontogiossum grande, and a large Aerides odoratum

majus.

The Pelai-goniums were staged in very fine condition,

and produced a grand display. A silent hint, however,

was, we saw, conveyed to those who have clamoui'sd about

showing Pelargoniums—and the mania has spread to

other subjects

—

tmthoiit stakes. A year or two ago, Mr. Forster's plants were brought to exhibition

expressly without supports, and were specially noticed and commended on that ground ; tliis year

Mr. Forster's plants are tied up after the common plan which exliibitors find it necessary to

foUow. Mr. Cock's plants again evinced remarkable growth. The contributors were Messrs. Cock,

Black, Beck, Robinson, Gaines, Stains, and Bragg ; and the most remarkable plants we saw,

were :—Star, Emily, Delicatissima, Pearl, GuHelma, Sikh, Centmion, Alonza, Constance, Gypsey
Bride, Salamander. The fancy Pelargoniums were remarkably fine, especially the plants shown by
Mr. Robinson, one of which we have sketched ; some of these plants were nearly four feet in di-

ameter. We noted the most distinct and beautiful sorts in tliis part of the exhibition, as follows :

—

Madame MeiUez, Anais, Fahy Queen, Reine des Francais, Queen Superb, in Mr. Robinson's group

;

Hero of Surrey, Reine des Francais, Orestes, in Mr. Gaines' ; Jenny Lind, Ibrahim Pacha, Defiance,

in Mr. Ambrose's ; Jehu Superb, in Mr. Stains'. Several collections of the species of Pelargonium,

and of Florist's Calceolarias were shown. Another good group of Amaryllises was sent by Messrs.

Garraway and Co. ; and 2 boxes of very pretty English Iiises were from Mr. Salter of Hammersmith.
The pot Roses were tolerably fresh, but inferior to those produced in May. The plants most remark-

CA.MAiLvjii^ i'LKi'UitEA:

exhibited by E. S. Holford, Esq.
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able were, Comtesse Mole, Marie de Champlonis, Souvenir d'un Ami, Meillez, Devoniensis, from

Messrs. Lane ; Blairii No. 2, Mrs. Elliot, from Mr. Francis ; Beauty of Billiard, from Mr. Rosier

;

Coupe de Hebe, from Mr. Terry.

Collections of Indian Azaleas, of Cacti, of Helioliysums, of Ali^ine plants, and of variegated plants,

completed the floral display.

The Fruit, as ah'eady mentioned, was
not remarkable for superior qualitj'.

The best Pines were Providences weigh-

ing 91bs. 1 lozs., from Mr. Chapman, gar-

dener to J. B. Glegg, Esq., and Mr.

Davis, gai'dener to Lord Boston. Very

good samples of Black Hambm'gh Grapes,

as to size, were from Messrs. Frost,

gardener to Lady Grenville; Stent, gar-

dener to W. Herbert, Esq., Clapham

;

Foggo, gardener to the Marquis of Aber-

corn ; Rust, gardener to J. Maclaren,

Esq., and Davis, of Oakhill ; but none

of them were well coloui'ed. A good

sample of Black Prince came fi-om Mr.

Chapman, gardener to J. B. Glegg, Esq.

;

of Sweetwater from Mr. M'Walter, gar-

dener to Col. Challoner, and Mr. Chap-

man of South Lambeth ; of Muscat from

Mr. Toy of Oatlands ; and there were

several dishes of well-grown but unripe

Muscats. Some good Peaches came

from Mr. Chapman—Gross Mignonne
;

and Mr, Robertson, gardener to the Mar-

quis of Waterford—Royal George ; and

a dish of finely-ripened Brown Turkey

Figs came fi'om Mr. Foggo. Some good

British Queen Strawberries came fi-om Mr. Busby, gai-dener to S. Crawley, Esq. Various good-

looking Melons of the Hybrid Persian, and Beechwood sorts were produced ; and a Beechwood of

6 lbs. 8 oz. came fi-om Mr. Carson.

PELAKGONiuM—auEEN SUPERB 1 exMbited by J. Simpson, Esq.

THE TYING DOWN SYSTEM WITH FRUIT TREES.

By Mr. R. ERRINGTON, Gardener to Sir P. M. Egerton, Bart., Oulton Paek, Cheshike.

THIS, the only system in practice, which does not run counter to the natui-al habits of our out-

door fruits, is not so generally known and practised as its merits deserve ; and although much

has been said concerning it in some of our gardening periodicals, j^et all have not given the subject

a thorough consideration. I beg, therefore, to di'aw the attention of the readers of the Oardener's

ilagazine of Botany to this excellent practice, and I am the more emboldened to do so, from the

fact of having practised it for the last twelve years ; in addition to which, I trust I may without

egotism, lay claim to being, if not the original inventor, at least the sj^stematiser of this mode of

training.

It is astonishing to observe what a slow progress anythmg exceedingly simplified makes with one

portion of the public, in comparison mth others which carry some marks of complication on the face

of them ; and which marks are, to those incapable of grappling with the main features of a question,

(and of dealing with elementary principles rather than fioundering amongst details) too often mis-

taken for the impress of science.

Thus, some years since, it was the custom to seek for success in fi'uit culture in an elaborate and

tedious routine of winter pruning ; and our horticultm-al periodicals of the day teemed with illustra-

tions of the fearful course the amateur fruit cultivator had to submit to, for a period of some half-

dozen years, before he could hope to produce a good dessert. In such works might be found, fii'st.
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second, third, foiortli, &o., year's pruning, with endless references to spur eyes, &c., assiduously

classified as to character, and which were, (or ought to have been,) fruitful in a given period.

All this really looked a very smart affair assm-edly, on paper, but many an unhappy wight soon

found to his cost, that these spurs were somewhat intractable, and that then- character was liable to

be changed of a sudden, by wet and growing periods, by spade culture and manuring ; or even by

injudicious pruning- or disbudding. For my own part, I never strictly followed these arbitrary prac-

tices ; but, about that period, I began seriously to consider whether some less artistic practice could not

be established—some practice going ivith the tendencies of the tree, instead of against them; and

which " he who runs may read."

Such then is the " tying down" system ; a name, to be sure, not fully descriptive of the whole

merits of the practice, but which having become in some degree established, may perhaps as well

remain undisturbed. As the name implies, it consists mainly in tying down a considerable amount of

the young spray annually, during the spring and summer cultm-e instead of cutting it away, in the

vain endeavour to force the trees to bear on spurs.

In detailing my mode of prooedui'e, it may be premised, that it becomes necessary under this

system to place the leading shoots fm-ther apart than usual ; for, as an increased amount of foliage is

produced along the leading branches, it becomes necessary to obtain as much light as possible on

all sides. I consider that nine inches is necessary for Pears, Plums, and Cherries ; in some cases a

trifle more, or a trifle less, according to the size of the foliage. One point must here be adverted to,

as we proceed, and that is, that the leaders being placed at systematic distances, are considered more

as mere ducts than as the producers of fruit in themselves. They, therefore, become at once the source

of a perpetual supply of young shoots, and also a living trellis, whereon to train their offspruig.

The strict fan mode of training, is therefore not quite the thing for carrying out this system

completely, inasmuch as the acute angle, formed by the point of divcrgance of any two given branches,

has a tendency to huddle the young spray too closely ; or, in fact, to intercept, by their being in

contact, the action of the sun on the wall, in the case of wall or fence trees ; which action I am ac-

customed to consider a collateral advantage of no mean weight ; for the wall, dm'ing sunny weather,

becomes a reservoii- of heat, to be given out during the night in a progressive manner, thus qualifying

atmospheric extremes.

The mode of training the main branches I have for years practised, with the tying down system,

is what may be termed the cxu-ved fan ; for, although the branches at their junction with the main

stem or collar, commence their radiating com'se in direct lines, they are made to fall in with the hori-

zontal courses of the wall, at about a foot from the junction vnt\i the collar; and thenceforward, they

continue in parallel lines. I name this, in order to show that the system, as pm'sued by me, is in a

trijiiny degree incomplete ; those who want to carry it completely out, will be necessitated, perhaps;

to adopt the old plan of Pear training, viz., of carrying up a central leader, and causing the side

branches to diverge at right angles to the main stem from the bottom of the tree to the top.

In commencing to train young trees then, in order to carry out this system, my practice is in ac-

cordance with an old apothegm, as applied to the formation of a hedge; and which, as a maxim, is

none the worse for wear—" always make the bottom first." The framing of the main leaders com-

mence at the lower part of the wall ; the first pair of shoots right and left, being strictly parallel with

a course of bricks about nine inches above the ground level. The next pair take a slight divergence

just above the collar, and each pair more so, as the tree ascends.

Although I spoke of this mode of training as being perhaps slightly incomplete, (inasmuch as the

want of a strict parallelism through the whole course of the main leaders does not give every portion

a perfect equality as to the admission of light)
;
yet it has one advantage, as I presume, in compensa-

tion. I mean the tendency to an equalisation of the sap, produced by the progressively increasing

amount of divergence in the main leaders, as they are situated higher up the tree. Another advan-

tage too attaches to this mode, beyond that of forming the whole tree from one perpendicular shoot

—

I generally reserve two or three shoots, whilst the tree is young, as a nursery in, or about, the centre

of the tree. These are pruned back in the winter for a season or two, in order to produce at the

necessary point of divergence the side leaders, which are to complete the form of the tree. By the

old perpendicidar mode, it is well Ivuown, that it required some years to establish a tree ; but, by de-

parting thus far from a mere mathematical nicety, a tree may be made to cover a given space in one

half the time ; a matter of great importance with thousands, especially amatem's.

Thus far then, as preliminary to the principal issue of oiir subject, I would now show, in a p
brief, yet explicit way, how the " tying down " system is carried out: premising, in the first place, ^
that I am not undertaking to teach experienced professionals, but rather those, who, ha%'ing little to
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unlearn, would fain commence by laying hold of principles, rather than mere rules. In order, then,

to see oni- subject cleaiiy, we will suppose the form of tree before adverted to, and that several of

the main branches, right and left, have been conducted into their proper lines ; in other words, we wiU

take up the practice about to be suggested, at about the second or thii-d year from planting. Every

one who has had the least to do with trained fruit trees knows, that in their earlier periods, there

is a natui-al tendency, in the two or three yeai's' old wood, to produce, what are termed by practical

men, " natural s^yurs," and could this habit be continued for several years, all would be well: people

would not re(juii-e to be advised about " tying down" systems. It so happens, nevertheless, that the

true, or natural spui's become scarce in proportion as the tree extends, at least, near the centre of

the tree ; towards the terminal points, things continue aU right. Now, here arises the principal

problem, viz., how to keep the tree clothed equally with blossom -buds, walls being expensive things.

What is termed " spui-ring back," at the winter's pruning, never did, and never can succeed : the

knife is a much more Ukely agent to produce wood shoots, than natm-al spurs. Every gardener of

experience knows full well how unsatisfactory the old " spurring back" has ever proved. I have

before adverted to the tendency in the two and thi-ee years' old shoots, to produce the natm-al spur.

Tliis habit is common to nearly all our spui'-bearing fruits, and the thorough perception and recog-

nition of this fact, many years suace, led me to break with the ancient practice of ' spurring back."

To return, then, to the main subject in hand, the months of May and June are the proper

periods when all these li'uits should receive a close examination ; disbudding ought to be prac-

tised more or less in every trained fruit tree, and now it is, whilst the practice is proceeding,

that a careful selection should be made of those shoots required for tying down. It was before

observed, that the main leaders are to be used when established, as a trelKs, in preference to nailing

the shoots in the intervening spaces, and that this is done in order to permit parallel lines of the wall,

all over the tree, to become heated by the solar rays.

The disbudder, therefore, commences operations by merely removing the awkward, or gross

shoots, providing they can be spared. This done, the trees should remain mimolested for a week or

two, for most fruit trees are averse to a too heavy and sudden disbudding ; and, besides, the operation

is performed with more precision at intervals, especially if the young shoots are thick. At the next

stage, a selection may at once be made, and the simplest way to perform this, is to trace each branch

of the tree from the bottom upwai'ds, and to merely pinch the point off every shoot not requii-ed

for tying down. The selection must be, of com-se, made with judgment ; and, in all cases, early, and

short-jointed shoots must be preferred to those long-jointed and succulent, which late made shoots

(forced into being by an over powerful root action, tlu'ough ramy weather, or otherwise) generally

are. Such have a strong tendency to enlarge the fabric of the tree (a matter not needed), but are

averse altogether to the formation of blossom buds. Those principals are of equal application to

all om- spur fruits, as far as my experience goes ; but the distinction is more manifest in some kinds

than in others.

All gross shoots, or robbers, as some term them, had better be stripped clear away, unless

required to produce shoots to furnish blank spaces, in which case it is merely necessary to pinch out

their points when they are about five or six inches in length ; and this stopping should be performed

as early in the season as possible, in order that the side shoots produced by them, may become weU
ripened, and that a too violent root action be not encom-aged; which latter would derange the

eqrulibrium of the tree in the ensuing season.

The above proceedings wiU bring the operator to the middle of June, or nearly so, and now the

tying down should commence as soon as possible, or the fruit spm-s for the ensuing season will be

too much shaded, and imperfect blossoms wiU be the result. The young spray may be tied down in

a contuiuous way, the whole length of the branches, and whether they are tied singly, or a couple

together, occasionally, must depend on the character of the young shoots ; care must be taken to

reserve all that carry those criteria of fi'uitfulness before adverted to ; and where one shoot is

overtaking another, and creating confusion, the point may be pinched off without hesitation.

Trees in a healthy state will yet produce a late growth of watei-y spray, especially if the weather
prove rainy, such may hereafter be stripped away, or pinched as it rises, and trees, on such account,

should be looked over once a fortnight, during the growing season, in order to keep such disorderly

growths within bounds. In the early part of August, I hold it good practice to stop or jiinch most
of the growing shoots, especially those which are still rambling freely; by so doing, and by sufferiug

the weaker shoots to grow until autumn, much may be done towards keeping the strength of the

trees equalised. Such practise will also tend to bring on a somew-hat eaiiier rest, thus solidifying

the wood, a matter of much importance to tender fridt trees.

!
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MISCELLAS-EOUS NOTICES—NEW AND EAEE PLANTS.

SilisitUnDjnns Sntitrs.

GiUiJloivers : Cocardeau and JUmpereirr.—Under the

name of Cocardeau there was fomierly cultivated a

variety of the large GilMoirer (llathiola incana), -n-hich

botanists had named, II. fenestralis. This plant "was in

much repute in iSormandy, and particularly at Caen.

At the present day -sre might perhaps fail in finding in

that province, as well as in many others, the variety

in question, which was so much esteemed among the

florists of an earlier period. It seems almost certain

that this Gilliflower in producing its handsome double

flow ers only in Normandy, must have been neglected,

and consequently abandoned like many others, which
are no longer to be found in cultivation. The
Cocardeau is distinguished from the large species by
the stem being very strong and unique, growing some-

times to the height of three feet, and terminating by a

flower branch of extraordinary dimensions. There are

two varieties of it known, one red, and the other white.

M. Lenormand, a skilful grower, of Palis, offered this

GUliflower for sale in the markets of that capital in

1828 ; and it was conspicuous among all others by its

incontestable superiority. For some time he preserved

the monopoly of this Cocardeau, which he always took

to market with double flowers. The variety raised by
M. Lenormand took the name of Cocardeau, a term

which has been long applied to the GUliflower

Cocardeau formerly known. This two-fold use of the

term is not likely to lead to confusion, since there is

every reason to believe that the old GOliflower

Cocardeau is entirely lost. The modem variety is in-

termediate between that known as the Quaraiitaine (a

small variety known in France) ; and the Crrosse espece

(another variety of larger size). In respect to its size

it comes somewhat near the former, and to the latter

by its flowering later, from which circumstance it

always flowers the second year. I have, however,

often had occasion to sow it early in the spring, perhaps

about February, and though my plants were raised in

frames, I have never been fortunate enough to flower

them before the second year. This variety must then

be considered as a biennial. The seed may be sown
throughout the spring and summer, and according to

the time at which it has been sown, the plants will

come up more or less strong. Thus, if the seed is sown

in March and April, the plants will come up strong

and branchy, and acquire as perfect a development as

this variety is capable of. If the seed is sown in May,

Jime, and July, the plants will be less strong, and those

of the auhunn sowing will have only a single stem or

branch. They will all flower in the following spring.

The seed is generally sown in a bed like the other

GOliflowers, and when the young plants are strong

enough they are pricked out into other beds, in rows

twelve inches every way. It is the custom with some

gardeners to prick their GiUiflowers a second time with

the view of making them more hardy. This practice is

only good when we -n-ish to stop a too luxuriant vegeta-

tion, but otherwise it disturbs the plants for no use.

At the end of September the plants are put in pots and

placed for some days in a shady place, in order to

encourage them to strike root in the soil. About the

time that the frost sets in they should be removed to a

cold frame, where they should have as much air as

possible, and be kept rather dry, for humidity is more
injm-ious to them than cold. Only two varieties of

Cocardeau ai'e known, the red and white. It is, how-
ever, very likely that other colours might be obtained.

The GiUiflower Empereur is a superb biennial variety,

recently introduced to France. Like the Cocardeau, it

is of very vigorous habit, furnished with lai-ge and very

double flowers, of a fine purple rose colour, quite new
among GiUiflowers. It flowers almost constantly, and

may, therefore, be termed perpetual. It is, perhaps,

the greatest acquisition which has been received from

Germany. We may also add, as one of its most

precious qualities, that nine-tenths of the plants have

double flowers.

—

Revue Hortieole.

NEW AXD RAEE PLANTS.

GAiEOTTLi BEAUMONTii, Zindletj. Beaumont's Ga-

leottia. {Paxt. M. Gard., i., 12.)—Nat. Ord., Orchi-

daceae Vandese MaxiUaridas.—Syn., Stenia Beaumontii,

A. Richard.—An uninteresting stove epiphyte, with ob-

long pseudo-bulbs, bearing two Unear-oblong leaves

from the summit, and a two-flowered peduncle fi-om the

base ; the flowers are dull green and bro%ra, with a pale

lilac lip.—From Brazil : Bahia ; introduced to Paris,

about 18iS, by Morel. Flowers in winter.

TuPA CRASSicAULis, Soolcer. Thick-stemmed Tupa.

(Rot. Mag. t. 4,505)—ISTat. Ord., Lobeliaceae § LobelcEe.

Syn., Siphocampylos canus of the Belgian Gardens, but

not of Fold.—A sub-shrubby warm greenhouse plant, of

rather coarse growth, and not veiy showy. It grows

three feet or more in height, the stems stout, woolly,

or cobwebby, leafy at the top. The leaves are lanceo-

late, serrated, four to sis inches long, tapering at the

base, into a short foot-stalk, tomentose and hairy be-

neath. The flowers grow singly from the axUs of the

upper leaves, the corollas having a nearly sti'aight,

laterally-compressed tube, two inches long, and a two-

lipped limb, the superior one bifid and inclined up-

wards, the lower one deflexed and trifid ; the colour is a

yellowish or greenish red, becoming deeper red. Na-
tive country not stated

;
probably Brazil ; introduced

about 1849. Flowers in summer and autumn. Eoyal

Botanic Garden, Kew.

Caianthe SVI.VATICA, Lindlnj. Wood Calanthe

(Paict. Fl. Card., i. 25).—Nat. Ord., Orchidaceae § Yan-

deae-Calanthidfe. A beautiful stove herbaceous plant,

with the habit and foliage of G. veratrifolia. The

flowers are larger, in long erect spikes, at first pm-e

white, but by degrees changing to a clear bright yellow
;

the full-grown plume-Kke spikes are therefore white at

the summit, yellowish at the base, with the intermedi-

ate parts cream-coloured. Said to be the most beautiful

of all the Calanthes.—From the Isles of France

Bourbon : introduced to Paris about 1848. Flowers
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CYPRIPEDIUM LOWEI.

Nat. Order, ORCHiDAcEiE, \ CvpaiPEDiEiE,

297

Gkkeric Character.—Cypripedium, Linn.

—

Perianth sis-

parted, or, by tile coherence of the two lower outer lobes, five-

parted, the lobes spreading: ; the three outer broader, the

uppermost broadest, the two lower inserted below the labellum,

and either free or eonfluent ; the two lateral inner segments

narrow ; labellum in front, very larfje, infl.ated into a pouch,

somewhat resembling a high shoe, without a spur. Column
short, nodding, lobed above, the lateral lobes each bearing an

anther beneath; anthers inserted transversely in the under side

of the lateral lobes of the eoluum, two-celled, the cells some-
what separated, each bursting by a longitudinal slit

;
pollen at

first gi'anular, then waxy, afterwards almost fluid. Ovary in-

ferior, one-celled, not twisted, with many anatropous ovules,

arranged on thi-ee parietal placentas ; columnar style somewhat
curved forwards, shortly stalk-like below, four-lobed above, the

posterior lobe expanded, petaloid or fleshy, overhanging the

stigma, the lateral lobes bearing the anthers ; stigma deltoid,

occupying the lower face of the column between the anthers

and anterior, terminal lobe of the column. Capsule one-ceUed,

with three parietal placentas. Seeds numerous, minute ; embryo

a minute, acotyledonous cellular body, in a loose cellular testa.

CrpRiPEDitrsi LowEi, Lbidley. Low's Lady's Slipper.—Bracts

not equal to the germen ; the two lower segments of the outer

circle of the perianth united into a broadly lanceolate, acuminate

piece, attenuated below and somewhat incui-ved, the upper one

lanceolate ; labellum with a notch in front of the pouch, and a

large triangular tooth on each side; lateral segments much
longer than the outer, narrowly lanceolate-spathulate and acu-

minated; leaves long, obtuse, slightly notched at the apex,

sheathing at the base.

Stnontstt.— Cypripedium Lowei, Llndley in Gard, Citron.^

1847, p. 765.

IT^ESCRIPTION.—A stemless perennial herb. Leaves broad witli somewhat parallel sides,

^ rotuided off at the end and slightly notched at the tip, embracing the stem and the

base of the succeeding leaf, bright green. Flowers few (8-10 in the wild plant), on a slender,

finely glandular scape ; bracts lanceolate, acute, embracing the germen, not quite equalling it

in length. Perianth large, and variously coloured ; the two lower sepals confluent into one

broadly lanceolate-acuminate piece, attenuated into a narrower portion below, slightly inflexed

above, one and a half inches long, green, with a purplish tinge near the base ; upjaer sepal

narrowly lanceolate-acute, colotu-ed like the others. Lateral petals much longer, narrow

below, and much broader towards the end, then acuminated ; at first spreading, then curved

inwards and upwards, three inches long, yellowish green near the base, spotted with piu-pKsh

brown, purplish rose with yellow margins and midi-ibs in the upper half. Labellum one and

a half inches long with the pouch nearly an inch deep, broad and inflated, open above, with

a notch in front and a large triangular tooth on each side, separated by a notch from the base,

purplish green and shining. All the segments of the perianth somewhat veiaed.—A. H.

History, &c.—This pretty Lady's Slipper was gathered by Mr. Low, jim., in Borneo,

where it was discovered growing on high trees in thick jungle. It was introduced by this

gentleman to the nm-sery of Mr. Low of Clapton about 1846, and was first bloomed in Em-ope

in the garden of A. Kem-ick, Esq., of West Bromwich. Om- drawing was made in the nursery

of Messrs. Rollissou, of Tooting, from a plant which these gentlemen exhibited at the May
show of the Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies.

CuLTUKE.—Cypripedium Lowei requires to be grown in the Orchid house. It is of easy

culture there, producing its interesting flowers in the spring months. Mr. Brown, foreman at

the Tooting Nursery, has copimunicated an outline of the manner in which the plant from

which our figm-e is taken, was cultivated, and we cannot do better than introduce it here :

—

" The Cypripedium should be grown in company with such plants as CcelogjTies, Coi-yanthes,

Zygopetalums, Calanthes, &c., in a temperature ranging, by day, from seventy-five to eighty-

five degrees, and, at night, from sixty to seventy degrees. In the muter season, fi-om sixty to

seventy degrees by day is sufficient. While the plants are growing, the atmosphere must be

maintained in a moist state ; the plants also require a tolerable supply of water, which should

be given with a syi-inge or a smaU pot round about the plant, but care must be taken not to water

over the foliage, for this would be very likely to cause the plant to rot. In the -nanter and resting

season, water must be applied very sparingly, and the atmosphere must be kept much drier.

The plant requires plenty of pot-room, and the pots must be weU di-ained. The compost

should be rich in vegetable matter : such as a mixtirre of one half decomposed sphagnmn, and

one half of rich fibrous peat soU. The plant comes into flower in spring, and remains fi'om

two to three months in bloom, if kept in a warm dry house."—M.

n^



ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY S JUNE EXHIBITION.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S JUNE EXHIBITION.

Kl CCUSTOMED to, aud intimately connected with, the metropolitan exhibitions, as -we have been

S3\ for a number of years past, we can safely assert, that the exposition in the Inner Cii-cle, Kegent's

Park, on the 12th instant, was the finest June show we ever beheld; infinitely superior to Chiswick,

both in extent and arrangement, and attended by a companj' many thousands above the Chiswick

gathering. Indeed, the fact is fast gaining notoriety, that it is no longer necessary to journey beyond

Hammersmith, in order to see a fine exhibition—the monopoly of gay flowers and luscious fruits is

broken down, and those who cannot spare the time, or who do not approve of a five miles' dusty

ride, are content to bide their time, and see the flowers nearer home. Added to this, the American

plants are a som'ce of considerable attraction, and a sight such as the combined exertions of the great

growers of Bagshot could alone produce. The tasteful arrangement of the groups, and the multitu-

dinous assemblage of gay flowers, must be seen to be appreciated, indeed, the tent was

" One boimclless blush, one bright impurplcd

Shower of endless blossoms."

Some of the higher colom-ed Khododendrons were past their best, and the early Azaleas were also

fading, but many of the Rhododendi-ons and Kalmias have yet to bloom, so that the plants will be

gay for a week or two to come. The principal contributors were the two Waterers, from whose

vast collections at Bagshot and Knap Hill, some admirable plants were sent. Messrs. Standish and

Noble had also a choice collection, rich in novelties from the Celestial Empii-e ; among which, a dried

specimen of the Fuuebral Cypress, fi-om the Vale of Tombs, was not the least attractive, and it will

doubtless prove, apart from its associations, one of the most interesting of modern introductions.

Interspei-sed through the groups were some fine examples of Coniferous plants, as Cedrus, Pinus,

Abies, Cryptomeria, Cupressus, &c. &c. ; but we would take the liberty of suggesting, that, another

season, the appearance of the groups would be much improved, if a few flowering specimens of

Laburnum, Judas tree. Scarlet Thorn, and Scarlet Horse Chestnut could be introduced. The colom-

of the Labm-num is much wanted for contrast, and the Scarlet Horse Chesnut would also be desirable,

on the same account. It is also worth consideration, whether, as the exhibition has attained a perma-

nent character, the supports for the tents might not be permanent also, and these, if covered with the

finer kinds of climbing plants, as Roses, Wistarias, Aristolochias, &c., would have a fine efiect, and

do much to destroy the artificial character of the scene; indeed, we see no just reason why all the

tents might not be similarly suppoi-ted, with climbing plants covering the main supports.

Apart from the American plants, the next leading featm-e of attraction was the Victoria Water
Lily, Victoria regia, sent fi-om the garden of the Duke of Northumberland at Sj'on. Two leaves, each

more than five feet in diameter, were produced, and one flower. One of the leaves was floating in a

tank of water ; but the other was reversed, to show the singular construction of the imder portion of

the leaf. With the flower were three wax models, sho^ving the flower in three difierent stages of

development, and, though colom-ed rather too highly, they conveyed a very good idea of this magni-

flcent flower. From the same garden, Mr. Ivison produced a collection of tropical fruits or spices,

among which we noticed the Pear of the Gods, Diospyros sapota, the Star Apple, Chrysophyllum

Cainito, the Gamboge, Xanthochymus pictorius, the Loquat, Eriobotrya japonica, and though last, not

least, the VaniUa, Vanilla planifolia, impregnating the air with its grateful and delicious fragrance.

Friut formed a part of the exhibition ; but, with a few exceptions, it did not do much to sustain

the character of British fruit growers. Huge Melons were produced, some of them almost tasteless

;

and some large, ugly Pines were also there ; the whole of the White Grapes were unripe, and many of

what should have been Black Grapes had much of the Hamhro rouge character about them. However,

a few worthy exceptions were present, among which the Black Hamburghs, fi-om Apley Park,

produced by Mr. Barnes, though injured by travelling, were the best ; these were, indeed, first-rate

Grapes. Mr. Stent, gardener to A. Herbert, Esq., Clapham, had some fine aud well-coloured Black

Hamburghs; as had also Mr. Jackson, gai-dener to H. Beaufoy, Esq.; Mr. Cuthbert, Mr. Chapman,

and Mr. Henderson. Pines were not remarkable; large Providences came fi-om Mr. Chapman,
gardener to J. B. Gleg, Esq. ; and a small but very handsome Queen from Mr. Jones, gardener to

Sir John Guest, Bart. Of Peaches, some very fine Noblesse were sent by Mr. Patterson, gardener to

the Bai-oness A^'enman ; and good fruit was also sent by Mr. Chapman and ]\Ir. Tm-nbull, gardener to

the Duke of Marlborough. Nectarines came from Mr. Chapman, ^Ir. Foggo, gardener to the Marquis

of Abercorn, and Jlr. TUlery, of Welbeck ; and Mr. Foggo had, as usual, a fine dish of Figs. Of
Melons, the best was an hybrid Persian from Mr. Robertson, gardener to Lady E. Foley. Mr. Rob
son, gardener to the Marquis of Cornwallis, sent Robson's hybrid Cantaloup ; and Mr. Moni-o, gardener

-g\g
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to Mrs. Oddie, had the Egyptian Green Flesh. Some fine Biitish Queen Strawherries were sent by
Mr. Harrison, of Oatlands, and Mr. Dunsford ; and good Keens' Seedlings by Mr. Harrison and
Mr. Monro. Tlu'ee enormous Cucumbers, called Hunter's Prolific, were also present.

Of Plants the two large collections were contributed by Mrs. Lawrence and Mr. Colyer, whose

productions were so equally balanced as to merit, as to give some trouble to the judges to decide to which

the palm of victory belonged. However, Mrs. Lawrence's huge back tier specimens prevailed, and

justly so, we must confess. Among them, Polygala acuminata was a most remarkable plant, less

meritorious, because less difiicult to manage, than the Pimelea, represented at page 251 ; but still a

magnificent specimen of unexampled cultivation. The next best specimens, to oiu' thinking, were Cho-

rozema ovata, a lovely thing; Leschenaultia formosa, a huge bush nearly four feet in diameter; two

plants of L. biloba major, splendidly flowered ; an admirable plant of the very difficult Adenandra

fragrans, a fine Pimelea Hendersonii, a j)retty Dillwynia floribunda, with two plants of Ixora

grandiflora, four nice Azaleas, and some noble examples of Eriostemon, Pimelea decussata. Ericas, and

Abelia floribunda, which, as managed at Ealing Park, proves to be an excellent plant. In Mr. Cole's

group we noticed an exquisite specimen of Ixora crocata, two of Ixora grandiflora, Dipladenia

splendens, and crassinoda ; Clerodendi'on Kcempferi and paniculatum, with three spikes ; Polygala cordi-

folia, an immense plant ; and thi'ce AUamandas—grandiflora, cathartica, and Schottii, the latter with

flowers five inches and a half in diameter ; Sphenotoma gracilis, a nice plant ; and a well-coloured Bo-

ronia serrulata. In addition to these, we noticed some fine specimens of Aphelexis, with Dillwynia

rudis sanguinea, a first-rate plant ; Erica tricolor rubra, an excellent specimen ; and some fine Pimeleas.

In the collections of twenty plants there were several competitors, and some splendid plants were pro-

duced. Mr. Green had a noble plant of Allamanda cathartica ; Leschenaultia formosa, and Erica

depressa, two admirable plants ; Gardenia Fortuniana, scenting the whole tent ; a fine Ixora, with Sphe-

notoma gracilis and Azalea decora. Mr. Taylor had a lovely plant of Ixora crocata, Adenandra fragrans,

Dipladenia crassinoda, well colom-ed ; Erica Cavendishiana, Phocnocoma prolifera, not quite sufficiently

advanced ; and Azalea indica exquisita, remarkably well coloured, showing this very distinct variety

to considerable advantage. Messrs. Eraser had also a group of twenty plants, among which the Hib-

bertia Cunninghamii, with its very lively yellow flowers, was the most conspicuous ; Epacris grandiflora

was also fresh and good ; and the same may-

be said of Azalea prtestantissima. Of col-

lections of ten plants, Mr. Croxford, gar-

dener to H. H. Barnes, Esq., had a fine
*

group, containing Phoenocoma prolifera,

Gompholobium versicolor, a remarkably

fine plant; Epacris miniata, finely colour-

ed ; Aphelexis humilis purpurea, very neat

;

with a good blue Leschenaultia, and a tol-

erable Ixora. Mr. Carson produced a fine

Polygala oppositifolia, the blue and orange ^
'

'

Leschenaultias, with a good Sphenotoma,

Allamanda cathartica, and a tolerable Ixora. ?

From Mr. Laybank, we noticed a finely t^^
bloomed Leschenaultia formosa, Boronia

serrulata, with a good Aphelexis, and a

neatly-trained and well bloomed Hoya car-

nosa. Mr. Barnes, gardener to R. H anbury,

Esq., was also a contributor in this class.

His best plants were jEschynanthus Bos-

chianus, finely bloomed ; Azalea lateritia,

Dipladenia splendens very fine ; and Ixora

grandiflora, with remarkably fine heads of

bloom. Collections of ten plants were also

contributed by Mr. Malyon, Mr. Stanley,

Mr. Bruce, and Mr. Hamp.
Single specimen plants were not numer-

ous, but doubtless the finest plant was Mr. ''''"-'" ^-'^'^^'•^ exliibitcd by s. Kucta-, Esq.

Cole's Aphelexis spectabilis grandiflora. Mr. Leach, gardener to S, Eucker, Esq., sent a fine Erica

Cavendishiana, nicely coloured ; Mr. Dennet, Erica intermedia; and Mr. May, Pimelea decussata.

^
.>'
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Of the new plants exhibited, there -were several possessing considerable interest. In our woodcut

are given representations of (1) Koupellia gi'ata, the Ci-eam fruit of ti'opical Africa, a fine climbing

stove shi'ub, with leathery leaves, and terminal cymes of white funnel-shaped iiowers, having a large

spreading five-lobed limb, and a coronet of brownish filaments projecting from the throat; (2) Escal-

lonia macrantha, fi-om Chiloe, a new hardy shrub, of great beauty, bearing terminal panicles of pretty

rose-coloured blossoms ; and (3) Dipladenia m-ophylla, a branching glabrous stove shi-ub, with ovate-

oblong leaves tapering into a long point, and slender drooping racemes of iiowers, of which the tube

is funnel-shaped, with a broad mouth, creamy outside, yellow within, bordered with the spreading

salmon-pink, five-lobed Hmb ; it is from the Organ ^Mountains of Brazil. The RoupeDia was shown by

Mr. Cole, gardener to H. Colyer, Esq. ; the Escallonia and Dipladenia were from Messrs. Veiteh's

nursery, whence also was sent a fine plant of the ilitraria coccinea. The most remarkable other new
plants exhibited were—the beautiful dwarf Cereus Leeanus, from Messrs. J. and C. Lee, of Hammer-
smith, of this we shall soon publish a figm-e ; a species of Bejaria, fi-om Santa JIartha, allied to B.

Lindeniana, if not identical with it, communicated by Mr. I-s-ison, and the veiy distinct and showy
Begonia cinnabarina, ft'om Messrs. Henderson, who had also Gloxinia grandis, one of the finest of the

crimson throated varieties. Among new Orchids we noticed Odontoglossum hastilabium ; and Barkeria

melanocaulon, fi-om Mr Barnes. Of plants of economical interest, we noticed Garcinia Mangostana

and the Peruvian Bark, fi-om Messrs. Veitch, and Bischofiia javanica from ^Messrs. Eollisson.

Of Azaleas only one collection was produced, and that came from !Mr. Green. It contained plants of

Apollo, fulgens, rosea punctata, optima, and variegata.

Two collections of tall Cacti were produced,

but they were poor representatives of what the

same growers produced years back. TMiether

it is want of competition or difficulty of car-

riage that renders these plants scarce we do not

know, but it is quite certain they were shown
much better seven years back than they are at

the present time. The kinds sent were Jen-

kinsonii and J. grandiflora, speciosissima, Malle-

sonii, and M. rosea, in Jlr. Falconer's lot; and

Ml'. Green had speciosa, rubra ccerulea, Jenkin-

sonii, and Ackermanni.

Pot Roses, in good condition for June, were

present fi'om Messrs. Lane & Son, Messrs. Paul,

and Mr. Francis, and in the amateurs' class, from

^Ir. Teriy, A. Rowland, Esq., and Mr. Roser.

m^m^<^
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The flowers were not like those we saw in May, the sunny weather had told upon them, and they

looked small, flimsy, and fading. Roses in pots are out of place after May, but we would recommend

double the prizes in that month, so as to bring the great growers out with collections of thirty or

fortj' plants each. Roses in pots, to be done well, require good growing, and anything like a cheek

to keep them back, must be injurious to them. If they must be shown in June, let them be confined

to certain classes, as the Mosses, Noisettes, or Hybrid Chinas; but Chinas, Teas, and Bourbons,

thi-oughout the season, we cannot subscribe to. The collections also want more colour, more diversity

of form, in fact more character, and this they must have, or lose much of theii- interest. A few cut

Roses were sent, but they were very poor.

The collections of Orchids were less numerous than at Chismck, but Mr. Mylam, gardener to

S. Rucker, Esq., produced some admirable specimens. Foremost among them, in point of skilful

management, stood Van da teres, with a number of its beaatiful flowers ; Odontoglossum citrosmum,

with five spikes of its lovely fiowers ; Barkeria spectabilis, a small plant with eight spilies
;
Aerides

affine, and a huge plant of A. odoratum majus ; Cattleya violacea, and Mossiae, very lovely ; with Angu-

loa Clowesil, Dendi-obium formosum, Phatenopsis grandiflora, and a small neat plant of Camarotis

pm'purea. A second group came fi-om Mr. Blake,

gardener to J. H. Schi'oder, Esq., among which

we noticed the singular Coryanthes macrantha,

Vanda tricolor, Phalfenopsis grandiflora, Sacco-

labium guttatum, with Aerides odoratum, crispum

and Schroderii, a very deeply marked variety,

which we hope shortly to publish a figure of.

Collections of Orchids also came from Mr. Wil-

liams, Messrs. RoUisson, Mr. Franklin, gardener

to Mrs. Lawrence, Mr. Carson, Mr. Beck, and Mr.

Barnes, each collection containing some remark-

able specimens, the best of which have been

enumerated in a preceding page. As a hardy

Orchid of considerable interest, we give an en-

graving of Cypripedium spectabile, produced by

Mr. Barnes, and which had nearly thirty of its

beautiful flowers. This plant is quite hardy. We
saw it blooming in the open ground at Redleaf,

only a few days back ; but still, as grown by

Mr. Barnes, it is an admirable pot plant.

Cape Heaths, though fine, were not quite up to

the average. Mr. Smith, gardener to W. Quilter,

Esq., produced a group of noble plants ; but the collection sent by Mr. Leach, gardener to S. Rucker,

Esq., contaming more difficult kinds, was considered more meritorious. In Mr. Leach's lot we
noticed E. tricolor rubra, a noble plant ; E. elegans, represented in the engraving (p. 299)a little stale,

but still an example of matchless cultivation ; E. mutabilis, a fine bush, with E. jasminoides, metulse-

flora, tricolor Wilsonii, and speciosa, ventricosa hirsuta alba, and rosea. Mr. Quilter's plants, as before

remarked, were larger, but the kinds less valuable. The collection contained good examples of E.

suaveolens, metulfeflora, Cavendishiana, ventricosa grandiflora, Bergiana, a large elegans, with Lee's

tricolor, and bruniades, more curious than beautiful. Among nurserymen the competitors were

Messrs. RoUisson and Mr. Epps of Maidstone. In the former's collection we observed several rare

kinds ; among others jubata multiflora, jasminiflora alba multiflora, a profuse flowering varietj',

pregnans superba, ventricosa breviflora, ampuUacea nana, and tricolor amabilis. Mr. Epps had fine

plants of splendens, propendens, rather past its best, tricolor coronata, called t. dumosa, and tricolor

Jacksonii. Of collections of six Heaths the best came from Mr. Dennett, of Claphara, and comprised a

fine Cavendishiana, fiorida very neat, and tricolor Leeana. The best plant in Mr. Green's lot was

E. Massoni. Mr. Cole, Mr. Taylor, and Mr. May also contributed small collections. Mr. Epps pro-

duced again his tricolor Eppsii, noticed in a former report, and it is certainly the finest of all the

varieties of tricolor.

Of Pelargoniums there was a very magnificent display, and some very admirable specimens of

cultivation were produced. Mr. Cock was again the leading star, and certainly it woidd be impossible

to conceive anything more perfect than his cultivation. Mr. Black, gardener to E. Forster, Esq., Mr.

Robinson, Mr. Staines, Mr. Bragg, of Slough, Mr. Parker, Mr. Beck, and Mr. Gains were the

P'l^
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contributors. The most remarkable kinds -svere Salamander, Star, Mars, Sikh, Cruenta, Thisbee,

Pictum, Corregio, Norah, IMarian, Alonza, Victory, Gustavus, Alderman, Lalla Eookh, Constance,

Gipsey Bride, Conspicuum, Lamartine, Sun-down, Symmetiy, Emily, Emilie, Rosa, Cuyp, Sarah, Mont
Blanc, and Crusader. Fancy Pelargoniums came from Mr. Robinson, who had some noble plants,

also fi'om Mr. Staines and Mr. MUler, gardener to R. Mosely, Esq. ; and, among nurserymen, the con-

tributors were, Mr. Ambrose, Mr. Gains, and Mr. E. G. Henderson. The best kinds were, Bouquet

tout fait, Magnifica, Empress, Statueski, Rein de Frangais, Faii-y Queen, Formosa, Picturata, Jenny

Lind, Madame Rosatti, Gent Jung, Priam, Albonii, and Amelia.

Several groups of Calceolarias were shown, and some of them in tolerable condition. The best

kinds were Incarnata, Mount Beauty, Umbrosa, Coronata, Resplendens, and Lama, from Messrs.

Hendersons; Lord of the Isles, from Mr. Franklin, whose plants were weU grown; Attraction and

Canary, from ^Ir. Stanley ; Eliza and Layton's Blanch, from Mr. Layton ; Astarte and Pantha, ft'om

Mr. Gains ; and Earl of Rosslyn and Catherine Seaton, from Mr. Catleugh.

Cape Pelargoniums came ft-om Jlr. Parker, !Mr. Staines, and Mr. Stanley. In the miscellaneous

class we noticed a fine group of Schizanthus retusus albus, from ^Messrs. Henderson ; a fine collection

of Irises, from Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith ; Ranunculuses, from Mr. Tyso ; Alpine plants, fi-om Mr.

Wood, Mr. Turner, and Mr. Smith ; and several groups of Ferns were communicated by Mr. Williams

and 'Mr. Smith.—A.

llrnim, heiI iHisrrllniitDns Untirts.

Footprints of the Creator ; or, tJie Asterolepis of Strom-

ness. By Hugh Miller, author of " T/ie Old Red

Sandstone," &c. London; Johnstone & Hunter.

OxE of the objects of this book, as it appears from the

dedication, is to controvert those peculiar views on

Creation, sometimes called the Lamarckian or Develop-

ment hypothesis, which were revived in this country

not long since, by the ingenious author of the "Vestiges

of the Katural History of Creation." That hypothesis

is here met by an appeal to science, especially to that

branch of science—namely geology—which is more

especially to be regarded as the record of the ancient

history of our planet. The author of the " Footprints,"

who is well known as a geologist, while pursuing

his favourite study, located himself, as he tells us, in

the vicinity of Stromness, in order to investigate the

geology of the Orlmeys—which possesses much interest

owing to the exti'aordinary development of the Lower

Old Red Sandstone, and the abundance of its vertebrate

remains. In the coiu'se of this investigation, he met

with the nail-like fossilized bones of the Asterolepis,

the most gigantic, and apparently, from the position of

its remains, one of the earliest of the ganoid fishes of

the Old Eed Sandstone. This fact is made to serve as

a starting point, from which, taking up the ichthyolitic

evidence of palsontological records, as they are in-

scribed on the stratified rocks, the inconsistency and

baseless character of the Lamarcldan theory is exposed.

" I know not," writes our author :

—

"I know not how it may be witli others, hut the special

phenomena connected with Orkney, which most decidedly hore

fruit in my mind, were those exhibited in the neighbourhood of

Stromness. I more particularly refer to the characteristic frag-

ment of Asterolepis, which I detected iu its lower flag-stones

;

and to the curiously mixed, semi-marine, semi-lacustrine vege-

tation of the Loch of Stennis, Both seem to bear very dii-ectly

on that Development hypothesis—fast spreading among an

active and ingenious order of minds, both in Britain and

America, and which has been long known on the Continent—

that would fain transfer the work of creation from the depart-

ment of miracle to the province of natural law, and would strike

down in the process of removal all the old landmarks, ethical

and religious."

The palseontological argument we must pass over.

All that our space will allow us to do is to scan hriefly

what our author says of the Development hypothesis,

and its results, and to quote some of the evidence which

he adduces against it, from the "Two Floras of the

Lake of Stennis."

"Every individual, whatever its species or order, beeins and
increases until it attains to its state of fullest development,

under certain fixed laws, and in consequence of their operation.

The mieroscopic monad developes into a foetus, the foetus into a

child, the child into a man ; and however marvellous the pro-

cess, in none of its stages is there the slightest mixture of

miracle—from beginning to end all is progi'essive development,

according to a determinate order of things. Has nature, during

the vast geologic periods, been pregnant, in like manner, with

the hnman race? and is the species, like the individual an effect

of progressive development, induced and regulated by laws ?

The assertors of the revived hypothesis of Maillet and Lamarck
reply in the affirmative. Nor, he it remarked, is their positive

atheism in the belief. God might as certainly have originated

the species by a law of development, as he maintains it by a law

of development. The existence of a First Great Cause is as

perfectly compatible with the one scheme as with the other . .

There are, however, beliefs, in no degree less important to the

moralist, or the Christian, than even that in the being of a God,

which seem wholly incompatible with the development hypo-

thesis. If during a period so vast as to be scarcely expressible

by figures, the creatures now himian have been rising by almost

infinitesimals, from compound microscopic cells—minute vital

globules within globules, begot hy electricity on dead gelatinous

matter—until they have at length become the men and women
which we see around us, we must hold either the monstrous

belief that all the vitalities, whether those of monads or of mites,

of fishes or of reptiles, of birds or of beasts, are individually or

inherently immortal and undying, or that human souls are not

SO- The difference between the dying and the undying—be-
tween the spirit of the brute that goeth downward, and the

spirit of man that goeth upward—is not a difference infinitesi-

mally, or even atomically small. It possesses all the breadth of

eternity to come. . - , And yet, if the spirit of a monad, or

of a mollusc, be not immortal, then must there either have been

a point in the history of the species, at which a dying brute

—

differing from its offspring merely by an inferiority of develop-

ment, represented by a few atoms, mayhap, by a single atom

—

produced an undying man ; or, man in his present state, must
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be a mere animal, possessed of no immortal soul, and as irre-

sponsible for bis actions to the God before whose bar he is, in

consequence, never to appear, as his presumed relatives and

progenitors, the beasts that perish. Nor will it do to attempt

escapmg from the difficulty bj' alleg:ing that God at some certain

link in the chain mti/hl have converted a mortal creature into an

immortal existence, by breathing into it a *' living soul ;" seeing

that a renunciation of any such direct influence on the part of

Deity in the work of creation, forms the prominent and

characteristic feature of the scheme— nay, that it constitutes the

very nucleus round which the scheme has originated. And
thus, though the development theory* be not atheistic, it is at

least practically tantamount to atheism."'

The author mamtains that, in order to establish the

truth of the Development theory, the geological evi-

dence regarding it should run thus :—the earlier fossils

ought to be very small in size, and very low in organi-

zation. About a couple of hundi'cd pages of the book

furnish a reply to the question, What are the facts? in

reference to this matter ; and negative evidence to a

large extent is adduced. But wo must turn to the Flora

ah'eady alluded to.

" I have said that the curiously-mixed, semi-marine, semi-

lacustrine flora of the Lake of Stennis became associated in my
mind, like the ancient Asierolepis of Stromness, with the deve-

lopment hj'pothesis. The fossil represents not inadequately the

geologic evidence on the question ; the mixed vegetation of the

lake may be regarded as forming a portion of the phytological

evidence. ' AH life,' says Oken, Ms from the sea. "Where the

sea organism, by self-elevation, succeeds in attaining into form,

there issues forth from it a higher organism. , . . The first

organic forms, whether plants or animals, emerged from the

shallow parts of the sea.'
"

The same views of the origin of terrestrial vegeta-

tion are held by Oken and the author of the " Vestiges."

They agree in holding that the plants of the land ex-

isted in their first condition as weeds of the sea.

"But what does experience say regarding the transmutative

conversion of a marine into a terresti'ial vegetation—that expe-

rience upon which the sceptic founds so much? As I walked

along the green edge of the Lake of Stennis, selvaged by the

line of detached weeds with which a recent gale had strewed its

shores, and marked that for the flrst few miles the accumulation

consisted of marine algce, here and there mixed with tufts of

stunted reeds and rushes, and that, as I receded from the sea, it

was the algte that became stunted and dwarfish, and that the

reeds, aquatic gi'asses, and rushes, grown greatly more bulky in

mass, were also more fully developed individually, till at length

the marine vegetation disappeared, and the vegetable debris of

the shore became purely lacustrine, I asked myself, whether

here, if anywhere, a transition flora between lake and sea ought

not to be found? For many thousand years, ere the tall grey

obelisks of Stennis had been torn from the quarrj', or laid down
in mystic circle on their flat promontories, had this lake admitted

the waters of the sea, and been salt in its lower reaches, and

fresh in its higher. And during tliis protracted period had its

quiet well-sheltered bottom been exposed to no disturbing in-

fluences through which the delicate process of transmutation

could have been marred or arrested. Here then, if in any cir-

cumstances, ought we to have had, in the broad permanently

brackish reaches, at least indications of a vegetation interme-

diate in its nature between the monocotyledons of the lake, and

the algiE of the sea ; and yet not a vestige of such an interme-

diate vegetation could I find among the up-piled debris of the

mixed floras, marine and lacustrine. The lake possesses no

such intermediate vegetation. As the water freshens in its

middle reaches, the algaj become dwarfish and ill-developed;

one species after another ceases to appear, as the habitat be-

• The Continental assertors of the development hypothesis are gi-eatly

more fmnk than those of oui' own country regarding the " life after

death," and what man has to expect from it. The individual, they tell »is,

perishes forever; but then out of his remains there spring up other

vitalities.

comes wholly unfavourable to it ; xmtil at length we find,

instead of the brown, rootless, flowerlcss fucoids and confervce

of the ocean, the green, rooted, flower-bearing flags, rushes,

and aquatic gi-asses of the fresh water. Many thousands of

years have failed to originate a single intermediate plant. And
such, tested by a singularly extensive experience, is the general

e\idence." . . .

" While there is thus a vegetation intermediate in place be-

tween the land and the sea, we find, as if it had been selected

purposely to confound the transmutation theoi^, that it is in no

degree intermediate in character. For, while it is chiefly

marine weeds of the lower division of the confervse that creep

upwards from the sea to meet the vegetation of the land, it is

chiefly terrestrial plants of the higher division of the dicotyle-

dons that creep downwards from the land to meet the vegetation

of the sea. The salt-worts, the glass-worts, the arenaria, the

thrift, and the scurvy-grass are all dicotyledonous plants.

Nature draws a deeply marked line of division where the require-

ments of the transmutative hypothesis would demand the nicely

gi'aduated softness of a shaded one ; and, addressing the strongly

marked floras on either hand, even more sternly than the waves

themselves, demands that to a certain definite bourne should

they come, and no further."
" It is not true that human observation has not been spread

over a period sufficiently extended to furnish the necessary data

for testing the development hypothesis. In one special walk-
that which bears on the supposed ti'ansmutation of alga; into

terrestrial plants—human observation has been spread over

what is strictly analogous to millions of years. For extent of

space in this matter is exactly correspondent with duration of

time. No man, in this late period of the world's history, attains

to the age of five hxmdred years ; and as some of our larger

English oaks have been known to increase in bulk of trunk and
extent of bough for five centuries together, no man can possibly

have seen the same huge oak pass, according to Cowper,

through its various stages of " treesliip"—

" First a seedling hid in grass

;

Then twig ; then sapling ; aiid as centurj' rolls

Slow alter century, a giant hulk

Of girth euoraious, with moss-cushioned roots

Uphcav'd above the soil, and sides embossed
\Vith prominent wens glohosc.

" But though no man lives thi'oughout five hundred years of

time, he can trace, by passing in some of the English forests

through five hundred yards of space, the history of the oak in all

its stages of gi-owth, as eon-ectly as if he did live thi'oughout the

five hundred years. Oaks, in the space of a few hundred yards,

may be seen in every stage of growth, from the newly burst

acorn, that presents to the light its two fleshy lobes, with the

first tender rudiments of a leaflet between, up to the giant of the

forest, in the hollow of whose trunk the red deer may shelter.

The fact of the development of the oak from the minute two-

lobed seedling of a week's growth, up to the gigantic tree of five

centuries, is as capable of being demonstrated by observation

spread over five hundred yards of space, as by observation spread

over five hundred years of time. ^Vnd be it remembered that

the sea-coasts of the world are several hundred thousand miles

in extent. Europe is by far the smallest of the earth's four

large divisions, and it is bounded, in proportion to its size, by a

gi'eater extent of land than any of the others. And yet the

sea-coasts of Europe alone, including those of its islands, exceed

twenty-five thousand miles. We have results before us, in this

extent of space, identical with those of many himdred thousand

years of time ; and if terrestrial plants were as certainly deve-

lopments of the low plants of the sea, as the huge oak is a deve-

lopment of the uumature seedling just sprung from the acorn, so

vast a stretch of sea-coast could not fail to present us with the

intermediate vegetation in all its stages. But the sea-coasts fail

to exhibit even a vestige of the intermediate vegetation. Ex-

perience, spread over an extent of space analogous to millions

of years of time, does not furnish, in this department, a single

fact corroborative of the development theory, but, on the con-

trary, many hundreds of facts that bear directly against it."

"We cannot, in these fragmentary extracts, convey a

complete ^^e^v of Mr. Miller's argiiments, for which the

book must be considted. Oiu* quotations, however,

I
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miscellaneous ^OTICES.

give a general notion of the purpose of the book, and of

the very interesting ^ay in which it is worked out.

Another passage must suffice :

—

" In Scripture, the formation of the human race is described as

the terminal act of a series, ' good' in all lis previous stages, hut

which became 'verr good' then. , . Nature lay dead in a ^raste

theatre of rock, vapour, and sea, in which the insensate laws,

chemical, mechanical, and electric, carried on their blind unin-

telligent processes : the creativeJiat Tvent forth ; and, amid waters

that straightway teemed with life in its lower forms, vegetable

and animal, the dynasty of the fish was introduced. Many ages

passed, during which there took place no further elevation ; on

the contrary, in not a few of the newly introduced species of the

reigning class, there occurred for the first time examples of an

asymmetrical misplacement of parts, and, in at least one family

of fishes, instances of defect of parts ; there was the manifesta-

tion of a downward tendency, toward the degredation of mon-
strosity, when the elevatory fiat again went forth, and through

an act of creation the dynasty of the reptile began. Again

many ages passed by, marked apparently by the introduction of

a warm-blooded o\iparous animal, the bird, and of a few mar-

supial quadrupeds, but in which the prevailing class reigned

undeposed, though at least unelevated. Yet again, however, the

elevatory fiat went forth, and through an act of creation the

dynasty of the mammiferous quadrui>eds began. And after the

further lapse of ages, the elevatory fiat went forth yet once

more, in an act of creation, and with the human, heaven-

aspiring dynasty, the moral government of God, in its connec-

tion with at least the world which we inhabit, ' took be-

ginning,' and then creation ceased- "Why ? Simply because

God's moral government had begun—because, in necessary con-

formity -with the institution of that government, there was to

be a thorough identity maintained between the glorified and
immortal beings of the terminal dynasty, and the dying mag-
nates of the dynasty which now is ; and because, in consequence

of the maintenance of this identity as an essential condition of

this moral government, mere acts of creatioti could no longer

carry on the elevatory process. The work, analogous in its end

and object to those acts of creation which gave to our planet its

successive dynasties of higher and yet higher esistencies, is the

work of BEDnrPTioy. It is the elevatory process of the present

time—the only possible provision for that final act of re-

creation to * everlasting life' which shall usher in the terminal

dynasty."

"W^e strongly recommend Mr. Miller's *^ JFootpi^nts"

to be put into the hands of the young and inexperienced

as a safeguard or antidote against the baneful influence

of the " Vestigean theory." It is throughout nicely

"written, and as nicely got up. The illustrations, chiefly

palaeontological, but including also some facoids, ferns,

and lignites, are numerously interspersed.—il.

Syhrid Hpimedlums.—In the Ghent Ajinitls^ (v., t.

243), Professor ilorren has published figures of three

very interesting Epimediums, which are stated to be of

hybrid origin ; they are called violaeeo-diphyllum, ver-

sicolor, and sulphureum. It is stated on the autiiority

of M. Spae, that violaeeo-diphyllum, is a hybrid ob-

tained from crossing two plants belonging to difierent

genera. One of these, the Aceranthus diphyllus, it is

impossible to refer to the genus of the Epimeds, for

it has no cup -shaped nectaries, but simple smooth petal-

like organs. This Aceranthus diphyllus impregnated

by the real Epimedium violaceum has produced the

violaeeo-diphyllum, which M. Donckelaar sen. has

figured in the catalogue of the Botanic Garden of Ghent,

as Epimedium lilaeinum. !M. Spae observes that the

plant bears the leaves of the Aceranthus and the flowers

of the Epimedium; so that the branching portion of

1^
" -

the plant is firom the female side, and the flower firom

the male side. M. Morren, however, considers that the

leaves of the Aceranthus are distinguishable from the

latter hv a more decided obliqueness, the margins less

dentated, the under lobes being somewhat angular, each

terminated by a tooth, while the new kind has the cor-

date form, the rounded lobes, the numerous teeth at the

margins, as in the leaves of the true Epimeds, and the

only resemblance to the leaves of the Aceranthus, is

confined to their geminate form. There is nothing in

the flowers which has any resemblance to Aceranthus.

They are furnished with true cucullate nectaries, the

spur is extended in a point, the petals are smooth, large,

extending a little beyond the nectary, and the colour

is that of the Epimedium violaceum. If the hybrid-

ation were not affirmed with so much certainty, it

might have been considered a simple variety of Epi-

medium violaceum, with geminate leaves. Whether a

hybrid or a variety, it is a very pretty plant as a horti-

cultural subject. The leaves are delicate, and it flowers

in spring ; the flowers are of a tender lilac colour tinged

with white and violet, il. Spae states that the Epi-

medium versicolor, and E. sulphureum are varieties of

E. macranthum. The former flowers much more early

than E. (hybridum) violaceum or E. sulphureum. The

flowers of the E. versicolor and sulphureum show a

great shortening of the spurs, which terminate in small

heads or globules, and a proportionate development in

the breadth of the petals. E. versicolor is diutinguished

by its deep yellow colour, with the spurs and margins

of the petals tinged with rose. The flowers of E. sul-

phureum are entirely yellow. The variety versicolor,

as represented by M. Morren is a very beautiful plant,

jr. Donckelaar, of Ghent, who is distinguished for the

culture of the Epimediums, grows them in peaty soil,

in a shady and moist situation. They may be propa-

gated by division of the roots, in autumn.

Beurre Capiaumont Van MonsFear.—This variety is

of vigorous habit, with a pyramidal form. The leaves

are large, entire, or fainfly dentated. The frviit is py-

riform and elongate, measuring from four to fomr inches

and a half from the eye to the stalk. In form it is

oblique at the summit, where the calyx or umbiHcule

is situated ia a shallow cavity. The stalk is thick,

woody, and inserted into a shallow cavity. The skin

is somewhat rough, yellowish-brown, considerably

deeper at the exposed side, freely sprinkled with small

vermcose dots. The flesh is white, delicate, and crisp,

very juicy, sweet, and of agreeable flavour. This va-

riety must not be confounded with the old Beurre Capi-

aumont Aurore. The colour of the frnit is the same

in both varieties, but in the Beurre Capiaumont Aurore,

the fruit is smaller, its peduncle shorter and thicker,

and not inserted so deeply as in the present variety.

The difference in habit is more striking ; the Capiau-

mont Aurore is less vigorous, with shorter and thinner

branches, its leaves regularly and finely dentated;

both come near Beiure Bosc, which differs from them

by its peduncle being much longer. There is little

difference in the quality, but the Beurre Bosc ripens

nearly a fortnight later than the Capiaumont. It was

raised by M. Dupuy-Jamain.

—

Becue Horticole.
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Generic Character.—TuUpa, Tottniefort. Perianth petal-

oid, deciduous, sLs-leaved ; sepals and petals campanulate-con-

niveut, subequal. Stamens six, hypogyuous. Oeari/ thvee-

celled ; ovules numerous in each cell, in two rows, anatropous
;

stigma terminal, sessile, three-lobed, lobes spreading, complicate.

Capsule three-sided, three-celled, loculicidally three-valved.

—

{Endlicher, Gen. Plant, 1091.)

TuLiPA Gesnertana, Linn. Gesner's Tulip.—Stalk one-

flowered
; leaves ovate-lanceolate, glaucous

;
petals and sepals

obtuse, and, like the filaments, glabrous ; flower erect ; stigma

deeply divided, the lobes decurrent.

—

Smith.

Variety.— Dr. Horner. A light feathered bizarre, with a

slender beam down the centre of the petals, of good properties,

and pure in colour.

BESCRIPTION.—A showy variety, well skaped, with distinct, clear markings,—feather

and beam ; raised by ]\Ir. Groom, florist, of Clapham Rise, near London.

History, &c.—Gesner's Tulip, the parent of our ordinary garden varieties, is stated by

Kunth to be a native of Asia Minor, the Caucasus, Calabria, and central Italy. Miller states

that it was introduced into Europe from the East. Conrad Gesner first made it known by a

description and figure. In his additions to Cordits, he states that he first saw it in April, 15.59,

in a garden at Augsburg. The seeds were brought from Constantinople, or, according to others,

from Cappadocia. Balbinus asserts that Busbequius brought the first Tulip roots to Prague,

whence they were spread all over German}'. Busbequius himself, in a letter written in 1554,

states that this flower was then new to him. The Tulip is said to have been first cidtivated in

England by Mr. James GaiTet, an Apothecary, in 1577. Reference is made to him in Ge-

rarde's Herbal, published in 1597 ; and Gerarde states that he received it from Aleppo. This

era is confirmed by a note by Richard Hakluyt, who writes in 1582, " now within these four

years there have been brought in England, from Vienna in Austria, divers kinds of flowers

called Tulipas.

The " Tulipomauia," which arose about the middle of the seventeenth century, is well-

known ; the roots rose to a value above that of the precious metals. The trade was chiefly

carried on in the Netherlands, and rose to its height in 1634, and the three following years. It

is said that for a root of a variety called the Viceroy, articles to the value of 2500 florins were

agreed to be delivered; the Semper Augustus was often sold for 3000 florins, and one person

agreed to give 4600 florins, with a new carriage, two horses, and complete harness ; and another

to give twelve acres of land for a single root. The trade was a form of gambling, like the

Mississippi and South Sea schemes.—A. H.

THE CULTURE AND PROPERTIES OF THE TULIP.

By Me. G. GLENNT, F.H.S.

l^flHE Tulip has for more than a century been largely cultivated in Holland and England, many
H thousands have been raised from seed, and the result has been the acquisition of many very superb

varieties, bearing large prices fi-om their scarcity. Even in our own daj's, we have seen one called

Fanuy Kemble, another called Polyphemus, a third called Everard, sold at such prices that four or

five bulbs have brought a hundred guineas. There is a singularity in Tulips which belongs to no other

flower. The seedlings, generally, when they first bloom, produce flowers mthout any stripes or mark-

ings ; a yellow or white bottom, and all the upright portion of the petals self-coloured, brown, I'ed,

purple, scarlet, or rose, and m this state they have been grown for years without any variegations
;

they are then called breeders, with what propriety or for what reason we are not awai'e. These breeders

are planted every year until they break into stripes, and if they prove deshable they are named ; but

they are so many years, sometimes, before this occurs, that they may have multiplied greatly in the

breeder state, and, as many sales of breeders take place, they may have been distributed in all direc-

tions. Each person who has broken one thinks he has a right to name it, without considering whether

it has been broken and named by others, so that we have many in cultivation under very different

names, but wliich are one and the same thing. There is another peculiarity wliich hardly belongs to

any another flower ; we allude to the great uncertainty of their markings ; for, although we may have

twenty of one kind in a bed, scarcely two will come even nearly alike, although good judges can find

enough in them to recognise them in any state. Perhaps this uncertainty gives more than half the

charm to Tulip cultivation ; those which are the most certain in their markings or penciUings of colour
2n
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Iare the most valued ; nevertheless, Tulips propagate fast, and a flower worth twenty guineas while there

are but half a-dozen in the world, becomes naturally cheaper as it becomes more plentiful. Florists,

however, have, for many years previously to 1832, been sadly at a loss to know what constituted a good

Tulip. Those who pretended to lay down the criterion of a good flower, went into very silly details,

without any fixed principle to guide them, and this naturally led astray those who selected new
varieties fi-om their seedlings ; they placed an artificial value on tilings scarcely worth cultivating, and

they passed over, as useless, others with good general points.

The properties of the Tulip, as explained by the old florists, were a mere tissue of contradictions

and conflicting opinions, as we have shown before ; and if we are told we were not first to lay down
" the properties of the Tulip," we were, at all events, the first to lay them down in such a manner that

people could understand them—the fii'st to found them on distinct principles. We begin with form

which we take to be the most essential in all improvements of flowers ; we have not had two or thi'ee

favourite flowers before us, and endeavoured to mix up different qualities ; we know that a certain model

would be perfect, if it could be attained, and we set up our standard fi-om that, simply contending

that those which can come nearest, are the best. We say the form of the Tulip should be from one-

third to one-half of a hollow ball, with the edge level, the petals setting close to look like one ; that

the markings of all six petals should be alike. Strange as it may seem, other florists took the hint,

and could write on the beauties of a spherical cup, some wanting a Httle more than half, others want-

ing the ends of the petals rounding, " because it is the natm-e of the flowers ;" but until we set down
the form at one-third to one-half of a hollow ball, people had to guess as to the proper form of a cup.

However, as we shall conclude with the properties as we laid them down in 1832, and defended them
at public meetings against the fanciful old florists, we shall here proceed to the cidtm-e.

The perfection of soil for the culture of Tulips, would be the top three inches of a rich loamy pas-

ture, with the turf in it laid up to rot, and cleared of the wire-worm, grub, and other insects, by
repeated turnings and picking. The vegetable matter in it will bo sufiioient nourishment, without

any other dressing. Select a spot for the bed, which should run north and south ; complete drainage

is essential, but no quantity of rubbish, stones, or other matei'ial at the bottom, is of itself of the

slightest advantage. It has been the practice with many florists to dig out a bed three or four feet

deep, put ten or twelve inches of brick rubbish at the bottom, and to fancy that this drained the bed

effectually, whereas, if the di'ainage water be not got rid of from the garden altogether, this open stufi'

forms a receptacle for water that drains into it, and does more harm than good. We once saw this

operation going on in a spirited florist's garden, and as his men were about throwing in the stuff' in

which the bulbs were to be planted, we prevailed upon them to leave the filling till the morning, for

we fancied we knew the nature of the soil ; the next morning exhibited the water over the brick

rubbish, and the owner for the first time in his life saw that draining of this kind was not quite the

same as draining in a pot, because there was no hole for the water to run away through. He did then

what every body ought to do before attempting the cultivation of florist's flowers—drain the whole

ground effectually. The bed may be dug out four feet wide, and two feet six inches deep, and be filled

up with the soil intended for their growth. This may settle a few days, and be raked level to three

inches above the path ; on this level the Tulips should be placed, and pressed in a little, then put soil on

to three inches above the crowns of the bulbs, and, by raising the bed a little in the centre, the middle

row will be covered four or five inches. Tidips arc planted six inches apart, seven reaching across the

the bed, and any length required. The habit of growth settles the plan for planting ; those which

grow fifteen to eighteen inches high occupy the outside rows, and the second fi-om both sides ; those

which grow two feet to two feet six inches should be in the third and centre rows. When the bed is

planted and covered, they may be left to the weather until they peep through the ground. Frost

will not kUl a Tulip, but it will often check and partly blight a bloom, cause the colours to flush, the

edges to be notched, and to be otherwise damaged, so that they should be covered at night and

against frost, but not longer than is necessary, because covering draws them up weakly. The

more air they have, the better they are. In February they will be through the ground, which

should be stirred, and have the lumps broken, and laid close round all the stems. When the spikes

begin to open, they form a receptacle for the wet, and nmst not, on any account, be reached by frost.

When they show their colcm-s, a top-cloth must be provided, to be let down, that the sun may not

reach them, but even this must be watched, that no more air may be kept off' than necessary. The

cloth must only be let down enough to shade them, and a portion of one side is generally enough for this,

and when there is no sun, on no account deprive them of light or au'. They would all be stronger and

%j better coloui-ed if they were not shaded at all, but the bloom would be soon over, and sometimes a

0S day's hot sun would totally spoil them ; whereas, by shadiag, a bed may be kept interesting for three
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ov foul' 'weeks. As soon as the flowers fade, shade them no longer, let them have all the air, and all

the rain. Those who grow Tulips in perfection, have a regular Tulip-house, with canvas hlinds to

open and shut on the sides, and rolling cloths

to let down, when required, to form the roof;

and the same house does for Carnations, and

Picotees in bloom, and for greenhouse plants,

when they would otherwise be turned out; for

the advantage of careful occasional shading, in

the middle hours of hot weather, can hardly be

over-rated. By the end of June, the stems of

the Tulips, will have turned brown or yellow,

and, as soon as the leaves begin to decay, the

bulbs may be taken up. A series of drawers,

with seven partitions in width, enable us to

take them up as they are planted, and they

are ready for planting again. The best time

for planting, is the last half of October, and

the first half of November. Tulip seed may be

sown cither in autumn or spring, in the same

kind of soil ; it should be saved from the best

flowers, grown by themselves in a part of the

garden where there are no worse ones to hiu-t

the seed. Many growers affect to cross the

Tulip, but if half a dozen of those wliich have

striking qualities, be placed by themselves, and

pretty close, nature will aid the sporting, and

effect combinations of which we never think.

Through the summer months the bulbs must be

kept in their hoses in a dry, cool place, where

frost cannot touch theni ; they are best in a

alone, with their labels, that they may be

the main bulbs. Breeders, which we have

Extreme dcptll-^ one-half of a hollow ball.

dwelling-house. The small offsets should be planted

known, but they should be grown in similar soil to

already described as scedhngs not broken into colour,

may be grown in any soil ; many florists think changes will cause them to break sooner into

colours, but there are no means of hastening this, though Various secrets have been sold, and
numerous growers have fancied particular nostrums. It has been said that poor soil hastened

it; but this is all nonsense, a bed of breeders may yield no changes for years, and then, all at once, the

greater portion will break
; some aff'ect to find the cause, but it amounts to nothing. The very best

cultivators in the kingdom confess, as we
t V mmnmmfmf

Extreme shallowness— one-thirtl of a hollow hall

The following are the

do om's, their entire ignorance of any

means that will hasten the breaking of

breeders. The portrait, which precedes this

paper, is that of a Tulip broken by Mr.

Groom of Clapham, from a seedling of his

own raising, and though some growers

fancy it like one thing, and others liken it

to something else, we see no particular

likeness of anything we have at present,

and take it to be a new and a good Bizarre.

Seedlings only require to be taken up every

year from the first, to the time they bloom^

and they are then treated like other Tulips,

as to the time of taking up, and the time

and distance of planting. As soon as they

flower, then root out every one which has

a stained bottom, or pointed petals, or that

Properties," as quoted from the volume published underare thin and flims3'-.

that title ;

—

"1. The cup should form, when quite expanded, from half to a third of a hollow ball. To do this, the petals

g^rTSiTB-



must he six in numter ; broad at the ends, smooth at the edges, and the diTisions hetween the petals scarcely to

show an indenture.

" 2. The thi-ee inner petals should set close to the three outer ones, and the whole be broad enough to allow

of the fullest expansion without quartering (as it is called), that is, exhibiting any vacancy between the petals.

" 3. The petals shoiildbe thick, smooth, and stiff, and keep their form well.

" i. The oTOTind should be clear, and distinct, whether white or yellow. The least stain, even at the lower end

of the petal, would render a Tvdip comparatively valueless.

" 5. Eoses, Byblomens, and Bizarres, are the three classes into which Tulips are now divided. The first have

a white ground, and crimson, or pink, or scarlet marks ; the second have white grounds, and purple, Ulac, or black

marks ; and the last have yellow grovmds, with any coloirred marks.

" 6. Whatever be the disposition of colours or marks upon a Tulip, all the six petals should be marked alike,

and be therefore pei-fectly uniform.

" 7. The feathered flowers should have an even, close feathering all roimd, and whether narrow or wide, light

or heavy, should reach far enough roimd the petals to form, when they are expanded, an unbroken edging

all round.

" 8. If the flowers have any marking besides the feathering at the edge, it shoiild be a beam, or bold mark

down the centre, but not to reach the bottom, or near the bottom of the cup ; the mark or beam must be similar

in all the sis petals.

" 9. Flowers not feathered, and with flame only, must have no marks on the edges of the flowers. Isone of

the colour must break through to the edge. The colour may be disposed in any form, so that it be perfectly

uniform in all the petals, and does not go too near the bottom.

" 10. The colour, whatever it be, must be dense and decided. TSTiether it be deHcate and light, or bright,

or dark, it must be distinct in its outline, and not shaded, or flushed, or broken.

"11. The height should be eighteen to thirty-six inches; the former is right for the outside row in a bed,

and the latter is right for the highest row.

" 12. The pmity of the white, and the brightness of the yellow, should be permanent, that is to say, should

stand tmtil the petals actually fall."

THE CUI/rn^lTIOX OF THE HOLLYHOCK.

Bt ilii. H. M'MILLiN", "Westekham, Kbst.

Gl S these noMe things are beginning to take their proper place in gardens, I think it might be nsefol

XX to some of your readers to know how I have grown them with complete success. As soon as the

first flower or two opens, of those that I wish to have more of, I take oil any side branches there may be

that have two or three joints with leaves and no flower buds. I then cut the shoot clean through

close under the joint at the bottom of the shoot, leaving the leaf on the shoot entire ; then cut it off

about tvro inches above the joint. The second, and sometimes the third joints will do ; in fact all that

have the appearance of growing eyes are suitable for cuttings, and thus each bud forms a cutting—its

base being the bud and joint, with an inch or two of the intei-node above it to support the bud until

roots are formed. The cuttings should be put in under a handglass in any light sandy soil, and they

merely want attending to with water, shading, and picking off dead leaves. "^Tien rooted I pot

them into small siity pots, and place them in a cold fi-ame, where they remain dm-ing the winter.

In spi-ing they are planted in the open ground where they are to flower. Of com'se all the sorts are

numbered, and the number, colour, habit, &c., entered in a book, so that in planting, the colours can

be arranged to produce the best effect.

The old plants in autumn generally make more herbaceous cuttings than are wanted for next

season's flower stems ; these, if taken off close to the old stem, and put in under a handglass, make
excellent plants. The handglass of course must be placed in a warm sunny situation : the border in

front of a south wall is as good a place as any. In veiy severe weather during the winter a little

covering over the glass is necessary.

[It is a fact we believe not generally known that Hollyhocks may be propagated by cuttings of the

flower stems, if the stems are not too much exhausted by the flowers before the cuttings are put in.

Thus, when the flowers are becoming shabby, cut the plants down : and, commencing at the bottom

joints, continue to make cuttings on the plan recommended by ^Ii". M'JIiUan, until the wood is too soft

for that purpose. These should be put in under a frame or handglass, on a very slight heat, the soil

being gritty sand, loam, and leaf mould in equal proportions. Water very cautiously, but sprinkle

the cuttings lightly every day if the weather is fine. The plants are developed out of the accumula-

tion of adventitious matter and buds formed at the base of each cutting.—A].
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ON BLOOMING THE CLOTH OF GOLD, OR CHROMATELLA ROSE.

By Mr. J. SAUL, Durdham Down Nursery, Bristol.

aN llie introduction of this beautiful Rose to this country a few years hack, Rose fanciers expected

to find one of the finest, if not the very finest of yellow Roses ; nor have they heen disappointed)

for when well and finely bloomed it stands unrivalled as a yellow Rose. It has been disseminated

since its introduction very extensively
;
yet few, comparatively few, have succeeded in blooming it well

and freely. From what cause is this faihu-e ? I think, if we examine minutely the nature of the plant,

the manner in which it is generally recommended to he grown, and which is as frequently acted up to,

we shall, to a great extent, see the cause of failui'e, and approach more closely to a system by which

the flowering of this splendid Rose shall take place with some degree of certainty. I think it was in

the Gardeners' Clironicle (but I quote from memory) a correspondent lately inquired the best way of

managing it, and was answered by directions to grow it in rather poor soil, as it is a strong grower.

Now this I consider very questionable advice, yet I know it is what is generally given. It is classed

in that group of Roses called Noisettes, a class which a recent writer called, with much propriety, a

" jumble of hybrids ;" and certainly many varieties in the group are as distinct as if they were placed

in separate classes, being crossed and raised from very dissimilar groups. Taking the Old Noisette, as

the type of the class, a large section called Tea- seen ted Noisettes will be fomid to difl'er from it and its

congeners very materially, fi-om their aflinity with the Tea-scented, being raised from the latter class

;

to this section belongs the Cloth of Gold, Solfaterre, Clara Wendel, Lamarque, Triomphe de la Duchene,

and many other very fine Roses. The second named, Solfaterre, is very little inferior to the Cloth of

Gold, and was raised from the same parents. All this latter section requfre peculiar treatment,

approaching-, iu some degree, to what we give the strong growing Tea-scented kinds ; whilst the former

section of Noisettes will grow and flower with freedom, rambUng over walls or trellis-work, and in any

soil tolerably rich.

Let us examine the mode of growth of Tea-scented and also China Roses, and we shall see they

differ very much from others. Nearly all the strong growing summer and climbing Roses, including

one section of Noisettes, when they grow freely and produce strong luxuriant shoots, bloom indifferently

;

indeed, these strong shoots we are speaking of, seldom or never produce flowers; not so with the Tea-

scented and Chinas : the strong shoots bring forth invariably the finest blooms. Who has not noticed

this with the common China on the cottage wall ? I have known gardeners, who have bedded out

crimson and other China Roses, cut them down to the surface of the groand every spring, with the

best result, as the plants grew freely, and bloomed finely afterwards. Again, all the Tea-scented and

Chinas, which are budded during the summer and autumn, will, the foUowiug season after bemg headed-

back, produce strong shoots terminated with beautiful heads of bloom. The finest blooms I have ever

seen of Devoniensis, Adam, Bougere, and other fine Teas, have been grown in this way as well as the

best Cloth of Gold, Solfaterre, and other Tea Noisettes. This all goes to show that the latter, together

with Tea-scented, Chinas, &c., should be grown strong, free, and ^-igorous, in order to produce fine

bloom. Indeed, under the starving system, many of these roses will scarcely bloom at all, and when
they do, so poor and worthless are the fiowers, as, in many instances, not to be recognised as to what
variety they belong to. Take, for instance, a Tea-scented or China Rose in spring, let it remain in the pot

which it stood in dm-ing the previous winter, " not shifting," but giving a little pure water as it requu'es

it, when summer and autumn come, what shall we have ? A plant ; true, but a wretched one, sickly in

appearance, with a few miserable, pale, semi-double flowers ! How different from the bright rich

colour, large size, fulness, and substance of petal which we find in the well grown plant. Let us now
take the same plant in spring: if the head is large cut it freely, give it a liberal shift into good rich

compost, and water ft-eely through summer with liquid manure, and what will he the result P Hand-
some, vigorous plants, with lai'ge, rich, clear-coloured fiowers produced in profusion.

We have been viewing the Tea-scented and Clunas growing under the star-s-ing system, and under
better culture. Turn now to the Cloth of Gold, and its congeners, and we shall find the remarks I have
been maldng as applicable in this case as in that. Under the starving system I have seen Cloth of

Gold so semi-double, small, and worthless, that had I not been positive of its correctness, I should have
questioned its identity ; it is also very shy in blooming under this system ; I have seen large plants

which cover a considerable space of wall, stand year after year without producing a soHtary bloom.
Why was this so ? The plants (like the Tea- scented and China Roses we have been speaking of) not
growing strong and freely, having expended all their strength in covering the wall, grow slowly, pro-

ducing no flowers, but the same sickly, stunted appearance which the Teas and Chinas do. I have

^fej^i^: ^it
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already remarked liaying seen magniiicent blooms of Cloth of Gold, produced ii-om buds of the previ-

ous season, if budded on strong stocks, such as Celine, Manettii, &c. These buds, the first season after

being headed back, -when they commence growing, and are from fifteen to eighteen inches in length,

should they not show symptoms of bloom, ought to have their extreme points pinched out, and the

laterals will generally bloom fine in the autumn. On the common Dog Eose growing standard and

half standard high, I ha%'e bloomed it freely in the same way, not that I recommend it for a standard,

indeed, I consider it unsuited for the purpose ; but should a grower wish to try it in that way, he should

protect the head from extreme cold in winter, pruning hard in spring, and supply liberally with liquid

manure dm-ing the spring and summer to induce free vigorous growth ; all strong shoots, on attaining

fifteen to eighteen inches in length, must have their points picked off, and the laterals will in general

bloom. I have also known them (the strong young shoots) bloom finely when stopped atfi'omnLne to

twelve inches in length.

To grow it well and bloom it finely, procure a strong healthy plant worked upon a Celine or Manettii

stock in spring
;
plant it out against a south wall, havhig the border well prepared. If the soil is

naturally good, it will be sufficient to well enrich it with good rotten dung, ha^-ing the border pre-

viously well di'ained ; but should the natural soil be bad, it had better be removed, fiUing up with rich

turfy loam and dung, di-ained well as before. In this it will grow vigorously, and should be assisted

during summer every ten days or a fortnight, with a good soaking of Uquid manure ; as growth pro-

ceeds nail closely to the wall, and stop all strong shoots at distances varying fi-om twelve to eighteen

inches. Many, both of the stopped and unstopped shoots, -^dll bloom fi-eely. In cold situations it

would be as well to give a slight protection in very cold weather dm'ing winter. The spring pruning

should not take place until late, say the end of March, when all danger from very severe fi-osts is past

;

prune hard, cutting well out, and shortening back considerably the old wood, to induce free vigorous

growth. Give the same attention the following season as to stopping, watering with liquid manure,

&c. The south wall will be found of great importance in ripening the wood well dm-ing summer and

autumn, which will enable it to resist the winter's cold.

AVhen grown as a pot Eose, it should not be allowed to get overcrowded -with wood ; in spring thin

and shorten the branches well, tying a portion down to the rim of the pot, grow vigorously, and all

strong shoots should be stopped at ft-om nine to twelve inches, and neatly tied down into their proper

place ;
give liquid manure as required. In this way it may be bloomed pretty well, though not so

freely as against a south wall, wMch is the best situation in which this Eose can be gro^^m.

w

NEW FRENCH CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

W MONG twenty-five large-flowered varieties of Cln-ysanthemums, which were raised by M. Bonamy,

iG\ of Toulouse, only seven are worthy of particular notice. These are thus described by M.M.

Pele and Neumann, in the Aniidles de la Societe Ccntrale IlorficuUiirc de France :
—

Jenny Castan.—-Flowers very double, light rose colour
;
petals cuneiform, a httle curved inwards

;

no stamens at the centre ; about two inches in diameter.

Remus.—Flowers very double, crimson
;
petals reflexed, somewhat open at the centre, which is of

a rich golden yellow ; nearly two inches in diameter.

SHisaire.—Flowers large and handsome, of a gold yellow
;
petals very broad, reflexed at the cir-

cumference, cmieiform at the centre, and compact ; two inches and a half in diameter.

La Fortune.—Flowers of a beautiful golden yellow, very double
;
petals keeled, deep at the middle,

and bordered with yellow. This is a very free flowerer, and of a fine habit; about two inches in

diameter.

Belle Paule.—Flowers in compact clusters, of a fine lilac colour
;

petals very narrow, curved

inwards, cuneiform ; few or no stamens at the centre ; fidly two inches in diameter.

Quasimodo.—Flowers white and purple in the petals, which are reduced almost to slender thi'eads,

curved inwards, cuneiform ; few or no stamens at the centre ; rather over an inch in diameter.

Virginie.—Flowers snowy white, without any shading
;

petals broad, cuneiform, a little reflexed

inward at the centre ; few or no stamens ; of good form ; fully two inches and a half in diameter.

Small-flov^ered Chrysanthemums.

Omnium minima.—A very small variety, -with the flowers in the form of a marble, of a deHcate

rose colour ; almost without stamens at the centre ; about half an inch broad.
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Daphnis.—A beautiful deep violet, resembling an Aster in form ; tbe centre is furnished with close

and straight petals, which are turned up at the mai'gins, and resemble slender quills ; the rest of the

flower is open, and well formed ; fully an inch in diameter.

Le Feu Toilet.—Flowers of a beautiful crimson ; petals cuneiform, tinged with yellow near the base,

having few stamens ; fuUy an inch in diameter. This is very richlj'- colom-ed.

Mignonette.—Flowers very double, of a lilac colom-
;
petals reflexed, almost imbricated ; the centre

of the flower presents a deep cavity by the petals being close and numerous ; nearly half an inch in

diameter.

Le Pi/ffmee.^-The colour is yellowish, somewhat resembling Gnaphalium bracteatnm
;

petals

reflexed, a little cuneiform, having a canity at the centre ; no stamens ; about half an inch broad.

Cora.—Colour silvery
;
petals very broad at the cu'cumference, diminishing towards the centre in

length and breadth, inclining to pm'ple ; fully half an inch in diameter.

Pieciolina.—Of a rosy white colour under the petals, wliich arc very broad at the cu'cumference,

somewhat rounded, reflexed ; few or no stamens, very regular in form ; fully thi-ee-quarters of an inch

in diameter.

Cujiidon.—Colour, a light crimson
;
petals much jiressed against one another ; no stamens at the

centi'e ; an inch in diameter.

JMif/nardise.—Very small flowers, of a light lilac colour, arranged in a Ranunculus form ; a very

free flowerer ; no stamens ; three quarters of an inch broad.

Venusta.—Flowers rather well formed, of deep lilac colour
;
petals bifurcate, from five to six series,

nearly pui'ple below, and lilac above. This has the appearance of a China Aster ; florets very distinct,

and more numerous than the petals ; fully an inch in diameter.

Nini.—Small in comparison with some of the others, with crimson flowers ; the petals and florets

are of the same colour, sometimes they are slightly tinged with yellow, flowers straight (upright)
;

fully an inch in diameter.

La Ruche.—Tliis variety has long peduncles ; flowers of a clear lilac colour, having two ranges of

very long and broad petals ; the florets at the disk are of Ulac, much larger than in the other varieties

;

has some resemblance to the Anemone japonica ; about an inch and a quarter broad.

Pomponnette.—A very pretty variety, with light lilac-coloured petals, which are somewhat spread-

ing, acute, and only five or six series ; the florets form an ovoid sphere, and are whitish ; the stamens

yellowish, merging to the Klac as they become older ; a free flowerer ; about an inch in diameter.

Myrtille.—This is of the yellow colom- of Gnaphalium bracteatum, having four series of petals at

the cu'cumference; the centre is full of florets, forming a round disk of a yellowish coloiu- ; the largest

flowers are fuUy an inch in diameter.

[These small flowered varieties may be classed among the most beautiful of om' autumnal plants.

They originated from the Chusan Daisy, a small variety introduced from China by Mr. Fortune. Most
of the kinds are dwarf in habit, so that with theu' small flowers they form very compact and hand-

some plants.]

THE PINK AS A POT PLANT.

By Me, G. GLENNY, F.H.S.

TOOTHING is more common than the cultivation of Carnations and Piootees in pots, and why the

lx\ Pink should not be equally popular as a pot plant we cannot tell. Custom has adopted the

most incommodious and ineflective plan imaginable, namely, the formation of beds, so that all the

labour required for thefr proper growth and bloom is necessarily given in the most uncomfortable
position, that of stooping to the ground. Now there is not one single point that shoidd lead to pot-

culture with the Carnation, that is not equally strong with the Pink ; while there is one which is much
more forcible in behalf of the Pink, namely, its dwai'fness, as compared to the Cai-nation, which
renders the stooping much more fatiguing. The Pink reqiui'es that its buds should be tied up, to

prevent them from bursting, and it is no small labom', to those ever so much accustomed to it, to go
over a bed half a dozen times, to tie such as are ready ; whereas, if they were in pots, they could be
taken up and tied on a table, without in the least inconveniencing the operator. "We have heard it

said, that the oolom's wLU not come so fine in pots as they do in the ground. This we can positively

contradict from experience ; and we know that a collection is, on many accounts, safer in pots, than in

the open groimd, being freer from vermin, if properly attended to, cleaner in their growth, and
yielding qmte as much healthy grass for propagation.

. ft



The pipings, as the grass is called when separated from the parent plant, shonld be struck under a

hand-glass, and, when well rooted, should be placed out in a bed not raised above the paths, but quite

flat ; the distance three inches apart in the rows, and the rows six inches from each other. Here
they may remain until September, when you may use for a compost, two-thirds of loam from rotted

tuTTes, and one-third of well decomposed cow-dung. Let this compost be thorouglily mixed. Then
take pots of the size called forty-eights, and, having a few crocks for di'aining in the bottom, fill all

the pots half full of the compost ; carefully raise the plants without breaking the fibres, and, adjusting

the quantity of soil to bring the root up to its proper place, spread the root equally out all round, and
fill up the pot, pressing the soil gently about the roots, and fiUing the soil in to the suii'ace. The
roots must not be sunk lower than they were in the ground, but the soil at top should be put level

with the collar of the plant. A^Tien all the pots are gently watered, they may be placed in a common
garden fi'ame, with the glass shut close for the fh-st twenty-four hours. The plants will be soon

established, and all thi'ough the winter wiU require watering but seldom, and all the air they can

have. The glasses should be off altogether in fine weather. The frames should be kept clean and

dry, and the plants will go on well tUl March, when you must be prepared with other pots, in which

they are to bloom. These should be the size called twenty-fom's, and must be drained with about

an inch thickness of crocks. The soil must be the same as has been afready recommended. Tm-n up

the pots, and knock the balls of earth out whole ; the top surface may be rubbed ofi' a little, and as

much compost must be put into the pot as vrill bring the ball up to the surface ; the soil is then to be

gently pressed down all round with the finger, but so that the fibres are not injiu'ed in the operation.

They may be now placed in a dry bottom or floor, and have aU the weather imtil they throw up

their spikes for bloom. Allow but one to go up, break ofi' the others, and, when the buds are

beginning to swell, take off all but two, or thi-ee at the most; and, as these approach their bm-sting time
;

tie them round in the middle, and tear down the calyx at all the divisions, that the petals may be

disengaged equally all round. The advantage of pot cultm'e is found at this season ; instead of

stooping for houi'S over the bed to tie the pods, you may have the pots handed to you one at a time

and the labom- is changed to an agreeable occupation. We need hardly say that the flowers are

better attended to all thi'ough their blooming. The petals are laid in their places as they ai'e

developed, and the flower, when requii-ed for exhibition, wants no more dressing. When the buds

are swelling, a little manure water may be used once instead of plain water; this may be made
with a spade-ftiU of decomposed cow-dung, stm'ed into tlu'ee pails of water.

[AVhy not exhibit the plants as grown in pots, instead of cutting the blooms ?]
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iV«(.' Achimmes.—A Jam'eguia, Warczewitz, intro-

duced by M. "Warczewitz, from Guatemala to Berhn,

and thence to Eughsh gardens, is a handsome wMte-
fiowered variety of A. longiflora ; it has a rosy stripe

striding from the eye down each lobe of the limb. A.

Escheriana, Lemaire, is a cross raised at Zurich by M.
Eegal, between rosea and longiflora ; and is said to be

handsome; it has the habit of rosea, but is stronger,

and the flowers are intermediate in size between the

parents ; the limb rich crimson, the orifice golden yellow

dotted with purple. A, grandis is an English cross be-

tween patens and grandiiora, and is a fine large deep

purple rose variety
;
grown by Messrs. Garaway, Mayes,

and Co., of Bristol.

Freserving French Beans in a green state.—M. Gehen,

of Montigny, employs the foUowing method for pre-

serving French beans in a fresh and green state :—The

beans are gathered when dry, and are plunged in boiling

water, taken out again immediately, and allowed to

stand till they are cool ; they arc then put into a small

cask, a layer of vine leaves being placed at the bottom

of the cask, then a layer of beans about six inches

thick, and so on alternately a layer of vine leaves and

beans ; but the layer of leaves is to be kept thin, and

when the cask is nearly full, the top must be covered

with leaves. A boai'd must be provided to fit within

the top of the cask, and a good sized stone or weight

placed on the board for the purpose of pressing down

the contents. When the pressure has been completed,

a quantity of salted water is put over the beans, suffi-

cient to run down and moisten them freely. As this

water will evaporate more or less, it must be renewed

from time to time. The beans will, if thus treated,

keep good tOl the foUowing season, when others are

fit for gathering, being merely covered over n-ith a

board to keep them clean. They may be used as wanted.

—Revue Hortitole.

Oxalis Deppei.—This plant produces fleshy roots, for

the sake of which it is sometimes cultivated. The

roots, which are thick fleshy tapering bodies, are ofvery

dehcate flavom', and ai-e exceedingly wholesome, form-

ing a good substitute for Seakale or Asparagus, from

November to January. This Oxalis reqmres a warm

sheltered situation, and a rich deep loamy sofl. The

fe73-
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bulbs, wbich are produced in clusters around the thick

end of the fleshy roots, may be planted some time in

March, in rows a foot apart, and about the same dis-

tance apart in the rows ; they should be put in thi'ee

inches deep. During summer, they only reqxiire occa-

sional hoeing, and watering when the weather is very

dry. The fleshy portion, which is eaten, is not formed

until late in autumn, consequently by the month of

October the surface of the ground should be covered

over with litter, as a protection from early frosts, and

so that the roots may grow on without disturbance.

By the end of November some of the roots would be

ready for use, and may be taken up ; but the majority

should be left in the ground as long as possible, so that

frosts and rain are kept from them, which may be done

by means of any spare lights or shutters. Before the

weather gets very severe they must be taken up and

stored amongst dry sand, in a cool dry place, beyond

roach of fi-ost. A supply of the bulbs—the scaly

bodies clustered about the base of the stems at the top

of the fleshy roots—must be retained for the next

year's planting. The young leaves and flowers are

sometimes used in soups and salads, as arc those of the

Oxalis crenata, but for these purposes they are not of

much importance.

—

Ation.

Turmps of Finland, and Fcirosowoode.—At the

present day manynew varieties are cultivated in France

;

three of these, raised so late as 1S4S, from their great

merits deserve particular notice. They are somewhat

extensively gro%vn in Finland and Petrosowoode, pro-

vinces of the Russian empire, and belong to the half

hardy section. They are remarkable for their eaidiness,

and do not appear to sufl'er from frost in the moderate

parts of France, although the fleshy part of the root is

almost entirely above the surface of the ground. These

varieties do not present any striking dilference except

in colour, being equal in size ; the general form is round

and depressed, and the skin is smooth. One of them

is of a beautifid violet colour ; the flesh pleasant, and

deep yeUow of excellent quality ; the root slender, short,

without ramifications, and inserted in a deep cavity

about three quarters of an inch in diameter at the sur-

face, which cavity is very peculiar, and essentially

characteristic of this sort ; the leaves are always of a

lively green, rounded at their extremities, and very

deeply cut. For a general crop it is necessary to sow
the seed of this sort fi-om the beginning of July tiU the

end of August. It thrives best in a sandy or light soil,

and is apt to have an unpleasant acrid taste if grown in

very rich ground. At the commencement of July 1847,

in a visit to the Scnnaia or vegetable mai'ket of St.

Petersburgh, M. Masson noticed a quantity ofthese roots

in excellent preservation, although obtained the preceding

year ; this fact sufficiently proves that their keeping-

properties are much greater than most of the other sorts.

This vegetable is much used by the inhabitants of Fin-

land
;
great quantities are also consumed by the Eussian

navy, and it is kept in store from one year to the other

for this piu-pose. The vegetation of this variety, when
in store, is considerably retarded by the leaves being

taken off as soon as they are a few inches long ; they

form an excellent ingredient in salads, for which pur-

i

pose they are much used. Swedish turnips are much
used in England as house fodder for cows, but this new
variety, from its carliness, has many advantages over

them, as it may be sown at the beginning of September,

and yield a good crop the same year. Very likely also

these varieties in their young state may be found very

good for pickling as well as similar cidinary uses.

—

£evue Sorticole.

CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

TuE Quarterly Meeting, and Competition in Florists'

Flowers, was held in the Society's Experimental Gar-

den, Inverleith, on the 6th of June. The Hall contained

a rich display of articles sent for competition, while the

large Winter Garden structure was filled with brilliant

flowers, sent for exhibition only. The best twelve

Eanunciduses were sent by Mr. J. Toimg, gardener to

T. Oliver, Esq., Newington Lodge, the varieties being

Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, Minerva, Dr. Goldsmith,

Ramsay, Florida, Earl Grey, Kilgour's Mottled, Van-
guard, Apollo, Kilgour's Straw Mottled, and John Knox.

Some very select stands of Pansies were produced. The
Silver Medal was awarded to Mr. John Currie, gardener

to Miss "Wedderburn, Inveresk Lodge, for fine flowers

of the following varieties:—ConsteUatiou," Magnificent,

Model of Perfection, Cossack, Aurora, Blue Queen,

Climax, Potentate, Lord Hardinge, Duke of NorfoUc,

France Cycole, Sambo, Supreme, Miss Wedderburn,

Lord Nelson, Almanzor, Pliny, Marchioness of Ailsa,

Douglas, Brilliant, Perfection, Optimus, Elegant, Himt's

Wellington, and Mrs. Bragg. A second premium was
awarded to Mr. Alexander King, Inveresk, Mussel-

burgh, whose varieties were—Rainbow, Supreme, Op-

timus, France Cycole, Marchioness of Ailsa, Potentate,

Mrs. Bragg, Mrs. Hamilton, Zabdi, Constellation,

Almanzor, PUny, Magic Circle, Orestes, Lady Sale,

Climax, Gremlin, Douglas, Alboni, Satuist, Elegant,

Cypress, Ne plus ultra, and Aurora.

In the competition for Tiilips, the only lot which

was considered deserving of the prize, was set aside in

consequence of an informality in the declaration by the

competitor, Mr. John Oliver, Larbert.

The first prize for Pelargoniums was gained by Mr.

A. Cossar, gardener to Lady Hay, King's meadows,

Peebles, with Beck's Cruenta, Arabella, Gustavus, Cen-

turion, Lyne's Chaplet, and Queen Anne. Fems grown
in pots were shown by Mr. R. Veitch, gardener, Arniston,

who had fine large specimens of Pteris hastata, arguta,

and rotundifolia, Adiantum piibesccns, Asplenium vivi-

parum, and Lygodium scandens ; and by M. J. Thomp-
son, gardener to Dr. Neill, Canonmills Cottage, who
produced excellent plants of Adiantum Capillus-Veneris,

A. pedatum, Trichomanes brevisetum, Asplenium filx-

femina monstrosa, A. fontanum, and A. alternifolium.

Messrs. Dicksons & Co., of Leith Walk ; J. Dickson &
Sons, Inverleith Nru-series ; P. Lawson & Son, Golden

Acres ; Downie & Laii-d, West Coates ; Carstairs, Wanis-
ton Lodge ; and Stark, Edgchill Nursery, sent various

collections of plants. Mr. Sjjary, nurseryman, Isle of

Wight, sent a beautiful Double Pansy, named Prince

Arthur. From the garden of Lady Hay, King's Mea-
2o



dows, ttere was a very handsome seedling fancy Pelar-

gonium, named Sti-anger, for which an honoraiy award

was granted. From the garden of Dr. Neill, Canon-

mills Cottage, was Pothos Harrisii, in floAver and fruit.

Isaac Anderson, Esq., Maryfield, sent specimens of the

new Dielyti'a spectahilis, Gompholobium luteum flori-

hundum, Piniclea Neippergiana, andaseedlingVeronica,

a hyhrid between saxatilis and fructiculosa. From Pro-

fessor Dunhai-'s garden, Eosepark, there ATcre some

beautiful Heaths ; and, fi-om the gardens at Dysart

House, there was a splendid display of seedling Rhodo-

dendrons. From Captain Falconar, Carlowrie, there

was a fruiting plant of the Mandrake {Ilandraijora

vernalis) ; and from Mr. Veitch, Amiston, a fine set of

Ferns. Among the extra vegetables, were staUis of a

very desirable Seedling Rhubarb, raised by Mr. Stewart,

Bangholm Cottage, for which a certificate of merit was

gi'anted. Mr. Carstairs, Warriston, produced a broom

made from Piacaba fibre, adapted for the sweeping of

lawns.

lowing /iHrists' .llnitreri

Although diu-ing the month an immense nimiber of

seedling flowers have come under oui" notice, we regret

to say, that, both in point of quality and novelty, a great

majority of them have been unworthy of notice. Both
at Chiswiek and the Regents Pai'k we have seen Petu-
nias remarkable for nothing but the want of form, sub-
stance, and colom- ; Pelargoniums inferior to the dis-

carded of seven years back ; Antirrhinums that would
disgrace a rubbish heap ; and Verbenas inferior to the
thu'd-rates of last year

;
yet some of these things have

received certificates of excellence, and next year, no
doubt, wiU be let out as first rate varieties. Indeed, if

the past is any criterion, judgment appears to have run
mad. At the Sm-rey Zoological Gardens, where the

seedling Pelargonium show was held, no first-class

prize was awarded, but equal second prizes to Mr.
Hoyle, for Ajax, and to Mr. Forster, for Gipsey Rival,

a fiower so like Gipsey Bride as scarcely to be distin-

guishable from it, and which never can be required in

the same collection. We admit it is a pretty little

flower, but its ground is preoccupied, and, therefore,

it is not worth adding to collections containing Gipsey
Bride. Again, equal third prizes were awarded to Mr.
Hoyle, for Ocellatmn, and to Mr. Beck, for Incompa-
rable, and both are fioAvers which improve upon ac-

quaintance. Ocellatum will be the sale jjlant of the

season, and Incomparable, though a small trusser, pro-

duces them in tolerable profusion, which, added to its

brUliant colour, will make it a very desirable flower.

Most of the Pelargoniums enumerated last month we
have seen for the second time, and have no reason to

change our opinion of them. Major Dome and Diana,
two of Mr. Beck's flowers, will be favourites with the
public ; and the same may be said of Generallissimo,

May Queen, and Rubiola, belonging to Mr. Hoyle.
Fancy Pelargoniums have been shown in tolerable

abundance, and some possessing superior properties, and
exemplifying something of the form which these flowers

must ultimately assume to be lasting favourites with
the public, and to make them efiicient plants for deco-
rative purposes. Pretty little things may please while
they have novelty, hut we must have size and colour to

make them lasting favom-ites with the public. "RTiat is

it that makes Reine de Francais so much admired but its

size ? It has no other quality to recommend it, yet it

is an excellent sale plant. Another season's exhibition

wUl work a revolution in these plants, and those who
depend upon small flowers may regret that they were
not wise in time. One of the most distinct and beau-
tiful flowers which we have seen, is Beauty of St.

John's Wood, from the AVeUington Road Nursery. It

is described below, and we were sm-prised it did not
receive a certificate at the South London Floricul-
tural Society. As a fancy flower it was more worthy
of such distinction than some which have received
prizes.

21>y7^-== :

PELARGONITMS.

Cardinal (Hoyle).—Bright orange scarlet, rich black

blotch, slightly crumpled, fi'ee.

Dido (Hoyle).—Rosy purple, top petals nearly

black. Fine form and good trass.

Gipsey Hival (Forster).—Upper petals nearly black,

lower splendid rose. Fine form, very smooth, and a
fi'ce bloomer.

Van Spry (Forster).—Like the preceding, but not so

good.

AliU (Forster).—A Forget-me-Kot like flower, but
not so free in the production of them.

Crimson Standard (Forster).—Rosy crimson, black

blotch. Good truss and moderate form.

Riihens (Forster).—Light crimson, with dark blotch.

Good truss and tolerable form.

Hero (Forster).—Scarlet with deep chocolate blotch.

Tolerable truss and form.

Vandyke (Forster).—Rich scarlet, very dark blotch.

Moderate form and truss.

Little Nell (Forster).—Rosy pui-ple, dark blotch.

Good truss and moderate fonn.

Supreme (Forster).—Rosy salmon, rich chocolate

blotch. Good truss and moderate form.

Agatha (Beck).—Upper petals deep chocolate, with
rich blotch ; under petals rose. Form moderate, a free

bloomer.
Silk Mercer (Beck).—A beautiful rose colom', with

rich blotch. Fine form and free.

Frince Arthur (Beck).—Rosy crimson, black blotch,

lower petals spotted. Good truss and moderate form.

Naval Knight (Whomes).— Fine scarlet, black

blotch. Good truss and form ; very free bloomer.

Gipsey King ("\\Tiomes).—Rosy crimson, upper
petals nearly black. Tolerable form.

Frince Arthur (Pontey).—Rosy salmon, chocolate

blotch, and clear white thi'oat. Very free.

FANCY PELARGONIUMS.

Furity (Henderson).—Rosy crimson, with white
margin, lowerpetalsbelted with crimson. Moderate form.

Scanty of St. John's Wood (Henderson).—Rosy
crimson, with pure white throat, lower petals belted

with the same colour. Fine form and free.

Perfection (Ambrose).—Bright rose belted with
white ; lower petals spotted with lilac.

Prince Albert (Ambrose).—Purplish crimson, with
a shade of violet. Good form and free.

Supreme (Ambrose).—Rosy crimson ; lower petals

spotted with the same colom-. Dwarf habit, moderate
form, and fi'ee.

Belle Marie (Ambrose).— Rich mulbeiTy, lower

petals spotted with the same. Moderate form and truss.

Amelia (Ambrose). — Light rose, lower petals

clouded with the same. Free.
(̂^
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Ovataum (Ambrose).—Deep crimson, lower petals

telted with the same. Moderate form.

Formosissimum (Ayres).— Crimson, belted with
white, lower petals spotted and pencilled with the

same colour. Fine form.

Caliban (Ayres).—Fine plrmi colour, shaded with
violet, lower petals deeply spotted with mulbeny.
Fine form and large.

Cripsci/ Qtuen (Ayres).—Eich plum colour, belted

with white, lower petals slightly marked with phun
coloiu'. Fine form and large.

Brunette (Ayres).—Rich velvety chocolate, belted

with white, lower petals spotted and pencilled with the

same. Moderate form.

Zilacinum {Ayres).—Pinkish Ulac, belted with white,

lower petals slightly spotted with the same. Deficient

in form, but a good trusser and very free. A.

fm EHBDEiERf ^11 iifimysfr miisiii mnm

FLOWER-GARDEN.—INDOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Comm-vatonj.—Here little need be added to the direc-

tions of last month. Attend to cleanliness with
scrupulous care in eveiy part, and pay strict attention

to the destruction of insects. Water the plants in the

border's copiously when necessary, using liquid manure
occasionally, and ventilate freely both night and day.

Shading will be necessary tbi-ough the hottest part of

the day. Syringe the plants not in bloom eveiy even-
ing, and sprinkle the floor of the house once or twice a-

day to generate a moist atmosphere.

Orangery.—Proceed with the thinning of the fruit,

and syringe the plants copiously every afternoon, just

as the sun is leaving it, shutting the house close for an
hour or two, but giving a little air again in the even-

ing. Water copiously with manure water, train and
stop undue growth, and guard carefully against insects,

more especially the red spider, which is very destruc-

tive to the leaves of the orange. Any plants requii-ing

a shift must be attended to immediately, so as to get the

roots thoroughly established before winter. A.

Orchid House.—Continue to carry out former dii'ec-

tions, and keep every thing thoroughly clean ; this is

most important. Remove every appearance of weeds
or ferns (unless placed there for the pm-pose of orna-

ment) growing upon the pots or blocks, as by experi-

ence I find they injure the plants by poisoning the roots

in some cases. Keep the sponge at work whenever it

is necessary, for, depend upon it, much of the health

and vigour of these truly lovely plants depend upon a

free and uninterrupted respiration. See that nothing

be neglected or placed out of sight. In arranging the

plants that are in bloom do it effectively, and re-arrange

iTccjuently, for it promotes very much the health of the

plants, while it heightens the interest of the house.

Look well to all plants that are making fine growth,

and encoui'age the formation of strong pseudo bulbs by
frequent sprinklings over head.

Stove.—Ee very liberal in giving abundance of air

night and day, at the present time ; keep the atmosphere

in a fine growing state by fi-eqnently syringing all fast

growing plants, and, at the same time, thoroughly

saturate the floors, tables, and walls, about noon. Give

timely attention to winter flowering plants—such as

the different kinds of Justicias, Euphorbias, Gesnera

zcbrina, Eegonia, Manettia bicolor, and all the sorts of

Puyas ; these, together with anything else that has

had a good season's rest, should be properly pruned, and
when they have commenced growing should he well

potted into good turfy loam, and a little peat and sand

used in a rough state, the pots being thoroughly drained

with charcoal. Let this house have a good share of sun-

shine morning and evening, which Avill materially pre-

vent weak growth, which must be avoided, even as

insects and vermin of all kinds. J. G.

GREENHOUSE—HARD-WOODED PLANTS.
This is the best month to procm'e the annual supply of
soil, which, for hard-wooded plants, is an important
although generally not a very troublesome matter.

Three kinds only are wanted, viz., a Light heathy sort

of peat from some rather high situation, to be used for

the finer and tender rooting plants, and a stronger
grassy kind for the more robust growing sorts. These,
with a little tui'fy loam, and some good sQver sand, will

grow as fine plants as any one could wish to see.

Some of the large specimens which have been cut

in after flowering, and arc standing in a shady situation

out of doors, will now require shitting
;

let it be pro-

ceeded with at once, and take care that the old ball is

moist at the time of potting. Do not water them
thoroughly immediately after the operation, but allow

them t.) stand for a few days, be sm-e, however, to

sprinkle their foliage and the ground round about them
in hot, dry weather.

The young stock, in pits or frames, will require

constant attention ; shift a plant now and then ; turn

them roimd occasionally, and otherwise train them at

every opportimity. Examine Leschenaultias for green-

fly, Chorozemas, Pimeleas, &c., for red spider; fumi-
gate the former, but lay the latter down on their sides

and give them a good washing with the syringe. At
the end of the month, should the weather be fme and

.

waiTU, the lights may be left off all night, but replace

them early in the morning and let them remain tilted

all day.

Good hard-wooded plants in bloom are scarce at this

season of the year ; however, the house should stiU be

gay with such things as Crowea saligna, Birrtonia con-

ferta, Astelma eximia, Eelhania squarrosa, Sollya line-

aris, EoelUa eQiata, Dracophyllum gracUe, &c., these,

with the different varieties of Kalosanthes, will make
no mean display.

Look well to Epacris and other early flowering

plants, which wiU now he pretty forward in their

growth ; tie and regulate them nicely before the shoots

begin to fall about with their own weight. Attend
regularly to shading, &c., as recommended last month.

Camellias.—This is the time for shifting ; when the

bloom buds are forward some of the plants that do not

requh-e repotting may be set out of doors in a perfectly

shaded place. Eegulate the moisture according to the

weather, but, in a general way, a good sjTinging every

afternoon and a slight sprinkle in the momng will do

no harm. Towards the end of the manth, any sorts

that it may be desirable to increase, can be grafted
;
put

them rmder hand-glasses and keep them well shaded.

Azaleas.—Here last month's directions must be at-

tended to, but towards the close of the month begin to

inm-e the plants to a little more simshine. J. F.

Heathery.—All specimens which have done bloom-

ing and have been cut in, and are breaking again wiU



be best in the open air, in a rather shaded situation.

Pot any plants which may require, preparing the soil

as previously dh'ccted. Water copiously, using yay
weak maniu-e water occasionally, keep a shai-p look out

for mildew, and dress the plants with sulphiu- di-

rectly it is perceived. As the plants go out of bloom
cut them in, and remove the decaying flowers ; but do
not shift them until they break and are growing again.

Young stock will reqim-o the same attention, but take

care it never wants water. Water the plants over head
occasionally with a flue rose. J. F. C.

GREENHOUSE SOFT-WOODED PLANTS.
Pelargoiiimns.—The season being now well-advanced

and the plants generally in flower, shading through the

middle of the day is necessary to prevent the flowers

fi-om scorching, and to cause them to hang on much
longer. Thin net or gauze, fixed on the sashes through
the summer season, wiU not be found to injure the

plants. Gauze should also be fixed in the inside of the

house to prevent the bees getting in, as the flowers fall

directly the honey is extracted from the nectary.

When the plants are dry be careful to satiKate the

whole mass of soil ; liquid manm'e two or three times

a-week is necessary, to keep them in a %agorous state of

growth, so that they may throw up theii- flowers freely.

Remove all decaying leaves and flowers as they appear.

Leave air on the house through the night, and sprinkle

the bottom occasionally in the evening, which will

cause a moist atmosphere, and greatly assist the

plants. Strike cuttings of the early kinds which have
gone out of flower. They may be put in under hand-
glasses, or in a partially shaded situation in the open
ground.

Fancy Pelarffoniums.—Be very careful in the water-

ing of these. Do not allow them to get too dry, so as

to require a great quantity of water at one time, or they
will be found to shank off. A little liquid manure once

or twice a-week may be given whUe in a free growing
state, but withhold it as they grow out of flower.

Strike cuttings of such kinds as arc required for next
season's growth, as they will be found to strike more
readily at this season than later. They will require

protection with hand-glasses or cold frames. Do not
water too liberally.

Calceolarias,—Look carefully to the shading and
watering of these, and sec that those going out of

flower are removed to a shady situation, where they

will throw up their offsets, which must be taken off

for cuttings, as soon as large enough. They will re-

quire a very sandy compost. The north side of a

hedge or wall will be found the host situation for

them.

Cinerarias.—If large enough, pot into separate pots

those sown last month. Place those gone out of flower

in a shaded situation. Take off the suckers as they
get large enough, and pot into separate pots. Sow
seeds for spring flowering in a light rich compost, cover
lightly with fine moiild or silver sand. Do not allow

the sm'face of the soil to get dry, and they will be
foimd to vegetate quickly. A eold frame will be found
the best place for them. Prick off into store pots as

soon as large enough.

Chrijsanthenmim.—Cuttings may yet be struck for

late-flowering plants. Divide the old shoots, and pot

into a good rich compost. As soon as established, water
liberally. Layer some in pots, and as soon as they are

rooted stop them that they may make bushy plants.

Routine.—Prepare soils for autumn use, as recom-
mended last month. After they get a little decom-
posed, turn occasionally to mix them, and allow the
atmosphere to act freely on them. Tm-n heaps of
manure occasionally for the same purposes. H. E.

r>7c3^:^=

FLOWER-GARDEN.—OUT-DOOR ])EPART-
MENT.

That angularity so observable in newly-planted flower-

beds is weai'ing off as the plants apijroach each other,

and the points of the beds get filled up ; indeed, there is

more of a life-like expression seen every day in the

flower-garden, as the masses go on growing and rounding

themselves into symmetrical forms. Beauty, like Ufe,

makes a poor show in connection with poverty ; there-

fore by all means encomage massed plants to cover the

groimd, and when the beds are full enough do not

suffer one mass to grow out of its place, and assume an
iiTegnlar appearance, or the balance of the beds wUl be

broken up. Introduce disorder into one part, and you
derange the whole. On the other hand, take care to

avoid everything like a trim-cut hedge-like appearance

on shorting back the plants at the outside of the masses,

or else the line of art will look severe from every part.

According to the magnitude of the mass, so should the

cm-ve of the line he, by which the plants are turned or

cut off to the grass or gravel. To know the relation

this line bears to the mass is the fii'st step to a know-
ledge of the relation which subsists between the bed

and the space which lies beyond it. But the eye does

not stop here, for it goes on measuring the one mass by
the other, and determining differences where they ex-

ist, and where things agree, and thus is a knowledge

arrived at of the proportion which prevails thi'oughout

the an-angement in our fiower-beds. Flower-gardening,

like every regular and well-conducted system, is com-

posed of a vaiiety of parts, each of which possesses its

separate importance, and contributes to the perfection

of the whole. Some things are very essential to it,

such as neatness and a love of order and method.

Order is the som-ce of jjcace, and it is impossible to find

a more peaceful scene than a well-managed flower-

garden—for tranqiullity is the distinguishing character-

istic of it. Let this be wanting, and anything but the

appearance of a well-massed flower-garden will present

itself. If disorder and irregularity meet us at evei-y

step amongst the beds, the arrangement is incomplete,

and the parts must necessarily jar ndth one another,

and only discord be apparent, where the principles of

hai-mony should have been clearly seen, and powerfully

felt in the parts, and spread over the whole figure.

Nature is rich with meaning on this point. No line

nor form but she turns to a right use, whether it be

seen in stone, or tree, or humblest bush. All strong-

growing plants, such as Solidagos, Asters, Eudbcckias,

and Helianthuses, which may properly be termed

shrubby plants, should be attended to, so that each and

all of their parts may grow together, and by and by
give expression to the scene. Take care that Holly-

hocks planted on the lawn, as single specimens, or

groups of the same, have stakes put to them in time,

and by all means trj^ to keep the leaves healthy, either

by sp-inging the foliage, or watering at the roots,

particularly if the weather is hot and diy. Tie up
(Enothera speciosa neatly, and if it has been pretty

thickly planted over the bed, it will produce a fine white

mass of fiowers. Also train the shoots of Oenothera

macrocarpa in such a way that they may have light

and ail', and be furnished throughout with flowering-

shoots ; water them ahundantlj' in diy weather, and
clear off the dead fiowers and leaves, which are so often

seen accumulated about the plants. Matricaria gran-

diflora requires similar treatment, and its white flowers

are very desirable too. Verbena Defiance will reqmre
occasional syringing -with tobacco liquor, not too strong

though, and many other plants ndll reqnii'c to be treated

and looked after in the same way.

Propar/ation.—Cuttings of Cerastinm tomentosum
put in a cold frame, and shaded occasionally, will root
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very soon, and make beautiful white masses next year

about this time. So will Aebillea tomontosa, if

treated after the same manner. Save all the seed that

is passible of Papaver bractcata and orientale : they

are brilliant and sho\i^' at this time of the year. J.C.

Rose Garden.—The autumn-flowering Roses should

now bo libeially supplied with manure-water, or some

guano laid on the siui'aee of the ground round the

plants, and then the ground be well soaked with soft

water. Keep all the faded flowers picked ofl' every

morning, and the seed capsules also.

Get the budding done as fast as possible, and should

the weather be dry, give the stocks a good supply of

water to keep them growing freely tiU they are budded,

after which artiflcial watering will be unnecessary.

Those plants which have flowered in pots should

now be kept growing freely, as the future bloom de-

pends on the growth they make at this season.

Climbing Roses, if doing well, wiU be constantly

pushing out very strong shoots from the roots and main
stems ; these, if not wanted to rej)lace any shoots that

are getting worn out, must be either taken off or have their

tops pinched ofl' about a foot from the stems, or they

will very soon starve the other branches. II. M'M.

Arioretum.—Here at this season the operations are

principally limited to keeping everything neat and in

good order. It wiU, however, be necessary to pay par-

ticular attention to the watering of newly planted trees,

but more particularly to keeping them firm in position,

as a tree which is swayed about by every breath ofwind
cannot perfect its roots so as to fix itself, and must,

therefore, be secured. I will now resume my list of

Coniferous plants.

JPinus Fallttsiana (Siberia, 1820).—This is a very

robust and hardy species, of compact habit, dense

foliage, and very ornamental; deserves a place in a

limited collection.

F'mus patula (Mexico, 1826).—Avery elegant spe-

cies, but not to be thoroughly depended upon. We
have a specimen foru-teen feet high, which is much ad-

mired ; the last winter has turned many of the leaves

brown, but I cannot see that the leading shoots are in-

jm-ed. It should have a sheltered situation.

Fhius Devoniana (Mexico, 1839).—A splendid foliage,

very robust in its habit, and, if it proves quite hardy,

will be second to none for beauty. Here it was more
exposed than patula and suffered loss.

Pinus Teocote (Mexico, 1826).—More sheltered than
either ofthe last, andnotat all injured ; should it eventu-

ally prove quite hardy, it will be a most desirable species.

Finns Monticola (California, 1831).— Probably only

a variety of Pinus Lambcrtiana, which it closely re-

sembles, both in habit and manner of growth, but this

appears to be the more hardy of the two.

Finns Gerardiana (East India, 1839).—Great things

are expected of this species, the habit being so very dis-

tinct. At present it is thoroughly hardy. Our plant is

four feet high and vigorous.

Shruhhcrij. Here, also, the principal work is to

keep good order, and as we have had comparatively but
little rata, the dii'ections as regards watering, mulching,

&c., given last month, must be attended to. J. G. E.

Carnations and Ticotees will now require disbudding.

Examine them earefidly to see they are not sufiering by
being too tightly tied, as the shoots will be found to have
swelled since they were first tied. The pods shoiJd be
tied with worsted, or some such material, and, as they
advance, be shaded from the sun. Let the plants have
plenty of water, and occasionally a little liquid manm-e.
Keep them clear of weeds, and towards the end of the

month the grass will be in a fit condition for layering.

Weed out the seedlings as Ihey come into bloom and

are foimd to possess no superior claims, marking those

of good properties for further trial.

Dahlias.—Attend well to the directions given in

last month's calendar ; and as the lateral shoots attain

.sufficient length tie them outwards, avoiding the prac-

tice of drawing them up into the broom-Kke fashion,

preventing air and light from penetrating, forming a

convenient hiding place for insect enemies, and diminish-

ing the size and beauty of the fiowers.

Kollijhocks.—Secure to stakes as they advance in

growth, reducing the flower-stems to one or two on
each plant. Stir the soil, and water as often as the

state of the soil requii'os.

Fansies.—Examine the beds and gather the seeds, as

they ripen, from those flowers best in form and purest

in coloms, which should be put into muslin bags and
hung \q) to dry. It may be sown when ready. Cut-

tings may still be taken ofi' and struck in the shade, and
those previously rooted planted out. Attend well to

watering, cleaning, and destroying insects of all sorts.

Blooms for exhibitions should be shaded, though they

are not to be got as fine as in May imder any treatment.

Finks.—Pipings may still be sti-uek under hand-

glasses, and those first struck will be ready to plant

into nm-sery beds, to strengthen them for their final

planting. Water the iilants well, or the dry weather

otherwise wiU cause the grass to become hard and difti-

eult to strike. Blooms intended for exhibition shoidd

be shaded. When seed is requu-ed advantage should be

taken of the flowers possessing the desired properties,

by fertilizing them, which will make the chance of raising

good varieties more certain.

Phloxes.—Attend to the directions given last month,

by tying, watering, and stu-ring the soil, &c., &c.

Ranunculuses.- As the blooms of these fade and the

leaves die off, no time shoidd be lost in taking them up,

drying them in the shade, cleaning, and stowing away
in their proper places till next season.

Tulips.—Continue to take up, clean, dry, and store

away as recommended for the Ranunculus. T. B.

FRUIT GARDEN.—IN-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Fruiting Pines.—Now that the days are at theii- full

length, and light at its maximum take advantage of it

to grow your plants and fruit as rapidly and robustly

as possible. Syringe copiously daily, shut up early,

but give a little air before leaving for the night. Ven-
tilate very fi-ecly dm-ing this fine weather ; indeed the

lights may almost be removed altogether dming a part

of the day. Water copiously with liquid manm-o at

the roots, to all but ripening fruits ; and those, when
they begin to change, must be kept comparatively dry.

Pines growing on the Meudon plan will now grow
with great rapidity ; cncom-age them by copious syring-

ing with clean water, and, if necessary, give the border

a thorough soaking with liquid manui'e.

Succession House.—Any succession plants not shifted

last month must be attended to immediately, and water
may be given more copiously to those which ai'C esta-

blished in then' new pots. Maintain a moist growing
atmosphere, and give abruidance of air both night and
day. Syringe copiously every afternoon, and shut the

house up close. Attend to the bottom heat, and guard
against its becoming too powerful.

Vineri/.—The principal care here is to thoroughly

ripen the wood in those houses where the fruit is cut,

and to bring those plants intended for early forcing into

a state of rest as soon as possible. Where the fruit is

colouring give abundance of au- at all times, and where
it is swelling maintain a moist growing atmosphere, by

I
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frequently sprinMing the floors and walls of the house,

but avoid syringing the fruit. Guard carefully against

insects, and also against the mildew, which is eommit-
ing sad havoc in some places. Proceed with the

thinning of late houses, and recollect that a moderate
crop well ripened is preferable to a large crop of indif-

ferent quality. J. S.

Fiffs.—Give a liberal supply of water to trees

swelling their second crop of fruit ; use the syringe

freely ; and maintain a moist atmosphere by well wet-
ting the path-ways, and give air early in the day, and
freely ; shutting up rather warm. See that the shoots

do not become crowded. "Whore fruit is ripening,

water, as previously advised, must be withheld. Direc-

tions given in former calendars must be attended to.

Peaches.—Having, in cm' last, called attention to the

necessity of well ripening the wood; and having shown
that this depended entirely on the healthiness of the

leaves, and on their duly, and properly performing their-

fimctions, we now direct attention to a practice, which
was formerly thought essential to the well ripening of

the wood—namely, that of exposing the trees, by taking

the lights off the house. We cannot conceive what
put this idea into the heads of oui' forefathers, but most
assru'edly a worse plan they could not have adopted.

We never remove a light so long as the loaves are able

to operate—but wo give air at night, as well as by day.

By this plan, and by keeping the leaves healthy as

long as possible, we have always had Avell-ripened wood.
Where late crops of fruit are swelling, water must
be supplied liberally—and where fruit is ripening, it

should be withheld, and air given early in the morning.
Pay attention to previous dir-ections.

Sti-awberries.—The quantity of plants reqiured for

forcing next season, should now without delay be laid

in small sized pots. One plant in a pot is quite snifi-

cient ; when two or more are put into a single pot, the

cro-WTis never get so tine, and well formed in consequence
of the crowded state of the foliage. Those laid last

month will now be fit for potting. M. S.

Cucumber Souse.—In very hot weather attend

strictly to shading early in the forenoon, and remove it

early in the afternoon. Apply the syringe fi-eely eai-ly in

the afternoon, and shut up soon ; that will be a great

check against insects. If red spider make its appear-

ance, thin the leaves out to the utmost limit, then, early

in the morning, sprinkle the underside of the leaves with
a fine syringe, and dust over with sulphur. If the plants

are otherwise in good health, there will be no fear of

their scalding, if they are shaded from the mid-day sun,

and this, with a high, moist, day temperatui-e, will soon

disperse the spider. If the nights should be cold,

slight fii-es, occasionally, will greatly benefit the plants,

and prevent the ravages of the mildew. Look careftilly

after young plants, that are growing, to take the place

of any that may be past beai'ing fruit.

Duiiff Beds.—Although the season has advanced so

far, the beds must continue to receive attention. The
linings must be kept well made up, and to keep down
wood-lice, must be occasionally watered, to prevent

their becoming too dry. Keep the plants thin of wood
and foliage, and they will continue in a thriving state

to the end of the season.

Ridge Cucumhers.—The glasses may now be placed

upon inverted pots, and the shoots pegged out regularly,

so as to give them all the light possible. Let them ramble
freely without stopping. If precaution has been taken
to sow a row of Scarlet-runners on the south side of the

ridge, it will be found of great service in strong windy
weather, also in very hot weather.

3Ielons.—Look to the young plants, see that they
do not suffer for want of water in the early stage of

their growth, pinch out all supei-fluous shoots, and re-

move all male blossoms. Earth up late crops with
stiff loam, and press it firmly down. The plants that
are swelling theii- fruit must have strict attention, and
see that each plant has its proportion of fruit to mature

;

better to have a moderate crop well ripened, than at-

tempt a large crop, and fail, which is too frequently the
case. Where fruit is ripening, keep the inside of the
pit or frame perfectly dry, and if any sign of splitting

appears, give abundance of air night and day. W. T.

FRUIT-GARDEN.—OUT-DOOR DEPART-
MENT.

Apricot, Peach, and Nectarine.—Should the weather
prove dry when the fi-uit of the former is sweUing,
give the trees a good soaking with water, and immedi-
ately mulch them thickly. If this is done properly, it

will prevent evaporation, so that frequent waterings

may be dispensed with. The Peach and Nectarine are

very subject to the attacks of rod spider dui-ing dry
weather, particidarly weak and unhealthy trees ; where
this is the case, wash them with water in which
some flower of sulphur is held in suspension. Drought
at the roots is one of the sources of this evil, which of

course is to be remedied by the means recommended
above. Continue to lay in the shoots, so as to allow every
part of the trees the benefit of the sun, ail', and rain.

Fig.—There ai-e few fruit trees that require more at-

tention in stopping, during the early part of the growing
season, than this, and yet there ai'e few trees give less

general trouble. I believe the want of success in grow-
ing this fruit, arises from an over-careful attention to

what is called neat training, which is, laying in every
branch close to the w.ill; whereas, if the side and
foreright shoots were allowed to grow a foot or eighteen

inches from the wall, a sure crop would be the result.

Gooseherrij and Currant.—Stop and thin the shoots

of espaliers, and those growing against walls ; this

is especially necessary, and even those growing in

plantations would be greatly benefited by having thefr

shoots thinned. Mat those that require to be retarded

for late use, before the fruit is quite ripe.

Pear.—If the fruit is found to have set very thickly

on the choice sorts, either those against the wall or

espaliers, they should be thinned at once. One dozen
fine large fruit, is of more value than three dozen
small, as they are superior both in flavoiu' and beauty

;

but, although knowing this, it is with difficulty we can
bring our minds to have the courage to thin the fruit

sufficiently. Tying and nailing the principal shoots

must he strictly attended to, as they are easQy broken
by the winds while in a young state. In stopping the

side shoots, the opposite extreme of allowing them to

grow two feet long, ere they have their summer pruning,

must be guarded against, for, if they are stopped very

closely after the first stopping, itwiU probably cause some
of the dormant buds at the base of the shoot to break.

Plum and Cherry.—Should insects stiH infest the

trees, means must be used to ^et rid of them before the

fruit ripens. The latter must not be washed with any-

thing offensive in the water, otherwise than by dipping

the shoots in' o it, untU the fruit is gathered. Should the

fruit of the large sorts have set too thickly, it will he

necessary to thin them. Those taken offwiU do for tarts.

Paspherry.—Thin the young canes to fi-om four to six

to each stool, and keep them secured to the stakes, so

that they may not be injured by wind. It is a much
better plan to grow them in j'ows, and tie them to espalier

rails, than to have them in single stools ; for, by the

latter plan, it is almost impossible to secure the young
canes, without gi-eatly interfering with the fruiting

canes, whereas, by the former mode, they may be so

regulated in the row as to allow the full admission of

light and air to the fruit, and to allow of theii' being

'"^^^5
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gathered -svitliovit injuring the young canes. It is very

easy to adopt the espalier mode of growing, ^yhere they

have been otherwise gro^™, by allowing all the young
shoots in the line of row to grow up, and, in a year or

two, the object will be gained.

Strawberry. -Immediately well-rooted runners can

be procm'ed, make new plantations. The earlier they

are planted the better, as they will have time to get

thoroughly established before winter. Even weak and

indifferently rooted runners, if planted this month, -will,

on the approach of winter, be gi-eatly in advance of

strong runners planted the latter end of next month.

Should the weather prove dry, give copious waterings

while the fruit is swelling. The late sorts more fre-

quently suifer from drought than the early ones.

Vine.—Keep the young rods, or shoots intended for

bearing nest year, secm-ed to the wall, and the leaves

from injury as much as possible. Stop the lateral

shoots to one joint, so that there is free admission of

light and air to the main shoots. A great many Vine-

leaves are usually required during the summer ; but,

if the Vines are expected to flom-ish and fruit, they

must not be divested of their leaves. A few plants

should be allowed to grow at random in some sheltered

spot, for this purpose. H. C. 0.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Prepare all ground, as soon as it becomes vacant, to re-

ceive such. plants of the Brassica tribe as wiU be required

for the supply of the table throughout the autumn and
winter months. The transplanting of Cauliflowei-s, Cape
and other Brocolis, Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, &c., should

be proceeded with on every available occasion. Every
advantage should be taken of showery weather, and as

large breadths as possible got out, in order to economize

the time and trouble of watering. Continue to put

out Celery in well manured trenches, in such quantities

as the demand renders necessary. Another sowing of

Peas may be made for the chance of a crop ; in light

soils, frequent and copious supplies of water will be

found necessary, or a very limited crop will be the

result. iS'o plants will derive greater benefit from

mtdching, than the crop of Peas. Any spare dung, or

even the sweepings of lawns, can be advantageously

employed for that pm-pose. Endive and Lettuce should

be planted out regularly to ensure a supply, and sow-

ings of Radishes, Lettuce, Endive, and small salading,

made, as recommended in former calendars. Hoe and
stir the soil between all growing crops, to destroy weeds,

and promote a healthy and vigorous growth in the

plants. Sow a good breadth of Tiunips for succession,

and also Cabbages for winter greens. Prepare, by well

manuring and trenching, some gi'ormd for winter Spi-

nach, which, in cold soils and late situations, should be

got in the end of the month. Shallots and Garlic wiU
soon be fit to store, and as the herbs come into bloom,

cut and dry them in shaded, airy situations, after

which, bag them until required for use. J. C.

WILD FLO'^TEES OF JULY.
In this and the following month we meet with the

greatest nimiber of plants in flower ; the Ferns also now
present their fi-uetification, and the working botanist

will find fidl occupation in attending to the numerous
claimants that press themselves upon his attention. In
July the important family of the Leguminoste may be

considered in their prime, as also the Labiate plants,

among which the Mints still rcqiiire especial .attention.

The tall spikes of the Foxglove, with theu- bright bells,

remind us of the advance of the season ; the Heaths
begin to tinge the moors and commons with their biaght

colours, and the hedges, fields, marsh land, and open
downs, teem with blossoms, representing almost all the

indigenous families. Out of such a copious list it is

I
J

difficult to select any as prominently noticeable at this

time. This is the best month for obser\ing the flowers

of most of the Syngenesious and Umbelliferous plants,

the fruits of both coming to maturity toward the close,

and more particukai-ly in August. The puzzling tribe

of Brambles should now be looked to, and it is the most
favoui'able time for the sedges, most of which now
show the characters derived from their ripened '* nut."

Ponds and ditches should be well searched in July

;

many of the plants growing in such situations have
inconspicuous flowers, but they nevertheless exhibit a

gre.at variety of interesting forms. The princip.al of

these are the Pond-weeds {Potamogetoii), the Duck-
weeds {Lemiui), Water Milfoils {Myriophijnum), the

Star-worts {CaUitrkhc'), which require close attention,

associated with the more striking Water Lilies, Buck-
bean (^Menyanthes) "Water Plantains {AUsma^., the

beautiful Villarsia, the curious Bladder-wort, ( Utricit-

larm), with its feathery leaves, floating by means of

their purse-like air-bladders. Many sti-iking flowers

are also to be met with by the sea-side in this month,
such as the yellow horned Poppy {Glaneiuni), the Thrifts

(Statice), with some members of the Cruciferous, Le-
guminous, and Syngenesious orders. A. H.

ANIMAL KINGDOM.
Ornithology.—The scorching heat of July, has a
great eff'ect upon birds, they are now almost mute, and
difficult to be seen ; sheltering themselves from the fierce

rays of the sun, among the thick foliage, all the evidence
of their presence being their call note, which they re-

peat at intervals, but in so low a tone, th.at it is a
mere whisper, compared to what it was in the spring.

The only time that they exhibit a portion of thefr for-

mer sprightliness, is at early morn, before the sun has
robbed the hedges of their dewy spangles, and at eve,

just before the glorious orb bills us a short farewell, to

bless some other clime with his heavenly light. The
best time for observation is the morning, all things

then look fresh and gay, and one is not annoyed by the

numerous little pests of the insect world, which, as the

day grows older, dance, and buz around one's head,

robbing a ramble of half its pleasures.

In studying the habits of bii-ds, the manner in

which they propel themselves through the air is not the

least interesting, and a knowledge of their various

modes of flight, is of great importance to the natm\alist

who should be able to distinguish each species of bird,

as well on the wing, as when perched on a branch
within a few yards of him ; and this knowledge may be
acquired by proper attention, and will be found to add
greatly to the pleasure of the study. How peculiar is

the flight of the Wagtails {Motacilla) rising and falling

like the waves of the sea, when contrasted with the
swift gliding motion of the Swallows {Birundo). "Who
has not admired the powerful iUg' t of the beautiful

"Wood Pigeon {Coltiinba (Ellas'), when, lilie a giant in

strength, he has been seen beating against a strong head
wind, he appears to set old Boreas at defiance, pru"suing

his course in nearly a sti-aight line, whUe the Eooks, and
Crows, although strong-winged birds, may be seen
rising and falling, as if searching for some hole in the
wind ; through which they might creep and after many
attempts giving it up as hopeless, when wheeling round
they glide swiftly before it ; the whole of the Pigeon
ti'ibe, ai'e noted for their great strength of wing, and
beautiful mode of flight.

Turn we now to those fi-ail little things, the various
species of "Warblers, that visit us dui-ing the summer
months, taking their abode in our lanes, on our com-
mons, and in our gardens, where they skip and hop
about, their flight rarely extending many yards at a
time, and yet they have been horn some hundreds of
miles upon those little wings, w-hich, when arrived here,

they use so sparingly. "What beautiful machines are
I
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the wings of birds, and how varied are their forms, and
texture ; compare the soft downy one, of the common
Gold Crest {Regulus aKricnpillm) with the strong

whale-bone like texture of the Swifts {C'l/psdus ajim),

and you will be struck with the fact, that their mode
of life must be widely different ; and this will prove,

that an acquaintance with the various forms and tex-

tures of the wings of bii'ds, is essential to a true know-
ledge of their habits. The fields of golden grain are

now a glorious sight, and birds of various kinds resort

to them, amongst which the most numerous are our

old friends the Sparrows {^Passer domesticits). I call

them old friends, for there is no bird I am more partial

to than the Sparrow, although by many he is considered

a complete pest ; but that is for want of knowing all his

good qualities ; if it were only for his close attachment
to man, he would deserve our respect, but he has many
other virtues to recommend him, which are overlooked

from a want of a knowledge of his history.

The farmer, when he sees them in his fields of corn,

considers them as thieves and plunderers, and to a cer-

tain extent he may he right ; he has clear evidence that

they are then doing him no good, and so they are un-
mercifully condemned. I think by a better acquaintance

with their mode of life, a different conclusion would be

arrived at. There are not always corn fields for them to

feed upon, and I believe they eat at other times. Then,
keep a calendar of them from January until December,
watch them narrowly, book all their good and bad ac-

tions, and having gone through all the evidence, judge
justly, and I have little fear of the verdict ; for it mil
be found that birds, instead of being destroyers, in

which light they are considered by many, are a safe

guard to the husbandman, and that the earth would soon

become a desert, without their aid. H. W.
Ento.mology.

—"We are now arrived at the hottest season

oftheyear,when the objects of the entomologist's search

assume their most tropical character; amongstwhichmay
be mentioned the great number of species of Butterflies,

the largest sized kinds of Beetles—such as the Stag
Beetle, Cerambycidce, Sand Wasps, and the great

Dragon-flies, hawking over pools in search of insects

on which they feed most voraciously. Although these

insects, however, delight in the brightest sunshine, ihe

hottest hours of the day are by no means the best

suited for the pursuits of the entomologist, the flight of

insects being, at that period, so rapid, as well as so high,

that it is almost impossible to catch them, whilst others

secrete themselves to avoid the heat. Of this habit of

insects flying high during the middle of the day, accom-
panied, as it is in some species, by the emission of a

loud humming sound, om' field poets and naturalists

have often spoken. Thus, Thomson says :

—

" Resounds the living: surface of the ground,
Nor imdeliijlitful is the ceaseless hum
To him who muses thmt^h the woods at noon

;

Or di-owsy shepherd, as he lies reclined,

AVith half-shut eyes, beneath thefloating shade

Of willows gi'ay, close crowding o'er the hrook."

" There is," says Gilbert White, " a natural occur-

rence to be met with in the higliest part of our down^ on
the hot summer days, which always amuses me much,
without giving me any satisfaction mth respect to the

causeof it; and that is a loud audible humming ofBees [?]

in the air, though not one insect is seen. Any person

would suppose that a large swarm of Bees was in mo-
tion, and playing about over his head." Xirby and
Spence, alluding to this sound, observe, that "the hot-

ter the weather the higher insects will soar, and it is

not improbable the sound produced by numbers may be

heard when those that produce it are out of sight."

Without attempting to solve the question as to the

cause of this humming noise, I may observe that, as our
poet of the " Seasons" has well remarked, in the words
quoted above in italics, it is in woods and trees that the

sound is heard as well as in open situations, and that it

seems to be caused by Dipterous insects, rather than by
Bees, which, except at the time of swarming, do not fly

in company.
^^"^ " Chief, the forest boughs

That dance unnumbered to the playful breeze,
The downy orcliard, and the melting pulp
Of mellow fruit, the nameless nations feed
Of evanescent insects."

The Caterpillars of many species of Lepidopterous
insects may now be found, and must be carefully at-

tended to, the best time for beating the trees being early

in the morning and after sunset, as during the day many
of them remaiu quiescent, fixing themselves firmly to

the branches and twigs, and only moving when the sun
has quitted then- retreat. The umbelliferous flowers,

and especially the flowers of the Elder-bush, should now
be examined carefully in the hottest parts of the day,

whilst the grassy banks and borders, as well as open
places in woods, are now enlivened with many species

of Butterflies, especially the diflTerent kinds of FritUla-

ries—as Lathonia, the Queen of Spain ; Aglaia, the
dark green Fritillary ; Adippe, the high brown ; Paphia,
the silver washed ; and Silene, the small pearl-bordered

Fritillary. The Painted Lady, Cynthia Cardui, is now
to be met with, delighting to settle on the blossoms of

the Spear Thistle, on which its larva feeds earlier in the
month ; the beautiful Peacock Butterfly, with its gor-

geous eyes ( Vanessa lo^, found on JS^ettles, in the Cater-
pillar state, towards the beginning of the mouth, appears
in the winged state at the end ; the glorious Purple
Emperor Butterfly also makes his appearance about the
middle of the month, flxing his thi-one on the topmost
twig of some lordly Oak, and defending it with the ut-

most pertinacity against all neighbouring rival Empe-
rors. The elegant White admirable Butterfly, is also now
tobe met with, although rarely ;

" The graceful elegance

displayed by this charming species, when saiKng on the

wing, is greater, perhaps, than can be found in any
other in Britain."

*' Swift Camilla scours the plain,

Flies o'er the unbending corn, and skims along the main."

" There was an old Aurelian of London," says
Haworth, " so highly delighted at the inimitable thght
of the Camilla, that long after he was unable to pursue
her, he used to go to the woods, and sit down on a stile

for the sole purpose of feasting his eyes with her fasci-

nating evolutions." What a charming picture of the
endurance of a pure love of Natm'o does this little ex-
tract vividly bring before us !

Many of the species of the elegant little Blue But-
terflies, Polyommatus, are now on the wing, especially

on chalky districts ; but perhaps the most exotic-looking

of all the insects now to be met with are the iEgeria; and
Trochilia ; Lepidopterous insects having all the appear-

ance of Wasps, Bees, and Sand Wasps of different kinds.

Many of the larger species of Moths [Homhjcidce and
Noctukke) are also now to be met .with. Indeed, as

this is the month in which the greatest number of
Moths appear, it may be as well to mention in this place

a plan for the capture of the nocturnal Lepidoptera,

which has recently been adopted by our collectors with
the greatest success. It simply consists in daubing the
trunks of trees, immediately after sunset, with coai'se

sugar moistened with water. The Moths, especially if

the weather be stUl and the air charged with electricity,

are attracted to the trees, where they feast on the sweets
to such an excess, that, on applying a lamp (a buU's-
eyed one is best) in the dark, they may be secured
without attempting to fly oif.

Owing to the vast number of species now to be cap-

tured in the winged state, we have not thought it

advisable to continue the List of species hitherto given,

which would extend to far too great a length for om-
pages. J. 0. W.
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japonica, 64 ; B. BeaMii, 64 ; B.
loxensis, 64 ; B.undulata, 72 ; B.
cUiaris, 128 ; B, Wallichiana, 168

;

B. atruvircns, 168 ; B. macro-
phylla, 168; B. Darwinii, 168;
B. lutea 256

Betts, K. L., Esq., his garden no-
ticed 13

Beurre Capiaumont Van Mons Pear 307
Bigeneric hybrid = Cheiranthus +
Erysimum 289

Bischoffia javonica .... 300
Blandfordia flaramea ... 24

317

124
124, 164

240

243
193
243

9, 78
302

189

166

101

181
219
195

292

Bok-shung , . . . 48
Bolbophyilum Lobbii . . . 251
Bossiasas, culture of, 213; selection

of 214
Botany, elementary, for beginners,

rev 127
Botany, Sacred :—The Hyssop, 37

;

the Tamarisk, 77 ; "Manna," 77;
the Lentil, 141 ; the Terebinth,
162; "Nuts," 163; the Plane,
239; " Chestnut" of Scripture . 239

Bourdelais hatif Grape . . . 247
British Ferns, selection of, for
"Wardian cases .... 131

Burgere Grape .... 247

Calodmm t/randifolhim, 41 ; C.
Simsii, 41 ; C. dioersifolium . 256

Calanthe sylvatica . . , 296
Calboa globosa .... 32
Calceolaria flexuosa, history and

culture of 33
Calceolarias, monthly culture of

50, 105, 153, 202, 266, 316
Caledonian Horticultural Society 15, 287
Calendar, Gardeners' and Natu-

ralists' :—Feb., 48 ; March, 102
;

April, 158 ; May, 200 ; Jmie, 265
;

July 315
Calliandra brevipes . . . 256
Callistemon brachyandvum . . 144
Callitris, propagation of . . 44
Calochortus pallidus . . . 120
Calochortus, character of, 143 ; cul-
ture of 143

Camellias, culture of, 50, 152, 201,
2G6, 315; properties of (G. Glen-
ny), 145; Chandler's exhibition of 175

Camellia japonica, Drysdalii, 145

;

C. Countess of EUesraere . . 168
Campanula nohilis alba . . . 290
Campylia holosericea oculata, 292

;

C. holosericea roseo-alba . . 292
Capparis spinosa, the sacred Hyssop 37
Capillary attraction, laws of . . 35
Cardamine latifolia, adventitious

shoots of 95
Cattleya elegans .... 184
Carlisle (Earl of), speech of, at Gar-

deners' Benevolent Society dinner 254
Ceanothus papillosus, history and

culture of, 169 ; C. dentatus, his-
tory and culture of . . . 169

Cedrus Deodara . . , . 154
Cedrus, propagation of . . . 44
Cephalotaxus Fortuni . . , 256
Cephalotaxus, propagation of . 44
Cera^tost'ujina phnnhaginoides . 72
Cereus Leeanus, 174 ; C. Tweediei, 174, 280
Cetonia aurata .... 193
Chandler's nursery . . . 175
Cheiranthus Marsballii, 237 ; his-

tory and culture of . . . 289
Cheiranthus, culture and selection

of 135
Cheirostylis marmorata ... 24
Chemical action on vegetable or-
ganization 186

Chemistry of soils and manures
(Dr. Voelcker), introductory pa-
per 232

Chcrmes Pyri 242
Chian Turpentine .... 163
Chinese Bice paper ... 48
Chorozema fiava, history and cul-

ture of, 73 ; C. triangularis . 73
Chorozemas, culture of (P. Pro-

gress), 283 ; selection of . . 285
Chromatella Rose, culture of (J.

Saul} 309
Chrysanthemums, culture of, 266,

316; new French varieties, 310;
miniature 310

Cinchona Calisaya, the Peruvian
bark . .

'
. . . . 300

Cinerarias, culture of, 50, 105, 153,

201
;
properties of (G. Glenny),

257 ; seedlings, notice of,

257, 265, 266,

Cineraria :—Madame Meillez, 257
;

Dr. Bushell, 257 ; Electra, 257
;

Blue Perfection ....
Cladius difformis
Cleisostoma fuscum
Clerodendron Bethuneanum .

Clerodendrons, cultivation of, 100
;

selection of .

Clianthus Dampieri^
Climate of Sikkim, 143; of the

Pyrenees, 191 ; its influence on
vegetation .....

Climatology
Cloth of Gold Rose, culture of (J.

Saul)
Coleopterous insects to be found in
February, 56 ; March, 112 ; April,

160 ; May, 203 ; June .

Colocasia odorata, 4 ; evolution of
heat in flowering

Conifera;, new, 23 ; hardy, selection
of (W. P. Kcane). 75

;
planting

of, 76
;
propagation of (A. Cour-

tin), 38, 44; stocks for grafting .

Conoclinium ianthmum, 143, 175
;

history and culture of .

Conservatory, management of, in

February, 48 ; March, 102 ; April,
158 ; May, 200 ; June, 265 ; July,

Covering horticultural structures
{G. Smith)

Crassida gentianoidcs
Crj-ptomeria, propagation of .

Cucumbers, monthly forcing of

53, i08, 156, 204, 269,
Cultivated plants, classification of,

with reference to their treatment
Cunninghamia, propagation of
Cupressus, propagation of
Cuttings, principles of propagation
by (\V. P. Keane)

Cyclobothra, character of, 143; cul-
ture of

Cynips rosoi, 194 ; C. Brrindtii
Cynips, the Bedeguar, history of 194,
Cypress Turpentine
Cypripedium caudatum, 143 ; C.
Lowei, 134; history and culture
of

Cytisus Adami, supposed origin of

257
193
120
72

101
183

256
191

309

272

4

27

176
44

318

171

45
45

143
195
195
163

297

134

45

263
247
45

114

Dacrydium, propagation of .

Dahlias, experiment in grafting,
134 ; of 1850, show varieties (G.
Glenny), 214; of 1850, fancy

- varieties (G. Glenny), 215 ; cul-
ture of, for exhibition (T,
Barnes), 262 ; selection of, for
show (T. Barnes)

Damas blanc Grape
Dammara, propagation of
D C'doublement, or Deduplication,

theory of .... .

Dendi-obiumpalpebrEe, 72 ; D.hete-
rocarpum, 96 ; D. cretaceum,
236

; D. transparens . 236, 251
Decorative gardening (H, N. Hum-

phreys) : — Proper position of
architectural features, 124; the
gardenesque style, 124 ; rustic
terraces, 133; architectural ter-
races, 164 ; style of terraces of
diff'erent periods, 220; fountains

Development hypothesis, examined
Dipladenia illustris, 16; D. atro-
purpurea, 216; D. urophylla

Diphlepis Bcdeyuaris .
'

.

Dipteracanthus spectabilis

Dipterous insects to be found in
February

' Kot C. fomiosub.

2 p



PAGE

243

171
111
24

117

64

^^1.

Diiuln angust'i07-ana

Domestic gardening (J. Spencer) :

introduction, 22 ; classification of

cultivated plants
Dormouse habits of . . .

Dossinia marmorata
Drainage of plants grown in pots .

Drying plants for the herbarium,
new apparatus for

Drymonia eristata, G4 ; B. sarinen-

tulosa

Echeveria retusa, history and cul-

ture of 129
Echinocactus rhodophthalmus . 40
Echites peltata, 72 ; E. iliiistris, 16

;

i". itisiynis, 16 ; _E. atropurpurca 216
Endosmose, law of... . 35

Entomology : February, 55 ; March,
112 ; April, 159 ; May, 207 ; June,
271; July, . . ' . . . 320

Epacris hyacinthiflora candidissima
1-43, 175

Epidendrum ornatum, 72 ; E. funi-

ferum 144.

Epimedium, hybrid, 304 ; E. versi-

color, 304 ; E" ^-iolaceo-diphyllum,

304 ; E. sulphureum, 304 ; JE.

lilacinum ..... 304
Epiphyllum platypetalum . . 291

Erica, elegantissima, history and
culture of, 81 ; E. Burnettii, 144;

E. regalis, 248 ; E. laqueata lutea,

256; E. tricolor Eppsii, 291; E.
tricolor splendens, 291; E. Gard-
neriana 291

Ericas, cultivation of (J. Fairbaira),

118, 219 ; selection of, for spring
flowering, 219; summer flower-

ing, 219 ; autumn and winter
flowering 219

Eriostemons, culture of (G. Fiee-
man), 20; selection of . , 21

Escallonia maerantha . . . 300

Espeletia argentea .... 144

Eitcmda bartoniotdes .. . . 136

JEuri/ale amazonicum . . . 225

Exhibition, preparation for (G.

Glenny) : of Auricula, 166; of

Polyanthus, 170 ; of Pansy . 28G
Exhibition, culture for : Dahlias

(T. Barnes), 262 ;
Pelargoniums

C. J. Parker), 60 ; Verbenas (T.

Barnes) 26

Exhibitions of Horticultural So-
ciety : May, 250; June, . . 290

Exhibitions of Royal Botanic So-

ciety ; May, 235 ; June, . . 293
Exhibitions, Horticultural, their in-

fluence on manners and taste . 196

Exocarpus, propagation of . . 45

Farinaceous gi-asses, origin and cul-

tivation of 30

Ferns, their computed numbers . 2

Ferns, culture in glazed cases, 130;
selections of, suitable for . . 131

Figs, monthly forcing of,

53, 107, 156, 204, 269, 318

Figs, monthly culture of,

54, 109, 205, 269, 319

Fish-ponds, hints for their proper

management, ... 56, 118

Florists' flowers, seetlling : Pelar-

goniums, 264, 314 ; fancy Pelargo-
niums, 265, 314; Cinerarias, 257, 265

Florists' flowei's, points of excel-

lence in, 42 ;
properties of, 99, 145,

257, 307 ; management of, in

February, 52 ; March, 107 ;
April,

155; May, 203; June, 268; July, 317

Flower, God in the ... 247

Flower-borders, hints on filling (J.

Cox), 140; spring decoration of

{J. Cox) 222

Flower - forcing house, manage-
ment of, in February, 49 ; March,
103; April, 158; May, . . 200

Flower-garden, management of, in

February, 51 ; March, 105 ; April,

153 ; May, 202 ; June, 267 ; July, 316
Flower - garden and greenhouse,
hand-book to, rev, . . . 135

Flower-gardens, principles of mass-
ing plants in (J. Caie), 51, 105,

INDEX OF CONTENTS.

153, 198, 202, 267, 316
;
grouping

roses in (J. Saul), 138 ; artistic

arrangement of {J. Caie), 198;
plan of a, on the massing system
(J. Caie) 193

Footprints of the Creator, rev. . 302
Forcing flowers,dii-ections for: Feb.,

49 ; March, 103 ; April, 151 ; May, 200
Forcing fruits, directions for : Feb.,

54 ; March, 108 ; April, 156 ; May,
205; June, 268; July, , . 317

Forcing vegetables, directions for :

Feb., 55 ; March, 109 ; April, 157
;

May, 206
Forcing garden, management of, in

February, 52 ; March, 107 ; April,
155 ; May, 204 ; June, 268 ; July, 317

Forcing houses, economical ar-
rangement of ... . 244

Forsythia viridissima, history and
culture of 249

Fountain, natural, 277 ; of St. Pe-
ter's, 278; of Palazzo Fornesi,
278 ; of Vatican, 279 ; suggestive
example of a . . , . 279

Fountains, designs for . . . 276
Frailejoii 144
Frame protection .... 174
Franciscea eximia . . . . 16
French beans, to preserve green , 312
French Chrysanthemums, new . 312
Fruit garden, management of, in

Feb., 54 ; March, 108 ; April, 156
;

May, 205; June, 268; July, . 317
Fruit-tree stems, advantages of pro-

tecting 47
Fruit-tree training, tying down sys-
tem (K. Errington) ... 293

Fuchsias, culture of, 50, 201, 266
Fungi, infiueuceof, on healthy vege-

tation 280
Fungus growth, aberrant . . 256

Galeottia Beaumontii . . . 296
Garden almanacs of 1850, rev. . 23
Garden decorations (H. N. Humph-

reys) : arcliitectural features, 1 24

;

gardenesque style, 124 ; rustic
terraces, 133 ; architectural ter-
races, 164 ; terraces of different
periods, 220 ; fountains . . 276

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution 254
Garden walls, construction and
heating of (P. Walker) . . 46

Gardens, remarkable, visits to

:

Preston Hall, near Maidstone (E.
L. Betts, Esq.), 13; Horticultural
Society's 146

Gardeners' Calendar

—

Flower-garden : In-door depart-
ment

—

Conservatory (AY. P. Ayres),
Feb., 48 ; March, 102 ; April,

151 ; May, 200 ; June, 265
;

July, 315
Orangery ("W. P.Ayres), March,

103 ; April, 151 ; May, 200
;

Jime, 265 ; July, ... 315
Forcing flower house {W. P.

Ayres), Feb., 49 ; March, 103
;

April, 151 ; May, ... 200
Plant stove (J, Goode), Feb.,

49 ; March, 103 ; April, 151

;

May, 200 ; June, 265 ; July, . 315
Orchid-house (J. Goode), Feb.
49; March, 103; April, 151;
May, 200 ; June. 265 ; July, . 315

Greenhouse (J. Fraser), Feb.,

49; March, 104; AprU, 152;
May, 200 ; June, 265 ; July, , 315

Heather5% Feb., 50; March,
104; April, 152; May, 201;
June, 266 ; July, ... 315

Flower-garden : Out-door depart-
ment

—

Parterre (J. Caie), Feb., 51

;

March, 105 ; April, 153 ; May,
202 ; June, 267 ; July, . 316

Rose-garden (H. M'Millan),
Feb., 51 ; March, 106 ; April,

154 ; May, 202 ; June, 267
;

July, 317

Arboretum (J. Cox), Feb., 51

;

March, 106 ; April, 154 ; May,
203 ; June, 267 ; July, . 317

Shrubbery (J. Cox), Feb. 52

;

March, 107 ; April, 155 ; May,
203 ; June, 267 ; July, .

Florists' flowers (T. Barnes),
Feb., 52 ; aiarch, 107 ; April,

155 ; May, 203 ; June, 268

;

July,
Fruit-garden : In-door depai't-

ment

—

Pinery (J. Spencer), Feb., 52;
March, 107 ; April, 155 ; May,
204 ; June, 268 ; July, .

Vinery (J. Spencer), Feb., 53;
March, 107 ; April, 155 ; May,
204 ; June, 268 ; July, .

Peach-house, &c., (M. Saul),

Feb., 53 ; March, 108 ; April,

156; May, 204; June, 2G9

;

July,
Cucumber-house, &c. (W. Tay-

lor), Feb., 53; March, 108;
April, 156; May, 204; June,
269; July, ....

Fruit-garden: Out-door depart-
ment

—

Hardy fruits (H. C. Ogle), Feb.
54; March, 108; April, 156;
May, 205 ; June, 269 ; July, .

Wall-fruits (H. C. Ogle), Feb.
54 ; March, 108 ; April, 156

;

May, 205 ; June, 269 ; July, .

Kitchen-garden (J.Charles),Feb.,

54; March, 109; April, 157;
May, 205 ; June, 270 ; July, .

Vegetable forcing (J. Charles),

Feb., 55; March, 109; AprU,
157 ; May, 206 ; June, .

Gardeners, young, hints addi-essed

to (W. P.'Keane) . . 28, 142,

Gardeners' Magazine of Botany, its

origin and objects

Gardenesque style of decoration ,

Gardenia Whitfleldii, 236 ; G. mal-
leifera

Gardening scheme, a child's first .

Gardening, domestic (J. Spencer) 22,

Gardening for children, rev. .

Gardoquia Hookeri, culture of
Gastrolobium Hugelii, history and

cultm-e of .... ,

Gnidthcria cordata
Geant de Basele Pear
Geissomeria longiflora, history and

culture of
Geography important to gardeners
Gesnera macrantha-purpurea, 143,

175; history and culture of

Gilliflowers, French : Cocardeau,
296 ; Empereur ....

Gloxinia argyrostigma, 175 ; G.
speciosa grandis ....

God in the flower ....
Gooseberry Caterpillar, to destroy,

(H. C. Ogle) ....
Grafting to induce a united adven-

titious bud, suggested, 3 ; at-

tempted
Grammanthes gentianoides .

Grasses, farinaceous, origin of

Grape, Gromier du Cantal, 183

;

Damas blanc, 247 ; Gros Ribier
du Maroc, 247 ; Gros Perle de
Jura, 247 ; Gros Grains de la

Drome, 247; Gros Guillaume, 247;
Malaga, 247 ; Superb de CandoUe,
247 ; Trosscau, 247 ; Burgere, 247

;

Rose de Daraoiselle, 247 ; Bour-
delais hatif, 247 ; Madelaine
Jacques, 247 ; Muscat Noir de
Frontignan, 247; Muscat Ari'ouya,

Grapes, diff'erent sorts in the same
bunch

Greenhouse architecture, 240 ; in-

ternal arrangements of
Greenhouse, management of, in
February, 49 ; March, 104 ; April,

152 ; May, 200 ; June, 265 ; July,

Greenhouse plants, hard-wooded,
monthly treatment of,

49, 104, 152, 200, 265,

Greenhouse plants, soft -wooded,
monthly treatment of,

50, 105, 153, 201, 266,
Grifiinia Liboniana . ,

Gromier du Cantal Grape

317

317

318

318

270

218

1

124

236
15

171
15

152

161
24

191

113
218

273

296

300
247

134
176
30

247

31

240

315
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Gros Grains de la Drome Grape . 2-47

Gros Guillaume Grape ... 247

Grosse Perle du Jura Grape . . 247

Gros Ribier du Maroc Grape . . 247

Handbook of Britisli Ferns,Moore's,
noticed 130

Handbook to Flower-Garden and
Greenhouse, rev. . . . 135

Hang:ing- gardens of Nottingham . 179

Hare's-foot Fern, growth of . . 95

Heat, evolution of, by inflorescence

of Arads, 4 ; influence of on vege-
table organization ... 86

Heathery, management of, in Feb.,

50 ; March, 104 ; April, 152

;

May, 201 ; June, 266; July, . 315
Heaths, culture of, 118, 219 ; selec-

tions of, for spring, summer, au-
timin, and winter flowering . 219

Heintzia tigrina .... 280

Hellehorus olympicus . . . 150
Heliantheraum scoparium . . 24
Hemipterous insects to be found in

Februarj', 56 ; March, 112 ; June, 272
Henderson's (E. G.) nursery . 94, 175
Henderson's [J. and A.) nursery 95, 175

Hollyhock, culture and propagation of 308
Horticultural Exhibitions, their

influence 196
Horticultural Society, meetings of,

31,96,128, 143, 167, 183; exhi-
bition of, May, 250 ; June, . . 290

Horticultural Society's garden at

Chiswick, visit to . . . 146
Horticultural Society's prize sche-

dule for 1850 .... 197

Huntleya Candida .... 192
Hyacinth, Anna Maria ... 97
Hyacinth, culture of {G. GlennyJ,

97 ;
properties of {G. Glenny),

99; selection of first-rate kinds 183
Hybernation of animals . . 119
Hybrid Epimetliums . . . 304
Hybridization, remarkable case of,

289 ; bigenerie .... 289
Hymenopterous insects to be found

in March, 112 ; April, 160 ; May,
208; June 272

Hyssop of Scripture ... 37

Ice in stacks and ice-houses, ma-
nagement of (H. Bailey) , . 82

Ichthyology ... 56, 110, 159
Indian Azaleas, culture of ("W". P.

Leach), 36 ; selection of . . 36
Insects, noxious to Roses, 193 ; to

Pears, 241 ; to Gooseberry and
Currant bushes ... 11, 271

Insects, natural agents in the fer-

tilization of flowers, 207 ; collect-

ing and preserving of . 207,271,320
Ixora grandiflora, culture of (W.

Taylor}, 10 ; I. laxiflora, 16 ; /.

hrachyloha ..... 16

I

Juniperus, propagation of 45

Kaisha, a new Syr'ian Apricot . 135
Kale, Sea, culture of (J. Middlemiss) 250
Kitchen-garden, management in
February, 54 ; March, 109 ; Api-il,

157 ; May, 205 ; June, 270 ; July 319
Knight and Perry's nursery , . 94

Laburnum, pui'ple, supposed origin
of 134

Lcelia superbiens, monster plant of 148
Lake of Stennis, two floras of, their
bearing on Lamarckiau hypothesis 302

Larix, propagation of . . . 45
Lamarckian, or development hypo-

thesis examined .... 302
Lee's nursery .... 175
Lentil of Scripture . . . 141
Leopard Moth, wood, habits of . 241
Lepidopterous insects, to be found

in February, 56; March, 112;
April, 160 ;'May, 208; June . 272

Libocedrus chilensis . . . 136
Libocedrus, propagation of . . 45
Light, influence of, on vegetable

organization .... 86
Lilium lancifolium, culture of, in

pots and borders (G. Freeman) . 74
Limnanthes rosea, 120 ; L.pvlcheUa 120
Xi;i(/, of the Chinese ... 39
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Linum grandiflorum . . . 192

Lobsters, habits of . . . Ill

Loch Ness, botanical features of the

sides of, 88
;
plants found near . 91

Loddiges, W., obit. ... 23

Lycopodium dendi-oideum, 175 ; L.

taxifolium 251

Macleania cordata . . . . 24

Madelaine Jacques Grape . . 247

Makonia >iepalc>isis,-iO; M.japonica 04

Malaga Grape , . . .. 247
'* Manna" of the Scriptures . . 77

Manures, ammoniacal, 174; chemis-
try of (Dr. Yoelcker) ... 232

Maurandya Bavclayana rosea, his-

tory and culture of . . . 9

Medinilla magnifiea* . . 167, 236

Melons, foreingof, 53, 108, 156, 205, 269, 318

Meti'osideros tomentosa . . 32

Microsperma bartonioides . . 136

Miniature Roses, selection of (J.

Saul), 260 ; culture of . . 261

Moles, habits of .... Ill

Morenoa glohosa .... 32

Mosses, cultivation of (G. Lawson) 210

Mungo Park's Moss ... 210

Muscat Arrouya Grape . . 247

Muscat Noir de Frontignan Grape 247

Myanthus fimbriatus ... 176

Naturalist's Calendar :

—

Animal Kingdom

—

Ornithology(H. ^Vhitely), Feb.,

55 ; March, 110; April, 158;

May, 206; June, 271; July,

Ichthvologv (J. S. Bushnan),
Feb., d6Y March, 110 ; April,

Entomology (J, O. Westwood),
Feb. 55; 'March, 112; April,

159; May, 206; June, 271;
July, ."....

Vegetable ICingdom

—

"VVild-flowers (A. Henfrev),
Feb., 55; March, 110; April,

158; May, 206; June, 270;
July

Nature, Aspects of (Humboldt's),
rev

Neapolitan Violet, culture of (AV.

Taylor)
Nectarine: seeFeacJi.
Nematis ribesii, to destroy

Nepenthes sanguinea
Nepenthes, fluid secretion of .

Neuroptei'ous insects to be found in

Mav, 208 ; June,
New French Grapes . . 183, 247

New Plants : see List of Fla/its de-

scribed, figured, or specially no-
ticed.

Nottingham, hanging gardens of,

179 ; Crocus meadows of

Nursery Calls :^Knight and Per-

ry's. 94 ; Henderson'sfJ.andA.),
95, 175 ; Henderson's (E. G.), 94,

175; Lee's, 174; Chandler's,

*'Nuts" of the authorized version

of the Scriptures

Nuttallia cerasiformis
Nympha;a Victoria

319

159

320

319

29,78

224

11

290
136

272

178

175

163
150, 163

225

Obituarv : —W. Loddiges, 23 ;

Smith, of Hopetoun ... 120

Odontoglossum rubescens, 40 ; O.
Cervantesii roseum . . . 128

Oneidium trilingue, 183 ; O. hrema-
tochilum, 184 ; 0. luridiiin purpit-

ratum, 184 ; O. cosjTnbephorum,
216; O. vuricosum . . . 256

Onion, the Underground or Potato,

Devonshire mode of cultivating . 115

Ophelia corymbosa.... 64

Opostegn scitella .... 243

Orangery, management in March,
103; April, 158; May, 200; June,

265; July, 315

Oriental Plane, habit and expres-

sion of 239

Orchids, raising fi'om seeds . . 150

Orchids, facts ^bearing on the cul-

ture of (R. Errington) . . 12

Orchid-house, management of, in

Feb., 49; March, 103; April,

• H^ot M. bractcata-

158 ; Mav, 200 ; June, 265 ; Julj', 315

Ornithglogv, Feb., 55 ; March, 110

April, 160; May, 206 ; June, 271

;

July, 319

Ornamental planting, hints on
106. 203, 263

Orthopterous insects to be found in

March 112

Oseille des neiges, a new Sorrel . 101

Oxalis Bowieana, for bedding out

(J. Cox) 8

Oxalis Deppei, culture of , . 312
Oxalis elegans .... 40
Ozonium auricomura . . . 256

Lee's

Packet of Seeds, Saved by an Old
Gardener, rev

Pcedisca angustiorana .

Palms, peculiarities of, in foliage,

28S ; in stems, 288; in roots,

Pansy, preparation of, for exhibi-

tion (G. Glenny)
Parsley, growing for the winter (P.

F. Keir)
Passiflora Belottii, history and cul-

ture of
Peas, culture of, for summer and
autumn (P. Benisoii), 181 ; the

best sorts

Peach, double white flowered
Peaches, monthly forcing of, 53,

108, 156, 204, 269, 318 ; monthly
culture of 54, 109, 157, 205, 269;

Pears, monthly culture of, 54, 109,

205, 319 ;
pistillary necrosis in,

190 ; insects injurious to

Pear, Geant de Basele, 191 ; Beurre
Capiaumont Van j\Ions

Pear Psylla, habits of .

Pear Tenthredo, habits of

Pear Leaf Miner, habits of

Pelargonium eximium, 25

Flower of the Day
Pelargonhmis, monthly culture of,

50, 105, 152, 201, 266, 315 ; seed-

Ungs, notice of, 264, 314; late

flowering and early forcing (H.

Rosier), 282; management of

for exhibition (J. Parker), 60;
selection of for exhibition .

Pelargoniums, fancj', management
of (H. Rosier), 5; selection of,

6 ; seedlings, notice of

Pelargoniums, scarlet, culture of .

Pelargoniums, pyramidal, a plea

for (G. M'Ewen), 68; manage-
ment and training of .

Pentstemoncordifoliiis, 32; P.hete-

rophyllus, history and culture of,

137 ; P. azureus,'history and cul-

ture of .....
Pentarhapbia cubensis . . .

Perfection in garden flowers, points

of
Fhali^na Toririx, 193; P. noctun-

wsci/li, 241 ; P. noctua-pyriiia .

Phalajnopsis amabilis. Horticultu-

ral Society's large plant of .

Pharbitis limhata ....
Pharus vittatus ....
Philodendron Simsii, history and

culture of, 41 ; P. striatipes

Phloxes, herbaceous, culture

(T. Barnes) ....
Pholidota clypeata .

Phyllocladus, propagation of .

Physiognomical classification

plants
Physiology of plants {A. Henfrey)

:

introductory remarks, 18 ;
physics

of vegetation, 34 ; capillary at-

traction, 35 ; endosmose, 35 ; in-

fluence of heat and light, 86

;

chemical action, 186 ; elements

and combinations, 187 ; elemen-

tary structure of plants, 274;

tissues of plants . . -

Phytological experiment, suggested

Picea, propagation of . . .

Pimelea Verschaffeltiana, 96, 183
;

P. Neippergiana . . . -

Pine Apples, monthly forcing of

52, 107, 155, 204, 268;

Pink, as a pot plant (G. Glenny) .

Pinus insignis, 154 ; P. ponderosa,

70
243

288

286

172

9

182
183

319

241

304
241
242
243

of

of

265
25

209
64

42

241

147

32
128

94
176
45

274
3

45



154 ; P. Laricio, 203 ; P. ]Muffhiis,

203 ; P. Laraljertiana, 203 ; P.
escelsa, 203 ; P. Sabiniana .

Pinus, propagation of . . .

Pistacia Terebinthus, 1G2 ; P.
vera

Pistachio-nut
Pistillary necrosis in pears
Plants, pi'obablenumber of esistia.e,

78; suitable for rases, 179 ; mode
of drying, 191 ; atmosplieric in-

fluence on
Plane, tlie " Chesnut" of Scripture

Plants, probable existing numberof
Plant-houses, economical arrange-
ment of

Plumbago Larpentm
Podocarpus, propagation of .

Polyanthus, preparation for exhibi-
tion {G. Glenny)

Pompon Koses, selection of (J.

Saul), 260 ; culture of
Ponthieva maculata
Potato, native eountiy of
Potato Onion, Devonshiie mode of

cultivating

Potted plante, drainage of, 117

;

watering
Preston Hall, near Maidstone, visit

to
PrimEeral vegetation
Primula Auricula nigra plena, his-

tory and culture of , . .

Professional and Moral training ("^.

203
45

163
163
190

255
239

261
24S
31

P. Keane)

INDEX OF CONTEXTS.

Rose Insects (J. O, "Westvrood) :

—

Rose Chaffer, 193 ; Bcrirmannian
Tortris, 193 ; Black-coated Tor-
ti-ix, 194 ; BL'deguarCynips, 194

;

Small Bedeguar Cynips, 195

;

Anther Rose Sa-^-fly .

Roses, grouping for the flower-gar-

den (J. Saul), 13S; selection for

grouping, 138 ; miniature, cul-

ture and selection of (J. Saul},

260; pompon (J. Saul), 260;
China and Tea-scented, culture

of (J. Saul)
Roupellia grata ....
Royal Botanic society's prize sche-

dule for 1850 - . . .

Royal Botauic Society, exhibitions

of:—May, 235; Jime,
Rustic garden terraces (H. N.
Humphreys) ....

Sacred Botany : the Hyssop, 37

;

the Tamai-isk, 77 ;
" Manna," 77

;

the Lentil, 141 ; the Terebinth
(Oak), 162; "Nuts," 163; the
Plane-tree

Salads, production of, in summer
and -winter (H. Bailey)

Salpiglossis sinuata flava, history
and culture of . . . .

Samphire or Sampire
Saw-fly, Rose, history of

Scaraha:us auratus ....
ScUla, culture and selection of

195

310
300

29S

Propagation bv cuttings, piinciplcs

of (W. P. Keane) ... 21

Propeiiies of florists' flowers (G.

Glenny) : Hyacinth, 99 ; Camellia
japonica, 145 ; Cineraria, 257

;

TuUp 307
Protection, advantages of, to the
stems of Apricots (H. Bailey),
47 ; to wall-trees, 157 ; of frames
and glass-houses . . . 174

Psylla Pyri 242
Pyramidal plants, effects of, as de-
corative objects {H. X. Huni-
plueys) 69

PjTamidal Pelargoniums, a plea
for (G. M'Ewen), 68 ; manage-
ment and training of .

28, 142,218
i

Schofileinia beniffiia

48
195
193
135
248
250
181

QuamocJit glohosa ....
Ranunculus Ficaria, roots of, edible
Raspberry, best mode of training .

Red Bar Moth, narrow winged,
habits of

Reine des Beiges Strawberry
Reviews:—Gardening for Children

(C. A. Johns), 15; Gardeners'
Almanac (G. "W, Johnson), 23;
Garden Almanac [G. Glenny), 23

;

Agricultural and Horticultuial
Almanac and Diarv, 23 ; Aspects
of Nature (A. vonHumboldt), 29,

78 ; Packet of Seeds Saved by an
Old Gardener, 70 ; Elementai-y
Botany for the Use of Beginner's

(T. S. Ralphs), 127; Handbook
to the Flower Garden and Green-
house (G. Glenny), 135 ; Bee-
Keeper's Manual (H. Tavlor),
280 ; Footprints of the Creator,
or, The Asterolepis of Sti'omness
(H. MiUer) ....

Rhodites rosas

Rhododendron jasminiflorum
Rhodostoma gardenioides, history
and culture of . . .

Ribes, desirable species and varie-

ties of, for shi'ubberies

Rice paper, Chinese
Roberts' ventilating garden pots
Rock planta ....
Root-pruning fruit-trees (G. Smith)
Rose Chaffer, history of
Rose. Cloth of Gold! culture of [J,

Saul) . . . . ,

Rose de Damoiselle Grape
Rose Garden, management of in

February, 51 ; March, 106
April, 15"4

; May, 202 ; June, 267
Julv,

84

247
318

243
191

302
194
251

203
48
128
51

63
193

309
247

Soils, chemistry of (Dr. Voelcker)
Sorrel, new
Spanish Chestnut, durability of
Spathoglottis aurea
Spilonota aquana ....
Spircea decumbens, 248 ; S. flexu-

osa, 248 ; S. adianiifolia
Spring-flowering Heaths
Spring decoration of flower beds ,

Staircase, decorations for a
Stanhopea cirrhata
Statiee imbricata ....
Stenw Beaumuni'd ....
Stennis, two floras of lake of, theii"

bearing on development hypo-
thesis

Stove, management of, inFebniary,
49; March, 103; Api-il, 158; May,
200; June, 265; July, . '.

Strawberries, forcing of

53, 108, 156, 204, 269, 318
Strawberries, culture of, 109, 157,

205, 270, 319; packing of for transit
Strawberry, Reine des Beiges
Stylidium fasciculatum, culture of

(G. Freeman), 246 ; other species
of

Suedia Green Gage Apricot .

Summer-flowering Heaths
Summer Peas, the best, 182 ; cul-

ture of {P. Bcnison) .

Summer Salads, their production
(H. Bailey)

Superb De CundoHe Grape
Syrian Apricots : Suedia Green
'Gage, 102; Kaisha

265

Sea-kale, culture of (J. Middlemiss)
Sedimi Sieboldii for vases
Seedling florists' flowers : Pelargo-
niums, 264, 314 ; fancy Pelargo-
niums, 265, 314 ; Cinerarias 25i

Selandra JEthiops . . . .242
Shrike, red-backed, habits of . 206
Shrimps, habits of . . . . Ill

Shrubbei-y, management of, in Feb-
ruary, 52 ; March, 107 ; April,

155 ;' May, 203 ; June, 267 ; July, 317
Shi"ubbery, what is a ? (R. Erring-

ton), 122 ; what to plant . . 123
Sikkim, climate of . . . . 143
Sdenes for vases : Schafta, 180 ; la-

einiata 180

Sinningia punctata . . . . 16
Siphocampvlus laneeolatus, 144 ; S.

canus .' 296
Slugs, to extirpate .... 206
Smith, of Hopetoim, obit. . . 120
Societies, meetings of : Caledonian,

15, 287 ; Horticultural of London
31. 96, 128, 143, 167, 183--'-

232
101

14
32
194

302

315

270
191

246
102
219

181

188
247

135

Sivertia corymhosa .

Tabemcemontana longiflora .

Tamaiix orientalis .

Tamarisk, the Manna of Scripture
Taxodium, propagation of
Taxus, propagation of .

Tenthredo dijjbrmis, 195 ; T. ccrasi

Terebinth, the 0~\ of Scripture
Terraces, rustic, 132 ; architectural,

164; of different periods
Tkiiia andina ....
Thuja chilensis

Thuja, propagation of . . ,

TiUandsia splende/is

Torreya, propagation of .

Toj'lrix rosanoy 193 ; T. aJigusfio-

ra7ia, 243 ; T. rotundana .

Tortrix Bergmannian, history of,

193 ; black coated, history of
Trapa bicornis in the Chinese lakes
Training fniit trees, tying down
system [R. En-ington)

Trees, age of, 58 ; list of old, 59
means by which age is ascer
tained, 59 ; death of .

Trees, ornamental, plantingof, 106,

Trichocentrum tenuiflorum .

Triehoglottis pallens
TrichopUia suavis ....
TropEBolum Smithii, 72 ; T. pcrc-

grinum, 72; T. Lobbianum, t

good winter-blooming plant, 175 :

T. Deckerianum, 216 ; T. "SVagne-

rianum . , . . ,

Tropical fruits ...
Trosseau Grape ...
Tulip, Groom's Dr. Horner, 305

culture of (G. Glenny), 305 ;
pro-

perties of {G. Glenny)
Tupa crassicaulis .

'*T>Tng-down" system of training
fruit-ti'ees (R. Errington) ,

Turnips of Petrosowoode and Fin-

land

16
77
77
45
45

242
162

220
136
136
45

217
45

194
39

60
,263
176
136
167

280
298
247

307
296

293

313

Valoradia plumbagiuoides
Yases, plants suitable for

Tegetable culture : see Kitchen
Garden.

Tegetable forcing in Februai'v, 55
;

March, 109 ; Apiil,

Vegetable Physiology (A. Henfrey)
18, 34,?6, IS6,

Vegetation, healthy, influence of
fungi on . ". . .

Vegetation, primseval
Vendace, habits of .

Verbena, culture for exhibition (T.

Barnes), 26 ; selection of .

Viburaum plicatum
Victoria regia, 23, 250 ; botanical

description of, 225 ; histoi-y of,

226 ; introduction to England,
227 ; culture at Syon House, 229 ;

culture at Chatsworth, 231 ; V.
regina, 225 ; V. Cruziana .

Violet, Neapolitan, cultiu'e of

Vines, monthly forcing of, 53, 107,

155, 204, 2681 317 ; culture of, in
pots, 204 ; monthly culture of

54, 205, 270,
Vriesia speeiosa, history and cul-

ture of .....
"^N'aU-fruit trees, root pruning of

(G. Smith)
Walls, garden, construction and
heating of

"Wardian cases, selection of Ferns
for

"Warreas, culture of, 177 ; selection

of ......
"Wan*ea Lindeniana, 177; "W. dis-

color, 183 ; W. Candida
Watering potted plants
Widdiingtonia, propagation of
"Wild-flowers, thoughts on, 6

;

rambles among ....
Wild-flowers of February, 55

;

March, 110; April, 160*; May,
206 ; June, 270 ; July . *

.

Winter flowering Heaths
Winter Salads, production of (H.

Bailey) J 88

Zeuzera .3^.£culi .... 241

157

274

280
31

111

26
251

225
224

319

217

63

46

131

178

192
236
45

319
219

JIENRY VJZtTtLLY, rRI.STER AND ENGRAVEE, GOIGH SQI.UIE, FLEET STREET.
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